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PREFACE 

THIS study grew out of the difficulty of the writer in find
ing anywhere in print or in the- words of financial practi
tioners a clear account. either of the relations between the 
banks and the stock excl)anges, or of the somewhat compli
cated methods employed by the latter in handling their 
enormous and highly significant business of speculation. 
Parts of four years' graduate study'in Economics in the 
Universities of Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Columbia 
were devoted to this problem, and later, two years with an 
international banking firm in New York gave an opportun
ity for direct observation, . 

The author takes pleasure in acknowledging his imlebted
ness to the faculties of economics and philosophy of the 
above schools and to those of CorneD where his undergradu
ate work ended, Special acknowledgment is due to Pr0-
fessor E. R. A. Seligman for helpful suggestions and to Mr. 
S. F. Streit, Cllairman of the Qearing House Committee 

• of the New York Exchange, fOl' many c:onstructive criti
cisms and references drawn from his 1000g and thOrough. 
knowledge of the subject. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

THB author's origina1.plan to cover .in the follow'ing 
dissertation the stock exchanges of B~rlin, Vienna~ Loh
don and New York with the same degree of attention 
given to the Paris Bourse, WIl4' interrupted by illneSlK$' 
and finally by the impact ot· the war which well, nigh 
put an end to deliberation on subjects unrelated .10 
it. It had long been a mystery to the writer why the great 
stock market of New York employed a system of settling 
its contracts so much at variance with the custom of all the 
great European bourses. The difference, not a technical 
one merely, as the actual methods are much the same both 
in principle and practice, consists in the relations of the 
exchanges to their respective money markets, New York 
settling every day the transactions of the preceding day, 
(Friday and Saturday morning sales lumped together in 
Monday's clearance), while in Europe, a fortnightly and 
monthly settlement is the rule. Such settlements in Europe, 
however, do not include the strictly cash sales which are 

. settled there individually, as they occur, and with consider
able latitude as to terms. In New Yark practically all trans
actions as between broker and broker are made .. regular 
way", that is, are settled by delivery of shares and payment 
of cash on the following day. On the European bourses. 
the customers of the brokers who buy and sell for the ac
count must decide at the close of every fortnight or month. 
as the case may be, whether they will take up, sell out, buy ill, 
or carry over their securities. As the term market is a 
de..t'ce for the purpose of facilitating the carrying of securi-

4S1) 9 



10 THe fARIS BOURSE AND FRENCH FINANCE [4-5 2 

ties 'imtitplill;ed, and the fixing of their value by speculative 
lfupng and 'seIling, varying' quantities, depending on the 
season,Jho size 'pi the market, etc. are always earried over. 
In Eut;ope;th'e ~holders secure funds for this purpose for th,e 
definite ~rlod between settlements, making and settling their 

. \oaps ~ masse 'at 1;h.e end of every such period, 'Which is at 
£he' ~e' .time tlte! date of the settlement between brokers 
and brokers, and between brokers and money lenders. In 
New 'York, hundreds of millions of ,dollars 'of stocks and 
Mods are also carried Mef on borrowed money, but entirely' 
through separate individual transactions between customer!! 
and brokers, and between brokers and bankers. Conserva
tive brokers borrow from the banks for this purpose, on the 
average one-third in call loans and two-thirds on time, for 
from thirty to ninety days or more, and lend to customers 
chiefly on call. In practice, however, these latter loans are 
selc;lom called if margins are maintained, but run indefinitely, 
sometimes for years. 

In New York there thus exist two definite rates of inter
est for security loans-the call rate, which is unlimited by 
law (on sums over $5,000) and which has gone in panic 
times over 100 per cent, and the time rate, limited, as are all 
other legal rates in New York State, to six per cenL This 
legal limitation has even been adduced as the reason for lack
of a te~ inarket in this country on the European p1an.1 

Another legal prohibition based on popular suspicion has 
forced the short sale contract into different fonns in thi, 
country and in Europe. Here, the short seller" borrows" 
the stock that he anticipates buying in the indefinite future 
in order to make delivery the following day. as required by 
the rules. This arrangement is made by the short seller's 

1 Warbarg, TIw Duc"" .. ' Sys,,,,. ill Ewo,,; fIid, Nat!. Mone1at7 
Commission Pub. • 
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broker by means of .. long" stock in his OWIl~~,·~ with 
another broker whose customers are carrying securities 00 
margin, and such loans go through the clead~~ hqusc lwnped 
~ogether with sales without distinction. ~.,. • . 

In Europe, on the contrary, another method WIlS adopted 
to conform to the law. The" bull" carryihg OVer.stock Qn.' 

settlement day sells his stock for cash to. :the capitalist ~iio 
wishes to make a fortnightly or monthly loan. Thfs is of 
course done through the broker, as in Wall Street. At the , . . . 
same moment and as part of the loan transaction, he c0n-
tracts to repurchase it from the capitalist at the end .f the 
term designated at a price slightly higher. say by one-third or 
one-fourth of one per cent. the difference being the amount 
of interest charged by the lender. On the ntld settlement 
day. if he still desires to carry his stock. the operation is re
peated. The European short seller or .. bear" having sold 
so many shares is entitled to their price. and with it he buys 
the shares for cash from the bull on settlement day. and 
resells for the ntld settlement. appearing to the bull in the 
guise of the capitalist. 

The mystery of these important differences was solved 
largely by the investigations of foreign banks conducted by. 
the United States Monetary Commission 1 and the subsequent 

, enlightenment as to the overwhelming importance in Europe 
of the central reserve system of banking. with its unlimited 
power of note issue based on discounted bills. This ob6er
... tiOll. applies especially to the continental countries of 
Europe. as in England unlimited note issue was obviously 
not contemplated by the framers of the Bank Act, and is 
obtained only by suspension of the latter by Parliament. 
Furthermore, some monetary difficulties of the present war 
were met in altogether another _y-by the issue of small 

• • YiU PIlbticatiODS U. S. MOIleW7 C-.uissica 
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denominatiOn treasury notes. In ordinary times, however, 
even in England instant resort to the central reserve of the 
Bank of Englana by embarrassed banks or individuals' with 
proper security is always possible. This fact made it feasible 
for baIiks and others to employ considerable funds in loans 

. on securitieS of fluctuating value for periods of as long as 
two weeks, and oh the more stable securities for one month. .. . 
On the continent, especially in France, where the use of 
Checb long remained underdeveloped, flexibility of credits . ' 

and security have been gained by the ease and safety of note 
issue-and general acquaintance therewith. In England, on 
the other hand, the great use of checks economizes money 
reserves while the extraordinary development of the discount 
market with its international connections lessens the need 
for a more,efficient apparatus C?f note issue. But the Eng
lish system must be ad judged a failure in that it admits of 
comparatively frequent and violent fluctuations of the Bank 
of England's discount rate. 

Until recent years another factor of importance in the 
making of these short term loans at a low rate has been the 
~on of large amounts of time deposits by continental 
banks, as contrasted with the demand checking accounts of 
American banks. 

When the significance of the lack of a central reserve· 
bank and of a discount market to which congested banks can 
turn for relief is fully realized, it is not difficult to see why 
American banks have been not only unwilling, but, indeed, 
Unable to finance the Stock Exchange on the basis of all-time 
loans, even of so short a duration as one week, an experiment 
which was tried both by the big exchange and by the C0n
solidated. The fact was, as has been so ably pointed out by 
Mr. Warburg; that the American bankers used the stock 

I Warbarg ... Tit. Din""", SysI .... ;" E,.,.ot .... • D".clltMUI H •• M 
of ow BIJItkifl/l SysI_:-; WI. EzstJyI "" B",",;"g R.f_ ;" 'M U.· 
S .• 'Pro<. Acad. Pol. Sci., July 14-
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market much as European bankers used their central reserve 
bank, as a primary source of ready cash in emergencies. It 
was not at all adapted to this use, of course, aud served it 
only at the cost of periodic, more or less severe falls in prices, 
sometimes of certain securities at the foot of the favored 
list, ~es of the whole market, with gradual recoveries u. suddenly withdrawn money slowly returned. 

Sib¢the establishment of the Federal Reserve System 
.. diiellDtiquated arrangement has been done away with, but 
£~~to the extent that rediscountable paper is held in the 
~'{~' vaults, and drawn upon by them in time of need for 
;k1ftdiscount. An inspection of the course of prices of fifty 

·:stocks,' half railroads and hatf industrials, from 191 I to 
1919 does not reveal any striking modifications for the period 
since the inauguration of the new banking system. But the 
latter part of this period which marked the introduction of 
the new banking system was also the abnormal period of war. 
The testimony of downtown brokers is to the effect that 
bankers are now less inclined than formerly to make call loans 
and are equally backward in calling them. Stock specula
tions, however, have been discouraged in all countries 
throughout the war and the period has provided a strain on 
credit relations generally wherein stock market speculation 

• has played a minor part. The ability of the New York 
money market, under the new dispensation, to support a pro
longed speculative movement is still to be tested, though 
there can be no question that it has been enormously 
strengthened. 

When discountable paper shall have attained such volume 
in this country as to be available for the absorption of most of 
the monetary shocks that come and go with the seasons, and 

. with world-wide events not so cataclysmic as war, it is safe 

• 
1 Timts A"naUst. 
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to say that a tenn market in the European sen!;!:, with a col
lective clearing of securities and money loans, can develop 
in New York. , 

But the banking difficulty is not the sole one to be con
sidered in dt\cipation of such a project. There is the highly 
technical one of settling a whole fortnight's or even a week's 
dealings in securities, t:ash,and loans in a market where ,the 
weekly saTes might easily amount to IO,OOO,OOO shares, 
worth, say, $800,000,000, and where the value of stocks 
currently carried on borrowed funds could easily reach 
$1,000,000,000. 

For what particular reason, the collective settlement was 
first instituted is obscure. It is obvious to every book
keeper that the reduction ofacrounts to balances and 
the settlement of the mere balances is a time and money 
saving" device. Manifestly, where a group of traders were 
engaged daily in mutually balancing, interdependent pur
chases and sales, we may suppose that they resorted to the 
collective settlement, periodically for their mutual conveni
ence, and that they made the settlement dates as far apart as 
they could prevail upon capitalists and bankers to finance 
them. Safety forbids the postponement of stock market 
settlements beyond a certain period, while economy of oper
ation requires a certain accumulation of accounts in order to 
secure the full benefit of the extraordinarily small balances 
that are obtainable, as little as $10,000 having been required 
in one instance in New York to settle transactions involving 
204.000 shares .worth $I2,500,ooo.' Generally speaking, 
however, deliveril7S are reduced to approximately thirty-five 

. per cent of sales. and cash payments 10 ten per cent or less 
of the original contract obligations! 

, Pratt, Till Wor" of W tJIl SIr,d. 1903. P. 123-
• Cf. ibi4~ p. 120. 
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Up to 1892, the New York Stock Exchange had no 
stock clearing house at all. All deliverieS of $ha~s and 
checks between brokers' as well as between brokers and 
the llanks, whe~ securities were hypothecated and certi
fications made, were handled individually, .e~ery office 
having a swarm of messengers who sometimes worked hard 
all day, and at its close, left their office in exactly the same 
position as regards securities and. cash on hand as when 
they had begun their day's work. Every afternoon, an 
army of these messengers carrying valuable packets of se
curities and checks would traverse the financial district, lin
ing up, in long queues reaching to the street, at the wickets 
of the various offices, and blocking traffic for hours. The 
amount of certifications ftquired of the banks had grown, 
by 1892, with the increase of business, to enormous pr0-

portions, and it was the threat of the bankers to shut down 
00 certifications that finally induced the ~change to insti
tute a system of reducing totals to balances before settling. 

The practice of overcertification, though illegal, grew out 
of the necessity of the brokers of financing pun:ha:ses of 
stocks for their customers during the short interval from the 
time the broker received and paid for the stock and the time 
he delivered it to the purchaser and received his check, or if 

"rnarzio stock, from the time he deposited it with a bank and 
thus secured the right to draw his check on the latter. On 
a balance of say $50,000 left by the broker with his bank, 
the latter allowed the broker to draw checks up to $1,000,000, 

certifying them as ftquested, although the broker's deposit 
was far from covering the sums certified. The broker, bow
ever, was ftquired to cover his checks at the close of the day, 
by deposit of checks received by him from his debtors,. im
mediately upon receipt. This practice is now lDOdifiN to 
the 4latent that the broker every morning contnu:ts a daily 
lou with the bank for approximately the amount be will 
reqaire for the day, giving his guaranteed note. 
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The Stock Dearing House, established by the New York 
Exchange in 1892, was and has remained to this date (March 
1919) a comparatively simple organization. It receives 
" clearance" sheets and "tickets", recording sales and pur
chases of active securities, from the brokers every day except 
Friday, balances, and verifieS them and leturns to the member 
brokers statements indicating the balance of shares each has 
to deliver and to receive, if any, and the names of the brokers 
-to whom deliveries of securities and checks are to be made, 
or from whom they are to be received. These deliveries are 
then made individually by the broker, within a specified time. 
As to the differences between actual prices and the nominal 
settling prices, however, the Clearing House goes a step 
further. It not only performs the bookkeeping work, which, 
of course, is checked by each broker's office, but also re
CC;iYeS the checks of the brokers who have debt differences, 
and indorSes the dJafts of all other brokers who have credit 
differences. As these debit and. credit differences are al
ways exactly equal, this is also in reality a bookkeeping credit 
device,; but it requires the intervention of a bank (Man
hattan Bank) and of the Bank Dearing House" through 
which the checks and drafts are in turn deared.' 

As will be seen in the following chapters, the settlement 
system of the Paris Bourse is much more complicated and ' 
complete; and this is true also of the Berljn and Vienna 
bourses, and of the London Stock Exchange from which • 
eight hundred to one thousand firms (out of ,about four 
thousand members) in good markets send in clearan.ce sheets. 
The methods of these central financial markets were all 
adopted within ten years of their development in Frankfort, 
Germany, where the first well-authenticated system of clear-

, Pratt, Dt. cit. p. 116. 
• Hint, Th. LD1tdDfl StDC. Esclwtg •• 
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ing intermediate contracts in securities was established in 
1867, though there had .been partial clearings in Glasgow, 
Scotland, and Manchester, England, as early as 1848. The 
adoption of these methods does not seem belated when we 
remember that in ISIS, securities of stock companies listed 
on the London Exchange numbered but 30, on the Paris 
Bourse but 20 and in Berlin II.' 

It was from the stock clearing houses of the European 
capitals that the New York Exchange obtained its data in 
1S92; but it could not adopt the term settlement under OUf 
then antiquated banking system, and this fact necessita~ed a 
series of modifications in details. Under the Federal Re
serve System, established in 1914, with its consolidated 
reserves and enormous power of note issue not rigidly 
limited to a forty per cent gold reserve, and with the 
gradually developing discount market, the time has come 
when a more scientific and economical s»tem of financing 
the purchase and sale of securities ·may be instituted. Under 
the system now in vogue, the banks and other lenders of 
money on call to the broker can, if the whole market is COII

sidered, demand on a day's notice the retum of hundreds of 
millions of dollars of their funds loaned OIl securities. Upon 
receiving such a notice the brol..-er endeavors to arrange an 

-equivalent loan with his own bank or elsewhere. As brokers' 
loans are constantly being called as a result of their serv
ing at least as a secondary banking reserve, or are being paid 
up by the broker, there results a constant daily shifting of 
loans from bank to bank. and as the securities deposited as 
collateral are sold, and delivered and repurchased and ~d, 
there results an endless process of substitution of one hypo
thecated stock or bond for another, several substitutions 
frequently being made during a single day. In the panic 

), H~ ~H s~".ft. Article, -BOne.-
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of May 9, 1901, for instance, eleven substitutions were made 
in, one loan.' All these transactions, ·with the contingent ac
counting routine, are made individually and daily, with mes
sen,gers hurrying to and fro!ll the banks, delivering, collect
ing and exchanging packets of securities, Clerks scanning 
prices, and figuring interest, and brokers absorbed in arrang
ing loans and in drawing and depositing ,checks. Every 
morning, the " chain gangs" of the brokerage firms may be 
'seen moving to the vaults where the packets of securities on 
hand have been carried th~ preceding evening and under 
armed guards returning with. the paper fortunes to their 
offices; while in the loaning banks other hundreds of mil
lions of hypothecated securities are stored nightly in huge 
steel safety Vaults. All this handling of securities and checks 
is obviated under foreign clearing systems or reduced to a 
fortnightly or monthly movement, except in the case of 
cash transactions. which however constitute a relatively small 
part of .the total. 

Furthermore, ,in addition to the movement of securities 
between the brokerage firms and the banks there are the daily 
deliveries-of the clearing-house halances of securities among 
the brokers themselves, and of all securities as well on con
tracts that do not pass through the clearing house. 

In Berlin and Vienna, where the evolution of the proces~ • 
of financing industry has proceeded furthest, the securities 
themselves or receipts therefor are exchanged between 
brokers, or between brokers and the banks at a central insti
tution, of which both bankers and brokers are members-
in Berlin, Die Bam. der Be,.liner Kasserl Vern", and in 
Vienna, Die Bank de,- Giro tutd Kassen VernfJ. Money 
loans on securities are also put through the clearing process, 
as shifts are made from bank to bank by the various brok-

t 

1 Pratt, Work of W IIU Strut, P. 192-
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ers. At the end of the settlement period such loans appear 
on checks of a special color and are available upon receipt of 
notice by the bank from the Kassen Verein Bank of the 
deposit or transfer on account of the securities previously 
agreed upon as the pledge.' 

In the words of Adam Smith, the capitalistic system of 
individual competition flourishes through the pursuit by the 
individual of his own profit, which works out on the whole; 
to the general good. The very crown and summit of this 
system is represented notably in the functioning of the Lon
don and New York stock exchanges, where the decisions of 
the individual speculators and investors, swayed of cours.: 
by their confidence in the security-marketing firms and their 
prior decisions, determine the direction and volume of the 
flow of capital into the innumerable fields of economic pro
duction. This unadulterated laiss~8-fai,., has seemed too 
haphazard to the German mind. 

In no other countries are the banks so closely connected 
wi th the whole process of organizing, promoting and financ-. 
ing industrial enterprises of all kinds as they are in Germany 
and Austria. They are the most important members of the 
Stock Exchange. The Deutsche Bank, for instance, had at 
tne time fifty representatives (now many less) on the Berlin 
exchange, and the Dresdner Bank had from twenty to thirty 
members. In Germany there are no brokerage houses as in 
New York. Persons desiring to buy stocks or bonds go to 
their bank for information, and purchase or seD securities 
through it on such terms as may be agreed upon. These 
range from no margin at an in the case of a well-known 
customer, to fifty per cent or more in other cases, depending 

• S. F. Stnit, lHkrYIiott ., J/".". of C_Ij"'i • ., R ..... 
.... lHliwrJ .1 Stnriliu .. UN .. IWV. B ........ v __ 
Pomphlet. • 
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upon the man and the security. USl.lally a margin of from 
twenty per cent to forty per cent is required. 

The banks of Germany are practically the originators of 
all kinds of enterprises, taking great pride in the success 6f 
their operations, and having a good record, guided as they 
are by the ablest minds available. Having gained the con
fidence of investors to a high degree, they have found it 
possible to use, for the development of enterprises, the 
deposits of those to whom the shares are. afterward sold., 
These enterprises they control through contract stipulations 
and representation on boards of directors enforced by votes 
of thousands 'of proxies entrusted to them by their share
holder-depositors. Also, of course, they have the custody of 
securities, the Dresdner Bank in 1909 having $400,000,000 

worth in its vaults. 
This situation has long thrown into the hands of the Ger

man baflkers a treinendous power of discretion to shape 
the course and flow of the surplus wealth annually pro
duced by the German people and others whose accumulations 
they could influence. In 19o5, 8 large Berlin credit banks 
controlled 74 per cent of the entire capital of the 421 credit 
banks of Germany. These banks, together with the Reichs
bank with its $58,000,000 capital and its immense presti~ 
virtually dominated and coordinated German financial, com-, 
mercial and industrial 'policy, and. with the aid of a few 
" personages". German political policy ~ well.' , 

In 1893. an exhaustive investigation of the whole question 
of stock and produce speculation in Germany' was made 
by a distinguished body ,of German financiers, economists and 
business men. As an Outcome of their findings and as a result 

.., 
• Parker, "Germ... Bank .... d Stock Exchange Speeulationl, U Pro •• 

Aesd"""II! PoliliclJl S ...... ,. Jan. 1911, • • Berie", d.,. BOr_ E_" K_",iuimI., 
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of violent agrarian agitation against speculation, a series of 
. restrictive regulations· were passed in 1896, 1908, and 1910 

by the Imperial Government and the Prussian State Govern
ment, putting the Borse under the jurisdiction of the Berlin 
Chamber of Commerce and officializing its activities in the 
most approved Prussian style. These laws and .regulations 
greatly restricted public participation in speculation, elimi
nating the smaller speculative element, and consolidating still 
more the power and resources of the larger banks as .re
gards the marketing of securities and control of the Berlin 
Bourse. 

These developments in German finance, while not neces
sarily synchronous with the adoption of a thorough-going 
settlement of cash differences, stock balances, and money 
loans and stock hypothecations between brokers and the 
banks. have inevitably facilitated the full development of 
the system, inasmuch as the struggle for accommodations in 
Berlin centers not so much as in New York between the 
bankelS and the brokers. as between the banks and the 
Reichsbank. 

It remained for the Viennese, however, to bring the 
technic of stock market operations to its full flower.' 
In Vienna, the bank of the Giro IIfId Kassna V m;", as in 

·Berlin. comprises in its membership both bankers and brok
ers. Like the Berlin Kassen Verein Bank, it goes further' 
than the Cais# COtlllllNll, the clearing house of the Paris 
BoUrse, in that it actually has the custody of the bulk of 
active securities traded in currently, and transfers them on 
its books only at every settlement from broker' to broker to 
banker and vi« ,..,..so as indicated on the clearance sheets 
and tid:ets, the percentage of such clearances of sa1es being 
much higher than in Berlin. Thus with the transfer of 

• 'v. S. F. Stftit, .,. ftL 
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stocks, and cash reduced 'to the lowest balances, the making 
of bank loans and the giving of security therefor have all 
become mere bookkeeping credit transactions. In conse
q!1ence, the name of the messenger boy is not legion. His 
work is done by a stroke of the pen. 

Something of this nature is the pian now proposed for 
adoption by the New York Stock Exchange, in so far as it 

. can be ~pplied to its system of daily settlements. it neces-. 
sarily involves a more intjmate organization if not a closer 
relation between bankers and brokers than now exists, and 
foreshadows the appearance in New York of the fortnightly 
settlement which it must necessarily precede, and which the 
banks are already demanding, because it provides a more 
stable investment medium and elim'inates the overcertifica
tion evil. The following quotation from Mr. S. F. Streit, 
Chairman of the Qtaring House Committee of the Ex
change, defines the immediate objective ,aimed at by the for
mation of a stock clearing corporation. 

1St. The clearing oi loans, whereby the advances of banks 
to brokers for the purpose of paying off loans is reduced to a 
minimum. At the present time when a loan is called which a 
broker desires to reborrow, it is necessary for him to secure 
credit from his own bank for the purpose of paying off the 
loan. It is proposed to have the banks send their securities u: 
the Qearing Corporation where they will meet the representa
tive of the ~ loaning the money, and while the securities 
are in the physical possession of the Clearing Corporation the 
old loan is paid off and the new loan made, with such changes 
in securities as may be necessary by, the brokerage house, thus 
eliminating any credit advances by a third institution. 

2nd. The Clearing of stock balances. The advantages are 
illustrated by taking the situation under the present clearing 
system. If a member buys 1000 shares of Steel and sells 900 
shares, the OeaTing House furnishes him with QfI GNtllo.vJ1ims 
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stot_' 1 of a balance of 100 shares of stock to receive and 
pay for the next day. If, however, the member buys 100 shares 
of Steel and sells 900 shares of Southern Pacific, the· present 
clearing .system is of no assistance to him should there be no 
other transactions in the same stocks. It is proposed to ful'
nish credit by the Clearing Corporation in such a manner that 
the p~s of the delivery of the 900 shares of Southern 
Pacific will be used to reduce the debit caused by the purchase 
of the 1000 shares of Steel, so that the net credit extension 
required will be only that necessary for the payment of the 
difference. 

It is estimated that at least sixty-five per cent of the present 
daily extension of credit by banks to brokers will be elimin
ated by this plan. 

1 Author's italics. 



CHAPTER I 

ORGANiZATION OF THE PARIS BOURSE 

NEXT to the Bank of France, the Paris Bourse is prob
ably the most important financial mechanism in France. 
It is the third largest stOCk exchange in the world. Listed 
on its different markets are some 2,000 varieties of stocks 
and bonds 1 whose nominal value before the war was esti
mated roughly at $32,000,000,000.' The comparison of this 
vast total with the $1,000,000,000 of local securities listed 
on the' other exchanges of Lyons, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Lille 
and Nantes reveals the overwhelming superiority of the 
Paris Bourse among the stock exchanges of France. 
Whether the national wealth of France in 1914 was roundly 
$59,000,600,000, as repOrted by the National Geographic S0-
ciety, or $83,000,000,000 as computed by Leroy Beaulieu 
in 19II, or $57,000,000,000 as estimated by Levy,' the fact 
that some $23,000,000,000' of it was in the form of French
owned, French-listed securities, not to mention French hold- • 
ings listed only on foreign exchanges, is a striking revelation 

. of the national importance to France of 'the institution where 
alone these forms of property claims may be bought and 
sold through an intermediary. 

1 c .. ,rWlGl aDd CDfW de '" BGflqu " d.·", BtHWle, Iuly, 1914-
·Cf. Neymarck, JDfIf'rfGl de '" Sodhi de S/IJ/imqw d. Pw,I ..... 

1915- I, 
I Ct. Iathiet, N. A. RninII, May, 1916, Po 735-" The War aDd Preach 

F\naace.. Also N. Neymarck, I.e Rmtier, Iuly I~ 1913-
• /ou",al of E,,,.-,, Nov. 1915-

24 

, 
1466 
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Just as the Bank of France has possessed a monopoly of 
note issue in that country,' the. seventy members who since 
18g8 have constituted the Compagnie des Agents de Change,' 
as the official organization of brokers is called, has possessed 
a legal monopoly of the business of buying and selling for 
others public securities and securities susceptible of quotation 
(volnws Hlobilieres). This has been the case since 1720, 
except for a period during the revolution when the members 
numbered but sixty. It has long been a serious offense in . 
France for anyone but an authorized broker to mediate be
tween a buyer and seller of securities, for a commission. 
This somewhat medieval situation developed naturally in the 
days when commerce and trade were struggling for recog
nition against the noble and clerical land-holding interests.' 
It has continued, partly because of the enormous advantages 
of a single central market, partly on aa:ount of the fact that 
since the preponderance of its dealings has always been in 
French government securities, the government was inter
ested in maintaining so influential a credit instrument ef
fectively under its control, and partly because such agencies 
have always been a ready source of revenue. 

The colloquial name of the Compagnie ~es Agents de 
Change, taken from the- raised platform in the center of the 

·Bourse on which the brokers stand, is the Parquet, and this 
name is applied as well to the companies of authorized brok
ers in the above-mentioned provincial cities, to whom is 
also extended by a sort of legal fiction, as far as their own 
locally listed securities are concerned, the monopolistic 
prerogative of the Parquet at Paris. 

The title to the brokerage monopoly in stocks and bonds 

'-The Pula Boane,- CIe1IeIaad MoIfd, C~ JI---'_. MardI. 
I9Q4. , 

• Alphonoe Courtois, O~ u B_ p. ..... 
• E. VidoJ, H..,." ..., JlHlaob ., .. I'wn. B_. "" 194-~ 
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has not, however, been either peacefully or Wholly enjoyed 
by the official Paris Parquet.' From the eadiest days of 
speculation, the, poachers on its preserves have camped on 
its very doorstep. In the big hall of the Bourse building, in 
the shelter of its porticoes, on its broad flight of steps, and in 
the streets roundabout, these ubiquitous outsiders have 
traded with each other, with the outside public, and through 
the official brokers, even in stocks and bonds listed on the 
official market as well as in the alwaYs consiJierable though 
fluctuating number n~t listed! Though constantly opposed 
and prosecuted by the Parquet and the authorities, thef 
persisted in maintaining'the " free market," as the dealings 
outside the official market are called, until, by 1893, the 
five hundred firms that then composed the unauthorized mar
ket were doing three-fourths of the total business of the 
BoorSe.' 

This startling success at last kindled the long-smouldering 
hostility of. the Agents de Change into open war. They 
brought great pressure to bear on the governtnent, and peti
tioned for a law abolishing altogether the outside brokers 
(commonly called Coulissiers, from their habit of trading on 
the outskirts of the Bourse crowd, the wings of a theatre in 
French being named 'Coulisse),' and making it a penal 
offence for any Of them to carry on business. The Chamber, • 
however, in 1893, passed a law putting a tax on Bourse 
transactions only, it being thought that this measure would 
force into the light and thus check the illegal transactions. 
It was found to have so little effect (from 1893 to 1897 the 

I Robert Mill .. , l.tJ B""r" 41 PariI, p. i78, 
"1imi1e Guilmard, "Coulisae et CouJiuier,w J",,""'" "6 &/HIO",u"I, 

.May, 19oo. 1.1 MfII'c/tl Librl. " 
• I. B. Brandreth, "The French Stock Exchange,· 8(JfJin'l H_ 

MfJt/., Sept., 1910. • « 
• M. Frane..,., Du O#raliuu 41 8""r61. 
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tax on transactions paid by Coulissiers was twice that paid, 
by the Parquet) 1 that the Parquet members again took the 
offensive and engineered a tr«jnlendous newspaper campaign 
against the Coulisse. ' 

The press published biting articles against the outside 
brokers, many of wh~ from their methods of doing 
business were easily open to attack. It was shown that a ma
jority of them were Jews and foreigners--mostly Germans, 
who were financed by Jewish and German capitalists. Ac
cusations were made that they had conspired to depress the 
price of Russian and French rentes and thus injure the credit 
of the allies. Full advantage was taken of the Anti-Semitic 
movement, product of the Dreyfus case.' Under pressure 
of the popular clamor the Government passed a law requiring 
all persons dealing in officially quoted stocks to produce for 
each deal an official stock-broker's memorandum (the fam
ous bordereau), subject to a stamp tax, besides taking other 
measures that will be referred' to later, the whole being known 
as the reorganization of the financial market of 1893.' 

In considering the remarkable institution thus descn"bed, 
an institution which has no parallel in any country in the 
world, two questions naturally arise in the mind of one not 
familiar with the French system: first, as to the possibility 

• of an outside market attaining, under the very -wing of the 
official monopoly, such extraordinary proportions; and 
second, as to the need felt by the powerful official 
monopoly of protecting itself against this illegal competition 
by an appeal to the National Government. The funda
mental cause of this perpetual stri ft, a thing that exists OIl 

no other exchange to such an extent, is to be foand in the 
peculiar character of the Parquet itself.' 

'G..~ r... C..,.... w~. cr-,., Po J,Q. 

'Vidal, .~ rit., Po a41. 
, Ct. It f'rieDdt, M The Puis Bocane,. F--. Oct. __ 

• ct. BoiIsiae, .~ rif., Po I4Do 
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The Compagnie aes Agents de Change, though a monop
oly, is a monopoly which operates under the strict and com
prehensive .control of the Frellch Government.' All of its 
most important customary practices have been enacted into 
law. The rate of members' commissions is fixed by law. 
Only French citizens may become official brokers, and then 
only after acceptance by the Minister of Finance upon being 
nominated by a retiring member, or by his estate. The num
ber of Agents de Change may be increased. or decreased 
only by the Government. It is a misdemeanor for brokers 
to reveal the name of a client. No foreign government se
curity may -be admitted to official quotation without the con
sent of the French Government, which is not always given. 

B.ut the two most important provisions bearing on the 
Parqu.et-Coulisse mystery are, first, the .. solidarity" of the 
AgentS de Change, whereby all the members are held re
sponsible for the liabilities of one toward both givers of 
orders and lenders of money, a unique feature that will be 
described later in connection with the credit facilities of the 
Bourse; and second, the rigidly enforced rule that under no 
circumstances may an official broker buy or sell securities 
for his own account. He is a commission broker only, an 
agent, and never a principal. If he should at any time 
receive an order to buy and and an order to sell the same 
amount of the same security at the same price, he could not, 
under the rules, offset or .. apply" the two opposite orders 
in his office. He must verify in the market the impossibility 
of obtaining a better price for either, with the aid of an 
officiaI acting under the supervisiOQ of the Syndical Cham
ber, the name of the board of governors of the Compagnie. 

This last rule, which ~ considered n~sary in France 
for the protection of the investor, entirely eliminates from 

• • •• 
I J. Combat, II"".", rI.6 O,1rrJIiMJ6 rI. BDtIr'U, p. 16a. 
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the official Bourse that important class of speci1lative btok
ers, who under the name of jobbers form the. backbone pf the 
London Stock Exchange, aIJIi as room traders are respon
sible for the bulk of the dealings, at least on one side, in New 
York. This energetic and venturesome class often possessed 
of large capital, but debarred from the Parquet or unwilling 
to do a commission business solely, has from the beginning 
been the chief support of the outside, free market, tM 
Coulisse.' Here they could legally buy and sell any securi
ties on their own account without the payment of a com
mission, and here they also had from time immemorial man
aged to deal for others in Parquet securities, collecting a 
brokerage from both sides. For the Parquet had been COIl

strained to concede to them, on account of their numerous 
and irrepressible dealings, the right of the so-called 
.. Franco ", &. ,. a purchase and sale of the same security 
in the same market on the same day, under an obligation to 
pay a commission only upon the amount of the larger trans
action, on whichever side it might be. 

lt might seem that the avoidance of the small commission 
of 1/:lO or 1/16 of 1 per cent which they would pay on 
matched orders, or even double the amount due on single 
orders, would scarcely. be sufficient incentive to the forma-

I tion of so great an outside market, but it must be remem
bered that this small sum repeated many times on a multitude 
of transactions grows through the course of a session to a 
considerable amount. In aU the large markets, such busi
ness is often done on a very small margin, the profit emerg
ing from the enormous tumover. In addition, the outside 
brokers had always the profits of their speculative pun:hases 
and sales. 

Naturally enough, the growing pressure of c.uupetition 

'Cf. 1Ioiai ...... ,. ~ .. .\S4. 
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among the Coulisse finns, due to their constantly increasing 
humber, made them more and more reluctant to pay the 
Agents de Change's commissipn, and impelled them to the 
alarming encroachments of 1893 on the Parquet's commis
sion business. This resulted in a certain advantage to the 
public through a broadening and bettering of the market for 
its securities, the spread between successive purchase and sale 
prices being theoretically decreased by one-fourth to one
half of the total commissions each way, but tending, of 
course, toward a complete supersession of the carefully safe
guarded official market (marcM officiel)! 

This development of the outside market could have been 
prevented by the Parquet by the admission of the Coulissiers 
to their association, but they had neither the power nor the 
desire to take such action. Only the French Government 
could i/lcrease the number of official brokers,.and only the 
Goveniment could ,alter the Commission rule and allow offi
cial brokers to trade for their own account and profit, as was 
the practice of the Coulissier, or, as they call themselves, Ban
quiers. This change neither the French Government nor 
the French people were inclined to make. It seems to have 
long been a fixed idea in Franee that the integrity of the 
quoted prices must be maintained solely through the agency 
of the strictly commission' broker, and this is one of the • 
strongest claims of the Parquet to support for the con
tinuance of its monopoly. It entirely overlooks the fact that 
the utility of a quotation as an index of current security 
values depends quite as much upon the number and ~onnt 
of transactions at that figure as upon their genuineness. A 
broad and active market, i. e. one made by a large number 
of people trading in the same security, is the best guarantee 
9f price integrity, not only because successive prices are 

• 
I Ct. Courtois, O/liraBDfU d. BOMrll, p. 206. • 
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apt to be .. close If to each other, but also becaUSe it Is much 
less susceptible of manipulation than a narrow market how
ever safeguarded. In no o~er important country is there 
the rigid separation of stocJcfmarket men which obtains in 
Paris, and it is safe to predict that permanent peace will not 
settle upon the Parquet and Coulisse until dealers for their 
own account are admitted to a fuller participation in the 
official market. . 

The objections to this arrangement, however, do not pro
ceed entirely from the French investor. The members of 
the Compagnie des Agents de Change are clothed with great 
financial and social prestige. There are many traders who 
do not attract either the personal or official attention of 
members of the Compagnie. Up to the early nineties, it 
was necessary to deposit $20,000 with one in order to deal 
for the accoupt, .. ,. to speculate, and although this sum has 
since been greatly reduced, a good introduction is still ad
vantageous to the prospective client. The fact that the 
price of each seat on the Parquet was at that period some 
$300,000 (in IIl98 also) I explains in a measure the aloof
ness of the official broker. 

It must not be supposed, however, that the 70 Agents de 
Change personally transact the great volume of business that 

• daily ro\1s through the official market. Each of the 70 
brokers is permitred by the rules 6 clerks (cCHfIInis priaci
IGU') authorized to negotiate purchases and sales. Thus 
the actual intermediaries on the Parquet may total 4go, 
a Dumber that compares favorably with the 500 to 600 brok
ers who ordinarily appear on the floor of the New York 
Stock Exchange. 

It is rather the principle of «solidwitl" which impel m 
upon the members collectively responsibility fOl' the derelic:-

~ ._ I Vidal, .,. nt. p. 1700 
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tions o'f each that causes the official broker to be so careful 
both as to his clients, who are often carried uncovered for 
heavy amounts, and as to his associates, who have such 
power to involve him in theft. downfall. For this reason 
power is given to the Syndical Chamber to examine mem
berS' books at any time and to bring' pressure to bear on 
those members who overextend their credit. Thus, the ex

'elusively broker organization of the Parquet, the small num
ber of seats, and the principle of solidarity have all com
bined to exclude the Coulissiers, financially or otherwise 
personae non gratae, from the official market. 

The character of the official organization has also given 
nse to another class of stock-market men, distinct both from 
the Agent de Change and the Banquier who deals ,solely on 
his own account, They exist to some extent in every market, 
but ar~ especially numerous and important in laris. These 
are the .. Remmers", so called from the term applied to 

. their remuneration, the .. remise ". This is the rebate or 
discount allowed them from the regular commission by the 
Agent ,de Change on the business they bring. It was said 
in 1892 that nine-tenths of the Parquet's business came 
through the Remisiers, There are grades ot middlemen 
varying from the individual who brings in occasional small 
transactions to those who have desks in the Agent's offieell' 
or who have large suites pf offices of their own, and who 
stand high in the favor of the Agent de Change and the 
.. Ha.ute Banque ", Recently, the largest banks have come 
to overshadow all others in this comparatively modest func
tion, collecting all over France thousands of orders that 
they send in a lump to the Parquet. ' 

The CouIisse Banquiers have long'acted as Remisiers, and 
often have large sums due- them at the close of each settle
ment, the result of the business contributed to the various 
Agents de Change during the preceding period intervening 
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between settlements. This not undesirable activity"oll the 
part of the outside brokers was one of the main reasons for 
the tolerance extended to them by the official monopoly, but 
there were two other no less potent reasons. The monOi>" 
oly of the Parquet has been held· in' the Courts to apply 
only to public securities of France and others susceptible of 
quotation. This left a considerable field where the oper
ations of the outside broker were entirely legitimate, and 
where he could not be suppreS$ed. These curb securities 
that for one reason or another were not listed on the official 
or main market exist everywhere, and are everywhere left 
to the curb broker. 

But we find in Paris that the premier security of France, 
the RrItt. FrtJllfaU., has for many years enjoytd its best 
market not on the official Parquet, but on the CoWs. de lG 
RrItt., or Curb Market in Rentes, a sort of official annex 
market of the l'arquet. tolerated in fact. but without standing 
in law.' When the tax on Bourse transactions was imposed. 
the Agents de Change supplied this Coulisse market with the 
blank forms required by the Government. but left them 
still without recours; against welshing on the part of traders: 
for it is the French law that unauthorized brokers deal. 
in officially quoted securities cannot make binding contracts . 
• The explanation of this seemingly anomalous policy on the 
part of the Agents de Change lies in the gro\ving democracy 
of France. Through the force of impassioned appeals in the 
Ownber of ~puties and elsewhere. that the interest of a pri
vate monopoly must not transcend the needs of public credit. 
and through universal ~ition of the value of the extended 
market for rentes on the Coulisse, public opinion has not only 
sanctioned but has even enforced this modification of the 
legal rights of the Parquet. FurthermOf'e, there have been 

'VicllJ,. .,. cit, .. AO. 
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imporbnt attacks on the prtnciple of the monopoly itseH, 
regardless of the securities to which it applies! The very 
circumspectness of the Agents de Change, which prevents 
them froffi giving tips on price movements, tends to alienate 
them from the popular heart. The argument that the brolc
eragemonopoly,is medieval. and unjustifiably oppressive 
meets a ready sympathy in modernist quarters. The specific 
politica(situation in the Chamber of Deputies had also to be 
considered. This explains why the Parquet postponed so 
long, and secured after only a stiff fight the enforcement, 
in 18gB, of its rights against the expanding Coulisse of the 
early nineties to the results of which we now retUnL 

The requirement of the production of a bordereau (pro
curable' only from an Agent de Change) for each transaction, 
and the absorption of some of the most ·substantial outside 
brokers through the r<\ising of. the number of Agents de 
Change' from 60 to 70 dealt the Coulisse ~f that day a 
crushing blow. Many Coulissiers emigrated to Brussels, 
London or Berlin and continued their business from those 
centers. 2 The status of the C oulissti des Rentes or " Groupe 
des BtmqUiers en rentes Fr~aises" ~they now call them
selves, remained unchanged, owing, of course, to their close 
alliance with the members of the Parquet. Those who re

. mained of the true Coulisse accepted the conditious impose~ 
by the Agents de Change upon delivery .of the borderecw.r, 
and found themselves ther~fter possessed of a semi~fficial 
status (as recognized remi.siers), with their contracts thus 
legalized and made binding, and in addition their right to deal 
in unquoted securities rcilf'lirmed. They organized in two 
associatious corresponding to the cas\! Inarket and term Inar
ket in which they had formerly been engaged, called re
spectively, .. Sytldicat des Btmquiers au C omptDlfl" and 

• Vidal, ot. <it~ p. ""~ d 1'". • 
I Friend, ~ The Paria Bourse,· FDf'WII, Oct. 1901 . 

• 
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... Sylldicat des Banquiers G t~". The first codsists of 
some 150 members, who must each show" a working capital 
of $20,000, and who negotiate cash transactions only. The 
second comprises some IJO members who are required to 
possess a capital of $200,000, and who deal only for the set
tlement at the end of each month. There is no fortnightly 
settlement on the Coulisse; in both CQu1isse markets, they 
have the power denied to. the Agents de Change, of deal
ing for their own account, constituting themselves a counter.
party (COJ!lr,-parite) to the. prospective buyer or seller, pro
vided they so state to him before completipg the transaction. 
For this sort of negotiation, they charge no commission, 
and many buyers and sellers are not loath to avail them
selves of it. 

For some time after this official pugnacity of IB98, things 
quieted do~, but as the Coulisse slowly pulled itself to
gether, misunderstandings and bickerings increased, until 
in 1901,' a voluntary agreement, the famous .. fftOdvs 

viwlldi" which is still in force, was arranged. The principal 
points of this agreement naturally referred to the remis" or 
rebate, which was to be allowed Banquiers by the Agents de 
OIange when the former applied for the official bordereau 
to legalize their transactions in the officially quoted ~ties. 

• For transactions in the" time market to be settl~ at the end 
of the month, 01' on the 15th of each month, the two settle
ment dates on the Parquet, the Banquier receives a remise 
of 40 per cent of the commission, for continuation 0per

ations or carryovers (" rqortsH in Fraxh) 20 per cent, 
and fOl' cash transactions 10 per cent. FOI' certain other 
securities, largely Turkish, Serbian, etc. currently traded 
in 011. the Coulisse before the ffIOdl&f IIiwIIdi, 80 per cent 
is allowed. The Coulisse was also admitted to the FiOOI' 
of ~e Bourse building.· 

• Eo GoIiImanL u ,,-'" LiIn. 
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Listed on these two semi-official Coulisse markets, 1 

the formal organization of each of which closely parallels 
that of the Parquet described hereafter, are' some $1,-
000,000,000 par value of securities as compared with the 
$33,000,000,000 of the official list. In addition to these, there 
are stil~other securities not listed in any' market and traded 
in by those who have now 'become the sole I, free" brokers, 
those not connected with either Coulisse or Parquet, and con
stantly watched by the latter for secret violations of their 
official privilege. These however are of comparatively little 
importance. The" Groupe des Banquiers en rentes Pran
,aires ", having no legal standing, is not formally organized. 

The Parquet like the Coulisse comprises two or, more 
accurately perhaps, three markets: the cash, the fortnightly 
term market, and the monthly term market for certain securi
ties not dealt in for the middle month settlement. But the 
membets of each fonn one official organization, the general 
powers of which reside in the General Assembly of all the 
Agents de Change. The special administrative power is 
delegated to a board, the Syndical Chamber, elected on the 

,rotative principle. The chief executive officer, the Syndic 
is also elected by the general assembly. He makes annual 
reportspid is subject to an auditing Committee. 

This in brief is the main structural organization of the. 
Paris Bourse. The 70 members of the Compagnie des 
Agents de Change with their adjunct 75 members of the 
Groupe des Banquiers eft Rentes, the 110 members of the 
Syttdicot Ff"atI{aise des Banquiers II terme, and the 150 
members of the Syttdicat des Banqui.ers 4# Comptcmt, some 
405 in all-S25if the 420 negotiatillg clerks are added
make up the mechanism, the functioning of which is de
scribed in the following chapter on technique.' 

1 Boissiere, 01'. cit., p. 149-
• Ibid .• p. ~ Also Bucbere, Oplruli_ • /II B_II. p. 6. 



CHAPTER II 

BOURSE TECHNIC 

THERE is no financial district in Paris. as there is in 
London and in New York. The various banks, main 
offices and railroads, industrial and financial institutions, are 
scattered throughout the city, connected with the Bourse only 
by some recently installed telephones and a troop of messen
ger boys. On the floor of the Bourse (the name applied to 
both market and building) which can accommodate some 
two thousand persons, are gathered in more or less distinctly 
marked groups the eight hundred and twenty-five Parquet 
and Coulisse intermediaries, the messengers, clerks. """ 
m&nlrs, and a sight stran~ to English-AmericaD eyes, the 
general public. For in France, the Bourse is a national 
market, in fact as well as in name, and every Frenchman 
may personally appear on the floor and overhear his order 
executed by his broker, a thing unheard of in the Holy of 
Holies of the .. City" or Wall Street. There is no ticker 
service, but recent news of importance is posted· on the 

-bulletin boards, or hawked about by seedy ftIIdors. Some 
twenty firms do the arbitrage business with foreign markets. 
These firms are said to make profits of. up to $200.000 
annually. The market is open from twelve to three o'clock. 
the morning being devoted to the reception and preparation 
of (\rders. 

Any amount may be negotiated in the cash market, especi
ally very sma11 fractions of rentes, though the law of 1904 
forbids the listing of shares of less than $30.00 par value.' 
It i! generally said that nine-tenths of the business in terms 
of capital is done in the term market, while nine-tenths of 

01 !II 
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transactions in "lots" changing hands occurs in the cash 
market.' Here there are many small.transactions in a great 
variety of securities, made chiefly by people in. moderate 
circumstances, France being a country of few millionaires 
and widespread thri ft. Owing to this characteristic of the 
transaCtions it would be uneconomical, as will be seen here
after, to ins~itute a collective clearing, such as obtains in the 
time market. Negotiations' for cash are usually at the 
average price, (cours moyen) a price equally distant from 
the highest and lowest of the session. Orders are also given 
" at the market" (au mieus), at' a fixed price, and at the 
opening and closing quotations. Orders may also be given 
to be executed in the first quarter hour of trading (a f oU'ller
ture) and at the last quarter hour (a cloture)" 

To insure the integrity of prices of securities quoted in 
the caSh market, they are entered officially throughout the 
session, as fixed, upon a certain number of sheets kept by 
employes of the Sytidica1 Chamber (service d' opposition). 
These registers constitute the record 'of sales. Each record, 
containing a certain number of securities, is divided into 
three columns, the first two for bids and offers, the third for 
actual prices. 

The quotations (cote) for the time market. on the con
trary, are established after the Bourse SesSion. The brokers' 
meet; an aid of the Syndic (executive chief) calls in tum the 
names of the comparatively small number of securities neg<>
tiated therein. Each broker announces the prices at which 
he has traded. For" firm " deals four prices are quoted: 
first, high, low, last; for " '?Ption " deals, the high and low 
only. Finally the quotation service 'fixes the average price. 
upon which all inheritance transfers, commissions, taxes, etc. 
are based. • 

No record of the total daily, monthly or yearly tdns--

• Cf. Badoere, p. "'3- • Vidal, 01. nt. ~ . 
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actions is available fOI" publication, for either the Paris or 
the London markets. Financial opinion in those centers for 
certain alleged reasons is heavily prejudiced against this 
feature of publicity, so much a matter of course in Wall 
Street. It is particularly paradoxical in France, the land 
of democratic finance, that public knowledge of these im
portant figures, which must be approximately known to a 
few, is not insisted upon. It is a matter of no small moment 
whether a price quoted refers to one share 01" to five hundred. 
The information given to fav()red clients, by Agents de 
O!ange, or others also in a position toes~tetota1 sales, may 
at times be of inestimable advantage to such clients, in propor
tion as ignorance of the situation may be disadvantageous to 
the mass of holders. The excuse sometimes given that such 
publicity would tend to promote panics, scarcely bears 
analysis. aients become accustomed to every recurring set 
of facts, and discount them eventually-according to their own 
good judgment. While now and then observation of large 
movements of shares may induce the public to participate, 
the primary effect, as in New York, would be to produce an 
active specUlation and exploration as to its origin. If a sell
ing movement was well founded, for instance, publication of 
sales might simply hasten a readjustment operation, which 

"ould occur in any event, and thus permit all holders a m<n 
equal share in whatever market there might be. Publication 
of amounts of sales also tends to prevent unloading by those 
having inside information which should have been furnished 
impartially to all stockholders. It is difficult to see how such 
secrecy can be other. in the long run, than a cloak for marltet 
rigging and manipulation, rather than an aid to genuine price 
fixing. which is proclaimed to be the great service of the 
official Bourse. 

"k must not be supposed that the Paris cash ID&Iht. ' which 

1 The folio .... _t of IIae cull ad, ia tbe _ dIapter. of tbe 
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. is of considerable size, is analogous to the sCKalled New 
York, or American cash market. The latter is in reality a 
time market strictly comparable to the European time mar
kets, except that the time between the compulsory collective 
settlements is one day rather thana fortnight or a month. 
In the cash market of Paris, each. transaction is settled in
dividually, within certain wide time limits, and settled or
dinarily by cash and stock deliveries. Transactions are not 
by any means settled at once, or even within the following 
two or three days. For beam securities a delay of 5 days in 
delivery is a1lowa9Ie; 10 days is often taken. For regis
tered securities, a delay of 15 days is possible, and in the case 
of certain insurance companies, etc. where the consent of the 
board of directors to the new stockholder is required, 8 days 
more. So packages of securities are constantly being re
ceived ,and prepared in brokers' offices for delivery on pre
vious cash transactions within the above mentioned limits 
of delay. To facilitate these deliveries between brokers, 
which of course occur daily, an institution called the 
Chambre de Competasatioll (settlement service) has been 
organized. Every morning from 9=45 to II :15, the brok
ers send to the Salle de C ompmslltioll (settling room) the 
securities they have on hand to delive~ accompanied by a 

. memorandum (bordereau). This memorandum is subject I 
to a tax, collected by means of a stamp which must be affixed 
to the memorandum for the benefit of the Parquet fund. or 
bank (Caisse Cammtme), which will be described in the 
Chapter on Credit Facilities. This tax or due is estimated 
to be about 5 per cent of commissions received. The memo
randum itself states the nature, amount and due date of the 

term oettlements, follows closely the excelleot and unique exposition of 
M. Boissi ..... 1.tJ Co .. ttJgfI~ du Agno" d, Clwulge (.gaII), pp. '77-_ 
Ct. J. Combat, Mo.wl du O,bo/iou de Bowse ('913), pp. 19J-f174-
See also Ma...,1 tits Agm" d. C_fle. B_e, FiaarIC • ., Co .... ,. .. 
(11193), and also S.,,1hMrII • M_I (ljIIIII). 
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securities, and must agree with the one given by the selJer 
broker to the buyer broker the day after the sale. 

The Salle de CompetJ.SalioK is specially furnished with 
cashiers' desks (cabiKes), one for each Agent de Change, 
and each with a wicket at which sits a derk (commis) dur
ing the entire time. He receives deliveries, and after veri
fying the bill (mgagemeKt) with the attached memorandum 
(boroer,,,") and counting and verifying the securities, he 
makes payment. Each office likewise sends a dcrk (g .. ,o" 
de rtcett,) to deliver the bunflles of shares and receive 
payment. 

The payments, in order to do away with unnecessary 
cash movements, are in the form of tripartite, perforated 
green checks, obtained in standard blank form through the 
Syndical Chamber's agency. The paying broker's derk n:
tains the stub (SONChe) of the check as a control. The seIl
ing broker's clerk keeps the voucher duplicate (fiche) as a 
receipt, and delivers the check proper (talo,,) to a repn:
sentative of the Syndical Chamber who presents it at once 
to the bureau of current accounts established in the Bourse 
itself, under the supervision of the Secretary General. 

The employes of this bureau, referring to the data on these 
checks continually presented to them, make the c:orrespond
'ng debit and ~it entries to the accounts of the various 
brokers. In an hour the current account of each broker is 
closed, and his credit or debit balance established. Each 
Agent de Olange carries an account with the Bank of 
France, which through a previous arrangement with the 
Compagnie des Agents de Change aids the settlement as 
follows: 

Each debtor broker draws • special yellow check 00 the 
Bank of France for the amount he o~ to the order of the 
Cai_ Commune. The Caisse Commune then draws its 
checks upon the Bank to the order of the various creditor' 
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brokers for the amounts due them, the total of which must 
obviously equal the total of checks drawn tothe Bank's credit, 
as they relate to the same transactions. Then 'the Bank simply 
debits and credits upon its books the accounts affected, while 
the special account created with the Caisse Commune is 
always exactly balanced. Thus the settlement of immense 
sums is effected without the least movement of cash. 

For the purpose of verification, the bureau of current 
accounts sends to each broker a daily statement of his ac
count, and a genera1.statetl)~t of all balances due the Bank. 
The latter returns it with certification that it conforms to 
the balances of the yellow checks. A third statement is de
posited.in the archives of the Syndical Chamber. Brokers 
may settle otherwise, outside, by cash or agreement, but if 
by check on the Bank of France, the check must be a blue one. 
This process, which is carried on every open day, applies 
only to the cash market. The term settlement or liquidation, 
as it is called, though based on the same underlying prin
ciples, is much more complicated in pr.u:tice and takes place 
only at the middle and end of each month. 

Commissions, though varying with the market and the 
security traded in, average a little less than in.. Wall Street. 
In the cash market, one-tenth of one per cent is charged on 
all except litigated securities, for which one-fourth per cent' 
is required. For the monthly settlement a charge of one
tenth to one-twelfth of one 'per cent is made, totaling one per 
cent or a little over if a security is carried through the year 
( 12 successive liquidations). In the market for securities 
settled fortnightly, one-tenth of one per cent is the prevail
ing rate. 

The obligation of the brokers to guard and collect coupons 
is an interminable source of expense and trouble, owing 
to the large number and variety of securities, the dispercion 
of the paying companies' offices, and often the pettiness of 
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the individual amounts collected. The Syndical Chamber 
has established a central bureau for receiving and cashing 
coupons. .It also pays calls on partly-paid stock when prop
erly covered. Brokers deposit the coupons. or often the 
certificates on which the dividend is due.. The clerks of 
the bureau stamp them with the registered number of the 
broker. and send them out for collection by its dozens of 
receipt boys (gar,ollS de recelte). In forty-eight hours the 
amount is credited to the broker by means of a rose check 
at the Chambre de Compensatiofl at the same time that he 
receives the green checks of his debtor colleague. . 

Furthermore. in order to simpli fy the process of settling 
security balances. the Syndical Chamber has another ar
rangement with the Bank of France by which the latter 
opens to the Agents de Change special deposit offices for 
securities. Receipts given by the b&nk are at once received 
by the Syndical Chamber. which gives in return its own re
ceipts (rkepissls). These receipts pass from hand to hand. 
from broker to custlfller. and especially between offices on 
liquidation days in lieu of the actual certificates. Securi
ties so deposited must be in pad."8ges of twenty-five shares 
( acliollS). or twenty-five bonds (obligaliollS) which are the 
minimum amounts dealt in on the term market, or 2.500 

francs of rentes. or the minimum amount of foreign go\1Cnl
ment sec\lrities dealt in for the account. The Bank of 
France receipt deposited with the Syndical Chamber can be 
withdrawn only when the ~ surrendered therefOl' 
~ the name of an official broker as its last endorser. 

In 1912. the total separate bundles of securities held by 
the Bank of France was 863.607. the Dumber of certificates 
IJ.46a0309. and the value of the above at prices of Dm-mber 
24. 1913. over $1.600,000,000. Those deposited by brokers 
are !lot stated separately. but may be supposed to constitute 
a very large part. 



CHAPTER III 

BOURSE TECHNIC (Continued) , 

THE TERM SETTLEMENTS 

IN the term market, there are no transactions at the 
"average price", this being ascertained at the "close of the 
session for oth~ purposes. In this market, the pur!=haser of 
securities has, unless the contrary has been agreed upon by 
the contracting parties, the S<H:alled right to discount (droit 
d' escl!mpte) , f. e. the right to demand immediate delivery of 
the securities upon payment of the "purchase price. It is 
sometimes used, though less than formerly, by market lead
ers to embarrass short sellers, and force a rise. However, 
as such securities are delivered only ~r days after notice 
of calling has been given, and after a period of at times 
siX or seven days has elapsed, it"would be useless to call after 
the tenth of the month for the mcdi{J settlement, or after the 
twenty-fifth for the ultimo, as' the ~ettlement at the end 0' 
the fnonth is known.' 

Unlike the situation in .Wall Street, it is entirely leg;lt to 
trade in options (puts, calls and straddles, etc.) in Paris, 
where they have great popularity on account of the small 
capital required for large transactions; The almost endless 
complications and importance of such options have brought 
out a volume devoted to their explanation.' No option 

• Cf. Bachtte, D~. <it, p. 257 • 
• Vidal, "Le S¥bge,- C_" Valftr6 JlD/JiIiJrU, pan., agoa.e 

~ [~ 
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contracts may be made for a longer period than two months 
(second or fourth liquidation) in either term market. 

Option contraets may either be converted each day at t,,:o 
o'clock into .. firm" (regular) contracts, or be abandoned. 
They are dealt in for the day after"the fifteenth for the medio 
liquidation, and the day after the last day of the month . 
for the ultimo. They must be converted or abandoned by 
I :30 o'clock of the day before the liquidation for which they 
were contracted, I All firm transactions, i. e. ordinary pur
chase and sale contracts in the term markets, must be for the 
next settlement. For French Government securities, shares 
of the Bank of France, of the Credit Foncier (national land 
banks), and shares and bonds of certain French railways, 
settlement is due at the end of each month, (tiltimo) . For 
all others settlement is made at the end of the month, and 
also at the 15th, (,",dio) of each month. 

All through the fortnight or month, the Agents de Change 
have contracted with each other on behalf of their lIllUly 
clients. Their book\. are filled with open debit and credit 
ac:c:ounts, at times WIth enormous balances both of securi
ties and cash in favor ~f or against many of their clients. 
No individual, material guarantees are required by brokers 
from each other. Each.one IS supposed to be fully pro- . 
tec:ted as to his client buyers or sellers, by cover, (about 
ten per cent) or by satisfactory guarantees, and to be re
sponsible for his contract in any case, as will be seeD later. 
In case of panic, the Syndical Chamber has the (IOwa- to 
forbid brokers to sell for clients, except in liquidatioo of a 
bull position, unless the latter provide shares for immediate 
delivery. 

For the ultimo liquidation, by which c:lients sett1e ~ts 
with the Agents de Change. and the latter with each other, 

• • BDCWn. O~ .... " II B_, .... .", _ 
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and by which the clients thrOllgh the Agents de Change settle 
with the reporteurs (lenders of money up to full market 
value on stock), five days are required-the 30th, 31st, the 
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. For the mediI> where the same 
operations take place, four days· are needed-the 15th, 16th, 

. 17th and 18th. This settlement of the brokers with each 
other and with the reporteurs is properly called the central 
liquidation. For this settlement the facilities of the cash 
market may not·be used, all time transactions, withOllt ~x
ception,being required to go thrOllgh the liquidation centrale. 

Some of these time transactions are entered into only for 
the medio settlement, some, like those in Govermnent ·rentes, 
for the ultimo settlement only, while other shares are traded 
in for both accounts. All time contracts, however, are 
eventually liquidated at one or the other of these collective, 
compulsory settlement periods. 1 

The first day of the settlement is the day of general 
liquidation and (:a!Tj-over operations (reports). The second 
and third days are devoted to office w~rk, statements of ac
counts, -straightening out of books, establishment· of balances 
of differences of b9th securities and cash. For the medio 
settlement, (15th-of-the-month), a single day suffices. The 
day before the last day of the se\tlement, called .. debtors' 
day," the client debtors deliver secUrities or settle their ~l 
debit balances with the brokers. The last day, called credi
tors' day, the brokers, tlirOllgh the Syndical ChambeF, ex
change the securities and credits that have been reWved 

. by them, and further distribute them among their client 
creditors. 

In order to simplify the settlements as much as possible, and 
to hold toa minimum the cash payments for securities, several 
practices have developed auxiliary tl> the preparatory book-

• 1 ct. J. <Ambat, M_d th. O~IraIio,., th Bo_" pp. 193-274-
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settling process which precedes the transfer of tredit and se
curities. One of these processes has to do with the balancing 
of securities. and is known as a .. compeflSanon ". It occurs 
between a customer and two or more brokers. when the 
former has bought and sold similar shares through different 
,,~ces. To obviate what would be in effect delivering to 
and receiving from himself. he seUs at the making-up price 
(co14rs de compNlSation). where be has bought, and buys up 
to a similar amount where he has sold. until only the balance 
oC' his purchases or ,sales remains to go through the. settle
ment. These orders are marked ",fQr bookkeeping pur
poses only" and are simply entered on the brokers' books, 
not executed in th~ market. 

The complement of this process is called a .. deligatioft .. 
and has to do only with cash or credits. It is a draft drawn 
by a customer upon a broker who owes him, in favor of a 
broker who is his creditor. A special blank form is pre- . 
scribed for this transaction by the Syndical Chamber. As 
in all collective settlements, there must be some com
mon price fi .. "ed for" each security. On the Paris Bourse, 
this price. called the compensation price. is usually the clos
ing or cash price of the security in question at the end of 
the period intervening betweln settlements, and. of course, 
Illay be either higher or lower than the compensation price 
of the preceding and following settlements. It is fixed by the 
respective syndical chambers on both Paniuet and Coulisse. 
The' differences between this price and the various market 
prices, at which bargains have taken place, coostitute the 
losses and gains of the buyers and sellers, or. as they are 
called in Paris, givers of orders (40_. MrS d' ordres): for 4 
the name client is reserved for, another c\ass which, on the 
Parquet, occupies a place unique in the stade exchange of 
the pld. .' ' 

This class, which the French call "rqortews". and 
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" clients", consists of capitalists, banks, railroad. and indus
trial companies, etc., who loan their funds for fortnightly or 
monthly periods, on securities up to the full extent of their 
market value. They act through the brokers a,1mOst alto
gether, trusting to their judgment in the selection of the 
borrower, usually one who wishes to .. carry over" stoc'k, 
'\>ought Qr sold short, to the next settlement day. Inasmuch 
as the brokers, as will be described .fully in the next chapter, 
are collectively liable for the huge sums loaned throqgh 
them individually to their order-giving customers, they'are 
obliged ,to give a prominent place in the settlement to the 
reporte'tws, as well as to their commission-paying friends. 

The reporteur, as does also the short-seller (in regard to 
his intentions) advises the Agent Qr Coulissier, some days 
before the liquidation, of the amount he wishes to invest. 
He receives from the Agent a memorandum stating the na
ture and amount of securities rt:pQrted and giving a receipt 
for them, The securities are usually held by the Agent (or 
rather by the Bank of France to his account) for the re
porteur' until the next settlement. The reporteur is required 
to give two days notice of withdrawal of fund,s preceding 
liquidation. 1 

In the cash market, securitfes, owing to their great num
ber and to the widely varying amounts and denominatiorw 
of certificates wpich are dealt in, are not settled: The 
settlement covers only the'cash and credit balimces. But in 
~he. time markets, both are " compeftSated ", This necessi
tates the carrying on of two simultaneous processes in the 
bookkeeping work that precedes and accompanies the central 
liquidatiofJ (settlement) between the brokers. One of these 
processes has to do with the recording, accounting, and 
halancing of the securities involved in the period's trans-.. 

1 Ct. ], Combat, M .... ~ p. as>. 

• 
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actions, preparatory to their final acceptance or delivery, and 
the other with a similar handling of cash and credits. Work 
is carried on in the brokers' offices along these two parallel 
lines simultaneously. 

To facilitate the handling of the time transactions ef
fetted in the period of a liquidation. the Syndical Chamber 
has prescribed the keeping of an auxiliary book by each 
broker. called .. Register of Brokers". In this register a 
dOllble page is devoted to each of the sixty-nine colleagues 
of the broker in question. The left page. divided into a 
great number of vertical columns, corresponding respectively 
to the securities negotiated at terme (on margin). is used 
for purchases. The right page, similarly divided. is de
voted to sales. All operations entered on the daily account 
books of the broker and his clerks are carried to this register. 
the sales of the broker being carried to the left page headed 
by his name. and entered in the column accorded to the se
curity sold to him. Purchases are carried in a similar man
ner to the right page of the broker affected, and recorded 
under the proper security heading. 

Ii only these data were used as a basis of settlement, each 
broker would deliver to and receive from every other broker 
immense amounts of lI)any securities, when perhaps his 
inal position would prove to be without change, so far as 
securities were co~rned, or with a small credit or 
debit balance. The simplifying process is, therefore. carried 
further. Since on the day before the day of liquidation. 
entries in this register. mentioned abo\-e, are provisionally 
stopped, the addition of the sums inscn'bed in the different 
columns gives the total credit and debit amount of each '. 
security of the broker in question in relation to each other 
broker. ,. 

Svbtraction of the lower from the higha total of each 
security gives the credit or debit IIaJance which one broker 
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has against each of the other sixty-nine brokers for every 
security in which he has dealt. The obtaining of this ele
mentary balance is the first step in the bookkeeping work of 
the settlement. Thjs done, the next step is to transcribe 
these elementary balances into a second note book or ledger 
(brochure), each sheet of which is used entirely for one 
security. In the middle of this sheet the names of the 
brokers are printed, one under the other, in alphabetical 
order, as shown below. Opposite the name of each brojer 
the elementary balance previously obtained is entered, 
buyer balance on the left, seller balance on the right . 

RIO TINTO 
. , 

Brown ~ Cie. 

50 Jean Paul 

ISO Rousseau Frereli 

These elementary balances taken off the day before the 
day of liquidation are not definitive. They may be modi
fied in one way or another by the operations of the next 
day (the first day o(liquidation), or by reports conc1uderl 
the same day, or by the compensations described above. The 
provisional elementary balances thus obtained are at once 
corrected by taking into account these superse~ing modi
fications. 

Under the head of each security and at the right of the 
name of the broker to whom sold, is placed the number of 
shares which the broker has to deliver; similarly, the shares 
to be taken up are grouped on the left. The difference be
t~een the total of the two colwnns gives the net credit or , 
debit securities balance of the broker toward his colleagues 
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en m/1Sse, or toward the syndiCate. In case the two totals are 
equal, the broker has neither to deliver nor receive the stock 
in question. This second step gives the total balance of each 
security to be delivered; It is easy to see the great simpli
fication effected by this process, which leaves the positiOll of 
the broker exactly the same as though he had settled his stock 
or bond account individually with each of his confreres 
in tum. 

The third step is taken with the help of the Syndical 
C1ramber which substitutes itself for each Agent de Change 

LIQUIDATION SHUT. (Reducecl to ~ agents and 3 aecuritiel) 

II • .oNTAIM& 

3" Rio R.us
rentel Tioto I.an 5" 

M. PORTAl .. 

3,,1 Rio R._ 
rente. Tillto .... 5" 

-------- -- -----I---I--f--
Jean Paul. . • • •• SO SO 
llrown et Cie • 75 .• 75 
Rou_u Frere. • ISO 
BalaDce 1014. as 

Jean Paul. • 75 
llrown et Cie .., aDO 
Rousseau Frere. as .. 50 
Balance boucht. • •• .. 75 

-------1-
100 aDO US 

--,,--!- -f--

1100 - 125 
-----~-~~------~~-~-

i. settlement of his account with the other sL'tty-nine. 
For this purpose each office transmits to the office main
tained by the Syndical Chamber 011 the evening of the first 
day of the nlid-monthly liquidation, and 011 the morning of 
the second day of each end-of-the-month liquidatioo, a sheet 
called .. liquidation sheet" reproducing in compact form the 
data carried to the broclitlU, mentioned above. This sheet 
is divided vertically into two parts, each part c:ontainiDg as 
many vertical columns as there are securities comprised ill 
the l~uidations. All the elementary seller balances are iD
scribed in the column to the right del-oted to the security ill 
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question, opposite the name of the Agent de Change who 
must make delivery. All the elementary buyer balances 
are inscribed on the left in the column given to the respective 
security opposite the name of the Agent de Change who 
must receive the security. To escape any error which would 
delay the normal progress of the liquidation, the brokers' 
clerks Check these elementary balances. If a comparison 
of the total buyer and seller balances reveals a buyer 
balance, it is carried t6 the foot of the seller column; 
and vice. versa, if a seller balance is found. This pro
cess is completed for all the securities on the sheet. The 
Syndical Chamber is thus furnished simultaneously with 
the sheets made up by the seventy offices. The liquidating 
c1e{ks of the Syndical Chamber immediately undertake the 
fina\ step in the settlement of share accOlmts. They take 
accoUnt of only the total debit or credit balances in each 
security of each broker. These sums are transcribed upon 
the liquidation sheets of a large" format", ofthe same type 
as the sheets turned in by the offices, on the right of the name 
(in the center) of the Agent de Change under the proper 
security heading if it is a seller balance; at the left of the 
name of the Agent de Change, if a buyer balance. Adding 
column by column, that is to say, security by security, the 
clerks of the Syndical Chamber must find the totals equAl. 
since the securities sold are also the securities purchased. 
This work must be finished the evening of the firSt day of 
liquidation for liquidations of the fifteenth of the month, 
and the morning of the second day for the end-of-the-month 
liquidations. It only remains to bring together the Agents 
de Change who are actually to deliver and those who are 
actually to receive. 

The Syndical Chamber clerks set off (,.approchnst) for 
au:h security successively the offers of and demanls for 
shares. They make the quantities to be taken up agree, 
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cancel (biffem) upon the sheet the names of the Agents de 
Change whose obligations to deliver or receive securities are 
settled by offsetting credits (sen...s) and those" rung out" 
(libh'es) . They then indicate upon tickets (tableaux) sent 
to the offices of delivering Agents de Change the next day, 
the names of the colleagues in whose names the deliveries 
must be prepared. 

There is left now only the materia.! delivery of the se
curities. This last task is effected through the mediation of 
the Syndical Chamber. In each office, the packages of de
liveries are prepared, account being taken of the tickets de
livered to them from the Syndical Chamber office. If these 
are registered certificates they are transferred to the name of 
the buying Agent de Change, or converted into bearer se
curities, to be passed over to him to make, within ten days, a 
final transfer to the name of his client purchaser. 

Bearer securities are divided into packets containing the 
least quantity negotiable in the time market. The certificates 
are delivered to the Syndical Ownber before noon of the 
Olorning of the last day of liquidation, accompanied by a 
memorandum (bordtrfOU), or list of contents, names, m. 
Receipts (rkttissls) endorsed with the name of the Ageut 
de Change may be, and usually are, substituted for the ac:tual 
tertificates. In the afternoon of the last day of liquidatioa 
the certificates and receipts, which in the morning have been 
stored in the delivery room of the Syndical Ownber, are 
distributed among the creditor Agents de Change, the latter 
sending a messenger furnished with power of attorney to 
take delivery. 

To preserve the record of the deliveries, the Secretary GeD
era.! has two statements drawn up. one comprising the se
curities to be de1h-ered. quantities and names of sellers; the 
othc.9, securiti~s to be taI..'en up. quantities and IWDCS of 
buyers. Thus, delivery of a few thousand certificates suf· 
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nces to settle definitively transactions in which millions of 
shares change hands. 

The settlement of the cash accounts due between the 
various Agents de Change is obviously simpler than the set
tlement of securities, since here no complications intervene 
such as those caused by the diversity of the types of securi
ties. When the clerks of the different offices, at the end of 
each session of' the Bourse, post the record of the day's 
business from the journals to the register of the Agents de 
Change, they enter the price and amount of each security 
upon the same page in a special column, to the account of 
each colleague. 

Sums due from securities sold, coupons, options, etc., are 
totaled on one side and compared with' debit totals from 
secur~ties purchased, options abandoned, etc., and the result
ing debt or credit balance established against every other 
Agent de Change. The morning of debtors' day (third or 
fourth day of liquidation) also called day of checking of 
cash, each office 'makes.up its cash sheet, entering opposite 
the name of each of the sixty-nine Agents de Change, at the 
left the elementary credit balances, at the right the element
ary debit balances previously obtained. Adding the sums 
entered on each side and comparing them, a total credit or 
debit balance, as the case may be, is obtained. ft 

This total balance, however, is not yet definitive. It can 
be modified by means of .. delegations" (drafts drawn on 
one Agent de Change to the order of another Agent de 
Change) by a client who wishes to escape a shifting of his 
funds. The balance being corrected in view of the dtlCgt; 
nons, a new balance appears, called the balance after delc-
9I11io"" which sum tlle Agent de Change definitely must pay 
to or receive from the Syndical Chamber. 

All the offices file with the bureaus of the Syndical Olam
her the evening of debtors' day. their verified cash-balance 
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sheets. which are checked by the clerks collectively. Then 
the liquidating clerks carry to a cash-liquidating sheet. similar 
to those handed in by the Agents de Cllange. the total 
balances. creditor to the right. debtor to the left. Adding 
the sums on the right and on the left. the totals must be 
equal since the dues of the creditors are a necessary counter
part of the obligations of the debtors. The Secretary Gen
eral then has drawn up two cash sheets or tickets. the first 
containing the names of the debtors and the amounts they 
are to pay. the second the names of the creditors and amounts 
they are to receive. These sheets are at once forwarded to 
th Bank of France. 

The final settlement takes place the last day of the 
liquidation. called the day of creditors. The debtor brok
ers must draw. to the order of the Caisse Commune 
syndicate. drafts on the Bank of France to the amount 
of their debt. Before midday. they must furnish to 
the Secretary General a memorandum issued by the 
Bank certifying that they are prepared to meet this 
obligation. In the afternoon. the Caisse Commune gives 
the order to the Bank of France to credit the accounts of 
the Agents de Change creditors in the liquidation, the 
amount of the drafts drawn to their order by the Caisse 
~ommune necessarily equalling the payments made to it in 
the morning by the debtor bro\,:ers. The sums due the 
clients from the Agents de Change must be paid them. at 
the latest, the day after the close of the liquidation. 

Close of Liqtlidatio.... The total cash debit or credit of 
an office does not indicate the position of all the clients of 
the Agents de Change toward all of the other sixty-nine 
Agents de Change clients. The amount and value of the 
securities taken up or delivered must be compared; if taken 
up, tIlded to a cash credit balance or subtracted from a cash 
debit balance. if delivered, subtracted from a credit bal ...... 
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or added to a debit balance. Owing to the "solidariU" (see 
next chapter) of the Agents de Change, this information is 
not without interest to the colleagues of the Agent de 
Change. Hence, each office furnishes the Syndical Chamber 
with a table, called .. tableau. ,.ecapitulatif", indicating the 
cash balance (without showing the delegatiotloS which alter 
th" exactness of it) including the quantity of securities taken 
up or delivered, their value having been calculated by multi
plying the quantity by the making-up price (couri de com
pen.sation). The approximate position of each office is thus 
stated .in a sort of bi-monthly balance sheet, which is de
posited in the" Cabinet" of the Company of the Agents de 
Change, and may be consulted by all the members of the 
Parquet. 

It should be noted that, although for clarity in description 
the ot>erations of the liquidation relating to securities and 
cash were separated, they are carried out simultaneously in 

. practice. The payment of cash takes place at the same time 
as the delivery of securities and the securities are taken up 
the last day, at the same time credit balances are available 
at the Bank of France. 

The ultimo (end-of-the-month) settlement on the Parquet 
is accompanied step by step by the ultimo settlement on the 
Coulisse. In fact, so necessary is this correspondence be! 
tween the two that the Minister of Finance, in his report of 
September 1915, on the resumption of liquidations inter
rupted by the war, pointed to the practical necessity of such 
simultaneous oper:ation. The procedure on the Coulisse 
markets is in principle and method as nearly as possible 
identical with that on the Parquet, except that the Banquiers 
are not obliged to put all their transactions through their 

. central liquidation, and are more careful about their" coun
ter-parties" than the brokers. The right of discount (J:roit 
d' esco1l.pte) also does not exist on the Coulisse. 
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The Bureau of Compensation of the SyrJdico/ d,s BIJ1I

quiers for future settlement occupies a building jointly with 
the SyrJdicot trading for immediate settlement. Here the 
members of the latter organization send their clerks in the 
morning with the balances of securities to be delivered to 
each other member. These clerks also act as receivers and 
take away the securities to be delivered to them. 

Each firm has a separate booth with a desk and counter 
allotted to it, there being about one hundred and fifty such 
booths in the institution. The securities are delivered from 
one firm to the other in packages, similar to the delivery of 
checks as between banks by the New York Bank Oearing 
House. except that the securities are verified and the baIanc:es 
proved at the time of the delivery. After this examination, 
payment is made to the deliverer's employe by a BOft d. 
C_I',obili,,,, or order on the members of the association, 
which also acts as a receipt. Red BOIlS are given for debits 
and white ones for credits. These are used to establish the 
net debits or credits of a firm. Debits have to be made good 
during the morning. For net credits a white BOft is given, 
which, after balances are struck and the cash proven, can be 
exchanged at four o'clock in the afternoon for a check of the 
Association on the Bank of Fnnce for the amount involved. 

It is not obligatory 00 the part of the members of the Ass0-
ciation to deliver all their securities through this department, 

-as in many cases they have Dot received between eight and 
nine o'clock in the morning, when the settlement takes place, 
all that they may have to deliver. Also, in cases where the 
ddiverer is doubtful about the standing of a firm that is to 
receive his securities, he delivers only a sma1\ proportion, about 
ten per cent to h\~llty per cent, making the excuse that the 
balance has not arrived from his client, thus failing tem
porarily in delh~ry .. As all debits have to be made good by 
one o'clock in connection with all securities delivered through 
the settlement roont, the deliverer, believing that the buyer has 
ma!e good by his ability to take that which was delivered to 
him in the Dtoming, then de1i\"eI'S directly to the recei¥u at 
his office the securities in question. 

• 
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In connection with the securities delivered by the organiza
tion for immediate settlement, credits are not paid out until 
four-thirty o'clock in' the afternoon. The routine and prhl
ciples concerning the receipt and delivery of securities traded 
in for the account on the fortnightly "Pay Day" is, to all 
intents and purposes, practically the same as in the case of 
those traded in for immediate settlement, except that there is 
all obligation to deliver whicl1 is not present in the cash settle
ment.l 

~n the ,latter days of the official liquidation, the Agents de 
Change have large remittances to make to the Banquiers on 
account of split commissions, etc., while the latter may, as 
givers of orders, be heavily in debt to the former. These 
at times not inconsiderable settlements, are made individ
ually, and constitute the one cumbersome feature tltat im
pairs the title of the Paris Bourse to a fully perfected 
technique. 

One farsighted or lucky provision is the beginning of the 
ultimo liquidation on the last day of the month. The mone
tary demands of the stock market are thereby postponed to 
the second, third and fOUl:tb of the new month, thus in part, 
escaping the stringency in the money market due to the usual 
and UIlUSUal end-of-the-month payments, a circumstance 
which causes the Berlin Bourse members, whose final and· 
entire payments are made on the first day of tile new month, 
constant anxiety. But cOllsiderations such as this belong 
rather in the next chapter, on credit facilities. 

1 Quoted from S. F. Streit. 



CHAPTER IV 

CREDIT FACILITIES OF THE PAlUS BOURSE 

THE Paris Bourse, quite unlike Wall Street, is notable for 
the hu~ amount of Government securities, and of foreign 
securities, listed on its markets. It is the second interna
tional market in the world, and has been said to control the 
credit of forty countries.' Since 1823 Paris has invested 
heavily in foreign securities and up to the outbreak of the 
war, more than half the stocks and bonds on the Bourse 
were of foreign origin, notwithstanding the provision that 
such securities (since 1907) could be listed on the Parquet 
only with the consent of the Ministers of Finance and For
eign Affairs." These foreign securities are chiefly those of 
foreign Governments, though there are some of foreign rail
ways. public utilities, mines, and industrials. 

In 1914 Paris was the leading market for Russian bonds, 
alld for a ~ part of the public debt of Spain, Portugal, 
Jurkey, Greece, Egypt, Algiers, Tunis, Roumania, Serbia. 
and other Balkan states, as well as that of many South 
American countries. The total foreign investments listed on 
the Parq\let alone were estimated at $14.000,000,000," the 
\"B.lue of the French securities. chiefly Government" rnales .. 
and railroads, being somewhat less. At present of course, 
the h~ war borrowing, estimated at some $12,000,000,000 

, Vidal, o~. <it, p. 167. 
• A.. N.,...ardc, in lormtM U SOt:ihl S~ uP ..... J ... 19l~ _ 

p.a, I' ...... abo Hirst, TN Shod ~. p. gO. 
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to date (January, 1919) 1 swells immensely the sum of 
domestic securities, while many foreign stocks and bonds 

. have been resold, notably to the United States. Other 
French stocks and bonds are those of municipalities, the 
Credit Fonder (corresponding to our own Farm Loan 
banks), other banks and credit companies, public utilities 
and industrials. 

The annual' increment of listings depends on the annual 
French savings, and the amount of these invested in se
curities. The average annual savings so invested are esti
mated by Neymark to be about one billion,' which, deduct
ing $6oo,()()(),OOO for replacements, leaves some three or 
four hundred millions as new capital. This habit of sav
ing {l' epargne) of which the French never tire, and which 
has been erected to the dignity of a sort of a guardian spirit, 
depends in tum upon the annual productive power of the 
French people. This latter is, of course, one of the most 
difficult of all economic facts to ascertain. If we accept the 
statement of R. G. Levy,' that the value of the land in France 
is $12,000,000,000 and the value of buildings, etc.. is $15.-
000,000,000, counting securities at his figure of $40,-
000,000,000, we find the total wealth of France before the 
war to have been approximately $67,000,000,000, a fignre 
which probably considerably understates rather than over-' 
states the actual wealth. ,If as much as ten per cent gross is 
'earned upon this total, the annual income of France is around 
$6,000,000,000.' While according to an estimate by L. C. 
Money the actwil national income of the United Kingdom at 
the outbreak of the war was about $ 1 1,000,000,000. A similar 

1 Next chapter. 
:I Ct. Rist. H Nos Ressources Financierea," Rt'VIIt d, PoriI, Dec. I, 

J9JS. p. 6,56, 
e QlltJrterly Journal of EeollollJics .. Nov., 1915 . 

, 
• ct. Rist, 0'. tit. 
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estimate for Germany was given in a statement Issued a little 
later by the German Government.' In 1912 securities ad
mitted to the list in France totaled about $600,000,000, in 
Germany $650,000,000, United Kingdom $300,000,000, 
Austria $150,000,000, and the United States $700,000,000.-

The great source of French wealth is her wonderfully 
fertile soil from which she could, if necessary, entirely sus
tain herself, importing only a small amount of grain and 
meat in the way of staple foodstuffs. From her great silk, 
iron. steel and other industries, from her fisheries and her 
merchant marine, she also draws large returns. The funda
mental basis, however, of French credits and French institu
tions is the industrious and frugal character of the French 
people. their sterling integrity and sound common sense, 
even though it is said that French thrift is not so accumu
lative as English speculation and German enterprise.' 

As the Bank of France loans out its millions with a 
minimum of restrictions, confidence in its success being 
based on the discretion of its directors. so the Paris Bourse 
owes its great financial stability and high credit to the semi
official and responsible role that the Agents de Change have 
long played in the financial history of France, and the rather 
rigidly organized and well understood function that they 
~ave gradually assumed. 

The Agents de Change are more than a mere association 
of stock brokers who buy and sell on commission.' Their 
organization is a close-knit and responsible one that guaran
tees to buyers the bolla fid~ character of securities on its offi-

I St'fII I·Dr. A .. ,""". Dec:. II, IIIIS. 

• Ntymarck, • Rapports ll'institut Internabonal de Statisti_· ftM 
~ ..... 

• J'''' Levy • 
• tf. Boissiire, .,. tit., Po u6. 
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cial list, and guarantees to its givers of orders, as they are 
called, that all sums or securities due them from any broker 
shall be rendered, even in case of the delinquency of the 
broker. The third undertaking of this unique organization is 
to guarantee to those who lend money on securities (,.e
po,.teur's) thtough the mediwn of its members, full repay
ment of· all such sums, regardless of the security on which 
the loan is made, the individual specu1ator or investor to 
whom it is made, or the Agent de Change who handles it. 
In other words this guarantee is not individual but collec
tive, and. this collective responsibility of the Parquet to' its 
buying and selling and its money-lending clients has become 
famous as the " solidarite" of the Agents de Change. (It 
is not practised by the Syndicates of Bankers, the Coulisse). 

More than any other one feature, except the prohibition 
to Agents de Change of dealing for their own account, has 
this credit solidarity shaped the nature of the fully de
veloped brokerage monopoly. It accounts in large degree 
for the care taken in the listing of securities, for the close 
scrutiny of prospective members and the financial respon
sibility Fequired of them. It also explains the constant watch 
maintained by the Syndical Chamber over the operations of 
each member, the great powers of that body, and the 
supposedly difficult conditions imposed on traders who dd 
other than a strictly cash business. The collective re
sponsibility of the Parquet to lenders of money on securi
ties, a thing unknown on any other exchange, has naturally 
had a profound effect in attracting capital into the fortnightly 
and monthly loans (,.eporis),' by which speculation in stocks 
and bonds is financed. Making such loans safe, as il
lustrated farther on, has undoubtedly brought down the rate . 
of interest charged. The repori rate frequently runs for 

.' 
~, 

, - ...... j 'B h..... '. ...< :_r "':' _ ,~::.;. uC' CTe, 0/1. nt •• p. AU';' 
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months under three per cent or four per cent, which rate. plus 
a commission charge of one-half of one per cent ou most 
securities at the monthly carryovers, makes the net cost ,of 
carrying securities some four per cent or five per cent 
per annum. 

The whole result of the perfecting of this comple..'t 
mechanism for marketing securities has been, aside from 
the great power acquired by the Compagnie des Agents de 
Change, the promotion of the corporate form of business 
organization in France. t In the United States the de
velopment of the New York Stock Exchange, combined with 
the lack of a discount market for commercial paper," has 
even to a greater degree brought about the same result, 
whereas in London, with its great commercial paper market 
and antiquated stock exchange, the limited partnerships still 
thrive like the greeu bay tree. 

The listing of securities is safeguarded by requiring that 
they must be legally issued, with the exception of French 
rentes which must be admitted, and of foreign government 
Sf.curities which are admitted only with the consent of the 
French Government. One-fourth of the shares must be 
outstanding and full paid (lib~), they must be quoted in 
their COImtry of origin, and the price of emission together 
"'ith a list of subscribers must be officially furnished to the 
Compagnie. The purpose of the issue must, in addition, be 
a proper economic one; enough shares must be outstanding 
to maI..-e a genuine price; and lastly a transfer agent. and, in 
certain cases, an office must be maintained at Paris.' 

The responsibility of enforcing these requirements rests 
on the Syndical Chamber. In 1869, for instance, the Syndi-

t Ct. Vidal, o~. <il., Po 1&5. 
• Worbol'lf •• TIw m..-., Sys". of Btlrote,-
• B~ssi~~ o~. C'i'~ pp. l3D-1:;a. 
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cal Chamber admitted to quotation, the mortgage bonds of 
the Memphis, EI Paso and Pacific Railroad. Because of the 
favorable publicity, the bonds were quickly placed, and the 
first three coupons had been paid before the Parquet, hear
ing rumors of fraud, made investigations, and later de-
·nounced the Company. ' 

This brought on the collapse of the Company, whereupon 
the Syndical Chamber was sued by the defrauded security 
holders for the amount of their loss. Fraud in procuring 
admission was shown by the attorneys of the Syndical 
Chamber, but the latter was held at fault by the highest 
court for not knowing that ·only a million of the forty million 
capital stock had been subscribed, that only a hundred and 
thirty thousand had been actually paid in, and that the bonds 
were thus rendered only conditional securities and were un
safe." This omission, the Court held, constitu1P.d an act of 
negligence, and. the Syndical Chamber was required to pay 
one-fifteenth of the damages. This judgment is said to be 
unique, though the Syndical Chamber has passed on millions 
of securities! 

Speculating customers of the Agent de Change must be 
known by the Agent to be financially and morally responsible, 
or must otherwise provide sufficient margin to secure the 
broker in his operation. In Paris and London speculatior:r. 
are financed by brokers on the mere word of the client buyer 
or seller to an extent that would cause heart failure in 
New York. When once an introduction is secured and 
references verified, business is done largely on faith and trust, 
though the custom of requiring" cover "-usually about ten 
per cent, varying with the security, the market and the cus
tomer-is an old one in Paris, and sanctioned by law. The 
broker however is held by his fellow members to a strict 

1 Boiasiere, "O~. cil, p. 1;'0. 
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compliance with the dictates of prudence. The Syndi
cal Chamber can call for his books for examination at any 
time, and has the power peremptorily to cut short doubtful 
speculations. In time of panic, the Syndical Chamber can 
forbid br~rs to sell short for clients unless the latter pro
vide shares for ,immediate delivery. If a broker becomes 
doubtful of a client's solvency, he can refuse to ... report " 
him, i. e., supply him with funds for carrying over his se
curities from one liquidation to the next, in which case the 
client either settles his account, or is .. sold out under the 
rules." 

In case of a delay in delivery on the part of a broker, the 
receiving broker can .. post" the other, and at the end of 
three full sessions the former is .. sold out" by an official of 
the Syndical Chamber, i. t., a new purchase is made for the 
benefit of the complainant broker, the broker at fault being 
liable for the difference. The Syndical Chamber has also 
the power to intervene to compel a broker to furnish names 
for transfer operations, or an .. acceptance," in the process 
of .. indirect discount" (droit d' iscOfllpte), and whenever 
a client has cause to complain of failure of a broker to remit 
funds or shares. 

When an Agent de C1iange fails, he leaves the Parquet 
t'tIrever, a ruined man. The Syndical Chamber steps into 
his place, calls for a report from each broker who has dealt 
with him, then proceeds to sell him out, undoing by counter 
operations all his open transactions, thus releasing each 
broker from settling with him, and charging the losses or 
crediting the gains t,o his assets, leaving his now uncovered 
colleagues to find a solvent counter party to tal..-e the bank
rupt's place. The customers are given their choice of 
liquidating or maintaining their position with the hankrupt 
brok .. acx:ording to their interests, unbl a gi_ time, when 
those owing pay up. and those having credit balances re-
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ceive the full amount of· their principal, regardless of the 
state of assets of the bankrupt office. A broker is required 
to participate personally to the extent of at least one-fourth, 
in the purchase of his seat 1 and in the deposit of a guarantee 
fund (cautionnement) of $50,000 with the Government, the 
two-fourths totaling some.$82,000 (estimating price of seat 
at some $240,000). A working capital of some $80,000 
additional is necessary, (an Agent de Change at times ad
vancing in.a single session as much as $12,000 for registra
tion taxes). It is apparent, therefore, that the broker must 
be of considerable financial responsibility. 

The amount of capital required has become so large that 
it has long been customary for an Agent to associate with 
himself silent partners (bailleurs de fonds) who supply the 
slm! that he lacks and share proportionately in the profits and 
losses. This capital is, of course, also available to creditors. 
If that capital is exhausted, resort can be had to his share of 
the reserve of the Compagnie bank (Caisse Commune). 

If even this should not prove sufficient, then the· com
bined resources of the other members of the Parquet can 
be requisitioned, provided the obligations of the broker 
are not illegal, as in the Bex cases where the Court held 
that the Compagnie was not liable for commitments of a 
broker who had secretly guaranteed a fixed rate of inter~t 
on reports, regardless of the market rate. . This collective 
responsibility is far-reaching and amounts even in lIlormai 
times to a huge sum. When the great Catholic bank, the 
Union Generale,' crashed to ruin in 1882, dragging down 
a score of allied financial and industrial institutions includ
ing the entire Parquet of Lyons, the Paris Bourse found 
itself heavily involved. Large amounts of the Union 
GeneraIe securities had been sold through certain Agents de 

• Marintsch. UJ Bowrse, 01. cit., p. 22J. 
• E. Kaufman. La Bo,," n& Frmu:" p. 3J; also Vidal, P. 189. 
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Change to the members of the Coulisse, and.the latter were 
on the brink of ruin. They sued their confreres on the 
Parquet for the sum of $16,000,000 and on the ground of 
irregularities in the transactions were awarded judgment by 
the courts. Though the Compagnie as a whole had then 
but a vague moral obligation, it stood steadfastly behind 
its members, borrowing the $16,000,000 and honOring their 
signatures, till the last sou was paid.' 

This joint liability has since been made obligatory by 
the law of 1898 already mentioned. It means that in case 
of a sudden and extensive rise in prices and the subsequent 
default of the share sellers or, what is more often the 
case, a sharp and unexpected drop followed by the failure 
of numerous speculators for a rise, the entire Parquet 
would be held liable for the unpaid credit ba1ances, due in 
the first case to the .. bulls ", and in the second, to the 
.. bears" and to the "portr1tWS or money lenders. As the 
amounts loaned out on the Bourse range from what was 
probably a minimum of $100,000,000, August, 1914' to 
over $300,000,000 at the time of the Agadir incident (1911). 
it is evident that the engagmlent undertaken by the Parquet 
is by no means a light one. 

The total resources' of the Parquet have been estimated • as follows. the amount of the surplus of the Company 
bank (Caisse Commune) being, for reasons of prudence, 
kept a secret. The value of the seats ftuctuates. In 1857 
it was $480.000, in 18c)8, $3:!o'ooo. 

The toW nI1Ie of the _IS It bD._ (1914) ,. ,... ..•...•• $01_ 
The toW nI1Ie of tile ~ fad, SD.ODO" JO •••••••.•• ~_ 
The IIII'Plu of the CaiaM C _ IQ (f) ............... 3P"' .... 

A toW of .......................................... $37."...... 
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If this should still be insufficient, ,the reserve of the Caisse 
Commune could be utilized, and recourse could be had by 
common-law action to the assets and personal fortunes of 
the bankrupts. Altogether the total value back of the brok
ers' contracts has been estimated at not far from $1.00,-
000,000, and in '1896 it was stated by Hayaux du Tilly in 
the Marche Financier (p. lOS) that the public had not lost 
a sou through a broker's act in seventy-five years. 

As in all great financial centers, there exists in Paris a 
'I money trust." That is to say the private banks or a 
number of the big credit institutions (as they have called 
themselves since the failure of John Law's scheme made the 
word "bank" so unpopular) by acting in common are 
powerful enough to control to a greater or less degree the 
cr~dit obtainable by various other institutions and com
panies. By concentrating their report loans, for instance, 
on· some one security, or group of securities, and then sud
denly withdrawing en masse from the market, at the same 
time selling these particular securities short, it was possible 
for this " money trust" seriously to upset the normal mar
ket, cause widespread distrust, and demoralize the whole 
speculating and investing public. 

Apart from the danger of raids by financial adventure~, 
there are sudden withdrawals of funds due to loss of con
fidence, or to urgent derilands for capital from other quar· 
ters. Subscriptions to the national loan in 1891 withdrew 
so much capital from the Bourse that reports were forced 
up to twenty per cent and thirty per cent on certain securities. 
For the first payment on the loan of $140,000,000 80m, 
$468.000,000 were desposited, a large part of this surd 
evidently having been employed in reports at the time.' 

In the middle of January in the panic· o{ 1907, report , 
'0. Marinllc:h, LtJ B""rs,. 
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rates rose so rapidly that speculators brought securities to 
the Bank of France for short loans until it was forced to 
raise its loan rate from three and one-half per cent to foUr 
per cent although it loans only eighty per cent or less of the 
market price. 1 

To offset the effect of such influences the Parquet origin
ally formed a common fund (Caisse Commune),' called 
popularly the report bank, to make loans to brokers and 
their clients for from fifteen to thirty days, to the full mar
ket value of their securities. This fund at first consisted 
of one-fourth of the profits of each broker, but was aug
mented later in various ways. At present, the fund is 
recruited mainly from the sale to brokers by the Syndical 
Chamber of stamps that must necessarily be affixed to the 
purchase and sale sheets also issued by the same authority. 
Dividends are now paid semi-annually by the bank. 

The chief functions of the bank are to support the collec
tive current expenses of the Compagnie, to make l<Jans to 
brokers in time of need, and to substitute itself for a 
bankrupt broker for safeguarding creditors' interests. As 
the Compagnie through its Syndic buys and sells rentes for 
the account of the French Government, the Caisse Commune 
maintains a fund to meet the needs of this service. A 
guarantee fund is held by the Caisse in the name and to the 
account of each of the seventy Agnats, the amount being 
fixed by the Syndical Chamber. In 1908 the sum which 
must be provided by each Agent was about $20.000, but this 
may be increased at any time if the Compagnie so decides. 
The amount of the stamp tax coUected by the Syndical 
Chanlber varies, but runs about five per cent of the c0m

missions m:eived. The coUective resu fe, as mentioned 

1 ».arlee htron. Bed 0/ Frew. .. i&s R ...... .. N....., _ 
f_1ioaeI er..IiI. 

• Ct. Boissi~~ 0#. tit., Po 311. 
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above, is concealed in order to avoid informing speculators 
in credit of an opportWle moment for a raid.' 

No advance may be made by the Caisse CommWle to an 
insolvent broker. To a solvent one funds may be advanced 
under two conditions, first that the advance be for not more 
than six months, second, that the Agent de Change give the 
Syndical Chamber the privileges of a silent partner, or 
give security to an amOWlt equal to the loan. The Syndical 
Chamber may renew loans up to $20,000 for six months 
more. Beyond this, a General Assembly of the Compagnie 
must decide. 

On the Coulisse or among Sytldicats des Brmquiers, there 
is no joint liability for individual obligations. To be ad
mitted to membership in the Syndicat for cash transactions, 
however, brokers must be able to show means of at least 
$20,doo, and for admission to the Syndicat for transactions 

. for future settlement, the minimum is set at $200,000. 
Listing requirements are not onerous. Each firm may deal 
for its own account, and is responsible only for its own 
debts. Loans are therefore made by reporlC1Ws on the 
Coulisse with much greater care, the reputation of the firm 
and character of the security offered being carefully scrutin
ized. When loans are made on Coulisse securities. it is 
customary for the lenders to require that they shall lta~ 
custody of the certificate~, while on the Parquet these are· 
usually left in the hands of the Agents de Change, a receipt 
issued by the Syndical Chamber being accepted instead. On 
the Coulisse also, the rate varies greatly from security to 
security. and from firm to firm. In case of a Coulisse fail
ure, the creditors share pro rata as in the case of an ordinJ 

ary commercial failure. 
As statM in the first part of this chapter (p. 60) some 

three or four hundreds of millions of dollars of new apital 

1 C/. Boissiere, 01. ci,. p. J33. 
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are annually available from French sources for speculation 
and investment in bourse securities. This sum is aug
mented to an unknown degree from foreign sources, or 
diminished, on the other hand, by transfer of French funds 
to foreign markets. It is clear that this golden influx in
volves either an increase in the prices of the existing securi
ties, the creation of new securities for its absorption, or a 
series of fluctuations involving losses whereby wealth is 
transferred to other hands and withdrawn from the market 
for other uses. 

As in all speculative markets, attempt is made to antici
pate permanent investment. New securities are con
stantly being listed and held on borrowed money and old 
ones accumulated at what is hoped to prove to be a low 
level of prices. These securities are held by the speculators 
and others on the bourse by means of the fortnightly and 
monthly loans (,.,ports) 1 provided by wealthy individuals. 
trustees, railroad, insurance, utility, and industrial com
panies. the private bankers, called generally ICl '""'" barlque, 
and the great credit institutions. • The Bank of France does 
not make "Pcw, loans. 

These "tort loans, of course, are guaranteed by the Com
pagnie, and can be withdrawn or shifted at the end of each 
fortnight or month, according to the account for which they 
were made. The f'Iport rate of interest which they bear is 
the most sensitive credit barometer in France, as is possibly 
the private commercial paper rate in England. It is pre
ftnted from being an exact reflection of the bourse situation 
through some operators' making outside loans for as 
'Iong as a year in order to c:onceal their position or avoid 
commissions and tues, or the periodical uncertainties of the 

I J .. Comhoot.II_1 ~u o~. B_. Po QI. 

• J. Combat. B~ d O~.·'iiIWw ~, B ...... lIP- 6g, 33& 
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liquidations. 1 Formerly, the rate varied greatly on differ~ 
ent securities, as it does t<>-day in New York, London, and 
on the Coulisse, a spread of 3.7 per cent between Rio Tintos 
and rentes being not unusual. ' This fact caused an endless 
shifting of loans, report arbitraging, for the profit in the 
difference between the various rates. Since the collective 
guarantee became effective, however, the rate has tended to 
equalization over all securities, and opportunities for inter
est arbitraging are small, though the power of discrimination 
for cause by the Agents or the Syndical Chamber is in nowise 
lessened! • It is noteworthy in this connection that the 
Same rate of interest received by the reporteur is charged 
the borrower, the Agent acting, without other compensation 
than his commission, as responsible intermediary. In New 
York and London, on the contrary, the broker borrows 
(largely from bankers) and lends to his customers at an 
advanced rate, many members making their office expenses 
from the resulting profits. The rate runs ordinarily a little 
less than the Bank of France rate and a little more than the 
private commercial discount rate QD prime bills, varying 
from one per cent to four per cent on the Parquet, and from 
three per cent to five per cent OIl the Coulisse! 

Turning now from the Bourse to the money market, there 
is a financial institution outside the Bourse, yet most c1osel' 
associated with it, called La Haute Banque,' that supplies a 
large part of the securities as wdl as the funds with w~ich 
Bourse operations are carried on. Following is a list of 
the mos~ important French private banks comprising La 

'1· Combat, Mmt •• 1 d.s OpjratW.s d. B_SI, p .• 
'.,Reue Cbevrot, PtnW dftmli,. 611D_ciw, p. J79. 

• Boissiere, 0'. nl., p. 208. 
• Combat, 0'. nl., p. 2:fj. 
• E. Kaafm .... LG Bafll/ll' <II FrGllet, p •• 66. 
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Haute Banque, one of the distinguishing characteristics of 
which is that few or no reports of their situation or oper
ations are made public: Rothschild Freres, Heine et Cie., 
Hottinguer et Cie., J. Stern .et Cie., Vernes et Cie., and La 
Banque de Paris et Pays Bas, a powerful private company 
of some $20,000,000 capital that accepts no deposits from 
the public. The above are the leading private firms that, 
owing to their limited ownership, do a more venturous busi
ness than the great deposit-accepting, report-making credit 
institutions' that outrank them in wealth and power. 

The chief of these latter are I.e Credit Lyonnaise, capital 
$50,000,000, La Societe ~nerale, capital $100,000,000, one
half paid in, I.e Comptoir National d'fucompte, capital 
$40,000,000, and La Societe ~m!rale de Credit Industriel 
et Commercial, capital $20,000,000.· 

In 19<J8 the total loans of these four companies on se
curities. including reports (at least one-third) were some 
$180,000,000 and their total discounts were some $540,-
000,000. Being always able to turn a large part of these 
discounts into cash at the Bank of France, they could loan 
freely on the Bourse large sums for periods of two weeks or 
a month. For this same reason, they carry on hand only 
enough cash to meet their daily needs, and at the Bank of 
'-rance only enough to insure rediscounting in sufficient 
volume. The total cash of the Credit Lyonnais for in
stance, amounts to eight or ten per cent of deposits, and 
this is generally true of the others. There are no legal ~ 
serve requirements. Loans are made upon all kinds of 
securities regarded as good, at varying rates, requiring a 
margin of from twenty per cent OIl, say, French railroad 

• A. N_ard<. / ... 4. SG<Wtl4. S~ 4, p ..... Y.,..J-. 
~ 
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bonds,to thirty or forty per cent on miscellaneous securities, 
depending on the collateral, the individual, and the market 
situation. Usually one per cent to two per cent more than 
the Bank rate is charged on securities and likewise on dis
counts. One-half to one per cent is paid on demand deposit 
checking accounts. On time deposits one or two per cent 
for one year, two or two and one-half per cent for two years, 
and three per cent for three years is paid. These great banks 
with hundreds of branches in France and abroad thus col
lect funds from all sources and concentrate them for large 
mercantile and Bourse operations.' 

In what might be called the second group of La Haute 
Banque are H. de' Bethman et Cie., Demachy et Cie., 
Lazard Freres et Cie., de Neuflize et Cie., Perier et Cie., 
Malle~ Freres, and many other private banks, usually firms, 
but sOmetimes individuals! All of these various financial 
interests are more' or less directly interested in financing the 
flotation and absorption of listed and unlisted securities. 
The amount of free capital they have available for short 
loans and the amount of securities carried on borrowed funds 
primarily determine the report rate of interest. The rate 
is of course influenced by the commercial demand for short 
loans and the total supply of available funds. Such funds 
may come from foreign as well as domestic sources d~ 
pending, among other considerations, on the rate of interest 
prevailing in the foreign country, or it! other words, the 
demand for and supply there of short-time funds. As a 
rule France has been in the past more often a lender than a 
borrower, and French financial institutions have invariably 
turned firiaIly to the inexhaustible resources of the Bank 
of France. 

1 Interviews with Credit L)'OIIIIai •• and Comptoir d'.soompl. officials; 
ow National Monetary Commi.siOlL Also And~ Li~ Erohlrlrno of 
B .. ds_ Credit No F ..... , P. 193 et seq . 

• J. Combat, B_u rl Ol/rtllioru de BtMqMe, p. JJ8. 
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It is through the commercial discount rate, its discount 
policy and its enormous potentialities that the' Bank of 
France l!Xercises its influence over the Bourse and its oper. 
atian.' Its power to issue paper money in the form or bank 
notes depends practically on the demand for money (ex
pressed in terms.of what may be called the bankable paper 
offered it), as will be illustrated in the following chapter on 
the financial measures necessitated by the war. 

The French Government has put only three important 
restrictions on the issue of banknotes by the Bank of 
France. The total amount of the issue is /:ixed at 2: definite 
figure, a figure however, which is progressively raised when 
it seems probable that the issue will be exceeded by the de
mand; second, the issue must be covered in one of three 
ways: first, by metal (gold or silver) ; secondly, by French 
Government bonds, provincial, municipal, or other public 
securities, or certain securities guaranteed by public bodies 
(a list of securities on which loans may be legally Inade is 
kept up to date by the bank); and thirdly, by commercial 
paper of various kinds, of not longer than three months 
maturity. This paper must have three signatures. Two 
of these must be by persons domiciled in France. In 
lieu of a third signature a deposit of securities be
lbnging to the class on which loans may be Inade, or of 
warehouse receipts, Inay be accepted. About 70 per cent 
of discounted paper bore in 1909 the indorsement of a bank, 
but the percentage of direct loans to individuals is steadily 
increasing, especially since 11198 when the minimum amount 
of an acceptable bill was lowered to $100. To be admitted 
to the discount privilege, however. a minimmn acxount of 
$100 must first be opened with the bank. The chanu:b:r 
of the c:olIateral eligible for l~ is fixed by laws and de-

• 
'A. Haut.l. ~ ... Crt4iI .. F_ • ... frt.1JIL 
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crees, but the amount loaned, depending on the collateral, is 
determined by the General Council (board of directors) of 
the bank, a list of such percentages being kept by the bank 
officials. The percentage (of the market value) runs from 
60 per cent to 80 per cent. For loans and all operations on 
securities, the clientele is composed mainly of individuals. 
IIi fact, the current account for loans now. used in general 
business affairs, originated from the need of stockbrokers 
for temporary transfer loans. 1 The bank pays no interest 
on deposits. 

The supplementary third signature to obtain a security 
loan may be given once for all by guarantee by separate 
deed (ooaJ pM acte sept1lTe). A" mixed account" system 
also exists, by which securities deposited serve, according to 
the position of the account, to guarantee advances made or 
discoimts granted to the same customer. The Bank of 
France has for loans on collateral and discounts of com
mercial paper two rates, the loan rate running usually one or 
one-half per cent higher than the discount rate. The 
Bank does not loan below its _ published rates. The third 
restriction on the note issue is the obligation of the Bank 
to pay out'gold, or silver (an option of which it seldom avails 
itself) on demand upon presentation of its notes. There 
is no legal requirement whatever as to the amount of goM 
reserve to be kept behinli the notes. That matter is left 

_ solely to the judgment of the Bank, the governor and vice 
governor of which, however, are appointed by the French 
Government. As the Bank is required to payout gold or 
silver for its notes, and as it must also payout its notes in 
discounting certain acceptable bills, the extent of the reserve 
is more or less automatica!ly determined. It has risen and .. ~ 

1 Patroa, B,...k of Fra"cr ill ill R.loli"" to NaliOftal a"d IwenrtJli"fttJl 
Crtdit. • 
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fallen with every event in the history of France, and a full ex
planation of its fluctuations would supply almost a complete 
story of French national life. All other banks in France, 
in fact all French financial institutions, and especially the 
Bourse, function with the knowledge that they can rely on 
securing funds at any moment in return for definite forms 
of security from the Bank of France, whose power legally 
to issue money is in turn limited only to .the demand, how
ever great, expressed in terms of these forms of security. 
In 1907 the Bank had $697,000,000 of coin and bullion, dis
counts of $235,000,000 and advances on securities of $112,-
000,000..1 

By the law of February, 1906, the limit of note issue was 
fixed at some $1,160,000,000 and at the close of 1907 the 
outstanding note issue was some $950,116,290-

So much for the outside system of credit to which the 
Bourse bas access and which, in ordinary times, keeps it sup
plied with sufficient funds at a low rate, accepting without 
question its receipts for securities stored in the Bank of 
France's vaults and its guarantee of those securities 
ba~d on its solidarity. The events of 1914-1915 were to be 
an acid test of financial institutions all over the world, and 
they left the Bourse firulncially high and dry. They re
.:e.ted that not only the Coulissiers but the Agents de Change 
as well had not sufficiently foreseen the war to require ade
quate cover from the buyers on whose behalf they had 
pledged their own credit to the reto"t'fIn. They revealed 
furthermore that the financial strength of the Compagnie 
des Agents de Change was not equa1. in the great emergency. 
to the obligations it had gradually assumed or had had thrust 
upon it, and that neither its own efforts to raise f\Blds and 

1 C/. -lDteniews with M. PaIIaia, •• - Natioul ~ c-. 
..,t i. p. lag If .... 
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restore confidence, nor the importance of its operations had 
availed to prevent the closing of its term markets for a 
period of fourteen months from the outbreak of hostilities, 
although the big deposit banks managed to resume oper
ations by January I; 1915. 

It is clear that the value of the guarantee of the Agents 
rests in'the last analysis upon their income, which in turn 
depends upon the rates of brokerage, the volume of sales, 
and the costs of operation; an income that can be estimated 
by the general public partly by the price of seats (seldom 
sold), very vaguely by. the receipts from the Bourse tax 
(since 1893), and more vividly 1>y, the silence or lamenta
tions of the Agents themselves. 

The volume of sales, as noted supra, is not known. The 
commissions charged by the Agents have been regulated by 
law ~ince 1638, and in 1801 the court (tribunal) of com
merce ,of the Department of the Seine, by virtue of author
ity conferred on it, fixed the maximum rate at one-fourth 
per cent. This rate remained in force throughout the nine
teenth century,' though the Syndical Chamber, in view of 
the tendency of Agents in competition to lower the rate to 
minor fractions, fixed in 1887 certain minimum charges, 
dealing below which would render the Agent liable to 
severe penalties. The rate of securities involved in litiga!. 
tion alone remained and 'remains still at one-fourth of one 
per cent. In the reorganization of 18gB, the maximum was 
fixed by law for all other classes of securities as follows: 
one-tenth of one per cent for cash operations with a mini
mum of fifty centimes (about ten cents) per lot; one-tenth 
of one per cent for term operations (except for the three 
per cent rentes fixed at five-sixths of one per cent); and 
finally for report operations in the term m3rket about one-, 

1 Boi.liere, 0/1. cit., p. 196. 
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half of the ordinary term rate for all securities except the 
rente three per cent which took the same rate as in cash 
transactions, five-sixths of. one per cent. In 1901 these 
maxima were raised for securities of small denominations 
in the term market, to five cents per share or bond of those 
selling for less than $50, ten cents for those between $50 and 
$100 and reduced for foreign government securites selling 
below $10 to one-twentieth of one per cent. Below isa 
table of the actual rates established by the Syndical Cham
ber of the Parquet within these limits. On shares not fully 
paid the commission is calculated only on the net amount, 
the part unpaid being deducted. The franco (see p. 80) 
was applied to all operations. 
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much anxiety and complaint on their part, Fluctuations in 
the three per cent rentes gave rise to increased acti vity 
among the customers of the Coulisse dealers for their own 
accOWlt in term transactions on which no commissions were 
paid. This resulted in cutting off a certain revenue that 
formerly came to the Parquet. Many investment firms began 
to sell emissions of securities direct to clients without recourse 
to a Bourse Campaign, and later themselves provided a mar
ket by dealing in such securities (untaxed operations), es
pecially those suitable for saving, trust, and similar funds.' 
The Parquet petitioned in vain for higher maximum rates. 
Finally after much agitation and proof of hardship an agree
ment was reached March IS, 1910, between the Agents, 
the societies of credit, and the banquiers of the Coulisse, 
supp,essing entirely the indirect franco in the C3$h market, 
and allowing the direct franco only when the arbitraging 
client's name was given hy the intervening bank. The tenn 
" indirect franco" is applied to operations in which the big 
credit institutions, having collected thousands of orders 
throughout France and elsewhere, fill them en masse in their 
own names at one-half rates (franco) and tum them over 
later to their scattered clientele. On the other hand a 
remise of 2 5 per cent on commissions was accorded.' 

Even before the war, the advantages gained by the agre:
ment were regarded by the Agents as scarcely offsetting what 
seemed· to be an incurable dullness of the market. In -the 
budget of 1914 the tax on Bourse tranSactions was raised. 
This increase provided an added discouragement. Now, 
with the losses involved in closing the term market for four
teen months and with the meagre amount of sales during 
the period since it was reopened, together with the demon-

1 C/. Devine, LA Cris. d. 14 BDflr .. de PIIriI, pp. 11.a6. 
• G. Fran~js. R"",. 1£<D8_iI PDI;,;q"., 1911, pp. 81% 
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strated inability of the credit power of the Parquet quickly 
to restore the situation, it may be expected that the Agents 
will ask for a further increase in the rate of commissions. 
They would probably make this demand even had there been 
no increase in the cost of living to warrant it. On the other 
hand, the opponents of the Agents will urge, as in the past, 
that the institution of the brokerage monopoly is obsolete and 
ineffective in time of emergency, that its solidarity is the 
cause of long closing periods as at the time of the Union 
Generate crash in 1882 when the Parquet liquidations with 
some $33,000,000 involved, were postponed seven months.. 
The Parquet will doubtless be attacked as undemocratic, as a 
privileged company securing increased power without effort 
as its list of securities grows. It will also be pointed out 
that the Government should take advantage of the war con
ditions to indemnify the Compagnie for its equity in the 
legal monopoly and establish for all securities a free market, 
composed of both dealers and brokers.' 

• Leoa-Sa7. -14 Ill_tiona du Tresor • Ia Boone depuia _ 
An ... • 14.""""$ II. 1£ ... " 111$ Sri""$ Po/itiqw$, 1888. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE BoURSE AND WAR FINANCE 

THE effect of even a threat of war on financial institutions 
was illustrated in 1911 when on July second Germany an
nounced that a warship had been sent. to Agadir, Morocco 
for the protection of Gennan int'erests. Whether this step 
was dictated by Gennan military interests with the purpose 
of carrying forward another step in an aggressive policy, or 
whether'it was deliberately undertaken as an experiment to 
test (iennan preparations, as was believt:d in some quarters. 
or whether it was primarily to divert the attention of the 

, Gennan public from internal matters was but a short time 
open to question. 'Relative to the monetary. crisis in Ger
many which attended it, the Kaiser is rumored to have said 
in effect, that it must not happen again, and to have given 
directions that German financiers should be consulted and 
given opportunity to take precautionary measures in case of 
similar troubles in the future. The instigation to this latter 
course may not have originated with the Kaiser, but c6'
tain it is that from 191 I on the efforts of the Reichsbank to:> 
strengthen the German banking system were redoubled,' and 
that three years later Germany was fully equipped finan
cially to meet the outbreak of war. 1 

The announcement of the sending of the P~ther was 
made,on Saturday, July 2d, The middle,of the year is al
ways a time of financial stress and uncertainty, especially 
in Germany, In the latter part of June the Reichsbank had 

1 .. German Financial Preparation for War," RftItI' d, PaN, March.. 
IgIS. 
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given notice that it would require an additional commission 
for accommodation furnished by it at the end of the quarter, 
and this indicated, as it proved, that there were heavy en.. 
gagements on the Berlin Bourse, and that there would be an 
unprecedented demand for funds. In preparation, gold was 
drawn from London (some $3.500.000). Egypt, and po&

sibly from Vienna, while it is known that English, French. 
Belgian, Dutch, Swiss, and Austrian banks, attracted by the 
high interest rates; loaned large sums in Berlin.' The im
mediate result of th~ announcement was a much greater fall 
in prices, and more distUrbance in both London and Paris 
(where because of internal causes the situation was 
already delicate). than in Berlin, which had the use for 
definite periods of foreign resources, an advantage that 
might be prolonged indefinitely. As the week wore OR. 

prices gradually recovered, but speculation naturally died 
down as the banks accumulated reserves, and low interest 
rates with easy money ruled the markets generally. By the 
end of the month, however, it was apparent that French 
bankers, as their loans matured, were withdrawing money 
from Berlin. and from Londoo as well, and aIso, as it later 
developed. from Belgium, Russia, and other countries. It is 
possible that the Frendl Government had decided, as a coon
~ight to German display of military power, to make 
the most of French financial superiority, possibly with the 
object of preventing future crises by making this one as 
expensive as possible to Gennaa borrowers, though this 
motive was not avo1ft!d. Meanwhile the central banks of 
France, Germany, and England were taking measures to 
strengthen their reserves, and veiled warnings appeared in 
the financial press.' By the last of August. withdrawals of 
French funds directly and indirectly from Berlin and tlte 

• SIIIIirt. Jab .. po at: Jab 8, p. S
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fear of war, had driven Berlin bankers and debtors to 
London and even New York and Chili for rep1acements, 
causing conSiderable'liquidation on both exchanges, amount
ing to as much as $25,000,000 in New York. This was' 
accompanied by a decrease in prices especially of inter
national securities, notably Canadian Pacific, by many 
points. It has been estimated that some $250,000,000 of 
foreign money was constantly employed by Germany. 
Heavy losses were occasidned German speculators by the 
dragging out of negotiations, prices dropping on the Berlin 
Bourse from 4 per cent to 5 per cent on bank stocks, and 
from 12 per cent to 20 per cent on industrials. Serious 
runs on foreign banks occurred in various parts of Germany, 
and on Black Saturday in September a veritable panic took 
place ,on the Berlin Stock Exchange. By the middle of 
September, led by the Bank of Belgium, nearly every im
portant central bank in Europe had raised its discount rate. 
Included in the number was the Bank of France, which had 
maintained its rate at 3 per cent for some three years and 
eight months. A deputation of German bankers, voicing 
the protests of all German finance, called at the Foreign 
Office for assurance as to the progress of negotiations, and 
to the relief of Europe, were told that.they were proceeding 
favorably. The German press adopted a friendlier ton~ 
and the Morocco affair &OOIl became a matter of history 
until the events of 1914 recalled it vividly to the present of 
that date. As indicating the gravity of the crisis in France, 
it was reported 1 that the banks in Paris at the midmOllthly 
liquidation generally refused to lend to the Coulisse, which 
would have been in a deplorable situation, had not the 
Rothscbilds come to its assistance. 

This Morocco incident, coupled with previous ones, seems 
to have left the impression both in France and Germany, 

I SI4IiII, September '13. !plio Po ,.. 
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that the next aggressive act of Germany would result· in 
war, and to have convinced the German powers that a sud
den onslaught was desirable from a financial as well as from 
a military point of view, as was exemplified three years later. 

In October, 19 I 2 the war cloud burst in the Balkans, and 
all Europe was plunged into a fever of excitement. The 
possibility, always in the minds of all, of a general confla
gration, made for idle bank balances, low interest rates, 
little speculation, and a steadily falling level of security 
prices. This decline in security prices was accelerated as 
the ominous weeks of the first half of 1914 passed. Dur
ing this period of tension, French bank balances were largely 
withheld from Germany, but not, as it developed, from 
Germany's allies. 

It is impossible to understand the money market and 
bourse events of European countries generally without ref
erence to the political purposes dominating the use of loan
able funds. 1 

In 1907 the French Government had given notice that for
eign loans might not be listed on the French Bourse with
out its consent. This followed the DeJcasse incident of 
1905 when Germany, taking advantage of the Russian rev
olution of that date, assunred a high-handed attitude tD

~ Russia's ally. On December 16, 19130 a ciKUlar issued 
by M. Caillaux renewed and extended this proYisiOll even to 
tftasury notes. According to the Finance Minister, this was 
due to the efforts of Huerta and severaI BaIkan states, 
notably Turkey, (behind whom we now know was the hand 
of Germany) to arrange for advances without c:ountenaJItt 
of the French Government. This mow evidently 0rigin
ated, however, in the protest of Russia after the Ottoman 
bond issue of ~ooo,ooo in Paris early in 1914- Russia 

1 V. R. Aubry, L'A<I--' • II C.,. <1ft ~"Is _Ins. 
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complained that the Russian and Serbian issues should have 
come first. 1 

The total nominal capital issues emitted on the French 
market were in 1912 some $1 ,II 7,800,000 and in 1913, some 
$966,200,000. Not quite 50 per cent of these went into 
purely French undertakings, the rest going into foreign 
issues. In the early part of 1914 a great campaign for a 
Turkish loan was carried through in Paris. Certain rail
road concessions were secured for French interests in Turk
ish territory, while incidentally several millions went, via 
Turkey, to repay German loans and to strengthen the Otto
man navy. Later, loans of $100,000,000 to Turkey and 
$35,000,000 to Greece were authorized, and though not pub
licly issued, it is impossible to say how much bad been pri
vately advanced when the war broke out. The French for
eign office has evidently not always been fortunate either in 
its forecasts of coming events, or. in its control over the 
international operations of certain French banks.' If the 
armed-camp situatioo of Europe is to continue, it is evident 
that French advances to foreign interests ought to be 
directed by a wider vision. • 

Throughout 1913 the bank rate remained at 4 per cent; 
reports averaged 1.95 per cent to 3.27 per cent; money w~ 
plentiful, yet there was little speculation.' 

At the end of June settlement, 1914. on the Bourse the 
perpetual 3 per cent, France's premier security, stood at 
83.05 francs. At the eDd of July 011 the brink of war, they 
sold for cash at 78 francs, a drop of 5 francs 011 ooe of 

I lAtI4mt FiruJacisl Ti_I, ] •• IIWY 6, 1914-

• V. J. E. Fane, U Cd';"" F-u ... urtIice tU rlfratlger. 
• Raphael Georse l..e9y •• La 1Iaoq..... F~. pmclaut Ia pure,. 

JtIM1fWtIl du ~inQ, Aag. 1915, p. 236- LaOtapelJe, Nu F~el 
,,~ .. _. p. I6f. 

• Ralfalorich, Mind' F~. 191~ 
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the prime securities of the world,' that sold over 90 francs 
at the outbreak of the Balkan war in 1912. 

Especially to be noted was the case of the 334 per cent 
rente that had just been emitted July 7 to the extent of 
some $161.000,000. It had been widely advertised by a 
popular ministry and was over-subscribed 40 times, \argely 
by speculators who anticipated a speedy resale at a moder
ate advance over the issue price of 91 francs. On the 8th. 
9th, and lOth of July the price actually did rise to respec
tively 9I.25. 91.50 and 92, and large amounts were dealt in 
on the Parquet and the Coulisse term markets. By the 
;z5th of July the price had fallen to 85 francs. which would 
have spelled ruin to numerous holders if they had been 
obliged to liquidate on the 3 I st. If they failed. in case of 
liquidation. the Agents concerned would have had to bear 
the loss. and if it proved too heavy for them, the Syndical 
Chamber. by virtue of the legal solidarity of the Compagnie 
would have been obliged to pledge all the resources of the 
Parquet to the reimbursement of the ffiKIrlnws and the 
~-cllers. • 

This depreciation was of course para11e1ed by the fall of 
the whole list.· shares of banks, fon:ign government bonds. 
railroad and industrial prices dropping from S to 675 (Suez 
C.anal shares) points. largely during the second balf of July. 

As early as July 14 a semi-panic had occurred OIl the 
Vienna Bourse, heavy falls of prices taking place for the 
fourth time in twe1ve days. This coincided with a state
ment issued by the Austrian Foreign Office that "Austria 
Hungary tlti.r filM bas ckcided that its wishes must be al-

'L'~ F~ J1II731. 19l5, p. lJ!I; C ___ .... n-
cial C~, A,.. I, 19I4 P. _ 

• LaChopelh. NM Fo-.-~ .. ..-re. p. .s6. 
• L'~ F.-pir, No ..... , 19I4 P. '" 
·C ... B ....... S-
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tended to and complied with to the full extent by Serbia." 1 

By the 23d prices were coIlapsing on all the Exchanges of 
Europe' and America. There was a semi-panic on the Paris 
Bourse~ There' were rumors of failures of banks and of' 
difficulties of a big credit institution in securing the return 
of funds advanced to Bulgaria. 

On ~ 24th and 25th, ,the Paris market, overwhelmed by 
an avalanche of sales, collapsed entirely. The Chambre de 
Compensation (Coulisse) closed the Coulisse market. The 
Syndicate of bankert/closed their market (Coulisse) and 
prescribed a limited time in which cash transactions might 
take place. The Parquet remained open ostensibly, but 
trading was exceedingly restricted and prices were only 
nominal.' Owing to the long-continued period of anxiety, 
the amount loaned on securities on the Bourse was the low
est of many years, estimated at some $125,000,000, of which 
about $80,000,000 was in reports. But there had been a 
sudden and terrifying faIl in the value of these securities, 
and to make the next settlement of July 31st, the Agents 
demanded of the unfortunate holders who had bought at the 
higher prices, some $50,000,000 as the balance of the re
imbursement due short sellers and reportews. Many of the 
latter had already given notice to the Agents that ther 
wished to be reimbursed at the coming settlement, but it was 
soon found that the purChasers, largely speculators for a 
rise, were not able to take up their purchases, and could not 
borrow elsewhere the sums due. This situation inevitably 
turned all eyes to the money market, to the big credit institu
tions that always employed many millions in reports, and 
to the Bank of France, all of which, as will be seen, were 
already having troubles of their own.' 

I Ee_in, July III, 1914-

• &-"', Aug. I, 1914. P. 2Jl. 
I Georga LaChapelle, Nu F .... roc •• ~,. fIIH"", p. u8. 
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Some of these credit societies were undoubtedly embar
rassed by considerable uncollectible loans of a nature Jndi
cated above. Working always on a minimum cash reserve 
they were in no condition to meet the heavy withdrawals 
by depositors that had already begun on the 24th. The de
~its of the four leading credit companies totaled over 
$1,000,000,000 December 3 I, 1913. For all the banks the 
deposits were estimated by Raphael George Levy to be some 
$2,000,000,000. These credit societies had preceded the 
Bourse in their claim for credit aec.nmodation from the 
Bank of France, their sole source of ready money. Many 
of their loans, of course, had been made to men now mobil
ized and to those living in territory soon to be invaded, 
from whom payments could hardly be expected; while, oD 
the other hand, a large part of their deposits was payable 
on demand. 

In a situation quite similar to that of the Bourse and the 
big credit banks were hundreds of savings banks of Paris 
and the Provinces, with deposits estimated at some $1,-
000,000,000 and little ready cash. It was caIcuIated that 
between the 25th of July and the 1st of Augnst, with
drawals from the deposit .rid savings banks exceeded $600,-
000,000.' 
• All these, however, were not the only visitors expected at 

the Bank of France. A secret agreement had been xnade be
tween the Government and the bank, signed by M. Klotz, 
finance minister, and M. PaIIain, governor of the bank (Nov. 
II, 1911) at the time of the Agadir incident. This .... ooree
_t provided that the bank should pat at the disposal of the 
Government $580,000,000 in measure as required from the 
date of mobilization. In return. the bank was to receive 
treasury notes running three months, and renewable at the 
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rate of 1 per c~nt per year. Since that date, iftranspired, 
the bank had undertaken the responsibility of the fuiancial 
preparations for war. It had followed minutely every indi
cation of financial preparations for war on the part of ~
many, and had taken careful measures to meet them.. It 
had sent to its branches a secret circular, to be opened only 
in case of war, giving detailed instructions that later were 
everywhere carried out to the minute. It had had. printed a 
stock of $300,000,000 of 20 franc ($4) and 5 franc notes 
to supply the deffil\JlG for small change it foresaw would 
result from the hOarding of gold coin during the war. It 
had apportioned these notes territorially according to the 
probable demand, and they were issued everywhere at a 

. given moment. This agreement, however, and the prepara
tions'made by the bank were then generally unknown, and 
although the weekly statement. of the bank was open to all, 
and the bank's position was known to be sound, the moment 
was so fraught with dire possibilities, and the situation of all 
other financial institutions was so desperate that not without 
arixiety every mind arrived at the same conclusion, that all 
now depended on the Bank of France, 

The situation of the Bank of France was in every way, 
good. Since 1870 when the payment' of the billion-dolla.r 
indemnity to Germany drew the gold out of the peasants' 
socks, the Bank had st~ily increased its bl1ilion· reserve. 
In 19O5 it reached some $520,000,000. July 30, 1914, it 
stood (including some silver) in round numbers at $953,-
000,000. This sum was over 50 per cent of all liabilities, 
and only some $383,000,000 less than the note issue (al
ready swollen, in round numbers, to $1,336,000,000 only 
$24,000,000 untler its legal limit of $1,360,000,000), making 

I LaChapeUe, .. La Banque de France," R""" d, PariI, April IS. III'S, 
p. Iba. 
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a reserve against notes of over 70 per cent .. ,One powerful 
fact hail impelled the Bank thus to build up its gold reserve. 
It was the visible eviderice that the confidence of the nation 
in i~natioRal bank was well grounded. It far outweighed 
the commercial portfolio as the material rock on which rested. 
the French system of money and credit. So long as con
fidence in the Bank existed it could issue its notes without 
limit to meet the exigencies of war without danger of a 
sudden storm of demands for redemption in coin. 

The statement of the Bank for July 30 showed that re
course to its resources since July 23d had been on a large 
scale. Its note issue had jumped some $154,000,000, its 
Pans discounts had increased in the same period over $164,
ooo,oob, and its advances on public securities had grown by 

• over $8,000,000; it had also lost over $4,000,000 of its gold 
reserve on which demands were increasing with every hour. 
To have attempted to meet at once all these diverse and con
fticting demands. obviously in large part the result of panic, 
would have involved a dangerously great and immediate 
expansion of its note issue. This would possibly have im
perilled confidence in the stability of the Bank and in the 
Government. In addition; such action would have brought 
~tariseinprices. 

By Monday, the 27th. all continental exchanges were 
closed. tIr trading under close restrictions. The 28th of 
July. Austria declared war on Serbia.. On August 1st Ger
many declared war 011. Russia, and the French president 
signed the decree of mobilization. The 28th. the Syradic 
went to the Finance Minister to talk over the situation, and 
on the 31st two meetings with the big bankers and the Bank 
of France were held. The bankers said that in new of their 
precarious situation they c:ould not come to the am of the 
Rourse while the Bank of France said it must reene its 
resources for the national defense.. ~ unanimous opinion 
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of the meeting was that the liquidation of the 3 I st should be 
postponed, and after consulting with the Coulisse, the 
Finance Minister hesitated no longer in concurring. 

Immediately the Syndic;al Chamber proceeded to arrange 
its internal affairs to postpone the settlement, while the 
Finance Minister agreed to homologate the decision, post
poning the settlement of July 31st to the end of August and 
later to the end of September, 1914. 

Thereupon the big banks, who saw a large part of their 
funds immobilized in advances upon unsalable secUrities, and 
in non-liquidating reports, demanded a moratorium on de
posits, the merchants making a similar demand for com
mercial paper.' Existing law authorized the postponement 
of the maturities of commercial paper, but was silent about 

. deposits, hence the council of ministers refused at first to 

. rescue the banks. Later, urged by M. Cochery, the council, 
on the plea of emergency and of immediate ratification by 
the Chamber of Deputies, d~reed; on the night of July 31, 
August I, a moratorium on bank deposits,' though this was 
clearly illegal. 

The 5th of August, the date of the Gennan declaration of 
• war on France, an emergency law was passed, permitting 

the Government through successive decrees, beyond the two 
already made (some four in all),·to suspend payment of 
coupons, interests, dividends, sums due on contract, of in
surance, mortgages, saving deposits, (except $20 per month 
to each depositor). to prorogate delays in payments of rents, 
etc., and even of installments due on the recent 3Y. per cent 
loan. The whole economic life of the c:ountry was arrested, 
and all credit suspended. It is noteworthy that with the ex
ception of the secret agreement of 191 I between the Govem- . 

'J ..... SaJamea, Le Moral"""",, "'s. 
I u.chapelle, N til fi."",ul , •• tltJrtl ,., 1/ ...... , p. 118. 
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ment and the Bank, which was confirmed, all of these emer
gency measures were improvised on the hour. 

Most important of all for the Bank were the suspension 
of specie payments, and the decree raising the authorized 
note Issue from $1,360,000,000 to $2,400.000,000. This 
enabled the bank, beside providing the Government with 
funds in accordance with the agreement of 19I1, to continue 
discounting without restraint or conditions, bills offered it 
by the credit societies andothers.1 

Its discounts risen already on the 
2S of July, '9'4. to $.'1'0,800,000, increased rapid17 from 

day to day, on the 117 .. " reachinr 316,600,000 
II "as" .... ~ 
.. .. JIg"" II 387.4fXj.fX1O 
a .. .30"" .. _&Jo.ooo 
.. .. 31"" a 578.000.000 
.. .. I a Aug.. .. 608.Jrx\CJOO 
.. .. :I" n .. 68s...,.oco 

These discounts, in spite of the moratorium which post
poned the payment of the bills which the bank was admitting 
to discount, continued under certain conditions to grow, 
totaling August 4, some $800.000.000, and finally, on 0c
tober I, $995,200,000. By a decree of the 29th of August, 
however, these .. frozen" bills were charged with interest ' 
at 5 per cent. The effect of this appeared in the reduction 
of the total held by the bank by $120,000.000 from October 
1 to December 10, 1914. although by April, 1915 there were 
still in the bank's portfolio some $600,000.000 of bills pr0-

rogated. This policy of course freed the credit banks of 
deposit from the heavy burden of' uncollectible bills, and 
provided them with resoun:es to repay their depositors on 
demand. and thus hasten the day when they could rec0m

mence the discount of bills drawn after August 4. 1914 and 
not subject to the moratorium. 

In fulfilling its agreement with the Government the Bank 
'&....isf, Aac. IS, 1914. Po 3a 
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by March, 1915 had advanced $920,000,000 and by a new 
agreement signed at Bordeaux September 21, 1914, the total 
amount of advances was fixed at $1,200,000,000 with in
terest at 1 per cent per year. This debt to the state and 
the commercial p~per moratorium in effect entailed a forced 
issue of notes as in 1870. The result of this has not 

. yet been so unfortunate as in the past, but recognizing the 
danger of inflation the minister of finance engaged the State 
to reimburse the Bank in the shortest possible time, either 
by means of ordinary budget receipts, or from the first loan, 
or from other extraordinary resources. A year after the 
cessation of hostilities, the renewal of the treasury notes 
turned over to the Bank in proportion to its advances, will 
be effected at the rate of 3 per cent per year. The profits of 
the ~tra 2 per cent, however, will not go directly to the 
stockholder, but will constitute a special fund to cover the 
losses that may be entailed by the " frozen " assets held in 
the Bank's portfolio! 

This policy of the state's guaranteeing directly the out
come of operations undertaken by the Bank on its own re
sponsibility, in <the words of M. Ribot,. finance minister, 

, eouId hardly be defended except as an action taken in a time 
of crisis, which would always remain exceptional.' France 
followed a precedent set a little before by the British Gov
ernment, in guaranteeing the Bank of England against sim
ilar losses, and in consideration of a siIniIar service rendered 
by the. Bank to commerce and the banks and to the credit 
structure both of the present and the future.· 

The weekly statement of July 30, 1914, was the last one 

'LaChapelle, "La Banque de Fran.,.,- l.4 RnfW de PIIriI, Apr .• s, 
'9'S, P. IIzz. 

• Report of M. Ribot, December, '914-

• N tU Fi"""&<1 p~, ,.. Gwrr., p. 279-
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published by the Bank until six months of war had passed, 
when the practice was definitely resumed. At this time, 
January 28, 1915, the metal reserve of the ·Bank VIas 
some $999,800,000 as compared with $953,000,000 at the 
end of the preceding July, to which, however, must be 
added liquid assets of some $37,200,000 at the disposal of 
the Bank in foreign countries. Bills held subject to the 
moratoriwn were some $636,400,000, loans to the State 
$780,000,000, while the note circulation had risen from 
some $1.3336,000,000 to $2.094,600,000. While the em
barrassments of the credit banks had resulted eventually 
in the withdrawal of certain depositors and a large fall 
in deposits, the universal. approval of, and confidence in 
the Bank of France had had the opposite effect, and its 
average of current deposits (comptes counmts) had in
crt.'ased over $200,000,000' from some $189,514.372 on 
July 30, 1914. to $530,115.246. Its current discounts, how
ever, not overdue, had fallen from about $300,000,000 July 
35 in the early days of the crisis to $2390000,000 in round 
numbers, while its advances on public securities were in 
round nllmbers practically the same ($140,000,000) as in 
July 1914 and also July 1913.' The discount and loan rates 
of the Bank that had stood respectively at 3~ per cent and 
4~ per cent from January 290 1914. (previously 4 per cent 
and 5 per cent) ,,-ere raised on July 30 to 4~ per cent and 
S}-~ per cent and on August 1 to 6 per cent and 7 per cent, 
although the Bank of England's rate had gone to 10 per 
cent. August 20, the rates were lowered to 5 per cent and 6 
per cent where they have since rI9IIained (January, 1919). 
The higher rate is naturally imposed for loans OIl securities. 
from the greater immobilizatiOll of capital that they entail. 

In advance of reverting to the intimate Bourse situatiOll 

• N .. '-us"..., fa __ • Po a3I\. 
• I'~, WeeklJ -IS, BonIt of Fnac:e. 
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it is illuminating to trace the course of the French deposit 
banks· whose position was of the greatest concern to the 
Bourse.' . The liberal discount policy pursued by the Bank 
of France, and later the liberation of certain sums that they 
had employed in reports, did not suffice for many a day to 
allow these institu~ons to continue without the moratorium 
which was legally amrmed a~st 4, to apply to their de
posits. They were not altogether exempted, however. The 
decree of August 4 allowed them to postpone the repayment 
of cash deposits and creditor balances on current account for 
30daY5, dating from August I, 1914, under the following 
conditions. Any deposit or credit balance of $50 or less 
could be entirely withdrawn during the 30 days by the de
positor. On larger amounts, the holder could withdraw, in 
addit~pn to this sum, only 5 per cent of the balance. 

The provisions applied only to depositors of August I, 

or earlier. Agricultural, commercial, industrial employers 
cQuld withdraw each payday enough of their deposits to 
meet their payroll requirements, on presentation of the pay
roll. Requisitioned industries conld withdraw the total 
sums due them. By successive decrees of progressively less 
lenient terms, repayment was postponed in tum to· 30 days 
from September I, then 30 days from October I, then to 
December 31, and finally a last extensiOn was decreed to the 
end of February. By the new decrees, the minimum of 
obligatory repayments was carried to $200 and finally to 
50 per cent or 75 per cent of the balance, depending upon 
whether it was desired for personal or for commercial and 
industrial use.· By· the decree of August 29, mentioned 
heretofore. it was further decreed that the credit companies 
shonld pay 3 per cent interest on the .. frozen deposits".' 

'G. Mmchez, Socii/ls tU DI,su, pp. 1_169. 
• Deseure, "Le MoratDriam," La RIPW d. p...v, Mar. 1915. P. 166. 
• Report of M. Ribot, 19'''' 
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This provision hastened the action of the credit companies 
in reducing their debts. Early in December, the Credit 
Lyonnais, Societe Generale, Comptoir d't5compte, Credit 
Industriel et Commercial, La Banque de l'U nion Parisienne, 
and the Banque de Paris et de la Suisse, announced that be
ginning with January IS, they would no longer avail them
selves of the moratorium. 

In the review of the financial situation, a model of clarity 
and precise knowledge, written by finance minister Ribot 
while the French Government, early in December, 1914, was 
still at Bordeaux, mention is made of the decision just taken 
by some of the credit companies to begin again the discount 
of commercial paper on as large a scale as possible. Ribot 
also refers to criticisms of a lack of courage and confidence 
made against them, saying that with the general prostration 
of business (thousands of concerns had closed their doors 
since August I) the demand for discounts was not great, 
cash transactions being the rule, and that moreover, the 
credit companies had preferred to wait until the Bank of 
France had declared itself prepared, as it had just done, to 
discount under the same conditions as before the war, the 
hills presented to it. Below is a comparison of certain 
items, in round numbers, in millions of francs, from the 
June 30, 1914 and 1915 statements of the four leading 
credit companies. I 

C ... 
191f 1915 

CrMit L,.,...,ai. . . .. a3' &8 
~ Ci<nerate ... 160 tee t 
Comptoir d'&<omple rw 393 
Credit IDdlIstrid et 

... R_- __ 
IJ"'~ s.n.-J w... cntid..-. 
19/f 1915 1914 11115 III/f 1915 
.648 8s8. 357 2S4 a3i8 396 
739 278t 4DJ 475 t .~ .oS. t 

10'7 s&> 249 .8. '437 1C8J 

Commercial. .. .. . '5 D '31 118 n.l/J 291.., 

• (ncludes eo"'t trusllrJ IlOtes (Bou tI. Ie DI/~ N.Ii4...w). 
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Of all the great French financial institutions, the Bourse 
was undoubtedly the hardest hit by the sudden explosion of 
the war, and the reason is not difficult to comprehend. The 
objects of its transactions are exclusively long-term securi
ties, representing for the most part a fixed capital. With 
the closing up of thousands of factories, shops and businesses 
of all kinds following the mobilization, with. the complete 
stoppage of trade with Germany and Austria and Russia and 
its decline with other countries, and with the invasion of the 
richest and most industrialized provinces of France by the 
foe, it was inevitable that some interest and dividends should 
cease to be paid, perhaps forever. It was natural also that 
everyone, and especially those in.need of funds, should wish 
to sell, and that none should wish to buy. Consequently it 
is nOt surprising that security prices, even those of the 
French Government, fell even lower and lower. Neither is 
it surprising that the buyers, who had contracted to pur
chase some $100,000,000 at July prices, largely with the 
expectation of carrying them over from liquidation to 
liquidation on borrowed money until they could sell them 
to permanent investors at an advance, caught in the trap 
of war, were unable for many months to take up (pay for 
outright) their purchases, or even to pay up the ever
increasing" differences" between the prices of July 1914 
and -the actual prices, whatever they might be, or even to 
borrow by their sole efforts, the necessary sums.' The fol
lowing table of a few leading shares indicates the general 
course of the market from July 2, 1914 to July 26, 1917. 
including prices of December 7, date of the reopening of 
the market for cash transactions after the closure early:n 
September when the Government moved to Bordeaux. 
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'9'4 I '9'5 '9.6 '9'7' 
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Bank of ranee shares, 4060 4400 4J50 Prox. 4475 5'75 5"'0 
Cr4dit Lyonnail. . . '59" '340 1050 ''''* 1210 1137 
Sue. Caa.1 .•.•. 4975 4300 4000 PmL 3990 4470 4500 
Nortbem R, . .. . . '725 '049 1400 Pro •• 1215 '4H5 .086 
Paril.LJObI Ry.. • . "35 1190 . . . . . '05' PmL 1165 990 

Prices of July 30 to September 3 on the Parquet and from 
August 17 on the Coulisse, which was temporarily reopened 
on that date after the closure of July 24, were for cash, and 
were more or less nominal. For the great mass of securi
ties the decree of August 29 postponed the liquidation 30 
days, while the decree of September 27, 1914. in view of the 
apparent impossibility of the situation's being retrieved by 
the market itself. suspended indefinitely .. all demands for 
repayment and all legal actions relative to time transactions 
previous to August 4. 1914 in rentes, Government obliga
tions and other securities, as well as to related report 0per

ations." The amounts due were to be increased by interest 
at the rate of 5 per cent per year." 

This decree. on September IS. 1915. when the war was 
going better. and the reopening of the tenn market was 
in \-lew. was modified as follows. The liquidation was 
to take place at the end of the month, 14 months from its 
original postponement. The differences between the prices 
of that date and those of July IS and June 30 (for securi
ties not quoted in the middlemonth) due from purdlasers. 

1 - Mlrch.!. Fin.Dei ... hebdomadal",,- o6-v~ E",.,n. • .. 
• o6 ..... isl. F __ , Ott. 3. Po 3Ib. 
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were made payable 10 per cent the day after the settlement. 
and 10 per cent at each end-of-month settlement for the next 
9 months to June 30. 1916. Differences (caused by fur
ther falls in prices) due as the result of succeeding s~tle
ments (after September I) were to be payable at once as in 
drdinary times. The accumulated moratorium interest was 
made payable from the 2nd of the following October. It 
\\Ta5 also provided that debtors could obtain further re
lief through appeal to the courts. Sums due in the future 
from the end of October to the end of June 1916 and also 
those accorded a further postponement by the courts were 
to bear interest at 6 per cent. All demands for payment 
from debtors with the colors. or from inhabitants of in
vaded provinces. were to be indefini tely postponed. All 
<kmab.ds for payment and legal action not comprehended in 
the foregoing. except in regard to enemy subjec~. were 
provisionally postponed.' 

This decree was not issued without opposition. The 3 
per cent rente which had stood at 83 francs 7oc. at the June 
settlement of 1914 had declined to 68 fro 25 c. on September 
10. 1915. and reached 66 fro 50 (40 per cent basis) on Sep
tember 30 following. a decline of 17 fro 20. Many holders 
eomplained, and a deputy asserted vehemently that the liqui
dation price should be fixed as that of July 3 I. 1914. the date 
of the postponed July liq~idation. but M. Ribot, pointing out 
that no actual settlement had taken place at that time. and 
that if it had. prices in the panic would have touched an un
known low level, stood firmly for the preservation of the 
ooginal contracts. 

In the meantime, between August 11)14 and September 30. 
1915. many relief measures had been proposed and some 
adopted. Indeed it was as the consequence of the final 

1 Journal ORid." Sept. 16, 1916. 
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attainment of an accord between the Bourse, the Bank of 
France and the Government that it was decided ~o attempt 
the liquidation and prepare for the opening of the term 
market under a regime of limited prices. Some of the de
cisions had even been taken and put into effect as early as 
November. The first arrangement reached was in the nature 
of an offer by the Bank to pay over 40 per cent of the loans 
(not exceeding a total advance of $40,000,000) for carry
ing forward securities, on the deposit with the Bank of the 
securities in question. The money was to be paid to the 
Agents de Change depositing securities 011 behalf of their 
clients, and acceptance of course was voluntary. The 
statutes governing the Bank did not allow it to make ad
vances on all the diverse securities reported. Three signa
tures were required to enable the Bank to discount. 0r
ders were to be drawn by Agents, acting for clients to whom 
sums were due. on the debtors represented by their Agents. 
These would be countersigned by the Syttdic for the Syndi
cal Chamber of the Compagnie, and discounted at the Bank 
up to 40 per cent of the sums rrtortm, at 5 per cent. These 
sums were then to be turned over to capitalist r,porttws 
who desired to be reimbursed.' This partial solution left 
the Coulisse out in the cold, but that enterprising commun
ity (Chamm Syttdical de Bllllqwins) promptly began the 
organization of a kind of solidarity of its own. They in
vested $2,200,000 in National Defense notes (bolLl') and 
eventually used this security as the basis of a liquidation 
bank to assist in 501\;ng the .. frozen .. carry-overs on the 
Coulisse. 1 However. neither arrangement seemed to have 
had any immediate effect. The Agents de Change on their 

• Ct. L·t""' ...... ,. F_(llU, Noy ..... 1914. P. 4!15. aD<l Noy. D, 19 .... 
p. SlIGo 
"/ .. it. Noy ... 191 ... P. g(Jo. 
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part put difficulties in the way, and the Coulisse could 
not find leuders with the necessary capital. Thus matters 
dragged along through 1915, until, through rising prices 
here and there, and friendly adjustments, the total sum 
tied up at the middle of the year was estimated at some 
$60,000,000. 1 

The efforts of M. Ribot, to whom it was a cause of anxiety 
in view of the coming loans, that this great national security 
market should be so long embarrassed, finally succeeded in 
bringing about the arrangements that led to fixing the date 
for the term settlement at September 30, 1915. 

The Bank of France agreed to raise the limit of its ad
vances offered to $50,000,000. The Parquet issued $15,-
000,000 of 6 per cent notes backed by the credit of the Com
pagnie, and these were easily placed. With these funds, to 
which was added by M. Ribot a contingent guarantee of the 
treasury of some $15,000,000 in treasury notes renewable 
every three months for two years, the Agents not only of
fered to reimburse all reporteun who desired it, but loaned 
$7,000,000 to the Coulisse to enable it to reimbnrse credit
ors for the" differences H and the moratorium interest due 
them on Coulisse securities. 

It was agreed that the settlements on the two markets 
should proceed simultaneously, as many operators and capi
talist reporteurs were debtors on one and creditors on the 
other. The settlement was to be carried out according to 
the mdinary regulations. Purchasers of securities could 
take them up at any settlement, but if not able ta do so, 
could continue to be officially reported. 

One af the big problems of the Bourse had been the 30 
per cent rentes in which speculation had been particularly 
heavy on the Coulisse de Rentes. Some time before, Mr. 

1 Cf. L'tcotlofJIiste Frml(ais, June 26, 1915. 
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Ribot, having agreetl with the Bank of France that it should 
advance necessary sums on them, had made them con
vertible at 91 into 5 per cent notes of the National Defense 
lon a 30 per cent basis) and he announced at.this time 
that nearly all of them had been so converted. As to the 
!loating 3 per cent rentes, always an important part of the 
carryovers, he stated that a great financial institution (Caisse 
de Depots et Consignations) had agreed to buy them as 
offered.' These efforts were successfully carried through 
and it 50011 appeared that the sums raised would not be 
needed, as the rtportturs did not ask reimbursement after 
the liquidation of the 30th. They had regained confidence 
a". continued to support the market," the business of which 
however, had shrunk to a minimum of its former total, In 
fact, it is improbable that French finance and the Paris 
Bourse will ever regain their old international position and 
Jlre~tige. 

All these measures described in the preceding pages, im
portant as they were in themselves. were subcrdinate or 
tributary to the first great financial necessity of a nati;)n at 
war. the raising of funds for the national defense. Some 
accollnt of this proc~ss. with which they were inextricably 
iIw"lved. is necessary t~ a clear comprehension of the 
measures described above. 

When M. Ribot took o~ the 26th of August 1914, he 
f ,mnd indeed that the task of financing the war was one of 
tremendous difficulties. The prostration of the banks and 
the Bourse. and the Government's lack of facilities, to 
sa)· nothing of the $160.000.000 loan which had just been 
i!'Sued and of which only $j6.000.000 had been paid up. 

, XdI FilfdltUS P,u •• , ,. ,; ...... ,. Po tf6. 
'C/. G. LaChapelle, - La Boorse de Puis,- iD R _ _ p ..... Jalr. 

'9'S. Po 384-
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deprived him of the power to issue an immediate and 
large loan in the usual way. As mentioned above, he 
went first to the Bank of France, and up to January 28, 
1915, had relied on it to the extent· of $780,000,000.' 
His next step was to take care of the balance of the 
3Y:i per cent rentes, as shown previously, by offering to 
exchange them for treasury notes (see- below) on a 3Y:i 
per cent basis with a 5 per cent premium, and entrust
ing the Bank with their immediate rescue. This opera
tion added $92,400,000 (this amount was eventually paid 
up) to ~he Government's resources. He then inaugur
ated the issue of treasury notes denominated .. Bons de Ia 
Dqense N ati01lale" and conducted a great patriotic cam
paign for their purchase, reorganizing the agencies of the 
treas\lry for the placing of the notes, of which there were 
some 18 categories, directly with the ultimate buyers. The 
interest, at first 5 per cent, was payable in advance, and was 
deducted from the price of issue. It was virtually a huge 
discount operation of their Government's notes on the part 
of the French people. They were at first issued in denom
inations of $20, $100, and $200, and later in as small 
amounts as $1 and $4 sold through the post offices. They 
matured in 3 months, 6 months, and 1 year and were ex
changeable at par for future long-term loans. Later the 
rate on the three-month maturities was cut to 4 per cent and 
the Bank of France was empowered to discount any not hav
ing over three months to run. The issue met with general 
approval by the public, and by the 30th of June. 1915. over 
$1.100,000,000 of these notes were in circulation. and by the 
31st of August following, $ 1,394,000,000 not including those 
placed in England and the United States~ As the amount 
of these notes increased, especially the longer maturities. pre-

1 BUa .. d~ BaNi d, Fra"u. 
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parations were made for a longer term issue.' These notes 
or bonds bore 5 per cent interest, were to mature in 1925 
and were emitted at 96 fro So. Subscriptions by the 30th of 
June were nominally over $500,000,000 and by August. 
1915, had exceeded $600,000,000.' 

By the 12th of November, 1915, according to M. Ribot,' 
the total of notes had reached $1,670,000,000 and the total of 
bonds of 5 and 10 years maturities, had passed $731,000,000, 
a combined total of over $2,400,000,000. It was time for 
the great national loan that had been heralded from the first 
days of the war. 

This loan which could be paid up in notes, short term 
bonds, the 3~ per cent rentes, or even the 3 per cent per
petual rentes was for an indefinite amount, at 5 per cent 
perpetual, but guaranteed against conversion up to January 
I, 1931, and exempt from taxation. The issue price was 
fixed at 88 per cent for those who paid up in four successive 
installments by March IS. 1916, and at 87 fro 25 for those 
settling at once. Subscription began November 25, 1915.' 
The total amount subscribed was $3,260,000,000 of which 
$1,273.600.000 was cash. The share of France in the 
Anglo-French loan placed in the United States had been 
$.l59.000,000 and the gold loan in London had brought in 
$JOl,4OO.000, the grand total being at this date (January 
31, 1915), including advances from the Bank of France of 
$1.060,000,000, some $5.531,400,000. 

By the 31st of July 1916, according to the report of M. 
Ribot to the Bu~t Committee,' the tota1 receipts from 
loans including $100,000,000 or more placed in the United 

'0 Loi de loth .t DOcret du IJ Fern ... 1915,- I_I ~l 
'/1'0$ FifOOJlCU P~""t .. G ........ p. 2S2. 
'IOWMl Otlicid. No ... 13, 1915-
• L·~t. FNII(N, No ... .,. 1915. P. 6gs. 

• I~ Sept, 19J6, P. 3Ils. 
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States, treasury notes sold in England of $463.000.000, ad
vances from the Bank of France of $1,660,000,000 and from 
the Bank of Algeria of $9,000,000, had reached some $7,-
653,000,000, while the total expenses of the Government, 
civil and military, from August I, 1915 to December 31, 
1916 were estimated at some $12,300,000,000. A new loan 
was necessary. It was issued, beginning October 5 and 
closing exactly on October 29, 1916. The rate was 5 per 
cent perpetual, price 88 fro 75 or 87 fro 50 for holders of 
the preceding 5 per cent loan whose subscription was full 
paid. It was not to be subject to conversion before Janu
ary I, 1931 and was to be free from all taxes. On the 1 Uh 
of December M. Ribot announced in the Chamber of 
Deputies that total nominal subscriptions were some $2,-
300,000,000. 

From November 26 to December 6, 1917 subscriptions 
were taken for a third national perpetual loan of $2,500,-
000,000 real capital. The rate was fixed at 4 per cent, the 
price (for immediate payment) at 68 fro 60, and the rcntes 
were exempt from taxation. In addition a sinking fund 
was provided to retire them. The French s!.lbscription alone 
was $2,055,300,000.' 

A report on the 1918 budget by Louis Main' estimated 
the total expenditures of the Government from August I, 

1914 to December 31, 1917, at $21,300,000,000, met in part 
by $4,000,000,000 in notes and by $6,200,000.000 from the 
three big loans. 

In the early part of 1918, such were the straits to which 
the treasury was reduced, new 5 per cent bonds (obliga
iions) of the national defense were issued at par, but with 
the advantage of being payable at the will of the holder at 

, M. Klotz, Finance Minister, in Otamber of Deputies, Dee. as. 
21_'£(o"o".ist~ Fron,., Dec. 19J7. 
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the Bank of France, at the end of the first year, or at the 
end of any six months thereafter. If held for the full period 
of maturity, 5 years, a premium of six months additional 
interest was offered.' 

In September 1915, the fourth and last war loan was au' 
thorized.' It was a 4 per cent perpetual rente emitted from 
October 20 to November 24 at 70 fro So. The unpaid 
coupons, not to exceed 50 per cent of subscriptions, of the 
loans emitted or guaranteed by Russia were made receivable 
in payment, as were also of course, the treasury notes, and 
coupons and certificates, under certain conditions, of pre
vious bonds, and I'c"'e&. The loan was an enormous suc
cess. The total amount subscribed was over $6,000,000,000 
in nominal capital or a real return of over $4,000,000,000 
of which half was expected to be in new money.' It is 
understood that some $50,000,000 of Russian coupons were 
tUMled in. There were 7,000,000 subscribers, the average 
amount of the subscriptions being $140. Some $104.000,000 
were anotted to the London market and oversubscribed on 
the first day of issue. Treasury notes to the extent of $2,-
400,000,000 were converted into the new issue, more than 
had been absorbed by the .three previous issues together, al
though some $6.600.000,000 are still outstanding.' 

Over $10.800,000,000 (actual capital receiVed) or nearly 
$1.1,000,000,000 nominal (actual repayments) had been com
prised in the four great war loans at 5 per cent and 4 per 
cent. The total debt. according to Mr. Ribot. was $34.-
000,000,000 (address in Senate December 1915) as c0m

pared with $6.400.000,000 before the war. Of the present 

I L·s.-o." .. ist, F~. MO)' 4. '9111, p. 571. 
'/.,.""" OIliNl, Sept .... 
, .\n1lOllfttement of U. IOota. F" ......... )(inister, Dec. ad I
• F. ....... """. Dec . .s. '9'1\, I .... 4. J9I9. 
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debt outstanding $5,400,000,000 was placed in' other coun
tries,l It was forecast by M. Ribot that the French budget 
for 1919 would lie $3400,000,000. He estimated the pri
vate incomes of France at perhaps $8,000,000,000 as com

'pared with an estimate of $6,000,000,000 before the war; 
the increase in part or whole being due, of course, to the 
monetary inflation, the note issue of the Bank of France on 
November 14, three days· after the signing of the armistice 
being well over $6,000,000,000. 

The " frozen" bills discounted by the Bank had declined 
in amount to some $200,000,000 and its gold and silver 
($60,000,000) stocks increased to $1,153,347,368 (a little 
over 10 per tent of the note circulation) partly held abroad, 
while the 3 per cent rente, the gauge of France's credit, that 
had 'fallen in the dark days of March 1918 to 56 fro 75, stood 
November I, 1918 at 62 fro 3.' 

1 M. Klotz, address before the French Senate, '9'& 
• Ec.,.o ... isl, Dec. " Dec. 28, 19'11, pp. 7/3 and 880 respectively. 
1 Bank of F,a"" Slal,m,,,', and COli Vi!lal. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

To contrast fundamental institutions of different coun
tries, of a financial or other nature, is nearly as difficult 
as to contrast the national characters of which they are the 
outgrowth, and in part the e.'tpression. In comparing Ameri
can institutions with those of England and France and Ger
many, it is to be borne in mind that it is, first, a comparison 
of American with European institutions; and secondly, ex
cluding England, that it is a comparison of American in
stitutions, evolved largely from English models, with conti
nental European institutions springing from entirely dif
ferent historical backgrounds. 

Up to the recent Russian reyolution,'no European coun
try had been 50 thoroughly democratized as the United 
States. Everywhere in Europe, vestiges of the long con
tinuf'd upper-class privileges survive in all forms of business 
where they would not be understood or tolerated in this 
country. The tenacious grasp of the modem prototypes of 
the' old clerical aud noble dass on these slowly slipping 
privileges has acted not only to hold back democratization 
of industry and finance, but also as a brake on an progress 
as weU, especially when progress, even merely in the sense 
of efficiency, connoted any extensive change. This observa
tion applies more to the Latin and Slavic countries and to 
England than to Germany where indeed autocracy bad rather 
by immense effort. harnessed efficiency to its car. This lack 
of a desire to change, even to progress. born of inertia and 

SSI) tot 
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fear of losing some privileged position, is particularly 
noticeable in financial institutions. 

In France the Agents de Change have a century-old legal 
monopoly of dealing in listed securities for a commission, 
and by the same token 'may not buy and sellon their own 
account. Hence the immortality' of the Coulisse whose 
members act as brokers in unlisted securities, and, by con
nivance with the official Agents, in listed securities as well. 
They also act as principal in dealings in all securities. The 
Coulisse's function of buying and seIling on its own account 
is performed with some formality on the London Exchange 
by a definite class of jobbers who ostensibly do not deal 
directly with the public, but only with brokers representing 
clients. In New York any broker may buy or sell without 
formality in the open market for himself as principal, or for 
clic:nts for a commission. 

The merits of the three systems have been variously dis
cussed. . There are opportunities for collusion between brok
ers or between the various groups of market men to ~efraud 
their clients under each system, and, as in alI business, the 
integrity of the operator, the vigilance of the customers, and 
full publicity of pertinent facts for the benefit of the latter 
are the best safeguards against dishonesty. 

In Paris the Agents, and to a less degree the Coulissiers, 
are responsible parties. To belong to any of the formal or
ganizations, a broker must possess a minimum capital. In 
New York as on the Paris Parquet, the number of seats is 
limited and the value of each ranges from $40,000 to 
$100,000. On the New York curb, however, which cor
responds to the Paris and London unlisted markets, and 
which no one pretends to defend without reserve, there is no 
limit to membership, and one might add, no qualifications. 
though the volume of sales at times makes it one of the 
biggest market~ in the world. In the London Exchange 
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membership is also unlimited, though certain conditions are 
imposed. The amount of capital required is small, and 
that responsibility on contracts is less is shown by com
paratively numerous failures. 

The onlooker on the floor of the three exchanges is 
chiefly impressed with the exceptional activity of the New 
York r11arket, and of the Yankee market in London. In 
Paris one stock at a time is .. called .. and traded in till no 
more bids or offers meet in a common price. In London the 
brokers seek out a jobber or jobbers in the stock they wish to 
trade in, and dicker with them individually, while,in New 
York, everyone rushes in apparently indiscriminately to buy 
or sell one or many stocks, either as principal or as agent, 
though it is true that there haS'been a natural development in 
New York of skilled .. room traders" who take no orders 
from the public, but act entirely as jobbers. 

The trading principles of all three markets are funda
menttllly the same if the whole market in each city is con
sidered. An important cause of the divergence in practice 
is the fremendous number of different securities listed in 
rari~ and London as compared with New York, whose se
curities up to the present have been chiefly those of Ameri
can enterprises. As .\nlerican industry is notorious for its 
centraliL"ltion. it follows that enormous amounts of capital 
are repre$ented by comparatively few kinds of securities, 
with the tendency in this dreetion increasing, a fact that 
diminishes the need for so many skilled specialists in the 
stock market. This is a democratic and efficient practice 
that contrasts favorably with the multiplicity and intricacy 
of the types of securitit$ one finds in certain foreign coun
tries. 

The speculath'e public in all countries is divided into two 
general clas..<es, one of which, most numerous on occasions 
of prosperity in certain industries, is not noted for its per-
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spicacity, while the other class is distinguished by an extra
ordinary amount of that very quality. In the United States 
the general interest in speculation and the democratic atmos
phere has caused the alertness of the speculator or investor 
to be supplemented by devices for increasing the fruits there
of. To a greater extent than anywhere else in the world, 
he is quickly and accurately supplied through the stock ticker 
and news ticker services with market information. The 
amount and price of each sale is recorded on a running tape 
in every broker's office and elsewhere, and the daily papers 
print the total sales of each day while shrewd surmises are 
always afloat as to the identity even of important buyers and 
sellers. For certain reasons known to themselves the powers 
that be in Paris and London give out no total of daily sales. 
The ~rouble, or expense, or lack of interest on the part of 
the public, or danger to uninformed persons of panicky 
.tendencies are given as reasons. But the advantage of the 
New York method in securing full pUblicity of transactions 
is obvious. 

The rigid government regulation of the continental 
bourses is a practice that finds no counterpart in the English 
speaking countries where each man is supposed financially to 
look out for himself. In France government regulation of 
the ,Bourse has had a long historical evolution. It is a ves
tige of the old tributary pooition of commerce and finance to 
the noble and clerical governing class now being retained 
and strengthened for other reasons. In Germany govern
ment regulation is of recent origin and is clearly due to the 
greater socialization of industry and finance in that country 
(vide introduction chapter) under a power-centralizing and 
efficiency-worshipping autocracy. 

The ever vigilant factor, however, that really controls the 
stock markets and their operators is the, banks, especially 
the financial banks. and it is significant that reform legis-
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latlon in Germany not only did not diminish, but actu
ally increased the power and influence of the big German 
banks over market operations. There is no doubt that 
there is everywhere a concert among the banks ilt regard 
to stock-exchange loans, their amount, the securities fav
ored, the brokers and customers favored or discriminated 
against, the rate of interest~ the listing of securities and a 
variety of other matters where the common interests of the 
money lenders are affected. As indicated previously, our 
antiquated banking and monetary system had constrained 
the New York banks to make only day to day loans on the· 
stock exchange whereas all European stock loans run for 
longer periods, usually two weeks or one month. These 
time loans, with their consistently low rate of interest, have 
long been a contrast to our call-loan system with its fluc
tuating interest rate which at times goes above 100 per 
cent. Only recently (June 1919) the interest rate rose on • 
a wide bull market to IS per cent, proof that our discount 
market or clearing machinery is not yet working smoothly 
in sufficient w1ume. 

It is in this relation of the banks to the stock market 
that we have yet the most to learn from European practice. 
To extend bank loans from overnight to bi-monthly or 
monthly periods will bring about an immense saving in 
accounting routine, in money, and in finaacial ability to 
dodge the lightning, which would then strike ooIy at known 
intervals. Before this constructive reform, must come a 
preliminary overhauling of the system of clearing stocks by 
interposing an efficient clearing mechanism between each 
broker and all his confreres at each settlement of accounts, a 
mechanism perfected to the extent of being readily applicable 
to the huge amount of clearance that will pile up with a term 
settlement, and one that can be coordinated with a unioa of 
stock-uchange banks to handle stock loans on a more effec
tive and safe basis than exists at preSent. 
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Whether such a reform, as it undoubtedly must be con
sidered from the banking point of view, would be accom
panied by changes in the rate of commissions and in the 
practice of brokers acting as middlemen in credit, borrow
ing immense sums from the banks and loaning them piece
meal to customers, is a moot question. In Paris and Berlin, 
bankers, so far as the rate of interest is concerned, loan 
direct to the speculators. In London, on the other hand, the 
same system prevails as in New York, the broker and jobber 
making a profit on the rate paid and charged. In Berlin 
so careful a watch is kept over the national interest, that 
restrictions placed on the rate that might be paid on funds 
borrowed from foreign countries, prevented German specu
lators from competing with each other for non-German 
accommodation. 

A change in this matter of credit organization would 
work a fundamental alteration in the character of our brok
erage firms, aligning them on the one hand more definitely 
in the interests of their customers, on whose commissions 
they would be solely dependent, and on the other hand, tend
ing to eliminate them altogether by bringing the banks into 
closer contact with the trading community. 
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Whether such a reform, as it pndoubtedly must be con
sidered from the banking point of view, would be accom
panied by changes in the rate of commissions and in the . 
practice of brokers acting as middlemen in credit, borrow
ing immense sums from the banks and loaning them piece
meal to customers, is a moot question. In Paris and Berlin, 
bankers, so far as the rate of interest is concerned, loan 
direct to the speculators. In London, on the other hand, the 
same system prevails as in New York, the broker and jobber 
making a profit on the rate paid and charged. In Berlin 
so careful a watch is kept over the national interest, that 
restrictions placed on the rate that. might be paid on funds 
borrowed from foreign countries, prevented German specu
lators from competing with each other for non-German 
accommodation. 

A change in this matter of credit organization would 
work a fundamental alteration in the character of our brok
erage firms, aligning them OIl the ~e hand more definitely 
in the interests of their customers, on whose commissions 
they would be solely dependent, and on the other hand, tend
ing to eliminate them altogether by bringing the banks into 
closer contact with the trading comm\jllity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE financial relations -between Japan and the United 
States are of relatively recent origin. Only since the 
opening of the great war in 1914 have they become of 
prime importance. During the past few years, they 
have assumed particular complexity, and a great variety 
of problems has developed which affects likewise the 
phase generally known as international banking as weI! as 
domestic banking organization, particularly in Japan. 
These problems have undergone a series of changes, and new 
aspects have assumed importance from time to time. Dis
cussion of them has been fragmentary and concerned rather 
with the difficulties of the moment than with any systematic 
and extended survey of the situation as a whole. Neither has 
there been any attempt made to indicate their inter-relations. 

In the present study, the effort has been to consider these 
problems systematically from the Japanese point of view, 
with the primary purpose of presenting to the Americatl 
public Japanese experience during this period. As the for
eign trade of Japan is an integral part of her economic struc
ture, the sudden change in her international financial rela
tionships has had a striking effect upon her banking and 
financial situation. Her experience is very interesting as 
well as instructive, but the facts are scarcely known outside 
~f Japan. 

Prior to the outbreak of the great war in 1914, the United 
States was primarily occupied with domestic trade, and 
regarded foreign trade rather as an outlet for a domestic 
surplus of goods than as an integral part of her trade or-

2131 II 
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ganization. Moreover, her vast undeveloped resources not 
only absorbed her own capital, but required great amounts 
of foreign capital as well, so that she was a debtor nation. 
The defective financial organization which then existed, in 
particular the decentralized banking system, also contri
buted its part. In consequence, before the war the United 
States played a relatively small part in international trade a~ 
an exporter of manufactured goods. 

Conditions in Japan were no better. Her national 
finances were in a strained condition, due to the enormous 
foreign debt incurred during the Russian-Japanese War 
of 1904. In addition, her national resources were poor and 
her financial organization was defective. Both the United 
Sta~es and Japan, therefore, depended upon London for 
the financial settlement of their foreign trade. 

The outbreak of the war in 1914 radically changed the 
situation. Great industrial activity in both nations occurred 
from 1915 on, in order to fill the orders from Europe fur 
war materials; and from the neutral countries for goods to 
take the place of imports that used to come from the bel
ligerents. As the war progressed, the trade and industry 
of both the United States and Japan ftourished as never 
befc.re, and their financial status waS destined to change 
rapidly: from that of debtor to creditor. 

From the middle of" 1916, London began to lose its fin
ancial position, and the foreign trade of both the Unit::d 
States and Japan could no longer be financed through Ih:ll: 
city. As the currency of no ·third country could compare 
with the former position of England, while the currencies 
of bc.th the United States and Japan, fortunately, had 
suffered no international depreciation, the log:cal alternative 
was direct exchange between Japan and the United States. 
Henceforth, the city of New York assumed the former 
financial position of London, and the international balance 
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of Japanese foreign trade had to be settled through the city 
of New York. 

These radical changes in the financial relationships be
tween the United States and Japan raised a number of 
impc.rtant financial prcblems. In t1!.e first place, exist
ing methods of financing were not adequate to meet the new 
situation because of the poor quality of their financial 
machinery. Second was the growing importance of Amer
ica's long term investment in the Orient. The solution of 
these problems and the encouragement of closer financial 
and econcmic ties between the United States and Japan in
volved many important banking and financial problems in 
both countries. 

N,.tithuJh!.!!lli~,CliSQtcs Dotjapallposscsscd.m.e gold 
I!!!ll:!cet; both dcllar and yeA exchanges, in particular the 
latter, were subject to great fluctuations in rates; and their 
currencies were not in wide demand. But a more serious 
problem was th~ ccmplete lack of standardized commercial 
J!!!PSr. namely, thL1!ank a£SCPtaace, and the lack in Japan 
of a well developed o~JII.Jfll:et, which is the 
nucleus cf international finance. In the United States, this 
important financial machinery had been introduced only in 
1914. and it was still in the very beginning of its develop
ment. The absence of these prime factors of international 
finance in Japan. and their partly developed condition in the 
United States. affected the entire financial organization in 
both countries in respect to the financing of their foreign 
trade. In the case of Japan. 'the officiaI~ of the Bank 
of Japan was not, in fact could n • an effective 
means of contl't,uing markd rates; and therefore there 
was not the relation between the ordinary commercial banks 
lind the centtal bank which should exist. Again. there was 
not onl}: lack of s;QQp!;ratio}l~~ the JiQlllt:Sti(:commer
ciaJ..hanks and the exchan= ban'" "Tibich specialized in tho 
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financing of foreign trade, but there was a positive conflict 
of their interests. The only possible means for the exchange 
banks to procure funds was to borrow from the central bank, 
and this involved the further problem of note issue: As the 
note issue of the Bank of Japan was under the dictatorial 
control of the Finance Minister, his relation to the money 
market was of vital importance, and his actions in that con
nection, were by no means faultless. Finally, Japan', 
financial relations with foreign countries were not at all 
close. 

In the case of the United States, the city of New York, 
lacking a well developed open discount market, was deficient 
as a financial center. Furthermore, the city was also with:>ttt 
other factors which are necessary to 1it a m.Qll.cy...J)larket 
for" world finance. It had practically no capital invemnent 
out~i~~.prQp.e.ancHts foreign trade was' n« e.yenl¥-'iis
tributed, but the greater part of it was with Europe. Amer
ican banks were not well represented in foreign countries, 
particu1arly on the Asiatic coast, while the city of New 
York was not welljUpplied with representatives of foreign 
banks. -

Considering the efforts made to solve the new situation 
after the dislocation of the world'.s.financial center, the most 
important among the ~hods employed to finance Japanese 
foreign trade, in particular the American-Japanese trade, 
was the shipment of specie from the Uniied States to Japan. 
Tn tum, Japan exported most of this specie to the countries 
from which her imports amounted to more than her export.>. 
But even this method ceased to operate with America's 
proclamation of an embargo on gold exports. which took 
place soon after her entrance into the war. Following the 
Apterican example, Jap1lIu!lso at ou't,placed an em~go 
on gold exports in order to protect her reserves. Japanese 
importers, in particular thCJSe who dealt in raw cotton from 
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India, were hard hit by the embargoes, while her export 
merchants were deprived of the means of obtaining the pro
ceeds of their trade. These funds were left to accumulate 
jn the city of New York without much prospect of being 
withdrawn. The exchange rate "rns left "'bony tQ..lhe natnra1 
d~.lln.!ldupply . ..o£.hills, which was very adverse to the 
interest of Japanese exporters. The Japanese government 
was therefore forced to step in to adjust the strained ex
change situation. Among the several methods of adjust
ment, the principal one undertaken by the government was 
the issue of bank potes through the Bank of Japan, based on 
Japanese funds which had been collected and accumu
lilted in the city of New York. In order to encourage her 
export trade, and cherishing somewhat Mercantilistic ideas, 
the government issued these bank notes in large quan
tity. As there was no cooperation at the time.between the 
domestic commercial banks and the exchange banks, the 
latter were constantly in dire need of funds to meet the 
ever-growing demand of the exporters, while the former 
suffered rather from a plethora of funds. The official ~ 
rate was powerless to adjust the situation. The total re
sult of these anomalous· conditions was the well known 
soci!! .. !!n.~.$l'!l!lllliu.'ill.oLi.!tIl~ti9"- The acute tension of 
the economic situation was only relieved by the sudden ces
sation of the war in Europe. 

In the course of events, there were numerous proposals 
f<,r remedying financial and economic ills, both during 
and after the war. Few of them had scienti6c value. 
Thoughtful financial e..'tpe!tS in the country, however, saw 
the fundamental weaknesses in Japan's financial structure. 
and after confere\ccs and mature deliberations, finally in
troduced the bank irnptanCC and the discount marktkystem 
into Japan as a permanent cure for her financial ills. III 
view of the fact that several di~lties lie in the WRy of 
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the growth of the new system, its development may take 
years; but its adoption put the Japanese financial organiza.
tion upon the same footing with thClSe of Europe and 
America. 

FinalIy, as regards the problem of long term investment, 
it is a Satisfaction to observe that there is lately a growing 
interest in American-Japanese mutual investment in the 
East, in order to bring about a closer eCJn:m1ic tie b:tween 
the United States and the Orient. Japan and the rest of 
Asia require a vast capital, while they afford one of the 
best investment fields for the growing surplus capital of 
the United States. Since American-Japanese mutual in
vestment is a very late develcpment, the present amount of 
mutual investment is negligible and its course of develop
ment" is not without certain difficulties. In many respects, 
there is certainly a lack of real understanding between the 
United States and Japan, and it bec(;mes an impedim~nt 1> 
the undertaking of any cooperation. Conditions in the 
Japanese investment market are practically unknown to 
the American public. The Asiatic nations are regarded 
as countries of more or less politi£"fAl instability, and there
fore not as satisfactory places for sound investment. There 
is also a lack of American banking ,facilities, and the legal 
status in regard to foreign investment in both the United 
States and Japan is by no means encouraging. While closer 
financial and economic cooperation between the great Paci
fic nations can not be accomplished in a year or two, it is 
of the highest importance to endeavor to remove the 
obstacles and consciously promute the m·:wernent. 



CHAPTER I 

TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN 

I. GROWTH OF THE FOREIGN TRADE OF JAPAN 

THE baSis of international financing and foreign ex
change is found in the commodity movements which take 
place. To care for these is the basic financial problem, 
and all problems concerning international loans, interest 
payments and payments for services, such as insurance and 
shipping, rend~ by one nation to another, are derivativeS 
of it. For an adequate understanding Cif American
Japanese financial relationships, we must, therefore. com
mence with an analysis of trade between the United States 
and Japan. 

The history of the foreign trade of Japan is the history 
of her modem development. As Japan is a small mountain
ous island with e?Qt. soil, )ler economic development must 
depend in large part upon the growth of manufacturing and 
forei.£m.lnde. In both these respects she has shown rather 
remarkable progress. 

In 1880 the total value of the imports and exports of 
Japan was only 65.000,000 yen. • In 1900 it had increased 
to 485,000.000 yen; in 1913 to 1.362.000.000 yen; in 1918 
to 3.630.000,000 yen and in 1920 to 40272,000.000 ym.. 
The total imports and exports of the United States likewise 
~howed great increase. In 1900 they amounted to 
$2.2440000.000; in 1913 to $4,279.000.000; in 1918 to 

'Oae Y ... = $.cDSS (pu). 
I AppeDdices I aDd .. 

8191 
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$8,865,000,000; and in 1920 tv $13,506,000,000.' It can 
be seen from these figures that Japan's total volume of 
foreign trade is "Very small as compared with that of the 
United States, being only about one-tenth in 1900, one-sixth 
in 1913, one fifth in 1918 and again one-sixth in 1920; but 
its rate of expansion has been greater. In 1920 the total 
foreign trade of the United States was 5.53 times as large 
as in 1900, while that of Japan was 8.81 times as large. 

A change has also occurred in the character of Japanese 
exports. While relatively recently they were confined to 
the surplus produce of the country, exports of manufac
tured goods have gradually increased until at the present 
time they greatly exceed the exports of raw materials. A. 
gradual change in the distribution of Japanese foreign trade 
is also apparent. In 1914, 78 per cent was divided between 
the British Empire, the Vnited States, and China. While 
Japan is a heavy purchaser of raw materials from the Bri
tish colonies and dependencies, particularly India and Aus
tralia, her trade with the United Kingdom proper on the 
whole exhibits rather a declining tendency. On the other 
hand, her trade with China and the United States is of 
growing importance and exhibits a rapid increase. This in
crease is particularly marked since the Great War. 

2. PLACE OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE FOREIGN 

TRADE OF JAPAN 

During the present century, about 30 per cent of Japan'!! 
export trade has been with the United States, while the im
ports of Japan from the United States, which from 1900-
1913 inclusive, amounted to 16.93 per cent CIf her total im
ports, have increased for the years 1914-1919 inclusive, to 
26.92 per cent. During the period of the Great War, the 
average percentage of America's share in the total foreign 

I Statistical Abottaa of the U. S. 192'1> p. N1. 
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trade of Japan had risen to 28.38 per cent. Roughly speak
ing, then, somewhat less than one-third of Japan's foreign 
trade is with the United States, and the latter enjoys first 
place with respect to volume of trade among the nations with 
whom Japan trades. ClUna occupies second place, but she 
has enjoyed less than one-fifth of the total volume of Japan's 
foreign trade for the past nineteen years. The United 
States is the first customer of Japan as well as her greatest 
source of raw materials, with a still brighter prospect in this 
respect for the future. 

3. PLACE OF JAPAN IN THE FOREIGN TRADE OF THE 

UNITED STATES 

About one-third of the imports to the United States from 
Asia come from Japan, and of America's tota1 exports too 
Asia more than two-fifths go to Japan. The average im
ports to the United States from Japan from Ig<lO-I919 
inclusive, were 5.90 per cent 1 of her total imports, while 
exports to Japan for the same period comprised 2.20 per 
cent of America's export trade. But Japan's relative posi
tion in the foreign trade of the United States is greater than 
these figures woo1d indicate, and much growth has been 
shown during the war period. In the fiscal year endini 
June 30, 19140 Japan occupied sixth place' in iespect to 
the total foreign trade of the United States, coming after 
Great Britain, Germany, Canada, France, and Cuba, in the 
order named. In 1918 Japan occupied fourth p\ace in the 
total foreign trade of the United States, ranking after 
Grest Britain, 'Canada and France; while she ranked third in 
the import and fifth in the export trade of the United States. 
In 1920 she occupied fifth place in the total foreign trade 
Qf the United States. 

'Appelldiz S. 
"Appendiz ... 
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4 PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES EXPORTED TO THE UNITED 

STATES FROM JAPAN 

The varieties of Japanese merchandise exported to the 
United States nwnber more than two hundred and fifty. 
The principal coounodities are, however, seven in nunIber
raw silk, tea, silk fabrics, straw braids for hat manufacture. 
copper, matting and porcelain. The total amount of ex
ports of these seven articles in 1913 was 155,903,000 yen, 
comprising 84.51 per cent of Japan's total exports to the 
United States, while in 1918 it amounted to 367,132,000 
yen, comprising 70 per cent of Japan's total exports to the 
United States. Among the seven commodities, raw silk 
accounted for 188,917,000 yen or 62.83 per cent of her ex
~ to the United States in 1913, and 37°,337,000 yen or 
61.11 per cent in 1918. Exports of tea amounted to 
8,847,000 yen or 479 per cent of total Japanese exports to 
the United Staltesin 1913, and 23,056,000 yen or 3.64 per 
cent in 1918. The United States has long supplied the lar
gest market for Japanese raw silk and tea. During the 
period 1900 to 1913 inclusive, 68.97 per cent of the total 
Japanese exports of raw silk were' 'to the United States, 
while from 1914 to 1918 inclusive: 84.go per cent was ex
ported to the United States. During the fourteen years of 
the pre-war period, 8jU4 per cent of JaPanese exports of 
tea entered the United States, while during the war period. 
1914 to 1918, the percentage was 84.64 per cent. 

Let us turn now to the relative importance to the United 
States of the imports from Japan of these seven articles. 
During the pre-war period, 19oo--I913 inclusive, Japan 
supplied 56.71 per cent of the total imports of raw silk into 
the United States. In the case of tea, Japan supplied 45.62 

per cent during the same perioo; of mats and matting, 6140 

per cent; of porcelain, 10.57 per cent; of silk fabrics, 12·55 
per cent; of braids for hat manufacture, 24.92; and of c0p

per, 3.g6 per cent. 
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For the war period, 1914 to 1918, these pen:entageS have 
undergone a great increase. Japan supplied 76.73 per cent of 
the raw silk imported into the United States, and 41.37 per 
cent of the tea imported. Japanese mats and matting re-

. presented 75.01 per cent; copper 4-25 per cent; and p0r

celain wares 35.70 per cent of American imports of these 
articles. Japan supplied 24·74 per cent of United States 
unports of silk fabrics, and 56.99 per cent of the braids 
imported. 

In 1913 Japanese commodities imported into the United 
States to a value of more than $1,000,000 numbered nine. 
In 1918 the number had increased to twenty-seven or more. 
The principal Japanese products exported to the United 
States, aside from those just mentioned, are vegetable oils, 
waste silk, brushes, peanuts, peas and beans, rice, camphor, 
hats and caps, buttons, crab meat, cotton textiles, matches, 
manufactures of silk cloth, paper, starch and toys. In 
1918 Japan supplied about So per cent of the antimony, go 
per cent of the brushes and 80 per cent of the buttons im
ported into the United States. Japan has the monopoly 
of the American market fOl" camphor. She aIsc. supplied 
6a per cent of the hats and caps; 27 per cent of the matches; 
76 per cent of the peanuts, and 30 per cent of the vegetable 
oils imported. 

Of commodities imported into the United States from 
Japan. straw matting, copper, and silk gowns have shown a 
gradual decrease, while imvorts of straw braids, porce1ain. 
and bamboo wares have remained rather statiooary. The 
\'OIume of imports of tea is slowly increasing in absolute 
amount, but comprises a declining percentage of the total 
trade. A marked increase has taken pW:e in imports of 
waste and raw silk, buttons, brushes. antimony, toys and 
cotton textiles. 
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5· PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES IMPORTED FROM THE UNITED I 
• 

STATES BY JAPAN 

The principal commodities imported from the United 
States by Japan are cotton, kerosene oil, wheat and wheat 
flour, sole leather, locomotives, railway cars, steam boilers 
and engines; bridge and building materials, steel rails, iron 
nails and various kinds of iron and steel, such as iron bars 
and rods, iron and steel plates, sheets, pipes and tubes. ' 

During the period 1900 - 1913 inclusive, the United 
States supplied 24.35 per cent of the total Japanese imports 
of cotton and 69.10 per cent of the kerosene oil imported. 
For wheat flour the percentage was 94.68 per cent; for sole 
leather 76.69 per cent; for steel rails 40.92 per cent; and 
for iron nails 47.09 per cent. The United States supplied 
30.35 per cent <of the locomotives, railway cars, steam boilers 
and engines; 4430 per cent of the iron and steel pipes and 
tubes; 8 per cent of the iron and steel plates and sheets; 
and 3.41 per cent of the iron bars and rods imported into 
Japan .. 

During the war period 1914 - 1918 inclusive, there was 
a significant increase in iron and stee1 goods imported into 
Japan from the United States, but a less marked change was 
noticeable in the other principal commodities imported. 

Turning to the composition of American exports to 
Japan, during 1900 - 1913 inclusive, cotton represented 
17.14 per cent of total exports from the United States to 
Japan; kerosene oil 12.77 per cent; wheat and wheat flour 
17.13 per cent; and sole leather, iron nails, iron and steel 
pipes, tubes and locomotives, engines and railway carriages 
rogether, 9.21 per cent. Thus these eight commodities ac
counted for 76.55 per cent of the export trade of the United 
States with Japan. After the outbreak of the war in 1914 
and the consequent stoppage of iron and steel imports from 
England and Germany. there was an enormous increase in 
such imports from the United States. In the trade for 

• 
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19 I 7, iron and steel goods represented more than 50 per cent 
of all the American exports -to Japan, while cotton repre
sented 23.38 per cent. The other important commodities 
imported from the United States in 1917 were various kinds 
of machinery, bridge and building materials, and many 
chemicals such as carbolic acid, caustic soda, soda ash, 
aniline dyes and rosin. 

Of commodities exported from the United States to 
Japan, kerosene oil, wheat and wheat flour and sole leather 
have shown a tendency to gradual decrease. while steel and 
iron of various kinds, from crude ore to manufactured 
goods, machinery of many descriptions, and cotton are of 
more rapidly growing importance. 

6. FUTun OUTLOOK 

From the foregoing analysis of the trade between the 
United States and Japan, it is seen that the trade between 
them has increased very rapidly, in particular during the war 
and since the armistice, and that the principal articles which 
the United States imports regularly from Japan are either 
commodities such as silk, tea and camphor which she does 
not produce herself because of conditions which make pro
duction unprofitable, or those commodities of which the 
domestic production is insufficient to meet the demand; for 
example, beans, peas. ~e oils, peanuts, and straw 
braids for hats. 

Heavy purchases by the United States enable Japan in 
tum to buy from the United States many raw, semimanu
factured. and manufactured materials which the United 
States produces or can produce in excess of its domestic 
need9. Examples of such articles are raw cotton. iron and 
steel. machinery and engines, keI osene oil apd chemicals. 
Japan will be a heavy purchaser of American cotton and of 
partly manufactured American products for years to CQIJIC, 

especially of such articles as can be turned out most cheaply 
and efficiently becau.oe of the large scale operations and the 

• 
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highly efficient machine methods employed in the United 
States. The vast smelters, steel mills, iron works, tanneries, 
and coal tar industries of the United States are so organized 
as to allow their products to be marketed in Japan. In 
other words, there is a sound economic basis for an ex
change·of commodities between the two countries to their 
mutual advantage. Moreover, the United States possesses 
ample purchasing power to enable her to buy Japanese 
goods, while Japan and the rest of the Orient give promise 
of potential purchasing power for American goods, with the 
gradual rise in their standards of living. In consequence, 
it is perhaps safe to say that the American-Japanese trade 
is likely to increase steadily year by year, and a part of " the 
habit, developed during the war, of trading with the 
United States, her neighbor across the Pacific, is likdy 
to continue '',' unless some obstacle such as a higher pro
tective tariff impedes their trade relations. It is im
probable, however, that the enormous expansion of Amer
ican-Japanese trade during the war can be maintained un
diminished just after the eventful period. The war-time 
expansion of American-Japanese trade was well sustained 
until the year 1920; but the trade in the first half of the 
present year has already shown a· considerable shrinkage 
in physical volume as well as in value. This contraction is 
perhaps unavoidable in a period of deflation during which 
all business suffers from a dull market. Depressed' trade 
re1ativns will oontinue until the restoration of normal con
ditions, when trade and industry resume their onward move
ment. 

This growing importance of American-Japanese trade 
and the change in the methods of financing the trade, due 
to the Great 'War, suggested the study of their financial 
relationships which is set forth in the following chapters. 

'A"IIGIist, July 190 1920- Reprinted from the FH';'" Tra41 Rutwtl, 
published by the N ationa! City Bmk of Nnr York. 



CHAPTER II 

CHANGES IN THE FINANCING OF JAPANESE TRADE WITH. 

THE UNITED STATES 

I. CH.ANGES IN FINANCING METHODS 

HAVING analyzed the extent and character of the trade be
tween the United States and Japan, we may now tum to a 
critical examination of the methods by which it has been 
financed. The rapid growth of American-Japanese trade, 
in particular during the war period, would alone have 
presented the problem <If how to care for its financial 
needs. Added to this; however, was the dislocation, due 
to circumstances resulting from the war, of the machinery 
by which this trade had previously been financed. Prior 
to the war, the pound sterling was the currency used 
in making payments in this trade, and the financial methods 
employed affonied another instance of the wel1 known 
three-c<Jrneored exchange, with balances settled through 
London. With the war, hc.wever, came a change in the 
position occupied by the pound sterling. It was no 
longer supreme, and London, with its depreciated currency. 
its absence of a free gold maritet, and its impediments to 
the free movement of goods, began to 106e its fooner p0si
tion. It neither c:ouId nOl" would 6nance trade as it 0Il0II 

bad. In consequence, direct exchange between the United 
States and Japan was an inevitable n:sult. 

But there were hindrances to the operation of direct a;:

change. Certain factors were lacking which are indispm-
-I ~ 
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sable to the successful employment of a currency in interna
tional trade financing, especially in connection with trade 
between two other nations, but also in no small degree ap
plying to trade between another nation and itself. The 
currency chosen must be in demand. Auxiliary to such ex
change is a large volume of foreign trade, a free market for 
gold, an open discount market, established banking relation
ships with other nations, and a large amClUllt of long-term 
foreign investments. Yet these factors in great measure 
were lacking in both the United States and Japan. 

2. FINANCING OF JAPANESE FOREIGN TRADE BEFORE 

THE WAR 

A. General methods employed. 

Th'e financing of Japanese export trade !before the war 
was effected in several ways. In the case of small t.ransac

tioits, cash with order or cash on delivery was generally 
specified. Large commercial houses with branches abroad 
sold on open account to some extent. But the greater part 
of the trade, whether it was carried on by Japanese or by 
foreign firms in Japan,' had been financed by means of let
ters of credit, mostly revocable by -the issuer and also uncon
firmed by the adviser. Drafts were then drawn either call
ing for delivery of documents against payment (DIP), or 
against acceptance (DI A), the fonner being more frequently 

'Owing to the inexperience of Japanese merchants. the greIIter part 
of ber foreign trade bas hem carried OIl through the medium of foreign 
firm. in Japan which stood as commi .. ion bouse. between Japanese and 
foreign manufactureIW and ...... cbants. But the practice i. ateadily de
c1ining ... Japanese merchants become more acquainted with the meth
ods of trade. In 1900 nearly 74 per cent of the entire foreign trade 
of the port of Yokohama was in the bands of foreign firm.. the re
maining 26 per cent being the share of the Japanese merchanb. In 
1909. bowever. the share of the foreign 6.- had diminished to 
57 per cent. Tit, lop"" Y ..... Boolt. 1914, p. 445: lap"" FiMlINl """ 
Eeo"",,,,k M ""tltly, April, 1916, P. 2S. 
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employed. The maturity of the draft was generally not 
more than three months. The exporter who drew a draft, 
discounted it at a Japanese exchange bank (usually at the 
Yokohama Specie Bank) through the medium of a biU 
broker I who specialized on foreign trade bills, and obtained 
the proceeds. 

The authority to purchase • was usually employed for im
ports. The shipper in most cases drew on the Japanese im
porter, the bill generally bearing interest. Such an interest
bearing import bill was known as an interest bill.' Its matur
ity in most cases was from tW(i to three months. The pound 
sterling was the only currency used in financing this trade, 
and balances were settled through London.' Similarly, in 

I The fint bill-broking house in Japan w .. established in Tokyo iD 
18!l!I. the second in Osaka in 1902- The Dumber increased gradually 
to mo ... than 30 bo...... but tho important firms before the war were 
1 ... than a balf dO&OD. N. TIki ..... TA. FiOlGll<iol History 01 Ja,. 
(Tokyo. 191"), P. 679-

'The authority to pun:hue emplo,ed in Japanese import trade is 
really nothing more than an authorization by a bank in Japan to ita 
New York qent to pun:haae the doc:umontary draft of the shi...- up 
to IUch and such an amount w'- draWD under certain coDditiIXB 
and within a certaiD Iengtb of time. Thus it Yirtuall7 amoUDta to 
DOthing m ..... than an advice to the New York bank from ita Japan .... 
correspondent. that the dra ...... i. repnIed .. good for the amount 
and Iibly to honor sucla drafts. 11. 0. HOURI>, E .... ....., r...UOfU Go 
lis".,.,..., (New York. 1909), Po 99; Georp W. Edwards. "The Author
ity tD Purch .. ,· Ft4rtDl R._ Bodhlia, Angust, 19'11, pp.. 9»931. 

'On December 31. 1'913. interest bills field by the Yokohama Specie 
Bank amounted to ~ yen.. R.I_ Boot for FiaacioI 
1101''''$, Department of Finance (TokJo, 19l7), p. 156-

The interest dwwe is in moll ..... a .......... on the im ..... __ 
11\_ il cha~ at the ........... t rate for the period to maturity of the 
draft. plus the time roqui~ for !be clelivay of the draft and reoittance 
of the p.-.!s. IRing Naticllal Bank, T..., wit/o .... F. &&t, 
New York, 1'9J9. P. (,6, C/. also W. F. Spaldio& Eat ... lift..,.; 
"'"'-7.-4 FiMIIww (t.adoa. 19l7), Po 1S7. 

• For an euti\eat deacriptioft of litwlcioc throacb t-cIoa _ 
Franklia Eocber. E"'1r ., F...,. Ii$<' g. ( New York" 1911), 
Po 146. 
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the case of Japanese imports of raw cotton from the East 
Indies and the United States, and of wool from Australia, 
the city of London acted as a clearing house for Japanese 
foreign trade. Likewise payments for Japanese merchandise 
exported to China, the South Sea Islands and the western 
hemisphere, as ~ell as to other parts of the world, were set
tled through the British metropolis. 

The Bank of Japan, in order to facilitate Japanese in
ternational payments, devised a p1an for holding a consider
able amount of funds 1 in London banks, the greater part 
of which was invested in liquid short-1erm notes, such as 
British treasury bills or exchequer bonds, while the re
mainder was kept in the form of demand deposits at the. 
Bank, of England.' But, as will be seen from the figures 
of Japanese foreign trade, her imports before the war 
always exceeded her exports, save in one or two fisca1 years. 
Added to this unfavorable balance of trade were her pay
ments of large sums for interest on her foreign debt. In con
sequence, the maintenance of the reserve in the London 
banks caused considerable difficulty. The only method of re
plenishment employed was by means of floating foreign 
loans and holding a part of them in London, which method, 

The keeping of r .. erve funds of the Bank of Japan in London 
dates from the time of the Ra .. o-Jap ..... e War ('\104), although the 
very first holding of Japanese funds in London began in .895 with 
the keeping in London of the Chinese indemnity (lJ8,ooo,ooo) paid to 
Japan by China. 

The chief purpose of the plan was to maintain the quotation of 
Japanese foreign loans at a aatisfactory point, as well as to facilitate bel' 
international payments in London. C:f. N. Takizawa, Th, Filfllftti4l 
History of JaPDft (Tokyo, '9.2), pp. 378, ~5. 

'No statement was ever ioaued by the Bank of Japan aa to the nature 
of illO investment. Speaking of India's funds in London, Mr. H. 
Withers refers to Japanese funds by saying that • India ought to have 
confined itself. like the shrewd Japanese, to Treasury billa and other 
short dated oecariti ... • Mo~ Cha.,1 (London, '9.8), p. II. 
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however, had been much criticised in Japan. The amount 
of reserve funds" kept in London by the Bank of Japan is 
shown in the following table: I 

DOl, K", itt 1,.,0" KIP'''' LoflllOfl 
y", y", 

Dec. 31. 1905 ........ J6,~979 442,4u,0s6 
• .. 1!I07........ 44.56>.216 ..."ci31.754 
It .. 1910..... ... 135.136.461 .)36,872,818 
• • -lgII ........ 130.854.370 "31,231,080 
• • 1912 ........ 136.035.701 21407140786 
« It 1913 ........ 13D.3r6.8'n &AI7S,4::I1 
• .. 1914 .... ,... JaII,SOJ,546 212,609.s03 

B. Th# Japartese escllange banks 

TotalR,s_ 
y", 

479.176.035 
44S.I!I3mO 
4710999.28s 
364.08smtl 
3SO.75O>4II7 
~ 
341.mg,06g 

In the early days, the financing of Japanese foreign 
trade had been attended by many risks and inconveniences, 
because of the great fluctuation in exchange rates which 
characterized all Eastern currencies. As the conduct of 
this business ftquired much skill and experience, the 0rdin
ary commercial banks had DOt developed any considerable 
arnOWlt of such business, but it had been perfonned largely 
by foreign banks in Japan. This practice, however, caused 
much inconvenience to Japanese merchants. I Accordingly 

'Strict17 ~ this resenoe faad kept in Laadclll 1IeJoacs ~ 
to the Japanese IIO-.tmeat .... partl)o to the 1IaDk of Japan. The 
relatift altare of ada is _ made public. 

I K;'" lilte (FiDaaciaI Matten). This most edta.-ift _tisticaI 
report Oft Japanese finandaJ maHen is published -uIl1bJ the Depart
meat of rUlUlce. "The Oriental &<monnst.-~ y_ BHIr 
(Tok:to. I917-J9IO). P. ~. 
_ • MUI deItte Dar dana, cIua die simtlichce Aaslinder _ deao 

Sdaata des _. Redates dOl' Eztnterritoriali .... aim!idl _ .... 
Bereich des i~""" Redatos stIIldea, wihread die ..... fm·nnisdaea 
Sittea. GewohDhei_ adRedtte des Aaslandes den J~ waIaJ 
anbdtmnt wa""" Itmiu Kip, 0.. ~ J~ (Leipsic:, _). 
L 1l6. N. Takia-. n, F ......... H~ _11..- (T.,qo, 19-) • 
.... Il$-IJS. d HimrJ _I Bam .... ell ~ N..-." ....t. ii 
(New York. 1896), .... 45'1-461. 
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the Japanese government planned to establisl). a semi-govern
mental exchange bank, whose sole function was to be the 
financing of Japanese foreign trade. In 1880 the Yoko
hama Specie Bank 1 was established with a subscribed 
capital of 3,000,000 yen. For more than thirty years after 
its establishment, the bank was the only native exchange 
bank, besides several f<1reign exchange banks' in Japan, 
and these few exchange banks monopolized the financing 
of her foreign trade. After the outbreak of the war in 
1914, several other Japanese banks," both chartered and 
private, also began to engage in the exchange business. But 
the Y ohokama Specie Bank still continues by far the largest 
exchange bank in Japan by virtue of its long existence, 
greater capital' and the special privileges granted ~y the 
goveniment. Accordingly, the major part of Japanese 
foreign trade to-day is financed by this single institution. 

C. Problems raised by this method of financing 

Certain difficulties were experienced under this system 
of trade financing. Consider the case of a bilI of exchange 
drawn in pounds sterling by a "foreign shipper on a Japanese 

'T. Yokoi, HUI",., of /apo"u~ Co",,,, ... ce 6i"ce '''' R"'IfflJ'ioa 
~1868), (Tokyo, 1900), pp. 117, 2D8. 

'Toward the end of the last ceutury, there were f01ll' foreip banks 
which bad branches in Kobe and Yokohama. A HutfW7 Df BIJ,,/titt,1 ;. 
all L.adi"fl NalUnu (New York, 18g6), voL ill, p. 456-

In 1909 there were IS branches of foreip banks in Japu. Their 
aggregate eapital w.. 7,914,000 Y.... Their ag[1'egate amoant of in
coming fORip biUs of exchange .... 244.835,000 yen and of outgoing 
628,13J,ooD yen; while the total foreip bills of exchange handled II)' 
the Yokohama Specie Bank amounted to 85,298,000 yen, and bill. di ... 
eounted to 154.165.000 yeD. Gi"ko B ........ (Ha"tI Bool!: of BlJftks), 
Department of Finance (Tokyo. 1911). pp. 153. 6740 677. 

• Faller treatment in OJapler IV. 
• The present eapital and sarplul are 100,000.000 and so,ooo,ooo yen 

respectively, having been inereMed oa several oecuiOlll since the 
establishment af the Specie Bank. 
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importer. In due time the bill, accompanied by the usual 
documents, reached the exchange bank in Japan which 
issued the authority I!cI purchase. It was impossible for 
several reasons, however, for the exchange banks to re
discount the bill. A discount market was lacking. The 
import bill was stated in pounds sterling, for which currency 
there was no market in Japan, and it was usually drawn on 
the importer and accepted by him, while it usually called 
for .. documents against payment" (DIP), and was usually 
an interest"bearing bill. The importer who accepted the 
bi\1 also opposed its resale by the bank from fear of having 
business secrets disclosed to his competitors. The draft, 
therefore, was simply retained in the portfolio of the ex· 
change bank until maturity. In the case of exports, the 
sterling bill was sent to London and rediscounted there by 
the Japanese exchange bank which discounted it for the 
exporter. Rates were usually high, and the exchange bank 
was under the necessity of holding the bill during the time 
required to send it to London. This system threw a c0n

siderable strain upon the exchange banks.' More<m:r, only 
a few exchange banks in Japan issued the .. authorities to 
purchase ,. required for import trade. The only method 
of relieving the tie-up of the funds of the exchange banks 
was by borrowing more funds from the Bank of Japan. 
The Yokohama Specie Bank possesses the special privilege 
of borrowing 20,000,000 yen from the Bank of Japan at 
the rate of two per cent. But this amount was far from 
sufficient to finance the eve!'-incrcasing Japanese foreigu 
trade, and the bank. therefore, was forced to borrow ad
ditional funds from the Bank of Japan at the current rate 
of interest. This condition in Japan created a very peculiar 
relationship between the exchange banks and the Bank of 

'"1IaDIt A~· T~ I/aftr.r M.,..u.'. published bJ tbe 
IIaDIt of Japaa, M." I9J9. 
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Japan. At the end of the first half of 1914, the totalJ 
amount of loans of the Bank of Japan was 78,799,000 yen,· 
while loans on foreign exchange, which were mostly tOl 
the Yokohama Specie Bank, amounted to 33,920,000 yeti, 
or 45 percent of the total loans. A large pari of the Bank 
of Japan's loans thus represented adv;Utces to a. single in
stitution. No effort had been made to reform these condi
tions but they were left as they existed, when the Great War 
broke out in 1914- . 

In short, the indictment which may be raised against the 
system relates in large part to la.ck of development of an 
adequate financial mechanism in Japan. Specifica.11y, the 
points may be classified as follows: (I) the sma.l1 number of 
~ participating in foreign trade financing; (2) the ab
sence' of use of the bank acceptance; (3) the la.ck of coord
ination between domestic and foreign trade financing; and 
(4) the consequent impossibility of making surplus domestic 
funds readily available for foreign trade financing. 

3· FIRST PERIOD (AUGUST 1914 - SEPTEMBER 1917) 

A. Loss by London of its position as the financial center 

The history of the financing of trade between the United 
States and Japan during the war falls into three periods: 
(I) from the opening of the war to September 1917, at 
which time the American embargo on gold exports was 
instituted; (2) from the latter date until the signing of the 
armistice in the fa.ll of 1918; and (3) since the annistice. 
The outstanding feature of the first period was the shi f ting 
of the financial center from London to New York, and the 
effecting of the financial settlement of Japanese foreign 
trade through the latter city. The characteristic feature of 
the second period was the American embargo on gold ex-
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. ports which resulted in the accumulation of Japanese foods 
in New York, and the unsuccessful attempt by the Japanese 

. govemmentto adjust the ~change situation. The notable 
incident of the third period was the beginning of a discount 
market in Japan. 
T~e i}llmediate effect of the outbreak of the war upon 

Japan was a sudden depression of business activity through
out ·tlte country, as was the case also in the United States 
and other neutral countries. The stock exchange in Japan 
was not closed, but dullness reigned. The foreign trade of 
Japan began to decline, both in exports and imports, with 
the abnormal rise of marine insurance rates due to the 
increased peril at sea, and with the disturbance of foreign 
exchange rates. This state of business depression con
tinued ulltil the middle of 1915. From this time on, how
ever, industry began to revive. Large orders for muni
tions were received from the Allied nations and orders for
various other goods from Asiatic countries and the South 
Seas, where goods from Germany and other belligerents had 
ceased to come.' There was great activity in shipbuilding. 
and many industrial enterprises were launched. Japan thu .. 
soon began to enjoy unprecedented business prosperity. due 
primarily to the enormous expansion of her export trade. 

As Japanese expvrt trade advanced with rapid strides, 
• her merchants began to experience increasing difficulty in 
effecting financial settlements through London. In spite 
of all the difficulties tncQUI\tered. however. London main
tained its financial position for nearly two years after th~ 
outbreak of the war. and in consequence financial settle
ment of the trade between the United States and Japan wa!II 

'/.~ Fiaerorial .... E"",..v JlOIIIJoQ (EDcIisb). (Tot;,o. IlII4-
1lI17); TM F ......... E ........ ;4 __ .II~ (Eugtisb). the 
Doputmeat of F_ Tot;,o. I9lS-1918; TM 0riIU0I fic •• ..., 
(Tot;,o. 1lI14-19l7); TM 0.. Bad," C":'af ....... 1914-19'8. 
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effected through London lUltil toward the end of the year 
J916. In the latter part of that year, however, the foreign 
exchange system between London and the East Indies broke 
down, and almost simultaneously that between London and 
Australia dissolved as well.' A financial barrier between 
England and Asia was, in effect, created. Exchange opera
tions between the British metropolis and Japan came auto
matically to a standstill. It was no longer possible for Japan 
to purchase raw ootton from India and the United States, 
or wool from Australia, with funds held in London, nor 
was it possible to finance the American-Japanese trade 
through that center. The depreciated pound sterling could 
DOl longer maintain its former position of preeminence, and 
in consequence other financing methods were required. 

The causes which contributed to the loss of its position 
by London are well known, and require only brief mentiOIL 
First was the increase of imports in the face of the decrease 
of exports from the United Kingdom, as may be seen 
from the following figures: 

ExPORTS AND IMPORTS fit THE UNITID KIN .... II • 

([ .. .. illi.". JlDfMI4s. i . •. ,OOOpD08 ..... 1Itd) 

19111 1914 1915 1916 

Exports ............ SZS-2 430.' 3B4.9 so6-s 
Imports . . . • . . . • . . . • 768.7 6g6.6 . 1!s1.9 949-2 

Second was the decreased use of her merchant marine for 
trade purposes. The British merchant marine had been 
conscripted for war purposes; and furthennore it was 
threatened eonstantIy by the German submarine peril. 

J .. lnouye (lEx.govemor of the Yokohama ·Specie Bank) •• The 
Japau- Money Market." ItJ~ FilUJrociDl .-l Enm_ic Mt1fJI~, 
March, 1918, Po 6-

.SltJIi.ni<tJl Abslnlcl for 1M U.itrd K;"gdo .. (190M916). LoocIoa. 
1918, p. 79; EcoaOffti.rl (London). Joa. 15. 1916. p. 92: JaIL .... 1917. Po 81. 
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Third was the effiux of specie from Loodon banks, amount
ing to some £200,000,000 in aJI, from the opening of the 
war to the end of 1916. This reduced the gold reserve 
ratio of the Bank of England against note issues and de
posits to 19 per cent in December 27, 1916.' A free market 
for gold practically ceased to exist in London. Aside from 
the loss of specie, there was, fourth, the inflation of c:urrcncy, 
both notes and dcposits." The effect of all these causes 
upon the foreign exchanges is familiar, the pound sterling 
in New York being maintained at $4.76 only by means of 
.. pcgging ... • 

Turning Il<JW to the immediate causes which tended 
to cut off London from financing Japanese foreign trade, 
the lint was the limitation placed upon the sale of Indian 
council bills and telegraphic transfers by the British govern
ment in Dccalliler 20, 1916.' Indian foreign trade, as is 
well known, is financed by the sale in London of Indian 
Council bills of exchange and telegraphic transfers (drawn 
on the government treasuries in India) by the Secretary 
of State for India in London.' The war, however, brought 
about a great demand in London for the right to rupees_in 

'The proporti<a of aoId ftSOnOO ID liabilities of tbe Bulk of Eagland 
wu s- per .... t OD J"17 .. 1!114- Tu &all..,.. 1I".uiu (Laud"", 
Sept., 1914). Po 431; Fob., 19l7. Po $¥T. 

'llld"" lIumber of the (Loadoll) ~ JuIJ I. 1914, 115-9; 
October. 19l6. "&7; NOftIIlher. 1916. -17.2, etc. Ct. Tu &all ... ~ 
JI~. Laadoo, J ..... J_ \II> ~s6cL 

"Tu C_'""" eN F'-rieI C~. New YorI!, 1 .... -Mar. 
19I~ Po P3S; 1 .... ·M .... 19111. Po " .... 

'(LoadoII) E.-..ut, Doc., J9J6, Po 1166; 1_ 6, 1917. \11> .. 3So 
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Eo W. K __ • M __ C..-.., Rq- (1'1 ... YorI<, 1916). 

pp. ...... 147; W. F. SpaLfuac, EaIfona E.zc ...... C..-.., .. F ....... 
_ eeL (~ IgIlI). cia. i ... 
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India, owing to the increase of exports from and the decrease 
of imports to India, the impossibility of gold shipment and 
other causes. But the government of India put restrictions 
on the sale of the bills, as the rupee balances in India were 
limited. These sales in London of council drafts mean a 
corresponding demand for rupees in Calcutta, Bombay and 
Madras. There was ·thus a great strain on Indian rupee 
balances.' For this reason, Japan could no longer finance 
the importation of Indian cotton by the purchase of Indian 
Council bills in London. 

Another direct cause which kept London from financing 
Japanese foreign trade was the strained exchange rela
tions between London and Australia, in particular from the 
early part of 1916. The adverse trend of Australian for
eign trade, due primarily to shipping impediments and the 
large borrowing, in one form or another, by the Common
wealth Government from the British Government for war 
purposes, brought about very unfavorable exchange quota
tions against Australia.' Added to this was the embargo on 
gold exports from Australia in January 24, 1916.' The 
strained exchange relations between London and Australia 
become worse toward the end of the year, and the financing 
of Japanese-Australian trade through London came auto
matically to a standstill. Thus an' additional obstacle 
was placed in the way of financing Japanese foreign trade 
through London. Sterling exchange fell off markedly .• Dur
ing the year 1913 the highest quotation of sterling in Yoko
hama was 2'P5 pence; and the lowest 24-625 to one yen. 

'G. F. Shirras, India .. Finance aad Banking, :md ed. (London, '9"0), 
p. 56; (London) Eeano","', Dec., '9.6, p. '2'3; Jaa., '9'7, pp. 2. 35, .36. 

'(London) Eeonomis', Jan.-Juno. '9.6, pp. 6:08, 748; July-Dec.. '9'6, 
p. 367; Th. Oflicial Y,or Book of 'h' Co"'"'o" .... allh of AlUm"ia, 
Noy. II, '9'8, pp. 560,' sS8. 

• (London) Reo"o,nis'. Jan.-June, '9.6, p. s85-
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But in November 29, 1916, the yen was quoted at 25.625 
pen~.' 

B. Direct exchange beltueetl the United States QIId lapa,. 
Different methods of financing were thus sought. But 

the currency of no third country could be compared with 
the former position (of the pound sterling. French, as well 
as other European currencies, had depreciated more than 
the pound sterling, and could not be considered as a sub
stitute. On the other hand, inasmuch as ·the currencies of 
both the United States and Japan had maintained their 
international position, and did not have internal deprecia
tion to lower their value, as in the case of <>ther curren~ 
cies, direct exchange between them was the most logical 
alternative. Dollar and yen bills of exchange were thus 
employed for the very first time in the history of finance 
for the financial settlement of American-Japanese trade. 
But, as stated briefly at the opening of the chapter, there 
were many hindrances to the development of this method. 
Certain factors were lacking in both countries, which' 
are indispensable to the Widespread use of a currency 
in international trade financing. While they relate more 
particularly to the use of a currency in financing trade 
between two other nations, they are none the less applic-' 
able also to the use of a currency in financing its own 
coontry's trade. The currency chosrn must be in demand. 
This implies a large volume of foreign trade, a ready dis
count market with standardized commercial paper and re
latively stable mone:r rates, established banking relatioasbips 
with other nations, the maintenance of a free gold market, 
and a large volume of long-term foreign invemnents. To 
these. there may be added the possession of a merchant 

'Oae, ... 'IOSSCL ( ..... ); TIN &Mid 11 ___ • ' ....... J-. 
1917 .... I»; TIN 0riraII0I E ........ y_ BHA (T..,." _>. ... 7' 
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marine and insurance companies, the absence of a protec
tive til riff, an efficient cable service, and freedom from panics 
or financial crises.1 These factors, however have been lack-. . ' 
mg m a greater or lesser measure in both the United States 
and Japan. 

The bill market in both countries is relatively new. The 
bank acceptance has been permitted to national banks in the 
United States only since 1914, while in Japan it was not 
found at all until May, 1919. The American discount 
market is still in the early stage of its development. The 
more serious obstacle is the call money market, which is 
based on stock exchange loans and daily settlements" The 
latter thus absorbs the funds available elsewhere for the air 

ceptaJlce market, and renders it very difficult for discount 
corporations and bill brokers to carry their portfolios. It 
should be added that the Federal Reserve Banks, in parti
cular at New York and Boston, have endeavored to develop 
their markets by the purchase of bills, other Federal Re
serve Banks participating in the purchases of the first named. 
Bankers acceptances bonght by the Federal Reserve Banks 
in the open discount market increased from $64,850,000 in 
1915, to $1,80<),539,000 in 1918, and to $3,143,737,000 in 
1920.- Although Japan has been using trade acceptances in 

'E. L S. Patterson (of the 'Canadian Bank of Commerce), "Lonclou 
and New York.,. Financial Centen,- in T", AIIIIGls, Philadelphia, Nov .. 
1916; W. F. ,spalding, .. New York as a Monetary Center," Btmlle,." 
Maguift" London, Jan.-Jone, 1915. p. 1911; F. A. Vanderlip, "New 
York as a Fmancial Center after the War'- Th. Bm"." MtJgtJ6i.e, 
New Yor1c, Nov., 1918, p. soB; Sir Edward H. Hold ...... Maintaining 
London as the World Ymancial Center," T", B,."kt,." MfJgui"" N .... 
Yor1c, Nov., 1918, Po SIS· 

,- Memorandum of Federal Reserve Agent at N .... York on Call 
Loan oRates,- F.dwal Res,"" B"II,,, ... Apri~ 19&0, P. J68; Pratt. Wort 
of WGll Sir .. ,; W. C. Van Antwerp. Th. S'oek Es£lw"g' fro .. Wi,h;". 
r913, chs. iv, is-

.S"""',,. A .. _I R.por' of ,,,, F.dtral R,s,"" Board. 1931, p. 52: 
Fif'" A ........ I R,p",., of ,,,, FtdtrrJl R,s,"}. Board, 1919. p. 19. 
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her domestic trade since 1882; the use of bank acceptances 
in the financing of her foreign trade was first permitted to 
her banks in 1919- The regulations governing the practice 
with respect to trade atteptances are crude. AccCJrding to 
the rules now in force.' the bill need not be based on an 
actual transaction. and may mature in one year. On De
cember 31. 1913. the total volume of trade acceptances held 
by commercial banks in Japan amounted to 937.943.000 
yen. and on December 31. 1920. the total held by com
mercial banks in Tokyo and Osaka amounted to 1.881.527.-
000 yen." 

The importance in this connection of established banking 
relationships with other countries is well illustrated in the 
case of London.· Likewise, Germany's commercial acti
vities in South America were greatly aided. by her bank-

I TM R".loIioli of Billz of Bxt:1tMg. _ Pro"""",,, NOI ... IIl1b. 

I Amendmento of 1911. 
"TM Omll"" Boollo"", V_ Boolt. 1917. p. 35; 0 ..... BIIIIIt ..... 

110,.; .... Feb.. 1911. 
0 ... of the ca ...... which etimulat<d the _ter ..... of the trade 

...:eptaDce In J_ uotwithstmdiq the reluclaDoe of busiuess men 
to have the hills which thq ha.... accepted appear in the III&I"ket, ia 
the Imposition of a ~ otamp tax 1m the promiSSOl}' DOte, while 
a flat .tamp d~ 01 th ..... leD per hill, ,...ardIess of the faa: ftlae of 
hill, Ia im.,..ed 1m bills of ~ The fo\lo1riDc ia the IJ"&Iiuated 
atamp tax fOl" promi~ .. _: 

_Yee - t.f1l1O • 
atamp tax .Ql len (I~ oeDlS) 

• • .as 
1,011') 5.000· .. .. .10 
StODD ~oao" .. .. .., 
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0... '100.000" .. .. 7.f» 

·C..,.... the _th~ Plll>ti<atiCA of tbe Merc:ab1e Baal< of tbe 
AmerieM. JIII)o. J9II). 
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ing relatiCl11S with those countries! But the decentralized 
banking system of the United States, with its general prom-. 
bition of branches, rendered it necessary for American 
banks to rely upon correspondents in their international 
banking operations. Moreover, the American banks are 
sma1lerthan those in European countwies,' lilld in conse
quence are less known acceptors. On the other hand; 
American state banking laws in general prohibit foreign 
banks from establishing branches in the United States, 
permitting merely agencies which can not receive deposits. 

. C. Development of direct exchange 

As a result of the difficulties mentioned above, the de
velopment of the new method of financing has been slow. 
The Use of yen bills for Japanese imports has been very 
limited because of the entire absence heretofore of a dilt
count Il!3l'ket in Japan, and their employment was restricted 
to financing part of the cotton exported from the United 
States to Japan. On the other hand, the dollar bill of ex
change came into wider use, not only in financing American
Japanese trade, but also in financing the trade of Japan with 
other countries, owing to the fact that· the dollar bill of 
exchange has come to have a ready market in New York 
and elsewhere which WilS entirely absent prior to the 
Federal Reserve Act. In consequence, the city of New' 
York assumed the former position of London with respect 
to the financing of Japanese foreign trade. In accordance 
with these changes, Japan in the first place adopted a new 
policy of drawing dollar bills on New York banks for 
Japanese exports to the United States. These dollar bills 

1 C..,.,rges Diouritch, L'Expaouio" il'l BtJlfqra. AlII_rod.. 01 
L'~/rG"g.,. (Pari., 1909); W. H. Loagb, Ba"lliwg OUor/N"iIUI ito 
SON/" A ... <ricG, 

IU Capital ODd Surplus, Deposits aDd AcceptODca of .... diDc Banb 
iII Europe, ~ F,dltf'al R'I.,..,' B"I",;", voL vi, 19'0. P. 3740 
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were disposed of in New York in the open discount market 
after their acceptance. But on the other hand, the financ:
ing of Japanese imports was not as simple. While it was 
greatly desired to employ bills drawn in yen, the absence of 
a discount market in I apan caused the use of dol1ar bills in
stead and th~ bil1. after they reached Iapan were kept in 
the bank's' portfolios until maturity, as in the past. The 
second step taken by Iapan as a result of the change in the 
financial center, was the adoption of a policy of col1ec:ting 
and keeping the proceeds from her export trade, not in 
London, but in New York, and settling her international 
balances at the latter center. This was acc:omplished by 
converting the bills representing lapan's exports to China, 
the South Seas and elsewhere, into dollar bills of exc:hang!! 
payable in New York. 



CHAPTERnI 

FiNANCING TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 

JAPAN (CONTINUED) 

I. SECOND PERIOD (SEPTEMBER, 1917-NOVEMBEIl, 1918) 

A. Gold mowments and government operations dtwing 
the first period. 

As a result of the heavy ba.Iance of payments owing to her 
durUig the first period, Japan imported considerable specie. 
In the fiscal year 1916, the trade balance alone in favor of 
Japan reached 371,000,000 yen; and for the first nine 
months of 1917, such excess of exports was 440,000,000 
yen.' To offset this balance, more than 100,000,000 yen 
of specie was imported into Japan during the year 1916• 
The greater part of this swn was shipped from the United 
States.' In the first nine months of 1917, Japanese 
specie imports amounted to 384.324,000 yen, of which sum 
338.479,000 yen, or 88 per cent, were imported frOOl the 
United States.' Yet at the end of December, 1916, the 
Japanese funds accumulated abroad amounted to 486,-
940,000 yen.' about half of which was held in New Yark, 
while the other half remained in London. The effects of 
this inftux of specie upon Japanese economic c:onditions was 

'T". one..laI &"""",isl y,.... Booll. 1919. p. 2D6. 
• T,v FifllJ"citJ/ ,," ECONO",", A .... ."" of J"14". 19'& p. 9

'
• 

• T,v Oriera/,,/ Ec""_isI Y ..... B"oll. '9'9, pp. :006-:110. 

• lI>id •• p. 87. 
42 (:144 
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easily discernible. The note issue increased 40 per cent 
during the ca.lendar year 1916,' while the total bank de
posits increased from 2.797.000.000 yen to 3.816.000.000 
yen I during th& same period. The Tokyo wholesale prices 
rose 21 per cent within the year. an increase since December 
31. 1913. of nearly So per cent.1 

In order to convert a current surplus at home into invest
ment funds, as well as to disperse properly the funds abroad 
which still remained in great volume in spite of the 
specie imports, the government resorted to subscription to 
foreign loans. flotation of bonds for industrial undertak
ings. and redemption of government foreign loans. For 
the period under review. (i. e.. from August, 1914, to Sep
tember. 19I7) Japan subscribed to Russian government 
loans 150.000,000 yen,' and to Frenc:h government loans 
67.510.000 yen;' while in January. 1917. 100.000,000 
yen of British loans were subscribed in order to relieve the 
overstrained exchange relation between London and New 
Yark.o Japan fk.ated many issues of industrial bonds which 
aggregated. in 1916, 95.000,000 yen.' 

This method of financing Japanese foreign trade, pri
marily by the movement of specie, and secondarily by sub
scription to foreign loans, would have continued longer had 
tbe United States remained a free market for gold. But 
such freedom did not last beyond the month of September. 
1917. when the United States instituted an embargo 00 

gold exports. 

• TN Fiaoa<W """ s......- If...., of I.,.., 191& .. IJS. 
I TN 0'; .. ", s.-• ...., Y _ BoN, 19d1 ...... 

'I'*' • .. 161. 
'lbioI., .. as. 
'1""" as. 
0TN 1..- F ___ .... &-0 .... II~ T~ Jab. 1917· 
• TN F ......... &_ ...... __ etJ.,.., 1917 ... 50 
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B. The America" and Japanese gold embargoes 

In September, 1917, the Unite9. States instituted an 
embargCl on gold exports by presidential proclamation.' 
This was a real blow to Japan in that it prevented 
her from receiving the proceeds of her export trade ill 
gold. NCI means remained of withdrawing funds col
lected and accumulated in New York. In consequence, 
new means of financing had to be devised, if she wished to 
continue her phenomenally expanded export trade; and the 
Japanese government actively considered the question. III 
September, immediately after the American embargo, the 
appointment of officials to be stationed at once in New York 
and London to attend to her financial affairs, was author
ized.· . In consequence, too, Japan herself proclaimed an 
embargo upon the export of gold.' She could remain a free 
market for gold only as long as the United States remained 
a free market, for it was from the latter that she obtained 
her principal Supplies of gold. As a measure of self-de
fense, the embargo on gold exports was necessary in order 
to protect the specie Teserve in the Bank of Japan. 

The gold embargo resulted in the immediate discourag
ment of the Japanese-Indian trade." Japan is a heavy pur
chaser from India, especially of raw cotton. In 1916, when 
the British authorities placed restrictions OIl the issue of 
Indian Council bills, Japan could no longer finance her 
Indian trade through London, nor was she able to finance it 
with Japanese funds kept in New York, due to the absence 
of established banking and financial relationships by Amer
ican banks with those parts of the world. The only method of 

I The CDllllllerritJI aNti FiUNritJI CItr",oicle, Sept. 15, 1917, P. I .... 

'The Fi ...... ritJlPtl Ee"""",;e AN ...... l of lopo., 1915, .ppalCli ... 

'Ibitl. 
'/0,0" Fiu .. ciGl ad Ee""" .. i& MDfIllaly. Oct., 1\)17, P. 2; NO'I'. 1917, 

P. 3D; Dec., 1917. P. 26. 
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financing that remained was by sending specie direct t(.o India. 
The gold obtained from the United States by Japan had ac
cordingly been shipp~d mostly to India to pay for Japanese 
imports from that country. The situation had already be
come acute toward the end of [ 916. For the first eight 
months of [9[7, Japan sent gold to India amounting to 
[()2,949,OOO yen.' The gold embargoes by the two coun
tries automatically reduced Japanese-Indian trade, notwith
standing many attempts to maintain it at the former volume. 
In [9 [ 6, Japan imported 5, [28,gB [ picuIs I of cotton from 
India, in [917,4,495,[40 piculs, and in 1918 only 2,903,000 
piculs.' This decline was solely attributable to the neW' 
conditions created by the gold embargo. Henceforward, 
Japan had to purchase more cotton trom the United States 
in spite of the higher cost of American cotton as compared 
with Indian cotton. In [916, Japanese imports of 
American cotton were [,614,66[ piculs; in 1917, [,704,972 
piculs, and in 1918 they increased to 2,509,530 piculs,' 
whose value represented 40 pet' cent of the total Japanese 
imports of cotton. Similarly, it was now necessary to 
obtain other goods solely from the United States in order 
to relieve the abnormal . exchange situation between the 
United States and Japan. These goods had not previously 
been obtained from the United States (Jft account of the 
higher cost of the American produce. 

But a more serious effect of the embargo was npon the 
financing of the Japanese export trade, which had shown a 
phenomenal e.~ion since the opening of the war. The 
excess of goods exported over these imported fOl' the 
three years 1915 to 1917 inclusive, aggregated man: than 

I TIN Orino"" E ....... .., y ..... Booit. I9l9, ... _ 

'ODe picul = IJS poaads. 

"TIN A....., R#~ o/IM F ...... T ... /1.,.... 
or_I.,... F'-'"l .... ~ If..w,. Oct.. 1917 ...... 
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1,100 million yen. To this amount must be added the 
freightage, insurance premiwns and hire of shipping which. 
yielded in all 751 million yen during the same period.' 
Thus Japan, during the three years in question, had a net 
balance of nearly two billion yen in her favor; and at the end 
of December, 1917, funds of the Bank of Japan held abroad 
(mostly in New York) amounted to 643,492,000 yen. 
Meanwhile there seemed no prospect of an early cessation of 
the war. The proceeds of Japan's export trade could onlyac
cumulate in New York, without any prospect of being with
drawn, while in Japan, the exchange banks were suffering 
from lack of funds with which to purchase the ever-increas
ing volwne of export bills. The rate of exchange between 
Yokohama and New York had never been higher than 
$49.95 for 100 yen' before the war, or even in the first 
year of the war; but in December IS, 1917, it rose to $52 .2 5 
for 100 yen." Government action was the only alternative 
to relieve the strained situation. In consequence the J ap
anese Government took the matter into its own h.ands. 

The financing of Japanese foreign trade during the war 
played a very prominent part in her domestic financing and 
banking. as it is vitally interrelated to them, and the 
whole significance of it ca.imot be comprehended without 
careful COIlsideration of 'her domestic finance side by side 
with the exchange problem. Consequently in the following' 
pages all these financial and banking problems have been 
analyzed at some length and due prominence given to do
mestic conditions. 

1 The Fi .... 1lCiD1 /1M Eco""",;' A""tuJ4 1918, appendix, p. :z. 
• The 0"",/4/ Ec~"",isl Y '/lr Boo". 1917, P. 72; F.d ... l R ..... 

BMlkn.. Dec., 1919. p. 724-
'The figure i. furnished by the Bank of Taiw.... See .110 appendi" 

oa,. ... achange. 
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C. Attempts to adj,," exchange 

The principal methods employed by the Japanese govern
ment in its attempt to adjust the abnonnal exchange situa
tion were threefold: (1) subscription to foreign loans, as in 
the first period; (2) floating of special exchequer bonds l 
and (3) issue of notes. 

The first attempt to adjust the ..ituation was to invest the 
Japanese funds accumulated in New York in foreign loaJl3 
or in the purchase of foreign loans of the Japanese govern
ment. This represented an attempt to fund short-term 
indebtedness to Japan into long term or to cancel Japanese 
debts previously incurred. Japanese bonds or debentures 
thus pun:ha.sed or redeemed from the opening of the war 
to the end of 1918, amounted to 315,000,000 yen! But 
the comparatively high prices of Japanese bonds and the 
relatively small amount appearing in foreign markets in
terfered with purchases. Bonds of other governments, 
therefore. were also purchased. Japan subscribed to 
British government loans of various descriptions to the 
amount of 180,000,000 yen during the period under re
view (i. e., from September, 1917 to November, 1918); 
65,000,000 yen to Russian-government loans. and 86,000,000 
yen to French loans, while in 1918, she invested 100,000,000 
yen in OUnese government tn:asury bills and exchequet' 
bonds.' In addition to these, the government agreed to 
subscn'be to more than 200 million yen of other bonds, if 
the same were issued." Moreover, parcbases made by pri
vate individuals and firms of bonds issued by the Allied 
countries, in particular the Angl~French bonds. amounted 

'1'. F......, _ ~ A...., ./ I.,.., .,.....4ilr. Po .. 
'1'. 0rVw1ol Ii_...., V_ B .... 19190 P. lis. • J_ ia 1be 

Wv l'talDce of the AlIi ... • TIl. C_ ........ _ r • riel C~ 
N .... York, A .. ~ 1918. Po S9I'-
'1'. FiR.MeI_ E ___ A...., .IJ.,.... 191~ ~ 
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to some 290 milfion yen! The entry of the United States 
into the war relieved the Entente powimt of the necessity 
of obtaining funds from Japan . 

. The second methOd of adjusting exchange was the issue 
of special .exchequer bonds. Their primary purpose was 
to procure funds witlt which to pay nianufacturers for 
munitions'~ported to R1l$ia and~M·other Allies, as well 
·as to supply the exchange banks with funds for the pur
chase of bills without the danger of idHation. In conse
quence, in the body spring of 1917, the Diet passed a law 
authorizing the issue of such bonds to the maximum amount 
of 200,000,000 yen.' Before the end of the year, 150,-

- .. 
000,000 yen of bonds had been issued, but the proceeds of 
the entire issue had been applied to the renewal of treasury 
bills 6f the Russian government and the payment of orders 
for munitions. Thus the exchange banks received no 
help in spite of the fact that -they on December 31, 1917, 
held foreign bills amounting to 550 million yen, and sorely 
needed the funds. Early in 1915 the Diet authorized the 
raising of the maximum amount from 200,000,000 to 
500,000,00 yen.. During the year 19l5,special exchequer 
bonds had been floated to the amount of mote than 
;SOO,OOO,OOO yen,' but more than the half of this amount 
oore 2 per cent interest and the proceeds were applied ts 
payment for war goods supplied to the Allied countries 011 

credit. Consequently. the exchange banks were helped but 
slightly by the issue of these bonds, in spite of the fact that 
such aid WII.$ one of the two purposes for which the issue 
was designed. 

1 Th, FiftG"daI Gild Eco"om;" All"'"" of lopo ... _dix. p. 4-
'Ibid~ 1918, appendix. p. S. 
• lopOll Fioto"ciol olld &o"o",ic M o"thly, April. 191& p. 10. 

• TM Fiu"daI olld Eco"".;'- A ... IIOl. 1919. P. S. 
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Had the government floated a grE'at number of special 
~xchequer bonds in order to provide a more adequate sup
ply of fWlds for the exchange bonds, as well as to Wlder
take foreign investments out of the proceeds tJtus raised 
through the government agency, from which the public ex
pected much,' better results would have been ootiined. But 
the government not onl1 failed to assume the responsibility, 
but also f&iled to absorb fUnds from people of moderate 
means, for whom the floating of the bonds was obviously in
tended. The subscribers were mostly great banks and large 
commercial firms, and the bonds were freely utilized by 
them as o&Ol1ateral to secure current fWlds. They then 
enhanced inflation, instead of financing. trade . without 
the danger of inflation,' which was the intention of the gov
ernment. 

Neither the investment in foreign loans, nor the issue of 
special exchequer bonds at home, was adequate to procure 
sufficient funds for the exchange banks, and a third method 
was therefore employed; namely, the issue of bank notes 
based on the foreign bills held by the exchange banks, on 
the one ~and, and on the ~umulated fWlds in New York, 
on the other hand. The note issue of the Bank of Japan 
increa~ greatly after June 1917. as will be seen from the' 
following table, which gives the amount of note issue, the 
gold reserve and the loans of the Bank of Japan at half 
~ar1y intervals since 1913: 

'/~ J .... '101. :ai, _ aI. ,p. 1"50 l3'4D-

• ''''' Fiola<W .. ~ Ii_ •• ic JI .. """ Julr. 1917. Po IS-
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THB NOT!! Iss"", GoLD REs ....... AND ,LoANS 01! THE BANK 01! JAPAN' 

(;" thousands of yen, i. ,., 000. omitt.d) 

Am,,",",,! Offidal Acl1l41 Total 
LH .... .,. 

NtJle Issue G.1d G.1d LH ... FtWn," 
Restrtle t RtlU'1Je' BiO, 

1913 Dec. 31 •• 426,388 224,365 130 ,316 121,623 44,834-
1914 Dec. 31 .. 385,589 218,237 128,503 81,385 46,68. 
1915 June 30 •• 331,441 21 7,868 ...... .. .. ....... 0 ......... 

Dee. 31 •• 430,138 241,411 136,185 5°,360 20,,81 
1916 Jnne 30 •• 429,330 251,560 170,000 41,586 24,280-

Dee. 3'.' 601,224- 410,519 3 21,5°4 188,S82 120,543 
1911 June 30 •• 605,918 439,15' 324,000 177,105 IZO,J09' 

Dec. 3'.' 831,311 649,618 461,346 272,192 199,119 
1918 June 30 •• Sog,468 645,398 457,000 309,491 232 ,271 

Dec. 31 .• 1,144,739 112,925 453,000 516,651 444,22S 
1919 June 30'" ],080,3 14 105,31· 443,000 526,38ti 374,°51 

Dec. 3'" 1,555.100 951,916 702,000 716,068 358,113 

Before discussing the issue of bank notes as a means of 
adjustment of exchange, it is, however, essential to have 
a clear understanding of the complicated method whereby 
notes are issued by the Bank of Japan.' 

The method of note issue of the Bank of Japan differs 
from that of the Federal Reserve Banks.' The Bank of 
Japan is required to hold, as a conversion reserve against 
the issue of notes, gold and silver coins and bullion equiva
lent to the total amount of the notes issued. In addition 
to the notes so protected, the Bank of Japan is specially per
mitted to issue notes to an amount not exceeding 120 mil
lion yen, on the security of Government bonds, treasury 

'''The Oriental EaJaomist,- EcoftOfflU: Y,.,. Book, ~917-1j)OO, pp. 
S4-55. 57, 87; "The Fmancial Statement of the BaDk of Jap .... " TItI 
Ref.., ..... Boo" fDr Fi""xdal Matter •• The Departmeot of F'mance. 

• Difference betweeo official and actual gold reserve represents funD 
held in New York. 

IHamaoka, The C ... tnJl Box" of Jot",., 19QO, pp.~; TIl, L'''Pr 
of /VotiOM, c..".,ftrU. oft..- the War (London, 19'JO) p. 29-

'Pederal Reserve Act, sec. 16. 
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bills and other high-grade securities or commercial bills. 
Further. should it be deemed necessary on account of the 
condition of the money market. additional bank notes, or 
what are called the emergency notes. may be issued against 
the deposit of like securities. The emergency issue, how
ever, is controlled entirely by the Finance Minister, who 
fixes the legal amount of such an issue. A minimum taX 
rate on all emergency issues is fixed at five per cent by 
the statute; but the finance minister, if he deem it ex
pedient, may increase the tax rate above five per cent. 

Such are the legal requirements for the issue of notes. 
Examining the above table, we find that at the end of 1918, 
the amount of note issues was 1,144,339,000 yen. Against 
this issue, the official gold reserve is listed as 712.925,000 
yen. The notes issued against their security,' therefore, 
amounted to 431,394,000 yen. Of this amount. 120,000.-
000 yen. the legal limit, was tax free. Attention should 
be directed. however, to the difference between the actual 
and the official gold reserves, amounting to 259.925.000 
yen. The difference represented funds kept in New York. 
and invested in short term securities. While this method 
is similar to practice under the gold-exchange standard, 
there was no known legislation authorizing the Bank of 
Japan to issue notes on the security of the funds abroad, 
nor to count them as part of its gold reserve. The act, 
therefore, must be regarded as arbitrary. It is not without 
reason that the late Dr. Honda, the distinguished editor of 
the F~' IIIId ECOIIOIffic Rn>iftv. ex-Finance Minister 
Dr. Sak'1l.tani. Dr. Fukuda, the foremost economist in Japan. 
and many others repeatedly censured the government policy 
of note issue.' 

'Of this, $3.000,000 Jail rep ....... "'" ..... men:iol popel' and the no
maindor 1O".,.,. ...... t ........... 

"ne practice of ....... tiII& the f .... cIs abrOad .. a part of the specie 
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The indicbnent by these authorities may be summarized 
under the five following heads: (I) The specie reserve of 
the Bank of Japan should legally be kept in the principal 
office or branches of the Bank of Japan and not abroad; (2) 
the reserve kept abroad has not the same qualities as the 
specie reserve kept at home, fOr if the foreign country in 
which the funds are kept should institute an embargo on 
gold exports on the one hand, while at home a financial, 
crisis or other; abnormal condition should require! gbld 
redemption of the notes on the other hand, the Bank of 
Japan could not meet the demand; moreover, such practice 
is in reality an issue of notes based on security and not 
specie, for according to the official definition, the specie re-
servCi; held abroad is, " funds which are kept readily conver
tible into gold whenever desired;" 1 (3) the present infla
tion is, in no small degree, due to the irregular method of 
note issue, which is based on the funds kept abroad, and 
the abolition of which would automatically bring about 
contraction which, in tum, would result in lowering prices. 
Furthermore, if this policy of note issue were pursued, the 
Bank of Japan couId expand the amount of its note issue 
to the extent that funds are kept in New York and London, 
without paying a cent of tax to the government. This is 
in complete defiance of· the statutory regulations and re-
moves the check on the amount of note issue which the tax 
is designed to afford; (4) the Bank of Japan should be free 
from the interference of the Finance Ministet· in its proper 

reserve of the Bank of Japan bepn during the .R ........ J_- War 
(1904-1905) as an emerll"DC:Y measure to fill up the depleted reserve 
of the Bank of Japan. Dr. Sakatani wu at tbU time a vice minister 
of finance, aDd he criticises the continuance of the pnc:tice. N. Takizawa, 
Tit, F~ciol Hin"., of 10".... 1912, p. 765; DtMko. (Outlook), 
(Tokyo), voL ii. DO. II. Po 79-

'Quoted from Dr. Fukuda, .. What i. the Remedy? Not Price F"IX
ing, but CWT1!IICJ CootractiOll,- Toiy ... Oct.. 19'8, Po 24-
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business, such as note issue or discount pc,·licy; and (5) the 
Bank of Japan, which is owned privately, is wilfully per
mitted to evade taxes of not less than 10,000,000 yen a 
year, while small incomes of farmers and wage earners are 
rigorously scrutinized and levied upon.' 

From an economic standpoint, whether the reserve of 
the Bank of Japan be kept at home or abroad is of small 
importance. Broadly speaking, the practice of keeping re
serves at the leading financial center of the world may, in 
some respects, be an advanced financial method and near the 
economic idea1.' Again, the mere prohibition of note is
sue based on the funds kept abroad, would not accomplish 
contraction of the note issues, for, if this were prohibited, 
the government might bring the funds back to Japan in 
the form of specie or of securities and continue the issues! 
based on them." A: any rate, expansion of the domestic 
note cin:ulation to correspond to the balance of commodity 
e.'C:ports is of doubtful wisdcm. while total prohibition is 
uneconomic. More positive regulations, therefore, must be 
imposed upon the method of note issue than the mere pro
hibition of issue based on the funds kept abroad. 

The relation between the central banks and the Treasury 
Department is a vexing question, in particular in Japan. 
The apparent nason for the demand that the Bank of 
Japan be rendered independent of the Treasury Department 
is to free the bank from the influence of the financial policy 

'1'_ F"""'" ..., E ....... k R"'.., ToII:Jo. 111 particular F .... 
1918, P. .). 

'H. Parker "' .. ill ... -All Intemati ... oJ C-oId FImd,- 1'''' A-'r. ...... 
Ixxxiii. Philadelphia, PI>- ~t!ll7. Ct. the __ datioD by the 
Fedaal Resene Boud, 1''' A--' Rq<wt 0/ "., F~ RI_ 
Bo.4, 1918. 

'It shoaJd be DOted that ber... the war of 1914 the fondo bpt abraad 
had been repleDisbed fnMa ...... 80ated abroad, bat siD<e the .... tbe7 
resuh f ...... the baIan<e of trade. .. 
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of the Finance Minister, wno is, it is said, more or less in
fluenced by political considerations. The question is thus 
more concerned. with personalities than with alterations of 
practice. Spea.king strictly, from a technical point of view, 
however, the function of the 'Preasury Department is the 
efficient management of the revenues and expenditures of 
the State, while ,the business of the central bank is efficiently 
to control the financial mechanism of the' nation,-the 
life blood of the whole industry and commerce of the 
country. The national revenue and expenditure have a 
c10se relation to national industry and commerce, but they 
are a part of the industrial organization. To a casual 0b
server, the function of the central bank may appear to be 
the simple management of a single bank, but in reality. its 
task is vast and far surpasses that of the Treasury De
partment. The entire isolation of the Treasury Department 
from the central bank may not be a wise arrangement, 
however, and mutual cooperation is required. The real 
relationship between them should be one in which the 
policy of the central bank always prevails over the Treasury 
Department, instead of the reverse as has been the case. 

We may examin~ finally the advances made to the ex
change bank in relation to this note issue. At the end of 
June, 1917, the total loans of the 'Bank of Japan were 
177,105,000 yen, of which 120,309,000 yen, or ftJ per cent. 
represented loans in foreign bills, mostly an accommodation 
to one institution, namely, the Yokohama Specie Bank.' In 
December, the loans had increased to nearly 200,000,000 
yen, or 73 per cent. of the total loans of the central bank. 
At the close of the first half of the year 1918, there was a 

1 Among the liabilities shown in the statement of the Yokohama 
Specie 'Bank. there i. an item caUed • fands borrowed.· These loano 
are mostly from the Bank of ] apan. At the dose of 1918 the item 
a fund! borrowed· amounted to SJI).IQ4.000 yen. 
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little increase to 232,371,000 yen, bJlt during the second 
half of the year, such loans increased I\'reatly, reaching! 
their highest level toward the end of the .year. At the 
close of December, 1918, the figure stood at 444,225,000 
yen or 77 per cent of the tc.tu\ loans of the Bank of Japan. 
Yet the exchange banks were still in need of funds to 
purchase export bills. 

D. Call1ocm cperatioJlS of the excNmge banks 

The governmental attempts to assist the exchange banks 
to obtain adequate funds were thus unsuccessful, and the 
situation became particularly acute in the middle of 1918. 
It was then necessary for the exchange banks themselves 
to take measures. In consequence, they resorted to the 
previously unaccustomed method of absorbing compara
tively long term call loans' from the general money 
market. and issued certificates of deposit for these call 

II. Miki. "Call Money in Japan." Tiu S'r .. ', New York. Jan. 21. 19Do 
In Japan. the &enn • caI1 Ioatt,. i. _si",,17 used for loans which are 
to be paid upoIl nolice (nsuall7 aiVeI! on the precediug basin_ day). In 
·practice it includes caI1 money as well as time money. as the)' are under
stood in the United 5_ mODe)' market. The expression • caD mODe)'" 
i. used "'hen speakiug from the aide of the borrower and "caD loaD" 
from the side of the lender. There are five kinds of caI1 loans: 

I. Over-night <all loan. (loan. for one da)', and callable at .. y time 
thereafter). 

L Unconditional over-week mooe)' (<allable afller one week). 
J. Over-month mODe)' (nosotiated on aD)' day of the mooth on 

condition that the mone)' can be caUed oaI7 on the _dine 
bGsiness day of the Deltt mooth). 

4- Sight money after a lind date, or a specified nWllber of days. 
(0 Sight mone)' after a lind date" is arrauged mDtUall)' to .. tisfy 
parties; for inst_ after Feb. 14. 1911. &metimes this date is 
placed more than a year m &dna... "Sight after specified date" 
castomarily n~ as of after 3Q. 60 or 90 da)"S.) 

So o--year _ (cIesIt m on aD)' day of Ilectmber (sometimes 
evea in November) and callable on aD)' business da)' after J-lIU')' 
4th of the ..- year.) 
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loans. They were thus brought, in the spring of 1918, 
into direct contact with the commercial banks which con
centrated their attention upon the domestic fidd. 

The exchange banks absorbed call loans, not only from 
the central money markets at Tokyo and Osaka, but also 
directly from local commercial banks through the branches 
of the exchange banks. The interest rate on call loans 
quickly advanced. The local commercial banks thought 
that it was more profitable for them to invest their funds 
in call loans than to keep them in the great commercial banks 
at the financial centers, and consequently began to withdraw
their deposits. Sharp competition devdoped among bank
ers all over Japan for deposits, and banks endeavored to 
outbid each other by offering a higher rate of interest on 
deposits. This competition developed extreme forms. 
Some banks sent officers every morning to business houses 
and solicited deposits from door to door, while others gaVe 
elaborate dinners to present and prospective customers.' 
Conditions became intolerable. The commercial bank~ 
accused tbe exchange banks of invading the field of the 
domestic commercial banks, and at once called a general 
conference of commercial bankers to discuss the matter. 
At. the conference, it was agreed that call loans made to 
banks which were not members of the syndicate of the 
commercial banks must be secured by some tangible se
curity, and not by mere certificates of deposit. The Yoko
homa Specie Bank and a few other exchange ~ which 
did not belong to the syndicate, could no longer obtain call 
loans either from local banks or from the great commercial 
banks, by the mere issue of certificates of deposit. This 
measure was equivalent to the prohibition, by the com
mercial banks, of call loans to the exchange banks; while 

I M. Uchida. "Erilo of Competition for Deposits, .. d the .Remedy,· 
Osaka B""kerl'MagruitU, Osaka, Decanber, 1918, pp. 1B-2S-
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the commercial banks also placed a uniform rate of interest 
on deposits.' 

. E. Effect of the failure to adjvst exchange 

In the latter half of 1918, the situation of the exchange 
banks was aggravated by the continued heavy balance of 
payments in favor of Japan. Foreign exchange bills held 
by the two exclIange banks at the close of the years were 
in excess of 700,000,000 yen. The balance of trade in 
favor of Japan in 1918 was estimated at over 500,000,000 
yen. to which must be added the invisible balance covering 
shipping, freightage and insurance premiums aggregating 
several hundred million yen. The note issues of the Bank! 
of Japan at the close of May, stood at 68<),000,000 yen; at 
the close of August, they had increased to 148,903.613: at 
the close of October, to 905,978,000 yen, and at the close 
of D«ember, to 1.144.739.000 yen. In August and Sep
tember, special exchequer bonds to the amount of 200,000, 
000 yen had been floated. Meanwhile, exchange rates had 
also risen. In September 30, 1917, immediately after the 
gold embargo, they were all'Qdy $51.25 for 100 yen: but 
in September 1918, they had risen to $54.875 for 100 yen.' 
The delicate mechanism of the gold points was completely 
upset. and thereafter fluctuations in exchange became much 
wider and more violent. being goftmed wholly by the con
ditions of supply and demand for bills, without the possi
bility of relief from gold movements. 

The sniOUSlless of the e."Cchange problem and its effects 
on the money market and general economic conditions in 
Japan cannot be exaggerated. The wealth of the country 
incnased; but the lo\ftl' classes of the people suffered 

• T .. lf11Ga F-..a.l..., E .. ..-ic JI",,/Ioly, ~ 1918. p. l
'C/ . • p ..... diz for detailed fiIans. 
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greatly from the increased cost of living. The popular 
discontent resulted in the s<H:alled " Rice Riot," which was 
started by a few Score women in a fishing village, but spread 
very rapidly and caused trouble wer the entire country.' 
There was a strike even among the employees of the 
Treasury Department for an increase in wages. Govern
ment officials were alarmed, and at once called conferences • 
to consider the grave economic conditions. At the confer
ence on August 13,1918, they at once authorized the expen
diture of 10,000,000 yen to adjust the price of rice! On 
the same day the emperor donated 3,000,000 yen toward the 
relief funds. But they could not immediately formulate 
further practicable relief measures, and the conference 
ended ;with a mere recommendation for the appointment of 

, commissions to investigate the problems. A series of special 
ordinances were promulgated. The most iinportant were 
on September 16, 1918. for the organization of a National 
Economic Commission" to investigate economic questions 
relating to the adjustment of prices and other urgent mat
ters ooncerning the cost of living.' But public sentiment 
against the economic and financial policies of the govern
ment became so intense that the Terauchi ministry finally 
fell in the latter"partof September, 1918. The Special War 
Time Exchange Commission continued its work, regardless 
of the fall of the ministry. but it could not institute a prac
tical program to relieve the situation because of the undue 
importance attached to export trade by the members. and 
their belief that contraction of currency would necessarily 

J lot ... Adverli ... ·• Tokyo, August 4-15, 1918; OlOb Oltlii Shift& ..... 
Osaka, August 4-15, 1918. 

'Tokyo ASIIh. Shift""". August II. 1918. 

'Tokyo lij, Shift&Mft. August 14, 1918. 

• Th. F,ftOftnal Gftd Eco""",,,, AII"KGI of la/aft. 1919. appendix, p. 7; 
Tapa" Year Book, 1919-
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result in the decline of Japan's export trade.1 The bad 
conditions continued and the tension was relieved only by 
the sudden news of the Armistice and the subsequent decline 
of exports in 1919. The immediate effect of the annistice 
on the exchange problem, however, was psychological. The 
problem of adjustment continued well into the year 1919. 

2. RItASONS UNDERLYING THE INABIUTY TO ADJUST 

EXCHANGE 

At this stage in our study, we may pause to consider the 
reasons why the attempts to adjust exchange were not at
tended with success. Having seen them, we may then 
tum to the third. or post-armistice period. 

A. Policy of the gOfJlnlfMtJt 

The defects in the policy pursued by the government lie 
largely in two directions: (I) undue encouragement of 
exports, and (2) reckless issue of bank notes. The funda
mental theories held by the government officials were at 
fault. as well as the practice which was pursued. The two 
ministers of finance who held the portfolio since 1916, may, 
in effect, be said to have held views approximating those of 
the mercantilists of the 17th century, as expressed by Mun,
.. The ordinary means, therefore, to encourage our wealth 
and treasure is by foreign trade, wherein we must ever 

'0. Icbiral (a ............ of the commiaoioa and the .ice miDi.ster of 
6nance) said: • If CIUftIlC:J is CODtracted, we must expect the ckcn:ue 
of exports Mid the dodiDe of iDc1ustr7 iD Japu.- 0 .... 0 ... SloUt
.... Aquat t6, 19l8. 

II should be DOted thaI the J_ 10-1 oeIeded members 
of the commission dliellJo from official circles, thu iDc:Iodia& those 
who were responsible for the put financial poIiq'. Most of the I'ftIltJ
six mem ...... of the commis ..... -... oIIiciaIs of the ~ of 
fioaace and the cbarteftd bulks. No aDi~ _fesson or prgBiDoat 
fioaatial writen were appoiuted. 

'Thomas 101 ..... E......" rr...v.., ".,..;p TrM, •• 1\64, do. i, p. 7-
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observe this rule, to sell more to strangers yearly than we 
consume of theirs in value." 

Their price theories were likewise mistaken. It was held 
that the amount of currency in circulation has little to 00 
with prices; that prices do not fall or rise as the result of 
changes in the amount of currency, fOr the change in the 
volume of currency is the effect of, and not the cause of 
price changes! It was thus held that industrial expansion 
necessarily brings in its train a proportionate increase in 
the volume of currency, and that even if this natural 
expansion of currency were checked by artificial means, cir
culating credit automatically' takes its place, and the same 
end is achieved. It will be observed that this theory ap
proximates in some respects those expounded by J. L 
Laughlin, John A. Hobson and B. M. Anderson, Jr." There 
has been 'considerable criticism of the theory in Japan,· one 

J ff. • • in the war time economy, such as exists to-:day, the expansion 
of currency does not become a IITeol c:ontributocy cause of rising 
prices, as it d""" in times of peace. It is more proper, therefore, to 
conclude that the more important causes of high prj.... are rather 
lack of supply of commodities, inadequacy of transportation facilitie., 
and arbitrary manipulation of speculative mercbanlS .••. The present 
eoo:pansion of note issues is mostly due to the development of our in
dustcy and the eoo:pansioo of foreign trade. ••• In this sense the gov
emment will not impede the lIIalthy -{author' .. italics) development ." 
industry and trade which the contractionof·corrency inevitably bring. 
about." 'Excerpt from the address made by Finance Minister Hon. 
K. IShoda before the Osaka Bankers' Convention Ma.J I, 1918. See 
also Ririrtg Prices alld Their Prewll/ia,., ]uly, I9IS (a pamphlet issued 
by the Department of Finance in defense of the govemment's financial 
policy). 

"Compare also reply of Go"""",r W.P. G. Harding of the Federal 
Reserve Board to Senator McLean, Chairman, Committee on Banking 
and Currency, U. 5. Senste, Federal R .. erw Bwl",i .. , August, 1919. 
pp. 6!»-702-

• Dr. T. Fukuda, "What is the Remedy 1 Not Price Fixing, but 
CUlftllcy Contraction,· Tail/a, October, 1918; JiUMgya II. Nipp.II. Mar 
IS, 1918; Osuka Asa/Ji SIti.b .... Editorial of May 30 1918; T.kyo Iii', 
May 3. 1915; lotOfl Adv.rlisu, May 4. 1918; DNOfI (Owll.ok), Tokyo, 
Japan, voL ii, no. II, p. 89; Jo.t1ICJI of EcoNoMicl, May, lo:ao, .432. 
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group of critics remarking that the minister of finance 
wished to establish his own theory of currency, whether 
right or wrong. Another group of citics held that the 
1Iiew of the minister of finance was" entertained for the 
sake of expediency, inasmuch as certain classes of the 
populace always favor inflation. Turning from the theory, 
one should observe that a corollary was the feeling that 
contraction of currency would hinder the natural growth 
of business activity. &Ild that" rising prices reflected econ
omic prosperity. The hesitancy of the minister of finance 
to authorize an increase in the official rate of the Bank of 
Japan may be noted in this connection.' It is no wonder 
that, guided by such principles, the financial policies of the 
government inevitably met with disaster, culminating fin
ally in the financial cisis of May, 1920, which was exactly 
two years after the memorable speech I made by tht! Finance 
Minister. 

Turning to the encouragement of export trade, the Gov
erment instructed' the Japanese exchange banks to pur
chase export dollar bills at a much lower rate than the 
current rate of exchange. In 1918 New York exchange 
went to a new high level. For some time previous, the 
rate had been $54-75 for 100 yen, but the Japanese ex
change banks had bought export bills at a lc.wer rate, 
while foreign banks in Japan quoted the current rate. 
There was thus a spread of nearly 4 yen ($z.oo) ~ 

• The rates of the IIaDk ..... _de DDl:r with the ..mOD of the 
Finane. Minislei'. Dr. H....... strooRo adwcated that this pGwa' 

obOQ\d rest ill the ... ___ and the dirutors of the Bank. rlw B.u 
., /.~ lPo pp. 1oS-1f4. 

'He said. __ GIber Ibiop: -Our iDdaslr7 is de-o' .,me .. a " 
_d beeis, and the oatIook for further iDc:nue ill foftico trade is 
bricbtel".- Ct. o.u. ....... s""-' M~ 3. 191& 

'IroAdriII /~ T~ No-w ~ ~s. Po ~ 
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the rates of the two sets of institutions. The result was 
that importers took their bills to foreign banks, while ex
porters took their bills to Japanese exchange banks. An
other effect of the excessive expansion of export trade was 
the increased foreign demand for commf'dities, with the 
result that a decreased amount was available for home con
sumption, and that there was increased demand and higher 
prices, with oonsequent discontent runong the populace in 
Japan. It also tended to place a strain upon the exchange 
banks. 

In order to enable the exchange banks to purchase the ex
port bills which were offered, the government resorted to 
the issue of 'bank notes secured by export bills and funds 
which had accumulated'in New York. Bills of this des

. cription lack one of the fundamental requisites, namely: 
~city. The general theory with respect to the matter 
has been well expressed as follows: .. As long as reserve 
balances are created and circulation is is!l,ued OI1!y against 
self-liquidating paper, which represents things in course 
of production, and as long as this process is kept within a 
safe relation to gold, there may be more or less acute bank
ing expansion, but there would not be any cause to call it 
inflation. It is when bank loans, reserve balances or circula
tion are being created against things that do not represent 
any tangible value, and gold reserves are disregarded that 
we face inflation in its classic fonn.'" 

Further efforts should have been made instead to fund 
the Boating debt owing by foreign nations to Japan as a 
result of Japanese export trade, into a long term debt, using 
the surplus Japanese funds for this purpose. In short, this 
balance in favor of Japan should have been converted from 

'P. M. Warbur ... -Iaflatjoa aod High Prices," PrDCI.tlitI" of Ilol 
AtGlUrtt7 of PolUical St:Wroc • .. ,''' City of N ... Yorio '101. Dr, ..... I, 

P. 119-
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conunercial .financing obligations into investment obliga
tions, and have been removed from the sphere of possible 
effects upon the domestic financial and price situation. 

B. Lack of a discoMnt market 

The situation was aggravated by the lack of a well de
veloped discount market in Japan. In particu1ar, there was 
absolute lack of coordination between the exchange banks 
and the conunercial banks. Thus there was no utilization, 
for the purpose of foreigu trade financing, of the surplus 
current funds of the conununity. The peculiar position 
occupied by the Bank of Japan also played its part. In
stead of serving in actual fact as a central bank, it served 
rather as a means of suppon of the 'exchange banks alone, • 
and did not serve lIS a tie whereby domestic and foreign 
trade financing were coordinated. It should be noted that 
only a minor part of the Bank of Japan's deposits are de
rived ftvm the ordinary conunercial banks. Thus there 
was a plethvra·of funds in the commercial banks at the 
same time that the exchange banks were sorely pressed 
for funds. During the year 1918, the total deposits of the 
commercial banks inci-eased 1,400,000,000 yen, or 43 per 
cent, and the ratio of loans to deposits declined from 93 
per cent at the close of 1917, to 8g per cent at the close of 
1918. 

In view of the peculiar position occupied by the Bank of 
Japan, the official rate lost its siguificance. It did not lead 
the niarket.-in fact could not. Thus we find that while 
the rate tended upward in the United States and Great 
Britain as the war progressed, in Japan the rate actually 
de<:rtased instead, from 7.3 per cent in 1914 to 5.1 per cent. -
It thus followed the domestic market rates. The lowering 
OttUrred twice during the year 1916, commencing in May, 
as the market rate was too far. j)elow the official rate. 
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.. These repeated lowerings had the effect simply of reduc
ing the margin that had separated the rate of the central 
bank and the current market rate, which had been at a low 
level from the preceding year." 1 In March, 1917, the of
ficial rate was further lowered to 5.1 per cent. It con
tinued at this level until September, 1918, in spite of the 
facts that during this period the financial needs of the ex
change banks reached their highest peak. Similarly, in the 
early months of 1920, prior to the panic in May, the 
general market rate rose as money became tight, and a 
spread of from 1.82 to 2.92 per cent developed between the 
official and market rates. The discount rate policy of the 
Bank of Japan has been characterized in the followingt 
words: " the raising or lowering of the diSCOWlt rate of the 
central bank was not effected in relation to market condi
tions, but more or less on the Bank of Japan's own account, 
to float its own bonds' on favorable tenns." • As long as 
the official rate is lower, it should be noted, the exchange 
banks can certainly obtain funds from the central bank on 
easy terms. It would appear, however, that, aside from 
the reluctance of the minister of finance to raise the of
ficial rate, the official rate did follow the market rate, al
though with a considerable lag. 

It will be evident from the above that the financing situa
tion with respect to foreign trade is part and parce1 of the 
wider problem of the general financial situation. 

C. Remedies /Woposed 

In order to remedy the financial conditions, many pro
posals have been made. The prices of commodities 

1 Tile S......,.".,II F~ ,...., EclHltJfltie A"""", of JatM, p. S-
• Special exchequer hood.. lIOVemment railway aotes IDCI other in

dUllriaJ hood. for govemment entOl'pn-
• Jata" Fi_ciGl .... d EcotlOMic Mo,,,IIly. Feb., 1918. P. J3. 
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C01l1tinued to rise even after the annistice, only to ba 
arrested in the financial panic of May, 1920, due primarily 
to the continuance of the mistaken financial policy by the 
government' A's a result pages of current publications, from 
the second half of 1918 until toward the end tof the following 
year, were much devoted to discussions of the price problem, 
particularly of its social effects. As a rule, the government 
officials and some writers who, in the main, supported the 
financial policy of the government, emphasized the com
modity side of the cause of high prices, and insisted that 
it was a world-wide phenomenon against which human ef
fort could hardly fight without causing injury to many 
peoples.' The leading economists' and publicists, espec
ially the professors in the private universities, while not 
neglecting the usefulness of the abolition of the tariff im
posed upon foreign rice, the prohibition of exp:>rts of cer
tain food products. and the regulation of speculation, as 
remedies for high prices, were unanimous in their opinion 
that inflation was by far the major cause of high prices. 

These economists first directed their attention to refuta
tion of the arguments expounded by the government offi-

'Will Goeulinll. ft Japan'& BusiDess World in .Reaction.- T/16 Trau
Panik. vol iii. July •• _ 
,. The Economic 'rI1oqht of Finuce Minister It.. Shod •• " in 

Jitsttgyo "" ,\·i,,,,,_. Tokyo, M~ 50 '\1.8; • Speeches of Finance M"m
iSler K. Taknhashi." 0 ...... BGIO .... '" lIagtUiN. August. '\119; J."". 
Firtmtciol 0,", Bro .... ""c lI_tlJl,. Noftlll ...... 19'8. A_t. _: <f • 
• Premier HI .. ·s Economic Icku,» Tai,o. voL :o:v. no. '30 p. :u. 

'Dr. T. Fukuda, of Tolcyo Commercial Colteae. Tai,o. Oct.. '\1.8: 
D •• K. Horie. of Keio Ulliversi\J. T";,o. '\1.8-_: Dr. U. Kobayashi. 
• High Pricea and C ....... cy CoDtraction." Taiy<>. Septem ...... '91110 P. .. 
Dei ..... OelObe •• 1919: Dr. B. Hattwi, of Waseda Uuitasi\J. "High 
Prices. Cause and Romody: Tei.)'Oo ~ ...... '\1'90 P. 54: Dr. K. Toda. 
of K,oto Imperial UIli~\J. KNai Roraso. wi. ix, ...... : Dr. M.. 
Kam .... of Kyoto Imperial llniversi\J: Dr. S. Ka_ -The Remedy 
for High Prices: Tei,., October. 1918. ' • 
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cials. One • of the economists argued that to attribute high. 
prices to a world-wide movement presupposed an existence 
of certain relationships between Japan and the other c0un

tries; and to attribute high prices to them without tracing 
their cause and effect, was too vague. China's rise in 
prices during the war, for instance, was only 20 per cent. 
If high prices in Japan were attributable to the so-called 
"world-wide phenomenon," its relationships may be traced 
in the following manner: the lack of supply of commodi
ties and the rise of prices due to inflation in the belligerent 
countries increased Japanese exports to those countries and 
others; and this, in tum, brought about lack of commodi· 
ties in Japan for home consumption and raised the prices 
thereof. If this is the case, it may explain the high price of 
a particular commodity; but it is insufficient to explain the 
general rise in the price level. The weakness of this line 
of argument is the omission of interdependent forces in 
price making. An increasing prosperity in one trade pushe& 
up prices in remoter branches of trade, and the rise of priceS 
is carried over other industriess.· 

The second mode of refutation was directed against the 
theory that high prices are the result of industrial prosperity, 
and that the lowering of prices could not be accomplished 
withuut restraining the industrial expansion. So-called pros
perity, argued one of the economists, was nothing but·an 
increase in the purc&asing power of the· public, and prices 
rose as a result of this increase; the enormous increase of 
Japanese exports and the consequent issue of notes based 011 

gold imported and funds accumulated in New y~ in· 
creased the purchasing power of the community, and caused 
the general level of prices to rise; in consequence, industrial 
prosperity was a cause of high prices and was nothing but 

'U. Kobayuhi. 
'w. C. Mitchel~ BMliM,Q Cyclu, 1913, P. 15. 
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inflation of the currency. Here again, the economist missed 
one of the links in price causation. It is more correct to 
say that prosperity in Japan was first ushered in by the rise 
of prices caused by growing demand. But the rise of prices 
was accelerated doubly or trebly by the rather reckless 
issue of notes by the Japanese government. 

The third line of refutation was directed against the 
theory that high prices are due to the laclc vf supply on the 
one hand and the increase of demand on the other. The 
economist contended that they were emphasized to the point 
of absurdity. The increase of demand for rice, for in
stance, was only 20 per cent., while the supply of rice waS! 

about normal, yet the price vf rice rose 220 per cent. He 
fell into the same error as in the first case cited. 

Finally,against the contention that artificial restriction 
upon the natural expansion of currency is rendered inef
fective by an automatic increase of the use of circulating 
credit, the economists were unanimous in their argument 
that the inflation of currency brings in its train the increase 
of circulating credit; and, vice versa, the contraction of 
currency results alSo) in the contraction of circulating credit. 
Furthermore, they contended also that the use of banIa 
checks in Japan is still confined largely to remittances, and 
in consequence it may not have the great influence npon 
prices. which it does in England and the United States. 

From these reasons, the economistS concluded that high 
prices in Japan are from six to seven parts out of ten, due 
to inflation of the c:urrmcy; and they sought the effective 
remedy in contraction of the curTellCY. The principal pr0-
posals they made were: (I) the curta.ilmmt of credit by 
raising the official bank rate, and by imposing a high tax 011 

note issues; (:I) ahsoc ption of surplus capital by incrssing 
the rate of interest for postal savings, receiving intue3t
bearing deposits at the Bank flf Japin, and floating hoods; 
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and (3) the use of capital thus raised, aside from advances 
to the exchange banks, in foreign investment.' 

They contended that the raising of the bank rate would 
react immediately upon the market rate and curb specula
lion. The economists warned the Finance Minister, who 
was reluctant to raise the official rate, that if the present in
flation was continued, sooner or later a financial panic 
would be inevitable, and a greater calamity would befall 
Japan. Against the contention of the Finance Minister that 
five-sixths of the populace of Japan were benefited by high 
prices, and in consequence were not in favor of raising the 
bank rate, the economists maintained that the situation was 
just the opposite, five-sixths 'being the sufferers. Sarcastic
ally, Baron Sakatani remarked that if the contention of the 
government officials was true, the Department of Finance 
i,tself would not have a strike of its own subordinate offi
cials 'because of the high cost of living.' 

The economists were unanimous in their condemnation 
of the government method of floating bonds. They 
charged that the government did not float bonds for the 
purpose of contraction, but for its own financial needs; that 
the greater part of the bonds were appropriated for either 
war expenditures, or for the payment of munitions shipped 
to the Allies. In ccnseciuence, the floating of bonds not 
only failed to absorb the inflated purchasing power of the 
community, but, in 'fact, such bond issues contributed 
materially to further the inflation by loons on them by the 
Bank of Japan. On the other hand, they urged the prime 
importance of foreign investment. Dr. Toda' argued that 

1 The author himself classifies these proposals arbitrarily into three 
groups above outlined. 

'Daika ... voL ii, 00. II, p. 76, Dr. M. Kambe, "Fint Do away with 
the False Notion," li""9ya HO Nippon, Oct. IS, 1918. p. 71· 

'" Urgency of Currency Cootraction," KMi RaMO, The Kyoto 
Imperial University, voL ix,oo. 4. p. s68. 
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it was not a time to consider a contingent loss from the dif
ference in the rate of interest or from the depreciation of 
the invested principal. 

The discussions of these economists are, in the main, 
correct, although the arguments, as a whole, were rather 
abstract, particularly in their constructive program. In 
consequence, they failed to point out precisely what the 
Finance :Minister was desirous of knowing, as may be seen 
from his speech, in which he said in part that. "serious con
sideration is needed to ascertain precisely what degree of 
expansivn of note issues causes inflation and becomes a real 
cause of high prices 01', in other words, within what degree 
the expansion of note issues should properly be kept in 
order not to cause inflation." , So far as the present writer 
is aware, the economists did not discuss in detail the com
plex relationships concerned in price causation, and seem 
to have overlooked the importance of .. alternative cost" 
in this connection. They did not explain in detail the nature 
of circulating credit and its relation to money. They failed 
to con.sideT the real function of the commercial banking.' 
Furthermore, while they emphasized ~ importance of, 
raising the official rate as an effective method of contrac:
tion, they did not make clear the influence of the facts that 
nearly three-fourths of the loans of the Bank of Japan are 
loans to VIle single exchange bank; and that Japan lacks a 
discount mart.:et. The market rate is therefore tnare inde
pendent than might at first be supposed, and the leadeTShip 
assumed by the central bank in the money market with re
spect to ruil elley «'IItraction, lies tnare largely in indirect 

'It. SbocIa, AtltlFnI Nt- 1M 0 .... BeaUn' Co""";"'" Mq 
I, 19'& 

·W. H. Stdner, S_ Aqnls of BaUt,.. T"-70 New Yodt, _ 
c:k ill ood i,,: H. G. M .... ,- • ~ Ranki .. IDCI Capital 
Formatiool..· T_ 1 __ .f PoJUWI &...70 191' PI'- 4B4. 6.l& 
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means, than is its power to issue bonds bearing a sufficiently 
high rate of interest, etc. The thesis of Dr. Fukuda 1 was 
particularly faulty in iliis respect, being too abstract in its 
treatment. In consequence, it met undeserved attacks from 
a supporter of the government policy who fortified his argu
ment with elaborate statistics.' 

In spite of the faults of the economists' arguments, the ex
planation of the failure of the government officials to heed 
these useful recommendations of the economists must be 
sought elsewhere. It should be noted that public opinion 
in Japan has no influence over the policy of the government 
as it does in the United States. The fact was well expres
sed by the late ex-premier Terauchi who, speaking of his 
own cabinet, said that it .. is the choice of the emperor, and 
any person among his subjects venturing. to criticise hi, 
ministry is acting against the wish of the emperor." • Fur
thermore, the Japanese public seemed less critical. A writer 
in an economic journal expressed the upinion that whether 
the expansion of note issues or of industry was the cause 
or effect of high prices was beyond the scope of his in
quiry.· The same perplexity was observed among other 
members of the intelIectuai class; • while the economists in 
general were more or less regarded as mere theorists, not
withstanding the fact that what they expressed was nearer 
to the truth. 

1 Dr. T. Fukuda. • What is the Remedy? Nat Price FOOng but 
Currency Contraction," Taiyo, Oct., 1918. 

• KNai RoflSo (EcOllDtllic Disnulimo), voL viii, DO. J. 

• Thl N .. Yor" Tiffle., o.:tober 2Z, 191\1. editorial 
'Kok .. ",ift Keisa< Z ... ,1ti (NotiD1lGl EcDftDfflic JlaguitN), voL xxvi. 

DO. 4, P. 125-

'Toi;yo, September, 1918, P. "'; November, 1911), p. 19-
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3 THIRD PERIOD (NOVEMBER, 1915--JUNE, 1919) 

We may now turn our attention to the third of the three 
periods into which we have divided Japanese foreign trade 
financing since 1914. Our previous survey indicated that, 
by the signing of the armistice, no effective means of grap
pling with these financial problems had been devised. Since 
the armistice, however, there has been a new development. 
This is the introd)1ction of the bankers' acceptance in Japan, 
which constitutes the outstanding feature of the period. 
This event is exceedingly important in that it has laid the 
foundation for the beginning of a real discount market in 
Japan, which will serve to put the methods in Uge there on 
a parity with those employed in foreign trade financing in 
other leading nations. 

A. 111trodwcnOfi of ban/u'''$' acceptM'US 
As a result of the armistice in November, 1918, Japanese 

uports during the first half of 1919 declined somewhat in 
physical volume, but had a high valuation, so that the total 
measured in yen did not differ greatly from the figure for 
the first six months of 1918. Imports, however, exceeded 
<xports fully 200 million yen. The intangible factors in 
the balance of payments, howner, such as interest 011 for
eign investments, shipping charges, etc., in favor of Japan 
were more than sufficient to offset the adverse position of 
the balance of trade. In consequence, little relief was af
forded to the excl\a:nge banks. In June 30, 1919, loans to 
them by the Bank of Japan were as high as 350 miUioo. 
ym. On the other hand, the commercia1 banks began to 
realize the wakness of the Japanese banking system, with 
the lack of coordination and co-operation between their own 
institutions and the exchange banks and the Bank of Japan. 
This was urged also by Mr. J. Inouye,' who was then ~ 

'c.",..,... of S~" ,.,....,.; Bu.It of J-. J9II>. 
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sident of the Y ohoharna Specie Bank. Many conferences 
of ~ding bankers and financiers were held in an effort ta 
consider the relations which should exist between the com
mercial banks and the exchange banks. These conferences 
developed the idea that the principal need was the introduc
tion of a discount system in Japan. Accordingly, investiga
tions of the discount system were made by the Bank of 
Japan and others, and the experience of the United States 
and leading European countries was a.cconlingly considered. 
Finally in May 22, 1919, the Bank of Japan announced that 
it would commence to rediscount bankers' acceptances. The 
declaration of the Bank of Japan was as follows: .. In order 
to improve the financing of foreign trade, the Bank of Japan 
will r~scount bankers' acceptances based on actual com
mercial transactions in .foreign trade, and will grant to such 
bills the same preferential discount rate as is granted to 
trade acceptances, which is the lowest of the official dis
count rates." This declaration was followed by a long ex
planation of the benefits resulting from the use of bankers' 
a.cceptances.' The rate as that time was 6.57 per cent, as 
compared with 6.94 per cent on ordinary bills. While IICI 

maturity was stated, owing to the customary foreign trade 
practices, the maturity of drafts in most cases did not ex
ceed three months. 

In addition, the Bank of Japan recoDimended that com
mercial banks should invest their funds in short term 
bankers' acceptances, which would serve the twofold pur
pose of bnilding up secondary reserves at the same time 
that they were aiding in foreign trade financing. In an 
~ffort to further the development of the use of yen bills, 
their use for payments in China or other adjacent Asiatic 
countries for goods imported was insisted upon, and Japan-

'Tokyo Boftk ... , MogtKift', June. 1919; O,oko Boft" ... " Moguifw. 
June, 1919-
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ese merchants and bank agencies in the United States were 
also instructed to endea~or to employ yen drafts for Pay-
ment of Japanese imports. • 

The drawing of yen acceptances in co~ection with 
Japanese exports. however. was not so favorable as it was 
in the case of imports. Consequently the Bank of Japan. 
on August 4. 1919. announced another method of relieving 
the situation.' The Japanese exchange bank which pur
chased I. bill of ~ge. usually in dollars on a New York 
bank for exports to the United States. and which sent the 
documentary bill to New York for acceptance and collec-' 
tion. was to be permitted to draw a finance bill on the Bank 
of Japan in yen. not to exceed the exchange value of the 
documentary draft. and to have a maturity of not more 
than 30 to 90 days. The deposit of another copy of the 
draft in the Bank of Japan was also required. The ex
change bank could then sell the finance bill in the open 
market if it needed funds. The finance bill, when purchased 
by commercial banks. brokers. or other buyers. was eligible 
for mliscount I.t the Bank of Japan. and if the buyer so 
desired. it was stamped OIl the face by the Bank of Japan 
a.s notice of its eligibility ftJC' ~iscount and was called a 
.. Bank of Japan stamped bill.'~ It is to be noted that this 
device ha.s within it several elements of danger. Thus 
the Federal Reserl.e Board has ruled that while a national 
bank may accept a draft drawn upon it which is secured 
by I. documentary draft drawn by the same drawer npoo 
I. foreign buyer, no bank which has purc:based a foreign 
documentary draft may minance itself by drawing a draft 
011 a member bank secured by the documentary draft.' 

'0sU0 B.""m' M~. Septem ..... 1919. P. as3-
• F...., R_ B.una.. Jane, I!JIO, p. 6m. 
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B. Bankers accefrtance _ket in I apan 

The bank acceptance market in Japan consists at present 
of a few bill broking banks and commercial banks .which 
both accept and discount. There are neither acceptance 
houses nOr discount corporations as they are found illl'Lon
don, although they may eventually be established in Japan. 
Although it is more than two years since the bankers accep
tance was introduced into Japan, our knowledge of the pro
gress that has been made is very meager. The only figures 
available at present are contained in a statement made by the 
president of the Bank of Japan in the course of an address, 
in which he said that the amount of bank aa:eptance bills. 
pur~ in the open market by the commercial banks and 
bill-broking firms and actually held by them at the end of 
January, 1920, was roughly 44 million yen, excluding the 
Bank of Japan's stamped bills.' 

As to the cause of the apparent lack of any campaign for 
the greater use of bankers' acceptances in J apa.o, a well 
known Japanese banker told the author personally that cer
tain officials in the Bank of Japan do not favor the introduc
tion of bank acceptances for many reasons. One is that 
Japanese financial oonditiOl16; with the poor accounting 
system and the consequent difficulty in obtaining credit in
formation, are not well fitted for such an introduction. Be 
that as it may, the Bank of Japan never made any statement 
in regard to the progress of the bankers' acceptance in Japan, 
either in its own financial statements or in any other publi
lications, while the financial statements of commercial 
banks do not show the bankers' acceptances as a separ
ate item, but include them under the item called .. payments 
guaranteed ", which consists of a guaranty of payment of 
certain checks, letters of credit and other liabilities besides 
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bankers' acceptances. In consequence, it is impossible to 
obtain &I1y de£nite information as to the progress of 
bankers' accept&llces in Japan. 

Some years ago, the president of one of the government 
commercial colleges expressed the view that Japan should 
not hastily introduce bankers' acceptances.' Against this! 
view, it should be said that the introduction of the system 
and a vigorous campaign for its use would certainly aid in 
bringing about conditions favorable to the adoption of bank
ers' accept&l1ces. It is not too much to say that without 
having standardized commercial paper in the form of 
bankers' acceptances, efficient financing of Japanese foreign 
trade is well nigh impossible. 

C. Problems ... tn- devrlopmmt of the _kef 

There is a natural tendency on the part of an importer to 
favor the use of his own currency in connection with the 
fin&l1cing of the goods which he imports. That ill to say, 
he prefers to make &11 arr&llgmtent with his local bank to 
open the credit, &I1d have this credit in terms of his own 
currency. This will be tJte case except when the currency 
of the importer's country is at a heavy di~ in the ex
porter's country, in which case, either the exporter's currency 
or the currency of some other country may be employed. 
There will thus be a tendency toward the use of yen bills 
for Japanese imports from the United States and for the 
use of dollar bills for Japanese exports to the United 
States. The reasons for this method of financing are 0b
vious. By purdlasing foreign goods in .foreign currencies 
the element of the risk of exchange would be added, and 
this would in'lOlve the necessity of adding to the margin of 
profit another item which would cover this risk. The more 
uncertain the foreign exchanges, the larger must be the 

• Z. Suo aad T. Tebnlri s.. .... T~ I9r6. .. II!IIl 
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insurance premium. Again, the importer must pay an 
extra commission to the foreign bankers, all of which adds 
to the cost vf the goods. Finally, after the bill had been 
accepted by the credit-issuing bank, if the import bill of 
exchange was stated in a foreign currency it could not be 
sold in the domestic open discount market as readily as if 
stated in the home currency. 

The factor which hinders the use of yen and dollar 
bills of exchange in the financing vf American-Japanese 
tradd in the past Ii!! primarily the inadequat,e financial 
organization in both the United States and Japan and 
the deficient banking relationships between them and with 
other countries. There is even at the present time no well 
developed yen exchange market in New York, nor a market 
for dollar bills in Tokyo, both of which are a necessary 
foundation for the development of direct exchange opera
tions. The lack of these financial structures in the past in 
both America and in Japan, made it necessary to finance 
much of the trade in tenns of the pound sterling. 

The strength of sterling, which has been through many 
storms, but has weathered them all, and still today enjoys 
first place as a world currency in international finance, is 
largely attributable to the efficient British financial organi
zation at home and the superior facilities afforded by her 
banking connections throughout the world. The crucial 
point, therefore, in the problem of developing the market 
for yen and dollar drafts in the financing of both American
Japanese trade and trade between them and other countries, 
is to organize an efficient financial system in both and 10 
establish closer banking relationships between them and 
other countries along the lines of the British system. That 
is to say, there must be an open discount market in both 
Japan and in America, with sufficient facilities for handling 
.and disposing of any amount of such paper that may be 
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offered. There must be also close banking relationships 
between them and other countries in order to increase the 
marketability of bills drawn in yen or dollars. 

This raises, at once, many important financial and bank
ing problems on both sides of the Pacific. Institutions 
which make up the component factors of the discount 
market such as the accepting banks, various purchasers and 
sellers of acceptances, the central rediscounting bank, dis
coull't corporations and brokers, etc. have to be developed. 
Again, the American and Japanese banking systems in re
ference to international finance must be brought into more 
close relationship, as well as their respective banking con
nections with other countries. That is to say, there should 
be Japanese bank agencies or branches in New York and 
similarly American branch banks in Japan and also joint 
American-Japanese banking institutions to facilitate the dis
position of yen and dollar bills of exchange. Moreover, 
the new financial order to be constructive must be well ad
justed to the existing system. All this requires a great 
deal of labor, time and foresight. 

The establishment of the discount market in the United 
States and Japan. during'and after the Great War, as has 
been already stated, survived the initial difficulties. The 
next step is to develop it. Many <lbstacles lie in the way 
of its growth and development. and the removal of these 
obstacles requires the fullest measure of c:ooperatioo from 
every one concerned. The first requisite for the develop
ment of the market is well under way. The remaining pr0-

blem is then to improve banking relatiooships between the 
two COWltries. To this phase we shall now direct our atten
tion. 



CHAPTER IV 

BANKING RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES 

AND JAPAN 

I. PRESENT STATUS OF BANKING RELATIONS 

IN the preceding chapter, the importance of established 
banking relations in international ,finance has been empha
sized; it has I~en shown ,that the fuU development of the 
discount market 011 both sides of the Pacific and the conse
quent operation of direct exchange between them can not 
be had without closer banking relations between the United 
States and Japan, and incidenta\1y the present rather un
satisfactory condition has been mentioned. In this chapter 
we shaI1 make a critical inquiry into the existing status of 
banking relations and obstac1es to possible improvement. 

The usual methods of extending banking facilities into 
a foreign field are: C'I) the opening of correspondence re
lations, (2) the creation of agencies, (3) the direct estab
lishment of branches by a great bank with its own resources, 
and (4) the creation of a special bank which has a more 
or less independent existence. Which method of represen
tation is preferable depends upon the commercial relations 
between the two nations and the political and economic con
ditions of the place in which the bank is to be established. 
"Chercher a bien connaitre la situation politique et ec~ 
mique du pays, et a tiicher d'approprier par des procedes ad 
hoc Ie cormnerce de banque a cette situation." • 

, Georges Diouritch, L'E"prJA.ri"" dtl BOHqMel AUe",/JIId., .. 
L'Strrmg<r, Paris (l909l, P. 252. 
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Represeptation by correspondcmts is chiefly employedl 
where business relations are not close, although a disting
uished British banker 1 advocated greater representation by 
this means as an after-war-measure, in order to eliminate 
the potential international banking competition which the 
establishment of branches is likely to cause. It is the easiest 
and most inexpensive mode of banking representation, 
and usually is employed wherever it is deemed necessary. 
In many cases it precedes instead of follows the business. 
Many American banks are represented in Japan by corres
pondents. Several Japanese banks are also represented in 
the United States by correspondents. The Bank of Taiwan 
alone has more than fifteen American correspondents,', 
although it has its own agency in New York City. In 
1917 the Federal Reserve Bank of New York entered inta 
an agreement with the Bank of Japan. No positive step. 
however. has so far been taken to promote mutual banking 
relationships. except a regular telegraphic exchange of 
certain financial data.. 

Representation by agency is, as a rule, most commooly 
employed when trade and financial relations are not sa 
great as to call for a branch, on the one band, and when the 
place in which the correspondent is to be established bas a 
fairly well developed banking system, on the other band. 
Most of the Japanese banks' representatives in New York, 
San Francisco and Seattle have the status of agencies. There 
are the a~es of the Yokohama Specie Bank, the BanId 
of Taiwan, the Bank of Clasen, the Sumitomo Bank and 
the Mitsubishi Bank. Of these, the agency of the Yoko
hama Specie Bank in New YOI'k City is the oldest, having 

I Sir Edward Holden. • Maintaining Londoa ... the WortcI's F'mancia1 
CoIlter.- Tk B ........ AI ...... New York, No,,~ 11)18. 

• H"'-I ., 111# Bat -I T __ (1919). p. l)!6. 
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been established in 1880,' while the agencies of the other 
'banks were established either during or after the Great War. 

Representation by the establishment of direct branches 
is, in general, more common in a country where politi
cal and social conditions are stable, where the economic 
status is well advanced and where the commercial and 
economic relations between such countries and others are 
especially dose. The agency and the branch are more 
or less similar, the difference being in the legal status 
of the two. Two American banks each have two branches 
in Japan. One is the International Banking Corporation, 
which established its branches in September, 1902, at 
Yokohama, and in October, 1904, at Kobe" The other 
bank is the Park Union Foreign Banking Corporation," 
which 'established i13 branches in 1919 at Tokyo and Yoka
hama. The International Banking Corporation has also 
several branches in China and India. It is empowered to 
transact a variety of business besides commercial banking 
proper; it may engage in investment banking and trust 
!business, and may become a partner i~ industrial enter
prises. It is the strongest American bank in the Orient, 
its entire stock being controlled by the National City Bank 
of New Yark. Besides these two American banks there 
are two other American, banks which have branches in 
China, but not in Japan. These are the Asia Banking Cor-

'T. Yokoi, Co ... m"ciol History of lapa" sinc~ 1868, Tokyo (lgoo), 
p. 208. 

'Ginko Bi"ra. (Handbook of Ba"ks), Finance Department. Tokyo. 
'911. . 

'The capital of the corporation i. $4,000,000. It was established in 
1919 under the control of the National Park B""k of New York and 
the Union Bank of Canada. 
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poration I and the Equitable Eastern Banking Corporation: 
both of which were I:stablished since the annistice. 

The only Japanese branch in the United States is the 
branch bank of the Yokohama Specie Bank in San Fran
cisco, which was established in June, 1886: before the pre
sent banking law of the State 'of California, which pro
hibits the establishm~nt of branches of foreign banks, was 
enacted. 

Representation by the creation of special banks is more 
adaptable to a less advanced country where freedom of 
action in banking business is required, rather than special
ization. Thus, the characteristic feature of special banks is 
the ~fold function of such banks.· They mostly com
bine ordinary commercial banking, long term investment. 
and, in not a few cases, note issue. The bank itself under
tiakeSl industrial ent~ri~ The special bank may be 
organized either under the laws of the home country, or 
of the country in which the bank is to be represented. The 
shareholders may be a group of individuals or of banking 
firms, and again the group may consist of men of the same 
or of different nationalities, with a growing tendency to
wards the latter. There is no special bank established by 
either Japanese in America or Americans in Japan nor any 
under joint auspices. 

In 1919. the Sumitomo Bank of Seattle was incorporated 
under the laws of the State of Washington, with thrm 
Americans among its five directors, This bank. haweva'. 
would be more correctly called a branch of. the Sumitomo 
Bank of Osaka than a joint enterprise, for the reasoa that 

I The Asia lIaDki.,. Corporatiaa w. established in 1918 witIt I. 
capital of $4.000p00.., the GOUUlI;J Tnast c __ of New Y ...... 

'The Equitable Eastem BankiDc Corporatiaa .. established .. 
January, 19>1. with a capital of $2._000 by the Equitable T..- eo-. 
_ of New York and other Ameri ......... 

'T. Yokoi, C_ ..... Hu., _II.,.., T...,.., _ 
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Americans were included in its directorate merely to cc.mply 
with the rigid banking.laws of the State of Washington. 

2. CRITICAL ESTIMATE OF PRESENT METHODS . ~ . 
.A. The war -and its effect on booking relaJions 

From the foregoing survey of banking relations between 
the United States and Japan, it is $een that .their banking 
connections are of very recent development. Before the 
Great War, the only Japanese bank which had direct re-
presentation in theUnited States was the Yokohama Specie 
Bank, having one branch in San Francvisco and one agency 

.. in N~ York City; while the only American ;banks in Japan 
were the' two branches of the International Banking Cor
~ioo at Yokohama and Kobe. Since the war, four 
rtiore Japanese banks have opened agencies in the city of 
New Yark, while one American bank has established 
branches in Yok'bhama and Tokyo. 

Banking institutions are a product of commerce and 
general economic conditions, and, as a rule, follow their de-
velopment, unless arti:ficially encouraged by the government 
with special grants of privileges. The principal causes un
derlying the hitherto small banking facilities between the 
United States and Japan need but little explanation. They 
were: (I) the relative unimportance to the United States 
of her foreign trade in comparison with her large domestic 
trade; (2) the absence of exports of American capital be-
fore the war; (3) the decentralized banking system of the 
United States, with its absence of bankers' acceptances and 
a discount market until the passage of the Federal Reserve 
Act in 1913: and (4) the restrictive state and federal bank
ing laws of the Untted States, which virtually prohibited the 
establishment of foreign banks in the United States. A 
more or less similar condition prevailed in Japan with the 
possible exception of (4). Japan was a debtor country with 
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no natural resource3 to develop; she had no open discount 
market until the SUl\1mer of 1919; and"her foreign trade was 
insignifiC&\lt in com~r:iSO!l with that of the United States 
and the leading European nations. • 

But the Great War brought about entirely new economic 
and financial relations between the United States and Japan. 
The change that ha~ been brought about in the financial 
positiOn of the city of New York needs no explanation. The 
Federal Reserve Banking System has ~bu:ed the former 
disorganized system. A discount market has been created, 
with bankers' acceptances, and an effort u.wIe to develop 
the dollar exchange. More than fifteen billions or. dollars 
have also been loaned by the United States, principally 
to Europe, while bankers and financiers in Japan an: eviJr 
dent1y aspiring to make the city of Tokyo the central money 
market in the Orient 1 and to establish a djscount market 
OIl a modem basis. Japan's economic position has also been 
vastly strengthened since the opening of the war. Added 
to this is the recent development of American-Jap:mese 
financial rapprochement in reference to the industrialization 
of China, which rtquires billions of American capital. 

B. ~s"., dtfms 
Banking relations between the United States and Japan 

musll be adapted to the5fl changed tblnomic and c:om-
mercial relatioos. The agency of the Yokobama Specie 
Bank in New York was established fully forty yean ago, 
yet it remains on the same basis today. The dinu repre
sentatives established by Japanese banks in the city tlf N~ 
York and elsewhere since the war, are also all of the status 

I J. J...,..,e (Prai ..... t of the lIaDk of J_> •.• J_ as the F_ 
cial c...ter of the on...t,- I.,.. p......, .. Ec_.~ M-"':J. 
U~l9la 
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of 'agencies. This state of affairs does not prove that the 
American-Japanese banking relations are best served by 
agencies. pn the contrary, it is largely due to the restrictive 
nature of the stite banking laws of the United States against 
fOreign banks. The obvious drawlback of the agency meet
ing the growing financial relations, is its inability to dis
count ordinary commercial paper and to receive deposits 
subject to check, thus limiting the resources as well as 
the business transacted. In order to overcome these dis
advantages and to meet the new requirements, the Sumi
tomo Bank of Seattle was established in 1919, after much 
difficultr, under the laws of the State of Washington. 

The (levelopment of the discount market in Japan in
volveS many factors, such as acceptance houses or discount 
corporations; but no positive step is being taken to estab
lish those institutions to foster the development of the dollar 
market in Japan or the yen market in the United States. 
Among the many c;uses which deterred the development 
of the discount market in Japan, the most important was 
lack t>f capital. The war resulted in apparent prosperity 
in Japan. but the need of capital for growing industries is 
still great. Added to this was the panic of May, 1920, 

which wiped oot the greater part of Japanese war profits. 
The following statement,' made by an English authority on 
Eastern finance, is still true: .. The extent to which the re
sources of Japanese domestic banks are drawn on for the 
financing of the internal trade of the country is such that 
several important European and American branch banks 
find ample scope for financial ope;ations in connection with 
the foreign trade of Japan." I The establishment of more 
American banks in Japan, particularly in cooperation with 
the Japanese, will certainly hasten better banking relation
ships. 

• W. F. Spalding, EO',,", Ex.IIoN/1', eM",,", OM FiNONe .. LoDdoD. 
(1917>, p. IS<\. 
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The Oriental countries, especially the ChilIes" ROo 

public, require a vast amount of "American capital to 
modernize them by means of railroads and telegraphs. Yet 
there are practically no American banks in th~ Orient es
tablished for this particular purpose, either jointly by 
American bankers, or under American-Japanese auspices. 
It would be advantageous to Americans to avail themselve' 
of the knowledge and experience of Japanese who are more 
or less familiar with Oriental matters and who are, above 
all, anxious to cooperate with American bankers. 

Japanese merchants and farmers in the State of Cali
fornia are in pressing need of some sort of better financial 
facilities. These Japanese residents have great difficulty 
in obtaining financial accommodation from American state 
or national banks because of the constant protests of anti
Japanese organizations against the extension of accommo
dation to Japanese residents by American banks. There are 
one or two small Jl1panese commercial banks in California 
organized under State laws, but they are wholly inadequate 
to meet the growing needs of the Japanese merchants and 
farmers. The value of the annual product of Japanese 
farmers alone in the state of California reaches over one 
hundred million dollars, and not a few Japanese farmers in 
the seeding or harvesting season borrow funds from the 
banks ranging from $100,000 to $300.000 in one transac
tion. One of the suggestions of Mr. Olib&, the chairman 
of the Japanese Agricultural Association in California, for 
meeting the needs of Japanese residents, is that the agencies 
of Japanese banks in San Francisco should make special 
loans to the Japanese until there is established a banking 
institution sufficiently large to finanee adequately the business 
of Japanese residenti in the State of California.' 

'T. OI~ T_ A.ri-I...- 11 __ ,." ill C.R/onia ... fA. 
F;"...., ~ .II~" R~" 1M S_ (a ,......wet). 
s...~l9IQ. 
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One of the most obvious barri~rs to 'the accomplishment 
of this and other end~, and to the improvement of banking 
relations between the United States and Japan, is the rather 
restrictive banking legislation in the United States. Early 
in 1918 there was a project among Japanese and American 
bankers to establish a jointly capitalized bank under the 
laws of the State of California. The purpose of this joint 
undertaking was to promote the financing of American
Japanese trade as well as to assist the financing of domestic 
trade, in particular that of Japanese residents in California. 
The promoters, however, instantly met legislative difficulty 
in the way of such ?.n undertaking. The banking laws of 
the State of California require that bank 4irectors be citizens 
of the: United States and the majority of them residents of 
the state; they also prohibit interlocking directorates, as do 
most of the state banking laws in the United States. The 
promoters of the American-Japanese joint bank then ap
pealed tv the State Legislature to amend the restrictive laws. 
Happily the objectionable part of the laws was removed in 
the Amendment of May, 1919.' But on the other hand, 
owing to some difficulties among the Japanese bankers, the 
promoters failed to carry out the plan. While nothing can 
be accomplished in a day, and it is necessary to wait for the 
slow process of development, it is foolish to allow the 
matter to drift. Conscious effort will certainly facilitate 
growth and improvement. Consequently, it is the purpose 
of this analysis to examine the banking laws of Japan and 
of the United States and to promote oooperation between 
these countries. . 

• 0 ..... ,. 8,."" ... " MGflOli"" Osaka, Junr. 1919. P. 81; Calif""""' 
BIJ,dnfl(/ LMII. 1919; The IIJplJfI ... AmtriclJll (Daily paper). San 
Francisco, June 3. 191110 
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3. BANKING LEGISLATION 

A. Japanese banking lows 
Inherited human nature is constant. Yet human per

sona1ity or behavior, which is the product of nurture, is 
susceptible to modification.' All human institutioor-poli
tical, social or economic-through all the ages are the collec
tive expression of this dynamic nurture of the human race.' 
The organic conception of the state' of Japanese polity is 
but an aggregate reflection of her nurture, and this political 
philosophy, which is absolute in dealing with socio-econormc 
affairs, was a no Itss important factor in moulding her 
general economic institutions, one of which is banking legis
lation. According to this theory, the state is primarily a 
unit and only secondarily an aggregate. In consequence, 
the characteristic feature of the Japanese banking laws is 
the liberality of the act. The Japanese do not regard bank
ing as a quasipublic business. Instead, the banking c0r

poration is treated as a kind of ordinary business corpora
tion. Hence there is no clear-cut distinction between 
the moneyed and other business corporations, as one 
finds in most of the stale laws of the United States. The 
second marked feature is the brevity of provisions. These 
are expressed laconically in short erisp sentences; and the 
whole act does not extend through many sections, as do 
American banking laws. The Japanese banking laws bave 
neither formal provisions in regard to requirement of a 
specified capital· for the incorporation of a bank, ac:cumu-

'E. L Tbomcb1te. T'" OrigiMl N._ 01 11_ (1913). p. 173; 
W. C. Milch.u. ·H_ ..... anar aad ..........,;cs.. T'" 0-10,,, 
1 __ .1 E ........ " ...... zxiz, P. I. 

tT. B. VobIea. • Why is Emnomi .. Nal As E1fOIubGaary Sa' .... ··, 
TII# ~ 1-.1 ., &-.ric ......... ,.,.. P. 373-

• Alhioa SmaD. TN C-astr, chap. uii. 
'J. Suo Uld T. Tabpti, T'" TIIHo:y" B ....... T..,.. (1916). 

p.so. 
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Iation of a surplus, par value of shares, number and quali
fications of incorporators, liability of the stockholders, re
serve ratio to deposits, etc. Whenever the Japanese bank
ing laws fail to mention specifica1ly all these and other mat
ters, the Japanese commercial laws are referred to. This 
situation is somewhat similar to that in Great Britain. ~ 
The freedom of action afforded the experienced British 
bankers is the sourcp. of the efficient management of their 
banks; while the rather too loose banking regulation, coup
led with the relative inexperience of Japanese bankers, was 
one of the causes of bank failures, (as may be seen in con
sidering the portfolio of the 74th Bank of Yokohama and 
others which failed in May, 1920.) 

A foreign 'banking corporation, too, may easily establish 
a branch in Japan after proper application with the same 
standing as a banking corporation organized under the laws 
of Japan. The foreign branch bank is permitted to con
duct all the classes of business which a domestic bank un
dertakes. It ian, of course, sue and be sued in its own 
name and enter into a contract in its own name. It pays 
the same registration fee," license tax and business and in
come taxes on the amount of business done in Japan as do 
Japanese banks. The foreign branch bank may not have a 
capital of its own. 

The Iibefatity of Japanese banking laws is not confined 
to the establishment of foreign branch banks in Japan. An 
individual foreigner bas as much right and privilege as a 
Japanese citizen in matters relating to the establishment oJ 
a bank under the laws of Japan. Not less than seven per
sons,' whether they are all foreigners or all Japanese, maY' 

1 For instance. there 'is no statutory l'f'gUiation for the requirement 
of reserve nor minute regulation of the character of loans. 

"Regi.tnttion fee of 15 yen ($7.50) for estabU.hiu, one brmch. 
R,gUtralilnl Tu La .. , ..." 6, clause 12-

'/a~a'MS' C_ .. trtial CDM, cb. it', sec. liP. 
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organize a banking corporation j and a bank thus incor
porated by foreigners enjoys equal rights, privileges and 
protection with banks organized by Japanese citizens. It 
may possess and diGpose of real estate, a right which is 
withheld from a foreign corporation. The liabilities of the 
stockholders of a banking corporation thus created are the 
same as in other cOlI".mercial companies. They afe liable, 
under Japanese commercial law, only to the amount of 
$hares which they hold! . 

This liberality is also seen in the provisions permitting 
banks to establish branches at home or abroad, or to con
trol the stoek of other banks. Any bank in Japan, whether 
chartered under special government regulations or as an 
ordinary commercial bank, may establish branches or agen
cies abroad after filing a proper application. Japanese 
banks may also inv.:st in the stoek of one or more banks 
chartered or incorporated under the laws of Japan or of 
foreign countries. There are no trust laws in Japan pro
hibiting interloeking directorates. Two of the five Jap
anese banks which have agencies in the United States are 
the central banks for the Island of Formosa and of Korea 
respectively. and their activities are widespread and many 
fold. There is considerable criticism in Japan of the c0n

fusion of functions, but it is not the sphere of this IIl()OGo 

graph to discuss this matter. 

B. AfIU'ricott r-killg '-

• American banking laws are built.upon quite II different 
political philosophy trom that of the Japanese. Americans 
have regarded the state as primarily an aggiegate and only 
secoodarily as a unit, and at the same time are staunch up
holders of individualism. The two apparently conflicting 
political theories, howe.a. are, in fact, complemeutary. 

'I.,... C_-a.I "-.co 1440 
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The one is a centripetal force; the other, a cemrifugal. The 
perfect state is nothing but the complete hannony of these 
two forces-individual and social well-being. American 
histCII'Y, however, indicates at various stages the evils of 
over-individualism! The history of American banking 
legislation has not been immune from the same evils. In 
the endeavor to protect the individual, in the United States, 
the banking business is regarded as quasi "public and is 
rigidly regulated by minute laws. 

A foreign bank which registers a branch or agency in 
the. United States is under the jurisdiction of the state 
banking law; for each is a sovereign state and each state 
in the Union has its own banking laws. These state laws 
almost, uniformly throw restrictive measures around bran
ches of foreign banks established in the United States. 
Take, for instance, the banking laws of the State of Newt 
York, which has the most important relations with foreign 
countries because of the location of the city of New Yak 
within the State. In defining the kind of business per
mitted to agencies of foreign banks, the New York Bank
ing Law says: "When the superintendent shall have issued 
a license to any such banking corporation, it may engage in 
the business specified in the immediately preceding section 
of this article.'" Referring to the preceding section, it 
is found that the business specified in the law consists of 
". . . . the business of buying, selling or collecting bills 
of excbange. or of issuing letters of credit or of receiving 

I Horace White eommenrlng on the silver question in the United 
States had the following to .... y : "Anybody who seeks a financial reason 
win be disappointed. It ia part aud parcel of our scheme of govtm
ment that the multitude must decide intricate questions of finaute which 
they do Dot understand, and where a mistake may produce appaUing 
eonsequences. There are few statesmen bold enough Ie! eonfront popu
lar errors aquarely.n Money and Banting (d!g6), Ut ed, p.2)3. 

• N"" Y ort Banking Law, sec. 146. 
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money for transmission or transmitting the same by draft, 
<:heck, cable or otherwise, or by making sterling or other 
loans Cor transacting any paIt of su<:h business."· It will 
be seen that the powers permi tted in this section d1) not 
include the two leading banking functions-the receiving 
of deposits and the granting of discount-.but section 140 

of the New York Banking Laws expressly prohibits the ex
ercise of these functions by declaring that .. DO corporation, 
domestic or foreign, other than a national bank or a Federal 
Reserve Bank, unles~ expressly authorized by the laws of 
this State, shall employ any part of its propet ty or be in 
any way interested in any fund which shall be employed for 
the purpose of receiving deposits, making discounts, or is
suing notes or other evidence of debts to be loaned or put 
into circulation as money." • 

Moreover, the foreign banking corporation is forbidden 
to transact savings bank,' loan company or trust company 
business in the State of New York. The license issued to 
the foreign bank is limited to a period of one year. and at 
each time of ren~'3\ the bank has to pay the sum of $250 
as a license fee.' 

The restrictive character of the legislation is still further 
seen in the fact that it prohibits a person not a citizen of 
the United States from organizing a bank under the laws 
of New York or becoming a director of such a bank. 
Each incorporator or di~ must be a citizen of the United 
States and at least three-fourths of them must be residents 
of the State of New Y c.rk.' Under these provisions 110 

'''',., yert Batthog u.. sec. 145-
'lbttI~ sec. I .... 

'IbttI, ICC. -. """-.1_ 
'I"" sec. _ and sec. 123-
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foreigners may organize a moneyed corpvratian in the 
State of N ew York, either independently or in cooperatiOll 
with American peopie. 

The banking laws of other states such as California, 
Oregon and Washington, which have closer relations with 
Japan, have more or less similar legislation directed against 
foreign banks. Receiving of deposits and discounting of 
commercial paper are also prohibited to foreign banks.' A 
minor difference is that in the States of California and 
Washington a 'banking corporation may be organized by 
any three or more natural persons, provided that the majCll'
ity are residents of these respective states.' 

While this is the situation with respect to -branches of 
foreign ,banks, American laws permit establishment of bran
ches of 'American banks abroad. Under the Federal Re
serve Act, national banks having a capital and surplus of (1I1e 
million dol1ars or more and principally engaged in interna
tional banking, are permitted to establish branches in for
eign countries and rolso to invest in the stock of banks or 
corporations incorporated under the laws of the United 
States, or of any state therec,f. 

The Edge Act of December, 1919, further authorized 
the forming of corporations for the purpose of engaging' 
exclusively in international tJ:<ldebanking and financing' 
operations. The corporation may be formed by not less 
than five natural persons; a majority of the shares of the 
capital stock of such corporation must: however, be owned 
by citizens of the United States. 

Most of the state banking laws have provisions similar to 
those of the Federal Reserve Act, with respect to their own 
state banks and trust companies.' 

'Bo"iri"g LoUIS 0/ C/JJi/o",io. oec. J; BGftiri., LInN of ,III S,o', 0' 
Washillg'on.. lee.. 52. 

• Bo""i", L(JfIls 0/ CoJi/_io. oec. 3; Bo.ki.g l.Mw 0/ ,It, S'a', of 
WtUhittgltHI, sec. 52. l.! 

• NIDI Yor" Bo."i.,iAuI. lees. 110 aDd J9S-
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C. S "1IIlIIary 

From the foregoing survey of Japanese and American 
banking laws concerning the establishment of foreign branch 
banks or the establishment of banks with joint capitaliza
tion by both natives and foreigners, or by foreignet'S alone, 
it will be seen that the Japanese laws are perhaps too liberal. 
They put foreign branch banks on an equal footing with 
branches of domestic banks, and permit them to engage in 
all branches of the banking business, receiving deposits, 
making loans and discounts and exchange as well as tl) m
gage in trust company business. Foreign banks can estab
lish branches in Japan, 'either with or withoot capital stock, 
and have to pay taxes only on their earnings. Foreigners 
may alsl) organize bnnks without the cooperation I)f natives 
under the laws of J2pan. On the other hand, American 
laws, in particular the banking laws of the State of Newt 
York, are far more stringent against foreign banks and 
foreigners. Foreign banks in New York merely have the 
status of agencies, which can neither receive deposits sub
ject to check, nor discount commercial paper. Foreigners 
are ineligible by law to become directors of banks organized 
under the laws of New York. These rigid restrictioos 
were im~ in order to prevmt the establishment of 
irresponsible banks dealing with immigrants, who had 
newly arrived suffered much in the past. 'But these laws 
should not be applied tl) other eases also. The city of 
New Y(\rk has now a full-fledged open discount market. 
challenging even that of LonOOn.. If the American people 
wish the city of New York to be the leading financial aDler 

of the world. they should enact more liberal laws. in order 
to permit foreign bankers either to establish their 0W1l 

branches oc banks jointly with Americans. 

'TN u. S. 1_. u...- UIIl H~ y ..... _ .fl. Po 1818; H __ 
alo 111'8. 
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Certain countries adopted a retaliatory policy against the 
foreign branches of American banks as a protest: while 
others began to control American banks ~ as a modus oper
andi. It is well for American bankers to take note of 
British liberality towards foreign banks" In July, 1914, no 
less than one hundred and fifty fureign banking institutions 
maintained branches or agencies in London,' in addition 
to the home offices of many British banks doing busines9 
in all parts of the world. Yet a British <ftlthority in finanCe 
said: "It is certain that the more they open here, the 
greater will be the advantages to the trade and finance of 
the country, internal as well as external."· It is not with
out reason that leading American financiers· and officials 
are advocating early modification of state banking laws in 
regard to the status of foreign banks. The Pan-American 

'TIte Bank.,..- MagtJaine, New York, Nov_ 1919, p. 596; October, 
1!I2O, p. 540. 

'Fijth An"",,1 Report of tlte Federol Rtln'lle B04rtl, 1918, p. 341• 
'W. F. Spalding, .. Foreign ,Branl'h Banks ... an Aid to British 

Commerce," TIte Bank.,.'- MGgtJaiM, London, July-Dec., 1912, pp. 774" 
6; J an.-June, 1917, pp. !j6-61; !Ellis ':C -Powell, .. The Evolution of the 
Mooey Market, n 1915, p. 4!/5. 

• Fifth An ...... 1 Report of tlte Fed.,.al ReIn'll' Board, 19IB. p. 341. 

'W. F. Spalding ... The .Establishment and C-rowth of Foreign Brandt 
Banks in Landau, ""d theEffeet, Immediate and Ultimatr, upon the 
Banking and COlIIJDercial ,Development of this Country n (The First 
Prize Essay, 1911), Jormoal of tlte Institutl of Btml:.,.I, ·London (1911), 
p.46I. . 

'George E. Roberts, Dollor Cton'ntc)I i .. /"""""';onGI Trod. affd 
Credit. .. To make dollar exchange the peer of sterling exchange in 
carrying on the world's business requires lint of all the establishment 
of an open disconnt market in New York with large enough facilities 

• to absorb instantly any amount of paper that may be olJered.· 
.. The finot step in the establishment of aueh a market will have to be 

the removal of the restrictiona which DOW bar foreign banks from 
operating in a broad way 1ft the New York market or from establishing 
branches here. n The American Aa:eptance Counc:ir. A'ClptaNce 
BullttiN. June, 1921. !Reprinted in the CDfflftltrcial aod Fi",,"ciGl 
ChrOfli&14, New York, July 90 1921, p. 132-
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financial conference held in Washington, D. c., in January, 
1920, already advocated more liberal state banking laws for 
foreign banks in the United States. Official recognition is 
given to the parochial character of the New York law in a 
report presented to the legislature of the State by Hon. G. 
I. Skinner, Superintendent of Banking, who recommended 
more Iiherallegislatioo.' The monthly organ of one of the 
I~st banking institutions in New York, commenting upon 
the failure of the General Assembly at Albany to pass the 
bill pennitting foreign banking institutions to operate 
branches in the State of New York, has the following to 
say: .. Its failure to become a law puts the State in the 
light of pursuing a narrow and inhospitable policy, . . • 
Foreign banking institutions would bring new business to 
New York. The more banks there are in this city, and 
the more countries they represent, the more deposits there 
will be here and the greater New York will be as a world 
financial center to the advantage of the whole country, the 
banking business included." • 

• TIo# A" ...... , R.~ of 1M S.,,.;.,,,,,, ... , of B""lri.g of 1M S_ 
of N_ Yorlr. 19"0-

• The National City Bank of New York, ECOII_k Co"liili .... , G_ 
.... "'..., Fi_" ...., Viii,"" S_ .. S""';';'$, June. J9Ol. 
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CHAPTER V 

AMERICAN-JAPANESE INVESTMENT 

HAVINGodiscussed in previous chapters the various aspects 
of short term finaitcing, we may tum now to a consideralon 
of long-tenn financing. The growing importance of the 
problem is attested by the recent movement for American
Japanese joint enterprise, in particular in connection with 
operations in Japan. This phenomenon is welcomed by 
both !,-mericans and Japanese in view of the fact that Japan 
and the rest of the Orient requires a vast amount of capital 
to devSlop its resources, while the United States needs a field 
of investment for the disposition of her growing surplus of 
capital, as well as in order to have a more active share in 
international finance. This course is a good initial step for 
American investment in the Orient. The United States t~ 
day is probably the only country in the world where there 
is sufficient surplus capital available for foreign investment. 

At present there is still but little American investment in 
Japan and also only a trifling amount of Japanese capital 
invested in industrial enterprises in the United States. In 
late years, however, a number of American Japanese joint 
industrial enterprises have been under way in Japan, and 
in all probability, the number will be rapidly increased at 
the years go by. Opportunities have increased as a result 
of the war. American investment in Japan and in the rest 
of the Orient is eagerly welcomed by Japan, a fact which 
Viscount Shibusawa's efforts, and the speeches and mess
ages 1 of prominent Japanese financial leaders, have clearl, 

• "Japan would make it a f .... dameatal principle of her intematioul 
96 [0g8 
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shown. Americans, on the other hand, will be equally in
terested in such enterprises, as they afford a very promising 
field of investment for surpl\!s American capital.. Another 
reason for such investment is the fact that the imports of'the 
United States from the Oriental countries exceed her ex
ports into those countries. 

I t is the purpose of the present chapter to inquire into 
• the present status of mutual investment, the companies 

organized under joint auspices. and the laws governing 
foreign investment in both countries. In this chapter it 
is assumed that mutual investment is desirable as a means 
"f trade pr..'IIIotion and closer economic relations (as has 
been exemplified in British trade and financial relations 
with Australia.' the Argentine I and, to a less extent, with 
Japan) and there is no discussion of the political aspects 
of foreign investment which, in not a few cases, H'as re
sulted in unpleasant consequences for newer and weaker 
countries." 

I. JAPANESE CAPrrAL INVESTED IN THE UNrrED STATES 

Investment of capital may be divided into two classes. 
namely. investment in secUrities and investment direct in in
dustrial enterprises. The important item among Japanese 
investments in American securities is the fund of the Bank 

poliC1 to ... ter into boods of dosor _i. relations with the United 
51.teI and eol.b1isb the basi. of coopenatioll with her.- K. Shoda 
(Elt-Minister of FiDlDce). TIl, B ........ JI~. N. y~ N""~ 191&. 
p.-. 

•• Great Britain would _ be able to naintaiD itself 10 __ fDIb 
in spite of Ameri .... and Germu mmpotitors were it _ for the Iar&e 
_ in'felted in AatraIiL- U. S. C •• _ ... R~ A ....... 19IIS. 
p.e 

'e. K. H ........ ~ _/ c.,.,." l.-Ioa (1913)· 
"H. N. lIru'lsford. Tu If' .. _/ StHI_ C.w, I&h edi~ Loadaa 

(1918): H~ Wilhen, l-n...1 "-«: T. W, 0 ... • ,h 
Fwrigtt F-...w C....., ill C .... N_ Y...-, _ 
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of Japan, which is kept at London and New York and 
invested in short tenn Ibonds, notes and bills. In Octuber, 
1918, the reserve kept at these two cities amounted tCi 

1,050,000,000 yen: and was about equally divided between 
New York and London. Hence the fund held in Newt 
York City is roughly 500,000,000 yen or $250,000,000;' 

The greater part of this sum was invested in short tenn 
paper, such as the United States Treasury certificates or 
Anglo-French bonds Hoated in New York, and in April 
1919 amounted to $150,000,000." 

The second item among security investments is the hold
ing of United States Liberty Bonds by Japanese who reside 
in the United States. The total subscription by the Japan
ese Was $6,710,950," which isc1assified as follows: 

First Uberty Loan ................... $56,200 
'Second Liberty Loan ••..•..••..••••.. '33.'00 
Third Liberty Loan •••••••••••.•••••• 185,800 
Fourth Uberty Loan ................. 4.746,050 
Fifth Liberty Loan ................... 1,s89,800 

Total .......•..................•. $6.7Io.9S0 

The Japanese Year Book of 1917 states that "between 
$30,000,000 and $40,000,000 of American -railway and in
dustrial debenture bonds were purchased by Japanese mer
chants." • It is also the· opinion of Japanese blpikers in 

• 
'On November 30. 1919, the specie reserve kept abroad was 1.:J4!>,ooo,coo 

yeo; that which was kept at bome wao 616,000,000 yeo. Of this total 
of 1,9S6,ooo,000 yen, IIJ4'l,ooo,ooo belongs to the Japanese Govem~t 
and gog,ooo,ooo yen to the Bank of Japan. O .... ka Bani",." MGfI-. 
Dec.. 1919. p. 596. 

'Information furniabed by the Fmancial Commi .. iouer of the 
J.apaneoe Government in New York aty. 

'Mo",My R,porl 01 lit. JaPG""' A"o,;,,';oll i. ,Ito U";I." SI4IU. 
July IS. 1919-

'JapGfl' .. Y.or Bod. 1917. p. 618. 
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New York City that the Japanese in the home cotmtry 
bought more than $40,000,000 worth of %lglo-jFrench 
bonds. As Japanese investors are not familiar with the 
ftuetuations of foreign exclIange rates in relation to Anglo
French bonds, Japanese banks in New York City guaranteed 
an exchange rate of $53 for 100 yen to Japanese investors. 
The steady decline of the exchange rate on Japanese yeo.' 
since 1918 must have resulted in a considerable profit to 
the Japanese banks which guaranteed this rate. These three 
items, aggregating about $220,000,000 or $230,000,000, 
represent the entire ;.mOWlt of Japanese capital invested in 
American securities. 

The major part of the industrial investment of Japanese 
capital in the United ~tates consists of Japanese invest
ments in agricultural and other allied industries in Cali
fornia and other western states. The second item of in
vestment is in connection with industries in the U oited 
States supplying raw materials, such as cotton or iron, whicl1. 
are the principal exports of the Uoited States to Japan. 

Japanese residents in California own 37,00'/ acres, while 
they cultivate 336.721 .&ereS under lease.' In 1919 there 
weR 104 Japanese corporations or"g31Iized under the laws 
of the State of Cali famia and their aggi egate capital 
amounted to $3,J48.000. I The total wealth of the Japanese 
in California has been estimated at $35,000,000· including 
land, buildings. farm implements, maclUnery, houses and 
cattle. In 1905 about $1.000,000 of Japanese capital was 
invested in rice fields in Texas, I but since that time it must 

'See AppeDdiz IL 
"AAW,ic_/~ ,.....". Y_ B .... 19111, pahIisbed .., J_ 

OMmber of CoalmeraI. Soa Frucioto. 
"S."........ "". ' or. April So 1919-
';f~"", ,.....". Y_ B .... 1918. 
"U. S. C __ R"..." Muda So 19>$,' .. _ 
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have increased to some extent, both in acreage and valuation. 
The Southern Prod14cts Company, which was incorporated 
Wlder the laws of the- State of Texas with a capitalization 
of $12,500,000, is c::mtrolled exclusively hy the Mitsui Com
pany of Japan. The primary business of the corporation 
is to facilitate the e-xport of raw cotton from the United 
States to Japan, although it also undertakes the export of 
raw cotton to European countries. ADother small item of 
Japanese investment is $500,000 of Japanese capital invested 
in iron mines in the State of Alabama. 

To the above figures, however, may be added the working 
capital of Japanese companies in New York City and else
where. There are at present more than 'fifty Japanese 
concerns in the city <>f New York alone, and many of them 
represent the largest comp:wies in Japan. Their aggregate 
working capital must be a considerable sum; at a moderate 
estimate it pr~bly ;;mounts to more than $200,000,000. 

2. INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN CAPITAL INTO JAPAN 

Introduction of foreign capital into Japan began after 
the Chinese-Japanese War (1894-1895).' In the earlier 
days, foreign investments in Japan had been more larg<!ly 

• in the form of the purchase of bonds than in direct 
interest in industrial enterprises, which is generally true 
of the history of all foreign investments. Following the 
termination of the Chinese-Japanese war, the country's in
dustries Wlderwent :1 conspicuous expansion. In 18g6, the 
number of commercial and industrial companies was 4595 
and their paid-up capital 397,564.532 yen. In 19oo the 
number of companies increased to 85gB and their total 
capital to 779,251,306." 

'Fi"".dGl His/ory Df lata., t~t909:P. tot, published by lb. Ori .... 
tal Economist Publishing Company, Tokyo. 

"1/Ji4., p. 9s. 
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In 1900 the total amount of foreign capital invested in 
Japan was 140,880,000 yen ($70,228,680). Of this 
amount, 97,630,000 ytn represented government foreign 
loans Boated abroad; 43,000,000 yen represented govern
ment internal loans sold abroad, and 250,000 yen repre
sented provincial loans BoatCd. abroad. But the conspicuous 
increase in the import of foreign capital into Japan was 
after the Russo-Japanese War of 1904 and 1905. During 
the war, Japan had successfully Boated foreign loans 
amounting to more than $500,000,000, to meet her war ex
penditures. Before the Russo-Japanese War, the market 
for the ftoatinlf of Japanese foreign loans was limited to 
London, but during and after the Russo-Japanese War, the 
money markets of New York, Paris and Berlin alike, sought 
the sale of Japanese Government' bonds. It was durin, 
this period that foreigners began to invest i, Japanese pri
vate securities. During the four years immediately fol
lowing the war, nearly 200,000,000 yen of foreign capital 
were invested in JaFese private enterprises. 

In 1910" the total amount of foreign investment in Japan 
reached 1,777,183,969 yen, which shows that foreign in
vestment expanded to more than twelve times its original 
size during the first decade of the twentieth century. The 
classilication of the investment was as follows:' 

GcMmm ... t fofti&a loaaa IIoated .broad ••••.•.•••. 
• internal ....... ooIcI ....... d ............ . 
• internal loaaa pom:Iwed .., foreipers 

Pro'lillcial ....... IIoated abroa4 ................... . 
Dtbeatares IIoated ....... d ...................... .. 
FOftip in_t ill louoIriac ... .....men:iaI 

compaaies (osti_> ......................... .. 

Yea 1,447 .. .,.660 
• 93,CIDI),ODO 

• l<JII.3s6,oaD · ~ 
• 1OS.137,b 

• 

From 1910 to 1914. there ~ 1lOt much importation of 

'See AlP 5 V. 
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f~reign ~pital into Japan; and during the war it was prac-, 
t1ca11y, rul -

3. AMERICAN IN~STMENT IN JAPAN 

The investment of American capital in Japan began about 
the time of the R\I.SSO"'Japanese War (1904-1905). The 
foremost item of American capital invested in Japanese 
securities is in Japanese goverrunent bonds. During the 
Japanese-Russian War, the Japanese government floated 
war loans in New York amounting to more than $100,000,-
000. The amount cutstanding now is $102,552,000. An
other investment in Japanese securities is the American 
capital, invested in Tokyo municipal loans, which amounts, at 
present, to $5,250,000.' 

American capital investment in Japanese industrial en
terprises is mostly by large American corporations in the 
electric, rubber' and a1wninwn industries, whose aggregate 
capital investment amounts to eleven million do1lars. The 
characteristic feature of these American investments in 
Japanese enterprises is the fact that they are undertaken in 
cooperation· with Japanese, and much of the American 
capital thus invested, represents capital in the form of 
patent rights of these American corporations. In view of 
the fact that Japan and the rest of the Oriental c:ountrie!i 
are far behind the United States in industrial technique, 
export of American capital in the form of patent right 
will have a promising field in the Orient. i 

American capital invested in Japan by American indi
viduals amounts to about three million dollars, of which 
the largest single investment is $2,416,803 in the Osaka 
Gas Company by Mr. Anthony N. Brady, a New York 
investor. This investment began in 1920 with aboot 
half the present amount and Mr. Brady's was the very first 

I F.d.,.tJl RU<rfJ' B,,,,,,;_, ]ODuar)'. '9'90 
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American capital, ever invested in a. Japanese enterprise. 
There are American zepresentatives in the Board of Dir
ectors of the company. It has increased. its capital suc
cessively, the present capitalizp.tion being 10,000,000 yen, 
and for the past eleven years" it has paid nine per cent. 
dlividends. .. 

Mention may be made of American capital irwested in 
Korean mines before Korea. was consolidated with the J apan
ese Empire in 1910. There are (our American mining 
companies. The aggregate capitalization of three of these 
four companies is $6,500,000.' 

In addition there. are about fifty established American 
fintlS in Japan, besides a. number of individual representa- ,. 
tives and agents, employing a. capital of about $100,000,000. 

The total amount of American capital invested in Japan 
may be tabulated as follows: 

In ftCU,riti.., J_ese Govemm..,t bonds •••• $Ioo,sso.ooo 
• • Tokyo Munidpal lou ........ 4$.2SC),000 

In enllerprl .... Osaka Gu CompaDJ •.•.••••• 
• U Shibaura Eagineerill8 WorD .. 
• • Tokyo E1ectrie (Lamp) Co. •• 
d • Nippon Electrie CompaDJ •••. 
• .. Ouka Eie<:trie Lamp Co. ••••• 
• • FUrukawa Rubber Co. •••••• : 
.. • AlumiDllI\l Com_ ........ . 

2,416,803 
-so. .... 

a,ooo,ooo 
3.000,000 

:oso.ooo 
soo.ooo 

s.cm..mo 
.J,416.8oJ 

• • Koran Mi_ ........................... 6,sDO,ooo 
WorkiDs .-pital of Ameri .... 6nna ;" Japan •.•.......•.• _000 

T ota1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f>67,)'I6,8Qs 

• Informati ... obIaiDecI ~ fna the Osaka Gas ~. 
• U. S. C""""" R"...." Oet. III\, ._ p. fIJt; Oct. "I, 191', P. tfTf; 

No" .... 191', P. 98:T. 
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4- COMPANIES OF JAPANESE-AMERICAN JOINT INTERPRISE : 
• 

It may be interestirig to see how Japanese enterprises un-
dertaken by American 'capital in cooperation with Japanese 
are managed, and what are their financial results, although 
American-Japanese joint enterprises are still in their. pioneer 
stage and the real results are yet to be seen. 

Among American-Japanese joint enterprises, the most 
important is in the electrical industry in Japan. Both the 
General Electric Company apd the Western Electric Com
pany of the United States are closely connected with the 
development of the Japanese electrical industry. The for
mer is connected with three Japanese firms, the latter with the 
NippoQ. Electric Company. In 1905 the General Electric 
Company invested 100,060 yen in the stock of the Tokyo 
Electric Company which, at that time, was capitalized at 
400,000 yen. Having successfully developed its business, 
the present capitalization of the company is 10,000,000 yen, 
of which 4,000,000 yen is owned by the General Electric 
Company. The General Electric Company also invested 
500,000 yen in the stock of Osaka Electric Company. 
These investments represent both cash and the capitalized 
values of patent rights. In 1912 the General Electric Com
pany participated in the Shibaura Engineering Works of 
Tokyo to the extent of twenty-five per cent of the t~ mil
lion yen represented by the shares. The 500,000 yen interest 
was paid fur partly in cash and partly through the sale of cer
tain patent rights for a period of years, as in the case of the 
other affiliated companies of the General Electric Company. 
These Japanese companies obtain all the benefits possible 
from the patents of the American company and also are 
privileged to send their engineers to any of the General 
Electric Company's American factories! In these Japanese 

'Cur,orat. UNdmolliN91 aNd tit.;. -'l0""9_rNt aft .. tit. W ..... 
1915. P. sa Published by Tit. O";n",,' EeaN_itl. 
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companies. the General Electric (s represented by having 
American members on the hoard of directors of these firms, 
but the general daily business of the companies is entirely 
managed by Japan~e officials. Mr. J. R. Geary. the re
presentative of the General 'Electric Company in Japan, 
speaking of this management. said: .. Be it remembered that 
the entire staff of the company is Japanese from the office 
boy to the president; yet the results have been equally sati&
factory .... " .. The industrial capacity of the Japanese 
can attain as high a standard' of industrial 'Production as 
that of any people ia the world under capable direction and 
emancipation from starvation wages." 1 Since 1912. the 
Tokyo Electric Company has been paying twenty per cent 
dividends. In 1913. the Shibaura Engineering Works paid 
a ten per cent dividend. while in 1918, they paid a thirty-five 
per cent dividend on· their capital stock. I Again quoting 
Mr. Geary ... the partnership between Americans and Japan
ese in the electrical business is no mere experiment; it has 
been attended with unvarying success for the fifteen years 
of its existence and with marked financial benefit to both 
parties." I 

Another important joint enterprise is in the rubber indus
try. The Furukawa firm 6f Tokyo established the Furukawa 
Rubber Company in cooperation with the Goodrich Rubber 
Company of the United States. for the purpose of bnilding 
up a greater rubber industry in Japan, which procures the 
greater part of its supply of raw materials from the South 
Seas and the Malay peninsula. The initial capital of the 
corporation was 2,000,000 yen.' of which the shares wen: 
equally dh-ided between Furukawa and Goodrich. In this 

l' Liohd to J_ ill Bis lndastQ,- Special Wi ,. ~"' ... of 
Til. IV"" v •• 11 1' .... JuI, i!I. J9IO. 

"TIIt Sled Y_ Bool, NOiil .... Com-. Osab. 
'Tilt N_ Y..t T .... , JuI,.,. 1-. 
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joint interprise, it i~ understood that machinery from the 
United States covered by American· patents is to be used, 
and while the profit is to be shared, the Japanese partnml 
have to pay their American associates royalties on all 
American patents used. 

The American-Japanese Aluminum Company, which has 
been organized very recently with a capitalization of $10,-
000,000, is going to utilize Japan's hydr<>-electric power, 
which is relatively abundant, and her 1abor force in its 
operation, while raw materials are to be supplied from the 
United States! 

Another interesting American-Japanese joint enterprise 
is the, American-Japanese Phonograph Company, although 
the enterprise is not a large one. The manufacturing plant 
of the company is located near Yokohama, and its capital 
is $125,000. Eighty per cent of this amount is owned by 
Americans and the balance by Japanese. A selling com
pany known as the N\i>ponophone Company (Limited) was 
incorporated in 1910 with a paid-in capital of $175,000. 
This company is owned and controlled by the American
Japanese Phonograph Company, and its business is to dis
pose of the output of the manufacturing concern. One of 
the methods of the selling company was to make every 
dealer a stockholder. This will result in Japanese dealers 
ultimately owning nearly fifty per cent of the stock." 

Besides these joint enterprises there are still several 
others, and some are under negotiation. A well-known 
American automobile manufacturer is negotiating with a 
Japanese capitalist to establish a joint automobile factory in 
Japan. While the details of the contract are yet to be as-

I TIw It¥tJllllI-A...ma.,,, San Francisco, March 12, 1920-

I U. S. C_lor R.t_, Oct., 1910, p. 104!I; Apr. 1913, p ...... ; 
U. S. St.cilJl c.,....,/or R.,tJrI, DO. ss. "Foreip Trade in Muoica1 
Instruments.· 
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certained, the obvious intention, it is understood, is to dis
place the unsightly jinrikisha and c:oolie-c:art by the lIlotor 
car and truck. 

While all the foregoing joint interprises are located in 
Japan, there are some American-Japanese enterprises un
dertaken in California. In the fall of I919, Mr. C. B. Bills, 
fonnerly a senator of the State Legislature of California, 
visited Japan and persuaded the leading financiers of Japan 
to establish banks or companies under joint American and 
Japanese auspices. The first result of his efforts was the 
establishment of a canning company with a joint capitaliza
tion of $4,000,000. The new company is to control and 
enlarge the existing Burten Canning Company in Sacra
mento by investing in it $600,000.1 

Although very little of the facts are known to both 
Japanese and Americans the agreement entered into between 
Bonbright and Company of New York and the Fujillloto 
Bill Broking Bank of Osaka,' as well as the establishutent 
of an agency of the National City Company in Tokyo, was 
evidently aiIIled at the 'mutual introductiOll of bonds and 
stocks in the American and Japanese markets. Japan is 
rapidly d~lopiftg her industrial enterprises,' and her stocks 

-, Mr. Bills's idea of Coop.n.tiOll i& intel'eStiq. Ac:cordiug to him 
the real ...... of the anti-J_ mo ......... t ill CalifonUa is the 
keble fiDucial strqth of the J_ ud the lack of -...l ermOlllic: 
c:oopentioe betw_ the Califomi_ and the J.... 'so The....-lJ 
mlllt therefore be -sbt b7 estabIisbillc iDdllOtriai and financial cor
ponlioeo of joiDt c:apiteliAtiClll, with the special idea of ci.u.c 
fiDucial assi_ to Japan_ .......... ts ill CalifomiL His idea ... 
deepIJ appreciated b7 the Jq ' .. ad au. S1ullasawa ..... ....., 
prominent J_ eo"IllIDlberiD!r:lOlll _deftd a .-ptiaD at the Baubn' 
Oub in Tok,oto hoeot bis dq>amIre. Tu 0 ..... M .. ", S ....... 
Marth 4. J9IOo 
'Aarc_ ... teftd into ill September, I9J9. 
'Total J......- capital in-..l ill 1_ ioiudd1astaosttiiesiel ia 1I9ll'" 

aboolt two \IiIIioe ,.... ia Dec., l'9Ie. .............. h,lf IiIIiorI -. 
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and ,bonds are as actively bought and sold as in the United 
Stat~. The listed stocks and bonds are as safe and market
able ~ any gilt-edged American securities. The 'chief in
ducement to..invest in Japanese bonds and stocks is the re
latively higher return of interest and dividends. 

In 1912, the average dividends paid by seventy industrial 
companies on their capital were 18.15 per cent, and in 1913 
they were 19.4 per cent. In 1918, the dividends paid by 
79 companies were 26.85 per cent. Dividends paid by 33 
companies,' which are selected at random, from 190'] to 
1913 were 12.63 per cent; from 1914 to 1918, 16.35 per 
cent. Dividends paid by about 858 British companies from 
1909 ~o 1918 were 8.07 per cent., and dividends paid by 
t070 British companies during the war. (1914-1918), were 
10.70 per cent.' 

The chief cause of the payment of relatively high divi
dends is the scarcity of capital in JapalL As" Japanese 
industries. trade and production are still more or less in 
the expansion stage. there is an ever-growing demand for 
all forms of capital. and accommodation is. in consequence, 
somewhat expensive. High rates are given and charged 
for the use of money." • In 1913. the official discount rate 
of the Bank of Japan remained at 6.75 per cent through
out the year; and then in July. 1914. it was raised to 7·3 
per cent. where it remained until April, 1916. In March. 
1917. the rate went down to 5.11 per cent; but from the 
fall of 1918. it rose gradually until in November, 1919. it 
stood at 8.03 per cent, and this rate is still in force. In 
1913. the mean market rate of discount in TokY,o was 8·4 
per cent. while 5.1 per cent interest was paid by the banka 

• See Appendix X • 
• (London) Be_is,. April lSI. IIIIP. 
·W. F. Spalding, Eas' ..... B"dMlII" Cflrr""1 •• " FirHlflC •• London 

(11117). p. 154- -
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in Tokyo for time deposits (for not less than six months). 
in February, 1920, the Osaka Banker's Associatioll estab
lished a rule that not more than 6.5 per cent should be paid 
for time deposits (for not less than six mon~) : while in
terest paid by savings banks on deposits was 438 per cent.' 

5. LEGAL STATUS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

A. lapa,. 
Having examined the existing .conditions as to mutual 

investment between the United States and Japan, our re
maining' task is ·to inquire what are the main obstacles to 
such mutual investment and how they may be encouraged. 
Our inquiry has been limited to legislation in both countries 
relative to investments. 

The Japanese laws regarding investment by foreigners 
in Japan are, as in the case of her banking laws, 
characterized by their liberal provisions. Foreigners and 
foreign corporation~ in Japan enjoy the same rights 
and privilq:l:S accorded to her native citizens and cor
porations. As to incorporations, any natural persons, 
not less than seven in number, may organize a cor
poration under the laws of Japan and the corporation 
thus incorporated bas unconditional rights and privi
le~s. An apparent restriction imposed upon the for
eigner and the foreign corporation, however, is the fact that 
they are not allowed to engage in mining enterprises or to 
acquire land in Japan except for residential and office pill'
poses. although they may lease land and own the building 
or trees on it for ninety-nine years. I While no foreigners 

'Till o.v.'" En ...... V_ "..... 19IID; Till F-..n.I eM 
Etewo";~ A ... ..., ., I.,.., 1919-
'ne history of P"lhibilion of \and hoIdillll by .... ei&=. is ntber 

pathetic:. HaYinc wi-.om the upIoitaIioB of 0Uaa by the Westen 
aatlou. the fnpteMd JaplUse. ill J.-.,. 11174. probibitft ..... 
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suffer from this restrictive legislation or object to it, it 
would ·be to the interest of Japan to repeal these rather 
time-worn restrictions. It is a self-imposed penalty upon 
the industrial development of Japan. Capital 'has no fron
tiers; it flows into industries, foreign or domestic,where the 
relatively higher return, the safety of principal and the 
marketability of the securities are assured. An older 
Japanese might have entertained the view that equal free
dom and opportunity afforded to a foreign people in Japan, 
not excluding even Korea or Formosa or Japanese 
Saghalien, might result in the economic domination of for
eigners in Japan. Such a view today is a mistake, and as a 
natioo progresses, protectionism must give way to liberal
ism. 

B. The United States 

As in the case of regulation of foreign banks, the status 
of foreigners in regard to the investment of capital in the 
United States is governed by the laws of each state, and 
these state laws, particularly the state c:orporatiOl1laWS, dif
fer very widely in the various states. Inasmuch as the 
greater part of the existing Japanese capital invested in 
American industries is located in the State of California, our 
inquiry has been centered upon the laws of that state and 
CJf a few others. 

The laws of the State of California in regard to invest
ment of foreign capital, in particular as to the agricultural 
industry, are unique, differing from those of all the other 
states. There are two kinds of laws which regulate twCJ 

mnriDg by foreign.... ThO)' thought that 10 long as absolute owner
ship is DOt traurierred to foreignen, the COIIDtry would be aaie from 
fomgn intenmliOll.' ThO)' Jll'3llted, however, ninety-nine year' 
1...- tD foreignen, the longest term thO)' could grant. FM. Laa4 
o-,IIi, au LHriIlg -la,,.,,, publiahed by the ]apaneoe A""';·ri".. 
of America, San Francisco. 
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types of aliens, namely: European and Asiatic aliens. Arr 
cording to the Anti-Alien Land Law which had been in force 
since 1913, a foreigner who is eligible to citizenship in the 
United States by virtue of his white or black race, can ac
quire and lease land the same as a native citizen. Asiatic 
aliens, however, to which class the Japanese belong, as they 
are not eligible to American citizenship under the existing 
laws and customs of the Unhed States, can not own real 
property nor hold land by lease for more than three years. 
In the same way, a corporation, whether it is organized 
under the laws of the State of California 01" of any other 
country or nation, in which the majority of the members or 
stockholders are ineligible aliens, can not acquire land nor 
lease it for more than three years. 1 

But in November, 1920, the law of 1913 was replaced by 
a still more drastic measure.' The new law of 192<) stated 
that all aliens not eligible to American citizenship under the 
laws of the United States, or ClOIporations in which ineligible 
aliens hold an interest, can neither acquire nor lease real 
property including agricultural land. It states further that 
Japanese parents who are not American citizens by virtue 
of their birth on American soil cannot purchase land in the 
name and in bebalf of their children who are American 
citizens. 

To show the contrast between the laws of California and 
of other states, the laws of the State of New YOI'k may be 
cited. According to the existing laws of New York, for
eigners and foreign COOIpanies are permitted to acquire real 
propaty. To form .. business company, other than a 
moneyed corpontiOll, however, it is required that two-thirds * 

'A..a-.41Wto I...- u. .f 1M S_ ., C"'~ --' Ma,y 

190 19I1- • 
'AMI I...- u. ., _ R,,.....f S- B~ 0' C ...... • f 

CeIqonie .. c.u,_ w. Do S~ J-. 19IDo Po mg. 
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of the incorporators must be citizens of the United States 
and one of them a residerlt of the state. The laws of the 
states of OregOll, Washington and Texas are more or ,less 
similar to those of New York. 

The laws of California against the Japanese are sin
gularly severe as weII as discriminating. They'differ essen
tially from the Japanese laws in that, by these no foreign
ers are affected, but the laws are rather a self-impJSed 
penalty upon Japan as they hinder her economic develop
ment. On the other hand, the material effect of the law, 
of the State of California upon the investments of Japanese 
residents is great and immediate; but the still greater harm 
of such legislation to us is its moral as well as psychological 
effect upon American-Japanese financial relations. The 
Anti-Alien Laws of California, however, are less economic 
than they are political and racial in their fundamental 
nature. As this matter lies beyond the scope of the present 
work, our concluding remarks will be of a broad nature. 
In the words of James Bryce: " As the earth has been nar
rowed through the new force. • • . the movement of 
politics, of economics and of thought, in each of its regions 
become more closely interwoven. World History is tend
ing to become One History." 1 Indeed this is true. As a 
result of the rapid development of transportation and of 
conquest of space by human ingenuity, it is no longer pos
sible at present, as in the past, for a country or nation to 
keep itself in isolation. Natural barrien, which formerly 
proved so potent, no longer exercise their old inRuence. 
The people of one country are necessarily bound to com
mingle with the people of other nations. The conscious
neSs of kind' is ever widening toward infinite human per-

l Pr.>id ... 1iol Addr". to th. IK,,",,,,iOlUJl COKgru. of His'or~ 
S,.dilll, Apri~ 1913- Quoted ill E. P. Powell'" EfJol.tio. 0/ th. MOM7 
Marlz", 1915. p. 1040 ' 

"F. H. Giddinlll, Tiu Prillei,,., of SociD/oll7, Pnr ..... 
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.fectibility.l But this increasingly intimate relationship 
among nations brings in its train many complicated pr0b
lems, pleasant and unpleasant, apparently insoluble. Some 
natic.ns erect legislative ramparts as well as build defences 
around their shores to shut out the intruders, while others, 
under cover. of apparent friendliness, exploit the weak; 
all of which results in aggravating instead of solving the 
problems. The enlightened thoughtful man caD easily 
perceive the fact that such visionless, time-worn methods are 
not the comtl"lctive way to deal with the new forces. 

1 "O"il .'. 'III """qlH a""". t_' •• ,,,.,«lio_' d'l 
ftKtl1lll 1ow_.'I. qw Ia ''''',rlibilitl d, ,""- ,n rllI_' i.d,
ti_: Marqws de Condoreet (1734-1794). &qviIn ., ... /abita. 

lti.sloriqw "'1 ,'ogril d, r'I,,;1 It • ....,; ... p. ... 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSION 

IN closing we may sununarize briefly the chief points of 
the discussion and deduce therefrom conclusions in regard to 
the bettennent of financial relationships between Japan and 
the United States. While the discussion at times may have 
appeared to run along divergent lines, in retrospect it will be 
seen to converge entirely on the financial side. All the 
subsidiary problems have their definite relation to -the finan
cial problem, and become integral parts of it. This finan
cial problem, notwithstanding its essential unity, may, hoW'" 
ever, for convenience be divided into two phases,-short 
term and long term. Both of these problems are clc.sely 
related at certain points, but at others important differences 
develop, and the situation with respect to both has by no 
means been parallel. The short term financing problem 
has, on the whole, been uppermost, but that with respect to 
long term financing, while occupying a minor position dur
ing the greater part of the war period, has recently again 
come into prominence. 

The problem with respect to short term financing is a 
pressing one because of the rapid growth and present im
portance of American-Japanese trade. This trade is of 
such a nature as to lead us to believe that it is likely to in
crease rather than to diminish in the future. The reasons 
for this assertion are the fact that the leading Japanese im
ports from the United States are raw cotton, iron and steel, 
of which the United States is the chief producer in the 
world. These raw materials are worked into finished 
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goods in Japan, and large quantities of them are exported to 
other Asiatic countries. The extensive importation of these 
raw or semi-1JWlufactured materials from the United States, 
however, is only possible as a retum for large exports of 
Japanese raw silk, tea and many other indigenous Oriental 
goods to the United States. 

The growth of this trade during the war period, together 
with the dislocation of existing agencies and means whereby 
it had been financed, raised serious problems. Attempts 
were made in various ways to meet these difficulties, which 
in their ramifications involved the entire Japanese financial 
structure. These problems may be swnmarized under the 
heads of foreign exchange. including currencies, rates, and 
gold movements; the discount market with its component 
factors; standardized types of paper; the internal banking 
structure, including the relation of the central bank to the 
market, and the relation of banks exclusively financing 
foreign trade to the ordinary commercial banks; the con
ditions of note issue: the relation of the government to the 
financial market; and financial re1ations with foreign 
countries. They, of course, are closely interwoven, and any 
one of them involws consideration of the others as welL 
As their development was, however, part of a continuous 
process. it is necessary to study them in their historical 
background, COIIIJ1Ietlcing with 1914-

Owing to the war, the inability of lDodOll to finance 
American-Japanese trade as it had formerly financed it, for
ced these countries to resort to direct financing as the only 
alternative. Direct financing by the use of dollar and yen 
exchange, however, depended npon the efficimt Utilizatioo 
of an open discount market, which requires as its worlcing 
factors standardized discountable paper, i. e., bankers' accep
tances, a free gold marl..-et, a centrll banking 5, otIm and 
well e!itablished banking relations with CJther countries. 
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These factors, which are irulispensa.ble to the successful 
operation of direct exchange, were in great measure lack
ing. Consequently financing has been effected by a series of 
makeshifts. In the first stage, gold movements were em
ployed; but this method terminated with the proc1amatiOlll 
of an embargo on gold exports by the United States and 
then also by the Japanese government. The serious effect 
of the embargoes on Japan's fureign trade was that they de
prived her of the means of securing the proceeds of her 
export trade, as well as of the means of paying for her 
imports. As a result, new means were adopted during 
what may be termed the second stage. In order to relieve 
the ,situation, the Japanese government attempted to ad
just' the exchange situation by subscriptions to allied loans, 
by the issue of emergency exchequer bonds and by the issue 
of bank notes based on the funds left to accumulate in New 
York. These attempts were, howeVer, unsuccessful, owing 
to the unwise financial policy of the government, coupled 
with the poor financial organization in Japan; and caused 
considerable! social and financial disturbances in Japan. 
Difficulties thus experienced led the leading Japanese finan
ciers to introduce in Japan an open-discount market during 
what may be termed the post-armistice period. 

Banking relationships between the two countries during 
this entire period have been entirely inadequate. Only one 
American bank was represented in Japan prior to 1919, 
with two branches there, while there had been virtually but 
one Japanese 'bank represented in the United States with one 
branch and one agency. Similarly the other countries of 
Asia lack good American banking connections. The 
impossibility of financing Japanese-Indian trade through the 
city of New York afforded convincing proof of the inade
quacy of American banking facilities in the East. During 
and after the armistice a few more banks in each of the two 
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countries established either agencies or branches in the other 
country, but present banking relaticmships still leave much 
to be desired. . 

Mutual long-term investment is still in its period of in
fancy. The prospect, however, seems bright, as may be 
seen from the recent movement for the incorporation of 
a number of American-Japanese joint industrial enterprises 
located in Japan. It is very likely that this initial under
taking may serve as a stepping-stone for further American 
investment in the Orient, particularly in cooperatiCAl with 
the Japanese. The advantage of investing capital in Japan
ese industry is the relatively high yield, which is attributable 
to the relative scarcity of capital in Japan as well as in the 
other countries of the East. 

We may now consider the present situation and the 
future outlook, deducing from our study such suggestioos 
as may be of value in improving the relations between the 
two countries. 

I. In the case of Japan, the efficient financing of her 
foreign trade, in p:uticular American-Japanese trade, re
quires first of all the full development of the open discount 
market in Japan. This involves the standardization of 
Japanese credit practice in which she is lamentably lacking. 
The present unsatisfactory condition of her credit system 
is largely attributable to the habitual use of unscientific busi
ness methods. in particular her disocganized accounting 
system. The reform of her bnsiness practices will be a hard 
task: but it will be amply repaid. 

2. With the full de~ of the discount market. 
the central bank will discharge its real functions, for the 
central bank itself u one of the factors that go to make up 
the discount marIcet. The official rate will have fuller 
control of mar-Icet rates than in the jJast: the sysmn of DOte 

issue will be put on a sound, elastic basis, and illta cst rates 
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will be made more Wliform and steady than under exi;ting 
conditions. 

3· Again, WIder the new system, the relationship betweert 
the ordinary domestic commercial banks and the eic:change 
banks which specialize in the financing of foreign trade 
will be more harmonious. The commercial banks will find 
it very profitable to Jnvest their funds in short tenn dis
cOWltable commercial paper in order to keep their reserves in 
~ highly liquid condition. The increase of the exchange 
banks will necessarily broaden the field' of desirable in
vestment for the commercial banks. This principle holds 
true ,whether the exchange banks are domestic or foreign 
institutions. 

4. The present system of note issue of the Bank of Japan 
which gives arbitrary power to the Minister of Finance 
must be modified in order to restrain him from indiscrim
inate note issue based on funds kept abroad. Lessen gov
ernment control, and in time the basis of note issue will be 
strengthened. 

5. One obstacle in Japan for American investors may 
be found in the denial to foreigners of the privilege of fulJ 
ownership of land in Japan and of mining property other 
than on the mainland of Japan. 

6. In the case of the United States, one of the unsatis
factory features of her financial system in reference to 
international ,finance is the hostile attitude of her state bank
ing laws towards foreign banks in the United States. Many 
states, including the state of New York, prohibit the estab
lishment of branches of foreign banks in the respective 
states. For the organization of a special bank by foreigners 
in the United States, these state laws require that two-thirds 
or more of the incorporators be citizens "f the United States. 
Banking legislation of such parochial nature is not only 
detrimental to the efficient financing of American-Japanese 
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trade but is also injurious to the development of the city of 
New York as a financial center. 

7. Although the United States is rapidly developing an 
open discount market, the higher rate for call loans OIl ac
count of the daily settlement of transactions on the stock 
exchange is a factor which materially impedes the growth 
of the acceptance market. It is sliriously open to ques- . 
tion whether better coordination of the several markets in 
the Ullited States is not desirable. 

S. As this mooograph has shown, American banking 
facilities in Asia ate still inadequate. It will be impossible 
to build up America's over-seas banking system in a year 
or so. Conscious and long continued effort is required for 
success. 

9- One impediment to Japanese investment in the United 
States is the existence of the unsatisfactory state corpora
tion laws which require that two-thirds of the incorporators 
be American citizens. 

10. Another hindrance to sound financial relations is the 
Anti-Alien Land Law in the State of California. As the 
major part of the present Japanese inl/OSllllmt in the United 
States is in that state, the law has resulted in material 
detriment to present Japanese in vestments.. 

II. With respect to mutualloog-tenn investments, wbile 
their development will be relatively slow and depends upoo 
actual needs and opportunities, the way should be made as 
easy for it as possible. 
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F..... .......................... 15.638 2.57 , 883.739 '4093 " 959.37" 8·75 3 
IlpIIl ........ ............. ...... 0114.945 9-67 3 167.64' 405" 5 55"586 ,.'0

8 
4 

tuba .... .... .... ...... .... .. .... 1640014 8.97 4 2350469 3.98 6 4990493 6.4 5 
Eat bu:iitll ........................ 1¢-606 10.07 • 53,291 .88 8 348.899 5048 6 
Italy .................. 0 II •••• •••• ,JO.014 1.01 • 477.898 8.07 4 5°7.91, 4055 7 
Maico .......................... 1 __ ' .... :....:..6=.:59:....:.._..:.4 • .:.7. ___ 6 ___ '07..:.:..07..:..:.7 ___ '_.8_':-::--.:':..-~ .. ..:.:.7.::.73:.6 __ ....:.3 • .:.30_-.:...8 

1Jnhed~ ..•.••.••••••••••• 
Canada ••••••• I •••• I •••••••••• 0 •• 

Cuba ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
F~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J.~ ............... 0 •••• • •• ·000 

9074 
11.60 
'3.67 
3·84 
'·'7 

'9ao, Calender Year. 

I 
2 
4 
3 
5 

r 
a 
3 
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Al'PENDIX V. 
hnlcuAL CoIoIoDmu 1M_I., nno TB& Unrm BrA_ ...... J...... AMouft.urn PaaarrMa O. TorAJ. bIroan. 

(Ia ilia 1s 01 doIIan, Leo, _ omiUed.) 

.... 8IIIr. T ... MlaaC,ctareI of SilL Bnicla. 

V_. 
Total IIIIpOIted I!:. Total Imported !:. Total Imported Per Total Imported Per 

U.I-Imp. It_ lip. u.l-lmp. It ... lip. u. s. imp. from ]Ip. ...... U.s. imp. from Jip. ceaI. 

-'-- -- -
........ ',.,....1,., •• ...... Sl.l ...... ...... I*" .. ..... . ..... IloS . ... . ... :u.s 
",0 uu 67 ..... ..... .:1 61. lJ.67a 6,335 46- ~J .,sSB ,. SP5· 987 "". .,11 .... 72,114 47 650 :i!!; ""73 52. JPII 9· 40597 1,292 28. ., ... ". 67"73 47.3·6 .,... 902'3 SO· 27,.,. 2,9'. II. rs'o 1,37' :t "'3 ~ ... "'147 57,192 .,... 17 ... » 70793 44- ·7.590 3P44 II. S"" 30146 

........ 1909-1913 .. ...... .. 57· ....... .... .. 46· .. ..... . ..... 12. . ... . ... ·5· 

"'4 .... ~;: 71~ 72. .6ms 7~1 4lo 35 ... 55 40226 12. 6,337 30589 57· 
1911 .... 7lo 17.5'· .40 'S~ .o9OB 20. Sp02 30SBI 72. .,. . ...... 119 itS9 I:: "",600 t:7t 44- 3'0911 6.7Eo ••• 'P97 303'5 540 
19'1 .... :r~l 1_5 19.265 ',825 46- ~~ 11,568 "!/o 1;139 40342 56. .,. .. .. 

ISt740 :a: JDo89O 90511 3" 'J0074 ... .. 4Pl1 46. "" ..... 329.339 as "4 ao,l46 10,21, so- S309JD 3''''''' 59- '4..°3 ...... .. 
....... , 1'1 .... 191' • ...... 71· .. .. -" ...... 4lo ........ . ..... 3" .... .. ... 56. 



Pollerl ... Mati and Matting. Copper. 
.-

YHf. , 
Total Imported Per Total Imported Per Total Imported Per 

U. S. imp. fro .. Jap. cent. U. S.lmp. from]ap. cent. U. S.lmp. Irom"Jap. cent. 

- • -- --
AYenCe. 19C'O-1909 •••••••• . , .... . ..... 9-4 ...... ...... 64,10 ...... . ..... •• 60 . 
1910 •••••••••••••••••••••• 9.359 '.·54 '3· 10403 '044] 60. 3o•SS8 3.119 10 • . 
191 I ....................... X.708 1.241 '3- J,947 1,104 56. 3 •• 966 "°30 6. 
19

'
1 .••••••••••••••••••••• .55~ 1,227 '4- 1,819 920 5" 35.79' .. S68 8. 

'9,13·············· .... !'" "55 .,191 '4- '.«5' 807 49· 44,61:1 °.35' S· 

A ....... '900-'9'3 ........ ...... ...... II. . ..... iO •.. , 6 •• . ..... . ..... 4-

1914 •••••••••••••••••••••• 7.~ •• 067 • 6 • '.097 1,280 6 •• 39.55' '.759 4-
J9J~ •••••• •••••••• •••••••• 5. • ,103 ••• ..S71 •• 006 65· '90744 •• 638 B. 
191 ••••• 0 ••• 0 •••••• e •••• ", 3.545 IP!l3 3" l'i2 '.043 79. 49.559 ··.844 6. 
1911 ...................... 3,15· '.549 49· '. 34 '04"7 78. . 86,769 .. 086 a • 
191 ...................... 3.593 1,211 6o. • ,828 '.69' °3· 83.746 300 .. 
1919 ••••••..••.•..••••••.. 7.'50 •• 176 3" 3.598 3.oS1 9" 86,°S6 ...... .. 
A ...... 1,14-191, •••••••• ...... . .... 35· .... .. . ..... 78. ...... . ..... .. , 

'. , 
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I'I'JIO""" eoMIIDI>mU IMIO&1m nrro Iud ...... nm U......, SrAna. AIIOIIJrr ..... 1'aaIn'AGa ... Tor""lJao ..... 

----.--
TaUI Imported/II l:!;:= 'rom, the c: U. S. A. 

I =II~P" L 1::;:: "OlD !be cat. 
U.S.A. 

Ker_OO • 
• 

· ...... • ..... /68., 

· '4-J03 110955 'z:' · 'J,06s 9.0.0 • 

., 1900-1909 "..... 15 

• ... 33 9"'12 U: • U,I02 7oS77 ...... ...... ". 
· tl! '- 74-

· ~~ 1:: · 5oS7' · l:lDJ 40904 9" ,,311 ". 2'~5 • 0427 85· 

, 1"4-"" .... u 31 , ...... ...... 8 •• 

(1.Il10 tof,....L ... _omItted.) 

TaUI I~ T.uJ 1lmpottcd
/ Per TaUI /Imported Per • Total 

1_ "OlD !be !:. 1_ (rOlD!be _ 1'_, from Ibe CODL }apaD'" 
ImporII. l'. S. A. fmporlL U." A. • impbrta. U. s. A. DDpo .... 

• 
Wheale-. Whoa&. Sole Jalher. 

. " .... ........ 115-1 ... " .. " ..... S6~ . ..... .." ..... 67·5 

'1139 ~ 930 • 30338 ;::I 45· ·,065 10047 g8. 
I,M 9S. 30729 92- I.sen I.sao 'GO. 
',721 1,~66 9" 404'0 40278 97· 1.24S 1,235 99· 
'.780 • .60. go. 12,35' 9M2 77· 803 799 99-.. ...... ......... liS. ...... . ..... 68·3 " ..... . ..... 77· 

1,264 1,139 go. 10419 5,573 66- 412 408 99· 
194 '74 go. 1,639 '"4 '4- 435 434 'GO. 
94 71 

B •• '.356 '11 .. 425 425 'GO. 

•. J: II. l! " ...... .. .s. .65 go. 

• ...... .. . ..... .. 593 576 97· ",SB 2. .. J:SlD . ..... .. '.3SO ',333 99· 

....... ...... .. ...... . ..... .. ...... :" .... 98. 

Imported 
from the 
U. S. A. 

--

Per 
CODL 

--

-, 

... 
to 

"'I 



APPENDIX VI-C.ttIi"".tI. 

Total Imported Total Imported . Total Imported Total Import,cI Total Imported Total I 
Per Per Per Per Per Imported Per 

{:;ese from the cent. J.p ...... (rom the ..nL lapanne from Ihe 1IIl1. J.p ...... from tne cent. lapanl,e from the ee.t. lapan ... from Ihejllllt 
porta. U. s. A. impala U. S. A. IIIlpOrta U. S. A. importl. U. S.A. Importl. U.s. A. Imports. U.S.A. • 

RaIl .. IroD (Ban, T. Rods, etc.). hOD and .teel { Plat ... Ironnaila. Iron and Steel { Pip ... Locomoti .... R. R. Can, 
Sheet .. Tub ... Steam Boil ... and Engines. 

:eo .900-• ..., ...... 39- - ....... ...... ,- ..8 . ...... ...... H .... II .... .. ........ 4
'
.5 ...... ....... , .. 434 ...... .. ..... o • 3" 

'.594 599 38. 707'7 9' •• 40'64 87 .. ·.7So "U9 56. 3.24' ~.5~8 48• '.9'7 4" • •• 
5·504 30'" . At 9 •• 83 '97 •• 5.664 730 '3· 0,364 '. . 7" 40.68 1,5 2 37· 5,991 - '0460 24· 

!:m 1,475 '5:i:! '.726 II. t 56
' 

3,108 33· 30449 0,7'i 79· 4.963 0,35' 47· l0469 '
04t "7· 

',922 47· '3 635 5· 697 '0436 '9· '.370 49 36- 6,934 3.653 53· 007 0,5 0 43· 

:eo '900-"'4 ...... .... ' ...... .... II •• 3- ...... ...... 9· ...... . ..... 47· .... 0 •• 0 ......... 44- . ..... I . ..... JO. 

• ,879 ";.:1 5go 9,866 249 3- 7.007 1.325 '9· 508 9' 18. •• 130 0,564 6 •• 3.743 8'4 ••• 603 go. 5,61. 30508 63- MSo ,ltlll 40· 538 4·0 76- •• 380 1.071 78. '047' 47' 3" ..r.: 407 go. '''508 .6,137 l~ '''74' ... .,. 
~ 

4,203 3.8g5 ~ t0435 ~l;i 1;: 0,019 540 '7· 
8,51' ;t 46,369 ~z: 8',7·6 8k833 "'iJO ..... So7 5,442 30776 69 • 

'4094' '405 3 9lP'5 ~ ::.540 7 • ., S. 10 5,6'4 97· '3.776 '''924 94· 110493 9ogo~ 86. 
•• ,866 11.15° '" 570711 50,"3 .357 58,373 5,"S 408g8 96- '3,195 11"'01 87· .6,065 '30.6 8 .. 

:e. 1914-.,1, ............ 8g. ...... . ..... 67· ...... " .......... 65· ...... . ..... 80. ...... . ..... 8 .. ....... .. ..... 53· 
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132 APPENDIX 

APPENDIX IX. 

THE RATU '" DJVU)KltfDS PAID BY, AND TKI PIJCJ: or STOCKS 

i "li .,; I .,; .,; .,; 
a _Il a _II '0:; -al _Q - U .,.e; " l 

o~ II 
o~ 

1 
01 

0 Q.- ~;a ~:a !oa u -;;"" u 
~." ~ Ii I ;e '" it '" ;t '" '" i Q' >'1 

.i! .a I . 907 
-

'908 '!109 1910 '9" 

- - ---! Amaguaki •••••••• 25 '37 So. 9435· 99 30· "'!30. . •.. 130-
Fuji Ga.1 •••••••••• So 125 25· 8 •• 6. 96 '4- 95: 9· 85 ,0. 
FokUlhima •••••••• '5 .... .. 30 • 26'4- '3 '2. 45112• 47,6. 

SpiDDiar Imperial Hemp •••• So 64 ,I. is '20 68 ,I. 7213• 72,1~ 

Companies. Kanegafucbi ••••••• SO 134 22. SIS, B4 '4- loS Ilo 101
1
12-l Nippon ••••••••••• '5 49 .8·5 33 '4- 33 11. 32' 9· 31' 8. 

Osak. Godo ••••••• 20 64 30· 38200 45 20. 41200 41 18. 
Setlsa ................. 25 140 47· 61 ~. 75 20. 83 20• 90 20. 

- - -
"504 115.5 29·3 ,8·3 .6.6 

Caoshill •••••••••• So, 159 '2. 96 ' 203 117 'lo 123 1lo u81J. 
Electric Rail.. Keihan .................. 501 34 S· 20 S. 42 ~. 63' S· 6', S-

way Com- KeibiD .............. 501 99 11·5 69 '0. 

~( ~4- 44 t.3 
paDiei ..... Kyoto ............... SO, 66 H 70 '0. '0. 16i .0 

Yokohama •••••••• 

r~ 
43 6. So S· S41~ S91~' -

8·5 8.7 7.8 7-4 7-3 

{TOkyo E1ectric: ••••• So 8,.0. 68 '0.5 93,'" 99 1 .. 73·0.5 
Electric: Light Osaka Electric ••••• 5 '32 '5· "l ,6. 119

1

'5.5 123 12. 10 5'12-

and Gas Ujigawao ........... 5 14 S· S· 12 5. 30 S· 39 S· 
Compania. Osaka Gao ••••• • So 69 7·3 l~ 9·3 951 9-5 ':;i ,a. 107 ,a. 

Tokyo Gao •••••••• So 109 '5· 13. 

rr 
75 II. 

- ..::... -
10·5 10.8 u. 10·3 U 

{Nmbi R. R ••••••• So .11 ,0. 79 9- 9-3 80 8.5 7B 
Railroada.... Nania R. R. ••••••• SO 33 5-3 27 5·5 3 S· I . :: u Toba ••••••••••••• So 53 6.5 4' 6·5 5' 2:-1 6. t. 

- - I 7·3 6.5 
-

7-3 :!i 
H , 

{TOkyO Prod • .,.. •••• So 170 2005 94 99,16. 128.loS 110 '4-
Eacbanga Tokyo Stock Eo. ••• ~~ 247 25·5 117 1~IIS.2 :lIS 16.7 159 ·t04 •• Osaka SO>Ck ••••••• ao8 

:~ 
110 9-5 I I]. IS4'1I 127 

Osaka Prod lice ••••• So 99 76 10·7 9J1lo 
.0

7

1

::

31 

114 II·S 

- - I~ 
-

'9-3 : 
'1.4 11·7 

Fuji Paper Mill •••• So 54 .0. 6. 346. i2: 6. 37 6. 
Dai Nippon Brewlag So 113 '5, '5· 76'" 2'" 80 U.S 
EnsuI Sugar Rei •••• 35 '7 - 2' 200 16200 5"200 i:-MilceDaneous Taiwaa. Sagar Ref •• So 62 '0. 64 '0. 751'4- 97 ,2. ,I. 

Compmiea. Nippoa Fertiliur ••• ",0 90 ,6. 58 11. 431 9- So; 70S ~3 ,0. 
HodeD Oil •••••••• So ,60}6. IIO,3lo ;1' '7·5 i: II. 1;11. 
Nippon Oil •••••••• ~~ 127 :z8. '05124- '9- 14- 70 IL 

Osaka Men:aDt. •••• '3 6. '7 6. 18 6. •• 6. 331 7. 
- - - 1- r-'7.6 '5.6 'lo 11.6 11·3 

A_ me of 33 compaDia •••••• ... . •••• '5-4 •••• , .. , I···· 11.6 .•.• ,'0.8 .•.. 10.5 

• Tbio io 1101 • Gu Coatput1 but a Spilllriq Company. ID oplhl or III name. 
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PREFACE 

THIS is an attempt to study Japanese political forces 
from the viewpoint 01 modern sociology; that is, to con
sider them as dynamic forces, not as static conditions. 
The writer has recognized from the outset that these 
forces are extremely complex, and that any attempt to 
separate them must be arbitrary. No systematic con
sideration of the Japanese state, whether the method be 
that of sociology or metaphysics or what not, can be 
free from the danger of artificiality. 

The writer is fully aware of this natural shortcoming 
of his book. He feels, however, that a sociological study 
of the Japanese polity should be made on these lines. 
In attempting it he departs from the methods of other 
students of Japanese political institutions, who have been 
content merely to recite the facts of history or to discuss 
dialectically the Japanese constitution and its theory. 

As a student of Japanese law in one of the Japanese 
universities the writer was taught to consider the insti
tutions of his country only as they are descnDed in the 
constitution and the statutes. He was not encouraged 
to examine the actual workings of those institutions. 
The scholars of that university never went beyond an 
abstract interpretation of the written codes. After the 
writer came to Columbia University and studied :n.r 
RnflollSWu Sial.,. by Franklin H. Giddings, bis con-

• Ho,,'''toa. Miftlin comPOIIT. BIIItoa. 19'8. JIll. 107. 
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ception of Japanese political institutions underwent a 
change. This small book of Professor Giddings gave him 
the hint for the present study. 

Many books have been written on Japanese poli
tics, and many of them are widely read in the West. 
Among the best are Dr. Uyehara's Tne Political De
velopment of Japan, Dr. McLaren's A Political History 
of Japan, Dr. McGovern's Modern Japan, and Mr. 
Pooley's Japan aUne Crossroads. Some of these books 
are historical, and some are analytical of laws only. 
N one of them presents an entirely adequate analysis of 
actual political conditions, as they appear in a moving 
society. 

The writer has no thought of deprecating these books. 
He wishes to supplement them. They are invaluable to 
anyone who wishes to gain a glimpse of Japanese 
politics, and no student of the subject should neglect 
them. Any differences which may appear between the 
conclusions of these authorities and of the present writer 
are due largely to a differell&e in viewpoint. 

This small book is not intended to be an exhaustive 
treatise. Its purpose will be fulfilled if the reader gains 
from it a poit;~ of view and a suggestion for further 
study. 

Special references to the authorities are infrequent in 
the following pages, but the accuracy of the historical 
statements made may be readily verified by the histor
ical works listed in the bibliography. 

The writer is particularly indebted to Professors 
Franklin H. Giddings and A. A. Tenney, of the Depart
ment of Sociology,. Columbia University, for their in
struction and guidance, which he will always remember 

.avith gratitude. Acknowledgment must be made to all 
members of the Department of Sociology, especially to 
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Mr. F. A. Ross and Mr. H. N. Shenton, for their instruc
tion, kindness and personal interest. To Mr. Manjiro 
Hasegawa, one of the most competent students of social 
conditions in Japan, the writer is indebted for invaluable 
suggestions concerning the method of handling his sub- . 
ject. He also wishes to thank his friends, Mr. Robert 
L. Stern and Mrs. Elizabeth M. C. Stern, who corrected 
his English and aided him with criticism and sugges
tions; Mr. G. M. Fisher, Honorary National Secretary of 
the Y. M. C. A. in Japan, who read the manuscript, 
making valuable criticisms; and Mr. and Mrs. Edward 
Thomas, who aided the writer with editorial suggestions. 

UICBIIwASA1[I. 

COLO".'" UNIVUSITY. N.w Yo •• err". 
December. 19ao. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUC'rION 

I 

SUPERFICIAL observe'l .. of political and social events in 
Japan often marvel at what they call the "extraordinary 
adaptability" of the Japanese. In a few decades, they say. 
Japan, on her own initiative, transformed herself from a 
feudal state into a modem nation. Westerners are fond 
of this interpretation of modem Japanese history, and 
many natives of Japan agree with them. 

IAlthough this view is in harmony with the superficial 
facts, it is, the writer believes, essentially misleading. To be 
sure, Japan now has a constitution which in her feudal days 
would have been impossible. Her intercourse with the 
western world has, moreover, greatly modified many of the 
customs and institutions of her people. But to interpret 
these facts as indicative of an essential and a complete reve>
lution is to exaggerate greatly. 

No nation could. over night, effect a change as complete 
as the Japanese are said to have effected. Least of all 
could the Japanese, who have shown themselves to be 
socially static. For three centuries they remained supine 
under the feudalism of the Tokugawa shOgunate. with its 
rigid forms and il'OlKlad class distinctions. The early 
Tokugawas knew how to rule, and they established them
selves firmly amid a network of laws and customs unbeliey
ably intricate and intolerable. which impressed themsdyes 

11) II 
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indelibly on the minds of the people. Above the shOgun \ . 
of course, was the Emperor, enshrined in the holy city and 
worshipped by all, but he was powerless, and in his name 
the shOgun controlled the nation. 

The time came, in the middle of the nineteenth century, 
when the power of the shogun was doomed to end. Japan 
opened her doors to foreigners, and it was impossible for 
her to continue Jthe feudal system. As a result of this 
situation came the readjustment called the Meiji Restqra
tion. It is this Mei ji Restoration that has given to casual 
observers the impression that Japan has undergone a com
plete revolution, and has won for the Japanese a reputation 
for extraordinary adaptability. 

As a matter of fact, long established customs cannot be 
changed in a day. A new society is not to be begotten by 
the word or act of a group of statesmeIL Lt can be won 
only after long and painful experience. When circum
stances demand a change in the life of a people, as in the 
Meiji period they demanded a change in the life of Japan, 
the people, following the line of least resistance, will alter 
their manners, but they will make the smallest alteration 
that the exigencies of the moment pennit. 

Thus, when the Japanese feudal system was destroyed in 
J 867 there was set up in its stead a bureaucracy that re
tained the spirit of ·the shogunate. It is not too much to 
say that the political and social institutions of the new 
Japan were only another expression of the Tokugawa 
system. 

II 

Let us consider the Mei ji Restoration, with a view to 
di9COVering the nature and extent of the change that it has 
brought to JapaIL 

In feudal Japan the rulers were as follows: first the 
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Emperor, his family and the court nobles, who lived se
: eluded in Kyoto and took no active part in the affairs of the 
government; second, the shOgun, or feudal overlord, who 
ruled the entire nation; third, the daimyo or feudal lords, 
who ruled absolutely over parts of the country which they 
held as fiefs of ~e shOgun; and fourth, the samurai or 
knights, who formed the intellectual or fighting class and 
to whom the daimyii turned over most of the real adminis
trative work. The heimin or common people had no power, 
and, of course, the capitalist elass had not yet arisen. The 
stronger of the daimyii, who were at the head of powerful 
elans such as ChosM and Satsuma, were rivals of the shO
gun, and were ready to seize control of the state at the 
slightest sign of weakness in the rulers. 

In the days of his strength the shogun was really ter
rible. But" if there is sprin~ere must be ~n.': says 
a Japanese proverb, and in the middle of the runeteenth 
century it was plain that the spring of the Tokugawas 
was over. Perry and the American fleet came to Japan in 
~ and the nation was faced with the peril of foreign 
invasion. A western civilization from which they could 
not hold aloof was shown to the Japanese, and it was ap
parent to all that something had to be done. The clans, 
ltd by the daimyii of ChOshil and Satsuma, arose in rebel
lion, and the shOgun failed in his attempt to subdue them. 
The result was the end of the Tokugawast , 

On the face of it this "''85 simply a struggle between the 
shOgun and the daim)-G. but behind the daimyii were the 
samurai, men of real ability, who took advantage of this 
opportunity to increase their own power and to bring them
selves into prominence. An examination of the names of 
those who played the most important part in the Meiji 
Restoration and in the conduct of the government that 
followtd win easily show how remarkably the samurai of 
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Choshii, Satsuma, Hizen and Tosa, the most powerful of 
the clans, succeeded in their purpose. The samurai knew 
the situation better than any others: They played the shO
gun against the lords, and themselves came out on top. 

The heimin-farmers, artisans and the merchants-
took no part in this. It was a game played by the ruling • 
classes. 

This struggle, at the time of threatened foreign invasion, 
placed the nation in a precarious position. The confusion 
was great, and it was feared that the consequences would 
be serious. Each of the struggling classes saw the danger, 
and cast about for a leader who could unify the nation. 
The shOgun could not take the fore, because his power 
had been broken; no one of the lords would do, for his in
fluenc~, however great, was merely local; and the samurai 
did not feel themselves strong enough openly to set" them
selves up as the ruling class. The obvious solution was-
the Emperor. 

In the history of Japan there is no record of revolt 
against the Imperial Dynasty which has ruled Japan since 
prehistoric times.' Because of this loyalty, and because it 
has been the policy of the Dynasty to espouse the cause of 
the more progressive parties, it has been an unbroken 
custom to look to the Imperial family in time of great dis
turbance. To the Emperor, then, the leaders of the Meiji 
Restoration turned. Each of the struggling factions sought 
his support, but, true to the policy of his line, he threw the 

1 This does Dot mean that there have been DO revolts against minister. 
or shoguns of some Emperors, or even against certain Emperors them
selves. But the revolutionists in no case have wished to overthrow 
the Imperial House. Many time. one Emperor bas be"; deposed and 
one of his relatives set up in his stead. For instance, in the early 
thirteenth century the Shogun Hoj6 Yosbitold deposed the Emperor 
CbiiJdo, and put upon the throne the EmperOr'1 eousin, wbo thea be
came known as Go-Horikawa-Tenno. But no one not of the old Imperial 
blood baa ever attempted to UlUrp the throne. 
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weight of his tremendous prestige upon the side of the re
volting daimyo. The samurai who were behind the daimyo 
took advantage of this to completely crush the shOgun and 
establish themselves in power. 

Thus, the Meiji Restoration was accomplished with the 
• Emperor as its center and the samurai, as the greatest 

force behind it. It was, as the writer has said, a struggle 
of the ruling classes in which the common people 
took no part. The revolution was more political than 
social. It was a transference of power from one ruling group 
to another, and the groups which emerged triumphant 
had been in the upper strata of society in the pre-revolu
tionary days. The whole movement was a small wave 
in the great,still ocean of Japanese life, which continued to 
retain the traditional spirit of feudalism. In point of form 
only was the revolution great. 

III 

Into the chaos which followed the overthrowing of the 
shogun came the influence of European political philoso
phies. The Japanese soon saw that in teforming their 
government they must adopt western ideas. There were 
presented to them the French idea, the heritage of Rousseau 
and his philosophy of the social contract; the English idea, 
based upon the theories of John Stuart Mill, Adam Smith 
and the rest of the Utilitarians; and the American idea, 
based upon the Declaration of Independence, and involving 
the establishment of a democratic republic. The ruling 
classes rejected all of these as too democratic. Seeking 
further for a philosophy that would counteract these in
fluences, they found in Germany the idea best fitted to their 
purposes. Accordingly, they took advantage of the natural 
conservatism of the Japanese people and their intense 
national patriotism. and gave th~ a CXlIIStitutionaI moo-
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archy on the Gennan model, somewhat modified to suit the 
peculiar needs of Japan.' 

The Emperor resumed his ancient position as the head 
of the state. A bicameral legislature, consisting of a 
House of Peers and a House of Representatives, was 
created. A cabinet was established, but it was not made 
responsible to the legislature. An independent judiciary 
was formed. aosest to the throne under the new consti
tution was the privy council, which, like the judiciary, was 
independent of all other govenunental agencies except the 
Emperor, who exercised only a nominal control. Most 
influential of all was an extra<ODstitutional body, the 
council of Genro or Elder Statesmen, which dominated all. 

In, this there is little of democracy. The; class lines 
which had been established and made rigid under the 
Tokugawas was largely retained, and each of the ruling 
classes took a place of influence in the new order. The 
daimyo or lords of the clans were p-eated peers. These, 
by way of compensation for voluntarily restoring their 
fiefs to the crown, sat in the upper house of the legislature. 

The samurai~nder the new regime. may be divided into 
two classes: those who were successful in the scramble 
for power and those who were unsuccessful. The former, 
for the most part, were of the Choshii and Satsuma clans, 
and these took the important positions in the bureaucraCy. 
Choshii controlled the army and Satsuma the navy. and the ' 
samurai of these two clans formed the majority in the 
Genro counciL The samurai of the lesser clans found 
themselves left behind, and led by the men of Hizen and 
Tosa. formed political parties in opposition to the bureau
crats.. Their stronghold was the lower house of the legisla-
~. I 

• See Mr. It. Kawabau~. PolitinJI ld,tJI of Mod ... Jo". ... The 
Univenity of 10 .... 
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Thus was established the M~ii bureaucracy, a readjust
ment of the forces of feudalism under a constitution that 
was a compromise among the interests of the several rul
ing classes. The common people were left out. The 
Empeior, while theoretically at the head, in reality exer
cised his authority almost entirely according to the advice 
of the GenrO and the prime minister. The Genro, 
samurai in origin, carried on the traditions of feudal
ism. Exercising great authority and taking advant
age of their extra-constitutional status, they' were the true 
power behind the throne. The bureaucrats, their proteges, 
fought under their protection against the political parties, 
allying themSJ:lves with their friends in the House of Peers, 
with the Privy Council and with the army and navy. This 
bureaucratft: combination maintained its supremacy for 
tbirty years, and not until the close of the Meiji Era (1868-
1912) was it forced to recognize the power of the political 
parties and to compromise with them. 

At first the politi& parties were idealistic, seeking to 
defeat the bureaucrats, the GenrO and the peers, and to 
establish & true parliamentary govemm~ on the Anglo
Saxon model. Later, jn the bitterness of defeat at the 
hands of their rivals, they modified their demands and c0m

promised. At the same time they gradually aligned them
selves with the industrial capitalists who were becoming 
powerful in the meanwhile. 

During the Meiji Era Japan was in & comparatively static 
condition. The ruling forces-Genro, aristocrats, bureau
crats, militarists and political partie9-Were in a state of 
equilibrium. • 
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. The foregoing is, the writer thinks, a fair sketch of the 
conditions which followed the abolition of the shogunate. 
But in order faithfully to picture the Japan of to-;y.W'e 
must add another stroke to the drawing: a description of the 
.rise of industrialism in what is called the; Tai~hO Era. 

The industrial revolution reached Japan at the close of 
the nineteenth century. In feudal days tfte chief occupa
tion of the nation was agriculture; but in modem times a. 
nation of small area with insufficient natural resources must 
tum to manufacturing if it is to keep its place jn the 

. ecbnomic world. So it was with Japan, as with England 
and Germany before her. 
Th~ ruling military classes observed the tende~cy towards 

industrialism. Doubtless they saw the danger, but at the 
same time they realized that if they were to compete on the 
field of battle with the nations of the West they must not be 
afraid of the modernization of their iwn country. There
fore, as a part of their program of preparedness 'Jor war, 
they encouraged industry; particularly shipbuilding and the 
manufacture of .tee1. 

Just at this time China was ~ing t>pened as a world' 
market and a source of raw materia1s. The western 
nations saw their opportunity and scrambled for concessidllS. 
and Japan saw that if she would retain her natural advant
ages in this field she must develop her industry. As a re
sult of all these influences many of the agricultural workers 
of Japan flocked to the cities and became factory hands, and 
the economic status of the nation ,\!as transformed. 

Parallel with the industrial revOlution came the spread 
of education. The ruling classes saw the v3Iue of education, 
and they adopted a .scheme of. compulsory schooling 
which reduced illiteracy to an am~ingly low figure. The 
~ntrq1 of the schools was an enormous power in the hands 
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" of the bureaucrats, .but they exercised that power in a way 
that ,left open a path for the growth of liberalism. On the one 
hand they emphasized Ute beauty of Japanese culture, with 
much 'Beg waving jUld suggestions derogatory to all foreign
ers, and on the other they urged the necessity of 
embracing the material side of western civilization. The 
study of foreign .languages, particularly English, was ~ 
qui red, in order that the students might familiarize them
!elves with conditions in the rest of the world~ but this re
dounded to the disadvantage of the ruling classes, for it 
enabled the educated people to read about western thoug~ 
as well as western business, and many of them began to 
realize that Japanese culture was not the only one on the 
market. SiJ¥:e English was a required language in the 
secondary schools, British and American ideas permeated 
the nation, and encouraged the growth of libera1ism. The 
presence in Japan of more than 1000 American and British 
missionaries and teachtn had a powerful influence in the 
same direction. 

At the same time came an improvement in the means of 
transportation and communication. The JaPanese railway 
system, under the encouragement of the bureaucracy, has 
reached an extraordinarily high development. While it is 
not Is extensive as that of England or the United States. 
~t it is further advanced than the railway systems of such 
Europeal\ countries as Italy or Spain. From TOkyO a travel
ler can reach the remotest parts of Japan in a few days. At 
the same time the telephone, telegraph and postal systems 
have reached a high po~f efficiency under a government 
monopoly. The bureaucracy encoura.,."Cd this, impressed 
chiefly by the military advantage of good communications, 
and failing to observe th~ect upon \he growth of b'beral
ism. 

In \his era Dewspa~ began to appear in great n\llJlber, , 
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throughout the nation, until every tOWIl of a population of 
ten thousand or more had at least one sheet. The papers 
were almost unanimous in their opposition to the bureau-
cracy. . •• _ • 

As a climax came the World War, a greatc!r revolutionary 
influence than any of these domestic developments. Par
ticipation in the struggle completed the opening of Japan 
which Perry had begun. Formerly the attention of the 
Japanese, after their isolation was broken, had been directed 
largely toward their oriental neighbors, China, Korea, 
fdanchuria, Formosa, Siberia. Now this interest was defi
nitely focussed upon Europe. The people could now make 
a comparison between the German and Anglo-Saxon civil
izations, and the result of the war determined ;heir decision 
on the relative merits of the two. Their tendency was to 
regard tht; war as a struggle between militarism and liberal
ism, in which liberalism came off victorious. 1 

The growth of radicalism Un EW"ope after the war had 
its reflection in Japan. Labor unions arose and asserted 
their right to strike,. and the socialist movement won a 
large measure of freedom from ~ression. •. 

V 
All this resulted in the rise of two new classes to join the 

aristocrats, the burea.WII'3.ts, the Elder Statesmen, the tni1-
mists, and the parties in the struggle for political suprem
acy. One of them, the capitalist group, has climbed in 
a few years to a position of domination. 

In feudal days, the merchant F despised. The daimyi) 
and samurai often needed him to finance their undertak
ings, but the farmer and the artisan were considered more 

1 The CDDduct of the A'lIied aations Ilia"" the armistice, ond the anti
American propaganda of the 1_ ... militarists weakeoed this COD-

victioa to some extent. .. 
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essential to the life of the nation, and won far greater re
spect than the mere trader and money lender. In the Mei» 
era the common pqle, including the merchants, were 
formailr release!! from serfdom and made theoretic:ally free. 
The merc:hanti in the cities th~n took advant3ge of the in
crease ill cradt' to improve their situation. 

The industrial revolution, in Japan as elsewhere, brought 
the heyday of merchants and manufacturers. The des
pised money lender became the captain of finance. The 
artisan and the trader became the manufacturer and mer
chant prince. Especially great became the influence of 
those who gained control of shipbuilding, the munitions 
trade, the merchant marine, mining and metal manu
facturing. All the while the influence of the country land
lord remained stationary. 

In the Meiji Era the merchants sought to advance their 
influence by hobnobbing with the bureaucrats and militar
ists... Later the political parties grew stronger and to them 
the industrialists turned their attention. They found this 
more favorable to their interests, beoj.use the politicians of a 
province w~ easier of ac:c:ess than a bureaucratic governor. 
Moreover, a party alwayS needs campaign funds, and who 
is better able to supply these than a growing captain of in
dustry? Thus there came about a tremendously powerful 
aDiance between capital and the>political parties, which 
triumphantly rose to power with the present Hara ministry. 
The existence of this alliance is proved by the very names 
of the members of PrmUer Hara's cabinet. They are among 
the leaders of Japanese business and finance. 

To understand this is to gain an insight into the foreign 
policies of present-day Japan. While Hara is loud in his 
disclaimers of territorial JIIlbition in Shantung and Siberia, 
he is much interested in economic c:ooc:essions in outlying 
territories, which are valuable, of. course, to his capitalist 
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friends, and he. has compromised with the militarists in 
order to capture these concessi9ns. 

VI 
Coincident with the rise of capital came; naturally, the de

velopment of a laboring class, the second great group de
veloped by the industrial revolution. In the feudal days 
the workers were serfs. The Meiji Restoration freed them 
theoretically but actually left their position almost un
changed. The only advantage they won was the right tl) 
an education. With the industrial revolution the artisans 
came to the cities and began to develop into a class-conscious 
proletariat. With them came many of the farmers, driven 
into industry by the scarcity of land and the demand for in
dustrial labor. These factory workers were open to the 
influence of propaganda, because most of them had now 
been taught to read. ,The newspapers they read did not in
cr .. ase their friendliness toward the government. ' 

The laboring class was strengthened by the;. fact that the 
increasing cost of living forced into alliance with it those 
who would have preferred to remain· petty bourgeois: 
n:unely, teachers, newspapermen, and small' gl>Vernment 
officers, such as policemen, whose salaries were not ad
vanced. These now joined with the factory workers, who 
had gained skill at their, trades and whose prestige was 'in
crease& by the demand for their labor. The workers 
shared to some extent the prosperity brought to Japan by 
the war. By their aJliance with the lower middle class their 
group gained brains and learned ambition. Cass consciou .. 
ness had now arisen, and the Japanese proletariat of ,tne 
present is considering whether it can best serve its interests 
by forming a political party and competing with the capital
ists in the Diet, or ,by clinging to the trades-union prin
ci,\es of direct action, with frequent use of the strike and 
ffibotage. 
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This, then, is the situation in Japan today: The aristo
crats and the bureaucratt still exercise their traditional 
power through the HQuse of Peers, the anny and navy, and 
the Cenro. Against them struggle the political parties, 
now powerful, which control the House of Representatives 
and are backed by the capitalists. The power of the 
capitalists in the Diet is not easily to be shaken, for 
they are protected by the election laws restricting the fran
chise to those who own property and pay direct taxes.. 
Against them, however, the new laboring class is slowly 
rising, demanding universal suffrage for both sexes, the 
recognition of labor unions and the right to strike, and 
political freedom for democratic and socialist parties.. It 
should now be apparent to the reader that Japan is to be 
ngarded as a whi.tWool of 8ooRi ... ing forces.. Japanese 
politics qn best be studied by scrutinizing these inftuences, 

• these struggling classes. The future can best be judged by 
him who understands their positions and their relative 
strength. ''The forces to be considered in the subsequent 
chapters are eight: ' 

The' Emperor 
The Gem'o, or the EIder Statesme 
The Peers 
The Bureaucrats 
The Militarists 
The Political Parties 
The Capitalists 
The Workers 



CHAPTER II 

THE EMPEROR 

I 

OBSCURITY, bom of a tradition as old as man, surrounds 
the relation between the Emperor of Japan and his people. 
Few westerners understand the true position of the Mikado 
in the actual world of politics. In this chapter the writer 
will attempt to expound it to them. 

The'writer does not agree with those Japanese patriot, 
who see fit to interpret the positi<m of the Imperial Dynasty 
by a mixture of Japanese mythology and pseudo-science. 
He prefers to consider this subject in the impartial 
light of history. In doing this he is, to some ex~t, risking 
the ire of some Japanese bureaucrats. But he believes it t) be 
the duty of a 'scientific student to adhere to facts, not myths; 
and further, a careful study of the true position of the 
Emperor of Japan can reflect nothing but the utmost credit 
and honor upon the Imperial Dynasty. He writes, not as " 
hostile critic of Japanese traditions, but as a sincere ad
wirer of the Imperial Japanese Dynasty. 

• II 
Students of Japanese law hold two conflicting theories 

of the constitutional position of the Emperor.' The con-

1 The conservative school of inkTpretation of the constitution was 
founded by Professor Yatsuka Hozumi, of the Imperial Uuiversity of 
Tokio. In hi. book, K,,,,Pi Tei". (O .. "iN Df 1M Japo ... " CD ... 
.. ,ihUio,,) hi. th_ies are expooaded. When he died the leadership 

~ (~ 
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servative group contends that the Emperor is an absolute 
ruler, wielding the powers of government without check, 
and considering nothing but his own Imperial will. The 
more progressive school declares that he rules not as an 
absolute monarch, but as the supreme representative of the 
nation, which is composed of the Emperor and the people. 
His power, they contend, is not absolute and personal, but 
constitutionally limited; and in exercising it he is bound to 
consider not his own Imperial wjl1, but the ,neCll&o«-ms
nation. 
lJefendants of the ~servative theory point out that 

the Emperor Maiji promulgated the constitution, in 1889, of 
his own free will. and not as concession to any popular de
mands. He made a set of rules for the guidance of his 
people and of his government as a schoolmaster makes rules 
for the control of his pupils; therefore it is not to be con
sidered that the Emperor is restricted by a constitution of 
his own making. 

The leading defender of this theorY was Prince Ito, who 
had been sent abroad by the Emperor Meiji to study the 
political ideas of the West. and who, upon his retum, was 
the chief draftsman of the constitution. His followers, 
including many professors of constitutional law in the 
Japanese universities, were passionate in their enthusiasm 
for the theory of Imperial absolutism. and some of them 
went so far as to denOUllCe as traitors the scholars who 
agreed with the political parties in opposing this. Prince ItO. 
in his book If CflWtflW'lllOry tqofI tM COfIS'IitvIiota of tM 

of this .moot feU to Prof ..... r Shinkichi UJeSUCi. also of ToIria. 
The OppooitiOll is \eel .." Prof ..... r T.tsukichi MiDObe, of the ....... 
iDstil1ltioa, who i. the leader of the b1>eral .moot of ~tioa. 
Profossora Sasaki eel IdUmura, of the Imperial UDiversil7 of ~ 
are followers of lliDobe. SPIP cIos _ penait .. elaborate stab;
...... t of their positiOlla here. The:r baft aD wriltal' IIIo<tboob. 10 
which the iD~ racier is referred •• 
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Empire of Japan, which has been translated into English, 
fully expressed his views en this subject. 

The theory is based chiefly on Articles I and III of the 
constitution. Article I reads " The Empire of japan shall! 
be reigned over and governed by a line of Emperors un-. 
broken fCll" ages eternal." :[he substance of Article III is:' 
.. The Emperor is sacred and inviolable." 

It is hardly scientific to interpret a document in the light 
of twotlr three articles ~Iy, and the writer is convinced that 
a consideration of the constitution in its entirety, will refute 
Prince Ito and his followers. Lc:t us examine the first 
chapter of the constitution, in which the powers of the 
Emperor are defined. To him is given legislative and ex
ecutiv~ authority in sanctioning and pfomulgating laws and 
ordinances, in convokil1g and dissolving the Imperial Diet, 
in determining the organ,ization of'the different branches of 
the administration and the salaries of civil and military 
officers, and in the appointm~nt and dismissal of the officers ; 
supreme corqrnand of the army and navy; the right to de
clare war an4- conclude treaties of peace and to confer titles 
of nobility and other ranks of honor; and the ordering of 
amnesty, pardons, commutation or punishments, and re
habilitation . 

• If the Emperor is an absolute monarch, why should his r 

powers be thus minutely defined? Why should not the 
constitution say .. The Emperor shall rple Japan" ant! be 
done with it? Oearly the true intention of the constit1l
tion, whatever 'the metaphysical interpretations may be, is 
t() limit the Imperial powers. Furthermore, the constitu
tion provides that the Emperor alone cannot make laWs. 
This right is reserved to the Imperial Diet, and to the Em
peror is res~rved simply the right of vet~ which he has 
always refused to exercise, sho.ing· that he himself does 
not uphold the theory of his absolutism. 

• 
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Furth~r proof is available. Let us examine Article LV: 
of the constitution, which read, in ~ffect, .. Respe~tive min
isters of state shall give their advice to the Emperor, and 
be responsible ior it. All laws, Imperial Ordinances and 
Imperial Rescripts of what~ver kind that relate to the 
affairs of state require the cou.ntersignature of a,minister of 
state." , 

Very few of the J:tpanese commentators on constitutional 
law heretofore have called attention to this a .. kle and 

, explained i,ts.true meaning. Article LV makeS the ministers 
of state, not the Em~r. the actual administrators of the 
Imperial power. In ·the original Japanese this article is 
sonlewhat vague-intentionally so-but its actual applica
tion to Japanese go+ernment is qear. Under it the Emperor 
leaves the real powers of government to the ministers who 
are required to assist him. . a 

The conflict between these two theories bitterly raged for 
many years. The bureaucrats supported the principle of 
absolutisnt, for it gave them a cloak for ~eir undemo
cratic rule: anel they sternly suppressed thCl, party leaders 
.nd the progressive professors who opposed them. But 
with time, the progressive element gained the supremacy, 
and now it is ~era1ly recognized that the Emperor is not 

, an absolute ruler, but the supreme representative and organ 
of the nation. ' 

• , III 

Enough of legal disputatiOJl, J.et us --= theorizing 
~,tum to facts. ' 

The incomplete records of JaJ1lU1ese'history l in the ancient 
times indicate that the Emperor was ~ an absolute ruler. 

l nne Is _li.bl~ I'ftOrcI of political ..... -W c:GIIKIitiaas ia 
ancient J_ The NiM.." (7'10 A.. D.) ..... lC.jili (712 A. D.). 
tile tilM of wbida .~ be ~ tnasIale4 .. ..- I., ._ 
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Throughout this consideration the reader should bear in 
mind the fact that there has been only one Imperial Japanese 
Dynasty, and that the founder of that Dynasty is by 
tradition 1 the lineal ancestor of the entire Japanese nation. 

The end of the absolute rule of the Emperor came with 
the establishment of the ~ura shOgunate in..iU92 A. 

, D! The General Minamoto Yoritomo, whose following 
was great, managed to dom,inate with his forces the entire 
nation. The Emperor thereupon appointed Minamoto the 
chief executive officer of the nation. The Minamoto family 
established its capital in Ki.~!;ll"ll, and its duefs were 
known as $,§gw;).S; and the Imperial Family corrlined itself 
in Kyoto, the holy city. The Emperors kept aloof from 
all mat1;ers of politics and government, and retained only 
the name of ruler. No one now disputes that the shoguns 
were the true rulers of the nation. 

'nte shOgunate passed from one family to another, and 
finally in 1600 to the Tokugawas, who, as the writer has 
already expTa:i~, lost their power during the reign of the 
Empet:or Meiji. , ., ........ 
CIwOH'c/U, contain, for the most part, mythological matter similar '0 
the myths of ancient Greece. Therefor~ to get a true notion of the 
early periods historians must make a careful comparative study of the 
Chinese, Korean and Japanese histories. .' , 

1 This tradition has been consistently promulgated ~ the ruliog' • 
classes in order to preserve three important elements of Japanese 
culture: fim, an~.!.-}Y.QUhip, second, the worsbiUt.~}. !.mperia! 
F.amlly. and third, the rigidjami\I..-.vsleJ1!.. o{..tb~ Jlation at large .. 
Impartial historians agr~ however, that the Japanese nation is com
POSed of various tribes which came from many parts of the world, as 
c:onqueronr or as refugees from shipwreck or other peril.. They ~ 
Jieve that d.e Imperial Family itself was founded by eonquerors who 
came from some unknown land But the old tradition, whatever its 
origin, h .. had tremendous inftueo~ and he who understands it h .. 
made great progress toward an understanding of the Japanese people. 

• Even before the Kamakura sbOganare there i. no proof that the 
Emperor .... aD absolute ruler. Probably from the earliest times 
certain families of eoun nobles teqk to them.dves the real power. 
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In the Meiji R~storation the Emperor was nominally re
stored to power, -but as a matter of a fact the whip hand 
was ktpt by the nQb1ra and InU:e<llkr.tats, who took advantage 
of the ;Emperor to establish themselves.' The Emperor 
Meiji then issued a series of edicts II emapcipatins. the 
Japanese people," I and placidg himself once more at their 
head. But behind the edicts were the samurai, to whom the 
Emperor, seeing the requirements of the situation, was 
pleased to give the chief administrative. power. 

Ullder the constitution the Emperor remains aloof, while 
the bureaucrats and the parties struggle for control 

IV 
It has ever been the principle of the Imperial Japanese 

Dynasty to rule according to the wishes of the people. 

, The Emperor Meijl wu really a IIWI of unusual intellill""c:e. cour
.... and stat9manship. But when he ...... ded the throae be .... emIT 
alx_ years old. Therefore it Ia Dot surprising that the restoratiOll 
was iDitiatecl aot by him but by forces outside of the Imperial Court 
-the...d!i~~. 

I One of theoe edicts read.: 
r. Assembliea shan be called into being in whieb all classes of the 

people shan be represented. AU alfairs of awe eball be therein dis
cussed md public opinion win thua find expressiOlL 

.. In futunt an distiactiOD ~ the ,,_ aDd lower classes of 
the people shall .. far .. possible be remaYed for the purpose of 
lecuring the order and pesce of the Empire. 

). Every indi-ndual, the biahest officer of the state as well as the 
most insicnili<lllt maD of the people, sbaIl strive to do his work well 
aDd aot aealect hie ~ caItiDg. 

40 Olcl-fsshiODed aDd 11SeIess maDDen ad au-. sbaIl be banned, 
aDd elons made to ,rude the people in richt directions. 

So ItDowledie from an parts of the world eball be made ale of fOl' 
reDdering the state strong aDd ........... • 

Some obeenera believe that this ~ Imperial Oath· .... _u\pted 
merelY to end the jealousies between the daDs, aDd that it .. wri_ 
by _ poIitic:im with that eod io -new. The pr<>IJI'essive eIomeat 
ia J_ p\Ha I"'" faith io the dotomeDt, tODsidering it a !IOIt 
of Bill of Rights. 
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The Emperor is not a representative of any class, but of the 
entire nation. He is the father of the people; and their 
natural protector. Those classes which in the past have 
ruled the state have thereby violated the sanctity of the 
Imperial line, and have taken advantage of the goodness of 
the Emperor to advance thiir own ends. to 

The idea of the Emperor as their well-wisher and pr(>o 
tector is deeply impressed upon the minds of the Japanese 
people by tradition. They love to recite the poems of the 
Emperor Nintoku, in which the Mikado declares his love for 
his subjects and his desire to be one with them; and they 
often repeat the story of the Emperor Daigo, who, one 
winter night, is said to have taken off his clothing and slept 
in' the open, so that he could realize the suffering of the 
poor. The Emperor Meiji, like the traditional Nintoku, 
was a popular poet. 

Even the boldest of the shOguns, who usurped the political 
power of the Emperor, could not treat him with anything 
but the greatest respect, for they feared the anger of the 
people, who loved him. The ruling classes of Japan have 
never dared JF.!wantly t? .. dis~~gn.d.Jbe~we1.faa.Jli-the 
jl3le, as have the CZars of Russia, for. instance. They 
have always been forced to realize that the ,Emperor was the 
friend of the masses, and to trim their sails accordingly. 

Japan will never see a revolution against the Emperor,' 
Rebellion is not necessary. The coming of democracy 
would be pleasing to the Mikado, for it would be according 
to the traditions of his line, and an emancipated people 
would continue to revere him forever! 

I Many Careful foreign observers believe that the Emperor wiD \ 
·aooner or later occupy a position similar to that of the Xi.,. of I 
EoglaocL Native political acienti.u recognize tbia tendency to some • 
Clttect. 

. ",', 



CHAPTER III 

• THE GENRO 

I 

AT the helm of the Japanese state since the Meiji Restora
tion has been an extra-constitutional council, ~e Genro.' or 
the Elder Statesmen. The Genrii are former samurai of 
ChOshii and Satsuma, who distinguished themselves in the 
Restoration movement and in the establishment C?f the new 
governmenL Their brilliancy and experience in statesman
ship guided the new Japan through the perplexities of ita 
first years. For decades their power was paramount, and 
only in the past few years bas it been even slightly dimmed. 

II 

The inftuence of the Genro is primarily political. rather 
than social or economic. They are not powerful in capi
talistic circles, although' some Qf them are as wealthy as 
the lesser of the new millionaires. Although they are now 
peers of high rank," it should not be supposed that their pre
eminence is primarily social. They have nothing to do 
with the religion of the people, which in the new Japan bas 
been divorced from the state; and they are not concerned in 
the affairs of the Imperial Family, which is governed by the 
law of the Imperial Family and the reso\UtiOllS of the 

IThe word -Goa .. - _ -old ud distiqaished sta_
The word -..-- is of tell IIsod ill' the' aaiIIl! 'SeJI& . 

tYam ... " Prill .. ; Ito. PriDce; "alSab" .. ..rqais; ~ 
Marquis; ~ Priate; Obma, Marquis; SaioD,ji, Priace. 
~ ~ 
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Privy Council The great power of the Genro is exercised 
in political channels only. 

Thus we have the extraordinary spectacle of a purely 
poli!!.c;eleQ.tity. the most powerful in the state, which has 
nevertheless nO"'p)ac;e whatever. in thlUJl!.ti.9.!li!:lS;(lQstitution. 
Search the voluminous body of the Japanese fundamental 
law, and you will nowhere find mention of the Elder States
men. This very fact has doubled the power of the Genr/), 
for it has l!:it them legally responsible to no one. This 
state of affairs is certainly Jpponsistent with any theory of . 
constitutional government:~· 

The Genro derive their power from their peculiar relations . 
with the Emperor. In every national crisis, such as the fall 
of a cabinet, the Emperor summons the GenrO to the palace 
and asks their advice, which he invariably accepts. In 
every time of political stress, the nation directs its attention 
toward the Elder Statesmen rather than to any other 
political leaders. Journalists then gather at the Palac;e gate, 
and base their articles on ~~ .poli.t!~s~tl12:tion J1po!l; the 
facial expressions of the E1Jiet.Statesmen as they leave the 
coiiit6'Chaml:iertO~hl~-they have been summoned by the 

"l . 
Emperor. . 

III 

The Genro, sitting thus as a council, are the most power
ful of a group of four councils which, taken together, wield. 
most of the power of the Japanese state. These four are 
the Genro Council, the Privy Council, the Cabinet, and a 
newly created body, the Advisory Council on Foreign Af
fairs. The Imperial Family Council, composed of princes 
of the blood, might seem to a casual observer to be one of 
this group, but in accordance with tradition this body keeps 
itself strictly aloof from politics, and concerns itself only 
with matters directly c:oru:eming the Imperial Dynasty. 
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The Privy Council is a constitutional body 1 whose 
m~bers are ap~inted bU1.t~...t!l..p.~~ f~life-, It is com
posed of men who bve dis_tingllish~d .. them~lv,es -in the 
national ~ervice as administrators, educators, admir~ts or 
gen~~~: Its functionsar«;~ilg,vijory and it may be sum
mOned by the Emperor for the consideration of any question 
he sees fit to put to it, dealing' with, let us say for example, 
the ratificatign 9f .. ~ or the issuance ol..&llJ~~ial 
Ordin~ On paper the tasks of the Privy 'Council coin
cided' very closely with the functions that have been ex
ercised by the Genro. In practice, however, the extra
constitutional council of the Elder Statesmen has drawn 
to it mueh more power than the strictly legal Privy Council. 

The cabinet is eomposed of ministers of state, each of 
whom under the eonstitution is individually responsible to 
the throne.' There is no mention of the cabinet as a whole 
in the eonstitution. but its existence is legalized by an Im
perial Ordinance known as the Cabinet Regulations, I in 
which its functions are rather generally and vaguely defined. 
The influence of the cabinet is far slighter than that of the 
Genro for two reasons: first, the Genro Council is irrespon
siWe. but the cabinet can' always be dissolved; second. the 
Genro t:I~vs ~m..,!.!he ..I?t;i,,!e_!!!~~.ster, who in tum 
forms the cabinet, whieh is, therefore, in a very subordinate 
position. 

The only political body in Japan which can effectively 
rival the Genrii in power is the A.dyisory .C::OUncil.on Foreign 
Aff~:which was created. in the third ~!!:!:. of the World 
War. It was put under the direct control of the Emperor. 
and the Imperial Court was designated. as its place of meet-

'The COIlstitutioa, article LVI. 
I The CODStitutioa, article LV. 
I No. 1350 18S!I. _ded ~ Imperial OnIiaoDoeNo. 7. 1907. 
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ing. None below the rank of minister of state may be 
appointed to this council. Its members are now the premie!l 
the present and 'former ministers of foreign affairs, 'the 
ministers of finance, army and navy,the most "mfiuentiJ 
members. of the Privy Council and of the House of Peers~ 
and the leaders of the political parties in the House of Re-

• presentatives. Like the council of Genro, this body is 
extn-rQllstitutionaP Its· functions are broad and vague, 
and its power is great. In time, perhaps, it will supplant 
the council of Elder Statesmen as the paramount political 
body of the nation. 

IV 
At present, however, the Genro are in control because they 

retain the power to recommend the prime minister. In 
nations with the tw<>-party system of government, such as 
England, it is the tradition that upon the fall of a cabinet 
the leader of the legislative opposition sua:eeds the prime 
minister and forms the new government. In spite of the 
constant agitation of the political parties inJapan for the 
adoption of ·this system, it has not been established. In
stead, the new premier is always cbosen by the EmperOl" 
upon the advice of the Elder Statesmen, who are free to 
select whomever they choose. Until 1900 they always 
chose one of their own body, and every prime minister was 
also an Elder Statesman. Until the accession of the pres. 
ent premier, Mr. Hara, the Genro always chose a member 
of the titled nobility. The statement: of these facts epitom-
izes the power of the Genro. " 

Likewise, in the determination of japan's foreign policy, 
the GenrO in the past have been of paramount importance. 

1 This council ..... creotecI by .. ~ Edict, DOt by .. ImperW 
Or ....... .,., StwImts of !be coastitutiOli bad a bot """tro.& I, Oft!' 

the COiIititutioaality of thia Imperial Edict. 
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Under their wise and courageous diplomatic guidance, 
Japan has passed victoriously through three great wars.. 
The Genro planned the deadly blow which humbled China 
and wOO Japan a place among the nations, and they 
engineered the Russo-Japanese War and Japan's part in the 
World War, which have D1,&Cl.e their natiou a first-class 
military power and a prime factor in world politics. 

V. • 
During the Meiji Restoration and immediately after its 

consummation the leading statesmen of Japan who might be 
called G.:nro, although the title had not yet come into use, 
were Prince Sanjo, Prince lwakura and Prince Tokudaiji. 
three court nobles. who were the immediate counsellors of 
the young emperor. They did not remain long without 
rivals. for the samurai of the influencial c1ans were not to 
be kept down. Of these the following soon came into pro
minence: Kido representing the ChOshii. clan; Okubo and 
SaigO. the latter a great and popular general. respresent
ing the Satsuma clan; Okuma and Soyejima, representing 
the Hizen clan; and ltagaki. representing the Tosa claD. 

Death forbade that these statesmen remain in power_ 
General SaigO became implicated in a plot of his clansman 
to overthrow the government. and he was denounttd as a 
traitor and forced to commit hara-kiri. Okubo was as
sassinated. The three princes, Sanjo, lwakura and Toku
daiji as well as all the others except Okuma and Itagaki. 
soon died. Itagaki fell into obscurity. and Okuma went 
into retirement that lasted for nearly twenty years. 

The places of these men were taken by five young men. 
knights of ChOshii., and Satsuma, who had been rec0g
nized throughout the restOration period as a men with a. 
future. .. There were the men who guided Japan through 
the greater put of the Meiji period. and to whom the title-

\. 
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of Genro most properly belongs. They were (to give them 
the noble titles which they ultimately won by their services 
to the state) Prince Yamagat3., Princt Ito, Marquis Inouy~ 
Prince Oyama and Marquis MatsUkata. The first three 
were of Choshii; the two latter of Satsuma. In origin, they 
were all humble. Ito came from the lowest class of 
samurai, and only Yamagata came from the higher class 
of samurai that borders upon the rank of noble. The other 
three came of the middle classes of samurai. 

VI 
Perhaps the outstanding figure is Prince Yamagata. He 

is the founder of Japanese militarism. Even today, in spite 
of his great age and ph,sica1 feebleness, he is the leader of 
the military party and 'the fountain-head of Japanese con
servatism. 

Prince Yamagata's insight and organizing ability are 
responsible for the creation of the modern Japanese army. 
When the Meiji Restoration had been effected the chief 
military force of the nation was the palace guard, made up 
of the samurai of Choshii, Satsuma andTosa. Yamagata 
foresaw trouble if the miIi~ power were left in the hands 
of these samurai. He recalled the historx of what is 
known as the Gen-Pei period, in the 12th Century A. D., 
when two rival military c1ans split the natiqn in two by 
their struggles for supremacy. Yamagata decided that 
Japan must have an army organized on western lines and 
based upon- unIversal military service. He was strenuously 
opposed by most of the samurai of all clans, who in feudal 
days had monopolized the right to serve in the army, and 
particnlarly by General Saig6 and his associates, who as
serted that universal military service was impossible because 
the conunon people 1acke9_.tbe_CI?!!...~_~<LtIu:_sense.j)f 
.honor which in the past had characterized the Japanese 
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soldier. To this Yamagata replied: .. The m2Sl.e..m .. ilmlY 
depends for succ.!~.~.l;Il!9Jl it~9~~",tion! pO~.!1P?-P: theJ)~
sonii11.ty~(t.he i~div~~.ua!s.~I~iCO'1-" He won his fight, and 
was authonze<1to organize the anny. 

His associate, Prince Ito, was the most brilliant inte1leo
t1la11y of the five Genro. He was a thorough student of 
western methods, and because of his knowledge he under
took the organization of the civil administration of new 
Japan. The drafting of the constitution was largely his 
work, and when the new governmental ~ystem was put into 
effect he became the first prime minister in 1885. The 
Emperor recognized his wortil.· and held him in great esteem. 
When, in later years, Ito became resident general of Korea,
the Emperor would make no imporfant decision without his 
advice, and no great question of state could be settled until 
the Imperial messenger had gone from Tokyii to distant 
Seoul and brought back Ito's counsel. The people admired 
I to because he had been instrumental in giving them their 
constitution, and also because in spite of his intimate associa
tion with the bureaucracy, he became in later life a sup
porter-et least in ~e-of the political parties, and was 
himself the founder of a party, the Seiyukai. 

MarquisJp~!) .. e, a dose friend of Ito, was a man of noble 
character. He did not seek nor win political advancement. 
but he always stood behind ItO. His specialty was finance 
and diplomacy, and he was largely instrumental in the 
unification of the metaUil; CIllTeIlCJ' jnJapaJt. 

• "._~ _" ." ~ 11 

These three OiOshii men, Yama:;Va Ito and Ino!!}'\:.. 

donlinated the Genii council and enhanced the position 
of their dan. In the struggle for domination Satsuma 
came out second best. Of the two Satsuma Genro Marquis 
Matsukata was the most active. Like Inouye. he was a 
financial e,'"pert. and he put the nation on a ~basis in 
1&}6. Prince O)-ama, the other Elder Statesman, was a 
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man of great good-nature but comparatively little force. 
He usually supported th~.fq>ition takeu. by Prince 
Yamagata. ~. 

Admiral Kabaya.rtw., of the Satsuma clan, was a ma~ of 
sufficient ,importance to be considered a sort of "vice
GenrO." He was ill_Mal in the establishment of tfte 
modem Japanese ~'*' and he won for the Satsuma clan 
a monopoly of most 0 the high nava1 offices, but unfort1:ln
ately for'\Us clan, he did not live long. 

In time of peace there was considerable dissension among 
the Genre;, SatsUllia clashing with 'GhOshii and, within the 
Choshii ranks, Yamagata qua.rfeling with ItO. But in time 

-of war all inte.mal conflicts ceased, and the Genro acted as 
one man in defense of the nation. In: the Russ<>-Japanese 
War Prince Yamagata was Chief of the General Staff. In 
the Manchurian Expeditionary Forces there were many 
generals of his own clan, but nevertheless he placed Prince 
Oyama, his rival of Satsuma, in command of the forces in 
the field. 

In 19oo the title of Elder' Statesmen waA first applied to 
these m~ Ostensibly they retired, into the background, 
but as a matter of fact they retained their power. They 
still controlled the appointment of thepremie~ and the men 
they ch~' for that position. were their heirs and remained 
under their direction. Katsura and Saionji, who alternated 
in the premiership between IgDI and 1912 were, respee
tively, the proteges of Yamagata and Ito. Admiral 
Yamamoto, once premier, was the protege of the Satsuma 
Genro. 

VI 
Of the five great Genro, only Yamagata and Matsukata 

are living today. • Others, who may be called "New 

1 Prince Yamagata iI President of the Pri.,. CounciL Marquis 
Matsukata'i. the Keeper of the Pri.,. Seal and !he Lord Cbamberlaia. 
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Genro" sit with them on the Gem'o Council. They are 
Marquis Okuma, in origil\ a samurai of Hizen, who was 
among the leaders in the 1!<t1t' before the rise of the great 
five, and who came forward again after hovering in the 
bactground for twenty years; and Marquis Saionji, the 
pfotege of Prince Ito and the son of I;:rince Tokudaiji. one 
of the three court nobles whose names appear as leaders il\ 
the very first days of the Meiji era. These two have 
brought a measure of liberalism into the Genro council. 
Saionji, despite his noble birth, was a radical in his youth; 
and Okuma in the days of his retirement learned at least 
enough liberalism to become a supporter of the party system. 
The influence gf Saionji is largely responsible for the selec-. 
tion of the pre.ent premier, Mr. Hara, the first commoner 
to hold the office. This choice was strongly opposed by 
Prince Yamagata. 

VIII 
Despite the influence of Okuma and Saionji, the Genro 

appear to the. young minds among the Japanese as S;. 
t!rferin'(eren.!s ~ppeat: to a newly married. couple. The 
younger people realize that their elders mean' well, but they 
think that thfY are dreaj!.'lJ!,y.~U!~L~.a-.!e. Therefore they 
think ... How can be get riA of the Genro r' 

They can wait until the cOnservative Elder Statesmen 
die, and they can encourage younger statesmen. who can be 
influenced by the power of public opinion or of the political 
parties, to take their places as Genro. 

With the strengthening of the political parties the power 
to choose the prime minister should naturally devolve upon 
the House of Representatives. If a two-party system, 1ike 
that of England. could be established, the leader of the ~ 
position party would always suc:cced a retiring prime minis-
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ter, and. one important function of the Genre would be 
automatically disposed of. 
: In the Advisory Council ~,foreign Affairs may be seen 

ia. successor to the GenrO in its second important function. 
• Although this body was called into being by COunt 

T erauchi, a creature of the Genre, it is even now sufficiently 
,powerful to be a rival of the council of the Elder Statesmen. 

• 



CHAPTER IV " 

THSPEERS 
• 

I 
THE Meiji Restoration formally put an end to the pic

turesque feudal aristocracy of Japan, and erected in its 
place a peerage based upon a combination of the old Chinese 
and the modem European systems. The old titles were 
abolished, and in their places were adopted the appellations. 
Prince, Marquis, Count, Viscount and Baron. 

n 
The new aristocrats are of three kinds. 
Firs\, there are those who were formerly daimyO, the 

great lords who held fiefs of the shOguns. In compensa
tion for the return of their fiefs to the Crown, the Emperor 
Meiji gave them peerages in 188+ There are several 
hundred nobles of this c:la.ss in Japan to-day. 

Second, th!re are the heirs of the old court nobles. ' For
a thousand years, while the shOguns ruled Japan, these 
nobles had been confined in KyOto with the Imperial Family, 
c:onc:eming themselves \I\;th court ceremonies and with re
ligion. They had much honor- but no money nor poIitic:al 
power. Their opportunity came with the movement for 
the Restoration, and they rose to the oc:asion with a 
campaign (which was almost successful) to restore the Em-

• Detailed iIIrormatioa about the most Inlluemial romi6es or coort 
DObIes ma,y he r"""d ill 1. H. Loogronl. I.,.. ., 1M 1..-... 19Uo 
cb. iT. pp. 6o-6S. 'I. ib;,t. ell. T, for inrorman .. about the daimJ6. 

411 • 41 
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peror to actual political power. They pleaded tha.t the Im
perial Pynasty had the divine right to rule, and they ap
PeaIed to the loyalty of the nption. Although the military 
power of the clans finally won the struggle, the court nobles 
were clever enough to be in a position of vantage at its 
culminatiOn. As a result they won places in the new peer
age. 

Third, there are the descendantS of samurai, (and, later, 
heimin or coounoners) who won distinction in the service 
of the nation, and whom the Emperor, after the fashion of 
modern European monarchs, rewarded with titles. Some 
of these are great diplomats, others are military leaders who 
distinguished themselves in the Sino-Japanese or Russ&
Japanc;se War, and still others are multi-millionaires who 
develoPed the industry of the nation. It is noteworthy ~bat 
fc;!V men..:whQ....distin.IDlished...thcm~~.!S sduca~£!!,.~ ,I!:' 
civilian administrators of domestic affairs have been re-
..:;;-- - --- -~'~~" -.- - -, ---~~~~ -. ,~~--.- .. ~- " .- .--~"'--~''''''' .' .......... 
w::r::.d~ !>y~CV1Ltion .t.o J!l~.~. Thus, Premier Ham, 
although he has been five times a cabinet member, is still a 
commoner. It is therefore apparent that in Japan a title, 
or the lack of one, is not =!!lj!14ex9L .. _~-P"Wet'or 
ability. . 

The aristocrats of the third class are alone entitled to the 
designation "protocracy," which is applied ~y Professor 
Giddings to those who have won disti!)l;tipo thmJgb their 
<?WD ability, rather than through birth.1 Of nine hundred 
and thirty three· members of the titled nobility the tnajority 
are aristocrats by birth. 

Man)' of those who are descended from the feudal 

1" Pluralistic Behavior· ill the A ... nicaJo JtJtjf"fUJl of So<wlog" 
vol. xxv, pp. 53!>-S4D. March, 193Q. 

• Korean Peers are excluded from thn aamber. Prillce 17, Marquil J8, 
Couat 100, Viscount J8a. BarDD JI)8 (19.6), TIw Ja".. Y ..... Boo" 
('91~"'), P. ... 
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daimyo are wealthy. Although they returned their fiefs' 
at the close of the shogunate, they managed, to keep a large. 
part of the land and forests orf their estates. The value of 
the property has increased with the course of time, and 
many of these nobles, notably Prince Shimadsu, daimyo of 
Satsuma, Prince Mayeda, daimyo or Yechizen, and Marquis 
Nabeshima, daimyO of Hizen, are now millionaires. Al
though they no longer have authority over the people of the 
lands they fonnerly ruled, they still maintain elaborate 
country castles, and the peasants, bound by tradition. still 
respect them. 

In contrast wi th the nobles of this class are those des
cended from the court nobles, who are poor. Many of 
these live no better than small tradesmeo. or artisans. The 
Emperor, as the head of the group which formerly gathered 
at KyOto, gives them presents and helps them as much as 
possible, and moreover, an Imperial Family Ordinance 1 p~ 
tects theni. from the loss of whatever property they may 
possess; but in spite of this they have never prospered 
financially. Those of the aristocracy who in the past thirty 
years have showed tendencies toward progressivism have 
invariably been of this class; for instance, the Princes 
Konoye, father and son, have both been ardent democrats. 
To escape the burden of their position some of these nobles 
have sought to renounce their titles, and others have re
sorted to the practice of marrying the daughters of millioo
aires. 

The nobles of the third dass the "protoc:racy"-ve, 
of course, ~U off. They are bureaucr.Us, politicians and 
captains of industTy. These are the most aggressive and 
active of the aristocrats; second to them in activity are the 

1 Kaaoba-rei (ID 0nIiaaace of ~). Imperial FUDl17 0nIia--.. 
No. .. 19D7. 
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poor descendants of the court nobles; and the third are 
the former daimye whose tendency is to favor reaction. 

The aristocrats are wont to declare themselves "kohitsu
no hampei "-" prQtectors of the RYz!asty." They are not 
so fond of this phrase now as they have been in former 
years, for the people are beginning to show violent resent
ment. Hatred for the aristocracy among the young genera
tions is increasing because the nobles continue to hold them
selves higher than the commoners, although within the 
commoners t1ie old class distinctions, such as that between 
samurai and heimin, have completely disappeared. The 
newspapers have scarcely a good word to say for the aris.
tocrats. "Protectors of the Dynasty indeed!" write the 
editOl"Sj "1£ they are the protectors, we suppose that the 
people are the enemies! No, the dynasty does not need 
such protectors. 1£ it is attacked, the people themselves 
are quite capable of defending it." 

IH 
Let U5 now consider the constitution of the House of 

Peers, the means whereby the aristocrats affect the politics 
of the nation. Article 43 of the Japanese constitution pr()o 
vides: "The House of Peers shall be composed of the 
members of the Imperial Family, of the orders of nobility, 
and of those persons thereto nominated by the. Emperor." 
This is amplified in an Imperial Ordinance,' which provides 
that the House of Peers shall be made up of the following: 

" First, princes of the blood; second, the princes and the 
marquises, all of whom shall sit by virtue of their rank when 
they &hall have reached the age of nyenty-five; third, counts, 
viscounts, and barons above the age of twenty-five who have 
been elected by the members of their respective orders, and 

• Imperial Ordinance (Organizatiou of the House of Peers) No. II, 
1SSg, amended by Imp. Ord. No. s8. I\IOS; No. 920 1!J09. Art. 1-7· 
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whose number must not exceed one fifth of each order; 
fourth, persons above the age of thirty who have been 
nominated members by the Emperor for meritorious service 
to the state or for" erudition; fifth, representatives of the 
fifteen highest taxpayers in each prefecture, to be nominated 
by the Emperor. The term of office of members of the 
third and fifth classes is seven years; of members of the first, 
second and fourth classes, life. 

I< The number of the non-titled members, consisting of 
persons directly nominated by the Emperor ~r nominated 
to represent prefectures shall not exceed the aggregate 
strength of the titled members." 

Princes of the blood, abiding by the tradition which for
bids them to participate in politics, never avail themselves of 
their right to sit in the House of Peers. Certain commenta
tors on Japanese affairs, being ignorant of this fact, have 
declared that the House of Peers gives the Imperial 
Family a grip upon the politics of the nation. Nothing -cou1~ be [utl!er from the truth.' 

he bulk o(ihooe wlloac7tially sit are in the third class; 
elected by the lower orders of nobility. These are practi
cally all conservative in spirit. Few of them show very 
great brilliance, and they rarely take the initiative in the 
solution of the problems that come before them. 

Since the titled members show little ability, the true 
leaders of the House are those of group four, appointed 
foe .. national service." The Emperor in making these 
appointments is invariably guided by the advice of the 

'The princft of the blood must be c:arefu117 distinguisbed from 
the peen of the hightst ord4ir. who are also bo ... as prill..... Most 
of the princes of the blood. ..,. fami~ Inditioo, b<come oIIic:en ia the 
U'l1l¥ or priests of i __ t shrillos. nO)' oftea reach high ..... 
ia the art117 and the ... Y)'. Some of thtm haft b<come chiefs of the 
...... at stalF. but ther "" ..... ~ positions as miaister of the &rtII7 
or the GaV7. ThIlS ther ktep oat of politics. 
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prime minister, 'who makes the nominations for political 
reasons. The nominees are usually minor generals and 
admirals, university professors, under-secretaries of the 
government departments, and the tJke.' Whenever a 
cabinet is about to resign, the premier rewards ,his im
portant underlings by recommending their appointment to 
the House of Peers. Since most of the cabinets of the past 
have been bureaucratic in tendency, this section of the 
House is now a stronghold of the bureacracy. But the 
recent party and quasi-party cabinets have foU..owed the 
example of their predecessors in making these appointments, 
and have therefore carried the conflict between parties and 
bureaucrats into the enemy's territory. The fourth group 
in the House of Peers does most of the work of the 
chamber! The fifth group is made up of forty or more 
country landowners, and is small and of little influence. 

IV 
Considerable opposition has arisen among the people to 

the constitutional provision which makes hereditary the 
right of the titled few to sit in the upper house of the 
Diet. It is declared that the transmission of political power 
from father to son violates the declaration of the Emperor 

1 In J ap3II there are two uylama to which old _.mal may be 
retired: the Privy Council and the Howe of Peers (aa appointed 
member.). Men wbo bave served several term. in the cabinet are 
often appointed to the Privy Coanci~ 10 tbat they can draw comfortable 
aalaries and Jive in peaoe for the rest of their Jives. Under-aecretari.., 
minor generals and college professors are of tal appointed to the 
House of Peer.. Iu making such appointments a premier baa twO 
pnrposeo; to retire the appointee. and to add to the bureaucratic (or 
party) strength in the upper bouse. Young and ambitiOUl mal 
usuaJIy decline these appoinlments. M_r .. TokoDami ad Hamagncbi, 
rising .tatecmen. have done so. 

• An observer in the gaUery of the upper bouse would see that the 
debates are canied au ~ allirely by members of I"oup four. 
Most of the peers descalded _from daimyo are mere rubber IlaDIpL 
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Meiji that no small group should be pennitted to monopolize 
the fWlctions of govenunent. It is further argued that 
although the first generation of aristocrats may !be made up 
of men qualified to rule, there is no guarantee that their 
child~ will maintain the standard. Moreover, it is said, 
the nobles who enter political life at the age of twenty-five 
are too young and too ill-educated perform to properly 
their official duties. 1 

V 
In all I~slative matters the House of Peers has equal 

authQdtY wi!!LUI.~'~~~_of '~~I~,J!l~_~', The only 
restriction on the powers of the upper house is the re
quirement that the go~.~ent 1II1!.S.1.fil:l!!jl~t its..!>udget 
to the I~~_$bambtr' The Peers have full power to' 
amend a budget bjl\.· 

As a matter of faa, the position of the House of Peers 
is Illuch strongu than that of the lower house. A prime 
minister who quarrels with the House of Representatives 
can dissolve it and call a new election; but he can do no such 
thing with the House of Peers.' Every government must 
be extremely careful in handling the Peers, for 1I~ 
them no laws or bud~m!-~_ll,e......e!se:!} When a 

1 TheN ;. DO loaal minimum ace for cabinet ministers bat th .... 
poaitiOlll have rareq fan.n to men nod ... WJ1;J. and BeYer to men 
nocler tJIim'. Fc!!!y Jean ia the ~UJIl ace for memben of the 
PriYJ CounciL -G1I[rt;r for memben of the H",$lC~ Rt" ...... wms 
ond _ben of the HOllIe of Peen who are oppointed b7 the Cro_ 
01' .lecIeII b)' the t&XpaJeI'L Titled peen, howeftf. IDI7 sit at the 
ace of twea!7-6..... Thtofttic:al\:r. th~ a peer of _~ ia the 
intellectual tqual of on ....w.u, maR of thit1:J. 

• The CoIlstitntiOll, Article _ 

• Jhi<I., Article /is. 
• Jhi<I., Article 64-
• The CoostitntiOll, Articles 7 aod 44-
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minister makes an address in the upper house he always? 
takes the aJttitude of a servant addressing his masters; whenj 
he appears in the other chamber he usually considers him~ 
self a master among servants. 

It is always difficult to foresee what action the upper 
houSe will take on any political question.' It is not divided 
on factionallines except in group four, which is somew~t 
uncertainly split into bureacrats on the one hand and party' 
men on the other. The nobles waver until the last before 
they make any decision. There is, however, one guide to 
their action; if the measure before them is a proposal of a 
bureaucratic government, they will probably pass it; if it is 
sponsored by a government of party men, they may possibly 
defeat it. 

In fact, ·the tendency of the House of Pee~to ~Jhe 
P~AA been quite marked, and has caused the 
downfall of every party government that 'has ever held 
office before the present Hara cabinet. When Ito was pre
mier in 1900 for the fourth time he held his office as the 
representative of the Seiyukai, which he had recently 
founded. He appointed Mr. Hoshi, the, Seiyukai whip 
in the House of Representatives, to a place in the cabinet, 
thereby annoying the House of Peers, which reta1iated 
by defeating some of Ito's measures. The premier went 
to the Emperor for help, and had an Imperial Edict sent 
to the Peers urging that they support the Government, bur 
to no avail. The upper house continued its course of op
position, and ItO was forced to resign in May, 1901. 

Several years later a cabinet was formed by SaiOllji. also 
a Seiyukai man. Upon him also the House of Peers turned 

, The writer has studied the proceedingo of the Ho .... of Peen for 
tnaDy year" but h. i. otill unabl. to discov.r a division in it along 
eonaioteat lines. Skilled ]ap..... journalists are in the urn. 
predicameaL 
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its guns, for,follawing the example of ItO, he appointed 
to the ministry Mr. Hara, who had succeeded Hoshi as the 
Seiyukai whip. Har& attempted to abolish the system of 
local government by counties, a reform that was opposed 
by the bureaucrats. Saionji survived this immediate crisis, 
bllt was overthrown after one year. 

The Okuma cabinet, in 1916, had similar troubles. This 
government was supported by the Kenseikai. Count 
Okuma was sufficienty strong to survive a dissolutiOll of 
the House of Representatives, and to successfully ignore 
the OUl"& case, 1 which involved a charge of bribery against 
his government. But in ·these two matters his opponents 
were merely the lower house and the public opinion of 
the nation. When he aroused the enmity of the House of 
Peers OIl a minor matter in conneetiOll with the sinkin, 
fund, he was compelled to resign. 

Admiral Yamamoto was another prime minister who was 
forced out by the Peers in 1914 because he associated hi&
self with a political party. His cabinet represented an 
alliance of the Satsuma clan with the Seiyukai. Yamamoto 
survived a public: scandal in which it was shown that ~ 
hlgbofficers of the navY hact receiyed comrnissiOllS from an 
English fimLof Jhipbuilders, but he fell when his naVal 
policy happened to displease the House of Peers. 

• VI 
Because of these oc:currenc:es, it is asserted by some 

1 Vi_IIDt It-.b: 0..", Minister of Home Albin in the 0Ir:ama 
eabinet, " .. di_ftftd in .. attempt \0 ""be, with ...... -.J __ 
ben of the House of Represelltathes \0 __ for the bill \0 pIaae 
two a""7 clivisi.,... OIl prri_ ill ltorea. The c:ahiDet had made 
a political dca1 with Prince Y_t&. the militarist loader, ~ 
lIiDdmc itoolf \0 pass dUo"U The bill .... defatetI, &lid .. .-pt 
.... made \0 _Ie Oara. lIat IIis bigIl positica made it a..--"'" 
\0 paDish....... He .... fOI'ced, 110_, ~ n:tire \0 prmte life. 
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students that the author of the constitution intended that 
the House _of Peer~tr.£~S'!:'.JI. •. y'eto.~~r. <?~.~ Jegisla
tion, for the benefit of the bureaucrats. The constitution 
apparently gives the veto power to the Emperor, say these 
students, but as a matter of fact it gives it to the Upper 
House. This view is slightly exaggerated, but it is to some 
extent justified by the facts, for in truth no bureaucratic 
government has ever been bothered by the House of Peers. 

For these reasons the Ertv .sy.~tem pL.goyernroent, 
UQidulterateil, ;8 jrnposs;Ne under thua~~~~_ ,f.QIlStitu
tion. The political parties might manage to fill group four 
ili'the upper house entirely. with their men, but they still 
would be barred from power by the clause in the ordinances 
whick provides that the non-titled mem~...sE.!I!.!1,~er.~~ 
ce the titled members in number. Thus the success, so 
lar, of the present Hara government is quite remarkable. 
Every member of the cabinet is a party man. Ten years 
ago this would have been impossible; it would have been 
necessary to include in the ministry at least three or four 
bureaucrats from the upper house. The fact that it can be 
done today shows that the upper house has become at 
least s~gbtIy-p!()rsJjheUi1. But the House of Peers may 
yet wreck the Hara cabinet. The premier has dated to 
dissolve the House of Representatives and defy the nation 
on the question of unive~J suffrage, but he trembles lest 
the nobles may overthrow him on some SrnalIer issue.' 

Such is the power of the aristocracy in Japan.. 

1 In May, I~ ·Mr. Mara selected Count Eukichi Oki from the upper 
house 10 fill a vacant positiOD of hi. cabiDet, miDister of juoticr, aDd 
has fortified his positiOD against possible attacks from the Ho ... of 
Peen. 



CHAPTER V 

TUB BUREAUClIATS 

I 
DURING the entire Meiji Era (1868-1912). and part 

of the Taisho Era (1912- ). the government of Japan was 
a pure bureacracy; that is. the power of government was in 
the hands of an official class. which held all the administra
tive offices. These bureaucrats were the ruling c:Iass, and all 
othen were simply thdr tools. Even now the power of 
the bureaucrats has been broken oo1y in part by the rise or 
the political parties. For years the government was the 
bureaucracy. and the bureaucracy was the government. 

n 
The modern class of bureaucrats is a continuatioo in time 

of a section of the feudal class of samurai. All the bureau
crats who leaped into power at the Meiji Restoration had 
been samurai of the powerful dans. They were able men, 
who built up the political fabric of the new Japan; and 
their continuance in power was due, first. to their ability. 
and second. to the fact that they had c:onstruc:ted a marbjM 
for their own perpetuatioo. 

The Genro, many of the present-day peers. the gmerals 
and the adminls are really part of the bureaucratic class. 
In this chapter we shall consider the bureauc:ratic class as 
a whole. avoiding. as far as possible, repetitiOll of what 
has gone before. 

The bureaucrats and the mili~ were to the Japan of 
~) p 

• 
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the Meiji period what the two wings are to a bird. They 
were its support, and they co-operated in their great work. 
In times of peace they sometimes were out of harmony with 
each other, but in times of war they loyally preserved tqe 
national unity, and in their domestic conflicts with their com:' 
mon enemies,the political parties, they were united. 

It is not fair to the bureaucrats to condemn them as des
tructive reactionaries. They did much good. In a period 
of transition someone must take the helm, and they were 
expert pilots. But the period of transition is now over. 

m 
Several peculiarities of the Japanese state have afforded 

great aid to the bureaucrats in their struggle to remain in 
power. <;me of their greatest strongholds is the House 
'of Peers. Upon the promulgation of the constitution it 
became necessary for the bureaucrats to seek a stronghold 
in the legislative branch of the government. They turned 
110 the House of Peers rather than to the House of Repre
sentatives, not because they wished to form an alliance with 
their hereditary rivals, the ex-daimyo and the court nobles, 
but because the traditjons ",laicb hung .crl~. ft"Ol11 the .ieudal 
~riod made tbi:.upper !!~u.LthauUne more inlluential, 
in th~~~r_es.~lJ1iti<!'!a..!P:!A.tl.Je lower. ~ It is probable 
that ItO, in drawing the constitution, foresaw this and there
fore gave the House of Peers more power than the House 
of Representatives. 

The Privy Council, which, because of its direct connec
tion with the Emperor, can act as a sort of overseer to the 
cabinet, is another fortress of thJ bureaucracy. Even now 
there are no party men in the Privy Council. All its 
members are bureaucrats, samurai of the great clans, who 
always bear in mind the welfare of the clans and of the 
bureaucracy through which they exercise their power. 
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Therefore the Privy Council. functioning as overseer. is 
kind to a bureaucratic cabinet and unkind to a cabinet 
based wholly or in part upon the support of political parties. 

The solidarity of the Choshii and Satsuma clans is a third 
iource of strength to the bureaucrats. In the feudal days 
the clans gained a strength which will endure for years. 
They developed a philosophy of their own, a doctrine suf
ficiently marked to win a place in the language under the 
name of hanbatsu, or "c;hwi$m." The clan system is still an 
integral part of Japanese society. ,A mveler in the rural 
districts soon findstha.t the natives speak their own peculiar 
clan dialect. and in some cases even wear a peculiar dress, 

. which serves as a clan uniform.' A baby born into one of 
the two great clans is fortunate; he is destined to hold high 
office. 

Not satisfied with these advantages. the bureaucrats have 
framed a civil service system which preserves them from 
attacks upon their power. No government office lower than 
that of cabinet minister can be filled by any but those w.l!.g 
have ~ the civil service examina.tions in their youth. 
entend ·the"s~C§~ooi§tate' ~~s. and, ~ ~~ in 
, .... " .. This rule was invented by ItO in 1885. not as 
a harmful restriction. but as a means of preserving equality 
of opportunity in the civil service. but the bureaucrats under 
Yamagata turned it to their own advantage. They made it 
serve as a means of excluding party men from participatiOli 
in the administration, for in Japan a man is not considered 
an influential party man 1D1til he has been elected by some 

'Sa_ wbiell oc:c:apios tile ooathwestem put 01 K7isbi, it .. 
com~ iaol.ted ....... ~ftOt 01 J_ that it __ • dialed 
oear<:el7 iIltdli8ihle to 'risiton ....... tile maiDJaa4. Tbis bas _ pre. 
...... ted tile dID fro. plaJiq • bicblJ importat put ill J_ 
politics. 

• Imperial 0rcIiDlDce (<hit 08ia:r AppoiD_ 0rdiDu0ce) No. asl 
19l~ ....... d ... ., Imp. 0I'Il. No. to. 19la . 
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party to the House of Representatives, and men who have 
advanced so far in political life are hardly willing to take 
examinations and accept petty derkships. In addition. 
the bureaucrats took advantage of this civil service system. 
to instil into ,the heart of every young clerk a feeling of 
loyalty to the bureaucracy of which he was a part.' As. 
a result of this system any cabinet minister not a bureaucrat 
found difficulty in getting the co-operation of the members 
of his department. This solidarity among officials is thet 
essence of bureaucracy as a system of government. 

IV 
Over a long period of years the bureaucrats found them

selves, struggling against a growing tendency toward demo
cracy. It will be interesting to follow the evolution of 
their method of combat, for conditions have' changed since 
the early Meiji period, and methods have changed also. 

In the days of their first accession to power, just after the 
surrender of the shogun and daimyo in 1867, the bureau- ' 
crats suppressed their enemies with military power. They 
were a military class, being samurai, and the use of extreme 
severity was natural to them. Okubo. the Jirst 'great leader 
of the bureaucrats, fought with the, sword against General 
Saiga in 1877, and led a military expedition against General 
Yeto of Hizen, whom he conquered and executed in 1874. 

With the suicide of Saiga in September, 1877 and the 
assassination of Okubo in May, 1878 the period of armed 
conflicts ended. The next outstanding bureaucrat was ItO. 
a gentler man. The officials whom he led sought to put 
theit political enemi~j.!!.lail. rathe, than lead armies against 
them. . IiiThis period EurOpean political ideas were intro-

1 For detailed account, of the civil .ervice law and ita coOrdinatioD 
with the edUcatiOD system .ee Dr. 'McGovem'1 MDd ... 10'0". III 
Polilico/. Mili",,.,, DrttI IrttltulriDl 0,/10";"'';_ 
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duced. Ito travelled abroad in 1882, and in Germany he 
saw Bismark accomplishing wonders by suppressing the 
socialists and expounding a theory of politics which made 
,the state paramount. Ito saw that it was good, and used 
the same system in Japan, not neglecting to preach the theory 
of divine right and to t~...as trajtQ.rs to the ~..IH.:!:,!>1" all 
believers in. dem~y. 

-Thlsj;riCKi e;;ded in 1889 with the...orom!ll~tion 2!Jhe 
constitution, the work of Ito's pen. In drafting it, Ito 
signed the death warrant of his method of oppressing the 
enemies of bureaucracy, for the constitution gave a ~ 
color .1QJhe p~cWnK.,o!dem~c.I-~..!!!se it l!r.9.Yilledlol: 
a House"of_B.epresentatives, The bureaucrats could no 
IOllier say that their enemies were traitors. 

They did not lack skill, however, in fighting their enemies 
of the lower liouse. They pressed to the utmost their aut~ 
cratic interpretation of the constitution, declaring that since 
the Emperor has the sole right to appoint the ministers, the 
lower bouse has no right to criticise his choice. Bureau
cratic premiers, repeating this theory, ignored votes of lack 
of confidence. The only recourse remaining to the House 
of Representatives waS a direct petition to the Emperor to 
remove the offending official. As soon as the bureaucrats 
saw this coming they would dissolve the House and order a 
new electien. 

Many professors of the Imperial University who bad 
studied in Cermany upheld the bureaucratic theory of the 
constitution.' The advocates of democracy were not so 

, For "'.." 70ft the law sc:bools h .... heal the predominating eIe-
"'01111 in the 1_ .... i....,..;ti... StI1ci<D1I in th.... sd>oois .... 
trained. _ 10 ........ e .... tl_ .... as ia !be Brimh 1IIIiYUSities, .... to 
hecome .bIe Ia~ as in the Ameri .... law schools, hut to pus the 
cl'lil oenlce .... min·ti...... ~ choooe their a>arses ud their pro
fesson to this 0IId. The ci'lil aerrice enmiDen are ......uy 1IIIi-.i17 
profesaors. n... if the bareaacrals CIIl CIIIltIOI the professors, tbeT 
aD ..... uoI the ODtire ... _t ~ 
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lea:m~, and were easily vanquished in argument. None but 
graduates of the Imperial University were able to pass th~ 
higher civil service examinations, and the professors could
force their theories upon the students by refusing gradua{ 
tion to those who did not agree with them. 

The bUreaucrats did not scruple to use bribery and co
ercion in further support of their cause. At this period the 
officials were the wealthiest class, and they easily succeeded 
in bribing members of the lower house and candiilates for 
office. Then, too, by taking advantage of their control of 
the police, they could force the people in the local election 
districts to vote for the right IIWJ or suffer for insubordina
tion.' 

In spite of all this, the Japanese people clung to ~r 
i4~i§in, and the political parties increased in intluen~. 
Prince ItO himself, seeing how difficult it had become to 
succeed in politics without the support of the parties, 

• changed his views and became himself the founder of a 
party. the Seiyukai, in I.9SlP. 

This introduced a period of compromise between the bur·· 
eaucrats and the parties. At this stage (the opening of 
the twentieth century) Prince Katsura, the protege of 
Yamagata, was the chief leader of the bureaucrats. Al
though he was a general, Katsura was not intolerant of the 
parties, and he entered into &n agreement with ~ Seiyukai 
whereby he alternated in the premiership with the 5eiyukai 
leader, Marquis Saionji. The compromise waS'S\lCteSsful. 
At this period the party men sought to invade' the ~Id of 

1 Dr. Yatsuka Hozumi. of the Imperial University of Tokio, .... of 
great assistanc:e to the bureaucrall in .oppressing Iiberali..... Doubt
lea be truly believed the doctriues be preached, for be .... a maD of 
high character. but hi. opposition to progressivism made him a urget 
for the ridicule of liberal ~ ... ta 10 the day of hi. death. FoU_en 
of the bureaaaatic doctrinea beld him in hip alftlD. 
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the bureaucracy by amending the civil service laws, bllt ti11s 
the bureaucrats refused to pennit. The ambition of the 
p&rty men was satisfied by an alliance with the capitalists, 
just then rising to power. The bureaucrats permitted the 
alliance and even co-operated with the party men to the 
extent of granting government subsidies to the corporations 
of which the party men became di~ors. 

Then came the death of the Emperor Meiji in 1912, and 
the suc~ession of the Emperor Taisho. The bureaucrats at 
that time were foreed temporarily into the background, and 
the parties took over the reins of government. This fact 
gave rise to the term Taisho Revolution, applied to the 
events of that period by some students, who consider that 
the death knell of the bureaucrats was then sounded. But 
as a. matter of fact the bureaucrats soon recovered, when 
cOunt T era.uchi. a protege of Yarnagata. and a man com
pletely without party affiliations, became premier in 1916 •• 
Then Tera.uchi was fon:ed out in favor of Hara. by the rice 
ri.,2U--Of 1918, th\:.fu'$t prol~~ ultti~in_thc l1i~ 
ql mo!!.ery.J~. But still the bureaucrats lurk behind the 
scenes and at any moment they may appear again upon the 
stage. . 

V 
We ha.ve seen the evolution of the methods used by the 

burea.uc:ra.tS to deal. with their enemies: first, military 0p

pression; next, suppression by civil law; next, (in the first 
years of the exmstitution) subterfuge, bn'bery and political 
coercion; next, compromise; and final1y, periodic retiranent 
to the background in order to regain strength. Let us DOW 

go over the historical ground once more, placing the em
phasis this time upon the personalities of the burea.oc:ratic: 
leaden, and their struggles with each other for supremacy. 

In glancing over the reconl ~f the modem Japanese 
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bu1-eaucracy it is possible to discern at each stage one out
standing figure. The relations of these successive leaders 
may then be described, and ·their stories linked together. 
Such a procedure is bound to be somewhat artificial, but it 
will incre;lSe the reader's understanding of the situation. 

Toshimichi Okubo, a samurai of Satsuma, may fairly be 
said to have been the first outstanding bureaucrat. He was 
a genius in civil administration, cosmopolitan in spirit, loyal 
to the nation before the clan, kindly to those he liked and 
terrible to his enemies. He gathered about him the talented . 
young men of the nation regardless of their clan connections. 
Ability, not birth, was his standard of value, and he be
came the patron of young ItO of Choshii and Okuma of 
Hizen. although he was a Satsuma man. His ambition was 
to unite the nation. -

The leading samurai of the Satsuma clan were then 
divided into two groups, one led by General Takamori Saigo 
an'! one by Okubo. Saigo's followers were intensely militar
istic and feudalistic, thinking only of their class and the 
glory of their clan. They were looking for war, at home or 
abroad, so that they might show their prowess. The men 
of the Okubo group were broader in their outlook. They 
knew something about conditions in the rest of the world, 
and they realized some of the weaknesses of Japan. They 
were interested in civil organization rather than military 
prowess. This group at first was the weaker, and Saigo of 
Satsuma struggied with Koin Kido of Chasttii for the 
leadership of the new Japan. 

Okubo was at that time touring Europe and America as 
one of a commission headed by Prince I wakura. They 
were the first Japanese to make such a tour. Okubo re
turned with an increased belief in the importance of civil 
rather ~ military matters, and he aroused great resent
ment among thc militaristic samurai by the assertion that 
the heimin (commoners) 'were as good as they. 
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The struggle came to a climax on October, 1873, over ~e 
Korean problem. Saigo and his followers believed that 
Japan should then and there send an army to Korea and 
conquer the country, thereby showing the world what real 
warriors can do if they want to. Okubo advocated internal re
form before embarking on any ambitious enterprises abroad. 
Okubo's opinion prevailed, and Saigo was forced to resign 
his post in the government. He sought to re-establish him
self by force of arms, and raIlying the young men of his 
clan about him, he led the Satsuma Rebellion of 18V' 
Okubo took the field against him at the head of the newly 
formed conscript army, organized according to modem 
methods, and in this first test of the new Japan against the 
old the samurai were hopelessly beaten. Half of the 
YOWlg men of Satsuma were kilIed, and Saiga committed 
harakiri. 

Okubo's triumph was not long-lived. He was assassinated 
by a group of vengeful samurai in May 14th, 1878. But he 
had started the nation on the way toward a new era of unity. 
After the Satsuma Rebellion there was no more civil war. 

At about the same time all of the old leaders, including 
Kido and Iwakura, died. Hirobumi ItO and Shigenobu 
Okuma, both very young men, struggled for the succession. 
In 1881 Okuma dropped out of the race, and left the field 
to his rival, whose brilliancy was already gaining recogni
tion. The resignation of Okuma from the government 
marks the first differentiation of the statesmen of Japan into 
the two great camps, bureaucrats and party men. Okuma, 
in retirement, worked on the development of a political 
party, and ItO, in office, developed the powerful bureaucratic 
machine. 

After a period of observation abroad ItO, as we haft seen. 
drafted the new constitution, and under it became the first 
prime minister, then president of the Privy Council, and 
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then president of the House of Peers. Okwna and ltagaki, 
party leaders, protested in vain against this monopolization 
of the important offices. 

Choshii and Satsuma, the great clans which had over
thrown the shOgun, continued to occupy the high places. 
Ito, a Choshii man, very sensibly took into consideration the 
claims of the rival clan, and, as we have seen, by mutual 
agreement ChasM was alternated in the premiership with 
Satswna men until 18gB. Satsuma, however, had been 
greatly depleted in numbers by the rebellion led by Saigo, 
and ChOsM won !!he great prizes by dint of numbers. 

Then came the Sino-Japanese War (1894-5), and Japan 
became once more a military nation. When civil affairs 
were at .paramount importance, none could rival ItO in in
fluence. But with war came the opportunity of Yamagata, 
the arch-militarist, the genius of the anny. who then be
came the active head of !!he bureaucracy. Hitherto he had 
been simply a soldier. Now, taking advantage of the 
patriotic spirit aroused by the war, he rose to the position of 
greatest power in !!he nation. 

Yamagata himself did not remain long in a position of 
supremacy.. 'But he ruled for years from the bacl:ground , 
(from his position as an Elder Statesman). placing his 
puppets in office. His first protege was Prince Taro. 
Katsura, a brilliant general, a former samurai of Choshii. 
who won his title of Prince in .twenty. years of public 
sP.I'Vice. Yamagata made him premier in 19o1 after over
throwing by intrigue the fourth Ito cabinet. Japan was 
still smarting under the intervention of Russia, Germany 
and France after the Sino-Japanese War, when the P<JOI1IIffi 
revised the Treaty of Shimonoseki (October, 1895). and re
turned the Liao-ttmg Peninsula to OUna. Therefore the 
nation welcomed the intense militarism of Katsura and his 
patron. 
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Katsura. an extremely able man, finally grew so strOhg 
that he attempted to overthrow the influence of Yamagata. 
and rule in his own right. He was emboldened to this step 
by his continuance in office throughout the Russo-Japanese 
War. (1904-5). when his jingoistic tendencies gained 
greater recognition than ever. and by ·the ease with which 
he manipulated Marquis Saionji. the leader of the Seiyukai. 
with whom he altemated in the premiership as a result of 
a compromise. Therefore he attempted to defy both the 
Seiyukai and Yamagata by the formation of the new poli
tical party. the Doshikai. He was not entirely unsucces!t
ful. but his career was cut short by death in October 1913. 

For a few years after the death of Katsura the bur
eaucratic influence was lessened. Quasi-party cabinets, 
under Admiral Yamamoto (1913-14) and Marquis Okuma 
(1914-16). leader of the Kenseikai. ruled the nation. But 
finally Okuma made & tactical blunder. and Yamagata, 
still lurking in the background. saw that the time was ripe 
to place another of his proteges in power. His new pupil 
was General <=ount Terauchi. Taking advantage of & 

quarrel between Seiyukai and Kenseikai. Yamagata made it 
possible for Terauchi. who had no party affiliations, to fann 
& cabinet and to remain in office for two years (1916-18): 
Japan was then fighting on the side of the Allies, the enemies 
of militarism, but she herself was ruled by & militarist. 
Terauchi was not overthrown Wltil 1918. when the rice 
riots and the intrigues of the Seiyukai, led by Hara, tinal1y 
cast him from power. • 

From about 1895 to 1918. then, the arch.ooreaucrat and 
the real ruler of Japan was Prince-Yantagatll He still liftS 
and intrigues, surviving both the older bureaucrats and the 
younger men, Katsur& and Terauc:ru. whom he placed in 
office. The power of the bureaucrats to-day is bound up 
in him. When he dies, the last of the great Japanese bar-
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eaucrats will have gone, and the resurrection or the old 
bureaucratic rule will have become considerably more 
difficult. 

The d~t!ul£.Teranchi iIu9<l9 has left Yamagata with
out a protege of the first rank. The most likely candidate 
for that distinction 'is General Tanaka, who is, however, 
still too youpg to become prime minister. Meanwhile, the 
strongest men in the bureaucratic ranks are Baron Gota, 
Viscount Kiyoura and Viscount Hirata, who are not direct 
followers of Yamagata but might possibly fall under his 
tutelage. All are waiting patiently for the inevitable down
fall of the Hara cabinet. 

Baron Gota is the man who seems to be next in line for 
the po!i~ical leadership of Japan. He was born a samurai 
of a smaIl clan in the north of Japan. He was educated in 
Germany, and is a physician by profession. Although he 
has held office under the bureaucrats, and has always worked 
with them, he did not, like most of them, work out his entire 
career in the civil ~ce. His bureaucratic color, there
fore, is not quite pure. 

Gota's 'first imJ>011.ant position was the command of the 
government hospital in Nagoya. He later was .. discov
ped II by General Kodama, of ChOshii, who for a while was 
a contender for the leadership of the bureaucrats. Through 
Kodama's influence Gota became the Governor of Formosa; 
an office which he filled with distinction, developing a m~e~ 
sys!~m...Q.Ltolgnial adminilltralion. Later he distingtrlshed. 
himself as President cff the.5outh Manchurian Railway, the I 
center of the Japanese colonization movement in Manchuria. ~ 

In the second Katsura cabinet (J9Q8-J9J'J) GotOwas 
minister of communications. Thereafter he held various 
cabinet offices and constantly increased in expenence and in
fluence. As Katsura's lieutenant he was one of the organ
izers of the Doshikai, working in rivalry with Viscount 
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Kato, now leader of the Kenseikai. Whed Katsura. died 
Goto left the party and rejoined, the Yamagata forces. 
During the Terauchi administration (1916-1918) he was 
very powerful, earning the nickname of .. vice-premier." 
He was the first minister of foreign affairs who had never 
paSlSed the examination required for entrance into the 
diplomatic service. 

He is now laying the foundation for future power. 
He has cultivated the friendship of Prince Yamagata and 
at the same time has flirted with the Seiyukai. In 1919 he 
traveled abroad, studying especially the labor movement. 

, He is watching and waiting and deciding with whom he 
must cast his lot. 

If Prince Yamagata lives on, Goto will probably remain 
loyal to the bureaucracy. Yamagata's power is still sup
reme. When Yamagata dies, the day of prosperity for 
the bureaucrats will be ended and GotO will enter the 
ranks of the political parties to carry his standard. The 
field is already weI\ occupied by the Kenseikai and Seiyukai. 
and any attempt at invasion must be made boldly ;ptd skill
fully. In this fact may be found an eJg>la~aatiOll of Baron 
Goto's extraordinary interest in the European and American 
laoor movement. When l'rince Yamagata dies, he ma", 
seek to rise to power OIl the flowing tide of the Japanese, 
labor movement. He mil1 form a labor party. 

If Yamagata lives, Goto's posiuoo IS secure, for Yama
gata will make him premier until General Tanaka can be 
groomed for the position. Whether GotO can carry OIl a 
successful intrigue after Yamagata dies, remains for the 
future to ten. 



. 
CHAPTER VI 

,:\,HE MILITARISTS 1 

I 
. . 

FROM the ni~*.tQJh~,!1~!:Utb. ceu.tlJry Japan was ruled 
by the sword. The power of the state was tPe military 
power. The ruling classes were the military classeS' The 
shogun ruled the lords because he could defeat them in 
battle. The daimyo ruled their territories by the power 
of the sword; and any samurai could slay at will any heimin 
(coriunoner). The samurai never travelled abroad un
anned. 

Bushido," the chivalry of the Japanese feudal period, was 
a code of militarism. To be sure, much sentimentality de
veloped about it, and crude brutality was largely eliminated; 
but at the bottom was the sword, and nothing else. 
Bushido taught thatihe sword of the samurai was his honor, 
which was dearer to him than his life. The sword was a 
symbol of God. • 

1 In this chaper, the writ..- lias atilized _ of the historical .bta 
on Japanese militarism and imperiaJiam Biven ill TtJisM-M-SriMft-I ... 
TriIlOJrv->co-ZmlD (Tlu Y .... ", M .. ~ llu TGull6 ErG GIld llu P.,,,,. 
Of /",/,maz Ja/,o) by lichiro Tokudomi, publifbed ill Tokio, 1916. It 
i. said that more than 24.000 copi .. of tbi. book were BOld ill oil< montba. 
It i. ClDDsidered by many to be one of the most penetrating and iD
f1aentiaJ pieces of propagaoda evClC issaed by the .ympatbioetlo. with 
militariam ill Japan. The p ....... t writer'. news 00 Japan ... "';litarillD 
are, bowever, GOt at an iafluenced by the propagandilt elements of 
the book. 

• For a fuJI account of the pbi\osopby of Busbido, ... Prof. IDuo 
Nitobe'. Bultido. His iDterpreIatioa of Busbido is IOIDOWbat dilJerent 
from the pr_ Writer'. 1IIIdentaDcIiq of it. 

6t • [6t 
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For ten centuries the nation was engulfed in this tradi
tion. What wonder that the Japanese to-day are inclined 
to be militaristic? It has been said that the militarism of 
Japan wasimported from Germany. Japan was a military 
nation before she ever heard of Germany. What happened 
was this: the devotees of the old military spirit, seeking a 
means of expression in the modern world, saw the Prus
sian scheme of militarisation, found it good, and adapted it 
as far as possible to Japan. 

II 

Though the history of Japan thus reveals a sea of milit
arism, the sea is, of course, not entirely without islands. In 
the penods known as Nara (707-781 A. D.) and Hei-An 
(781-aOOut llS8 A. D.) there flourished in Japan aciviliza
lion of the highest and most pacific type, imported and 
adapted from China. The arts flourished, and the rulers of 
the land were nobles who spent their days writing verse 
and their evenings in the contemplation of the mOOD and 
stars. Most of the great works of early Japanese art were 
produced in these early days.' But the military c\ans arose 
and overthrew these nobles. Throughout the years of 
militarism the spirit of those peaceful days flourished only 
in KyOto, the court of tbe Emperor, where the nobles con
tinued in retirement to practice the beautiful customs which 
had formerly prevailed throughout the land. 

Besides KyOto there was one other city where the sword 
was not supreme. This was Osaka, where the merchants. 
a class despised by the feudalists, maintained an ahnost free 
uistence. Here the customs of feudalism were enforced 
ooly in name. Mooey. not the sword. was the niling power. 
Though the daimyO hated the traders, they needed them. 

'Tboee who ~sit the ancioBt ~4!'.of Nua ODd ~ CD _ relics 
of the aacieDt ci~liutioD of J_' 
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for in Osaka was the only rice mar~et in the country, and 
the surplus product of the land could be disposed of in no 
other place. This gave the merchants a weapon, which 
they used to preserve the spirit of independence.' 

III 

The Mei ji revolution brought no essential change in this 
condition. Feudalism was overthrown, but by what? 
By the SlWord, in the hands of the Choshii and 
Satsuma clans. Tokugawa Keiki, the last of the shOguns, 
surrendered his power only after he had been beaten in the 
field, at the battle of Aidzu-Kuwana in 1868. The states
men of the Meiji era were fully aware of this. When the 
political parties demanded that Prince Yamagata surrender 
the pi,wer which he held, they claimed, in defiance of the 
constitution, Yamagata replied: " We won our power by the 
sword, and only by the sword can you take it from us." 

Thus militarism carried its supremacy into the new era. 
It was opposed by two counter-influences: the influx of 
European thought, particularly that of England and America ; 
and the ancient Chinese philosophy of non-resistance which 
the court nobles of Kyoto had fostered, and identified, 
as closely as they could, with the religion of loyalty to the 
Emperor. More powerful than these counter-influences 
were the forces favorable to militarism that were then 
brought to bear upon Japan. The later part of the nine
teenth century was a period of militant nationalism through
out the world. The shOgun abdicated in 1867; Gennany 
and Italy were nationalized, through war, in 1860-1870, and 
at the same time all Europe sounded the note of nationalism. 
Japan, as wen as Gennanyand Italy, needed unification, ·and 
like them, she found that the best way to get it was through 
military organization. 

'The populace is fond of ridiculing the feeblen ... of the Osaka 
resi_ ... /ightin&" ...nt. _ 
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War with China \Jld later with Russia greatly inten. 
sified this spirit.. Both struggles, to the Japanese people, 
were fights for existence. Japan saw enemies all about her. 
Otina, called the .. sleeping lion," had for years been defiant 
and brutal to her small island neighbor, and in 1887 sailors 
from a Chinese fleet had visted Nagasaki, murdered police 
and citizens, ravished women, and retired unharmed. The 
memory of this made easy the task of the Japanese statesmen 
who wished to organize the military and naval power of 
their nation. At the same time Japan saw the European 
powers accomplishing the subjugation of Asia. Russia, 
strongly ink'enched in Siberia, was moving on toward Man
churia and Korea. Britain, France and Germany were 
breaking the isolation of China. Then, after Japan had 
fought and defeated Olina, surprising the world by her 
prowess and avenging her wrongs, Russia, France and 
Germany intervened, and " advised" Japan to relinquish her 
conquests, leaving her only the island of Formosa and an 
indemnity. The powers thereupon utilized the humiliation 
of China, which had been effected by Japan, to gain exten
sive concessions for themselves. Russia took the Liao-tung 
Peninsula, the most prized bit of plunder that Japan had 
won. 

Popular feeling. encouraged by the military leaders, was 
most intense. "We must defeat Russia," was taught ill 
schools, sung by the popular musicians. used as a theme by 
writers. Then came revenge in the Russo-Japanese War. 
In the World War Japan was avenged on Germany, the 
second of the trio that had intervened. The taking of 
Tsing-tao, the cuncession that Germany had won from 
China after intervention. was actually hailed by many of 
the Japanese people as the redressing of an old but unfor-· 
gotten wrong. 

All this convinced the Japanes;e that they must defend. 
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themselves by military power. The belief in military pre
paredness became almost universal. Even the liberals, the bit.. 
ter opponents of the bureaucratic and militaristic statesmen, 
realized that Japan must go armed to keep her place in the 
world, and many of the socialist:s-o£ whom there are com
paratively few a1together--annot now accept that part 
of the radical doctrine that insists upon national disarma
ment. 

The bureaucrats foster the military spirit, and use it to 
their own advantage, many of them, of course, sincerely 
believing that it is also to the advantage of Japan. They 
seek to make the spirit of loyalty to the Emperor coincide 
with the military spirit, and to represent the Mikado as a 
soldier-ruler, although, traditionally, he is quite the opposite. 
In thei~ propaganda they emphasize the nationalistic and 
militaristic side of western civilization, and at the same 
time they make the most of the victories of the Japanese 
.armies. They have militarized practically the entire nation, 
.having put uniforms on the college and high-school students, 
-the civil servants, and every organization they could reach. 
·The only groups that have avoided their propaganda are 
50me of the merchants of old Osaka, now grown to be 
powerful capitalists, and some of the young men of the 
nation who have studied the Anglo-Saxon philosophies or 
the individualism of Tolstoi and other Russians.' 

IV 

Certain peculiarities in the Japanese political system give 
the militarists a political power within the nation that is 
unheard of in any other country to-day. <t 

. • Russian Dovel., translated into Japanese, have been the mean. of 
conveying much -Russian radical philosopby into Japan. The govern
ment, DOl _ceiving the dangerous quality of fictioa, bas been car ..... 
.in its censorship of these DOvel& ',. 
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A Japanese Imperial Ordinance 1 provides that no man can 
be minister I)r war unless he is a general or a lieutenant
general, and no man can be minister of navy unless he is 
an admiral or a vice-admiral. Until the Yamamoto cabinet 
a few years ago none but generals and admirals in active 
service could hold these cabinet positions, and then, by 
dint of hard fighting on the part of the Seiyukai, the pro
vision was liberalized only so far as to extend the privilege 
to officers on the reserve lists. 

This, it will appear at once, is contrary to the democratic 
practice of cabinet government. In countries like France. 
England, and the United States, the ministers of the army 
and navy are always civilians, as a safeguard against militar
ism. But in Japan the makers of the Japanese constitution 
thought it proper to provide otherwise. 

These Imperial Ordinances, supplemented by the rule that 
10 army officer may affiliate with a political party, gives 
remendous power to the militarist. It must be born in 
nind that until recently almost all the high officers of the 
lavy were former samurai of Satsuma, all the high officers 
)f the army were of CbOshii, and the leading officials of the 
mreaucracy were also of these clans. 

Further, the ministers of the army and navy have, by 
Imperial Ordinance, direct access to the Emperor, and are 
:herefore completely beyond the control of the prime 
ninister.' 

As a result of this provision, the administration of the 
army and the navy is entirely beyond the control of a 

• Imperill Ordu ...... :e No. 314 t9D8. amended by Imperill 0rdiD ...... 
~o. t6s. 19120 Artkle:16 (All Ordilwl.., 10 Rqulate the ~ of 
:he Army). Also Imperial OrdiIl&Dte No. 19C. 1_ ammcIed by 1m-
1Ui.1 Ordinu.., 1\0. J6lI. 19120 Artide 17 (.o\a Ordi_ 10 Rquiate 
ile Na"7 l)eparlm<llt). 

• Imperill Ordinance 1'<0. 135. 1889. ~ by Imp. Ord. No. 7. 
1901, ArtieR 7. (CabiDd OrpDiatioa.) 
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cabinet dbminated by the political parties. The ministers 
of the '!army and navy do not resign with a retiring premier, 
but continue in office in the cabinet of his successor. Their 
long tenure of office gives them experience beyond that of 
the newcomers in government, and it also makes possible the 
frequent choice of army and navy men for the office of 
prime minister, for it is the rule that a man must always 
serve in ~veral cabinets before he may be asked to fo~m a 
government. 

The military clique does not hesitate to use the power be
stowed upon it by these Imperial Ordinances as a dub to 
force its will upon an unfriendly prime minister. If a 
premier quarrels with the minister of war or the minister 
of the navy he has not much chance of surviving unless he 
himself is an army or navy maIL The military or naval 
colfeagues of the revolting minister will always stand firmly 
behind him . 

. An understanding of these facts will make clear many of 
the complex intrigues with which Japanese politics is rife. 
Consider, for instance, the quarrel that wrecked the third 
Katsura cabinet. Before Saionji resigned in 1912 to give 
way to Katsura he formed an alliance with the Satsuma 
naval clique, and he indlll;ed Admiral Saito, his minister of 
the navy, to resign with him. Katsura urged Saito to 
remain, but to no avail. In vain the prime minister cast 
about among the admirals for a man who would serve him, 
but no one would accept the post. At last, in desperation, 
he went to the Emperor. whom he persuaded'to issue an 
imperial edict ordering Saito to serve. Saito, of course, 
could not refuse this. Katsura therefore won his 'minister 
of the navy, but in doing so, he sacrificed his own political 
future, for the utilization of an Imperial Edict in so shame
less a manner is not tolerated in Japan.' Katsura soon fell, 

• R. Uzaki. "The Past, Preseot and Future of Japanese MiUtari.m· in 
the Cbgoi-Shinro" (a political monthly). vol iii. no. 1 (1919). pp.1l-9> 
W. W, McLaren, A Polilkal H;'Iory of 10'.". p. J46. 
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and the naval clique succeeded in placing Admiral Yam~moto 
as his successor in 1913. r 

After Yamamoto pad run his tourse, the enemies of the 
naval clique attempted to form a cabinet under Viscount 
Kiyoura in April, 1914. Every admiral refused to serve as 
minister of the navy in such a cabinet, and the attempt 
{ailed.' . 

Consider, again, the intrigue that wrecked the second 
Saionji cabinet in 1913. General Uyehara, the minister 
of war, demanded that two divisions be placed on garrison 
duty in Korea. Saionji was pledged to a policy of retrench
ment, and found it impossible to accede to this demand. 
Accordingly, the general resigned, handing his resignation 
directly to the Throne, instead of giving it, according to 
custom, to the prime minister. No other general would 
take his place. Therefore nothing but resignation was left 
to Saionji.· 

These examples make it plain that the generals or 
admirals, by virtue of the ordinances which make two vitally 
impol tant cabinet posts independent of the prime minister, 
fan wreck any cabinet they choose. This gives militarism 
a strangle-hold on the government of Japan. The present 
prime minister, Mr. Hara, although he is opposed to the 
mili tarists, <:an keep his power only by c:onciliating them. 
If General Tanaka, his minister of war and the protege of 
the arch-militarist, Prince Yamagata, should quarrel with 
Hara and band in his resignation, Han would be fOl'l:ed 
out immediately . 

• Iicbi ... ToINdom~ ToisIao-S.ri.tyoh-S ..... (A PoliliNll Hinor, of 
'M Teirllo EN), PI). 131-& 

• W. W. Mcl.area. 0,.. ciI., pp. J.44-> 
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V 
The militarization of the. Meiji government in recent 

years was accomplished largely by one group of men: the 
high army officers who have come from the Chasha clan. 
The navy, whose higher command is monopolized by 
Satsuma, has given the nation only one eminent statesman, 
Admiral Yamamoto. But the Chashii army has developed 
three great generals who also have been statesmen;
Yamagata, Katsura and Terauchi. Among them, two have 

. occupied the premiership during a large portion of the 
Meiji era, and one in the Taisho era. The Yamamoto 
cabinet, it must be not~d. lasted only one year.' 

It might be expected, since Japan is naturally a sea 
power, 'that if any warlike group were to dominate the 
national politics it would be the navy rather than the army. 
It has not so developed however, for two main reasons: 
first, the early strength of Satsuma was irppaired by the death 
of most of the ablest men of the clan, and second, military 
arrogance and clan feeling is not so intense in Satsuma as in 
Chasha. 

The strength of CbOsha arises largely from the organiza
tion of the Japanese army, which places practically complete 
control in the hands of two men: the minister .>f war and 
the chief of the general staff. Chashii has always man
aged either to fill these positions with its men, or to capture 
all the positions slightly subordinate to these, so that the 
underlings could dominate the chief. Oan loyalty is ex
tremely intense in Chasha, and for this reason Chasha 
domination bas been complete. 

When Chasha lacks sufficient capable ~en in its own 
ranks, it has the faculty of taking outsiders and assimilating 

1 R. Uzaki, 0'. cil., p .... 'lUld bi, book CIID-fOo.RilrNgun·Oyobi-SaUII
""-Kaig .... (Tite C/tUIti. A ..... y alld lhe Sal.ntlftll Nil.",). , 
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them so that they completely reflect the Choshii point of 
view. This it did with General Oka, a man of a minor clan, 
who became minister of war in the Okuma Cabinet, and 
with General Uyehara, who, though a Satsuma man by 
birth, wrecked the third Saionji Cabinet in the interests of 
ChOshii militarism.' 

VI 
In the earliest days of Meiji, Satsuma shared with 

Ch6shii the positions of high rank in the army. Indeed, 
for a few years Satsuma held the higher place, for General 
Saiga, a Satsuma man, was the military hero of the Restora
tion movement. Okubo, the bureaucratic leader, was of the 
same clan. These two leaders, by fighting each other, de
stroyed the influence of Satswna in 1877. 

The samurai of Satsuma, who formed the clan army, 
followed Saiga almost to a man. Therefore, Okubo turned 
for aid to the ChOshii army, then numerically weaker than 
that of its rival clan. Yamagata, even in those early days 
an eminent ChOshil general, devised in 1873, the plan of 
universal military service based on a conscript army of 
heimin, and Okubo defeated the samurai of Satsuma. Let 
me remark, parenthetically, in justice to these leaders, that 
the general welfare of the nation was one of the motives for 
their adoption of universal military service. But the desire 
to defeat Satsuma was another. 

The military struggle came to a climax, as has hem said 
before, in the Satswna Rebellion of 18i7. which was in a 
measure instigated by the ChOshil army. The revolt ruined 
Satsuma. The younger samurai of the clan followed 
General Saiga, and ... -ere killed: the older, wiser men balked 
at treason and sided with Okubo. Among the fonnet' group 
were Shinowara, Kirino and Murata; and among the latter, 

lR. U ....... rit. 
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were Kuroda, Lieut.-Gen. Saiga, Maj. General Oyama. the 
Nodzu brothers, and Admirals Takashima and Kabayama. 

In the period that followed, during which the militarists 
were not active politically, the supremacy of Satsuma con
tinued. .The political leaders were Okubo and Ito, who 
were interested chiefly in civil affairs. The ministers of 
war and of the navy were mostly Satsuma men. Oyama, 
Takashima, Tyudo Saigo and the chief of the general 
staff, SOroku Kawakami, the most brilliant soldier Japan 
has ever produced, were of that .clan. Kawakami, like most 
of the Satsuma leaders, did not choose his subordinates 
from among his clan mates only, but he sought anyone with 
ability, whatever his origin. 

The Sino-Japanese War (1874-1875) provided further 
opportunity for the Satsuma military leaders to win glory. 
But shortly after the war, most of them, as if by a sudden 
epidemic, died, leaving no successots in their own clan. This 
left Yamagata in a position of vantage, and gave him an 
opportunity to become the grand military leader of the 
nation. 

Yamagata exploited the military spirit of the nation, 
which had been greatly aroused by the war and the three
power intervention after the Treaty of Shimonoseki, to in
crease his own influence. He expanded the army, and in the 
high places he placed Choshii men, whose loyalty to him he 
could trust. The generous policy of Kawakami, now dead, 
made his task easier, for he found no solid Satsuma group 
to oppose him! 

For years thereafter, the post of Minister of War was 
held by Katsura (18<)8-1900), Kodama (1900"1901), and 
Terauchi (1902-1911). Of these, Katsura and Terauchi 

1 Yizir. Miyake, Wb ca .. Co .. trol Ih~ Japa .... Mi/ilaril/sf iD the 
Chi<fIJ6-KHo .. (a pofitical monthly), SepL, 19'& 
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rose to the premiership. All three were of Choshii, and 
loyal to Yamagata. 

VII 

In the meanwhile Satsuma, driven out of the army, was 
intrenching itself in the navy, which had grown since the 
restoration from a negligible position to one of great im
portance. The small significance of the navy in the earl
iest Meiji years is shown by the fact that at that time it was 
considered that to be an admiral required no special training, 
and men were often generals and admirals both. But 
now. especially since the Sino-Japanese War, in which the 
decisive battle was naval, and since the development of for
~ign commerce, the situation is different. 

TudO Saig(> and Kabayama devoted themselves to 
the development of the growing navy, and they captured it 
for Satsuma. They passed the scepter down to Yamamoto, 
who was minister of navy for ten years, and who grew 
sufficiently important to become a rival of Katsura for 
political power. 

Yamamoto won his premiership by an alliance with the 
Seiyukai in 1913. He was at first interested in the Koku
minto rather than any other party, but when Katsura 
formed the Dosbil.:ai of Kukuminto men he transferred his 
interest. The change was fortunate, and he was able to 
form a cabinet. Whi\e in office he struck a blow at ChOshii 
donlination by widening the qualifications for ministers of 
the army and navy to include reserve officers. This struck 
• blow at the militarists of the army. because there ~re 
very few ChOshii men on the reserve list. 

The naval scandal case of 1913 deprived Yamamoto of 
power and was a tremedous set-back to the rising political 
fortunes of Satsuma.. The clan was further punished in 
May, 1914. by the removal from active service of Saito and 
TaJ.:arabe, two of its most promising admirals. 
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Since the death of Terauchi in 1919, which was a great 
blow to Chashii, the tide of power is flowing again toward 
Satswna. The Seiyukai, which is now in a position of 
great influence, is in debt to Satsuma for the aid rendered 
during the Yamamoto cabinet. This debt Hara has already 
started to pay by giving to Admiral SaitO the desirable post 
of Governor of Korea. He has also restored Takarabe to 
active service, and given him an important command. 

Thus the situation stands today. Tanaka, still young, 
is the hope of the army group, and Takarabe is the coming 
champion of Satsuma. Neither of these will have as great 
political opportunity as had the admirals and generals who 
went before them, for the rise of the parties has taken much 
power from the hands of the militarists. 



CHAPTER VII 

POLITICAL PARTIES 

Part 1. AfIIIlytical 

I 
THE fornlation of a. cabinet in 1918 by Mr. Hara., a party 

man lIS free from association with the old-line bureaucrats 
lIS any politician in Japan, was hailed by many uncritica.l 
penons lIS a triumph of democracy. The present govern
ment is the fint in the history of Japan to be formed ex
clusively of party men-with the exception, of course, in 
compliance with the Imperial Ordinances, of the ministen 
of the army and navy.' It came after a. struggle of thirty 
yean between the parties and the bureaucrats. The Japan
ese people still main some of the enthusiasm they expressed 
when the cabinet came into power. 

But their enthusiasm is misplaced. The parties do not 
represent the Japanese public. Least of all does the 
Seiyukai, of which Mr. Hara is the head. . 

The different parties represent three groups, the land
owners, living on rent collected from tenants whose COII-

'ID comparilllf Ibe Wai·Han cabiDd (cl. iafra, p. 91) wilb the 
...-at Hara .... en_to whicb is a true aiumph for Ibe political 
'p&I1ieo. it must be borne in mind tbat Hara is a ...... iiiOlW' and • ~ 
or lb. H_ whereas Okuma ... d ltapki wen both peen ... d wen 
conlltCftd with the Haase onI7 as leaden of the parties iD the 1qi,1.1DA, 
Moreoftl' Hara is backed I>T a tboroaghlJ orpDiaed parV. - lIT • 
~JiIJ ............ ted CIIOIi,*-
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dition is only slightly better than in feudal days; the 
merchants and manufacturers of the cities who are suffi
ciently prosperous to pay the business tax; and the higher 
salaried classes, largely officials of the government or of 
corporations, who pay an income tax. The Seiyukai de
rives most of its support from the first group, and the 
Kenseikai from the second. All three groups may be 
termed the higher bourgeoisie. Unlike corresponding clas
ses in Anglo-Saxon countries, they have no tradition of a. 
fight for freedom, and they have no sympathy with the 
struggling masses. Their tradition, carried over from the 
days of the Tokugawas, when most of them or their 
fathers were samurai, gives them a sense of superiority 
over the common workers.' 

The total electorate of Japan, under the law pennitting 
only payers of large direct taxes to vote, is about 3,000,000. 
The population of the country is about 56,000,000 (exclud
ing Korea). Until the election laws were slightly liberalized 
by the Seiyukai government about a year ago, the electorate 
was about two-thirds of that size. 

So even a strictly Party government, which commanded 
a large f!1ajority in the House of Representatives--a ma
jority which, by the way, the Harn cabinet has not always 
enjoyed-would hardly be democratic. 

There are many similarities between the party politicians 
and the bureaucratic politicians.' Both are largely of the 
samurai class in origin. Neither group cares about the 
masses. The bureaucrats, in fact, in recent years have 
taken a keener interest in the welfare of the proletariat 
than have the party politicians. Like the English Conser
vatives, ·the opponents of the Liberal Party which represents 

'Etauziro Uyehara, D.",o<rtJey-to-NiIooto-.o-K..uo (D,,,,0mJC1 G"" 
tlao R«olJSlrKc';'" 0/ lGp •• ), pp. 99""'; PUb1WI WeaJe, Til, Co",., 
S""III1"$ i. Ean ... Asia, pp. 357-6>. 
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industrial interests, they have begun to coquette with labor. 
The left wing of the Japanese House of Peers is more 
interested in social legislation than the .. democrats .. of the 
lower house. 

There is this real difference between the bureaucrats and 
party men l-'the bureaucrats preach benevolent despotism, 
declaring that .the wise should rule and emphasizing the 
traditional authority of the emperor, while the political 
party men believe in the parliamentary system of govern
ment by elected representatives. But the party men do not 
desire to be representative of the entire people. They are 
champions of various minority group interests. It is pos
sible that believers in a despotism may have the interest of 
the whole nation at heart, but the champions of a group 
will always oppose the other groups. 

It is conceivable that the bureaucrats may in the near 
future support the movement for universal suffrage, for 
sucll an attitude would strengthen their arms against the 
parties. The parties, however, are not likely to support 
such a policy, for it is aimed against their propertied con
stituents. Ten years ago, when the 5eiyukai had no in
ftuence in the cabinet, although it controlled the House of 
Representatives, it passed a resolution favoring universal 
suffrage; but today, When the party has actual power, it is 
on 'he other side. This party is democratic only when 
nothing more effective than a resolution is contemplated. 

n 
Party platforms in Japan mean nothing.' They are 

virtually all the same, varying neither between parties DOl" 

from election to e1ection. Seiyukai, Kenseikai and Koku-

, Mr. PooIt,'s iou.raalistic di.salssiwl of this poiDt is ...... b1i ....... 
iIlterau.,.. Ct. his booIo I.,..., ... C~ 
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minto alike always declare in national elections that the 
"divine authority of the Emperor must be respected, the 
welfare of the nation depends on the prosperity of the Im
perial Dynasty . . . . we must have ample preparedness 
for the national defense .... Japan must develop her 
industries." On national issues the platform declarations 
are never concrete. Mr. Hara is quite frank about it; he 
haS often said, "My platform is a blank sheet of paper; I 
can write upon it what I will." The Kokuminto, which 
haS O!Ily a few members in the house, sometimes violates 
this rule and puts forward some concrete proposal in its 
national election literature, but. this is only a symptom 'of 
weakness. 
• In the local elections the party platforms are not quite as 
bad. 'They are at least concrete. But still there is little 

. difference between the declarations of the different parties. 
They.. all alike advocate we construction of bridges, and 
railroads, or the improvement of 'harbors, undertakings 
which would be of advantage both to the 1andowners and to 
the commercial classes, and which might' yield profitable con
tracts to the associates of the politicians, or even 'to the 
politicians themselves. 

What slight difference may sometimes be deteded among 
the declarations of the various parties is,. matter of em
phaSis rather than of essential content. The Seiyukf places 
the stress upon policies favorable to the, rura1 interests: the • 
reduction of the land tax, the imposition of a high f4;iff on 
imported: rice, the extension of railways in the rural dis
tricts. The Kenseikai gives more attention to the reduction 
of the business and income taxes, and the imposition of a 
tariff on manufactured products. The Kokuminto s0me

times wanders into the field 'Of idealism, advocating some
thing that would be pleasing to the masses, but only be
cause it need not put its ideals into effect. 
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Within the political parties there is no democracy. The 
aim of each party is power. To win power the sill' qua "0" 
is a lealter having prestige, sufficient to enable him to become 
a prime minister some day. To keep such a leader the party 
must obey him absolutely. Therefore the parties are 
usually one-man affairs. The decisions of the Seiyukai are 
made by Mr. Hara, with the assistance only of a council of 
some eight or nine Seiyukai leaders bl the House of R~ 
resentatives. The rest of the party just follow. 

This has been true from tile earliest days. When, at the 
beginning of the Meiji era, Itagaki formed the Jiyu-to or 
Liberal Party and Okuma the Kaishin-ro or Progressive. 
Party, these men were autocrats among the samurai of. 
Hizen and Tosa that followed them in the party move
ment. Each maintained his rul; as long as he had a 
chance to become prominent in the government. When 
Itagaki lost his p1'lllitige, his party went over in a body to 
his enemy, Prince ItO, who reformed it into the Seiyukai 
aQd, like his predecessor, ruled absolutely, for he was then 
the greatest ~ in the .land. His successors, Matsuda, 
Saionji and IIara, have also been autocrats in the party. 
Okuma'\ Kaishin-to (the name of which was later changcJ 
to Kokumint6) ran a similar course. As Okuma's chances 
for hig'lt governmental position seemed to wane, some of 
his opportunist followers broke away, and under the leader
ship of the militarist Katsura formed the DOiliikai. JUtsura 
had an immediate road to power and that was all they cared 
about. They later returned to the banner of Okuma and were 
rewarded when, after Katsura's death, the old Kokmninto 
leader became premier. But that is neither here nor there. 
The point is, the parties are owned by their leaders: the 
Sciyukai by Hara, ~e Kenseikai by VlSOCIUDt Kato, and. 
the KokumintO. no_., by InugaL . 

<. ' , 
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Thus the party government in vogue at present is not 
much of an improvement over bureaucratic government. 

The present strength of the political parties is due, in a 
large degree, to nothing more than the dying off of the 
bureaucratic leaders. None remain to take up their work 
except those who have identified themselves with the parties. 
Few of the old bureaucrats have left heirs to carry on their 
work along the original lines. The ruling clans Choshii and 
Satsuma, from whose ranks have come the bureaucratic 
leaders, no longer count among their young men statesmen 
of sufficient promise to receive the falling scepter. There
fore the power passes to their rivals among the parties. 

In Choshii, where once there were so many brilliant men. 
thert now remains only the old Prince Yamagata, who stiU 
holds the reins of state. No member of the clan remains 
to succeed him but General Tanaka, who is minister of war 
in the Ham cabinet; but Tanaka.is too young to become 
a great leader for some years. Yamagata's successful pro
teges, Prince Katsura and Count Terauchi, are both dead. 
The other great Choshii Genro, Prince ItO, chose his suc
cessors, Viscount M. ItO and Marquis K. Saionji, outside 
the Choshii clan. Thus, unless General Tanaka displays 
extraordinary precocity,the day of Choshii's greatness is 
nearly past. 

In the Satsurha clan death has been even more severe. 
Early in the Meiji era, as a result of the Satsuma Rebellion 
Saigo and Okubo were lost to the clan. The greatest 
Sats~ man of recent years, Admiral Yamamoto, was 
ruined politically by the discovery, during his premiership, 
that he had failed to prevent a corrupt bargain with an 

1 Reikicbi Kit .. "The Pr .... tt Conditi.".. of 1 apane .. Politics ander 
the Dark Oouda" ill the Ch.",o-KtwlHl (a political monthly), vol xxxiii, 
a ... 10 (SepL, 1918), pp. I-II. 
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English shipbuilding concern in connection with naval con
struction contracts.' His former eminence was' won by 
an alliance with the Seiyukai. The most successful 
Satsuma men of today are Baron Makino, (son of Okubo) 
who went with Marquis Saionji to the peace conference, and 
Mr. Tokonami, minister of home affairs in the, Hara 
cabinet. Tokonami has joined the Seiyukai and Makino 
is also favorable to this party. 

So it appears that the death of the bureaucrats of Chashii 
and Satsuma has left the field to party men, most whom 
come of smaller clans. Hara, Kata, and Gota, the great 
leaders of Japan today and tomorrow, are all of minor clans. 

These party leaders entered the national service in the 
bureaucracy. In the early days of the Meiji era it was the 
general custom of samurai of the smaller clans to enter the 
civil service as clerks. When such men rose, they found 
that their origin kept them from becoming prominent 
cabinet members. Then they joined the political parties, 
which welcomed their administrative experience, for just 
at the time when these men began to rise, the parties were 
approaching a position of power which made it necessary for 
them to include within their ranks men with sufficient train
ing to occupy important executive positions. Thus. Hara 
started his career as a petty clerk in the foreign office. rose . 
as high as he could in the diplomatic service. and when he 
found the upper ranks blocked by ChOshii and Satsuma. 
joined the Seiyukai which ItO was fonning just at that 
time. 

Their early bureacratic training is reflected in the present 
attitude of these party leaders. The tendency toward ODe 

man rule in the parties may be partially explained by this. 

• lichiro TohdooDI, r.im-S.w,.h-S ..... (A Political Ilistor7 of 
.... Taisbo Era). pp. 18D-1JIII. 
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IV 

The growth of industrialism which has been simultaneous 
with the extinction of the bureaucratic leaders has been 
another source of strength to the parties. The lower 
house, . the stronghold of the parties, has the power to 
amend budget legislation; and with the industrial growth 
of the nation the importance and size of the budget has 
increased. Also, the number of voters has increased with 
the growing wealth of the country, and this, of course, 
has added strength to the faction which believes in govern
ment by the ballot. Again, the deal between the bureau
cratic statesmen and the party leaders which was consum
mated under the leadership of Yamagata in 1898, whereby 
the party men were permitted to benefit by the concessions 
and subsidies allowed to capital by the government' has 
redounded in increasing measure to the advantage of the 
parties as the importance of capital has grown. The alll
ance between the parties and industry has been most for-
tunate for the parties. . 

With the growth of industrialism, too, the spirit of the 
whole Japanese nation has been modernized. In feudal 
days the young men respected the authority of the state, 
the glory of the soldier, and the nobility of honor; now they 
think of making money. In former days the envied pro
fessions were those of the army and the law; !now the 
young men wish to study business and engineering. In
deed the lack of cadets and midshipmen is becoming a 
source of alarm to the chiefs of the army and navy. In a 
nation of so changed a spirit, is it surprising that a militar
istic bureaucracy, based upon a tradition of obedience, 

I The Japanese eon.riturion, Article LXIV. 
• W. W. MeL.rea. A Political His'",., of /0'0,., pp. 257-8. Y. U,ehara" 

Tlu Polilieol D"""o, ... ,", of /0,0fI, pp. 241 ..... 
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should give way to a system of party government based 
upon wealth? 

V 

The outcome of the World War, which was viewed in 
Japan as a struggle between bureaucracy and liberalism, has 
greatly strengthened the parties. The bureaucrats were in 
favor of Germany, and, in the days when to them a German 
victory seemed likely, they overthrew the Okuma-Kenseikai 
government that had placed Japan on the side of the Allies, 
and put Count Terauchi in power. When the armistice was 
signed the party men acclaimed the triumph of democracy, 
and took advantage of the situation further to increase their 
strength. 

Finally, the parties have been strengthened by the decline 
of the Divine Right theory,' which has been a weapon of 
the bureaucrats. The grammar schools have been used in 
the past by the government to preach the holy authority 
of the Emperor, and at the same time to give the impres
sion that the bureaucrats were the only patriots. But in the 
higher institutions the young men learned English and read 
the English theories of government, and their belief in the 
old theories was undermined. The newspapers. too, which 
are the organs of the parties, encouraged this. 

Thus the parties have grown in influence, as a rolling 
snowball grows in size. 

• Great Damben of ,...... .... wrote pusiooate articloo iD ad'lOCOq 
of d ......... ., iD 1918 ad 19J~ The authorities seemed IDIabIe 110 
aappruatheaa. 
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Part II. Historical 1 

I 

[86 

AT the outset of the Meiji era there were three groups 
among the ruling classes of Japan whose needs, political and 
economic, were slighted by the new regime. They were the 
petty sumurai of all clans, whose jobs as retainers to the 
daimyo were destroyed by the revolution; the GO-no, or 
large landowners, not of the aristocracy, whose interests 
were impaired by the financial reforms of Meiji; and the 
important samurai of the minor clans, notably Hizen and 
Tosha, who were kept out of the high places by the men 
of Choshii and Satsuma. These three groups formed poli
tical parties, by means of which they opposed the govern
ment. 

The small samurai found their caste destroyed with the 
end of feudalism. Their position as professional soldiers 
was destroyed with the adoption of universal service, which 
placed all the people upon an equal footing with them. 
They saw.the importance of the clans minimized. They 
saw the placing of civil ahead of military affairs by those 
who conducted the government. 

Armed rebellion against the Meiji government was the 
first reaction of the petty samurai. Between 1874 and 1878 
there were many bloody outbreaks, all unsuccessfuL After 
the final attempt, the Satsuma rebelJion led by Saigo, the 
samurai saw that they could not win, and looked about for 
other means. They learned something of the European 
theories of parliamentarism and found them suited to 
their end, for in a parliament there is a place for the opposi
tion. Thus these reactionaries became progresSives. 

1 For detailed bi.l"ri.al _.<bunts of the politi.,. of the Meiji and 
Tai.ho eras, cf. W. W. M.Laren, A PDlilical HillDry of Ja,aN; Y. 
Uyehara, Tire Political D..,.ID'.'IINI Df Ja,aN; Iichiro Tokudomi. 
Toillra-SeillyDb-Slri,OA (A I'Dlilk'" HilIDry of 1M Tailiro ErD). 
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The GO-no joined them in the movement. These were 
incensed at the new land laws, which, in addition to per
mitting private ownership and the free transfer of land, 
provided a taxation system more severe than that of former 
days. The feudal lords had exacted a portion of the land's 
product, paid in rice; the new government demanded pay
ment in cash of three (later two and on&-half) per cent. of 
the land's assessed value. The old taxes had been easy to 
evade, but the new government really collected nearly all 
that was due to it. The GO-no felt that the burden of the 
new financial policy fell unduly upon them and they also 
resented the new order on general principles. Therefore 
they were willing to join a movement against the Sat-cho 
group that ruled. 

To these two groups were added the statesmen of Tosa 
and Hizen, who found themselves frozen out. These men
notably Itagaki, Gota, Yeti) and Soyezima-broke with the 
Sat-cho government on the Korean issue, as raised by Saig6. 
With Saiga, they resigned from the government when it 
was determined to postpone the invasion of Korea until 
the civil government of Japan had been reformed. 

Then, on January 18;1874. these three disaffected groups 
united in presenting to the government a memorandum ask
ing the introduction of the parliamentary system of govern
ment. They complained, without much regard for logic:. 
that the treatment of the samurai had been unfair, that the 
introduction of conscription was bad for the nation, that 
the new land tax and land law were objectionab1e, that the 
foreign policy of the government was too weak, and, fina11y, 
that all these ills were due to the absence of a parliament 
that could watch the government in the interests of a 
minority. 

, The drafter of the memorandwn was Count Taisuke 
ltagaki. a samurai of Tosa, who. in feudal days bad beea 
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one of the most important administrators of his clan, and 
had represented Tosa in the higher councils of the Meiji 
government. After his resignation on the Korean issue, 
and the !\rafting of the memorandum, he went home to his 
native city of Kochi, and devoted himself to the political 
education of the young. Many promising students gathered 
ahout him to learn the democratic ideas of the West, and 
he taught them to admire the French doctrines. From this 
school as headquarters a far-reaching propaganda was 
conducted for the opening of a national parliament. 
Leagues were formed all over Japan and students were 
placed as editors of newspapers, so that a large proportion 
of the press was captured for the plan. 

As ,a result of the propaganda, in which all the dis
affected groups united, the Emperor in 1881 issued an 
edict promising that in ten years a parliament would be 
formed, and making it legal immediately to' fonn political 
parties. Immediately Itagaki formed the Jiyu-ro or Liberal 
Party with himself as president. 

The Jiyu-to declaration of principles called for universal 
suffrage and a parliament. Some of the party members 
were open republicans. Yet the party advocated a finn. 
imperialistic foreign policy, for it needed the support of 
the small samurai. Such contradictions are the rule in 
Japanese politics., 

At about the same time Shigenobu Okuma, later famous 
as Marquis Okuma, formed the Kaishin-ro or Progressive 
Party. Okuma was a samurai of Hizen, and a thorough 
student of the West. Even before the time of Meiji he had 
studied with the Dutch settlers and American missionaries 
in Nagasaki. In the early Meiji movement he and Ito had 
been equally eminent, and with Yeto and Soyezima he re
presented Hizen in the higher governmental councils. Un
like the other founders of the political parties, he sided 

• 
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against Saig{) and with the Sat-cho bureaucrats on the 
Korean question. for as an admirer of western civilization 
he believed in civil reform rather than militarism. Also, 
he differed from most of the disaffected leaders jn that he 
was an expert in financial reform, sharing with Inouye and 
Matsukata the glory of that work. 

He was a true progressive, however, and he expressed his 
sympathy with the draft of the memorandum requesting 
a parliament. Still working in the bureaucratic govern
men, he managed in 1875 to force the formation of a 
Genro-in or Senate. and a Daishin-in or Supreme Court. 
This was the first attempt in Japan at anything like a separa.
tion of the governmental powers, along the lines of the 
traditional French and American theory. In the Genro-in 
Okuma was the leader of the left wing, having with him 
such brilliant radical young men as Mr. Ozaki and Mr. 
Shimada, who are now party leaders. He led the opposi
tion to Yamagata and Ito, who called him a dangerous 
radical. 

The issue between the bureaucrats and Qkuma was joined 
when the bureaucrats delivered at a small price to the 
samurai of Satsuma and ChOshil a huge development in 
Hokkaido, the northern island of Japan, which the govern
men had effected at heavy cost. Okuma attempted in vain 
to oppose this. The Sat-cho combination was too stroog 
for him and he resigned from the government in 1881. 

He then formed the Kaishin-t6, or the PlOgressive Party. 
which advocated a parliament of the Anglo-Saxon type, 
with limited manhood suffrage, which Britain was just 
then outgrowing. It declared in favor of a bicameral 
legislature. internal administrative improvements and aD 
imperial expansion. 

A third party called the Teisei-tO (MOIIaJ'Chica1 Party) 
was formed at this time by Mr. Maruyama and Mr. 
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Fukuchi, backed by the Sat-chO group. This faction does 
not belong to the true political party movement, which was 
anti-Sat-cho. The bureaucrats frequently carried the war 
into the enemies' territory by the organization of short
lived parties such as the Teisei-ro and also by the election to 
the Diet of " independents" whom they controlled. 

Between the founding of the parties and the opening of 
the Diet under the constitution the anti-bureaucratic agita
tion was carried on exclusively through the newspapers. 
Ito, drawing his inspiration from Germany, attempted to 
suppress this by putting the editors in jail, but martyrdom 
only aided them. 

II 

At 1iIst, in 18go, the Diet opened. The Jiyu-ro, and 
T eisei-to elected members to the House of Representatives. 
Yamagata was premier. 

Thus to Yamagata, arch-bureaucrat and believer ill a 
cabinet independent of the parliament, fell the task of de
fending the bureaucracy against the first attacks of the 
parties in the House of Representatives. The Jiyu-to and 
Kaishin-ro combined against him and blocked his budget 
bill Yamagata sent his lieutenant, Munemitsu Mutsu, 
among the Jiyu-to members with a large slush fund, to 
see what could bt; accomplished by bribery. Overnight he 
bought outright the votes of twenty-eight members, but 
this was not enough. The others stood linn. In the end 
the premier was. forced to modify his budget bill in order 
to get it passed. Then he resigned in May. 189 I. 

Matsukata then became premier with the support of Itl) 
and Yamagata. When he found the parties combined 
against him, he dissolved the House of Representatives and 
ordered a new election. Shinaga wa, his minister of home 
affairs. summoned the police commissioners of all prefec-
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tures to Tokyll and instructed them to see that the two 
hostile parties were defeated. The police interfered in the 
voting and many were killed in riots. particularly in the. 
cities of Hizen and Tosa. Nevertheless the Jiyu-to and 
Kaishin-to. combined, sent a majority to the Diet. and 
Shinaga wa resigned in shame. 

Not long afterwards Matsukata also resigned. Ito. his 
successor, tried a new method of suppressing the obstreper
ous parties. He prevailed upon the Emperor, in February, 
1893, to issue an edict ordering the party leaders to adopt 
a conciliatory attitude. They obeyed, of course, and Ito 
triumphed. But in the next session they renewed their 0p

position. 
Ita now saw that a fight to a finish was useless, and 

decided to compromise. He gave ltagaki, leader of the 
Tiyu-tll, an important place in his cabinet and thus won 
the support of that party. At this point, too, the Sino
Japanese war made necessary a truce in the internal political 
conflict. 

After the war, Matsukata became premier again in Sep
tember, IS¢. Following the example of Ito. he compro
mised with a party. "He flirted with the Kaishin-to and 
gave Okuma a cabinet position. The opposition of the 
Tiyu-tll, which had a plurality though not a majority in 
the House. was not enough to embarrass him more than 
slightly. 

Ito succeeded Matsukata in January, 1898. with the sup
port of the Tiyu-to. After five months, however, the 
party deserted him and for this and other reasons he re
signed. 

Then in July, 18g8, the bureaucrats tried an e:<eperimenL 
They permitted the party leaders to form a cabineL Okuma 
they made premier and Itagaki minister of home affairs, and 
the government was known as.the Wai-Han. a c:ccnbin.. 
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tion of the initials of these two men. In the House of 
Representatives the Jiyu-to and the Kaishin-to (now known 
as the Shimpo-to) consolidated under the name Kensei-tO. 
They did their best to get on without the bureaucrats and 
to open the way for party government, but they could not 
succeed. After five months, two groups in the Kensei-to 
found that they could not get along together, and the scheme 
was wrecked. 

Yamagata now resumed the premiership in November 
1898. He could not resume his former complete antagon
ism to the parties. He chose as his allies the Jiyu-tO group 
of the Kensei-to and made with them a bargain which did 
much to align the political parties in Japan on the side of 
the gr~wing class of capitalists. He refused to permit 
the party men to participate in the work of the government 
and he maintained the rigid civil service rules which kept 
the administration in the hands of the machine bureaucrats; 
but he permitted the parties to participate in the graft 
associated with local improvements and with subsidies, and 
he tolerated connections between party leaders and favored 
industries. 

At about this time, Prince ItO became restless. He 
found that Yamagata was getting the better of him in the 
struggle for the leadership of the bureaucracy and he began 
to lean in the direction of the parties .• The Jiyu-tO group 
at the same period found itself without a leader who 
could possibly guide it to power, since ltagaki's political 
prestige had been ruined by the failure of the Wai-Han 
cabinet. The partyless leader and the leaderless party 
found each other, and the result was the Seiyukai, founded 
in August, 1900, with Prince Ito as its president. At the 
same time the Shimpo-to element of the Kensei-to trans
formed itself into the Kensei-hontO under Okuma. 

ItO again sue«eded Yamagata as premier in September. 
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1900, supported by his Seiyukai and opposed by the Kens~i. 
hontO, which had a minority in the House. But he had 
offended the bureaucrats, and under the direction of 
Yamagata. the House of Peers made war upon him. Once 
more ItO went to the Emperor for an edict in March, 1901. 

He got it; but twice is too often to do that, for no one in 
Japan approves the utilization for political purposes of in
fluence at court. Ito soon resigned in May and never 
again became premier. He interested himself in diplomacy, 
travelled, and 6nally became president of the Privy CounciL 
Although still nominally president of the Seiyukai, he no 
longer took an active interest in party affairs. He passed 
the sceptre to Saionji, his protege, in July, 1903. 

With the retirement of Ito into the background there 
began a long period of truce between the bureaucrats lind 
the parties. Katsura, the follower of Yamagata, alternated 
in the premiership with Saionji, now a leader of the Seiyu
kai. The Kensei-honto changed its name to Kokuminto, and 
remained an ineffectual minority, still under the leadership 
of Okuma. During this period came the Russ~Japanese 
War, bringing glory to Katsura, and profit to the Seiyukai 
men and their capitalist friends. In 19Q6. the Seiyukai 
for the first time formed a cabinet under its own leader, 
Saionji, dividing the portfolios between its own members 
and a few bureaucrats from the House of Peers. 

In 1912, the year of the death of the Meiji Emperor, 
the Seiyukai-Katsura IXlmpromise was ended. The length 
of its rule made the Saionji party unpopular, and to re
gain its prestige the last Saionji cabinet adopted a policy 
of retrenchment. The press approved but the bureaucrats 
and militarists were wrathful. General Uyehara. minister 
of war, started trouble by proposing that two divisions be 
maintained in Korea. Since this would have been anything 
but economical. the cabinet rej~ the proposal. Uyehara 
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thereupon resigned and none of his fellow generals would 
take his place. Unable to find a minister of war, Saionji 
resigned in December, 1912. 

The Genro, when it was summoned to the Imperial Court 
to choose a new premier, spent three weeks looking for an 
eligible man. Katsura was out of the running, for he had 
gone to the Imperial Iourt as grand chamberlain to the 
young Emperor. It is believed that Yamagata, fearing that 
his protege was becoming a rival, secured his appointment 
to this post to put him out of the way. At last, however, 
Katsura found his way out of the intricacies of court cere
mony, relinquished his post as chamberlain, and formed his 
third cabinet. 

He ~ow repudiated his compromise with the Seiyukai, 
and formed his cabinet entirely of bureaucrats. The 
Seiyukai, which had a majority in the House, enlisted in 
its support the newspaper sentiment that had been won by 
the last Saionji cabinet, and waged war upon the govern
ment. 

Katsura thereupon turned to the failing Kokuminto for 
relief. This party, during the years of its obscurity, had 
been divided into two camps, idealistic and opportunist. 
The former, which cared less for immediate power than for 
principles, was led by Inugai; the latter by Oishi, Shimada 
and Takedomi. ,The opportunists, irritated at the failure 
of Count Okuma to get a place in the government, forced 
the old leader to resign. Katsura, knowing of this wrangle 
decided to take advantage of it, thinking to follow the ex
ample of Prince Ito. and form a political party of his own 
out of the ruins of an unsuccessful party. In a quick raid 
on the members of the KokuIninto, he gathered together 
about seventy of its ~en, all of the opportunist group. 
and called them the Dashikai. But he had not Ito's success. 
The Seiyukai, fortified by a favorable press and public 
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opinion, attacked the Doshikai from every angle. Katsura 
made a frantic effort to win men from the Seiyukai to his 
banner, but the majority party was too well organized. 

The people, more interested in political affairs than ever 
before, and lashed by the newspapers, were furious at the 
intrigues of the bureaucratic premier. There was serious 
rioting. The clever politicians of the Seiyukai supplied a 
slogan: .. Down with the clans, up with the constitution." 
Fifty-three days after the formation of the cabinet Katsura 
resigned his office. 

It seemed for a while that a new era had come, and that 
democracy, in the form of the Seiyukai, would rule Japan. 
But the party was not equal to the occasion. In the last 
throes of his administration Katsura deprived the Seiyukai 
of its leader, Saionji, for he had persuaded the Emperor to 
issue an edict to Saionji to stop his party's opposition to the 
cabinet, and when Saionji found himself unable to obey he 
was in honor bound to consider himself a traitor, and to 
retire from public life. No other member of the party was 
qualified to form a cabinet. 

The only man of prime-ministcrial stature in the country 
was AdminJ Yamamoto. a Satsuma navy man. To him, 
although he was one of the hated clan leaders, the Seiyukai 
turned, to the disappointment of the people who thought that 
democracy had CXlIIIe. A Satsuma-Seiyukai cabinet was 
formed, in February, 1913, with Yamamoto as premier. 
The idealistic element of the Seiyukai, led by Ozaki (who 
had been among the loudest shouters of .. Down with the 
dans ") bolted the party and formed a new group called 
the Seiyil Oub. 

Yamamoto lasted ooly ooe year. He h"beralli:ed the civil 
service laws to some extent, and extended the privilege of 
serving as ministers of the navy and army to resem: ad
mirals and generals. His ~ was Wlaked by the 
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"naval scandal," involving a crooked deal with a British 
~hipbuilding finn, and by the opposition of. the House of 
Peers, which rejected a bill for the expansion of the navy. 

The Genra had great difficulty in choosing the next pre
mier. Katsura was dead. None of the Dashikai was 
available.· Viscount Kiyoura tried to fonn a bureaucratic 
government, but the opposition of the naval' party, all of 
whom refused to serve on his cabinet, defeated his efforts. 
Count Okuma, eighty years old, president of Waseda 
University and active only as a contribqtor of political 
articles to the newspapers and magazines, was the only 
available man. 

Okuma, most of whose ministers were chosen from the 
Dashik;1i, was energetically opposed by the Seiyukai 
majority in the House of Representatives. He was forced 
to dissolve the Diet, and the elections resulted in his favor. 
The Seiyukai lost its majority, and the Doshikai, the Seiyii 
Dub and a third party consisting of Okuma's personal fol
lowing united to fonn the Kenseikai, now the Seiyukai's 
chief rival. Kata and Osaki are the chief Kenseikai leaders. 

Prince Yamagata rooked askance at the rise of the 
Kenseikai.He opposed it vigorously and finally succeeded 
in overthrowing Okuma to make room for his protege, 
General Count Terauchi. 

Terauchi dissolved the Diet immed~ely after his acces
sion to the premiership, before the Kenseikai, which 
dominated the House of Representatives, had a chance to 
pass a bill of lack of confidence in him. In the election 
which followed he used the usual methods of enforcing a 
victory for the government. For two years thereafter 
neither KenseikJL! nor Seiyukai could command a majority 
in the House, and the premier played one against tile other. 

Terauchi remained in office until the rice riots of 1918, 
when public opinion made it necessary for him to resign. 
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He was succeeded by Hara, the present prime minister, 
who was chosen by a Genro Council consisting of Yamagata, 
Matsukata, Okuma and Saionji. Saionji was the choice 
of the Council, but he declared that the position should be 
held by a younger man, and recommended Hara, who had 
been his successor in the leadership of the Seiyukai. 

Throughout his administration Hara has been vigorously 
opposed by the Kenseikai. But the premier is too wily a 
politician for them. He intrigued with the Kokuminto and 
the Genro, and ~ucceeded in placing himself in a strong 
position. He pleased Yamagata by appointing as his 
minister of war General Tanaka, whom the old militarist 
is grooming for the place left vacant by Katsura and 
Terauchi. 

He held the Kenseikai at bay by adroitly juggling the 
election law to the Seiyukai's advantage, then he watched 
his opportunity to dissolve the Diet and call a general elec
tion. which be knew he would win. After a preliminary 
skirmish with the opposition, in which he showed brilliant 
generalship. lie brought the issue of universal suffrage to 
the fore, dissolved the Diet on that issue, and came out 
handsome1y.victorious in the election that followed. 

The Kenseikai, weakened. is still hammering away at him. 
In July, 1920, Shimada, leader of the Opposition, brought 
charges that three mipister"s had turned official knowledge 
to personal use on the stock market, and suc:ceeded oo1y 
(after an uproarious session of the House) in having a 
vote of censure passed against himself. Hara now ap
pears to be stronger than ever. His greatest danger is 
from the House of ~ the tIaditional enemy of party 
government. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CAPITALISTS 

I 

THE small area and dense population of Japan have 
forced her, in her modern economic development, to be
come an industrial rather than an agricultural power. This 
her pe.opIe and governmerit have realized from the first be
ginnings of '!hat developm~ They have carried on the 
develPpment of their nation along these lines so successfully 
that she seems about to> become, at no very distant date, 
one of the greatest industrial powers of the world. 

The bureaucratic rulers of Japan have had more than 
one reason for encouraging the growth of industrialism. 
In the first place, they saw that success in warfare depends 
upon the possession of modern mtmition fattories, railway 
lines and ships; and accordingly they encouraged the growth 
of these industries under government auspices, maintaining 
strict governmental regulation. In addition, they saw the 
advantage of great industrial development for other than 
military reasons. The proximity of China, the greatest 
potential market and source of raw materials in the world, 
presented a great opportunity to Japan, they perceived. 
They adopted a policy of paternalism in order to develop 
an industrial Japan which !night supplant the western 
nations as the economic exploiter of China. Since they 
would need cheap labor to acoomplish this aint, they took 
care not to let their paternalism take the form of a too active 
movement to better the standard of living of the working 
class. 
-~ ~ 

• 
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II 

It is said by many that the center of Japanese life is no 
longer Tokyo but Osaka. This is largely true, for with 
the development of Japanese industrialism Osaka. has grown 
more rapidly than TokyO. The financial center of the 
nation is now Osaka. Party conventions are frequently 
held there. The nascent labor movmJent, an unwanted 
child of industrialism, has Osaka for its center. 

This is in accordance with the historical position of 
Osaka, which has always been commercially important. 
Throughout the Tokugawa period ,this city, then known as 
Naniwadzu, was a free city, governed by no daimyo, and 
its mercltants were little troubled by the arrogance of the 
samurai class. Here was the national rice market, whither 
all the daimyO of the land sent the surplus products of 
their fields. Even such distant daimyo as those of TsugaJU 
and Matsurnaye, in the extreme north, sent ships laden with 
rice to Sakai, the seaport of Naniwadzu. 

In the <:ity was a form of merchant guild, called Zeoiza.. 
whicll acted as a sort of combination rice exchange and 
bank, lending money to needy daimyO who m~ 
their crops as security. Doing business with the Zen~ 
was a group of samurai called Kanj5gata (accountants) 
who were representatives in Osaka of the several clans. 
These gave themselves great airs in dealing with the 
men:hants, their social inferiors, but they got the worse end 
of most of the business deals they aJOSummated. Here the 
heads of the guild were the real powers, and the great 
daimyO were merely their clients. 

With modern times, the great money-lending families of 
Osaka have become modem ~ The houses of 
Kanoike and Kashima, now millionaire financiers, an: 
directly descended from the banker1! of old Osaka. 
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In Yedo (now Tokyo) the Tokugawa capital, there was 
in feudal days a minor group of merchants. They did 
business on much the same system as their fellows in Osaka, 
'but they were directly under the eyes of the shOgun, and 
therefore lacked independence. The Mitsui family, now 
millionaires, are of this group. In other cities, there. were 
merchants, but they could not rise above their feudal rank, 
which was the lowest of the social order. 

The foreign trade of Japan in feudal days was carried 
on entirely through the port of Nagasaki, the only harbor 
which the shOguns permitted to be used for this purpose. 
The only European people who had a share in this trade 
were the Dutch. Daimyo such as Shimadsu of Satsuma, 
Nabeshima of Hizen and Kuroda of Chikuzen sent their 
samurai to Nagasaki to deal with the foreigners. Thus 
they grew rich and formed the basis of the fertunes which 
they still enjoy. 

III 
When the Meiji era arrived all of the ruling classes 

escaped economic damage except the lower orders of 
samurai. The daimyo kept much of their fields and forests 
as their private property; the greater samurai, who wrre th~ 
true administrators in feudal days, became prominent 
government figures and could get whatever they wanted; 
but the lesser samurai found themselves in a bad way. 
With the abolition of feudalism they lost their posts as 
minor administrators for the daimyo. They knew no 
trades, and their dignity forbade them to learn. The 
government issued bonds and turned over the moneyt:l 
them in compensation for their losses, but the funds were 
insufficient. 

To gain a. livelihood these petty samurai turned to the 
development of industrialism. Financed by the govern-
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ment, they went abroad to study industrial methods, and 
returned to apply their new knowledge at home. Those 
of Satsuma and Choshii especially found it easy to get 
government backing for new corporations. The merchants 
of Osaka and Tokyo did not fail to join them and take part 
in the new movement, but it was the efforts of these smaller 
samurai, that carried Japan speedily and effectively into the 
industrial revolution only a few years after she had cast out 
feudalism. 

At the same time there arose in the rural districts a new 
class of rich landowners. In feudal days there was in 
each village a shioya or hereditary village president, of the • 
farmer class, who acted as agent of the daimyo, gathering 
the rice tax. and helping to govern the other farmers. He 
was privileged to wear a sword, and was a sort of sub
samurai. When the days of Meiji came these shioya, lit..-e 
the daimyo and the greater samurai, come into the p0s

session of the land. They are now known as Go-no, or 
country gentlemen. These, together with the descendants 
of many of tile gn:ater sanmrai, are the large landownersr 
of tlHlay. They are the backbone of the Seiyukai party. 

The wealthy landed' aristocrats, of daimyo families, are 
economically in a similar position but form a separate 
social group. 

The l\{eiji Restoration, like any other great conflict, re
quired financiers on both sides. It is believed, although 
the fact has not been definitely establisMd, that the Mitsui 
family of TokyO financed the losing shOgunate, and that 
Konoit..-e of Osaka bact..-ed the revolting daimy6. 

IV 

In considering the development of Japanese industrialism 
we must bear constantly in mind that the entire process was 
sponsored by the government. lndustrialism in Europe 
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was developed by private enterprise and the government step
ped in only with the development of dangerous monopoly; 
but it was not so in Japan. Here the government developed 
the industry, and then turned it over to private merchants, 
who reaped the profits. At the same time the government 
kept the control, though not the financial fruits, of every 
business of military importa.noe. Government enterprise was 
necessary in order to get anything done, for the merchant 
class outside of Osaka and Tokyo was not equal to the task 
of economic reconstruction, and the lesser samurai had too 
much dignity and ,too little money to engage in business ex
cept as agents of the bureaucrats. In the early days of Meiji 
the only private enterprises were the Osaka banks. All else 
was operated by the government or heavily subsidized. 

Under such circumstances there was necessarily a close 
connection between the business men and the bureaucrats. 
The way to get rich was to become the friend of some 
high officers in the government. Such friendships were 
frequent. For example, Marquis Inouye, the great Genro 
and leader of financial reform, was an intimate of the Mitsui 
family. Marquis Okuma and the Iwasaki family, the 
steamship kings, are also closely associated. The connec
tion between the government and big business in Japan is 
frankly admitted. 

V 

Let us briefly sketch the rise of some of Japan's great 
capitalists. Most spectacular, perhaps, has been the car
reer of Iwasaki. Iwasaki Ya1aro was a petty samurai of 
Tosa. He was accustomed to the ways of the sea, and 
when the Meiji era came he determined to seek his fortune 
in ships. He started with the purchase of a few ships, and 
by intrigue and business skiU he developed into the greatest 
shipowner of the land. Early in his career he became the 
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friend of Marquis Okuma and Count Goto, an association 
which was .of great value to him, in his competition with 
Viscount Shinagawa, whom he overcame and whose power 
he absorbed after a period of deadly rivalry. He also found 
it valuable in his fight on another rival company which 
was later organized by the Seiyukai interests. 

Many of the Japanese millionares have won their riches 
.in war time. The Sino-Japanese war produced Fujita and 
Okura, who are now men of great wealth upon whom the 
title of baron has been confined. They started life as plain 
merchants, one in TokyO and the other in Osaka. Then they 
found an opporturrity to sell muniti.)ns to the government, 
and although the people clamored, they profited. The Russ.>
Japanese War brought wealth to Baron Furukawa, the cop
per king, to whom Premier Hara is legal adviser. The 
greatest beneficiary of the Great War was the Suzuki Com
pany, with which Baron Got.; is associated, and which when 
the war broke out, had already made a fortune in the 
sugar business in Formosa, of which Got.; was governor. 
Mitsui, Iwasaki, Furukawa, Fujita, Okura. and Suzuki are 
the gmll capitalists of Japan. They control. the industry 
of the nation. 

VI 

In the foregoing I have occasionally mentivned the close 
nlations between the capitalists and the political parties in 
Japan. Let me e.'-p\ain these relations a little man: in 
detail. 

The Japanese political parties-the Seiyukai, the Ken
seikai and the KoI.."UlTlintli-are the organs of the rich. 
They are controlled absolutely by the industrial capitalists 
and the 1o\-ealthy land owners. The rich peers. of course, 
-are not in~n:sted in the parties. They have other means of 
po.>litical e.'-pression, descnDed in Chapter IV. 
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When the great samurai of Chasha and Satsuma seized, 
as bureaucrats, the great places of power in the nation, they 
left no place in the front ranks of politics for the parties. 
But they permitted the parties to compensate themselves 
by an alliance with the capitalists, whereby the party poli
ticians gained much money. The parties did not at first 
agree to this bargain. They fought to amend the civil ser
vice rules and the regulations concerning the ministers of 
the army and navy which deprived them of political 
power, but they were beaten, and were forced to seek their 
development in the field of industrialism and by an alliance 
with capital, since they could not win an important place in 
the government. . Thus party leaders became directors of 
such concerns as the South Manchurian Railway and the 
Nippon Yiisen Kaisha. The Seiyukai was the cleverest of 
the parties in utilizing this association with capitalism. To 
this is due the Seiyukai ascendency to-day. 

The fundamental condition which makes the parties the 
organs of the rich is the Japanese election law. Only the 
rich are voters. To qualify for the franchise ·OIJe must pay 
direct taxes of three yen annually. Only the propertied 
classes can take part in election. Therefore the parties care 
nothing for the propertyless masses. 

There is still another bond between capital and the 
parties. The expense of operating a political party in 
Japan is even greater than,in European countries or the 
United States. The party leaders have no jobs with which 
to reward their subordinates, for they have no control over 
the offices of government. Therefore the party workers 
must be rewarded with cash. The cost 'of every election is 
great, for many of the voters are purchasable. Elections 
are frequent, because the House of Representatives is often 
dissolved. Before the war it cost usually more than 20,000 

yen to elect a man to the House of Representatives, and the 
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expense .now is doubtless much greater, Each candidate, 
by custom, pays half of this expense, and the party pays the 
rest. When it is considered that there are four hundred 
members of the House to be elected every time the House 
is dissolved, it is easy to see that the parties need great sums 
of money. They can get them only from the capitalists. 

The party politicians who are elected to the Diet have a 
still further need for an alliance with capital. The pay of 
& member of the Diet is small, and the expense of election 
is great. Therefore the Representatives find it convenient 
to combine business with politics, and to use their parties 
to make lucrative business connections, so that they may 
support themselves while serving their country. 

VII 
This alliance shows itself in the attitude of the parties on 

taxation. The direct taxes, payment of which is the quali
fication for voting, are the land tax, the income tax and the 
business tax. The Seiyukai, which is largely supported by 
the Iandownefs, always fights for the reduction of the land 
tax. The Kcnseikai, organ of the industrial capitalists in 
the cities, fights for the' reduction of the business tax. The 
Kokuminto in its more powerful days, when it had much 
backing in the cities, used also to fight for the reduction of 
the income and business taxes. Now, since it has only a few 
members in the House and has little ~. it can pennit 
its principles to become slightly idealistic, and it talks about 
reducing the indirect ta.'ttS on consumption. which are paid 
by the non-voting masses. Neither of the powerful parties 
cares anything about these taxes, and if the KoI..-uminto re
turns to power it. too, will forget them. 

The parties, moreover, are always willing to vote a 1arge 
, part of the budget for national defense. The .capitalist 

.. shipbuilders and munitions makers profit by this. Usually 
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the budget provides thm the expenses of preparedness be 
paid out of the consumption taxes, which are paid by the 
poor. 

No party has ever been opposed to imperial expansion. 
The chief reason for this is the close relation between capi
talism and imperialism: territorial expansion means pro
fit, in which parties share. Moreover, the men of the lower 
classes get killed in war, and the parties are not concerned 
with them, for they do not vote. The parties originally 
took a militaristic attitude to counteract the charges of anti
patriotism which were brought against them by the early 
bureaucrats; but they have since found more substantial 
reasons for jingoism. The old-fashioned militarists are 
satisfied with the glory of victory, but not so the party poli
tician's.' In Korea, the Seiyukai men have won places in 
the Oriental Colonization Company, which has many con
cessions in this colony, and in Manchuria, others of the same 
party have places in the railroad corp.>ration. 

The foreign policie~ of the pure militarists and the 
capitalistic imperialists differ in this, however : the former 
insist upon the extension of the imperial territories by 
force of arms, whereas the latter are satisfied with " peace
ful penetration." Thus it is that the present Japanese 
government is willing to return the conquered territory in 
Shantung Province to China, provided it is permitted to 
keep the economic rights formerly held by Germany-and 
such other rights as can be extorted from China. 

VIII 
Thus it appears that the bureaucrats of Japan built up a 

modern industrial nation, and turned over the profits to the 
new capitalist class and its allies, the political parties. The 
two latter divide the fruits by bargains in the reduction of 
direct taxation in the increase of subsidies, and by the gift of 
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directorates in industrial concerns. The only weakness in 
the structure is the possibility of the awakening of labor. 
The Japanese industrial system was built in haste, and its 
erectors tleglected the human element. The workers were 
nowhere considered. Suppose, now, tha.t they should find 
themselves. The entire structure would be ruined and the 
industrial future of Japan would be wrecked. Ja.pan's 
chance for the economic control of China would be no more. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE WORKERS 

I 

The laboring masses of Japan, by reason of the traditions 
of feudalism which still influence them strongly, and even 
more by reason of the system of education which has been 
set up and operated by the bureaucrats, have no interest in 
politics and no understanding of its workings. 

In feudal days the common man grew accustomed to 
feel himself subordinate to others. He was ruled by 
others, and he had nothing 'to do with government. The 
daimyo and his samurai, and over the daimyo the shOgun, . 
took care of such things for him. He knew his duty to 
his lords, but no one had ever told him of his rights. 

There was, indeed, no reason for the workingman of 
feudal days to interest himself in politics. Politics had 
nothing to do with industry. The business of every crafts
man was carried on under the supervision of his craft guild, 
which regulated everything in minute detail, and which was 
independent of diamyo and samurai. 

A glimpse at the organization of these craft guilds may 
help the reader to grasp the psychology of the feudal crafts
man, which the modem worker has inherited.' Trades 
were passed from father to eldest son. If a master crafts
man (Oyabun) had no son, or if his son was unable to 
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carry on the craft. he was required to adopt a boy. teach 
him the secrets of his skill. and bequeath to him his name 
and his business. 

When the apprentice. who was always the son or the 
adopted son of the Oyabun. had learned something of the 
trade. he went into the world as a journeyman (Shokunin 
or Kobun). The journeyman could travel throughout 
Japan without paying for anything. Any Oyabun to whom 
he applied was required by the rules of the guild to give 
him work. food and shelter. When the journeyman wanted 
to move to another city. the Oyabun always gave him money 
for his traveling expenses. In return for his complete 
protection, the Kobun owed the Oyabun absolute obedience. 
The preservation of these master-and·servant relations was 
a matter of strict honor to both parties. 

When the industrial revolution arrived in Japan less than 
half a century ago, the newly arisen master class impressed 
upon the workers that the old relations of Oyabun and 
Kobun had not been disturbed. The worker was still the 
journeyman, and must obey his master; the owner of the 
plant was still a master craftsman, and would protect his em
ployes. This propagand.a, coupled with the nahtrai inertia 
of the Japanese. made the workers slow to awaken to the 
new conditions. It did not often occur to them that they 
should attempt to take part in politics. Their ignorance and 
indifference to matters of state were increased by the 
education they received during the Meiji era. This is true 
in spite of the fact that education was made compulsory, 
and that by the widespread use of the Kana (syllabic let
ters) illiteracy was reduced to a minimum. 

The people were taught in the schools that the Emperor 
was the sole ruler of J apart, and that no other inlluenc:e in 
politics was of any importance. The bureaucrats nsed the 
relation of Emperor-worship as ~ means of discouraging 
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participation in politics; for if the Emperor alone ruled, his 
rule was certainly good, and there was ne> use in trying to 
change things anyway, because the Emperor ruled by divine 
authority. The pupils in the higher classes were further 
taught that ge>vernrnent, in general, was a matter te> be left 
te> the wise men, and that the people were better off if they 
did ne>t interfere. The duties e>£ subjects were taught at 
great length, but no mention was made e>£ any rights that 
they might have. Likewise, no mention was made e>£ such 
topics as representative government, pe>litical parties or 
elections. . 

Teachers for the public schools were trained in normal 
oolleges which taught them humility, left them ignorant e>£ 
all ciyip;, and encouraged them to be conservative and to 
hate all pe>litical parties. The pay e>£ teachers was small. 
Grammar school instructors were usually weak, pe>ar men, 
whe> were willing te> accept such lowly positie>ns because 
the jobs were steady.. Poor ooys were encouraged to be-
come teachers by the fact that the ge>vernrnent would supply 
them with food while they went throogh normal school. 

The administration e>f the primary schools was highly 
centralized. The high e>fficials dictated the curriculum in 
minute detail, and cootmlled every moment e>£ the school 
day. Such a thing as academic freedOOl was unknoWD. 

II 

Even if 1a00r were to take any interest in politics, it we>u1d 
do IaOOr no good, fe>r only rich men can vme. No man who 
does nm pay an annual direct tax e>f at least three yen has 
the franchise. This rules oot most wockers. Most of the 
farm workers are tenants, and therefore e>wn ne> property 
and mC>St e>f the industrial wockers in the towns are nm 
paid enoogh to enable them ro accumulate property. 

The>se few voters who might be inclined to favor a laoor 
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ticket, or to give a labor tinge to the policies of the existing 
political parties, are so scattered that their votes have no 
effect. 

Moreover, any small farmers who have the right to vote 
are, by tradition, under the control of the Go-no of their 
district, the man who has inherited the authority of the 
village supervisor of feudal times. These men control their 
districts with discipline far stricter than that of the Tam-
many district leaders in New York. ' 

The advance of the labor movement in Japan has been 
hampered' by constant government opposition. Ever since 
the earliest days of Meiji the government has severely 
frowned on labor organizations of all kinds. In the early 
days none but socialists spoke for labor in Japan, and this 
prejudiced the chances of any more real labor movement 
which might have arisen later, for the government, feeling 
that socialism was a menace, proceeded to label as socialism 
every movement of any kind in the interests of the worker.;, 
and suppressed all alike. The government did not even 
distinguish between socialism and anarchism; both alike, it 
said, were traitorous doctrines. The leaders of aU prole
tarian movements were 'prosecuted and the rank and file of 
their organizations frightened, so that the workers shwmed 
organizations of any kind as dangerous. 

The newspapers, which were mostly party organs, cared 
nothing for the labor movement, and helped the government 
to suppress it. Only in recent years has the labor questiOIl 
received any notice at all in the news or editorial columns. 
Even if the newspapers had printed anything about their 
situation it would have done the worL.-ers no good, for their 
long hours of labor left them no time to read, and the DeW9-

papers, which cost 3 sen a copy, on the avera,.oe. were lux
uries too e.'CpeIlSive for their pockets. 
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III 

In feudal days farming and fishing were the sole sources 
of wealth of Japan. The government took grea~ interest 
in the welfare of the farming class, which was the highest 
of. the heimin in the social scale. Even tl>-day the majority 
of the pOpulation tills the soil. 

Although the extemal life of the Japanese farmer has 
been somewhat changed by the innovations of the Meiji 
Era, his inner life and his way of thinking is the same as 
it was in the feudal age. He is congenitally conservative, 
and his isolated life has aided that tendency. The tradi
tion of loyalty to the Emperor is the dominant passion of 
his exi~tence. 

Urpversal military training increases this conservatism. 
The farm boys are the healthiest in the nation, and they are 
the backbone of the conscript army. The glory of Japan 
is deeply impressed upon the young man while he is in 
service, and his loyalty to things as they are is deepened. 
This loyalty pervades the entire farmer c1ass.1 

When industrialism developed in Japan many of these 
farmers began to move to the cities. The land was hard to 
work, the income of the peasant family was small, most of 
the desirable land in foreign countries were occupied by 
whites, who did not favor Japanese immigrants, and there
fore the farmers could do nothing but go to the cities and 
become industrial workers. Industrialism, under govern
ment encouragement, grew tremendously, and the domestic 
system of manufacture gave way to the factory system. 
The relations of Oyabun and Kobun were no more; work
ers were simply employes and wage earners. The psychol
ogy of Japanese labor began to change. 

1 Ct. Mr. H. M. Hyndman. .. Japan: Imperial aDd Capitaliltic,· AM, 
vol xix, pp. 24-6. Jan., I919- This is a good account of the JIPID
labor movement. 
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Tho wars which Jap'an fought in her period of growth al
ways brought industrial expansion, but in each case pros
perity was followed by a depression. The great depression 
which has followed the Great War, beginning in the spring 
of 1920, is a case in point. This see-saw aided the change 
in the psychology of the workers. In boom times the 
number and power of the rich increased, and the distinc:
tion between the capitalists and the working classes grew 
greater; in slack times the workers suffered and began to 
learn how to complain. 

IV' 
The Sino-Japanese war (1894-5) occasioned the first 

great forward stride in Japanese industrialism. Before the 
struggle the domestic system of manufacture clung to all 
industries except ship-building and munitions-making, but 
new factories sprung up like mushrooms over the entire 
nation. At the same time the first labor organization in 
Japan was formed:-. fraternal society of Japanese rail
way workers. It did not call itself a labor union, and it 
devoted itself largely to the provision of accident and un
anployment insurance fqr its members. All Japanese labor 
organizations have pursued this course. There are no 
.. labor unions" in Japan today; there are only " fraternal 
societies." 

Also at the close of the Sino-Japanese War came the 
beginning of the Japanese socialist movement. A Society 
for the Study of Sccialimt was formed in TokyO. At first 
not all the menlbers of this organization were socialists, but 
as the years passed the non-socialists left ~t one by one.. 
Among the members of the society were the Well-knoWll 

I This aC(OQ1lt or Ih. labor mo_t in the Mtiji ora is based ~Iy 
...... Mr. S. Kat_'s Labw II ....... ' .. I.,.. ('9.8). T1Iia .. 
hook IIJ • J_ ...aaIist ........ hiahl:r __ • tied.. 
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Japanese radicals, Mr. Sen Katayama, now in exile in the. 
United States, and Professor Isoo Abe of Waseda Univer-
sity. 

. . . 

In 1901 the first Japanese Social Dem<J!:ratic Party· was . 
founded by S. Katayama, I. Abe and K. K. Kawakami, \Yho 
is now well known in the United States as a.writer on'Japan
ese affairs. The' party was immediately dissolved by the 
bureaucratic government, which thereafter saw to ~t that nt) 

radicals or laborites were permitted to start political aCtion. 
The socialists then proceeded to spreaq their propagapda 

by means of secret societies. They saw that there was nB 
hope for them in politics, and they were therefore driven 
to thoughts of direct action. 

During the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5) these societies 
carried on an active pacifist agitation. They managed to 
publish a daily, which was constantly being suppressed. 
They got in touch with the Russian revolutionists, with 
whom they exchanged resolutions hoping that both sides 
would lose the war. They gained a number of converts in 
Japan, no doubt, but the opposition of the government and 
the loyalty of the population were too strong for them. 

Shortly after the close of the war a group of anarchists 
and nihilists, led by Denjiro Kotoku, attempted to.assas
sinate the Emperor.' This outrageous act, which shocked 
the entire nation, caused the government to inaugurate a 
complete suppression of everything resembling socialism. 
All radical books were strictly suppressed and no on~ dared, 
thereafter, to caU himself a socialist. 

Independent of the puny socialist movement, however. 
the germs of a more truly proletarian movement were de
veloping among the laborers of the cities. The unrest, 
which was-and still is, even to-day-chaotic and without 

• Ste1lm.... L. 1~ .. Deaziro K6toku, Revolutioaist,· T1w OwrlDruI 
We.i1y, Yollvili, pp. 2871lD. Oct., 1\111. 
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directioll, took the form of a popular clamor against the 

.' government of the bureaucratic clans, Choshli and Satsuma; 

. Riots itl TokyO, «:specially in the last days of the Katsura 
regime, were frequent. This movement, was, of course, 
utilizeq by 'the political parties in their fight for the control 
of th«: government. 

v 
In' August 1918, ont of a clear sky came the first real 

uprising of th,e Japanese proletariat for proletarian ends: 
the rice riots. This outburst was the result of a tremend
ous rise in the cost of rice-the price tripled in less than two 
months-which was due, in turn, to under-production and to 
war-time speculation. 

Throughout the summer of 1918 the Japanese masse9 
suffered patiently while the price of their staple food went 
higher. The Terauchi cabinet, through its minister of 
agriculture and commerce, Mr. Ren Nakashoji, tried in 
vain to check profiteering and to lower the cost of living. 
Stories were printed in the newspapers of th«: great wc:alth 
and th«: reckl«:ss spending of th«: sp«:CUlators. Popular f«:d
ing slowly became uncontrollable. 

On .August 3. a hundred fishermen's wives in the little 
northern village of Toyama got together and decided that 
they had had enough of this. They went in a body to the 
rice dealers, and asked them to reduce their prices. Some 
one tol4 them that a train load of rice was about to be moved 
away from their village. and they immediately ran to the 
railroad. jumped frantically upon the tracks in front of the 
train, and cried for me. They pillaged the rice shops and 
when their leaders were arres~ they swarmed around the 
police station and freed the prisoners. On August 5 aud 
6 the riots continued. 

The news of the disorders in Toyama spread rapidly oter 
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the nation. The people promptly reacted to the tidings, and 
the disorders spread to the large cities. In quiet Kyoto, 
where in feudal days the nobles of the Imperial Court 
practiced their lovely and peaceful arts, the people now 
raided the rice shops and demolished the police stations. In 
Kobe the trouble was most violent. The offices and ware
hO}lses of the great Suzuki Company, which the rioters be
lieved had been guilty of profiteering, were burned. Rioting 
spread to Osaka, Nagoya, Hiroshima and Kure. Finally it 
reached Tokyo, and echoes of it were heard in Korea and 
Formosa. The police lost control completely, and the army 
was called out.' 

"Finally the Imperial Household, with a contribution of 
thrc:e million yen, started a fund" for the relief of the suf
ferin~ of the poor. The capitalists of the nation contrib
uted. With this fund the government opened shops, and, 
with the aid of soldiers and policemen as storekeepers, dis
tributed rice among the people. 

VI 
The fury, extent and spontaneity of this uprising make 

it peculiarly significant. It was the first uprising against 
the rich that modern Japan h~ ever seen. Its great violence 
is largely due to the fundamental excitability of the Japan
ese, who lack discipline in public demonstration, and who are 
extremely susceptible to the suggestions of violence that 
make mobs dangerous. 

The party politicians made it appear that the rioting was 
an expression of indignation against Terauchi and the bur
eaucratic government. They succeeded in getting themselves 
sufficiently believed to cause the downfall of the cabinet. 
This was the only immediate effect of the rioting. 

, Woil, E. F. "The Land of N arikin and Rice Riota, N T'" W or'" 
Ou/look, voL Y, pp. 111-9. J .... 1910. 
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In the long run, however, it will doubtless appear that the 
riots did more than overthrow a cabinet. They demon· 
strated to the workers the effectiveness of mob action, and 
the futility of the government in the face of it. The work· 
ers have felt their power, and they know now that they can 
give battle to the police and the soldiers. The generosity 
of the rich men, who were quick to give money when the 
peace of the nation appeared to be in danger, may have 
suggested to many that riots among the d\ssatisfied poor 
would make the rich surrender. 

Thus the workers have learned that although they can 
neither vote nor strike, they have a weapon. This is the 
dawn of an effective Japanese labor movement. 

VII 
Count Terauchi was succeeded by Mr. Hara, a commoner, 

who is an exceedingly clever politician. The new prime 
minister proceeded to ingratiate himself with the masses by 
eliminating a bit of pompous formality formerly practiced 
by members of the government in addressing the houses of 
the Diet. Formerly each minister Invariably referred to 
himself as .. This Imperial Minister." Mr. Hara and the 
individual members of his cabinet called themselves simply 
.. I," and were greatly applauded therefor. The Seiyukai 
government also abolished the body-guard of uniformed 
police which had accompanied former premiers in their per
ambulations. Further, it lightened the restrictions on free
dom of speech; and, apparently at the instance of the cab
inet, the Imperial Household Department abolished the 
stoppage of street traffic and the lining up of school children 
whenever the Emperor moved about. 

The subject of socialism may now, to some extent, be 
discussed in Japan. Shortly after the advent of Hara many 
translations of D4$ KaJlital, which bad been held in 
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:' abeyance because of the censorship, were published. 
Radical philosophers such as Bertrand Russell came to be 
freely discussed by the students, and idolized by many, 

Labor questions were discussed in the House of Re~ 
resentatives for the first time in the history of the Diet 
The number of "fraternal societies" of laboring men in
creased, for although Mr. Hara did not remove the restric
tions on the formation of unions, he was lax in his execution 
of the restricting laWs. 

Labor unrest in Japan recently has been stimulated by 
the success of the Russian revolution and the; manifest un
easiness of labor throughout the West The people have 
taken full advantage of the relaxation of the restrictions on 
discUssion,. and socialism has been widely discussed in the 
newspapers and magazines. The International Labor C0n
ference of 1919 in Washington, in which Japari showed 
fully as much interest as any other nation, has further in
creased the consciousness of her workers. 

This unrest was counterbalanced by the prosperity brought 
by the war, much of which has vanished in the subsequent 
industrial depression. High wages and bonuses survived 
after the armistice, and helped to keep the worker satisfied. 
The farmers were kept happy by the increased return from 
their rice fields. Moreover, the government tried to do 
something for labor by undertaking, through labor bureaux 
of one sort or another, to improve industrial conditions. 
In response to pressure brought to bear at the International 
Labor Conference, the factory laws of . the nation are t<> 
be revised. 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

I 
There are two ways of theorizing about the state: you 

may consider it something static, capable of analysis once 
and for all; or you may regard it as dynamic, with aspect 
const3.ntly shifting under the play of varying forces. The 
first way of theorizing is the metaphysical way, .greatly be
loved of political philosophers at the end of the nineteenth 
century. Students of that type believe that one can accu
rately determine who is the real ruler in a state-that sov
ereignty is a definite thing, assignable to one person or ele
ment in the community-and they divide States, according 
to the location of sovereignty, into monarchies, oligarchies 
and democracies. In point of logic, this Way of theorizing 
is satisfactory. Its failure to tally with the facts does not 
Dlat..-e it the less logical.' 

Looking thus at the state as a static thing, the Japanese 
professors of political science explained the government of 
Jap:1n for the benefit of the people. Japan, they said, is an 
absolute monarchy. The Emperor is the sole head of the 
state. In him lies aU so'-creignty. This is the all-import
ant fact, the cardinal principle of Japanese government. 

The professors tited the I~gendary history of Japan, 
which says that the Sun Goddess sent her son, the ancestor 
of the Imperial Dynasty, to rule Japan forever. Feeling. 

'C/. Prol Giddiqs' Tu R,s~~ S_, c:h.p. ii, 1111& 
11111 • 119 
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perhaps, that the legend was not sufficiently convincing, they 
quoted Article I of the constitution, which says that the 
Emperor is the sale head of the nation. They also quoted 
the constitution to show that the Emperor controls all three 
branches of the government, the executive, legislative and 
judicial; and they argued from this that to make the cabinet 
responsible to the Diet Instead of to the Emperor would be 
against the spirit of the constitution. . 

It must be. borne in mind that these theorists were. satel
lites of the bureaucrats who ruled Japan in the name of the 
Emperor. 

The extreme bureaucratic professors of constitutional law 
argued learnedly: "The constitution, rightly, says nothing 
of th~ ,ights of subjects. It is concerned merely with the 
powers of the sovereign. That part of the constitution 
which is interpreted by some as an exposition of the rights 
of the people is in reality only a section limiting the rights 
of the executive, which is under the control of the sovereign." 
And again" The Diet is not intended as a medium of repre
sentation of the people. It is an institution to help the 
Emperor to rule. .. Yet again: " Elections are not intended 
to make possible the choice of men who represent the people. 
The members of the Diet are responsible to the Emperor, 
not to those who elect them. The voters are merely helping 
the Emperor to choose his advisers." 

The people placidly accepted this interpretation of their 
form of government They did not see its failure to cor
respond with the' facts, for they had been educated for 
1.400 years in speculative Chinese philosophy, which is not 
concerned with facts. They did not see that it was unjust 
to them, for during the long feudal era they had been taught 
that duti'ful submission was the fate of the masses. and 
that the rulers of Japan, from the Emperor to the lowest 
samurai, were their superiors forever. They revereneed 
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the Emperor with the worship of true religion, and the 
ruling classes took ad~antage of this to strengthen their own 
position. 

The professors believed and taught this theory of govern
ment largely because they were speculative scholars, in
terested in logic. They had been hurriedly educated, in 
Germany for the most part, and they taught what they had 
learned' from text-books there. For independent inquiry 
they had not the time. The students were not wholly in
jured by this. They learned to think abstractly-an acqui
sition not to be despised-and they also absorbed the poetic 
atmosphere of legend in which most of the professors teach
ing these theories were wrapped. 

The attitude of the professors has been, in the opinion of 
the writer, unrelated to the facts. The state itjl.~c, 
chacging,.1hing. Although from a pedagogic viewpoint it 
may be advisable to look upon it as static, from a scientific 
viewpoint this is false. 

Social and political folUS in the state are constantl,r 
shifting, constantly differentiating and integrating. Viewed; 
statistically, they seem always to tend till a norm, but that. 
norm is constantly maTing. 

For this reason it is impossible for statesmen who make 
constitutions to fit the documents to the political systems 
with which they are concerned. A constitution is only a 
document, and it is never an accurate image of the forces 
which make up the shifting state. That is why, in descri~ 
ing the Japanese State, I have avoided as much as possible 
quotations from the constitution, and descriptions of the 
prescribed forms of government. The constitution of Japan • 
is not a reOection of the Japanese state. 

Prince ItO, the great political genius of the Meiji en. 
drafted the constitution as a means of adjusting the c0n

flict between the forces that sought to rule Japan. His 
draft was a compromise between'the ruling cia es 
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The theory of Ito's constitution places the Emperor at 
the head of the nation. But the law does not hint at 
dir$1-ru1e. The Emperor is adored as the sovereign, but, 
like the King of England, he rules only throu~ his ad::ise!,. 

The Peers, under Ito's constitution, are the bulwark, 
which should savLtE~~!~~_J.!.on.!..!oo9ui,ck ,change. Ito 
gave them, in the upper house of the Diet, sufficient power 
to counteract any radical tendencies which, he foresaw, 
might develop among the minor clans in the early days of 
their power. 

Nevertheless, Ito made the bureaucratic cabinet members 
independent of the politicians of the lower house, for he 
saw that ex..RS!iS, not orators, would be needed for the build
ing of, the new Japan. At the same time, by creating the 
House' of Representatives he left room for the formation 
of political parties, without directly encouraging them. 

Thus the constitution is a compromise between groups. 
As such it has been successful. But to learn how the state 
is really governed one must study not the constitution, but 
the state itself. Let us study the Japanese state in the light 
of the following rtvo general propositions: 

First: the achievement of political power is the result of 
a struggle among groups, each of which contends for its 
own interest, whether that interest be idealistic, material
istic, or a combination of the two. Usually the groups are 
engaged in the pursuit of power, although even in'the rush 
of this pursuit the most materiil1istic of them must listen 
to the humilDjta[jan voice of the people. 

Second: no state is a democracy, in the sense that it is 
ruled by the whole people. A close scientific examination 
will reveal that every state is a ,llrgtocracy. It is ruled by 
the capallJe. The capable will always lead. Their leader
ship may be hidden under varying forms of government: if 
the population is homogeneous in race and intellect, the 
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fonn of government will be democratic; if the people are 
heterogeneous, they are led by despots. But always they 
are led. 

II 

So much for preliminary theorizing. Let us now, in the 
light of this theory, pass in review the several forces which 
make up the Japanese state. 

Tla, Emperor 

Strictly, the Emperor is not one of the political forces 
which we are considering. Both before and after the 
Meiji Restoration he has been outside of politics, worshipped 
by the people from afar, and has kept a godlike aloofness 
from the affairs of state. He is the center of Japanese 
culture and religion. To him all eyes are reverentially 
turned. 

Beyond all doubt, the Emperor will maintain this position 
forever. Whatever political changes may take place, how
ever the balance of power among the contending groups may 
be shifted, the Emperor wilt remain the supreme head of 
the state, worshipped' by all, yet aloof from the actual 
affairs of government 

Th, Gt1IrD 

The FJder Statesmen-ItO. Yamagata. Inouye. Matsukata,. 
Oyama. and later Okuma, Saionji and perhaps one or 
two others-have been the leaders of Japan since the early 
days of the Meiji era. Their rule, interrupted but never 
overthrown by incursions of other groups, has been an e.."1:
cellent example of lI.~cy. the rule of the capable,. 
These men were all. e.'Ccept Saionji, humble samurai in 
origin. and they rose by their ability to the highest placcs 
in the land. Yamagata outshone all others in military 
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organizing ability, Inouye and Matsukata in financial genius, 
Ito and. Okuma in home affairs and diplomacy, Saionji in 
diplomacy. These able men took the government in their 
own hands, at first as officials under the constitution, and 
later, when they retired from officialdom, as the "extra-con
stitutional Genro Council. Thus they showed that in the 
hands of able governors a constitution is only a piece of 
paper, and that protocrats will rule in spite of documents. 

There has always been a struggle for supremacy within 
the Genro. . The group of the Elder Statesmen, like the 
nation, has been divided into contending factions. At first 
the division was along clan lines: Satsuma against Choshii. 
Later we find it divided along lines of political ideals and 
progr~s: the conservatives (Yamagata and his proteges) 
against the liberals (Saionji and Okuma). 

This new line-up in the Genro body is a hopeful sign. 
There will always be Genro in Japan, for there will always 
be statesmen of more, than average ability. But in the 
future, it is to be hoped and expected, the Genro will J1QL ~ 
clan leaders interested chiefly in the promotion of clan in
terests, but statesmen interested in gover.!!!!1m~Jlolicy and 
i~ 

Thus the reformers in Japan will probably obtain better 
results by seeking to place men of real ability and public 
interest among the Elder Statesmen rather than by attempt
ing the difficult task of abolishing the Genro. 

The Peers of the Upper HOlISe 

These aristocrats owe their position to tradition, not abil
ity. Most of them are the sucoessors of the military lords 
of feudalism and the literarily-inclined nobles of the ancient 
Imperial Court. When the Meiji Restoration came they 
'Were skilful enough to avoid destruction by bargaining with 
the leaders of the new era, and they arranged for the crea-
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tion of the new peerage so that they might be compensated 
for the loss of their feudal privileges. 

'Banded together in the upper house of the Imperial 
Diet, these peers wield no small political power. But this 
power is not based on any real ability and can be justified 
by no contribution to the needs of the state. Therefore 
in the course of time it must vanish, or be modified in one 
or more of the following ways: 

The House of Representatives, with the broadening of the 
suffrage and the development of a party system on Angl~ 
Saxon lines, may grow to sufficient power to enable it to 
dominate the upper house - and perhaps the cabinet alSo. 
The House of Peers, like its counterpart in England, wiU 
combat this tendency, but eventually it must lose such a 
battle, and its legislative power be limited. It seems prob
able that this will be the normal development It is, of 
'course, a matter of the comparatively distant future. 

But this may not happen at all. The transformation may 
be wrought through the activities of a radical element in the 
House of Peers itself. The aristocratic conditions, and the 
class distinction of feudalism, have already shown signs of 
disappearance. The Jeudal distinctions between samurai\ 
and heimin and between daimyo and samurai, which were 
based upon the military necessities of the feudal age, are no 
longer elearly drawn. Only, in the country districts the 
ancient worship of aristocracy remains. This change in 
the national feeling is reflected among the aristocrats them
selves, many of whom are beginning to doubt the value 
of their titles. There has even arisen in the House of Peers 
a radlgll grquP9fyoung men who wish to give up their 
.lltll$ They would prefer to sit in the House of Represen
tatives. Although according to tradition a title bestowed 
by the Emperor c::&Il!!?~~i.nquislt~. in the past few 
years this practice has been somewhat modified. and greater 
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modifications may be expected in the future. The young 
peers who separate themselves from the aristocracy in this 
way will doubtless join the ranks of the political parties, 
or even of labor, thus breaking the power of the peerage. 

In the constitutional organization of the House of Peers 
itself is .the third seed of destruction of the aristocratic 
power. A part of the personnel of the upper house is a?" 
po~ ~be E'UlIeror. This appointment, of course, is! 
made according to the advice of ,the cabinet In the past 
the bureaucratic cabinets have taken advantage of this to 
pack ,the upper house with their own followers. In the 
future, if the political parties continue to form cabinets, 
they may follow the same procedure, and thus convert the 
House of Peers to the party point of view. This will be 
the death of the old aristocratic influence. 

There remains a fourth way in which the power of the 
peerage may be destroyed: by the r~al, in response to 
popular appeal, of the,pouageUse1f. Popular feeling against 
the aristocrats has greatly increased in recent years, as! 

the feudal influences have waned. The radicals among the 
people openly cry for the immediate abolition of the peer
age. But these radicals are few in number. There is a 
group of more moderate reformers who want to deprive the 
aristocrats of their titles and power by a slow, painless pro
cess. Sons of princes, they contend, should be perynitted 
to retain the title of marquis; sons of marquises should be 
counts; sons of counts, barons, and sons of barons, com
moners. Thus in a few ~nerations the whole scheme would 
disappear. Other reformers wish simply to abolish the 
inheritance of titles. 

Such are the forces in operation against the aristocrats. 
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The Bu,.eaucrats 

The position of the bureaucrats is entirely different. Pol 
class of office holders, trained to the work, is necessary to 
any efficient government, and therefore the bureaucrats, as 
a class, will endure. 

The bureaucrats have rendered great service to Japan. 
After the restoration they established a government on the 
western model in an astonishingly short time. They mast
ered the material details of western civilization with great 
acuteness, and applied them efficiently to the Japanese 
national life. To the bureaucrats must go much of the credit 
for creating, in the period of transition, a strong and effi
cient central government, which overcame the difference 
between the clans and established the new era with a 
minimum of civil war. In England, in the United States, 
in almost every country, terrific internal strife was necessary 
at periods In the national life corresponding to the Meiji 
Restoration in Japan. But the samurai who occupied 
the offices of government and became known as the bureau
c:rat~ of the new regime successfully and peaoefully carried 
the nation through the critical period. 

In doing so, however, the bureaucrats preserved many bad 
features of the old regime. They took upon themselves 
the attitude of superiority that had characterized the samurai 
in feudal days. The official class of the Meiji era was un
bearably arrogant. Any officer of the government, down tq 
the last policeman or clerk, considered himself better thanl 
any private citizen, from shopkeeper to banker. Much of 
the popular opposition to the bureaucrats today is clQ~!~ 
thi:i.~ The political parties. in their anti-bureau
cratl<: propaganda, have not failed to take advantage of this. 

In the defense of their position in the government, the 
bureaucrats did not scruple to utilize the popular worship 
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of the Emperor. They attempted to make it seem that 
loyalty to the Emperor meant also loyalty to the bureau-

.. :;I~~:~.~~~~!i~%t~ffff~~rs~~ '1a~n:dd:d ~: 
ffidr present unpopularity. The Japanese people do not 
like those who try to utilize the Emperor. 

In spite of these shortcomings, a bureaucratic class seems 
to be necessary to efficient government. Even should the 
political parties win the upper hand, they will not dare to 
abolish the civil service law, which creates such a c1ass by 
competitive examination. 

In Japan, the bureaucratic class will undoubtedly keep the 
upper hand for a while at least, because of certain peculiar 
political conditions. While Prince Yamagata lives his bur
eaucratic followers, who are entrenched in the Privy Council 
and the House of Peers, will not yield to the political party 
men. But even if he dies before the fall of the Hara 
cabinet, the bureaucrats are safe for a while. In such an . 
event, the Genro council, which the Emperor would sum
mon to select a new prime minister, would consist of Mat
sukata, Okuma, Saionji and possibly Hara. Saionji and 
Hara are associated with the Seiyukai. They would there
fore forbid the selection of a Kenseikai premier, such as 
Okuma would be likely to recommend, for a Kenseikai man 
would certainly dissolve the Diet and would use his official 
position to manipulate the new elections to the peril of the 
Seiyukai majority in the House of Representatives. There 
is ;10 man of prime ministerial stature in the Seiyukai except 
Saionji and Hara themselves; ther~f~re they would be 
unable to force the choice of 'One of their own party. Ac
cordingly, they would compromise on a bureaucrat, with 
whom the Seiyukai could make a deal, as they did with 
Katsura and Yamalt)oto in the past. 

Suppose that Matsukata and Okuma, both old men. 
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should die as well as Yamagata, before the fall of the Hara 
cabinet. In such an event it is possible that the Emperor 
would call no meeting of the GenrO council. The only 
man who could recommend the new premier would be Hara, 
the retiring prime minister. As I have shown, he would 
nominate a. friendly bureaucrat rather than a Kenseikai man. 

In the bureaucratic camp a.t present are three men who 
may win the next premiership. They are Baron Goto, who 
comes of a small clan but who is closely associated with 
CMshil; Viscount Makino, a Satsuma man who has won 
distinction in diplomacy; and Admiral Baron Saito, officer 
of a small clan who has associated himself with the Satsuma 
navy clique. 

Tn. Militarists 

The influence of miltarism in Japan is not easily to be 
weakened. The military clique might conceivably be des
.troyed, but the spirit of militarism would still live. The 

• practice of thousands of years has embedded it deep in the 
soul of the Japanese people. 

In feudal times, B.,\IShido, the philosophy of the samurai's 
sword, was taught as the ideal way of life. In the Meiji 
era the military spirit thus developed was transformed to a 
blind love of the nation. The heimin had seen the samurai 
as their superiors; acxordingly, the civilians of the new 
nation wen: taught to look upon the soldiers as their super
iors. 

The propaganda of militarism was spread broadcast in 
the temple, the school and the COI'(IIIlumty. The Emperor • ..... - -,-~- .,;_. . 
the army and the nation were preached as the trinity which 
all Japanese must worship. 

Upon this spirit as a basis the IOIlitary class bas c:reaied 
a machine wbich holds a dominating position in the life of 
the nation. The military policy ~f Japan is dictated by 
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the General Staff, which is independent of every agency of 
government but the Emperor himself. The rule that min
isters of the army and navy must be generals and admirals 
makes the military even more independent of any civil 
authority. Through its power of appointing military 
attaches to embassies and legations allover the world, the 
General Staff is in a position to dominate the diploma,CY 
of the nation. For the War Department ha,s a larger appro
priation than the Foreign Office; and its envoys, with big 
allowances for expenses, can make better, quicker, and 
fuller reports on foreign affairs than can the members of 
the diplomatic corps. Thus the military clique is better 
informed than the civil government in matters pertaining to 
war and peace, and Japanese diplomacy is to a large extent 
contI'blled by the militarists. In matters of army reorgan
ization, the General Staff makes plans without consulting 
any other agency, and thea reports its plans to the helpless 
prime minister as "approved bLJbe~or.'· The 
·tradition of the schools and colleges is that the ~lest Y01;1ng: • 
me:g..m!J&tgo.intp.Jll!;..~IJPY· 

Thus strongly are the militarists entrenched.' But in 
recent years the position of the military party-as dis
tinguished from the spirit of militarism itself.-have been 
somewhat weakened. The able young men just from col
lege have not been as willing as in former years tl!.,!1jgn 
thC!!l§dv.es witb..t.he generals.~ .admirals. The Seiyukai 
has taken advantage of its new power to diminish the pri
vileges which were accorded by the bureaucrats to the 
military men. Civilians have for the first time been ap-
pointed to the governorship of Formosa. ' 

The number of able Satsuma: and ChOshii men in hig" 
places in the army and navy has been diminished, and the 
prejudit;«:~Uhe people _against those that remain has in
creased. The growth in power of capitalisim will hasten the 
____ c- ~ .. 
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downfall of this military clique. But its fall will only 
strengthen the spirit of militarism, for it will remove the 
only prejudice against the army which the people feel. 

The Political Parties 

The political parties, which began as organizations of 
GO-no and petty samurai, have risen to a position of 
dominance in the civil government of Japan. 

Students of politics now admit that ~govemment is 
the s~t~_~,est.~u~te~ to the needs ofJapan. The old ar
guments of the bureaucrats based on the supposed ineffi
ciency of parties or on the divine right of the Emperor to 
rule through the agency of the bureaucrats no longer carry 
weight. 

The only opponent of the political parties which can 
threaten their supremacy in the future is labor, which is only 
beginning to rise as a political force. 

The parties are now being feebly atta~ on the ground 
that they are identified with the capitalists. But until 
tbis radical attitude gains general public approval the parties 
need not fear. 

The expert politicians which the present parties have de
veloped in the years of their struggle for power are quite 
able to keep out competitioo. Among them are many men 
who were trained in the bureaucracy. Their administrative 
and political skin is great. They are capable of using even 
the Privy Council and the House of Peers, the old str0ng
holds of the bulftucrats, and the newly created Advisory 
Council on Foreign Relations, as weapons to OW!I'Whelm 
oppositioo. They know hQlY .. J~uol1logs and to compromise 
as do none of their competitors, actual or potential 

The prtSellt parties do not want uniYerSal suffrage. This 
is natural enough, for they have been developed by a limited 
electorate whose strength would be decreased by an exten-
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sion of the ballot. But they will use agitation for universal 
suffrage as a weapon against their bureaucratic opponents in 
the House of Peers and the Privy Council. In doing so 
they will be playing wit4 fire. Unless they handle the sub
ject with the greatest of tact, it will overwhelm them, and 
universal suffrage will be passed in spite of them, by the 
pressure of circumstances. 

The people hope for this, but vainly. Elections under 
univers~ suffrage would be no fr~ .of c~trolJ)yparty 
~ses _ than. a.rlLetectioostoday. The Japanese masses 
kri.2W nQt.b jng ..af.politu-.s..a!1q.tn~~l.r.!'! tri.!~o th~ "'¥. ... vote 
will not teach ~ .... _. _ ~ ... '1" .,. __ ~ '"'~~ 

The Capitalists 

In J~Pan the capitalists are not welded together to form 
a distinct, conscious class as they are in some western 
countries. The merchants and financiers still remember the 
humble places thClf held in feudal times, and the people re
member also. In the rural districts especially, where the 
industrial revolution has not progressed far, the people 
do ~ greatly r~~j$. 

The industrial revolution has in no part of Japan reached 
the stage where capital is concentrated in the hands. of a 
very few powerful men. The great capitalists who have 
already emerged have not yet learned how to advance their 
cause by means of propaganda in the schools, temples and 
newspapers. They are not experienced politicians, and al
though they are closely allied with the political parties, 
they are not the dominating half of the alliance. Again. 
industrialism in Japan was fostere(U?I..t~_~e .. which 
means'°tnat ihibiUeiitCrats aiId the ~taIists therefore have ; 
npt the fighting spirit which captains of industry ShO:;':;! 
nations where the growth of industrialism meant a 
competition under a government which kept its hands off) 
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When the Japanese financiers hear of a revolt against their 
power, they compromise rather than fight. For instance, 
when the rice riots of 1918 disturbed the peace of the capi
talists they made haste to contribute to a fund to relieve the 
suffering of the rioters. 

But the wealth of the nation will increase, and capital will 
grow stronger and stronger. And as it develops it win 
entrench itself as a political force by strengthening its al
iance with the dominant political parties, and also by flirt
ing with the militarists. 

It will use the former connection to get protection for its 
property and to win the aid of the police in its struggle 
with labor. It' will use foreign complications and ~ 
perialistic schemes appealing to patriotic pride and cal~~.: \ 
for a large army to divert the aHention of the masse9 
from domestic affairs. .. --------.. -

-,- .. ~--'-. ,'----.<. -
The Worker'S 

Labor is the we.-tlrest of the political forces \\'e have been 
considering. It has recently burst out in several directions. 
but its strength is not to be overestimated on this account. 

The city labor groups have recently held demonstrations 
for political purposes. They have participated in the agita
tion for universal suffrage. But none of their leaders has 
a clear mea of what he is after. Most of them are tools 
o~!_~isting -politica1 ~es. To be ""sure, theSe dem-oo.;. 
strations are better ordered than were th~ of f~ 
years, when the wornrs would rise and smash everything ~ 
sight for no particular reason and to no advantage to them
selves; but still the pro\eta.rlaJLm~y~t is poorly 0rgan

ized. The membership of unions. bOth Ciaftand indUStrial. 
is growing, and the use of the stril..-e and of sabotage is 
increasing; but to say that for these reasons labor has sod
denly become strong is to exa~te. 
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Participation in politics can offer n6 hope of success to 
Japanese labor. Labor in Japan has no leaders trained in the 
intricacy of politics. In countries like Great Britain the 
radical parties still feel thi:; lack. How much more acutely 
is it felt in a nation where political action is entirely new 
to the workers? Moreover t;he expense of maintai~ng an 
effective political party in Japan is far greater than the 
laborites could hope to bear for many years to come. 

Labor may poSsibly try to act politically through the 
media of existing parties, as does the American Federation 
of Labor. Such tactics can be attempted as soon as universal 
suffrage is won. But this would divide the labor move
ment into two groups, the idealists who object to the com
promise which would be necessitated by dealing with the 
parties, and the opportunists who are willing to compromise. 
A division on these lines would greatly damage the potency 
of the labor movement for real progress. Also, a tendency 
to deal with existing parties would open labor to the tricks 
of politicians. Some clever opportunist such as Goto or 
Osaki might undertake the leadership of the labor group, 
and thus rise to great power, at the expense of the ideals 
and true interests of the workers. 

TheJ;efore Japaneses labor will probably denounce politics 
and tum to industrial weapons to achieve its ends. The 
movement for One Big Union and for the use of the 
general strike for political purposes has already gained 
great headway among the workers. The most idealistic of 
the labor leaders favor something resembling British guild 
socialism, and the most radical of them are out-and-out 
syndicalists. 

III 

Such are the forces whose interplay is japanese politics. 
Each takes its tum at being on top. The bureaucrats, led 
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by the Genro and in alliance with the militarists, have held 
that position throughout the. Meiji era and into the present 
Taisho era. It is now ,th~ tum of the political parties, in 
alliance with capital. 

Bl\t no group, however strong, can become the dictator. 
No on~ force can make the others negligible. The poIiticst 

\ of the nation will always \Ie the resultant of their interplay 4 
\.the ,balance of the forces. , 
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PREFACE 

THE following pages embody the result of an observa
tional study of the social pheoomena attendant upon Cb: of 
the greatest catastrophiesin history-the Halifax Disaster. 
The idea of the work was suggested while carrying out a. 
civic community study of the disaster city under the din:c
tion of Professor F. H. Giddings of Columbia University. 

The account deals first wtth the shock and disintegration 
as the writer observed it. Individual and group reacti.ms 
are hext examined in the light of sociological theory. 
The chapters on Social Organization are an effort to picture 
that process as it actually occurred. 

The writer has also tried faithfully to record any im
portant contribution which Social Economy was able to 
make in the direction of systanatic rehabilitation. Special 
reference is made to private initiative and governmental 
contrd in emergency relief. This monograph is in no 
sense, however, &. relief survey. Its chief value to the 
literature of relief will lie in its bearing upon predictable 
social movements in great eUle1 gellcies. 

Nor is the book a history of the disaster. It is rather, 
as the title suggests. an intensive study of two socia1 orders, 
between which stands a great cala9tropbe, and its thesis is 
the place of catastrophe in social change. 

In the prepantotion of this worit, which the author be
lieves to be the first attempt to present a. pately scientific: 
and sociological treatmett of any great disaster, he has re
ceived invaluable assistance. A few grateful lines can 
iD-express his obligation to his Professors of the Department 

,] , 
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of Sociology. To Professor F. H. Giddings the volume owes 
its inspiration and much of its social philosophy. To Pro
fessor A. A. Tenney it owes its present form and structure 
and any literary excellence it may possess. Professor R. 
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thai!: on Disaster Psychology. The author is under special 
tribute to Professor H. R. Seager, and to Professor Tenney, 
who most cheerfully sacrificed part of a summer vacation 
to read and revise the manuscript and proof. 

Without the walIs of the University there are also those 
who have given aid. The author gratefully acknowledges 
the assistance of Dr. Edward T. Devine of New York, 
of Mr. C. C. Carstens, of BostOll, of Mr. Thomas Mackay, 
of Ottawa, and of Miss ·E. M. A. Vaughan, of the St. J->hn 
Public Library. He has enjoyed the coOperation of many 
friends and felIow-townsmen of Halifax. He desires to 
thank particularly, Miss L F. Barnaby, of the Halifax 
Citizens' Library, Miss J. B. Wisdom, of the Halifax Wel
fare Bureau, Rev. W. J. PattOll1 of St. Paul's Church, Mr. 
W. C. Milner, of the Public Archives of Canada, Mr. L 
Fred. Monaghan, Halifax City Oerk, Mr. G. K. Butler. 
Supervisor of Halifax Schools, Mr. R. M. Hattie. Secretary 
of the Halifax Town-Planning Commission, Dr. Franklin B. 
Royer, Director of the Massachusetts-Halifax Health C0m
mission, Mr. E. A. Saunders, Secretary of the Halifax 
Board of Trade, Mr. E. H. Blois, Superintendent of 
NeglectEd and Delinquent Children, and last of all and m->st 
of all his friend of many years, Mr. A. J. Johnstone, editor 
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S. H. P. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The U catastrophe II in sociological literature--Tbe .. catamophic view'
w. ProtrreU in evolutico-Factors in social change-The ltimll!i 
facton-What crises mean-Communiti ... and great vicissiludeo
ea ..... of immobili!J'-'Cataatropbe and p __ Historic cases ""'
seated for I.udy. 

There are many virgin fields in Sociology. This is one 
of the attra.ctions the $ubject has fOl' the scientific mind. 
But of al\ such fields none is mare interesting than the 
factor of catastrophe in social change. 

And $tra~ly enough, if there are but few n:fetel1(.a to 
the problem in all our rapidly~ng litera.ture, it i$ not 
because c:a.tastrophies an: few. Indeed it would seem that 
with the advent of the industrial age, disasters grow more 
frequent every )'QI'." Many are small, DO doUbt, touching 
but the life of a village 01' a borough-a broken dyke, a 
bridge swept out by ice, a caved-in mine. Othen again 
write themselves on the pages of History-an Ohio Hood, 
an Omaha tornado, a Chicago fire, a San Francisco earth
quake, a Halifax explosion.. Each in its own way inscribes its 
n:c:onls of social mUlCt: SCAlle to be effaced in a twelve
month-s:xne to out1ast a generation. Records they an:, 
fOl' the most put unread. How to read than is the pr0b
lem. And it may be that when Rladers have grown in 
number and the script is better la ....... we shall be able to 

1 • WithiD a SCOft of :run disasten ••• h .... e cost thoasaDds of 6_ 
Mft aIfected hy persoaal iQjory. or destroctiOll of proper1J DO f~ 
than a milliOl\ ...t ..... f penons ad hne laid __ prupa IJI YaIoed 
at 0_ a bil1ioa dollars •.• the expectaboa based oa past aperimce 
Is that each ,.... 00 .... than half a doom sodl catastn>pbi .. will OC<III' •• 

(Deacon J. Bynm. Disuhn. N. y~ 19111. .. 7.) This .-rioao "' ...... 
\0 lite United States aIoae. 

~ Q 
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seize the moment of catastrophe and multiply immeasurably 
its power for social good. 

To define the term catastrophe is scarcely necessary. The 
dictionary calls catastrophe .. an event producing a. 'Sub-f 
versian of the order or system of things," and such as "II1lI;Yj 
or may not be a cause of· misery to man." 1 It is desirable 
how~er to limit the use of the term, in primary investiga.
tions at least, to those disasters which affect communities 
rather ·than states or nations, for z:estricted areas are more 
amenable to study. National cataclysms, such as war, 
famine, and financial panic are too general in character, and 
function on too grand a scale for satisfactory treatment, 
at least until the ground is cleared. It is necessary also to 
limit this investigation to those social changes which fol
low Upon catastrophies, rat!ler than precede them. For 
there are social effects which result from living in anticipa
tion of disaster, such as are observable among communities 
in volcanic areas. Interesting as a broad study might be. 
it would be likely to lead the investigator too far afield into 
the realm of speculation. Nevertheless a general point of 
view is necessary to give meaning to eveD a limited treat
ment of the theme. . For this purpose there may be con
trasted the catastrophic view of history, as illustrated by 
that of the Hebrew peoples, and the modem conception of 
progress through evolution. The former looks upon h~ 
tory as a series of vicissitudes mercifully ending one day 
in final cataclYSOL The spirit of ~yptic expectancy pre
vails. Social conditions rest hopel~ static. Faith is 
pinned to a spiritual kingdom which can grow and can en
dure. Against this has been set an optinIi~ evolution, 
pictured like an escalade witl! ...r~identf~. lifting. the 
~-- .... , ,~. - . 

I Cataatrophies are those unforeseen evmtl which the WeU.Farxo 
express receipts uaecI to call quaintly • Acts of God. Indians and other 
public enemies of the JIOvemmmLP 
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world m-bel:ter days. Progress becomes 31 smooth con--.- .,._--,.... '. ---
tinuous growth. "'On the other hand the newer phil.9§,9phy 
sees in history not necessa_ri}y the ope~tiO!1.2.Lprog~ive 

·~t!;:::~;!~~!::s:rS~:::I:~:e: c:=~~\ 
the stream, but always along the course are seen the u.RiIi 
and the water-fall, the et\!.I~ &!ld.~.nL~e. The !ati 
ller is the general subject of this disserta.tion, and its thesis! 
ill the place of the water-fall. Only II. very small, and 
specialized treatment is attempted; the great Niagaras must 
be left to abler hands. 

The conception of social change as used in this monograph 
also needs definition. By social change is meant those rapid! 
mutations which accompany sudden i!!!.~~,:,1CtS ~~ th; 
-equilibriuml of society, brftk up the. stalu.r-quo, dlSSlpattt 
mental inertia and overturn other tendencies resistant td 
structural modification. The various forces which initiate 
such disturbances are factor's in ¥Xial change. These 
factors may be in~al,-withiR the groop--such factors 
as operate in the regular social process, imiJ!!!on and .. I,dap
tation, for example; or they may be ~-~al, .. stimuli II 
factor&-from without the groop-such as, ;u:ci<k:Wal, e:t

t~!.2!: .d~--=uts. Of the latter ~uest may 
be one, or the sudden i~on of II. foreign dement, or 
rapid changes of environment.' 

1 If .. ture abhors a YaCUUlll, she also abhors stqnatioa. Is th ..... _ 
ftUOft behind aU this actioD ancI r;;acti.,..; theSe <;Jdes ancI ohort-lime 
~ whicll hv obsena's _1 Ma7 it _ well be tbd the ewer
awinciDC pendDlum has a stir-up fuD<.1ioa. to perform aDd tbd the 
miniature dailJ catastropbia of life .... the thiocs whicb bop it 
wholcsome aDd ,_1 . 

1 
The old ord ... cIlaqeth Jieldioc pIaat tu the -. 
Aod God ful6ls Himself ill __ 
lMt """ &DOd c:astom ohoald torT1IPt the world.. 

-Teoo,......, Alfred, Tu Pasrioo6 ., A ..... 
• Ross, EdwanI A.. F_ .... _I S., • ...., (N. Y. J905), ell. rii. 

P.I~ 
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These sudden changes are fully worthy of careful study 
by scientific method. However ,important the accurnul;r 
tion'of impulses toward social transformation may be, there 
is often a single "precipitating factor" which acts as the 
.. ignitin&, sp:iJ'k" or "the knocking~_awa)' .,oL.the-.stal- i 
block," or "the turning of a lever." 1 It is among SUCh/ 
extra-social or "stimuli" factors that catastrophe falls 
as a precipitating agent illl social change. 

The significance of crisis in social change likewise re
quires attention, IIJId it will be clarifying to our thought at 
this point to distinguish carefully between crisis and 
catastrophe, and to inquire what the nature of the fonner 
really is. The word "crisis '! is of Greek origin, meaning 
a point of culmination and separation, an instant when 
change' one way or another is impending. Crises are thoJse 
("(Mea! ll1QlD!;nt$ which are, as we say, big with destlr!]. 
Battles have crisi~.hwrs when the tide of victory turns. 
Diseases have them-Ihe seventb....dlLy ~n pneumonia., or the 
fourteenth day in typhoid fever. Social institutions afford 
numerous ill~rations, such as the ei~e.M..2f marriage.' 
There are critical years of stress and strain-the ages 
of f~een and fmtt. in life-histories, the latter being ac
cOrding to Sir Robertson Nicoll the most dangerous hour 
of existence. Other crises are " hours of insight.. in the 
world of thought, and hours of opportunity in the world of 
action,-that " tide in the affairs of men, which takm at the 
flood leads on to fortune," hou!] of doubt in religion" when 
alI the gods are dead" "Crisis," Proies-sOi--Snaiier Matl 
thews observes, .. is something more than a relative term.l 
It describes a. situation which is nO ordinary member of a l 
line of antecedeots and consequeots, but one that assures 
radical change in the inwnediate future." He distinguishes 

I Ross, Dp. cit., p. 1911-

• ] ..... eo Sir Francis, a celebrated judge iD divorce cua. 
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between 3. crisis and a revolution.. "The difference be
tween a revolution and 3. crisis is the difference between 
the fire and the InOIIl1eI1ot when someone with a lighted match 
jn hand pauses to decide whether a fire shaU be lighted." 
The term covel'Sl the situa.tion preceding change, whether 
this situation be the culmination of a process or the result 
of some particular stimulus. .. It is not oecessarily pre
cipitated by greaIt issues. Quite as often it is occasioned 
by events . . . . which are so related to a new situation 
as to set in motion an entire group of fomes as a l1}atch 
kindles 3. huge bonfire when once the fuel is laid." , The 
failure to distinguish between that which occasioos the 
crisis and the crisis itself has ~ the source of some con
fusion in thinking. .. Defeat in battle, floods, drought, 
pestilence and famine/' are not strictly crises, but they 
super-induce the crisiHituatiao, 8S does anything which 
brings about .. a disturbance of habit," though ·it be simply 
.. an incident, a stimllation or a ~tion." In short, 
crises are the result either of a slowly maturing process or of 
sudden strain or shock; and the nature of the reaOOoo in 
the crisis-hour is nothing m>re than the effort towards the 
nestablishment of habits, new or old, when the f~ 
functioning has been disturbed. The situation, as has been 
lJOinted out, is closely corre1ated with attb!tim. 

Whell the habits are running smoothly the attention is re
laxed; it is not at woric. But when something happens to dis
turb the run of habit, the attention is called into play, and de
vises a new mode of bdtavior which wiD meet the aisis. That 
is, the attention estabiisIMs new and adequate habits, or it is 
its function so to do.. 

1 Mathe .... ShUler. T ... C .... ill ".. C ........ 0rHr (N. Y .. 1!ID1). 
cb. L p. I. 

"Thomas, Willi ... L. s_ Beet ., S ... 0..., (CIli ...... IVOP). 
hobOdlldioa, p. .,. 
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Whalt appears to take place is a.nalogous to what is !mown as 
the reconditioning of i'I1stincts in psychology. Professor Gid
dings has heeD the first to make the sociological tpplication: 

Folk-ways of every kind, including mor!§,..!!!!i-0emistes are ' 
the most stable syntheses of pluralistic 'behavior; yer they are 
not unchanging. Under new and widening experience they 
suffer attrition and are modified. Instincts and with them 
emotion and imagination which largely fills the vast realm 
between instinct and reason are' reconditioned. The word 
means simply that reflexes and higher processes SUbjected to 
new 'experiences are in a degree or entirely detached from old 
stimuli and associated with new ones. From time to time also 
traditions are invaded and habits are broken down by crisis. 
Pluralistic behavior then is scrutinized, criticized, discussed. f 
It is, ~ationally deliberated.' 

Crises oftenr, perhaps most often, precede ca.tastrophies, 
as when revolutions break. The a1~te truth that the 
cutasl:rophies othemspves are re-Qgents to generate the 
crisiHituaitiOll bas not been, so commooly noted. Never
theless the disintegration of the ttorma1 by shock and 
calamity is an increasingly familiar spectacle. 

Heretofore it has been in the life-histories and careers of 
individual men rather '!han in the case of cOnumvHties that 
the observations have been recorded. Our biographies teem 
with instances of personal crises precipitated by a great shock 

'or disappointment-Hawthome's dismissal from the custom 
house, Goldsmith's rejection from Civil Service, the refusal 
of Dickens's application for the ~ the turning llack: of 
Livingstone from China, the bankruptcy of Scott. 

Now examination reveals that the one thing characteristic 
of the crisis-period in the individual is a state of 6.uidity· 

I Giddings, iFraDldin H. U Pluralistic Behaviour,· A.MII'ieM I DfWffIJI 
", SDriolof/3/, vol xxv, no ... (JIJI., 1\120), Po ~I. 

'The phruet "n.e 'world in a welter; "nati ..... in the melti.,. pot,. 
"life in the smeltinl' oven," are commoaly beard and _t . lOIuti ... 
ltage prior to the bardeniJqr procen, or antecedent to Cf7Itlllisatioa. 
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into which the individual i, thrown. Life becames like 
molten metal. It enters a. stalte of flux i from which it 

. must JOeSet upon: II. principle, a creed, or purpose. It is 
shaken perhaps violc:ntlJ_ouLQ£.Il!.l!!!d rougue. Old cus
toms crumble, and in9tability rules. There is generated a. 
state of potentiality for reverse directions. The subject 
may .. fall down" or he may .. fall up." The presence off 
dynamic forces in such a. state means change. But the 
precise role of the individual mind in a period of crisis is 
a problem not for sociQiogy but for psychology. 

The principle that fluidity is fWldamental to SOCial\ 
change is also true, however, of the c:<:mmmity. Fluidity 
is not the usual state of society. 

Most of the .. fu~s .. of society have no tendency to dis
turb the .rtotMs qtIO. The round of love, marriage and repro
duction, so long as births and death balance, production so far 
as it is balanced by consumption, exchange so long as the 
argosies of commerce carry goods qd not ideas, education so 
far as it passes on the traditional culture, these together with 
recreation, social intvcourse, worship, socia\ control, govern
ment and the administration of justice are essentially staticaL 
They might conceivably go on forever without producing 
ch~· . 

Indeed the usual condition of the body pchic is im; 
QlQbjlity, conservatism and "determined n:sistaDl:&-to 
~ .. The Chief reaSOIl for this ~iity is habit:· 

'Followiac the Fn:Dch RnoIutioD Wordswonh _: 
1 loot 

AD feeliDa of coa'riClioa aM m tine 
Sid<, -ned _ with coatrarietiea 
Yielded lip moral qaestioas ill deopair. 

~,lok.":' 
IR_ .,. cit, Po -. 
ITo this ..... of immolIiIit;r _ lie ....... __ .... as: <I) \ • 

Narrow ~_ .. 4 Sew iDteftsts. <_> Luae pu ......... of __ 
lali"" owIIi.. proput;r. (3) one.w pride ill pu .... (4) 
Fatalistic phiJoMphie&. (5) 0 ...... • pt.,;,. of iOta eat. 
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When our habits are sstt!ed and running smoothly they most 
resemble the instincts of animals. And the great part of our 
life is liyt;\Li.!W;il.ll • .rsgiW,. 9f ..ha»it. The habits like the in
stincts are sa~ .e.1J._d serviceable. They have been tried and are 
assocllited with a -leeling of security. There consequently 
grows ,up in the folk mind a d~eTtiqe9..~!~!!!!~~lUlge 
. . . a state of rapid and constant change implies loss of 
settled habits and disorganization. As a result, all societies 
view change with suspicion, and the attempt to revise certain 
habits is even viewed as immorality. Now it is possible under 
such conditions for a society to become stationary or to attempt 
to remain so. The effort of attention is to preserve the present 
status, rather than to re-accommodate. This condition is par
ticularly marked among savages. In the absence of science 
and a proper estimate of the value of change they rely on 
ritu~ .aJ/.q magic and a minute unquestioning adhesion to the 
past. Change is consequently introduced with a maximum of 
resistance . . . Indeed the only world in which change' is at a, 
premium and is systematically sought is the moder.B scientific 
world.' • 

But when there comes the shattering of the ~rix of 
custom by catastrophe, then mores are broken up and scat
tered right and left. Fluidity is accomplished at a stroke. 
There comes a sudden chance for permanent social change. 

SociaJ changes follow both minor and major disasters. 
The destruction of a mill may change the economic outlook 
of a village. The l~ of a bridge may result in an entirely 
different school system for an isolated community; a cloud
burst may move III town: Great visitations, like the Chicago 
fire or the San Francisco earthquake, reveal these social 
pl'Ocesses in larger and more legible scale. T alee as a 
single instance the latter city. Its quick recovery has been 
called one of the wonders of the age. In the very midst of 
surrounding desolation and business extinction, the Cali-

1 Thom ... D~. cit. pp. 110, 21. 
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fomian city projected a PanamarPacific exposition, and its 
citizens proceeded to arrange for one of the greatest of all 
world fairs. On the other hand, the social chan~ which 
succeed relatively small disturbances are often such as to 
elude an estimate. the reason has been well suggested 
that .. big crjses bring changes about. most easily because 
they affect all dndividuals alike at the same time." In other 
words a more general fluidity is accomplished. We see, 
therefore, a second principle begin. to emerge. Nat onlY, 
is fluidity fundamental to social change, but the degree of 
fluidity SII!e'IIIS to vary directly as the shock and extent of the 
catastrophe. 

There yet remains to notice the bearing of catastrophe 
upon S«ial progress. The following words are quotable 
in this connection: 

It is quite certain that the d~ 01 p~_syf !.~~le 
has a certain relation to the number 0 disturliiiices encoun
tered. and the most progressive have had a more v~§.~diDDus 
life. Our proverb" Necessity is the mother of invention" is 
the formulation in folk-thought of this principle of social 
thange.l 

We cannot, however, ranain Ioog contmt with this sugp
lion as to the principle CQ(JCerDed -namely, olhat ~ is., natural end _!II a5§~ J'l:$u1t of .;hange. The point is 

• that catastrophe always means social change. There is nat 
always progress. It is well to guard against confusion h~ 
Change means any qualitative variation, whereas progress 
means II amelioration. perfedionment." The latter win 
be SeI!D to depend on other things-the nature of the shock. 
the models presented, the COIIII1IUDiI;y culture and nmnle, 
the stimulus of lsders and lookers-on. TIle singte case of 
Galveston, Texas,' is sufficient to disprove the too optimistic • 

• Tbomaa, .. rit.. p. 18. 
•• It .... _ of lb. '-to if __ IiDest. porta ill Nardo Amoric:&. -
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hypothesis that the effects of catastrophies are uniform. 
Here a city lost heart by reason of the overwhelming' flood, 
and in spite of superior commercial advantages was out
grown by a rival fifty miles away, At the same time the 
case of Day¢on, Ohio, should be borne in IlUind. Here also 
was a flood-stricken city and she became "the Gem City of 
the West." The principle 1 thus appears to be that progress 
in catastrophe is a ·resultant of specific conditioning; facto;:s, 
some of which are subject to social control. 

It is indeed this very thing which makes possible the hope 
of eventual social COtitrol over disaster-stricken cities, and 
the tmnsmutation of seeming evil into tremendous good. 
And this is in addiition to the mra.t1J}' practical social JesSOll3" 
which we have already been intelligent enough to preserve, 
such as those of better city-planning, and a IIJ()f'I: efficient 
charity organization. 

'How much of man's advancement has been directly or 
indirectly due to disaster?' The question asks itself and 
it is a question as yet without an answer. W11en the answer 
is at last written, will there not be many swprlses? Pitt
Rivers tells us that "the idea of a large boat might have 
been suggested in the time of floods when houses floated 
down the rivers before the eyes of men.". a terrible 

In 1900 a great tidal wave swept over the city, causing enormOll& damage 
and loss of life. While the city has had a certain growth since that 
time, it bas been far outstripped by Houoton, Dallas, and other T ..... 
cities."-Kirby P~ formerly of Texas, in a letter to the author. 

1 Another principle is IUggested for study by the following oentenoe 
in Rosa' F"".dariMu of Socio/of/Y (p. :006) • Bruok revolution ill thel 
cooditioDS of life or thought produces DOt .udd .... but gradual changes 
in aociety." This might eaaily be elaborated. 

• The relationship of poetry and disaster is of interest. Ill. recent 
article on Disaster and Poetry • writer asks • whether often, if Ilot 
always, ouftering, disease and disuter do Dot bring to him (the poetl 
the will to cn,"e."-Marb, Janette, • Diauter and Poetry," NlWflt 
Allln'icca RnMvI, vol. 212, _ I (July, 1920), p. !)3. 

• Tbomu, 01. nt., p. 230 
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storm a.t sea gave Amer!c~!jt9 &.iUice.' City-planning may 
bi'Saidio -nave-taken its rise in America as a. result of the 
ChicagO fire, and the role of catastrophe in the progress of 
• social legisla.tion is a. stwiy in itself. The impetus thus 
received is immeasurable. Historically, labor-legisla.tion 
took ~ts rise with the coming of an infectious fever in the 
cotton-mills of Manchester in 1784. After the Cherry mine 
disaster legislation· ensued at once. Again it was the 
Tria.ngle fire which led to the appropriation of funds for 
a factory investigation commission in the Stalte of New 
York. The sinking of the Titanic: has greatly reduced the 
hazards of the sea. 

It may easily prove true that the prophets of golden days 
to come who invariably arise an the day of disaster, are not 
entirely without ground for the faith which is in them; and 
that eatastrophies are freqUl:rltJy only re-agents of further 
progress. But this is merely introductory. Thought be-

, comes scientific only when its conclusions are checked up 
and under-written by observation or Cl\.pei il1talto Prior to 
such procedure it must still remain opinion or belief. 

The whole subject is, it must be repeated, a virgin field 
in sociology. Knowledge will grow scientific ooIy afteI" 
the most faithful examination of many catastlophies. But 
it must be realized that the data. of the greatest value is left 
ofltimes unrecorded, and fades rapidly flUd the social 
memory. Investigation is meded immediately after the 
event. It is, therefore, of the utmost ~ thall 
sociological studies of OIicago, Galveston, Baltimore, Sao 
Francisco, and other disaster cities should be initiated at once. a 

'til thia stonII a ship f ...... Modapscar .... tim.. iDto a SoatII 
CaroIiDa port. tII.,..atllde the CaptaiD pft the Go,a_ a sIdt of 
-.s. 

"It fa perhaps dae to the _der to .., that wbiIe thia wolame_ 
epeci6c:aII7 of Balif.... the writer .... slDdied the .-.Is of mD7 
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Of such a serier-if the work ca.rlI be done-this little 
vol= 00 Halifax is offered as a beginning. It is hoped that. 
the many inadequacies of treatment will recei ve the generous 
allowan.ces pennitted a pioneer. .. • . 

disasters and these have been kept in mind in drawing his conclusions. 
He participated in the rescue and relief work at Halifax in 1917, and 
at the time of the Titanic disaster accompanied one of the expedition. 
to the scetJe. He was in New York when the 'Wall Street explosioll 
occurred, and made a 1irst band study of ';ts effects. 



CHAPTER I 

CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAL DISINTEGRATION 

Tbe all' of Hallfa-Terrific nature of the exploeiOlt-Destructioo of 
life and property--Tbe subsequent fire and storm_Annihilation of 
home&-Arre.ting of bUlio.so-Diaintegration of tbe social order. 

-HALIFAX is the ocean terminal of the Dominion of 
Canada on her Atlantic seaboard. It is situated at the head 
of Chebutto Bay a deep inlet on the southeastern shoreline 
of Nava Scotia. It is endowed by nature with a magnifi
cent harbor, which as a matter of fact is one of the three 
finest OJ the world. In it a thousand vessels might safely 
ride at anchor. The poes ion of this harbor, together 
with ample defences. and a fortunate situaboo with regard 
to northern Europe established the Garri90ll City, early in 
tile year 1914 as the ttatural war-base of the Dominion. 
Its tonnage leaped by millions, and it SOOQ became the third 
shipping port in the entire British Empire. Hither the 
tnmsports came, and the giant freighters to join their c0n

voy. Cruisers and men-okwr put in to use its great dry
dock, or tal-e on coal. Here too, cleared the supply and muni
tion boats some laden with empty shells. others with high ex
plosives destined fOl' the distant fields of baIlIe. How much 
of the deadly cargo lay in the I"OIUktead or ~ and went 
during those fateful years is not publicly Imown.' Ca-
lainly there was too much to breed a sense of safety, but 110 

• I>arioc the _til of December, 1915. ...... ~ .... 01 .,anitiaaa 
passed ....... the nilrood piers 01 Halifax.. 

as) as 
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one ga.ve the matter second thought. All were intent upon 
the mighty task of -the hour. SufficieD:t unto each day was 
each day's evil. Each night the great war-gates were swung. 
across the channels. Powerful searchlights swept unceas
ingly the sea and sky. The forts were fully manned. The 
gunners rei.dy. The people knew these things. and no one 
dreamed of danger save to loved ones far away. Secure in 
her own defences the city lay unafraid. and almost apathetic. 

About midway ~n the last two years of wa.1"-to be ex
act December. 1917._ French munitioner 1 heavily 1aden 
with trinitrotoluol, the most powerful of known explosives, 
reached Halifax fram New York. On the early morning 
of the 9~h of that month. she was proceeding under her 
own steam up the harbor-length toward anchorage in the 
basi'l'-'an oval expa.nsion half-hidden by a blum hill called 
Turple Head. Suddenly an empty Belgian relief ship' 
swept through the Narrows directly in her pathway. There 
was a confusion of signals; a few agonized manoeuver'S. 
The vessels collided; and the shock of their colliding shook 
the world! 

War came to America that morning. Two thousand 
slain, six thousand injured, ten thousand homeless, thirty
five miIlion& of dollars in property destroyed, three hundred 
acres left a smoking waste, churches, schools. factories 
blown down or burned fUeb was the appalling havoc of~e 

1 The MOffI BiotIC, St. Nazaire, Captajn Lanoe!«, Pilot FraDm 
Mackay, """' ... La Compagnie Geaeral TraDsatlantiqae 30121 tone 
gross, 2252 "et register, steel, single ocrew, 3JO ft. long. 4D ft. beam, 
speed 7~ to 8 knots. inward boIIDd, from New Vork to _&it CODYOJ'. 

Cargo 45D. .... Jbs. trinitrotoluol, 2JOO lOllS picric acid, 3S lOllS benzol, ...... 
ployed in carrying munitioas to France. 

"The /mo, Christiania, Captain Froa, Pilot William Hayes, ownen 
Southera Pacific WhaJiag Company, 5.041 tDns gross, 3t6r lOllS resister, 
steel, single screw, 43D ft. Ioog. 4S ft. beam,.peed II to u Imots, outward 
bound to New York, in baJJaat, employed in car"";'" food to Belgiam. 
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greatest single explosion in the history of the world.' It 
wu an episode which ba.ffies description. It ~II difficult to 
gain from words even an approoc.imate idea of the ca.ta.stro
phe and what fonawed in it!; trail 

It was all of a sudden-lli single devastating blast; then 
the sound as of the crashing of a thou~ chandeliers. 
Men and women cowered under the shower of debris and 
glass. There was one a.wful liiJiilei\t when hearts sank, 
and bt'ealths were held. Then women cried aloud, and men 
looked d...ooty into each other's eyes, and awaited the crack 
of doom. To 9OI1lf: death was quick and merciful in its 
coming. Others were blinded, and staggered to an fro 
before they dropped. Still others with sha.ttered limbs drag
ged themselves forth into the light-naked, blaclrened, un.
ncognizable human ~pes. They lay prone upon tbe 
streetside, under the shadaw of the great death-doud which 
still dropped soot and oil and water. It was truly a sight 
to make the angels weep. 

Men who had been at the front said they had seen 
IlOthing so bad in Flanders. Over there men were tom with 
shrapnel, but the victims were in all cases men. Here 
father and mother, daIlgbter and little child, all fell in 
•• OIie red burial blent." A returned soldier said of it: .. I 
have been in the trenches in France. I have gone over the 
top. 'Friends and comrades have been shot in my presence. 
I have seen lICOI'eS of dead men lying upon. the battlefield. 
but the sight • • • • was • thousand times worse and far 
more pathsic."· A well-known rdief worker who had 
been lit San Francisco, Chelsea and Salem immedialdy afta' 
those disasters said .. I IIIl impressed by the fact that this is 
much the saddest disaster I have sem.." It lias been COlD-

'TIle .....- p.m- ezpl<Jsioa ........... 9JO,GOO __ of 
dTaamite blew lIP ia ~ H ........ . 

• J~ Dwiaht. TIw ~ _, HaIif- (ia MS.). 
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paced to the scenes pictured by Lord i;11:toni in his tale of 
the last days of Pompeii: 

True there was not that hellish river of molten lava flowing 
down upon the fleeing people; and consuming them as feathers 
in fierce flames. But every other sickening detail was present 
-that of crashing shock and shaking earth, of crumbling 
homes, and cruel flame and fire. And there were showers, not 
it is true of ashes from the vortex of the volcano, but of soot 
and oil and water, of death-dealing fragments of shrapnel and 
deck and boiler, of glass and wood and of the shattered ship.1 

Like the New Albany tornado, it caused loss "in a.II five 
of the ways it is possible far a disaster to do so, in death, 
permanent injury, telllpOl3ry injury, persooa.I property loss, 
aml .real property Ioss."· Here were .to be found in one 

• dread assembling the combined harrars of war, earthquake, 
fire, flood, famine and starm a. combination seen far the 
first time in the recards of human disaster. 

It was an earthquake a SO violent that when the explosion 
occurred the old, rock-founded city shook as with palsy. 
The citadel trembled, the whole horizon seemed to move 
with the passing of the earth waves. These were caught 
and registered, llheir tracings' carefully preserved, but the 
mute record tells not of the falling roofs and flying plaster 
and collapsing walls which to many an unfortunate victim 
brought death and burial at one and the same time., 

It was a flood, for the sea rushed forward in 3! gigantic 

1 Mc:G1ash .... Rev. J. A., Tioe PalriDl (Dartmouth, iN: S.). '. 
aDeaaJa, ]. Byroa, Dis_I (N. Y. 19.8), elL ii, p. IsS. "';' 
.. The effect of the vast, .... dden interfer ... ee with the air "31 pr_ 

ti<alJy the same as if an earthquake had shake .. Halifax to the grouDd. • 
(MacMechan, Archibald, "Halifax in RuinJ,n Tioe C""""_ C-vr. 
YO!. zxiii, DO. ... P. 6.) 

a The tracings au the oeiamograph sh ..... three diatiact ahocka at the 
bODn 9-05. 11010 aud lo.DS-
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tidaJ wave. fully a fa.thom in depth. It 9Wep1: past pier and 
embankment into the loweT Streets, and receding, left boats 
and wreckage high and dry, but carried to a watery doom 
score upon score of human lives. Neall'ly two hundred ~ 
were drowned. 

It was a fire or rather a riot of fires, for the air was for 
a second filled with tongues of igneous vapour hic1ing them
selves secretly within the lightning discharge of gas, only 
to burst out in gusts of sudden flame. N umherless build
ings were presently ablue. SOOlII there was naught to the 
northward but a. roaring furna.c:e. Above, the sky was 
crimson; belOW\. a living crematorium---dturch and school, 
factory and home burned together in one fierce conflagra
tion; and the brave firemen knew that there were men and 
WQI1len pinned beneath the wreckage. wounded past self
help. Frantic mothers heard the cries of little children, but 
in vain. Fathers desperately tore through burning brands, 
but often failed to save alive the captives of the flame. And 
90 the last dread process went on,-ea.rth to earth, ashes to 
ashes, dust to dust. And when the fires at last abated, the 
north end of the City of Hali fax lool-ed like some black
ened hillside which .. farmer had burned for fallow in the 
spring. 

But perhaps the most terrible of all the terrible acc0mp

animents was the tomado-1il..-e gas-blast from the bursting' 
ship. It wrought instant havoc everywhere. TRIS were 
tom from the ground. Poles were snapped like toothpicks. 
Trains were stopped dead. Cars were left in twisted mas
ses. Pedestriam were thrown violently into the air, houses 
coIl~ on all sides. ~ were slammed against the 
docks. Then followed a veritable air-raid, when the sky 
rained iron fragments upon. the helpless city. Like a meteoric: 
shower of death, they fa1 piercing a thousand roofs, and 
with many a mighty sp1ash bore down into the sea. 
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Nor yet did ithis complete the tale of woes of this Die~ 
/,.ae. :Scarce was: the catastrophe an hour old when the 
news was flashed around that a second explosioo was ap
proaching. It was the powder magazine .in the N a.vy-yard, 

• and the flames were perilously near. Throogh the 
crowded streets raced the heralds like prophets of wrath to 
come. " Flee! . . . . Flee! . . .. Get into the open 
ground" was the cry. S40ps were abandoned unguarded, 
goods laid open. on every. side. N (J key was turned, no till 
was closed, but all in9tanter joined the precipitant throog, 
driven like animals before a prairie fire-yet this was not all; 
for "the plight of the aged, the sick, the infants, the bed
ridden, the cripples, the nursing mcthers, the pregnant can 
not be described." 

'It was like the flight from Vesuvius of which Pliny the 
Younger tells: 

You could hear the shrieks of women, the crying of children 
and the shouts of men. Some were seeking' the.ir children; 
others their parents, others their wives and husbands . . . one 
lamenting his own fate, another that of his family. Some 

. praying to die from the very fear of dying, many lifting their 
hands to the gods, but the greater part imagining that there 
were no gods left anywhere, and that the last and eternal night 
was come upon the world." 

It has been said that " Moscow was no more deserted before 
Napoleon than were the shaltered streetS of. Halii~ when 
this flight had been carried out.". And when the hegira 
was over, and when ~ had ensued a partial .r.ecovery 
from the blow and gloom, a still lower depth of agony had 
yet to be undergone--e; successiOIl of winter stOl"lDl. Bliz
zards. rain, floods and zero weather were even then upon 

• Pliny, L,,,wl (Loacloa, 1915), voL i, bk. n. p. o49So 
• Smith, StaDley K., T. Halif.., HorrtW (Halif .... 19(8), cb.1i, Po ~ 
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the way. They came in close procession a2Id as if to crown 
and c:omplete the terrors of the great ca'lastrophe thunder 
rumbled, lightning broke sharply and lit up weirdly the 
snow-clad streets. Such was the catastrophe of Halifax
.. a calamity the appa.11ing nature of which stirred the im-, 
agination of the world. II 1 

The description here concluded, brief and inadequate 
as it is, wi1\ sufficiently indicate theterrifie nature of the, 
catastrophic shock, and explain how utter and complete was 
the social disintegration which followed. 

There was the disintegration of the home and the family, 
-the reproductive system of society-its members slUld
ered and helpless to avert it. There was the disintegration 
of the regulative system-government was in perplexity, 
and streets were without patrol. There was the di&integra.
alon of the sustaining system III dislocation of transporta
tion, a disorganization of business while the wheels of in
dustry ceased in their turning. There was a deranpneut 
of the distnbutive system "-of all the usual services, of il
lumination, water<onnections, telephones, deliveries. It was 
impossible to communicate with the outside world. There 
were no cars, no mails, no wires. There was a time when 
the city ceased to be a 'city, its citiJ:ens a mass of unorganized 
units-struggiing for safety, shelter, covering and bread. 
As Lytton wrote of Pompeii; .. The wbole ela .. :uts of 
civilization were broIcm up • . • • 1IOthing in all the varied 
and complicated machinery of social life was left saYe the 
primal law of self preservation. N. 

A writer has given a vivid word picture of the social c0o-

I Be1I. Y:c:lCehie, A R-. ., 1M HUfu DirarWr (Halifax, 1lII8), 
p. 57· 
·S_. Herbert. TN Plia..yw ., S .... 100 (N. Y .. tgD8), It. .. 

P.4IO" .... 
• L;rttaa. Lord. TN l.aJt lJq$ -, ~ (t.doD, 18Jl6>. P. 4D5-
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trasts of the disaster night and the beautiful evening be
fore. 

What a change from the night before! No theatres open, no 
happy throngs along the street, no cheery gatherings around the 
fire-side. The houses were all cold, and dark and silent. In
stead of laughter, weeping; instead of dancing, agonizing 
pain; instead of Elysian dreams, ominous nightmares. Fears 
and sorrow were in the way and all the daughters of music 
were brought low • • • Halifax had become in a trice a city 
of dead bodies, ruined homes and blasted hopes.' 

To have looked in upon one of the great makeshift danni
tories that first night, 11:0 have seen men, women and chiU
ren, of all stations, huddled together on the stages of theatres, 
the chancels of churches, in stables, box-cars and basements 
was tiJ. have beheld a rift in the social structure such as no 
connnunity had ever known. Old traditional social line<> 
were hopelessly mixed and confused. The catastrophe 
smashed through strang walls like cobwebs, but it also 
smashed .through fixed traditions, social divisi..ms and old 
standards, making a rent which would not easily repair. 
Rich and poor, debutante and chambermaid, official and bell
boy met for the first time as victirm of a common calamity. 

Even on the eighth, twt) days after the disaster, when 
Mr. Ratshesky of· the Massachusetts' Relief arrived he 
could report: " An awful sight presented itself, buildings 
shattered 0111 all sides---i:haos apparent." 'In a room in 
the City Hall twelve by twenlyL he found assembled .. men 
and women trying to organize different departments of re
lief, while other rooms were filled to ummst capacity with 
people pleading for doctors, nurses, food, and clothing for 
themselves and members of their families. Everything was 
in tunnoil."· This account faithfully expresses the di~ 

J lobDltoa~ DI. N. 
• Ratsbeaky, A. c.. u'Report of Halifax Relief upeditiOll," TIN 

SI4" (BootOII, 1918), Po u, _ 
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integra.tioo which came with the great shock of what had 
come to pass. It is this disintegration and the resultan:t 
phenomena which are of utlmoSt importance for the student 
of social science to observe. To be quite emotionally free il1i 
the observation of such phenomena, however, is almost im
possible. It has been said of sociological investigatians that 

observation is made under bias because the facts under review 
are those of human life and touch human interest. A man can 
count the legs of a 8y without having his heart wrung because 
he thinks there are too many or too few. But when he observes 
the life of the society in which he moves, lives and has his being, 
or some other society nearby, it is the rule that he approves or 
disapproves, is edified or horrified. by what he observes. When 
he does that he passes a moral judgment.' 

Sociology has suffered because of this inevitable bias. In 
our present study it is natural that our sympathy reactions 
should be especially strong. .. Q~ ani __ 

mi£s, 110fT", Ntci/J." must be our motto. As students 
we must now endeavor to dissociate ounelves from them, 
and look upon the stricken Canadian city with all a. chemist's 
patient detachment. In a field of science when: the prospect 
of large-scale experimental progress is remote, we must 
leam well when the abnormal reveals itself in great tragedies 
and when social [A I)! e9 are seen magnified by a thousand 
diamebcrs. Only thus can \ft hope for advances that will 
endure. 

In this spirit then let us watch the slow process of the 
reorganization of Halifax, and see in ~ a picture of society 
itself as it reacts under the stimulus of c:atastropbe, and 
adjusts itself to the cin:umstantial pressure of new coadi
tioos. 

'Kellor. A G.. -SocioIocJ ..... ScieDee,- TAo N .... (N. Y.,IIq ... 
1916), 'fOI. -. _ o6ss. Po a7S- ", 

" 
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Before doing so, however, we shall pause, in the next 
chapter, to glance a,t a. number of social phenomena which 
should be recorded and examined in the light of social 
psychology. But we must not lose the re1ationship of each 
chaprer to our major thesis. It is sufficient for our purpose 
if thus far it has been: shown that at Halifax the shock re
sulted in disintegration of social institutions, dislocation of 
!the usual methods of social control and dissolution of the 
customary; tha!t through the catastrophe the conununity 
was thrown into the state of flux which, as was wggested 
in the introduction, is ilhe logical and natural prerequisite! 
for social change; and finally that the shock was of 31 

chara.cter such as II to affect all individuals a.1ike at the same 
time," and to induce that degree of fluidity most favorable 
to social change. 



CHAPTER II 

CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Shoclc reaction-Hallucination-Primitive instincts-Crowd psychology 
-Phenomena of emotion-How men react when bereft completely
Post-catastrophic phcnomena-Human nature in the absence of re
prelliion by conventionality, custom and law-Fatigue and the human 
will-Tbe ltimuli of heroism-Mutual aieL 

SOCIAl. Psychology is Ii subject of prima.ry importance 
to the student of society. Like Sociology itself its fidd 
is far from being exhausted. One looks in vain. for a, treat
ment of disaster psychology. In such Ii study the diverse 
phenomena involved would be of interest to the psydlologist. 
Their effects in retarding or promoting social organization 
would concern the sociologist. With such possible effects 
in mind we are now to proceed to an examination of the 
major subjective reactions as they were to be seen in the 
Halifax catastrophe. 

It is improba.ble that any single commWlity has ever 
presented so tomposite Ii picture of hmnan traits in such 
bold relief as appeared in the City of Halifax upon the day 
of die expiosioo. HIIJDlIft phenomena. which many knew 
of oruy IS hidden &way in boolcs, stood out so clearly that 
he who ran might n:ad. Besides the physiologic:al reac
tions then: -s abundant illustration of hallucination, de
lusion. prinUtive instincts, and erowd psychology IS wdl of 
o'ther phenomena. all of which have iuipOi WIt socioIogic.al 
significance teKling either to proIOIIg disintegratioo. or to 
hasten social nJ:OYerY. 

~ ~ 
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The first of these phenomena was the "stun" of the 
catastrophe itself. The sh<fk reaction at Halifax has been 
variously described. It has been graphically likened "to 
being suddenly stricken with blindness and paralysis." It 
was 1II sensation of utter helplessness and disability. " We 
died a thousand horrible deaths" ran one description, .. the 
nervous shack and terror were as hard to bear as were the 
wounds." "The people are dazed," wrdte another ob
server, "they have almost ceased to exercise the sensation 
of pain." This physiological reaction animals and men 
shared alike. The appearance of the terror-stricken horses 
was as of beasts which had suddenly gone mad. 

A physiological accompaniment of shack and distraction 
is the abnormal action of the gland9. The diSturbance of 
the sYmpathetic nervous system produced by the emotional 
stress and strain of a great excitement or a great disap
pointment -is reflected in the stimulation or inhibition of 
glandular action. Much physical as well as nervous illness 
was precipitated by the grief, excitement and exposure of 
the disaster.' Among cases observed were those of diabetes, 
tuberculosis and hyper-thyroidism, as well as the nervous 
instability to which reference is subsequently made. Such 
an epidemic of hyper~yroidiSllTl exaggerated action of 
the thyroid gland- is said to have followed the Kishineff 
massacres, the San Francisco earthquake and the air-raids 
on London.· As to diabetes, it has been shawn that 

emotions cause increased output of glycogen. Glycogen is a 
step toward diabetes and therefore this disease is prone to ap
pear in persons under emotional strain . . . so common is this 

'For a full discusaiOl1 of aenoua disord ... iuducecl .., .. eo<plooiOll 
at abort rllII,." Md. RoUS07 and lJermette, TIH p",IuntnIrllHI lit w..,. 
(Loadoa, 19.8), ch. z. 

• Bro..... W. Langd.., Praideatial address to Hunterian Sociel7, 
Londoa. 
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particular result in persons under prolonged emotion that some
one has said that" when stocks gb down in New York, diabetes 
goes up.'" 

Tuming now to other psychological aspects, we have 
to note the presence of hall)1cinatioo in disaster. 

Hallucination may be roughly defined as false sense im
pression. For example, the patient sees an object which has 
no real existence, or hears an imaginary voice. Hallucinations 
are termed visual, auditory, tactile, nc. according to the sense to 
which the false impression appears to belong.· 

Hallucination is induced by the unusual suggesting the ex
pected. It ~s sense-perception colored by associatiolL It 
is the power of a domhlant idea that, Wlbidden, enters the 
field of consciousness and takes pc 5 m sion of even the 
senses themselves. In Halifax one idea seemed to dominate 
most minds and clothe itself in the semblance of reality
the expected Germans. For a long time there had been 
Wlder public discussion 'the question as to whether or not 
the city would be shelled by Zeppelin raiders, or possibly by 
a fleet at sea. All street-lights bad been darkened by 
military 0I"'dus. The failure to draw window shades had 
been subject to heavy per.lty. It is no wonder eyes looked 
upward when there came the crash. and when seeing the 
strange unusual cloud beheld the Zeppelin Gf fancy. A 
man residing on the oUtskirts of the town of Dartmouth 
.. heard II a German shell pass shrieking above him. Dart
mouth Heil{hts 100ks out over Halifax harbor. and he:-e 
perhaps the vista is most expansift, and the eye sees furthest. 
The instant after the explosion .. citizen standing here 

"ent., Georae w .. rlw ~ .... N_ ., I1w E.otNu (PIIiIL, 
I9IS). Po ~ 

"Hon. lIeraar4. rlw p..,.,.1oQ ., 1--*7 (Cambridse. 11916). 
c:b. iii. Po 31>0 
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" saw" cle3lI"ly a. German fleet manoeuvering in the dis
tance.' That shells had actually come few on the instant 
doubted. T~e head of one finn advised his employees not 
to run elsewhere, as " :two shots never fall in the same place." 

This-e. German assault-was the great mental explana.
tion that came into the majority of minds. . There was one 
other-that of the end of the world. Many fell to their 
knees in prayer. One WQIIIan was found in the open yard 
by her broken home repeating the general confession of the 
church. Few would have been surprised if out of the 
smoky cloud-ridden. skies there should have appeared the 
archangels announcing the consummation of mundane af
fairs. Indeed there were instances, not a. few, of those 
who "saw" in the death-cloud "the clear outlines of a 
face. ". Thus both auddtory and visual hallucination were 
manifested to a. degree. 

Hallucination has been described as "seeing" something 
which has no basis in reality. Thus it differs from delusion, 
which is rather a. misinterpreta:tion of what is seen. " De
lusions are closely allied to hallucinations and generally ac
company the la.tter. The distinction lies in the fact that 
delusions are not false sensations but false beliefs."· 
Anxiety, distraction by grief and loss, as well as nervous 
shock pla.y freely with the mind and fancy and often swerve 
the judgment of perceptiOlL This was especially noticeable 
at Halifax in the hospital identification. particularly of 
children. A distracted father looked into a little girl's 
face four different times but did not recognize her as his 
own w!rich, in fact, she was. The precisely opposite oc-

II So hypochrondriac fancies repreaeot 
Ship., armies, battles in the finnament 
Till steady eyes the exhaIatiOOI IOlve 
And aU to ita Drat matter, cloud, reoolve.· 

-Defoe, /DflrrtDJ 01 1M P"'_ Y ,or. 
• Hart, 0'. til. ch. ii~ p. 3'. 
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CU!'l'eIlCe was also noted. A fond paRI1t time and time 
aga.in .. discovered" his lost c:hlld, .. seeing" to complete 
sa.tisfaction special marks and features on its little body. 
But often there weM present th~ who knew better, and 

. the better judgment prevailed. Again this phenomenoo. 
was repeated in numberless instanas at the morgue. 
Wearied and white after frantic and fruitless searth where
ever refugees were gathered together!, the overwrought 
searchers would walk through the long lines of dead, and 
suddenly .. recognize" a missing relative or friend. 1 Re
gretfully the attendant fulfilled the same thankless task 
from day to day. There had been DOl rec:ognitioo. at all. 
The observer had seen .. not the object ltself but the image 
evoked in the mind." • 

The primitive instincts of man were for a l~ tima 
vaguely and loosely defined, until James and later Mc
Dougall essayed to give them name and number. But oo.Iy 
with Thorndike's critical examfnaltioo. has it becC!me clear 
how difficult a thing it is to carry the analysis of any situa
tion back to the demental or .. pmal movers of all human 
activity." Thorndike is satisfied to describe them as noth
ing save a 11$ of original tendencies to nspolid to stimuli 
in more or less definite directions. When he speaks of 
instincts it ill to mean ooIy ... series of situatims and re
sponses" or .. a set of tendencies for various situatioos to 
~ the feelings of fear, anger. pity, dc. with which 
certain bodily mo"aiEuts usually po" Among them there 
ant those resulting in .. food-getting and habitati~" in 
.. fear, fighting and anger" and in "human inten:ourse. ... 
But McDougall's cla.ssification pn:ses ies the old phrases, 

t FW ptAlleI .... of daiWKWS ~of !be dead. wiR I.e Baat, 
c_ .... · n. C ...... • S,., ., liN P.,.... IIW (u..sc.) ..... i, 
ell. I, p. 51 • 

• ,......p.p • 
• ~ Edwud L., n. 0.;,;..1 N-. ., 11_ (N. Y. J913), 

ell. ,. P. 43 If ..... . 
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and men are likely to go 0llJ speaking of the .. instinct of 
flight," the .. instinCt of pugnacity," .. parental instinct," 
.. gregarious instinct" and the others. 1 For the sociologist 
it is enough that all agree that men. are held under sonu; 
powerful grip of nature and driven at times almost inevh-. 
ably to the doing of acts qui~e irrespectiw of their social 
effects. 

In catastrophe these primitive instincts are seen most 
plainly and less subject to the re-conditioning influences 
of ordinary life. This was especially noticeable at Hali
fax. The instinct of flight for self-preservation was 
reflected in the reactiOllJ of thousands. .. A1most without 

. thought, probably from !the natural instinct of self-preserva.-
tion I backed from the window to a sma.ll si:ore-room and 
stood there dazed.'" The experience so described may bet· 
said fa; have been general. This instinct was to be seen 
again in the action: of the crew of the explosives-laden ship. 
Scarcely had the collision occurred when the whole c0m

plement lowered away the boats, rowed like madmen to the 
nearest shore-which ha~ to be thaJt opposite to Hali
fax-· and" scooted for the woods." As the ship, although 
set on fire immediately after the impact, did not actually 
blow up until some twenty minutes later, much might have 
been done by men less under the domination .rl instinct, in 
the way of warning and perhaps of minimizing the inevi
table catastrophe.' 

The instinct ot pugnacity was to be seen: in many a fine 
example of difficulty overcome in the wock of rescue; as 

• MaDougaU, William, Aft I"/r'Ddu<1iMo 'D SD<iDl P'ycMlon (~ 
1917). cb. iii, p. -49 " "q. 

·SbeldoD,l. Tlu Busy EIIIf (SackviH~ N. B. Caa.). MMcb, 1918. . 

• The judgment of the court of enquiry ran as follow.: .. Tte master 
and pilot of the Mont Blanc are guilty of neglect of public wety in 
- taking proper otepa to WarD the inhabitanta of the city of a probable 
explosion." (Drysdale Commi •• ion. lug_ Df. cec. viiL) 
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also in other ~nst:ances, SCJIme suggestive of that early com
bat when animal9 and men: struggled for mere physical 
existence. 

The parental iru;tinct was everywhere in evidence, and 
.was reflected not only ill the sacrifices made and the priva-. 
tions endured by parents for their young, but in every act 
of relief, which arose in involuntaa'y response to the cry 
of the distressed. It perhaps {lIIJ:tially explains the pheno
menon often noticed in disasters that "immediately and 
spontaneous1Y I!eighbors and fellaw-4:()'WIIStIlerI spring td 

the work of rescue and first aid." • 
The gregarious in.sti~t-the instinct to herd~owed 

itself in the spontaneous groupings which came about and 
which seemed somehow to be associated with feelings of 
eecurity from further harm. The refugees found comfort 
in the group. They rarely remained alone. 

These and other instinctoive responses in a greater or less 
degree of complication were to be remarked of the actiOIl9l 

not only of individuals but of groups 8.9 wdI. In the latter 
the typical phenomellll1 of crowd psychology were mani .. 
fested upon every hand. The crowd was seen to be what 
it js-" the like response of mtany to a sooially inciting event 
OC' suggestion such)u sudden danger." Out of a mere 
agglomeration of individual9 and under the stress of em0-

tional excitanent there 8.I'0ge that mental unity, which I.e 
Bon emphasizes.· There was noticeable the feeling of 
safety associated with togetherness which Trotta' suggests.' 
There was the suggestibility, with its p~ing c:oaditions 
which Sidis' has clarified, namely, eK{IO tancy, inhibition • 

.. Dea ...... l. IIJI'OII, DiarI_ (N. Y. 1918), dI. 'Ii. Po ISL 
'IA BaOI. .~ rit., Po ... 
'Trottett Wi1liam, I ........ 1. Hm ill P-." W .. (I ...... 

1919), p. 31. 
'Sictit" !lora., rAe hJcA., • ., .1 Sown .... (N. Y. 1919), dI. 'Ii. 

p.56ft .... 
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and limitation. of the field of consciousness, There were 
the triple characteristics which Giddingso notes: .. Crowdll 
are subject to swift COIlItagion of feeling, they are sensitive 
to suggestion . . . . and always manifest a tendency tal 

• carry suggested ideas immediately into action." 1 

Of illustrations of impUlsive social action there are nOllQ 
more apt than those furnished by the reactions following 
the Halifax tragedy. Qn,Jy Pliny's na.rra,tive of ,the flight 
from the eruption of Vesuvius, or the story of the .. Day of 
Fear" in France,· or that depicting the days of the comet' 
are comparable thereto. 

At first all was confusion. Some ran to the cellars. 
Some ran to the smeet:s. SQIIlIe ran to their shops. Those in 
the shops ran home. This was in 'the area of wounds and 
bruises. Farther north was the area. of death. Thithef 
the rescuers tumed. Automobiles sped over broken glass 
and splintered boards toward the unknown. Then came 
the orders of the soldiers, whose barracks were situated 
in the very heart of the danger district, for the people to 
fly southward, Common-ward, to the open spaces any
where. Another explasian was imminent. TheD came 
further outbrea1cs of the flight impulse. Runs a graphic 
account: ' 

The crowd needed no second warning. They turned and 
fled. Hammers, shovels and bandages were thrown aside. 
Stores were left 'wide open with piles of currency on their 
counters. Homes were vacated in a twinkling., Little tots 
couldn't understand why they were being dragged along so 
fast. Some folks never looked back. Others did, either to 

" 
'Giddings, ,Franklia H. PriMiph. of Soeio/on (N. Y. 1916), Ilk. ii, 

elL ii, p. 'J6. 
'Stlepheno, Henry M., A Hill,", of ,Iv Frett,It R""",diOft (N. Y. 

,886), voL i, p. ,~ , 

'WelIs, H. G./II 'Iv D_ of II" Co •• , (N. Y., ,p06). 
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catch a last glimpse of the home they never expected to see 
again or to tell if they could from the sky how far behind them 
the Dreaded Thing was .... They fled as they were •••. Some 
carried children or bundles of such things as they had scram
bled together •..• Many were but scantily clad. Women fted 
in their night dresses. A few were stark naked, their bodies 
blackened with soot and grime. These had come from the 
destroyed section of the North End. What a storm-tossed 
motley throng, and as varied in its aspect and as poignant in 
its sufferings as any band of Belgian or Serbian refugees flee
ing before the Hun .••• A few rode in autos, but the great 
majority were on foot. With blanched faces, bleeding bodies 
and broken hearts, they fted from the Spectral Death they 
thought was coming hard after, fted to the open spaces where 
possibly its shadow might not fall. Soon Citadel Hill and the 
Common were blac:k with terrified thousands. Thousands more 
trudged along St. Margaret's Bay road, seeking escape among 
its trees and winding curves. . • . Many cut down boughs and 
made themselves fires-for they were bitterly c:oId. Here they 
were-poorly clad. badly wounded, and with not one loaf of 
bread in all their number, so hastily did they leave. when gallop
ing horsemen announced the danger was over and it was safe 
to return.1 

The ever-shifting f-esponsiwness to rumor which distin
guishes a crowd was noted. 

The entrance to the Park was black with human beings, some 
massed in groups. some running anxiously back and forth like 
ants when their hill has been c:rushed. There were blanched 
faces and trembling hands. The wildest rumors were in cD-
culation and every bearer of tidings was immediately sur
rounded." 

Not only hen: but when the crowd ~ back, and in 

1 J"""'- Dwilht, TIN ~:r -J Hut- (is KS.). 
·St./oh G~. CO" ... ' ~ Dooc., ~7. 
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the subsequent scenes which were witnessed in supply star 
tions and shelters, the association which Sidis draws be
tween calamitY and hyper-suggestibiliity in the body politid 
was abundantly endorsed. 

We must now endeavor to understand the phenomena of 
emotion which a.ccompaniy a great ca.tastrophe. This is 
nqt the less difficult because the tenn emotion ,js not given 
cOIllSistent use even by psychologists. One interprets it 
as merely the affective side of the instinctive process
tha;e " modes of adIective experience," such as .. anger, fear, 
curiosityl." which accompany the excitement of "the prin
cipal powerful instinots." 1 Another sees it as also an impul
sive, not merely a receptive state. It is "the way the body 
feels ·when rt is prepared for a. certain rea.ction," and tn
c1udes'" an impulse toward the particular reaction." • 

It will be accurate enough for our purpose to think of 
the emotiOIllS as complica.ted states of feeling more or less 
allied to one another and to the bllIlWJ willa Am:mg them 
are jealousy and envy-" discomfort at seeing others ap
proved and at being out-done by them."· This appeared 
repeatedly in the administration of relief and should be in
cluded in disaster psychology. Again greed "-more strictly 
a social instinct than an emoti<n-was common. How com
rmn will receive further exemplification in a later chapter. 

I Mc:DougaU, DI. <it. p. 46-
'Woodworth, Robert S. DytI<UfIie PIYtlU1lDgy (N; Y. 1918), elL ili, 

p.S4- ' 

• "Antler, ...... determination, wiDing, are cloael" allied, and probably 
identical in part. Certainl" they are aroused by the same etimulus, 
namel", by obstruction, t!IICOUDta"ed in the pur.wt of lOIDe end. D (Ibid. 
p. "19-) 

'Thoroclike, DI. nt. p. 101 • 
... To go for attradive objectl, to grab them wb"; within reach, to 

hold them ogainat compctiton, to light the one wbo tria to take them 
....". To go for, grab ad hold them all the more if 8IIOIber io tryinc 
to do an, theoe linea of conduct are the roots of sreecL (Ibid. p. 101.) 
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Fear has already been referred to. Anger, shame, re
sentmem: while evi<ient, were of less significance. Grati
tude was early shown and there were many fannal expres
. !Pions of i,t. Later on, it seemed to be replaced by a feeling 
that 8S sufferers they, the victims, were anly receiving their 
due in whatever aid was obtained. 

Of special in'terest is the role of the tender emotions, 
kindliness, sympathy and sorrow, as well as the reactions 
which may be expected when these occur in unusual exalta
tion through the repetition of stimuli or otherwise. 
Whatever may be the nature of the process whereby the 
feelings of his fellows affect a man, 'that which chiefly con
cerns us here, is how these reactioos differ when the stimula.
tion is multiplex. Of this multiplex stimulatioo in collec
tive psychology Graham Wallas has wlitteu: 

The nervous exaltation so produced may be the effect of the 
rapid repetition of stimuli acting as repetition acts, for instance. 
when it produces seasickness or tickling .... If the exaltation is 
extreme conscious control of feeling and action is diminished.' 
Reaction is narrowed and men may behave, as they behave in 
dl'ftJlls, less rationally and morally than they do if the whole 
of their nature is brought into play.' 

What Wallas has said of the additional stimulatioo which 
\he presence of a crowd induces may be given wider applica
tion, and is indeed & most illuminating thought, descn"bing 
exactly the psycho-anotional reactioos produced by the 
stimulation of terrifying scenes. such as were witnessed at 
Halifax. 

• Yo Dide, a Fftach poydtoIocist, "CUds • the hn-Gs p,,>dU«d lor 
emotioual sh ........ d this occurs _ oal7 ia war bat ill odJer .,at 
.. -.opbieo as weIl-as ..,.etica1l7 a 4efeoat reaCIiooa. Iibo tIatanI 
IIIeep wbose flmctioa ........wac to him is primariIJo prophylactic opiast 
exhaastioa ad fatiaae, ••• it it compuabIe to the se><aIIed deatla
sbammiDc of animals. ~ (Dide. bf, La hooliou .t .. _ (Paris, 
1'918), Re";ew of, P.,. ... 'o'vol BIIlkIia, d ft,_ ~ Doc., 1918, Po441.) 

• Wallas, Graham, n. G,..., S~ (N. Y. 1917), Po 136-
• 
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A case in point was that of :the ru;n'ous exaltation pn>
doced upon It young doctor who operated continuously for 
many hours in the removal of injund eyes. The emotional 
tension he went through is expressed in his words to 1II 

witness: "If relief doesn't come to me soon, I shall murder 
somebody." 

Another instance where conscious WiLl 01 of feeling and 
action was diminished was that of a. soldier. He was so 
affected by what he passed through during the explosion and 
his two days' participation in relief work, that he quite un
wittingly took a. seat in a; train departing for Montreal. 
Later in a hospital. of that city after many menta\ wander
ings he recovered his memory. Over and over again he 
had been picturing the dreadful scenes which he had ex
peri~ This condition includes 31 hyperactivity of the 
imagination" characterized by oneirism [oneiric delirium] 
reproducing most often the tragic or terrible scenes which 
immediately preceded the hypogenic shock." 1 

The nature of sympathy' may not be clearly C:OIirpie

he!i!.ded but of its effects there is 110 doubt. It may lead to 
the relief of pain or induce the exactly opposite effect; or 
it may bring about so lively a distress as to quite incapacitate 
a man from giving help. Again it may lead to the avoid
ance of disaster scenes altogether. Thus some could OIl 110 

a.a:ount be prevailed upon to go into the hospitals or to enIa' 
the devastated area. Others by a process understood in 
the psychology of insanity secured the desil-ed avoidance by 
suicide. The associatiOR of suicide with catastrophe has 
been a1ready remarked in the case of SaD Francisco.. A 
Halifax instance was that of a physician who had 1abored 
hard among the wounded. He later found the reactioa of 

• II>i4., P. 4411-
• Claaaed by William. 1am .. as _ emotioa, bat CDDJidered by K.,. 

DoapU • pseud .... iDltiDct. 
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his emotional experiences 'too strong. He lost his mental 
balance and was diScovered dead one morning near his 
office ddor. He had ha.nged himself during the night. 
Still another, a railroad ma.n, driven to despair by loneliness 
and loss, his wife and children having perished, attempted 
to follow them in death. 

Joy and sorrow are pleasure-pain conditions of emotional 
states. . Sorrow is painful because .. the impulse is baffled 
and cannot attain more than the most scanty and imperfect 
S81tisfaction in little acts, such as the leaving of flowers on 
'the grave;'" although the intensity is increased by 
other considerations. Here again the unusual degree of 
stimulatiOD which catastrophe induces brings about abe
havior other than that which commonly attends the ex
perience of grief. A phenomenon associated with whole
sale bereavement is the almost enti re absence of tears. A 
witness of the San Francisco disaster said it was at the 
end of the second day that he saw tears foe the first time.' 
At Halifax, where the loss of life was many times greater, 
there was little crying. There SWlIed to be indeed a miset'
able but strang consolation in the fact that all were alike 
involved in the S&Ille calamity.' 

There was .. be) bitterness, no complaint, only a great and 
eager desire to help some one less fortunalle." Another 
observer said: H I have never seen such kindly feding. I 
have DeYa' seen such tender sympathy. I have never heard 
an impatient word." And this was amongst men .. who were 
covered with bruise!, IIbd whose hearts were heavy, who 
have not had a night's sleep, and. who go aD day long with-

'McDoapD. • cit, P. IS1 
'O-C-, QIL J. S. '"'-"- R.rwt S~ (N. y. 1lIJ3). pt. i, 

.. 6. 
'-Tbe cattiDc edge of oil oar ~ misfuolao ......... &om their 

chandel' of Ioatliaess. --(James, W"a1IiaIII, 11 ____ .. Slalliu. 
N. y. 1911, p._) 
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out thought of food." Another visitor remarked "there is 
not a more courageous, sane and reasonable people. , Every
one is tender and considerate. Men wha have loSt wives 
and children, WOOlen whose sons and husbands are dead, 
bays and girls whose hOOles have been de$"oyed, are wark
fig to relieve the distress." A MOIlII:reaJ clergyman re
ported that "Halifax people have been meeting wjth dry 
eYes and calm faces the tragedies, the harrors, the suffer
ings and the exposures which followed the explosion." 
Grief is after all " a passive emotion," a. " reactioo of help- • 
lessness." It is "a. state of mind appropriate to ~ coodi
tion of affairs where nothing is ta be done" -' and there 
was much to be done a.t Hali fax. • 

There are also to be added the phenomena. of emotional 
partUritiOn. As was to be expected the shock meant the 
immediate provision of a maternity hospital. Babies were 
born in cellars and among ruins. Premature births were 
COOlIDOIl, one indeed taking place in the midst of the huddled 
thousands of refugees wting ill anguish upon the Com
m()Jl for permission to return ta their abandooed homes. 
Nor were all the ills for which the shock was responsible 
immediately discernible. There were many post-ca.tastl"()o 
phic phenemena. Three months after the explosion many 
found themselves suffering an inexplicable breakdown, 
which the doctors attributed unquestiooably ta the ca.ta:stro
phe. It was a Condition closely allied ta "wa.r-11eurasth~ 
enia." Another disaster after~eot also may be here re
carded. This was the not urmatural way ill which peoplC!l 
.. lived 011 edge," for a long period a.fter the disaster. 
There was a rea.dintss and IIIlggestibility to respond to 
rumor or ta the least excitant. Twice at least the school9 
were emptied precipitately, and citizens went forth into 
pell-mell flight from their homes upoo the circulation of 
repocts of possible· danger. No better illustration is af-

I Woodworth, 01. nf. Po sa 
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forded of the sociological fact that .. the more expectant, 
or overwrought the public mind, the easier iii is to set up a; 

great perturbation. After a. series of public ca.1amities 
• • • . mind, a.re blown a.bout by every gust of pa.ssion or 
sentiment. 1 

There a.re also to be included a. few miscella.mous 0bserva.
tions at behavior lIS!Iociated with the psychology, of dis
aster relief. ( I) The preference updn the part of this 
refugee for plural leadership a.nd decision. (2) The ag
gravation of helplessness through the open distribWou of 
"relief. ,(3) The resentment which succeeds the intrusion 
of stra.ngers in relief leadership. "( 4) The reaction. of 
lassitude ai1d depression a.fter .. period of strain. (5) The 
desire f~ privacy during interviews. (6) The vita1 im
porta.nte of prompt decision in preventing an epidemic of 
complaint." 

Analytic psychology is becoming increasingly interested 
in the phenomena. of repression, 1nhibition and taboo. 
!l'he real mothoa of action are often very different 
from the apparent motives which overlie them. Instinc
tive tendencies a.re buried benath barriers of civilization, 
but they are buried alive. They are covered not crushed. 
These resistances ani either within our minds or in society. 
The latter are summed up in conventionality, custom and 
law, all so relatively recent· in time as to supply a. very 
thin ~ CNer the primitive tendencies which have held 
sway {or ages. Few realize the p1aoe which convention
ality, custom and law possess ih .. community until in some 
extraordinary catastrophe their power is brokm, 01' what 
is the same thing the ability to enforce thmt is paralyzed. 

'It_ Edward A.. S...., P.,.hl.., (N. Y. 1918). elL iY, po. 66. 
• A Hst CDIIlPiIe4 II!' tho author m- _ulioDs ill Deoaa'. c&. 

c:assiQll of diouten. All ....... to .... ~ u H&lifaz. 

• It baa ...... Mid that ....... the period of .,..'s residoaa: GO earth 
_siclend .. ba ...... co'l'CftCl .. I ..... dftd tba II _ thu of 
ci'lilUaliGa woa1c1 .... 1'O(>I_ee1 II!' the Iut tm IDiInIIeo. 
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"l'his fact is especially true of repressive enactments, and 
moo laws fall within this category. Catastrophe shatters 
the unsubstantial veneer. When the police of BoSton wen~ 
on stI ike it ~was not O'IIly the signal for the crooks of all 
towns to repair .. to the unguarded center, but an unexpected 
reserve. of crookedness carne to light within the city itself. 
Lytton discovered at Pompeii signs of plunder and sacrilege 
which had taken place" when the pillars of the wOrld tot

·tered to and fro." At the time of the 5t. John .Fire 
"loafers and thieves held high carnival. All night long they 
roamed the streets and thieved upon the misfortunes of 
others." 1 

With the possibility of apprehension reduced to a mini
m'UlIl in the confusion at Halifax, with the deterrent forces 
of respectability and law practically unknown, men ap
peared for what they were as the following statement only 
too well discloses: 

Few folk thought that Halifax harbored any would-be ghouls 
or vultures. The disaster showed how rnany. Men clambered 
over the bodies of the dead to get beer in the shattered brew
eries. Men taking advantage of the flight from the city because 
of the possibility of another explosion went into houses and 
shops, and took whatever their thieving fingers could lay hold 
of. Then there were the nightly prowlers among the ruins, 
who rifted the pockets of the dead and dying, and snatched 
rings from icy finge,s. A woman lying unconscious on the 
street had her fur coat snatched from her back .•.• One of 
the workers, hearing some one groaning rescued a shop-keeper 
from underneath the debris. Unearthing at the same time a 
cash box containing one hundred and fifty dollars, he gave it 
to a young rnan standing by to hold while he took the victim 
to a place of refuge. When he returned the box was there, 
but the young rnan and the rnoney bad disappeared. 

Then there was the profiteering phase. Landlords raised 
• Stewart, George, Th_ Story of .It_ Grltll Fi .. ito S., loh" (Toronto, 

IBn), p. 35. 
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their rents upon people in no position to beat it. The HalifaX 
Trades and Labor Council adopted a resolution urging that 
the Mayor be authorized to request all persons to "report land-· 
lords who" have taken advantage of conditions treated by the 
explosion." . • • Plumbers refused to hold t,heir union rules 
in abeyance and to work one minute beyond the regular eight 
hours unless they received their extra rates for overtime; and 
the bricklayers assumed a dog-in-the-manger attitude and re
fused to allow the plasterers to help in the repair of the 
chimneys. And this during days of dire stress • . • when 
many men and women were working twelve and fourteen hours 
a day without a cent or thought of remuneration. One 
Halifax newspaper spoke of these men as .. squeezing the utter
most farthing out of the anguished necessities of the homeless 
men, women and children." Truckmen charged exorbitant 
prices for the transferring of goods and baggage. Merchants 
boosted prices. A small shopkeeper asked a little starving child 
thirty cents for a loaf of bread. 

On Tuesday, December the twelfth, the Deputy Mayor issued 
a proclamation warning persons so acting that they would be 
dealt with under the provisions of the law.' 

Slowly the ann of rqm:ssion grew vigorous once more. 
The military placed troops on patroL Sesuies were posted 
preventing entrance to the ruins to those who were not 
supplied with a special pass. Orders were issued to shoot 
any looter trying to escape. The Mayor's proclamation, the 
warning of the relief committee, the stonn of popular in
dignation pdually became effectual. 

The stimulus of the same catastrophe, it thus appean, 
may result in two different types of responses-that of 
gl'ffii on the one hand or altruistic emotion on the ethel'. 
One individual is spurred to illCl"ea5led activity by the 0p

portunity of business profit. another by the sense of social 
~ Why this is so-indeed the whole field of profiteer-

'1~'" ciI. 
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ing-would be a subject of interesting enquiry. Whether it 
is due to the varying degrees of socializa~oo represented 

'in the differentt individuals or whether it is not also partly 
. due to othe fact that philanthropy functions best in a sphere 
out of line with a man' 9 own particular occupation. the 
truth remains that some display an altogether unusual type 
of reaction in an ~ergency to the actions of others; and 
perhaps exhibit behavior quite different from that which 
appears nonnal in a realm of conduct where associations 
based on habit are so strongly ingrained. 

The human will as we have seeD is in clO6e associaltion 
with the emotions. We are now to notice the dynamogenic 
value of the strang emotions aroused by catastrophe. It is 
first of all essential to remember the role of adrenin in 
counteracting the effeclS of fatigue. Wonderful phenomena 
of endurance in disaster might well be anticipated for 
" adrenin set free in pain and in fear and iD rage would 
put the membenJ of the body unqualiliedly at the disposal 
of the nervOllS systeIn" This·is" living on one's will" or 
on " c:mtt s nerve." There are " reservoirs" of power rady 
to pour forth streams of energy if the occasion presents it
self. Strong emotions may become an "a.rs01al of aug
mented strength." This fact William James was quick to 
see when he said "OD any given day there are energies 
sI~ng withil! WI which the incitements of that day do 
not call forth.'" But iA; was left to Cannon to unfold the 
physiological reasons," and for Woodworth to explain how 
the pre.<ence of obstruction has power to ca.ll forth new 
energies. & Indeed the will· is just the inner driving force 

I Jam ... 'William, TItI E_giel 01 M". (N. y~ IjI2IO), Po II. 

'Cannoa, Walter B., Bodil, c'-'t!el;' p ...... H.fI(1 .... Fe. """ &g., 
elL lti, p. 184. " UtI. 

'Woodworth, 0'. at., p. 147 . 
• Will ia indeed the oupreme family, the whole mind ill actioa, the 
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of the individual and an effort of will is only" the develop
ment of fresh motor power.'" Following the lines of least 
resistance the will experiences no unusual exercise.·· 
Catastrophe opposes' the tendency to eliminate from life' 
everything that requires a calling: forth of unusual ener-
gies. . 

The energizing influence of an emodonal excitant was 
shown at Halifax in ·the I'C\I1lll.I'kable way in which sick 
soldiers abandoned their beds and turned them over to tho 
victims rushed to the military hospitals. It was seen again 
in the sudden accession of strength displayed by the in
valids and the infinn during the hurried evacuation of the 
houses--& behavior like that of the inhabitants of Antwerp 
during the bombardment of that city in Octobei- 1914> when 
th06e who fled to Holland showed extraordinary resistance 
to fatigue.· The resistance to fatigue and suffering re
ceived more abundant illustrati<n at Halifax in the work of 
rescue and relief. Often mt!IIo themselves were surprised at 
their own power fat' prolonged effort and prodigious strain 
under the excitement of catastrophe. It was only on Moo
day (the fifth day) that collapses from work began to appear. 
Among the mon: generally known instances of umJsua1 ~ 
durance was that of a private, who with one of hill eya 
knocl-ed out, continued wo.-king the entire day of the dis
aster. Another Was that of a chauffeur who with a broken 
rib conveyed the wounded trip after trip to the hospital. 
oo1y relinquishing the work when he collapsed. An un
known man was discovered at work in the midst of the ruins 

mtemal atimulWl wbich 1M)' call for1h all the capacities .... powas. 
(Omkfut. Edwia G. Htndi~ ..., &0";'._ ... D"'~ 0' Mea [Pria.-). eIL'ri. Po 47.) 

'WoocIwOttlo. .. nt. Po ~ 
• s...o. F •• Documenli della guern: Ossenuioai psjc:olociche_1e 

.... rante U bambanIam ... to cti All ......... • ~ • ~ UIIIO 

xl. pp. Il9-uII. 
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although his 0Wll; face was half blown off. Those who es-
'caped with 1esser injuries worked day and night while the 
'crisis lasted. Many did not go h~ for days, so mani-
• fold and heavy were the tasks. There was no pause for 
'comment. Conversation was a matter of nods and silent 
signs" the direction of an index finger. Weeks later the 
workers were surp\ised to find themselves aged and thin. 
The excitement, 'the stimulus of an overwhelming need had 
banisheq all . !'>ymptoms of fatigue. During the congestion 
which followe'l the arrival of the relief trains there were 
men who spent seventy-two hours with scarcely any rest 
or sleep. One of the telephone terminal room staff stuck 
to his post for ninety-two hours, probably the record case 
of the disaster for endurance under pressure. Magnificent 
effort, 0 conspicious enough for special notice was the work 
of. the search parties who, facing bitterest cold and in the 
midst of blinding storms, continued their work of rescue; 
and the instance of the business girls who In: the same 
weather worked for many hours with bottles of hot water 
hung about their waists. An effec;t which could not es-
cape, observation was 'the strange insensibility to suffering 
on the part of many of the victims themselves. Men, 
women and little children endured the crudest operations 
without experiencing the common effeqs. of pain. They 
seemed to have been anaesthetized by the general shock. 
Sidewalk operations, the use of common thread for sutures, 
the cold-blooded extracting of eyes were carried on often 
witkout a tremor. This resistance to suffering was due 
not only to the increase of energy already described but also 
to the fact that the prostrating effect of pain is largely reo
lative to the diversion of attention,-as "headaches di~ 
appear promptly upon the alarm of lire" and "toothaches 
vanish at the moment of a burglar's scare." Much pain is 
due to the 'lUper-sensitivity of an area through hyperaemia, 
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or increased blood supply, following concentrated attm:
tion.Thus it is Qctually possible by volition to control 
the spread of pain, and the therapeutic virtues of an 
electric shock or a slap in the face are equally demonstrable. • 
This reasoning is also applicable to the absence of sympa.
thetic reactions among many disaster workers. Th~y were 
found often to be .. curiously detache4 and not gteatly 
moved by the distressing scenes in morgue, in hOspital, in . 
the ruins and at the inquiry stations." 1 

Catastrophe and the sudden termination: of the normal 
which ensues become the stimuli of heroism and bring 
into play the ~t social virtues of generosity and of kind
liness-which, in one of its form9, is mutual aid. The new 
conditions, perhaps it would be more correct to say, afford 
the OCC&Sirm for their release.. It is said that battle does 
to the htdividual what the deve1»ping solution does to the 
photographic plate,-brhtgs out what is in the man. This 
may also be said of catastrophe. Every conununity has its 
socialized individuals, the dependable, the helpful, the c0n

siderate, as well as the .. noo-socialized survivors of 
savagery," who are distributed about the zero point of the 
social scale. Calamity is the occ:asion for the discovery of 
the .. presence of extraordinary individuals in a group." 
The relation of them to a crisis is one of the most impoctant 
points in the problem of progress. 

At Halifax there were encountered many such individuah 
as well as families who refused assistance that others might 
be relieved. Individual acts of finest model were written 
ineffaceably upon the social meltlo, y of the inhabitants. 
There was the case of a child who released with her teeth 
the clothes which held her mother beneath a pile of debris. 
A wounded girl sa...eel a large family of children, getting 
~ all out of • broken and burning home. A telegraph 

I Smith, StaD\eJ It.. Tu Heli/v H_ (Ha\ifu.. 19.8), ... rr, p. ... 
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operator at the cost of his life stuck to his key, sent a warn
ing message over the line and 9topped an incoming train in 
the nick of time. 

Group heroism was no less retn'arkable. For the flood
, ing of the powder magazine in the naval yard an entire 
. battery. volunteered.. This was why the second explosioll 
did not actually ~r. Freight handlers too, as well as 
soldiers, revealed themselves possessors of the great spirit. 
A conspicuous case was that of the longsh.n-emen. working 
on board of a ship laden with explosives. Fully realizing the 
impending danger, because of the 'nearness of the bUm1ng 
mUIDtioner, they used what precious minutes of life re
mained them to proted: their 0W1b ship's explosives from 
ignition. A fire did afterwards start upon the ship but 
a. brave captain loosed her from the pier, and himself ex
tinguished the blaze which might soon have repeated in part 
the devastations already wrought. 

No disaster psychology should omit a discussion of the 
psychology of. helpfulness--that self-help to which the best 
relief workers always appeal, as well as of the mutual aid: 
upon which emergency relief must largely depend. Mutual 
aid while not a primary social fact is inherent in the associ. 
tion of members of society, as it also "obtains among cells 
and organs of the vital organism." As it insured survival 
in the earlier stages of· evolution 1 so it reveals itself when 
survival is again threatened by catastrophe. 

The illustrations of mutual aid at Halifax: would fill a 
volume. Not only was it evidenced in the instanoes of 
families and friends but also ill the realm of business. 
Cafes served lunches without charge. Drug stores gave 
out freely of their supplies. Firms released their clerks 
110 swell the army of relief. A noteworthy case of com-

1 KropotkiD, Prince; M,,1IuJl Aid (N. Y. [9'11), elL i, p. '4-
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mutuity service was that of the Grocers' Guild announcing 
that its members would 

fin no orders for outside points during the crisis, that they 
would coOperate with the relief committee in delivering food-, 
stuffs free of charge to any point in the city, and that their. 
stocks were at the disposal of the committee at the actual cost 
to them.~ • 

By incidents such lL9 these, Halifax gained the appellation 
of the City of Comrades. 

Catastrophe becomes also the excitant for lID unparal1eled 
opening of the springs of generosity." Communication 
has transformed mutual aid into a term of worldwide signi
ficance. As at San Francisco, when. from all directions 
spontaneous gifts were hurried to the stricken city, when in 
• period l'f three months seventeen hundred carloads and 
five steamerloads of relief goods arrived, in addition to 
millions of cash contributions, so was it at Halifax. So 
it has always been, lL9 is proveD by Chicago, Dayton, 
Chelsea as well as by numbers of other instances. ThIS 
public heart responds with instantaneous and passionate 
sympathy. Halifax specials were Oft f!Yer'1 railroad. Ships 
brought reli~ by sea: Cities vied with each other in their 
responses. 'Every hour brought telegraphed assistance from 
governments IJId organizations.. lD about fifteen weeks 
approximatdy eight milliOllS had been m:eived, aside from 
the Federal grant. But it was not the totality of the gifts, 
but the number of the giwrs which gives point to our study. 
So many rushed with their donatiOllS to the Calvin Austin 
before she sailed from Boston Oft her errand of relief that 

, loba~ .,. cit. 
"n ... Ia 110 better erideace of the _ of the pablie 10eut II> • 

IfUl tnee<I7 "'Ill the fact that at Hufu ..,...... of • dtoasUld 
oIIen __ ftCtiYed ,.. the adoptiaa of the orpbaaed c:hiIdnD. 
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".the police reserves were called out to preserve order." A 
great mass of the contributions ilWoIved much personal 
sacrifice upon the part of the contributors, as accompany
ing letters testified. It could be written of Halifax as it 
was of San_Francisco that: 

all the foUntains of good fellowship, of generosity, of sympathy, 
of good cheer, pluck and determination have been opened wide 
by the common downfall. The spirit of all is a marvelous 
revelation of the good and fine in humanity, intermittent or 
dormant under ordinary conditions, but dominant and all per
vading in the shadow of disaster! 

Abridged and sketchy as the foregOing necessarily is, it is 
perhaps full enough to have at least outlined the social 
phen~aof the major sort which a great disa,ster presents. 
These are found to be either abnormal and handicapping, 
such as, emotional parturition; or stimulative and promotive, 
such as the dynamogenic reactions. In propositional fonn 
it may be stated that catastrophe is attended by phenonema: 
of social psychology, which may either retard or promote 
social organization. 

In addition this chapter has discussed the role of catastro
phe in stimulating community service, in presenting models 
of altruistic conduct, in translating energy into action, in 
defend;ng law and order, and in bringing into play the great 
social ,;rtues of generosity, sympathy and mutual aid. 

I Bicknell, Ernest P.. "In the Thick of the 'Relief Work at 5:&4 
Francisco,· CIuwi,;" .,M C_. vol .m (June, 151"6). p. 2990 



CHAPTER III 

CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAl. ORGANIZATION 

rho orauUlatioD of relief-The dilUter protocraCJ'-The tr"".itioa 
from chao. throuah leadershi_Vital place of commWlication!
Utility of uaoc:iation-lmitaticm-Soci:al pressure-Conscioumesa of 
kind-<Dilcuaaioo-Ci\'Cllmltantiai pressnre--C1imate-<ieoarapbic de
terminan""""O .. ·ification of factora. 

We have seen something of the disintegration which 
followed what has been called the .. sbm of the explosion." 
It included the abrupt flight from, and the emptying of, all 
the houses and centers of employment, the division of 
famil~ in the hasll: of the running and the rescue, and the 
utter h~plessness of thousands in the three basic necessities 
of Iif_food, raiment and a roof. There was the dislocation 
of transportation, the disorganization of business, and the 
problem of unemployment aggnvated because not only was 
the work gone, but also with it the will to work. 

Socia! organization comes next in ordet" and because its 
process was assoc:,iated with the organizatiOn of relief-the 
first social activity-the sociological facton observed in the 
latter call for descriptive treatment. When the hUJWlQ 
organism receives an accident to one of its parts, automatic 
relief processes from within spring at once into being. and 
it is so with the body politic. This .. tIis _diCGlriS1 
~ .. assumes sovemgn power oYer aU the resources 
of the community. That part of the social sensoc iwn which 
is most closely organized in normal boun, first recovers 
consciousness in disaster. In the case of Halifax it was 

~ , 
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the ;mny. So was it in Sm Francisco, and ill Chelsea. 
The army has the intensive concetlltration, the discipline, 
the organization and often the resource of supplies instantlY' 
available. Its training is of the kind for the endurance of 
shock.' It so happened tha.t at Halifax large numbers of 
men; iIll \1Ilifonn were stationed where they could quickly 
respond to call. They were very soon under orders. 'the 
military authorities realized before midday, the part which 
the anny should play. The firemen too were a social group 

. which largely renmined organized, and respcmded to the 
genera.l alarm soon after the explosiOlll. Their chief and 
deputy-chief had been instantly killed so they were leader
\ess, \1Iltil one of the city controllers assumed command, and 
~ spite of the wild exodus when the alann of a: second ex
plosion, spread, these men: remained at their 11PSts. 

Play actors also display similar traits of collective be
havior. They are accustomed to think quickly, to live in 
restricted spaces, and to meet emergencies. Than the stage 
there is no better school. Each actor does IDs or bet part 
and it alone. The Academy Stock Company, forsaking the 
school of Thespis for that of EscuIapius, organized the 
first relief station established at Hali fax. This was ill 
operation about noon on the day of the disaster. 

Thus it came about that the soldiers, firemen and play 
ax:tors may be called the disaster protocri.c:y.· They were 
.. the alert and effective," the most promptly reacting units 
in emergency. And it would appear that the part of 
society which is most closely organized and disciplined ill 
normal periods first recovers social consciousness in dis
aster. 

1 What has been laid of IOldi ... i. of course eqaall7 true of nilon. 
• Giddings, Franklin H. "Pluralisti. Behavioar," A.me._ '""..,,111 

of Sociology, voL letT, D(Io 4 (Jan., IglOO), p. 5» 
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It is the events of the first few hOUTS which are of 
special inberest to the sociologist. The word most descrip
tive of the first observable phenomenon was leadership. The 
IIOldiera were foremost. in the work of rescue, of warning, 
of protection, of transportation and of food distribution. 
But the earliest leadership that could be called social, arisinm 
from the public itself, was that on the part of those who 
had no family ties" much of the earliest work being dane 
by visitors in the city. The others as a rule ran fiTSt to their . 
homes to discover if their own families were in danger. 
From this body in a short while however many. came f01'
ward to join in the activities of relief. 

As already said those with no social, family or property 
ties were among the first to begin relief work. But many. 
of these started early simply because they were present 
where need arose. Many indeed of the uninjured folk at 
• distance seemed unable to ralize the terribleness of the 
immediate need in the stricken area. In fact, owing to the 
collap$e of tmnmwlicatioo they did not for an appreciable 
time discover that there was an area more stricken than 
their own, and devoted themselves to cleaning up g1a.sa and 
the like. But within .• quarter of an hour a hospital ship 
had sent ashore two landing parties with surgeons and 
emergatcy kits. With almost equal dispatch the ~ 
of an incoming train---the railroad terminal at the time 
being in the north end of the city-were 00 hand, and ~ 
among the earliest first-aid workers. One, a Montreal DIlID, 

was known individually to have rendend first aid to at 
least a half hundred of the wounded. 

It was early afternooo, perhaps five hOID'S aft8' the 
catastrophe, when a semblance of coiipeI alive actioo in 
rescue work began. Previous to this the work had been done 
in a rapid and random f..woo, a single Nio being dug 
through a second OC" even a third time. Then came the 
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recognition of the utility of association. 'Thereaf.ter the 
searchers became parties each of which was detailed to go 
over a definite area. When a particular section had been 
covered it was so recorded. This process considerably ex
pedited the work in hand. Meanwhile relief was organized 
in other. important directions. . 

The vital place of conununication in society was recog
nized at once. It is a major influence in association, and 
upon it in disaster depends the immediacy as well as the 
adequacy of relief. Connections had been cut by the ex
plosion and the outside world could only wait and wonder. 
How little real information filtered .through is shown by 
the fact that at Truro, only sixty-two miles distant, the an
nouncement was made three hours after the explosion that 
the death roll would not bear more than fifty names. 
Nevertheless within an hour after the explosion a telegraph 
company had a single line established, and with news of 
the disaster, communities everywhere took up the role of 
the Samaritan. 

While the great hegira. was in progress another leader. 
iii railroad official, drove rapidly out the Bedford Road and 
commandeered the first unbroken wire to Moncton. There
after all that the government railroad equipment could do 
was at the conununity's service. Meanwhile the dislocated 
railroad yards were being combed for a. live engine and 
coaches in commission. A hospital train was put together 
an.1 in less than four hours after the explosion a large 
number of injured people were being transported to Truro. 

Even before the rushing of the wounded to the hospitals 
a few began to realize the great human needs which would 
soon be manifest a.miOng the concourse of thousands who 
waited in helpless suspense upon the Common and the hiD. 
Here they were 1M ftliJSsr, a typical social aggregation, re-

I Tenney. Alvan A., Uapubli.hed lecturea oa Social OrglllliAtioa. 
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spooding to the primitive, gregarious instinct of the herd . 
.. Like sheep they had flocked together too bewildered for 
consecutive thought."· Yet here ministrations of one sort 
or another came into spontaneous operation. Soon the 
military began raising white tent, upon the field. One 
after another they ro&e, presenting the appearance of an huge 
encampment. The idea spread by ·imitation," the repetition 
of a model,-" the imitative response of many minds to 
the suggestive invention of one." One or two here and one 
or two there began to prepare the big church halls and 
other roomy institutional buildings for occupancy. Hastily 
the windows were patched up, the glass swept out, and no 
sooner had the danger of a second explosion passed, and the 
rumor of a possible roof reached the homeless, than 
they began to repair thither. At first each improvised shelter 
became a miniature clothing and food depot at well as a 
habitation. Then the idea spread of taking the refugees into 
such private homes as had fared less badly. Imitation is tho 
foundation of custom. It became the thing to do. The 
thing to do is social pressure. It may be unwilled and un
intended but it is inexorable. It worked effectively upon 
all who had an unused roam. Many sheltered upwards of 
a dozen for weeks; some, more. 

In the homes and shelters association of the like-minded 
soon came about through consciousness of kind. At first 
it was a v«y general consciousness which seemed to dra1il 
all together into a fellowship of suffering as victims of a 
common calamity. There was neither male nor female, just 
nor unjust, bond nor free. Men., women and little child
ren lay side by side in the large sleeping rooms and 
.. shared each other's woes," for .. the c:onsciousness of 

I Bell, McKeIm, A R_ o/IM HNt-~ (Hufa, 1918) • 
• Tarde. Gabriel. 1.1$ .... 4# r;.u.,;.,. (N. Y. 19DJ), traDsIatiaa 117 
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kind allays fear and engenders comradeship.' Then fol
lowed requests for changes of location ill the dormitories, 
and for changes of seats ad: the, dining tables. As various 
shelters sprang up, the religious e1ement a.ppeared. Ap
plicatians came for transfers from Roman. Catholic insti
tutions -to Protestant stations and vice flerslJ. Even the 
paliticaJly congenial were only too ready to segregate when 
C>CCa.sion offered. 

Discussion and agreemenJt must precede a.1I wise CC>IJ

certed volitiatJL There must' be "common discussiC>ll of 
conunon a.cti0ll." • PrC>p06itions must be " put forth" and 
talked over. There must be a. "meeting of minds" and a 
"shaw of hands," and decisions made. There had been 
IJl() preparedness. The city possessed not even a paper 
organization for such III contingency as a sudden disaster; 
so thad: during the mast precious hours citizens and civia 
afficiaJs had to consult and map aut a. program as best 
the circumstanrces allowed. It was 1ate aftemoon on the 
da,y of the disaster when a ttmtative pIan had been formu
lated in the City Hall. The newly farmed committees 
could do but little until the! following dawn. 

Men at best are largely creatures of ci~ In
numerable causes, small and great, conspire to incite social 
action. But sn catastrophe the CCitltrol of circumstantial 
pressure I becomes almost sOvereign in extent. The c0n

ditions it brings about, while often delaying measures of in
dividual relief, a.ccounl very largely for the rapidity of 
organization. While 'they limit they also provoke effort. 
The cammon danger COitSti aim great numbers to "overl.:JOk 
man:y differences, to minimize many of their antagonisms 
and to combine their efforts." At Halifax: the pressure 

I Giddings, o~. nl. p- 3!16. 
'Basehot, Walter, Pltll'ia IINl PoliM. (N • .Y. 18114), p- ISlI, ", •• ". 

lGiddings, 0'. nl., p- J9G. 
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of indescribable suffering. precipitated the medical and 
hospital arrangements which were the earliest forms of 
cotpmunal service. But it was the meteorological con
ditions which commanded the most prompt attention to the 
!=onsideration of shelter and clothing. The months ap
peared to have lost station and February to have come out 
of season. The following table gives the weather record for 
the seven days which followed the catastrophe. 1 It is the 
record of a succession of snow. wind. cold and blizzard. 

Thursday. Dec. 6th. 9 a. m. Fair. Frozen ground. Light 
N. W. wind. No precipitation. Tem
perature: max. 39.2. min. 16.8. 

Friday, Dec. 7th. 9 a. m. N. E. wind. velocity 19. Snow 
falling. At noon N. W. gale. After
noon, blizzard conditions. 9 p. m. 
N. W. wind. velocity 34- Precipitation 
16..0 in. snow, Temperature: max. 
32.2, min. 24-8. 

Saturday, Dec. 8th. 9 .. m. N. W. wind. Velocity 20. Inter
mittent sunshine. 9 p. m. N. W. wind, 
velocity n. Precipitation 1.2 snow 
.(in .. m.). Temperature: max. 29.8, 
min. IS. 

Sunday, Dec. 9th. 9" m. S. E. gale, velocity J9. Streets 
icy and almost iropasWlle. 9 p. m. 
S. W. wind, velocity~. Precipitation 
.99 rainfall (1-40 .. m. till DOOO). 
Temperature: max. 5<41, min. 14-6.. 

Monday, Dec. loth. 9 L m. S. w. wind, velocity II. After
noon, blizzard (worst in years). Knee
deep drifts. 9 p. m. W. wind, velocity 
20. Precipitation 5.6 snowfall (2 P. m. 
till 5-40 P. m.). Temperature: max. 
J4.2, min. 16..8. 

, ....... illformotioD 1riDdlJ supplied •. 0. 1.. H"""'~ __ of 
tile St. Jolm (N. 8.) oboer"ralOr7. aDd F. 8. II-. Halifu Swia& 
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Tuesday, Dec. 11th. 9 a. m. Qear. W. wind, velocity 18. 
9 p. m. W. wind, velocity II. No 
precipitation. Temperature: max. 18.2, 
min. 6.6. 

Wednesday, Dec. 12th. 9 a. m. N. W. wind, velocity, IS. 9 
p. m. N. E. wind, velocity 3. No pre
cipitation. Temperature: max. 17, 
min. 2. 

In consequence of otherwise unendurable conditions, the 
most rapid repairs were made to all habitable houses or 
those possible of being made so. The same was true of 
public buildings, hospitals, factories and warehouses. 
Moreover the same explanation accounts for the exodus of 
many who sought for shelter to the countryside nearby; and 
the wy mor~ who accepted the invitation of, and entrained 
for various Nova.ocotian towns which became veritable 
"cities of refuge" to hundreds. The climate 1 decided 
the question of reconstruction in favor of temporary struc
tures; for it was a time of year when prompt rebuilding 
was out of the question. Oimatic conditions also seriously 
delayed the arrival of relief supplies, allowed but scanty 
provision' for many, kept some from the depots of relief, 
or from surgical aid; and others standing in line in the 
bitter cold. It also added seriously to the sanitation and 
shelter problem. But it speeded and spurred the workers 
to prevent the maximum of exposure and neglecL It called 
imperatively for the most effective system" and many 
of the workable methods were hit upon under the stress of 
storm. An illustration of this may be found in the adop
tion of many food depots instead of one centra1 station. 
Regional influence thus" fixes the possibilities of organiza
tion and collective effectiveness.'" The sociologist must 

1 Semple, EII .... I .. fI_.1 of G.ogru,,",, E..w_ (N. Y .• 1911). 
P. 6ai. elle9· 

I Giddinp, 0'. <i/. P. J8!l,. 
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study maps of lands and plans of cities. The location 
of the food stations at Halifax was a matter of topography 
as were the later administration districts. The city is 
widely spread out. It has fifty more miles of street than 
a city of similar population in a neighboring province. Six; 
depots were established for the public distribution of sup
plies, I situated so as to touch the entire needy populatiOli 
most effectively, and to equalize the groups to some degree. 
So too, in the matter of dressing stations, accessibility was 
a deciding factor. But even this system had to be supple
mented. Bread vans were driven hither and thither and when 
halted in the center of a ~ were usually itmned.iate1y 
surrounded. Thus socia1 reorganizatiOb in catastrophll 
witnesses to an urgency resident no less in space than in 
time and reentphasizes the importance placed upon the 
physical factors in sociology. 

Thus may be said to have come about the transition from 
chaos to • semblance of COI1IIIa1IIity organization. Not the 
nonna! civil social order of pre-disaster days, but the estab
lishment of a species of collective behavior, and the orgm
ization of relationships apparently of • quite different 
character. The difference was one which might be c0m

pared to that between a great relief camp and • city. But 
the difference was only superficial. Fundamentally there 
were to be seen the factors underlying all social organiza
tion. These have been already illu9trated, and are classified 
as psychological. such as leadership, gregarions instinct. 
imitation. consciousness of kind, discussion, recognition of 
utility of association and custom; and as physical. includ
ing climate and topography.' The conclusion was drawn 

'For a period of two -ea meoIo fGl' ISOOO people wae o6sIribateol 
eftl'1 cIa:r. 

·Other MKiolacical factors miPt abo be i1lastrated, DaIIIOI,y. ( .. ) the 
bioIacic:al, IDdudiDr. besichs the deDsil7 of popn"'!irwt, the baeclilJ ... 
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that the part of society which is most closely organized and 
disciplined in normality, first recovers consciousness in 
catastrophe, and the value of a militia organiza.tion in every 
community is a practical corollary. This follows not only 
because of the imperturbabili¢y and the promptitude of 
rea.ctiCllll, of an army in crisis, but also because! of the 
rapidity with which it can be mobilized, its value in pre
serving law and order, its authoritative control and power to 
punish, and because of the attending psychological effects 
of orderly bearing and coolness in a. ,time of general chaM, 
bespeaking a care that ~s a.t once paternal and sympathetic. 

the physical and mental health of the inhabitants. (b) the equipmental 
factor, including available economic resources, general enlightenment, 
social surplus and inatitutional facilities for re-educatioD, "e. (Vide 
cb. vi4), 



CHAPTER IV 

CATASTROPHB AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION (Cont'd) 

'lbe reorpniaatiOD of the ciYiI aociaI ord ....... DiYisiOD of Iahor<-<Re
,um,DOD of Dormal activities-State aed voluntary assoc:i.tiODI
Order of rektab1lshment-Effec:ts of .... viroD1DOlltal ~Tbe 
plq of lmitatioa-Tbe .timulua of looker..- Social c:onsenatioo. 

IT is not necessary to repeat the fact, which the reader 
has already seen, that the process of complete social 0rgan

ization was largdy expedited by the organization of relief. 
and materilllly reacted upon by it. The community's" big 
men." the men of prominence. the men of broad experience 
in civic and philanthropic work. the men who knew the re
sources of the city and had the prestige to COImIIlUld them, 
were deeply immersed in the relief work while the busiDeSSe9 
and the departments of the shattered body politic waited or 
went forward in a more or less indiJfeR!llt way. 

But this coold be ~ economically and socially \If • 
temporary nature only. a Business and industry must be 
set agoing. Church and school must resume the ordinary 
routine. One by one the broken threads of the former 
everyday life, the life of custom and habit must be rec0n

nected." The divisiOh of social labor' is a law of 
society. It is trac:eabIe badt to the primiti'le household 
itself. and is a result of underlying diffaeuces.. The 
great .. cause which dete.-mines the manner 11)' which 1NI'k 
is divided is diversity of capacity." With the advent of the 
social specialists at Halifax a major division of fllJldiora 

, 0.. ..... &.ik. 1h II ___ "" ...., __ (Paris. 180»). 

~] ~ 
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began. T~e responsibility for the relief work having been 
delegated to Q special social group, public 'thought and 
public mm were free to turn their energies to the restora
ilon of lIi nm:mal society. 

But it WlIiS the reorganizatiOlli rather than the organiza.
tion of relations which the sociologist observes to have first 
taken place. The stage was all laid. It was necessary only 
for the actors in !the drnma to resume their plaCes. The 
old " parts" awaired them, although many of the "pr9Per
ties .. were no more. Or to use the more sociological jargon 
one might say, 'there was still the homogeneity of stock, 
still a dominating Iike-mindedness, still a protocracy, still 
'" group of mores to serve as media of social self-control. 
Indeed most of the former complexities af social structure 
remained. But this was only potentially true. The social 
relations based upon the underlying factors had to be resumed. 
Moreovertheresumption: was accompanied by various changes .. 
the significance of which will appear in 1ater discussion. 
The order of the resumption of nonnal activities is of unusual 
social interest as are also the influences which W~ in play 
and the changes which e!IlStIed. It may be objected that 
such lIi tabulation is unfair to the various socially tallllpon
en!: groups and that the special exigencies of each preclude 
c:omparison. But: at least one index of the bent of the 
social mind is the sepa.ra.tion of those activities which must 
needs be first rehabilitatEd, from those which can wait. 
Organizing genius was not entirely occupied with relief in 
the ordinary sense of the tenn. 

Ecollomic vigor is one of the most vital thingS ~ a c0m

munity's life. • It is in a sense fundamental not only to 
happiness and gmeral well-being but accompanies and con
ditions the cultural institutions, religious, educational and 
aesthetic. It is not surprising then that commercial activity 
was in actual fact the earliest aspect of life to resume a 
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semblance of normality. Naturally public utilities were 
first on the list, for these include systems of eonununicatiOl1' 
without which society can hardly be. Reference has al
ready been made to the speed with which a. makeshift service 
was established, but our purpose here is to reevrd the resump
tion of normal activity. 

Wire communication is led out from the city by pole lines. 
Many of these had been demoli~, or broken at the cross
beam. Oerks had been injured and i'n!jtruments damaged. 
In spite of these odds one was reconnected within an hl>u.", 
and by the evening of the da.y of the disaster six direct 
muhiplex wires to Montreal, three:to Sl John and one each 
to Boston and New York, had been esta.blished. Upwards 
of a thousand messages an hour went fGr'th the first week. 
The work became normal about December twentieth. 

The telephone system suffered the loss of the entire north
ern exchange and of the harboc cable-broken through ships 
dragging anchor-a tota1~terial damage of one hundred 
thousand dollars. Its personne1 was also depleted. Neverthe
less telephone business may be said to have been generally 
resumed on the seventh, the day after the disa.slJer, and the 
load of Ioca1 traffic soon attained over one hundred and 
twenty pen:ent above its average figure. Telephone service 
was absolutely suspended fill' 001,. about two hours,-the 
period of prohibition from buildings,-a.nd the cable te1e
phone for about three days. Messages of a social character 
were tabooed for severa1 weeks, when the work again 1lecalJ!l! 
normal. 

The illumination service was quickly restored. The 
company _ able to gift partial light and same service 
fl'l)l1l noon on the sixth. Periods of intermittent darknIss 
however, were not unusual. Gas service was off until De
cember the ninth-the top of the gUOiiidlei having hem 
broL."al and two hundred thousand c:ubic feet deftcckd from 
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the mains into the air-when repairs were completed and on 
... the o:.enth the service reswned. On. the fourteenth gas and 

elec:tric light service became normal. 
Railroad communication had been disloc:a.ted. The ex

plosion occurred iIII the vicin.ity of the principal sidings and 
vital portions of the system. Three miles of the main 
rvad were buried in debris, the station wrecked, equipment 
damaged, and crews scattered searching for their dead. 
In spite of this, as already noted, a hospital train was sent 
out in the early afternoon. of the disaster day and incom
~I: g trains we,re switched to their new tracks leading to the 
~')i1th end terminal. OIII the evening of the day following 
the disaster-Friday-the first regular train for Montreal 
left the city. Two days later the main lines were clear 
and $p first train left the old passenger station on 
Saturday evening. By Monday the full passenger service 
was reswned, to and fromi the station. Eiglrt days after 
the catastrophe all branc:hes of 'he service were working 
and conditions were fairly normal. 

The rolling stock of the street-ur system sustained much 
damage. Some of the employees were injured and others 
were unavailable. A scant service was restored at noon on 
December the sixth. By six o'dock of the seventh, tram 
lines in the north section were able to resume.an eiglrt-1:3r 
service. Then the blizzard came and tied up all lines. It 
was not until Sunday, December ninth, that it was possible 
to reswne any semblance of ear service. On the twenty
second of December, twenty-two cars were operating
twenty-sevm is the normal number,-but the shortage of 
men made it diffic:ult to operate the full nwnber. The 
service was not entirely normal for some months owing to 
the severe storms all winter which tied up the lines and 
caused delays, and to the shortage of men to handle the c:ar& 

The newspaper offices by the employment of hand com-
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positors were able to produce papers on December seventh 
but in limited editions and of reduced size. This was 
owing to the dependency of the linotypes upon the gas 
service which had failed. The normal-size productioo re
commenced in a week's time. I 

The postal service was completely disorganized and was 
not restored to any extent until Monday the tenth of De
cember. Owing to the innumerable chan~s of address, as 
well as many other reasons, it was weeks before there was 
a normal and reliable distribution of mails. 

The banks were open for business the morning following 
the catastrophe, just as soon as the doors and windows were 
put in. Traffic of relief trains coming in affected the 
ordinary trade for three months, more or less, but princi
pally outside of the city. In the city all business in the 
banks went on as usual the day after the explosion. ' 

Two instances are se1~ at random to illustrate the 
resumption of general buSllless ;lCtivity. Out of muck 
wreckage and a forty-thousand-dollar loss one company 
restarted paint and vamish making on January second. A 
large clothing establishment, bad been badly damaged. The 
factory and aU branches of the business were running in 
five weeks January tenth. Machines were in operation with 
shortened staffs at an earlier date. 

The reg.t\ar meetings of the City Coanc:il recamJIleIlCed 
on December twentieth, and were held regularly from that 
time on. The Board of Trade rooms were DOt badly 
damaged and there was no cessation of work or meetings. 
The theatres were speedily repaired and resumed business 
on Friday, December the twenty-eigbth. The Citizen's 
Library was a few weeks clOliOd for the circulation of books, 

I 111 the IftIit ~ &nt of J9II4 the Bellioo_ s-. ~ raaubbIe 
_terprlse .... lOllS GUt at W.......-, 4S ..... di-., ... cIitI _ 
aaiss • siqIe iasae.' . 
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and used in reIlef service as a food depot, thus mimsteriD8I 
to a hunger which is more imperious iI:han that of mind in 
the hour of catastrophe. 

Of the churchfS several were entirely destroyed. In aU 
ca.ses the edifices were injured, organs disordered and win
dows shattered. Parishes were in some instances almost 
wiped out In"a single congregation four htmdred and four 
perished. In another nurly two hundred were killed, the 
remainder losing their property. 1111 a third, of the one 
hundred and eight houses represented in tlW congregation 
only fourteen were left standing. Hurried efforts were 
made to safeguard church property, but church services were 
IlOI: generally resumed until the second Sunday.' Even 
then the congregations were small and the worshipping
plac~ were not in aU cases churches. • Theatres, halls and 
Other buildings housed m,any a religious gathering. While 
the restoration of churches Fted, clergy and church 
workers gave themsel"l unremittingly to the relief of the 
needy, the succor of the injured and the burial of the dead. 
Their intimate knowledge of family conditions was of in
estimable value in the relief administration. Sunday 
schools were reassembled as accommodations pennitted, but 

. it was many months before the attendances approximated 
the norma.I. 

The school system was badly disorganiud. Three 
buildings were totally destroyed, and all were rendered UD

inhabitable for some time. The loss was approximately 
eight-hundred thousand dollars. The members of the staff 
were given over to relief committees, registration, nursing 
and clothing service Early in March, about three months 
after the explosion, arrangements were completed whereby 

1 On the first Sunday, December aiuth at eloveo o'clock Ardtdeac:oo 
Armitage conductod Divine servioe in St. PauJ'. Church, and the same 
aftomOOD thia edi6oe· wu used by the congregatioo of AU Sainll 
Cathedral 
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nearly all the children in the city could attend classes. The 
double-session system was introduced to accomplish this. 
Rooms were n«essarily over-crowded and ventilation im
paired. By May eighth, fifteen school buildings were ill 
use.' • 

Progress in reopening sch~ is indicakd by the follow-
ing schedule. • 

Dec. 10 ................ classes in one institution 
1an. 7 .............. .. 
1an. a .. : ........... .. 

d .. three emergeCJ' shelter. 
d .. & church ball 

1an.14 ............... . d .. five .chool buiklings 
1an.17 .............. .. .. n one iDstitutioD 
1an .• I .............. .. 

.. .. two ochool buildinp 
1an.a ............... . .. .. one school buildiDc 
1an .................. . u u one school building 
Feb.. I ..•..... e' .•.••• .. • one institutioa 
Feb. as .............. .. .. .. two.chooI builclinp 
M .... 16 .............. .. .. 

U one school buildiDg 
Apr. a ............... . .. .. one school building 
M., a .............. .. .. .. ODe school buildill8 
M.,ao ............... . .. f' two portab1e schools 

The c:ornmunity as finally reorganizIed differed materially 
from that which had preceded. The picture of the 
conditions at a considerably later period will be fully pre
sented elsewhere. Here will be noted only • few social 
effects immediately apparent and due to the Imlporary en
vil'OlU1lelltal conditioos. 

Owing to the number of men required for rec.onstruction 
work the Tramway Company found it very difficult to get 
a full c:ompkment of men back into the service. As a re
sult they took into considenLtion the advisability of em
ploying women conductors, and finally adopted this plan. 

At the time of tile explosion a heated election campaign 
was in progress. Then representative men of both political 

• QainD.J. p. Rq.rt.1 B~ .1 Sc"" C. ·rim .... for C-", _I 
Halifax. 191& 
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parties urged their followers to drop the e1ection fight and 
the election was deferred and later rendered unnecessary 
by the withdrawal of one of the candidates. 

The darkening of the water-front, the shading of win
dows, and other war-proteotive measures against the 
submarine menace, were given little attention for many 
weeks, and the coming into operation of the Military Ser
vice Act was prostponed. 

The establishment of relief stations, and later, of the 
temporary relief houses in the central and southern portion 
of the city brought about a very unusual commingling of 
classes, as well as a readjustment of membership in schools, 
parishes and various institutions. 

Qub life, social life, lodge and society "evenings" were 
for a' considerable period tabooed, because of a general 
sentiment against enjoyment under the existing conditions 
as well as to lack of accommodation and of time. 

The clamor for arrests, for the fixing of responsibility' 
for Ithe disaster, and for the meting out of punishment was 
for . a. long time in evidence, but never received complete 
satisfaction. 

The difficulties of restoration of school attendance re
peated the experience of the Cherry disaster, and the Truant 
Officer had a very strenuous tima owing to the fact that so 
many people had changed their addresses. 

A number of "special policemen.~' were· recruited from 
. citizens of all ranks, and this force materially assisted the 
members of the regular department. Owing to the large 
influx of workmen following the catastrophe, as _11 as 
for other reasons the work of the detectives was weatly 
increased.. 1 

The survivors of two neighboring congregations, although 
belonging to different denominations, united in erecting a 

1 Hanrahan, F. R.pDn of Cit;., Df Polil:., Halifax, 1918.· 
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ttmporary church bui1din~their n:spective churches hav~ 
ing been de9troyed-and have since worshipped together-al 
demonstration of the practicability of church union under 
circumstantial pressure. 

The display apartments of a furniture concern went 
utilized as actual living rooms by refugees for a period, 
while at the same time business was illl operation through
out the rest of the establishment. 

The necessary functioning of relief activities, seven days 
in the week. the keeping of stores open on Sundays and the 
general disorganization of the parishes was reflected for a 
long period in a changed attitude upon the part of many 
towards Sabbath observance. 

German resident, of the city were immediately placed 
under arrest when the disaster occurred, but all were later 
given their freedom. 

The citiams of Halifax were almOlt entirely obliviOWl 
to the progress of the war and other matters of world in
terest, for many days after the disaster. 

The reversion to the use of candles, oil lamps and iantem& 
was an interesting temporary effect. 

The rapidity of the reorganization. as waI as the sub
sequent expansion, noted later, was largely effected by the 
social law of imitation already noticed. Many of the toG

ditions affecting the rate of imitation were present. There 
was a crisis, there was necessity. there was trade and businesa 
advantage, social pressure, public demand, shibboleths-" at 
new Halifax .. for example-bat above all there was a multi
tude of models. The extent and scale of the ftbuilding 
program in Ohe area. the eivic-imptovemmt plans which 
accompanied the work in that district, the RI:Or'd time io 
which relief houses were c:ompIeted. the mirteIIOWI speed 
at which the demolition companies cleared away the de
bris acted as models and stimuli to all inhabitants. The 
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process of speeding-up spread like a great contagion, until the 
most hardened pessimist began to marvel at the recuperation 
daily enacted before his eyes. 

Among the models thus presented may be mentioned that 
of the rapid establishment of the morgue. This, the largest 
ever organized in Canada, was fitted up by forty soldiers and 
mechanics in the brief period of a day and a half. Another 
instance was that of the American Hospital. "At nine a.. m. 
Bellevue was an officer's mess. By ten p. m. the Samfl 

day it was a first-class sixty-six bed hospital, stocked with 
food and medicine and, ill charge of Major Giddings;" it ex
pressed a veritable" triumph of organizing ability." In the 
rec<>rd time of three month" Messrs. Cavicchi and Pagano, 
with a maximum strength of nine hundred and fifty men. 
and ,two hundred and seventy horses working ten. hours & 

day removed every vestige of the debris in the devastated 
areal. Apartments were built at the ra1e of one an hour. 
Motor lorries multiplied so rapidly that visitors said there 
had been an outbreak of "truck fever" in the place. 

By the sotimulus of models, such as these, fresh vitality 
and motive were imparted to the IlUlIJIbers of the community. 
Hali.fax became busy as never before. New homes, new 
stores, new piers, new banks, replaced the old as if by magic. 
Men worked desperately hard. 

An influence which must not be left unrecorded because 
of its continuity of functioning is that of the stimulus of 
looIrers-on. More than two hundred cities in all parts of 
the world had contributed to the reconstruction, and citizenso 
of Halifax knew they were not unobserved. Articles, 1ec
tures and sennons were telling forth to interested thousands 
how a city blown to pieces, swept by fire, buried unde!! 
ice and snow, lDId deluged by rain, was a city cOurageoU9 

beyond words. During the month of December, five lead
ing periodicals in Canada. and twelve in the United States 
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arranged for articles and photographs descriptive of the 
city's advantages commercial and residential. 1 Halifax be
came a world-known city. This added still further spur 
to action. Halifax simply had to malce good. She was 
bonded to the world. 

There are two considerations which may appropriately 
bring this chapter to a close. The first arises naturally 
from what has been said, namely, that in catastroplie it is 
only after division of function delegates to a special group 
the responsibility for relief work that public thought is 
mrected to the resumption of normal society. The second 
is a practical deduction-that of social conservation. Every 
community should possess a permanent vigilance committee. 
There should be an emergency procedure on paper with 
duties outlined to which pledged men may be immediately 
drafted. Only in this way can socia1 economy be pre
served until the arrival of experienced disaster authorities 
from a distance. 

I Saund ..... Eo A., R.I'W' 01 Holi/OJt B_II 01 rrotl" 19'8. 



CHAPTER V 

CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAL EcONOMY 

The contribution of social service-Ita four-fold charac:ter-The prin
ciples of relief-'Rehabilitation-Pbases of applicatioo-Criticisms
A new principle-Social resu1!a-6ummary for future guidance. 

WE have already seen that there are certain detennining 
factors in catastrophe and its social results. There is not 
only the level of the general capability and culture of the 
com~unity, its power to meet crises and to readjust itself, 
the scarcity or plenitude of its resources, but also the pres
ence or absence of "men skilled in dealing with crises." 1 

In the past, disaster-stricken communities have had such 
men or have had them not. The disasters of the future
with the exception of those far remote from civilization
may depend OIl the presence of such leaders. They will 
come from near and far. The contribution of social service 
is the contribution of men skilled in dealing with crises. 
Relief thus becomes .. an incident of progress and a social 
policy." We are now to notice this further detennining 
factor in catastrophe as it applied itself to Halifax. 

During the first week at Halifax not only did each day 
bring its contribution of relief supplies in the way of food 
and clothing, but each day brought also men and women of 
skill and experience in social work to place freely their 
vision and ability at the service of the community." 

1 Thom ... William I. S"",&, Booll of Soci<ll Origifll (Qrlcago. 1909), 
Introduction, p. 18. 

• J. H. Fa1k, an expert in charge of the social welfare work ia 
WlDnipeg; Miss Rathburn of Toronto, Mrs. Burrington of the Y. W. 

80 180 
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The Halifax disaster was one of the first of great extent 
which has occurred since the principles of relief ha.ve been 
authoritatively written. No other community has ex
perienced their application so fully OJ:" so promptly. One 
of the workers publicly stated that .. Halifax was further 
ahead in relief work in two weeks than Lynn had been in & 

month." It was said that: 

N ever before in any extensive disaster were the essential 
principles of disaster relief so quickly established as at Halifax. 
In less than twelve hours from the time the American Unit 
from Boston arrived, the necessary features of a good working 
plan were accepted by the local committee.1 

This was, it is true, sixty hours after the disaster, but nev~ 
tbeless the advent of the social specialists brought to Hali
fax that something which was wanting when the citizens, 
astounded a.t the magnitude of their task, wondered just 
how and where to begin. When Mr. Ratsheskyt of the 
Public: Safety COIlUIlittee of the State of Massachusetts. 
came into the room in the City Hall where a dozaJ or so 
were gathered in counsel, already overwrought with fa.tigue, 

C. A., Toronto. o.rist""".. Lon., lIDder whOle pidlltc:e the ~ 
habilitation work .fter the Sal ... fino .... broaght to a successful con-
dusiOll; Katberin. M.Mab ..... Head ...... ker of the Socia1 Senic:e De-
partmeDt of the BostOII Dispensal')'. Laqo Wright. formeFly Superin
tendent for the Mas&. c-miss. for the Blind; EIi&abeth Ricbanb 
Day. O ..... iaer ",d for IftUI7 :rears Head Wotftr of the Social Senic:e 
Department of the BoatOll Di_SU:f; E. E. Ana., Supaa-a.teDt of 
the Perltiaa lastitute for the Blind, C. C. Carstea!I. Saperia __ of 
the Mas&. Societ;y for the Pre ..... ti ... of CrudIJ' to Childraa; Joim F. 
Moo.... president of the Associ.ted Owities of BootOII, wbo ..... ill 
ch .... of the Red CJoos relief followillc the Salem ad 0. ... fires; 
Willi .... H. Pear, "'-t of the IloeIDa Pro";_ A.....;.m.; J. 
Prentic:e Murphy. GaIeraI Secntar:t of the IloeIDa Childraa's Aid 
SocitI7; A. C. ltaIsbesI<7. VlCeoChai.- of the l'IIbIic: SafOlJ' c..
.. i_ of the Stale of M ....... _ 

• Carstea!I. c. c.. • ~ the A.hes of Halifax,· ~ ..... ,.,.,.;", 
_ 13 (Dec. "1917) ... 361. 

• With Mr. tWshesII:t __ ,yr. Joba F. Moors, aad x.; ... Gidctiap. 
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it was the coming: of a: friend in need. It was soon clea.11 
that the new-comers had had unusual experience in dealing 
with other disasters. At once everyone took new heart. 
Only nine hours Iater, !\he Citizens' Relief Committee was 
ready, and a working pIan adopted; a.nd from it grew up 
a wonderful system worthy of ·study by all students of 
emergency relief. Thus social service broke into the midst 
of ·the great ca.1amity not as a mere adjunct to what was 
already well devised, but as a central and deciding element, 
justifying its faith by its work, and its presence by its 
wisdom in grappling with aD inexorable need. 

Of course there had already been a COI1lIIIIeIldable essay 
toward the solution of what had to be done. Applications for 
rel~f . came pouring in two hours after the explosion, and 
induStrious workers had already. been dispensing to hun
dreds. On Friday morning volunteers were early at the 
City Hall, among them many of the public school teachers. 
A species of organization had already begun, but under c0n

gested and the least favorable conditions. A large nwnber 
of investiga:tors had gone forth, givJng information and 
relief and bringing back reports of the missing, needy. help
less and injured. The Salvation Army had commenced II 

program of visits to follow up appeals. Oothing of all 
kinds was pouring into every station where the ref~ 
were gathered together. The Canadian Red Cross was 
already active. But with the coming of the American Unit, I 
the transfer of the work to a new headquarters upoo their 
advice, and the adoption of a complete plan of organiza.. 
tion,· the systematic relief work may be said to have in 
reality begun. 

, 
I The Public Safety Committee of y,.".cb_ and the Boetoo UtUt 

of the Am.riCID tRed C ....... 
• The Imemo .. finally decided upon ClODaioted of • omaIl m"q1nl 

committee with oulHommilteel in control of 'nod. dothinJr, ""eitel', fuel. 
burial, medical relief, tranlportation, iaformation, fiDlDee and .. buildiq. 
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,There was a four-fold contribution made ,by those ex
perienced ~I\ relief and disastl:r organizaltion.. The initial 
service was the establishment of a policy of centralization 
of authority and administration into ooe official reIie~ 
organization. This policy comprised first the coordination 
of the relief work into one central i'elief COOIIIIittee, secood 
the placing of the relief funds fn:m all sources inta the 
hands of one finance coriunittee, third the granting of relief 
by one central management, all records being cleared 
through one registration bureau, fourth the giving of em
ergency relief in food, clothing and other things immediately 
without waiting for the perfection of the i'elief organization, 
and fifth, the appointing of a small managing c:ommittee to 
carry out and interpret the general policy detenuined upoa 
by the executive committee. 

If the first great service rendered was that of cent:ra1iza.. 
tion, the second was that of effecting coOperation. The 
latter was only partially successful. There was at first an 
inevitable overlapping, especially ,in the matter of visiting. 
some families being visited and subjected to interview a. 
dozen times. Failing to achieve complete coOrdination. 
the central convnittee endea~ to limit duplication so far 
as possible. An invitation extended to the Salvation Almy 
about December eleventh. to place their visitors at the dis
posal of the general staff of visitors was declined and it was 
not until January first that this organization fullycoOrdioated 
with the rehabilitation committee. It was about this time 
also that the ROIIml Catholic c:Iergy agreed to coiipeI ate 
;n the registnl.tioo plans. On December eigb.~ the 
School Board gave olficilII coOperation by assigning fifteen 
school. teachers as Yolunteer visitOrs under the direction of 
the rehabilitation c:ammittee. Apother oI.><tade to the 0)ID0 

p1ete SystematizatilXl of the relief work was the IIIOI!II: 
gateious but independ~ distn'butioo of c10thing and sup-
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plies from the Eaton Center, and from the station established 
by a charitable Boston lady. The Protestant and Roman 
Catholic clergy, as well as the! SalvatiOlli Anny and other 
organizations received supplies in bulk and distributed to 
their constituents of,ten with hasty or inadequate investiga
tion. 

There was also at times lade of cOOperatiOlli among the 
official committees themselves. Friction and crises arose 
from time to time, 'which were only stopped short of 
scandal. They were the consequence either of assumption 
of authority upon the part of the under-comrruttees, of in
effectiveness of leadership, or of unfamiliarity with the 
principles of relief. There were also other problems, some 
of w~ch it may be useful [0 nota One of these was the 

, . 
problem of the wisest use of local leaders who knew and 
could interpret the local point of view and method of 
doing things. Another that of the absorption of volun
teers, many of whom could not be expected to understand 
the nature of scientific relief service. 

A third great contribution of social service was that of 
education in the principles of disaster relief. It was the 
problem of getting the idea of social conservation under
stoOd and established in a community which had not given 
the subject any thought, and which was qui.te unfamiliar 
with the ideals and purposes in view. This was the cause 
of much delaying of plans, overlapping in giving relief, and 
giving without substantial inquiry. It explained also the 
reason for the abundant criticism which arose. When 
criticism came there was, consequem1y, no _II-informed 
body of public opinion to which to anchor the, committee's 
work. 

Educational effort on this subject may be said to have 
begun with a masterful presentation of the nature of re
habitation at the meeting of the managing committee six 
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days af.ter the disaster. Here was set forth and illustrated 
the kind of service required and the desirability of such 
work was at once recognized and inaugurated. Thus the 
idea of rehabilitation filtered through to the various depart
ments. Trained leaders imparted it to the untrained volun
teers. Church, school and club caught something of its 
spirit and one of the permanent social results of the disaster 
remains in the partial socialization of institutions. It was 
this original absence of socialization, this lack of under! 
standing of the true nature of di5aster psychology and of 
the accepted methods of relief that at first made the com
munity so utterly dependent upon the visiting social workers. 
It may be 'IIIofe1y concluded as a fundamental principle that 
the self-dependence of a community in adversity is furthered 
by the socialization of existing institutions. 

The principles of disaster relief cover three stages, first, 
that of the emergency period; second, that of the period of 
transition; and third. that of rehabilitation. These prin
ciples in order of application may be thus briefly sum
marized: 

I. The coOrdination of all the relief agencies arising. into 
one central relid service. 

2. The directing of rei iei funds from all soun:es to one 
bonded finance committee. 

3. The establishment of a temponry c:ommittee only. at 
first,-the more permanent organization to await the counsel 
of specialists in disaster relief. an early call having been sent 
for experienced won. .. ers. 

4. The avoidam:e of. or the early abolition of mass 
treatment. ,. g. bread lines. food depots, ,te .• as detrimental 
to a psychology of helpfulness and as calculated to delay 
a return to self-support. 

S. The issuing of orders for supplies on local merdlants 
to follow mass-provisioDing. . 
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6. The establishment of a poI.icy of renewable cash grants 
for short periods until temporary aid is discontinued. 

7· Continuance of relief upon a temporary basis until 
,all claimants are registered and the aggregate of available 
aid ascertained, and the needs, resources and potentialities of 
self-help studied. 

8. An early effort to influence public opinion as to the 
wisdom of careful policies and critical supervision. 
• 9. The family to be considered the unit of treatment. L 

'10. A substitution of local workers wherever wise, and 
the use of local leaders in responsible positions. 

I I. The publication of a report, including a critical survey 
of policies' and methods employed, and a discriminating re
cordi ~f the social results arising therefrom, the mistakes 
made and other information of value for future emergencies. 
This report in justice to contributors to include a financial 
statement. 

The fourth great service rendered was that of the estab
lishment of rehabilitation policies and methods. The work 
of organizing for rehabilitation, as noted above, did not begin 
until the sixth day after the disaster. On the eighteenth of 
December the first chairman was appointed. There fol
lowed a developmental period during which little progress 
was made, save in the familiarizing of commilltees with the 
object of rehabilitation. "The object of rehabilitation" 
says J. Byron Deacon " is to assist familiES to recover from 
the dislocation induced by the disaster, and to regain their 
accustomed Social and economic status. ,Emergency aid 
takes into account only present needs; rehabilitation loob 
to future welfare."· This was the purpose constantly kept 

1 "During the emergency stage of relief the _Ie are dealt with in 
large groups with little auentiOll to the specia1 needo of individuals ..• 
in the rehabilitation stage the family or the individual becomes the unit 
of conoidera!ion.--(BiclmeU, E. P., "Disaster Relief and its Probl ...... • 
Noliooo/ Conf"'''''u of Chorilill God CorrutitHu, ..... :axvi, 19D9. 
p. 1:2.) • 

• Deacon, 1. Byron, DisruI.,.1 (N. Y. 1918), ell. v, Po 137· 
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in view. The division of work indicates the nature of the 
task a.lltempted. The division provided for an advisor, .. 
chief of staff, a supervisor of home visitors, iii bureau of 
a.pp1ication and registraJtiOh, a.n emergency departmeIYt, iii 

department of medical social service and iii visitor in 
children's work. Later a. children's sub-c:ommittee WlIli in
cluded • • 

There WlIli first die record and registration made and 
verified of all the sufferers and those in need. Over six. 
thousand names of registrants 'reSulted. Five distriots or 
divisional areas were arranged for cOlivenience and thorough
ness of administration. One of these covered a.\l cases 
outside of the city itself.' In charge of each district was 
a supervisor, and under the supervisor the va.ri0llS depart
ment heads. Trained workers were drawn into the service 
and their work and that of the volunteer visitors was 
directed by capable supervisors. The administration of re
lief was put upon a discriminating .. case system." 

There were four important phases in which the work 
developed; the work of gmeral rehabilitation, the medical 
social work, the children's problem and the problem of the 
blind. 

The general rehabilitation service was carried on Mth 
varied suooess. It secured valuable intelligence for all c0m:
mittees and gradually increased in woriring power and ef
ficiency. How many were put upon their feet again through 
its kindly counsel and careful coiipeI ation c:a.nnot be esti
mailed or told in figures. 

The problem of med.ical soc:ial service ;s to leam the 
social condition of the patient, and to re1ate that knowledge 

, The _ of ~ .. the £utena acle of Balifu: IIarbor abo 
.. &end "'7 oorioasb ia the totpIooioo.. It W iIs owa ftIid ...... 
DIioa .... tile "'7 ~ c:hIirmasbip of __ A. C. J ..... 
__ The.atare of the rtIid -" there lli4 _ diller esRBtiaIlF 
from that ia Balifu:. . 
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to his medical condition in order that restoration to health 
and return to normal family and COI'lI1ll1lttl.ity rela/tionships 
shall go hand in hand. A division of medical social service 
became adive a week after the disaster, its workers becom
ing attached to the several emergency hospitals within the 
city itself and those established in nearby towns. It had 
as well a working relatioru;hip with the military 3;2d the 
permanent Halifax: hospitals. Three thousand patients 

lJNere cared for in twelve Halifax hospitals alone. Trained 
medical social workers il1terviewed eight hundred. The 
one question to which they sought an answer was: .. How 
shall these patients be brought back again as fully as possible 
into normal lives and relationships.?" Having obtained 
an aIJSWer as best they could, the effotit was made to help 
and relieve to the fullest extent that service and science 
made possible. 

The contribtttion of medical social service was two-fold, 
.immediate assistance and education,;. By the latter service, 
which represents the more permanent value to the com
munity, very valuable information and guidance was liven 
to the Halifax Medical Society and the children's and nurs
ing ill'l:erests. The improvements resulting from these ef
forts cannot fail to make "follow-up·" and "after-care" 
important considerations in the public health and dispensary 
work of the future. 

Immediate assistance was given by· the medical social 
service in six ways: 

I. Arranging for clothing" and shelter prior 'to discharge 
from hospital. 

2. Interviews to understand medical social· needs. 
3. Arranging about eye problems with the committee on 

the blind, children's problems with the children's com
mittee, family problems with the rehabilitation c0m

mittee, etc. 
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4. Making a census of the handicapped, and classifying 
the returns. 

5. Placing ~sponsibility for follaw-up and a£.ter-care. 
6. Intensive case work where social problems involved .. 

medical situation. 
Dr. M. M. Da~is, Jr. Director of the Boston Dispensary, 
writes .9f the medica.1 social service as follaws: 

It may well be concluded that no organization or .. unit" 
formed to deal with a Rood, fire or explosion or disaster, can' 
hereafter be regarded as complete unless in addition to doctors, 
nurses, relief workers and administrators there is also a due 
proportion of trained medical social workers. If twelve years 
ago medical social service received its baptism, Halifax has 
been its confirmation day.' 

The children's service was thorough, as it should have 
been. If the measute of success in disaster relief is the 
treatment which the c:ljiIdren receive, Halifax relief was 
above~. The children's laws of the province are 
carefGlly drawn and adequate, the Superimendent of 
Neglected and Delinquent Children is a man of singular 
ability and has wide powers. He became chairman of a 
strong children's ~ttft: with which were associated, 
besides rq>resmtatives of the children's institutions, two 
child-welfare workers of bigh tqlUtation.. This committee 
came in contact with upwards of five hundred families, 
including mote than fifteen hundred cluldren. Their 
work dealt with the special problems listed below. Mont 
permanent supervision was assumed by the Govenunm, 
Commission about five months after the disaster. The 
modern principle of the widest possible child-p1acing wall 

encouraged, the effort being to keep children with parents 

'Dam, Michael M.. Jr~ • Kedical Social Serria: ill • Disuler,
S-,. 'IOl. uxiz, _ as (Marda -so 19l8), p.. ~ 
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and wherever necessary to subsidize familes rather than in
stitutions. 

The work of the children's COIIIIIlIiUee consisted of 
I. Getting urgent temporary repairs made to existing 

children's institutions. 
2. Investigating cases to ascertain if c1iildren were in 

proper custody and receiving proper care. 
3. Procuring necessary articles of clothing, etc, for 

children. 
4- Hunting for "missing" children, identifying "un

claimed" children, and restoring children to their 
parents. 

5. Interviewing hundreds of people who were: (a) hun
~i,ng for lost children; (b) wishing to adopt home
less children; (c) arranging for the care of children. 

6. Attending to a large correspondence, mostly regard
ing the adoption of children, for which upwards of a 
thousand applications were received. 

7. Arranging for and supervising the transfer of children 
from hospitals, shelters, etc., :the c:ommittee in most 
cases having sent some one to accompany the children. 

8. Arranging for temporary maintenance, permanent 
care, pensioos and compensations or allowances for 
children, including the finding of permanent homes.. 

9. Locating and referring to the proper agencies a number 
of wounded children. 

10. Getting possession of .children unlawfully taken p0s.

session of by improper persons. 
1 I. Arranging for the proper guardianship of certain 

children.' .. 

TIle problem of the blind, was a special feature of the 
Halifax disaster. Blindness freJuently resulted from the 

'Blois, Emeat H. R.,orl Df 5 .. ' .... '''''' ... , Df H'II,..MI """ DI ..... 
_, elM/d ... (Halifax, 1918), p. 110. 
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blizzard of gl8S9 which caused so grea't a percentage of the 
wounds. In large proportion the wounded were women whd 
were engaged in their household duties. The rehabilitaltion 
of the blind presented problems of care and retraining upon 
which was concentrated the skill of three superintendents of 
important institutioos for the blind as well as othet special
ists and workers. The presence ill Halifax of a school for 
the blind with a capable president facilitated greatly an 
early grappling with the problem. The cdllltributions of 
the socia1 workers were chiefly of the character already 
indicated such as that of general medical social service. 
There were reported OIl March first, six hundred and thirty
three registrants,' but owing to the difficulties of registra
tion this figure remains inexact. 

Rehabilitation II takes in'to acc<>IKIt the feelings as well 
as the material requirements of the bereaved families." An 
additional phase for 'SOCial workers is therefore mortuary 
service. Here is required an exoeedingiy delicate ministry 
for which few are qualified. It includes quiet coOperation 
in the painful process of id~ a sympathetic care 
for those who succumb to shock or grief, and helpful direc
tion regarding the necessary steps to be taken, in intennent. 
At Halifax this presented a remarkable oppat tllllity for 
service. and an expaienced Young Women's Cuistian As
sociation worker from Toronto ~ in such capacity. 

There is stin another secondary phase which must be ~ 
ferred to as not being without social and moral resu\ts,
that of relief of animals. For the sheltering of homeless 
animals, the dressing of wounds, and the humane dispatch 
of the badly injured, specially designated gifts had hem re
ceived. This work received the a1tattion of the Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty. 

It will be useful as reference data to present here the 

• ~. Sir FrecIeridt; Rqfwt -t. 
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nature of the criticism to which careful supervision gave 
rise. It was of the most trenchant character, and it cen
tered about the alleged over-emphasis which seemed to be 
placed on: system 1 and detailed investigations inflicted 
upon persons of whom many were still suffering from de-
privation and from shock, and who were unused to the 
cross-examination methods of expert social diagnosticians, 
Often the thoroughness of the records seemed to the sufferers 
to be the more emphasized part of the proceedings. When 
all classes of people found themselves in need, there were 
naturally many who deeply resented being treated so palpably 
as "cases." -But theirs was a choice which left but little 
regard for personal wishes or sensibilities. It is regrettable 
however to have 4:0 say ,that the cause of social service 
did not receive In the crnununity the much lar~ repute 
which Its magnificent work justified, chiefly because the in
numerable " typewriters, card catalogues, inv.olved indexes. 
and multifarious office equipment'" were not made less 
obtIlusive. The merest touch of "cold professionalism" 
soon became fuel for the burning disapproval which spread 
through the city regarding the methods of relief.· Letter9 
to the press gave vent to the indignation of the sufferers. 
One of the judges of the Supreme Court was as outspoken as 
anyone. In criticizing the food-distrib\ttiOlll system he 
wrote very plainly of the "overdose of business efficiency 
and social service pedantry." Why should needy families 

1 Tbe reoder may contrast with this the eorly days of me relief at the 
Johnstown Rood .. where two windowe were let apart from which cloth
ing and hoots were being thrown over the beade of the crowd. and 
those having me longest arms and the stoutest backs leemed to be getting 
the most of it"; and where almoners pasled through the .treets banding 
If ten dollar bills to everyone whpm they meL" 

• Johnstone, Dwight, Tit, Tragedy of Hal;l" (in MS.). 
• There was however DO definite organization of the diuatislied u 

actually took place at the Slocum Dil3lter. 
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be required, he asked, to go through a personal visit and 
reexamination a.t the office every week, before receiving a 
renewal order for food. Such things were not easily un
derstood or explained. It became increasingly felt that such 
discrimina.ting and tardy a.dministration of provisions was 
not the will of the itmumerable don.>rs who so spontaneously 
forwarded the generous aid. It was not, so the criticism 
ran, for the committee to detaio and delay the needy re
cipients for the mere sake of preventing dupli?tion and for 
the sake of the niceties of case records. At a public meet
ing in Wards Five and Six, it was charged that" too much 
red tape had been insisted upon by those in charge of the 
relief and io consequence of this and other objectionable 
features of management, there had been many cases of hard
ship and much unnecessary suffering. II 

As to the justice of this it has been alrea.dy indicated that 
criticism was, inevitable because there existed no W1eIl
grounded body of public opinion to which could be an
chored the wisdom of soond and thorough social methods. 
The passing of time has reenforced the rightness of tha 
course taken, and not a few former critics would noW' 
be ready to cmdernn the methods used as not having been 
radical enough. Still there was an element of justice in 
what was said, and social workers of the future when 
thrown into a similar situation should curtain their machin
ery a little clOSCl', at least until the COIIU'IIIIIlity can realize the 
principles which organization must conserve. 

The principle on which rigid procedure is justified is 
based upon disaster psychology itsel f. and is the fruit of a 
long series of trials and erron. On the first few days Utei' 
disaster the finer sensibilities of human nature appear. Men 
and women say n others haw: lost more, we will get on with 
a minimum of help." About the fifth day when the poign
ancy of the bonus has passed ud the dead are buried, 
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Ithese salme people suddenly discoV'er that there are 
thousands of dol1ars available. Then another aspect of 
human I1Qture comes into evidence. Every device is utilized 
by! each to out-distance Ithe other illl the scramble. There 
has not been a single disaster where this state of mind has 
not shown itself. The way tq deal with it without com
plete records as yet has not been suggl$ted. The only way 
a cornttnilttee catII protect itself against disgruntled criticism 
is to know what it is doing. . This is the justification of 
rigid desk procedure. It is iii way to detect and to defeat 
imposture; though it serves also many other purposes. 
It was not, however, all adverse criticism which developed 
at Halifax. There were many who were'able to see tha 
~ purpose behind the careful service, and as months . 
passed on the value of this experienced administration cama 
to be more generally realized. Indeed 

so large a place did the Social Service workers eventually fill 
in the community that many reestablished families begged for 
the continuance of the department's supervision even though 
its aid was no longer required. No greater testimony to the 
value of this rehabilitation work could be given! 

When on January twenty-4irst the Federal Rdief C0m
mission took charge of the entire system, it may be said that 
there was a change not only of hands, but of policy as well. 
The large amounts made a.vailable by the Imperial and 
Damlinion goveunuents and by public subscription made it 
possible to substitute for rehabilitation the principle of 
modified restitution. This change of policy the govern
ment adopted because of the conviction upon the part 
of the people that they were suffering from the vicis
situdes of war, and that full restoration was in law and 
eqnity of I1Qtional obligatiOll. The step is of special social 

• Jobutoae, 0'. eit. 
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significance for Halifax is the first instance where 011 any 
large scale 1 the principle of restitution became the guide, 
r&ther than that of rehabilitation. This principle of io
demnity 

-
implies the reinstatement of the beneficiary as nearly as possible 
into the position from which he was hurled by the calamity 
which has befallen him. It implies that to the householder shall 
be given the use of a house, to the mechanic his tools, to the 
family ita household furniture. For the community as a whole 
it means a speedy restoration of such economical and industrial 
activities as have been temporarily suspended, the rebuilding of 
bridges. the reopening of streets, the reestablishment of banks, 
business houses, churches, schools. It requires that protection 
shall be given the defenseless, food and shelter to the homeless, 
suitable guardianship to the orphan and as nearly as possible 
normal social and industrial conditions to all.' 

It must be made clear that while in no case was the Halifax 
policy denominated restitution, but ra.thr:r .. ~ relief," 
in actual practice a 1arge propoation of cla.ims were ~ed 
and paid on a percentage basis of the loss suffered, rather 
than that of ascertained need. The Commission was granted 
~ to .. pay in full all personal property and real estate 
claims duly established to an amount not exceeding five 
thousand dollars. And while in case of the larger claims vf 
churches, schools, business properties and manufacturin" 
establishments, and the property of the more piospeiOU1il 

classes, there was a policy of just and adequate relief 
declared, the agitation continued and continues that .. ew:ry 
dollar of loss shall be paid in full" 

Of sucll a policy in di<psl1S' relief Deaaxa writes: • It is 
, BoIh Ia 0Iiac0 ..... ]abnatowa _ famiies __ pIoced Ia • 

paola.. practica117 .. aood .. tIW wIIicb _ !wi G i ied before. 
eua.;e .... ~ ftimban04 !be saBt1ftn f.- ....... ~ 

• ~ Edward T. Priacilla ., lUWI (No y. J9D0U. pt. iY, .. #1& 
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not the policy of disaster relief to employ its funds in re
storing losses and cOmpensating for death or perliOnal 
injury." Commenting on this statement John R. Moors 
says: "It is interesting to note that at Halifax, the latest 
scene of serious disaster, such full compensation is in
tended."l 

What were the social results of this policy? This ques
tion is o~ of no less interest to the cormnunity itself than 
Ito the student of sociology. It is perhaps too early for 
adequate examination and comparison with the policy 
which formerly held sway. While still a vital question 
there are observers who have grown dubious, if not of res
titution certainly of the Iwnp-5wn method of restora:t:ion.· 
They.assert that for many it proved simply a lesson in ex
travagance and did not safeguard the economic future of 
the recipients. Unused to carrying all their worldly goods 
in their vest pockets, these same pockets became empty 
again with uncommon rapidity. Victrolas, silk shirts and 
furbelows mulltiplied. Merchants' trade grew brisk with 
" explosion money." There seemed to be a temporary ex
change of positions by the social classes. Tbe following 
statement made by one closely associated with social con
ditions in Halifax and written over two years after the 
disaster, shows only too well the danger involved in the 
application of such a principle. After referring to "the 
spirit of passive criticism directed chiefly against the few 
who. have borne the burden of restoration" the statement 
continues: 

The individuals who after all make up a community have 
been blinded to the bigger interests by their own individual ma-

l MOOrl, Jolm F~ Book Review, S.rwy, .. oL ,.,.,.;", .... 17 (Jan. m. 
11118), p. 472-

• The courts of omaJl claims devoted tea miDatet to each case. The 
amount awarded wu paid ~ the cIq the case waa beard. 
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teriallosses. and the idea of material compensation on a dollar 
for dollar basis. As some of us earlier foresaw. the disaster 
wrought much moral damage. for which no .. claims" were 
even presented. even by those to whom we might look for 
special moral teaching in such an experience. In the course 
of our work we come daily upon evidences of this condition 
lingering in our midst. 

Upon the whole disaster-study inclines to the unwisdom 
of .. the disposition toproceed as though the relief committee 
were a compensation board or an insurance society. and to 
indemnify for 10:lS." But as already said it is early to ap
praise. What in ordinary times might be condemned might 
conceivably under the abnormal conditions of war be less 
morally dangerous. The system may have been at fault 
and not the principle.' Partly for reasons connected with 
the war it was desired to conclude the -business with dispatch. 
and not to set up a banking house or a training school. in 
thrift. There remains also the fina1 test, the residuum of 
relief. the number of those who will remain permanently 
upon the charity list of the community. Will it be said of 
Halifax as fonnerlyof Johnstown, that" probably so large 
a sum never passed into a c:ommunity of equal size with so 
little danger to the personal character of the citizens and so 
complete an absence of any pauperizing or demoralizing in
fluences?" 

The lessons which come out of this experience at Halifax 
may easily be summarized. 

I. The socialization of all communities should be pro-
n10ted if for no other reason than for protection. 

a. More technical methods of coOrdination are desirable. 
3. To display the machinery of organizatioo is unwise. 

'The poIiq to be ""maod ;" diseta' relief .....- Je\ be 6aaJly 
staIM. It IN7 altimateI;r be found ... , ry to distiupish ~ !be 
..... of properV ooc:iaIIJ 0 ........ ad that of pm- owaersbip. 
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4· The superv:ision of voluntary services should be in the 
hands of one vocationa1ly trained for the purpose. 

S· Further consideration is required as to the policy of 
restitution and jts administration. 

6. The wisdom should be considered of establishing a. 
secret relief distribution service. such as fraternal societies 
conduct for those who though in need will not publicly; 
accept assistance. 

7. The necessity of using trained searchers for the dead. 
who will note the precise spot where bodies are recovered, 
the centralization of all morgue service. the use of metal 
tags instead of paper, the sterilization and preservation of 
clothing and effects for purposes of ide'l1tifica.tion, and in 
addft,ion the development of a morgue social service with 
training and qualifications of a special character. 

8. The complete organization of a social relief reserve 
with members beforehand definitely assigned to special 
tasks, with requisite printed supplies in readiness woold 
render the most eff~ve social economy in emergency. 
This reserve should be trained in the general organization of 
shelter, food and clothing, in the shaping of a policy of 
general rehabilitation, in medical social service, in children's 
work and in the use of volunteers. 

To answer the requirements of what could be called in 
any sense a sociological 'treatment of the disaster, the 
for~oing chaPtet: an the contribution of social' service 
could with difficulty be omitted. Social service introduces 
a relatively new element of leadership and control upon 
which disaster ·sufferer'sof the future may rely and which 
assures to any community the presence of those who have 
special skiD in dealing with crises. The" relation of the 
great ma!l to the crisis is indeed one of the most important 
points in the problem of progress .... in catastrophe. TbII 

I Th.,.,..., 01. eit. P; 1110 
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subj ect also assumes special importance in the development 
of ,the thesis itself. -No accounting for social changes 
which may hereafter be enumerated can be accurately under
taken without full consideration of the major influences 
which were present. Thus by diminatioo we may be able 
to better gauge the strength of the factor of catastrophe 
itself. The place of government and other social factor~ 
however. has yet to be discussed. 1 

1 The author regrets that it has been necessary to omit special mention 
of the many institutions, societies II1d voluntary .agenci~ which were 
actively 0lIll1li'" in the relief work. and to oonfine the c:hapler to the 
prmciplea emplo)'ed hy thoae mainly responsible for relief and ad
ministratioo. 



CHAPTER VI 

CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAL LEGISLATION 

Governmental agencies in catastroph&-What seems to be expected of 
govemmentj;-oWhat they aetuaIl,. cIo-Social legislation-A per
manent contribution. 

WE have thus far been tracing certain of the major in
fluence which are brought to bear upon a conununity when, 
after having been overtaken by: catastrophe, it is settling 
bacli: 'into it!! fonnie1" habitistic channels,-clwmels which 
not even catastrophe can altogether efface. Some of these 
influences are intra-comrnunal a.I¥i self-genera.ting, sucn 
as the reconstructive impulses already examined. Otlter9 
are u1tra-communal, such as those vigorous social forces 
which sWEep in upon a disaster city with the suddenness of 
catastrophe itself. 

There is a. further influence which is of a'community yd: 
in a sense not of it alone, but of all coomunities-govem
ment-that institution of society which expresses its will by: 
legislation, a will which may or may not be the will of the 
community conoemed. And because legislative·.action is 
responsible action. and ~ent-setting action,· it is apt to 
be deliber4tive action. Perhaps this is especially true of 
the new and less familiar- field of social legislation. While 
it may be that the latest group to function effectively at 
Hali fax was government, social legislation when. forth
coming contributed an important and decidinginflueuce. 
and was in tum itself enriched by the calamity. 

The boundaries of social legislation are stiU in the mak-
~ [-
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ing and daily enclosing a wider and wider field. But rot 
all governments are sympathetic with this procesS. There 
are two standards of legislation-the one conserves above 
all things the rights and privileges of the individual, the 
other considers first the community as a whole. The 
superiority of the new ideals of legislation rests here, that 
it is the general interest which is primarily col1&ulted and 
becomes the nonn, rather than the rights of the individual 
citizen. Progress in legislation: includes its elttension into 
all the affairs of life, retaining as much as may be the liberty 
of the individual while progressively establishing the in
terests of all.' Its evolution is traceable from the first poor 
laws, all down the long succeeding line of those dealing with 
education, heal'th, labor and recreation. However much 
agreement or disagreement there may be and is as to the 
wisdom of this mutable sphere of ameliorative legislation, 
changing just as one ideal or the other happens to be in the 
ascendancy, there is at least no doubt as to the duty of the 
government to protect and safeguard its citizens. 

The one duty of the state, that all citizens, except the 
philosophical anarchis~ admit, is the obligation to safeguarll 
the c:ommonwealth by ~pelling invasion and keeping the 
domestic peace. To discharge this duty it is necessary to 
maintain a police force and a militia, and a naval establishment. 
Such dissent from this llroposition as we hear now and then 
is negligible for pra~ purposes. a 

In this duty all governments alike share, be they imperial, 
federal, provincial or municipal. according to their respec;
tive powers. 

!At Halifax: authoritative cootrol following the disaster 
was DOt wholly municipal or wholly martial, but rather aD 

• lJadQ7, Samael K.. l1npabIishod Lec:tares .... Social J.ecisIatiGII. 
aGiddiDp, FlUkIiD R. rAe R~ S_ (N. y~ 1918). dl.;". 

Po III. . 
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admixture of authorities. Policeman and soldier joined 
hands as agents ofgenera1 protection. This seIYice govern
ment did and did at once. 

One of the activities of the disaster relief first take!ll. 1 was 
that by the Lieutenant-Govemor of the Province of Nova. 
Scotia, when he sent to the Chief of PoI~ce of Halifax the 
following order: 

You are hereby authorized to commandeer and make use of 
any vehicle of any kind that you find necessary for the purpose 
of removing the injured and the dead of this city. 

The service of the police of Halifax was highly com
mendable. . They worked for long periods with little rest 
to maintain public peace and order. The splendid service 
of the King's soldiers and sailors has already been c0n

sidered. They were first aod foremost in the work of 
rescue and of warning. Military orders to vacate the North 
End district as a precautionary measure followed hard upon 
th~ explosion, Military orders permitted the people to 
return. W~thin a few hours after the disaster the military 
established a cordon around the devastated district which 
110 one was allowed to pass without an order, which citizens 
having business obtained at the City Hall. This was to 
prevent looting as well as to facilitate the search for the 
wounded pinned under the debris, aod to permit. the re
moval of the bodies of the killed. The burned and devastated 
area was policed by the military for about two months with 
the concurrence of civic authority. . 

But catastrophe calls for much more than protection. It 
calls for a procedure, a guidance, a paternal care, aod it 
calls for it at once. If we ask whether it be the 'fWlCtion of 
government to take the foremost step of leadership in this 

1 Refe.....,. baa already been mad. to th. good work of the Goyem
mont railroad olliciala iD the <pick restoration of lervi ... 
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care, the question is one for Political Science. If we ask 
the ~ sociological question whether governments actually 
and always do so, the a:nswer is unhesitatingly-they do not. 
Says Cooley: .. Like ather phases of organizatiOlll, govern.
ment is merely one way of doing .things, fitted by its character 
for doing 'lOme things, and unfitted for doing others." 1 

This proved one of the things for which it was unfitted.. 
Not me of the governmental authorities, civic, pro
vincial, or federal, at once assumed and held authoritatively 
and continuously the relief leadership. Indeed it is a 
peculiar commentary that they were scarcely thought of as 
likely immediately to do so. It should be said, however, 
that the Deputy-mayor-.tbe Mayor being absent from the 
city-was very active personally. While one of the con
trollers was himself replacing the dead fire-chief, the De
puty-mayor called an emergency meeting of citizens on the 
morning of the disaster, and another at three in the after
noon to consider what to 110. This meeting of citizens wa& 

presided o~ by the Lieutenant-Govemor, and at it, as al
ready noticed, a beginning in relief organization was made. 
'The committees, it will be remembered, were afterwards 
n:formed upon a new basis on the advice of the American 
unit. But no civic I1!SOUrceS were pledged to the people 
as was dooe at the Chicago fire. No mooeys wen: then or 
subsequently approprialled. The Board of Health did not 
assert or assume the leadership in the unprecedented situa
tian. The City HaIl was indeed set up as the relief center 
temporarily, but the advice to ranove it elsewhere was not 
su~fu1ly opposed.. How little civic authority was It:

tained under the disaster cil'CUll16tances is evidenced by the 
following complaint. The Board of Control which was 
then the IqaI representative body of the city had 110 membe:r 

1 Caolq. OIrdes H. S'" OIS ·.riooa (N. Y. 19b), elL :an, 
tI- 4DJ. 
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on the executive committee of the disaster arlministratiorr. 
One of ;these controllers publicly criticised the method of 
the Citizens' Committee as autocratic. He" allIlO6t had to 
have a page to reach the Comm4ttee as representative of the 
Board of Control." When the cabinet! ministers from 
Ottawa' were sitting iIll sessioo in the legislative council 
room, and giving a hearing to a representative public gather
ing. the Mayor entered a complaint that the City Council 
and Corporation had been ignored by the acting committees. 
The Citizen's Cammittee exercised the general control. 
They were entrusted with the special grants and the civic 
authorities. Board of Health. police, etc., so far as emer
gency matters went, coOperated with them. But the variou9 
civic pfEcers were not idle. No one was idle at Halifax. 
They were occupied with the rehabilitation of the various 
departments at City Hall and with individual programs 
of relief. What the civic government continued to do 
officially was rather in the way of providing the stiff 
formality IJf proclamation to the carefully weighed sug
gestions of the Citizens' Conunittee. Several of these pro
clamations were issued. Among them was one urging all 
people excepting those on relief work or upon especially 
argent bUsiness to stay away from Halifax for two weeks. 
Another proclamation was Q warning to merchants with re
gard to demanding exorbitant prices. Over the Mayor's 
signature went out the nation-wide appeal for aid that .. III 
sorely aftIicted people should be provSded with clothing and 
food." The subsequent time. thought and help which City 
Hall contributed is of less sociological importance to this 
study. It is sufficient if we have faithfully described mun
cipal aid in disaster as falling under the general category 
of service. rather than direction.' 

I This is Dot to be COIIOid.red as without exception in cawtrophi ... 
A special Cili ..... • Committee led the operation. at the PaterlOD fire 
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Turning briefly to the provincial and federal sphere& of 
activity in disaster we note that no special sessioo of the 
provincial legislature was <:ailed, as was done by the Gover
nor of Illinois after the calamity which overtook Chicago in 
1871. Yet when the legislature of Nova. Scotia convened 
a fully considered and detailed act was passed incorporating 
the Halifax Relief Commission, and designating and defin.
ing its powers.' The several articles defined its establish
ment as & reha.bilitatioo and reconstruction committee, Ii 

town-planning board, as well as its powers of expropriation. 
its relationship to the city charter, certain parts of whicb 
it could amend or repeal; its powers to enfoa:ce attendance 
at its courts and boards; its relationship to the Workmen's 
Compensation Act: and to the insurance problen1 Besides, 
the Commission was also invested with full and adequate 
discretion regarding schools, churche& and business pr0-

perties. 
Some of the disaster legislative powers and procedures 

are of special interest to social leg;sIation. Among these 
were the po"ftl" to repair, rebuild or restore bwldings, the 
po"ftl" to repair and carry out a town-planning scheme, the 
power to amend, repeal, alter or add to provisions in the city 
charter, the autmatic assumption of rights of owner to 
insure to the extmt of the amount expended in repair, and 
the automatic cancellation of WQllcmen's aanpensatioa 
claims. The act incorporating the c:munission with power'S 

to make investigation, and administer all funds and pr0-

perties constitutes Olapter VI of the year 1918. TJas 
local legislature also passed Otapter XVIII authorizing the 

MId ftoocI. bat at the 0Uaa0 fire the 017 ... _ took immediaIe 
IIDIl nstIODsibIe.ctioa. T1Us .... also ... case at BoItimore ....... the 
N'QOr .... the • keJ to the situtioL· It sIIcJaId .... _ ... .scIod 
that botIl at Halifax Uld Du-" the cIlairmoD of the Ori 'i Commi __ ~ . 

• A. Ad .. 1 •• .,_ ".. HUJ- RdWI C. • ', .. Halifu,.1\II8. 
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provincial loan of one hundred thousand dollars fc:tr the 
benefit of the sufferers; and Chapter XIX authorizing cities, 
towns and municipalities to contribute for the relief of 
sufferers. 

The action of Premier Bc:trden of Canada. fc:tr prompti
tude and wisdom is comparable to that of President Harrison 
of the United States at the time of the Johnstown flood. 
The Canadian Premier at the time of the disaster was in 
Prince Edward Island, an island province lying near Nova 
Scotia. He at once left fc:tr Halifax and arrived the fol
lowing day. He innnediately placed resources from the 
Federal government at the dispasal of the local authorities 
to assist them in coping with the situation. The third day 
after. the disaster he attended an lmportant meeting regard
ing the harbor, and strengthened greatly the mc:trale of the 
city by assuring a complete and rapid restc:tration of the 
harbor. Following the Premier came the Minister of Public 
W c:trks and he too gave much administrative assistance. 
Then came five members of the Federal Cabinet, each an
nouncing such programs of restc:tration as to give the c0m

munity new heart and inspiration. Am::mg these announoe
ments was that of the establishment of a large ship-building 
plant upon the explosion area. The Canadian government 
had already as its first act made a grant of one million 
dol\ars, toward the sufferers' relief. . It was then forcibly 
urged upon the government that it assume a responsibility 

. towards Halifax such as the British government accepts in 
" its policy of holding itself responsible for loss and damage 
by air-raids and explosions." Public opinion seemed to 
demand that the work of restoration and reparation be un
dertaken by the govenunent of Canada lIS a national en
terprise. The governnrent while disclaiming all Jega.lliability, 
acceded to the request On January twenty.fust there was 
announced the formation of a Federal Halifax Relief Com-
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mission to take over tho whole work of rehabilitation and 
reconstruction,--a.n announcement which brought a. feel
ing of relief to the already discouraged workers. 

Another interesting contrast may be noted in the fact that 
whilo the Governor of Ohio appointed the Oilia Flood Cam
missian to receive and administer relief funds and supplies, 
the Halifax Relief Commissicm was appointed by the 
Governor-General af Canada. in Council. This was done 
under the .. Enquiries Act of Ca.na.da., being Chapter CIV 
af the Revised Statutes of Canada., 1906, and under the 
War Measures Act, 1914, being Chapter II of the Acts of 
Cana.d& for the year 1914-" The Federal grant was later 
increased ta five million dallars, and subsequently ta 
eighteen millians. 

There should also be here recorded the timely succour 
affarded by the Imperial Government at Westminster. FoI.
lawing the King's gracious cable of sympathy, the sum of 
five million dollars was voted by the British Government ta 
the relief of Halifax. The King's words were: 

Most deeply regret to hear of serious explosion at Halifax 
resulting in great loss of life and property. Please CIODvey to 
the people of Halifax, where I have spent so many happy 
times, my true sympathy in tbis griewus calamity. 

Reference has already been nado to the policy to which 
the Conwnission W3S c:ommitted. This policy may be 
more exactly stated by an extract from the act incorporat
ing the commissioo: 

WMrtas, the said Halifax Relief Commission as hereb
fore constitnted has recommended to the Governor-Gateral 
of Canada in Council, that "",sonahle c:ompensation or allow
ance should he made to persons injured in 01' by .reason of 
the said disaster and the dependents of persons killed or in
jured in or by reason of the said disaster and the GoverDOl'-
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General of Canada in CounCIl has been pleased to adopt said 
recommendation; etc. 

In the provision of material assistance, the strengthening 
of morale and the even.tual establishment of a Relief C0m
mission, government may be said to have contributed an 
important and deciding influence in the reorganization of 
the CO!lllIl1.1lUty of Halifax and its restoratioo to nonnal 
conditions. 

Not only must social legislatioo be acknowled~ to 
have had a very direct determining influence upon what
ever picture of the community is subsequently drawn, 
but social legislation itself was em-iched by the catastrophe. 
The association of catastrophe With progress in sociallegi&. 
latiorl: bas already been noticed in our introduction, the mass 
of facts in <;upport of which no writer has yet compiled. In 
this introduction we noted how on many occasions disasters 
have been the preceding reagents in effecting legislation of 
permanent social value. It is instanced that city-planning 
in America took its rise from the Chicago fire, that the 
origin of labor legislation is traceable to a calamitous fever 
at Manchestet and that the Titanic disaster precipitated 
amendment to the SeanJe1,'S laws.' It has been said that 
"the vast machinery of the Public Health Department in 
England has rapidly gTown up in consequence of the cholera 
visitations in the middle of the last centUry;'" and also 
that public health work in America practically began with 
yellow fever epidemics. Writing of mining disasters, ]. 
Byron Deacon says in this connection 

If it can be said that any circumstance attending.such di .. 
asters is fortunate, it was that they exercised a profound 

I ParkiullOll, Thomas I~ • Problem. growing out of the Tilllllic 
Disaster," Proe'mMgl of 1M AnuI...., of Po/ilk", Seine., voL vi, .... I. 

"Rose, &1ward A., FotIlIdaIio ... of Socio/o" (N. Y. 1!I05), cb. m;, 
P. 254-
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influenct' upon public opinion. to demand new effort and legis
lation both for the prevention of industrial accidents and for 
the more equitable distribution of the burden of individual 
loss and community relief which they involved.' 

Again-E. A. Ross writes: 

A permanent extension to the administration of the state 
has often dated from a ~amity._ pestilence. a famine, a 
murrain. a flood or a tempest-which. paralyzing private 
efforts has caused application for state aid." 

The student of social legislation who reads this book will 
tum first to .this chapter. and ask what permanent legisla
tion will the futwe associate with so dire Ii calamity as that 
suffered at Halifax. It may be said that not only has 
special disaster legislation of precedent-6etting value been 
enacted serving in a measwe to standatdize relief legislative 
procedlll1l, but social legislation of wider application and 
more general chanlctef' ensued. And this was along the 
line which the student of socia1law should be led to expect. 

As c:alamitous epidemics bling forth regulations of sanita
tion; as marine disasters foster regulations ensuring greater 
safety at sea, it might well be e><.pected that .. great ex
plosion would bring about regulations controlling the band
ling of explosives. And this is in rm\ity what has oc
cun'ed. There were approftd on the tWdlty..fifth day ,)f 
June. 1919, by the Parliament of Canada, regulations reo 
apecting the loading and handling of expIosiws in harbors, 
appIic:&ble to all public b&rboI's in Canada, to which the p~ 
visions of Part XII of the Canada Shipping Act apply; and 
to all other public harbors insofar as the same are not in
c:onsislalt with regulations altady or benaftler' made ap
plicable. • They COftl" 

I ~ 1. ~ ~ (N. y. 1918). p. 43-

• R-. .,. rit., P. as3-
• R ..... Ii ... fer .- L. J' • .. H ...... _I &t ...... it ... 

H.n- _I C ...... (~ J_ 19I9), 
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I. Th~ provision of special areas for berth, for explo
sives-earriers. 

2. Regulations of ship control to be observed in the 
navigation in harbors of explosives-laden vessels. 

3· Regulations to be observed upon vessel$ carrying ex
plosives. 

4· Regulations governing the handling of explosives • 
.. The enactment of these regulations" writes the Under
Secretary of State for Canada. ... was suggested in largtl 
measure by the Halifax disaster." Had these regulations 
been in effect and obee!:ved in Halifaox Harbor it is hardly 
conceivabl~ that the great disaster of 1917 could have oc
curred. 

It should be borne in mind that the recommendation for 
this generai legislation of social utility originated with the 
Drysdale comrnDssiOlJ--Q board of enquiry a.ppointed by the 
Federal Government to detennine the cause of the disaster 
and whose judgment, was issued on February fourth, 1918. 
In Section XIII of this judgment, the following oa:urs: 

that the regulations gove.I"Uing the traffic in Halifax harbor 
in force since the war were prepared by competent naval 
authorities; that such traffi: regulations do not specifically deal 
with the handling of ships laden with explosives, and we recom
mend that such competent authority forthwith take up and 
make specific regulations dealing with such subject. 

We, therefore, conclude that the function of government 
in disaster is of primary importance, and that social legisla
tion when forthcoming constitutes an important and decid
ing influence and is itself in tum enriched by calamity. 
Brought to the test of comparison with observed facts the 
statement in the Introduction, that catastrophe is in close 
association with progress in social legislation m:eives abun
dant justification. 

1 Io a Jetter to tbe aathor. 



CHAPTER VII 

CATASTROPliB AND SOCIAL SURPLUS 

MiD'. explanation of the rapidity with which communities reco_ 
from di.a.t __ The cue of San Fronciac:o-The case of HrJifax
Social .urpl ...... The OIIuipmental factor.-<:ormation of tragedy in 
cataatropbe with lIonerosity of Pl1b1ic responae-Cataatropbe inSlll'
ance-A practical .tep. 

Joim Stuart Mill offers a very interesting explanation 

of what has so often created wonder. the great rapidit!, with 
which countries recover from a state of devastation, the dis
appearance in a short time of aU traces of the mischiefs done 
by earthquakes, floods, hurric:anes and the ravages of war.' 

This .. ~ir ffIIdicaIfV II4ItNrcH .. he explains OIl an economic 
principle. All the wealth destroytd was merdy the rapid c0n

sumption of what had been produced previously. and which 
would have in due course been consumed anyway. The rapid 
repairs of disasters mainly depends, he says. 00 whether the 
c:ommunity has been depopulated. 

But this is not an all-sufficient explanation, and indeed ap
lies particularly to c:oumries which have not been bcIeft of 
the raw materials of industrial machinery. San Franc:iscd 
~ exceedingly rapidly from her tJerrible experience 
of I9Q6. Indeed her quick recovery bas been called one 
of the wonders of the age. San Francisco was not dep0p
ulated. Her actua1losses of life were but four hundred and 
llinety-eigbt. and those injured four hundred and fiftI:eD. 

, Mill, "John Stuut" 1'riIv¥"8 of Peliricol ~ (x-.Ioa. lI\lI7). 
cIa. ... Po 74-

II~ m 
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The loss of life on the other hand was about two thousand 
an Halifax, a. city of fifty thousand population-but one
eighth that of San Franciscoo---and her list of injured ran 
into many thousands. And yet the same phenomenon ap
peared. 

There are other factors both social and economic which 
must not be omitted from an account of the influences of 
recuperation, namely the equipmental and other factors which 
produce social surplus. Disaster-stricken communities can
n<* survive unless their" surplus energy exceeds their needs." 
They cannot become normal until the social surplus is re
stored. The social surplus, according to Professor Tenney, 
is .. merely the sum-total of surplus energy existing in the in
dividuals composing a social group, or imnrediately available 
to such individuals." 1 It includes not only" bodily vigor" 
but .. such material goods also as are immediately available 
for the restoration of depleted bcxfily vigor." It is not only 
physiological, as life energy, and social, as conditions of 
knowledge and institutional facilities, but also socio-ecoB
ornic, as equipment fer. the maintenance or restoration of 
physiological and social needs. In catastrophe bodily vigor 
may have been depleted, and material goods been consumed. 
No period of recuperation or rapid gain can ensue unless such 
equipment is in some degree replaced and a balance of social 
surplus restored. This is the ctmditio sine qUlJ non of re
cuperation, and of the transition from a pain-economy to a 
pleasure-economy,' after disaster. Certainly the maintenance 
of the standard of living demands -it. The standard of 
living has been defined as the "mode of activity and seale 
of comfort which a person has come to regard as indis
pensable 'to his happiness and to secure and retain which he 

1 TODD.,., Alvan IA., .. Iadividual and Social Surpl .... • PDtMltw Stint« 
M_I&I:/o volJxxxii (Doc., '9'2), p. 5S& . 

• PatteD, Simon N. TMor, ,!f 1M SDtiDl ForclI (Phil., ,8g6), p. 750 
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i& willing to make any reasonable sacrifice." Following 
'Professor Seager''S association of the standard of living with 
population, ~he reduction Q{ population in catastrophe of a 
ct'rtain character might conceivably operate to automatically 
btighten the standard of living, just as the growth of popula
tion often brings about its fall. But caltastrophe often con
sumes great quantities of material goods and brings about 
a change in incomes and in occupations. 1 Seager nolEs thilt : 

Aetual stanation confronts more rarely those belonging to 
the class of manual workers, but for them also under-nutri
tion is a possibility which prolonged illness or inability to 
obtain employment may at any time change into a reality. The 
narrow margin which their usual earnings provide above the 
bare necessaries of life, coupled with their lack of accumulated 
savings, makes them especially liable, when some temporary 
calamity reduces their incomes, to sink permanently below the 
line of self-support and self-respect.' 

It must be remembered that at Halifax while the equip
mental damage was stupendous, still the heart of the down
town business section remained sound. The banking dis
trict held together, and the dislocation of business machinery 
was less protracted on that aa:ount. To this it is necessary 
to add how to a wry c:onsidenble extent the material 
losses were replaced by c:oomunities and countries which 
not only supplied the city with the material of recuperation 
but with men and means • .01 we1l. W~ her OWD work:men 
killed and injured? Glaziers, driven, repair men and 
carpenters came by train-loads bringing their tools, their 

, At Suo Fraatiaco • after the lift, the pI'CIpOI'Iicm of families ill the 
lower income __ oomewbat ar-. ucI the proportjoa in the 
hieber income _ ___hat smaDer tIJaa before the fire.. 
(.MotIe7. James w.. S- "-Un Rdilf $...." N .... York,. 19130 
pt. i... p. M8.) • 

'Seqer. He1117 R.. &.0.; .. , BrWfwr: C_ (N. Y. 190\1). c:h.:oiii, 
P. ala. 
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food and their wages with them. The city's population was 
increased by thirty-five hundred workmen, twerfty-threa' 
hundred of whom were registered with the committee at 
one time. Was her glass destroyed? Eighty acres of 
transparences came for the temporary repairs and had been 
placed by January the twenty-first. Were her buildings 
gone? Seven million, five hundred thousand feet of lumber 
were soon. available to house the homeless. Were her 
p~ple destitute? .Food and clothing were soon stacked 
high. Were her citizens bankrupt because of losses? Fifty 
thOusand dollars came from Newfoundland, another fifty 
thousand from New Zealand, one hundred .thousand frOlll 
Quebec, one hundred thousand from Montreal, two hundred 
and fitty thousand from Australia, five million from Great 
BritailL In merchandise, clothing and cash a million came 
from Massachusetts. In about fifteen weeks, aside from 
the Federal grant, eight millions were contributed. TbII 
total contributions from all sources amounted finally to 
twenty-seven million dollars. 

Factors such as these must nat be omitted in examining 
the sociological recuperation of a smitten city. And when 
the experience of Halifax is set side by side with the related 
experiences of other cities a conclusion may be drawn that 
disaster~tricken communities can always count upon public 
aid, for the reasons which have already been discussed. 
But there illl found to be strongly suggested a cOITelation be
tween the striking character or magnitude of a disaster and 
the generosity of the relief response,' as there is also with 
the immediacy of the appeal. "It is not the facts themselves 
which strike the popular imagination" says Le Bon, .. but 

1 At the time of the tragic Martinique disaster the New York commi_ 
received $80,000 more thao it could c1isburee. (Devine, Edward T. 
Th. Pri.cipl .. Df R.li'f,N. Y. 1904. pL iv, ch. vii, p. 468.) 
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the way in which they ~ake place." 1 There have been elis
&stera relatively serious, such as the St. Quentin forest fire. 
where repeated appeals met with astonishingly little response 
from the people. .. A single great accident .. continues Lei 
Bon, .. will profoundly impress them even though the results 
be infinitely len disastrous than those of & hundred small. 
&cciden.ts put together." It was in recognition of this prin
ciple that .. it was decided to transfer the residue of the 
&mount contributed [a fter the Triangle fire] to the COll1tingart 
fund of the American Red Cross, to be used iu disasters, 
which in their n&ture do not evoke so quick or generou& 
public response, but where the suffering is as grievous." I 

Besides the relation of the tragic in ca.tastrophe to gener
osity and other expressions of sympathy, the experience at 
Halifax suggests also .. relationship betWteh the aid fur
nished by & contributing community and that conmunity'a 
own previous history in regard to calamity. As an in
stance may be cited the quick and splendid response which 
came from St. John and Campbellton, two New Brunswick 
cities with unforgatable memories of great disasters which 
they themselves had suffered. It is also not improbable that 
the study of comparative c:&t&strophe would reveal & cor
relation bdween the relative amount of aid given and the 
dist&lKe of those who give. Indeed there are reasons which 
suggest :that the relationship might be written thus: that 
relief in disaster varies inversely es the square of the COI!It 
d istanc:e. The assoc:iatiOft here suggested is given addi
tional pI&usibility from the fact that attention to c:ertaiu 
types of news seems to vary according to this principle. 
and news bOtice is no illCOR5iderabie factor in disaster aid. 

Enough bes been said to make it dear that at the presellt 

I Le BOIl. Casta", TN """,, AS""', ., 1M,..,.., 11_ ex--
.... ). cia. Iii. Po J!t. -;,. 

·0.. ...... 1. B,roD. ~ (N. y~ 1918). cIa.~ ....... 
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t>ime, in the absence of any scientific method of socia.11y 
ameliorating the consequences of catastrophe, relief is a: 
fluctuating quantity, and is poorly apportioned' from the 
point of view of need. While such conditions obtain, dis
astt"l"s must inevitably contribute to the inequalities which 
break the hearts of men. It is alas Jtrue, that after all our 
generosities and philanthropies 

many. people lose their Donnal position in the social and 
economic scale through earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, droughts, 
railway wrecks, fires, and the common accidents of industrial 
life. These accidents naturally have a vast influence over the 
lives of their victims; for they often render people unfit to 
struggle along in the rank and file of humanity.' , . 

The only socially defensible way of doing is to spread 
the economic results of these disasters over the entire com
munity in some form of intra-city catastrophe insurance ad
ministered by the Federal government. This alone will 
oven:ome the irrationality of l!.Il inequitable levy upon the 
more sympathetic, alId the fluctuations of disproportionate 
relief. And even beyond this step is there not the possibility 
of an international .ystem in which each nation will insure 
the other? Certainly at Halifax the aid contributed came 
from many nations and tongues. But while we are discus
sing what ought to be and eventually will be done, one very 
practical step remains which may be taken at once. At the 
Halifax disaster, we haw: seen that much of the direction 
and technicalleadersmp, welcome at it was, and saving the 
situation as it did, yet came from without rather than from 
within the country. There is no Canadian who will close 
these pages without asking whether this must always be. 
May it not be respectfully suggested, as a concluding result 

'Bladanar and Gillin. 0''''''''1 Df SDciology (N. Y, 1915). pt. ;y. 
elL y.p. ...... 
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of this study, ,that the Canadial1 government, take im
mediate steps to develop a staff of experts, a reserve fund, 
and stations of relief strategically located in Canada.-these 
stat10ns to have in their keeping left-over war-material, 
sllch as tents, stores, and other equipment together with re
cords of available experts who have had experience in dis
asters and who may be subject to call when emergencies 
arise. 

And now to return to our thesis, and its special enquiry, 
namely, whemein is the specific functioning of catastrophe 
in social change? We have thus far concerned ourselves 
with the major factors of recuperation, intra-social forces, 
social serrlce, and legislation. 

We find it necessary now to add that the socio-economic 
constitutes a no less important factor. But the effects may 
not stop with mere recuperation. Suppose a city be
comes in a. trice more prosperous and plOglessive than ever. 
~uppose she begins to grow J.XtNlous with uncommon 
ra;>idity; her bank clearings do not faJ1 but rather increa'le; 
her industries rebuild and grow i!l numbers; new companies 
come looking for sites &l> if dimly conscious that expansion 
is at hand I Suppose a. cit)' rises Phoenix-like from the 
flames. a. new a.nd better city. her people more kind, more 
charitable, more compassionate to little children, more ~ 
siderate of a.ge I SUpp05(" there come social cha.nges which 
a.lter the conservatism and civic habits of many years
changes which foster a. spirit of public service, a.nd stimulate 
civic pride I Then there is clearly some further influence 
a.ssociated with the day ?f disaster. Perhaps we shall find 
progress inna.te in ca.tastrophe itself. 



CHAPTER VIII 

·CATASTROPHE AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

The unchang;,.g Halifax of the year&-The caus .. of social immobility
The new birthday-The indications of change: appearance, expansion 
of busin .... population, politieal action, city-planning, housing, bealth, 
education, recreation, community spirit-carsten'9 prophecy. 

HALlFAX has had her fair proportion of tribute in her 
tilIll:' Kipling has called her "the Warden of the Honor 
of the North." Pauline Johnston. sings of her pride of 
situation. As Edinburgh, "it is a city of many charms; 
beautiful for situation, bqondmost of the cities of the 
world; vocal with history beyond most, for at every tum of 
its streets some voice from the past • comes sounding 
through the toan.' " Her public gardens are the envy of 
all. Her vistas of the sea are wi thout compare. Her N orth
west Arm is a veritable joy. Birds sing in her homes. 
Cheery wood-fires bum brightly ~n her open ~ates. No 
city of her size is more hospitable than she. 

But she has always lteen a city which has never quite 
entered into her heritage cOlDlllm:iaIly. Situated where 
by nature she might well be great, she has always been 
small. Unambitious, wr.althy· and little jealous of the 
more rapidly-growing cities, she ~ prided herself on 
being a. lover of better things. Commerce and industry 
were things alien' and secular. She devoted herself to 

• Halif"" i. the wealthiest city per capita in the DominioD of Canada. 
• For years rcaI estate was marketed· quietly.- III fad, raJ property . 

was in the band. of one or two specialists onl,.. 
Jl8' [u8 
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standards of art, music, learning, religion and the philan
thropies. Charitable and philanthropic institutions abounded. 
She has had her own conservative English ways. She 
affected homage to .. old families," and to that illusory 
element" social prestige.·' She welcomed each new knight, 
which the favor of the king conferred, and grew careless 
of civic prosperity and growth. She had leaned" too long 
upon the anny and the n3.VY" and her citizens had become 
.. anaemic," .. lethargic" and standstill; their" indifference" 
and .. inertia." were a c.ommonplace. Halifax had been 
complate1t and academic rather than practical in her out
look upon the world and her general attitude toward life. 

Geographically she suffered by her situation on the 
rim of the continent. She experienced not a. little ne
glect and isolation. because she was an undeveloped 
terminal, and not a junction poiM. Travellers and com
mercial men could not visit her m rout, but only by special 
trip. 

Again .. the government has had altogether too many in
terests in Halifax for the good of the place." .. Govern
ment-kept towns" are not as a rule .. those which have 
&chieved the greatest prosperity." Halifax as a. civil-service 
headquarters and a government military depot was perhaps 
open to the charge of being at least .. self-satisfied.. .. 
Valuable acres of non-taxable land haw: been far from stimu
lating to civic ettecprise. 

An historic city too, Halifax feD under the blight of 
ow:rmuch looking backward, and sociologically the back look 
has been always recognized as the foe of progless. But 
she has had a past to be prowl of-.-ote which throbs with 
incident and interest. Born as a military settlement, she 
has been a garrisan city and naval statioo fOl" more than • 
hundred and fifty years. She has been called .. the stormy 
~ amotlg the cities-always to the froot in troublous 
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timIes." She has served and suffered in four hard wars. 
She has gloried in this wealth of years and storied past. 
Her traditions have been traditions of royalty, blue blood, 
dashing officers, church parades, parliamentary ceremonies, 
fetes, levees and alI the splendor and spirit of old colonial 
times. A newspaper has published daily items of a generation 
before, and weekly featured a reverie ill! ~ past! Old in 
her years she remained old dill her a!ppearance, old in 
her ways, and in her loves. She boasted old firms which 
bve kept their jubilees, old churches wherein was cradled 
the religious life of Canada, an old wliversity with a century 
of service. Each nOOl1i a cannon boomfd the mid-day 
hour, and like a curfew sounded in: the night. 

Seatch where one w.ill, it would be difficult to find 
another city which has more completely exhibited the causes 
of social dmmobility as set forth by sociology. For there 
are, it must be remembered, causes of immobility as well 
as factors of social change. They may be geographical 
difficulties, m: elements more distilllCtively social-an over
emphasis of government, discouraging innovation, too great 
a .. volume of suggestion," the drag of .. collective customs 
and beliefs," a .. traditionalist educational system," the" in
heritance of places and functions" tending to arrest devel"p" 
ment, .. government, law, religion ~ ceremony, hallowed 
by age.'" All these reenforce the conservative tendencies 
in society and preserve the status quo.' 

J TM Acadia" R,eordH, C. C. Blackadar, editor • 
• Ross, Edward A, FDMfIdoIiOfU Df SDeia/Dgy (N. Y. I!JOS), ch. viii, 

P. 197. 

• There are other causes of conservatism. A comparative freedom 
from cIillaSlA!n in the past iI one. Halifax has suffered few in her 
entire biltory. Indeed the cholera epidemic i. the DIlly ODe of an,. 
CIOnsequeace. She remained ODe of the last large wooden citi... Her 
sister city, 51. Ioba, was llricken hy a c1iaastro ... fire and .taada to-day 
safer, more substantial. more progressive iD every way. 

Apia commuaitie. are generall,. COIIOCI'Vative in character when a 
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Diagnosis in detail is nl>t essential here. Up to the time of 
the disaster Halifax had certainly preserved the statws qlW. 
We need not labor the how and why. Tourists had re

-turned year after year and found her unaltered. " Dear, 
dirty old Halifax" they had called her. They had found 
business as usual,-old unpainted wooden houses on every 
side, unswept chiVeys, an antiquated garbage system and 
offensive gutters; tHe best water and the poorest water 
system an inspector ever examined; the purest air but the 
most dust-laden in a storm; an obsolete tramway,' a 
" green market," ox-carts on the main streets, c:rossingsanklo
deep with mud, a citizenship given over to late rising. In
stead of making the city they had been "letting it happen." 
The "transient, the good-enough. the cheapest possible" 
had been the rule of action. 

Such has been the unchanging Halifax of the years. But 
the old order changeth. The spell of the past is broken. 
A change has come over the spirit of her dreams. There are 
larae pelUlltage ..... property-bolding people. It wu OIle of the aar
prises of the Halifax c:atutropbe that lID larae a Ilumber of ciu..... 
WHe fOUDd to own at lout in part the homes thoy Iiftd ill. 

Th.re ..... oth .. questi ..... whim the sociologist would ask if it were 
posst"ble to tarry the in_beatioo further. Is the commUllity loath to 
disturb tile existing relatiollS or to resort to extreme m ..... to adtine 
desired ends' Or i. it eaav to sweep awq the old. to indulge ia 
radical experilMftt and to try an)' m ..... that give promise of sutteSS? 
He would stud)' too the distribution of peop\e relaIi .. to their interests. 
Is there a majority of those whose experis_ ..... Il&ITQW and whose 
interests ..... few' Or is there a majority of those who ba". b>c ..... 
jo~ varied experi_ and cu\tivaled manifold inteRsts. that Jet re
maiD harmODioas P He studies the ~ of the cbol"", decisioas, 
eelectiOlll in a peop\e'. industry, Ia ..... making. educatiooal and re\igions 
aDd.rtoki_ It is thas that he pro<eedo ia diaposinc a _w;.. 
os to the d..,-ee of c:ooeenatism and to disc<wer what the ideal com
muDit7 sbouId be.-Giddiqo. FranktiD H., INac';'" Sea."." (N. Y. 
J909), \>0 .,e. '" ..... 

1 Halif ... bu ""W' CIllO of the best equipped tramwq ~ to loe 
foIIDd an:rwI>ere. There hu -117 ..... oppropriated 1M ..... of 
~ooo for -.. $Iso.ooo for _, bJo,ooo for _ ....me. 
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signs that a new birthday has come. The twenty-first day 
of June was the old Natal Day, kept each year with punc
tilious regularity. But Halifax is now just beginning to 
realize that there was a new nativity, and that it dates frOllll 
December-that fatal SilCth. "Sad as was the day, it 
may be the greatest day in the city'!! history." 

Almost instinctively since the disaster Halifax has come to 
see the sources of her weakness and of her strength. Her 
geographical position which once meant isolation 1 will hence
forth be per best asset. Just as the geographical expansivn. 
of Europe made the outposts of the Old World the entre
pOts of the New, so the expansion of Canada and of NOVlII 
Scotia-the province with the greatest number of natural 
resources of any in the Dominion---<to the newly awakening. 
city appears full of substantial promise. It will be largely 
hers to handle the water-borne COIllliJerce of a great country. 
Henceforth the ocean will become a link and not a limit. 
World-over connections are the certainties of the futun; 
bound up inevitably with the economic and social solidarity 
of nations. Closer to South America than the United 
States, closer to South Africa ·than England, closer to Liver
pool than New York, Halifax sees and accepts her destiny, 
for~s the ill'COl1venience and loss she has undergone and 
the many annoyances of blasting and of digging, that the 
facilities of her" triple haven" might be multiplied and the 
march ,)f progress begin. "The new terminals with their im
pressive passenger station, will not only be an attractive front 
door for Hali fax, but will fit her to be one of the grea.b 
portals of the Dominion." 

There has come upon the city a strange impatience of 
unbuilt spaces and untaxed aras sacred for decades to 
Inilitary barracks and parades. She has urged for some 

1 Halifax Ionl!" felt herself to have been commercially a martyr to 
Confederation. 
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immediate solution, with the result that military property 
will be concentrated and many acres released to the city for 
its own disposal. 

Whether the pendulum will swing so far as to imperil the 
retention of old historic buildings, time-stained walls, and 
century-old church-yards is not yet apparent; although sug
gestions have been made which would have astounded the 
Halifax of a generation ago. Certain it· is that a period of 
orientation is at hand. There is a stirring in the wards and 
clubs for progressive administration and modern policies . 
.. Here as elsewhere the time has now come for clear thinking 
and the rearrangement of traditional thought." 

IndIcations of change are already abundant. The first 
to note is that of appearance. For illustration may be 
quoted an editorial published near the second anniversary of 
the explosion: 

Halifax has been improving in appearance since the ex
plosion. exhibiting very sudden changes at particu1ar points. 
One almost forgets what the city was like about ten years ago. 
Still there is a great deal to be done in the way of improvement 
to our streets. The move in the direction of permanent streets 
is an excellent one and if carried out as designed will be an 
improvement and saving to the city. 

The report of the Secretary of the :&..rd of Trade rna1ca 
the following reference to the change in appearance of the 
city: 

One of the pleasing features in reference to both the whole
sale and retail bnsiness of Halifax is the improved condition 
of pmnises over a few Je&I'S ago; retail stores are now having 
up-to-date and attractive fronts, while who1esa1ers are im
proving their show-rooms and thereby increasing their sales. 

The Mayor writes regardin~ the sidewalk implO¥waeut: 

Some twenty miles of coacrete sidewalks to be CODSbucted 
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are on the order paper to be taken in turn so as to be as uni
fonn as possible. This wi1~ go a long way toward improving 
the appearance of the city. 

As to ,the change in the style of houses the Mayor. states: 

A pleasing feature of the new construction is the de
parture from the fonner square box style of dwelling, also 
the method of placing rows of houses exactly in the same 
style. Today homelike houses of modern design, set back 
from the street with lawns in front are the order of the day
bungalows are particularly in favor. 

Fine new residences are being built, apartment ideas are 
spreading, new lights are being tried out, a new tram com
pany has'taken hold. Indeed one citizen is credited with the 
words: "It is almost a sacrilege that Halifax should be so 
changed." 

The consciousness of change is seen in an altered public 
opinion and the beginnings of a new civic outlook. Evidence 
of the new note is a statement by one of the progressive Hali
fax firms: 

Halifax is going to make good. Outside firms are taking 
up valuable sites in our business districts. The banks are 
increasing their activities. Some of the biggest industries are 
coming our way. Surely everything points toward prosperity. 

Another feature indicative of the changing consciousness. 
which has infected a much wider region than Halifax it
self is the plan now making rapid progress for an Old 
Home Summer, to be held from June to October, 1924- The 
project has already received legislative recognition. An 
effort will be made to recall former residents on a scale such 
as has never been Qttempted before. The corrunittee in 
charge 'is made up of many prominent citizens and the 
" 1924 Oub" grows. On~ may observe still another indica-
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tion of the determination Ito progress in the recent com
pletion of a systen1l linking-up Halifax by telephone w~th 
Montreal, Toronto, New York and Chicago. 

Indic~ of business conditions are far from satisfactory, 
yet th~ items used in their computations are the only ones 
upon which variations may be even roughly gauged. Roger 
Babson puts as the leading considerations: (I) Building 
and real estate; (1I) bank clearings; (3) business failures. 
Other symptomatic facts are postal revenues, tramway t'&

ceipts, exports, taxes, ~nterest rates, insurance, wages and 
h'lurs, commodity prices, unfilled orders, immigration and 
unemplo)'IIW!Ilt. I 

With regard to the fir'9t the following statement issued 
by the Mayor is significant. He says: 

The year 1919 has been one of exceptional prosperity in 
the City of Halifax. It has been a record year for building. 
Permits to the approximate value of $5,000,000 have been is
sued to the engineer's office, the 1argest amount by far in its 
history. the amount being practically ten times that of 1913. OT 
the year before the Great War tommenced. A put of this OIlly 
can be attributed to the terrible explosion of 1917. 

He refers to the great amount of constructiOll going OIl in 
the western and northwestern' parts of the city which were 
relatively untouched by the di~. The Mayor further 
states: 

It must be ~ thllt it is only two years since the 
devastation nosed by the explosion and strangus in the city 
have considered it wonderful that we are so far advanced in 
building up that portion which only a year ago had cot a 
house upon it. 

The following tabulatiOll gives the building figures ac
e«ding to the permits ,issued at the City HaD. k shows a 
remarIa.bIe _t incrase. ' 

1 Cbaddoclr. R ..... t Eo "-bIisW MaIeriaL 
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BIllU>ING PEIlKITS 

1910 •••••••••••••••••••• $471,140 
1911 .................... sos,8J6 
1912 .................... sB9,775 
1913 .................... 839,635 
1914 .................... 874.320 
1915 .................... 1,066,938 
1916 .................... 1,177,509 
1917 .................... 844.0?9 
1918 .................... 20550406 
1919 .................... 5,194,806 

With regard to mil estat.e the Mayor writes in December 
1919 

The incre:zse in the selling values of properties is remark
able. Business property has taken a jump in value, and it 
is difficult to get for business purposes property well situated 
unless at very high prices. Property has been known to change 
hands within a year at approximately double the amount 
originally paid. 

The Secretary of the Board of Trade repotts: 

Real estate has been active, and prices have been obtained 
greatly in excess of what properties were valued at in pre
war days. 

In the matter of bank clearings 1 the following table in
dicates a very considerable change: 

BAlI'" Ctz,uulfGS 

1910 .................... f9!;.8SS0319 
1911 .................... 87.994.043 
1912 .................... 10D,4Ii6,67:0 
1913 .................... 10s.J47.626 
1914 .................... 100,280,107 
1915 .................... 1040414.598 
1916 .................... 1250991,881 
1917 .................... 151,1110.152 
1918 .... ; ............... 216.o84.4I5 
1919 .................... 241,200,194 

1 ne read ... wiD of Q)arse remember the .... eraJ ioftatioa of eorreaq. 
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As te' business failures the Secretary says : 

Business failures have been few-practical\y the whole 
amount of the liabilities will be made up of one failure. 
and it is believed the loss to creditors in this particular case 

• will be slight. 

A1mmONAL INDICIS 

Grosl Postal R,., ... , Tra", ... , R .. ri,1I (1"016) 

11110 ................ $"40318 $417,1011 
11111 ................ 11110561 9>203!l!l 
III,a ................ 138,0117 53!1oS53 
11113 ................ , .... ,Ga 6050933 
111'4 ................ 141,943 645.341 
Igl5 ................ IS4.4!l!I 718,8.to 
Igl6 ................ 167.594 55!10513 
11117 •••••••••••••••• SS!bSIS ~661 
1918 ................ 3D50412 Sl98.7oa 
illig ................ 349.507 I.asl!,503 

Among other assUr&m:e$ of the new pl'Olipedty and the 
beginnings of fresh faith in the city's future is the coming 
of new large business inteP.Stl into the city. Among the 
largest construction work is the building of the Halifax 
shipyards upon the explosion ground. involving lIIl outlay 
of ten millions of dollars. There is the ever-ectmding 
plant of the Imperial Oil Company, which will eventually 
make of Halifax a gmt oil-distn'bution port. There is the 
continuation of the thirty-million-dol\ar scheme of modem 
tenninal facilities, which have been c:onstruc:ted so dose to 
the ocean that a ship may be out of sight of land within an 
hour after casting off from the quay. 

In short there has been, as has been said, an .. impetus 
given tf> business pera11y." That the impetus will c0n

tinue there is every prospect. Halifax may experience 
a temporvy wave of depRSSloo. when such waves are Bow
ing elsewhere. But today then: are fewa' doubters mel more 
believers. The day of new devatars, new hotels, barboI'-
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bridges and electric trains is not very far away. The 
prophecy of Samuel Cunard made in 184o-when he in
augurated the first Tra.ns-Atlantic line-that "Halifax 
would be the entering port of Canada" -seems destined to 
fulfilment. 

As regards population aftel' disasters Hoffman writes: 

Even an earthquake su~h as affected the city of San 
Francisco may not materially change the existing numbers 
of the population after a sufficient period of time has elapsed 
for a reassembling of ihe former units, and a return to the 
normal conditions of life and growth.' 

Yet as before remarked, the catastrophe at Halifax 
eclipserl all preceding disasters to single communities on the! 

• Continent of America. in tile toll of human life.· In the 
San Frandsco earthquake the loss was four hundred and 
ninety-eight; at the Chicago fire three hundred; at the Iroquois 
theatre fire in the same cjty, five hundred and seventy-five; 
at the Chester explosion one hundred and twelve; at the 
Johnstown flood two thOusand. It is now estimated that 
the disaster at Hali fax probably passed this latter figure, 
decreasing the city's population by four per cent. N ot
withstanding this heavy draught upon the population, the 
1918 volume of the Halifax Directory contained six 
hundred and fifty more names than the previous year. 

In the light of this consideratIon the following indication 
of the growth of population is also of contnbutory interest.· 

'Hoffman. Frederick it., I ...... rofIC., SciefIt:. tutti EeiJfl()1flU:s (N. Y .. 
1911), ch. ix, p. 331. 

• In the Texas flood of 19oo there ",ere lost 5,000 lives. but th." can
DO! be said to have beeu all associated with a single community. 

• Figurea kindly supplied by Mr. John H. Barnstead, Registrar, 
Halifax. 

, 
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T ....... 
Ign ...................... <46.61g 
Igl~ •••••.•••••••••••••••• <46.61g 
IglJ ...................... 47.log 
1914 ••.•••••••••••.••••••• 47.log 
1915 •••.••••••.••••..••••• 470473 
Igl6 •••••.•••.•••••.•.•••• SO.<xx> 
1917 ••••••••••••••••••••.• 5o,<xx> 
Igl8 •••••.•••••••••••••••. 5O,<XX> 
1919 ....................... 55,000 
111"0 ...................... 65,000 1 
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An index of the growth of practical civic int~ upon 
the part of citizens is revealed by the comparison of the 
numbers pa.r.ticipating in polihral action by means of the 
vote.. Recent figllftS for Halifax are: 

Pounc.u. Ac:noM 
y_ Pvt- Eligibl. No. P_ .. "fllI' PIrCI<I/fIg. 

110'_ IIOMg oll_dill_ 011.",,# 
1018 ......... For M...,..r "7.6,)a a,~ 6J.8 J6.a 
1919 ......... • • 8,&go 40'64 S2.I 47-9 
f9IO ••••••••• .. i.. 11.43$ $.4g1 51.l1li 4ilOI 

Instead of the disaster re!'ulting in disheartenment and 
a gradually diminishing civic inten:st, the percentage of in
difference is smaller and the Pf'.rcentage of interest is larger 
for 1920 than for 1919. and the percentage of interest for 
1919 is larger than that for the previous year. The number 
of eligible voters also shows increase. «The campaign [for 
1920) has marked a new era •.•. and will make it easier 
to institute new ftforms. .. • 

Of further sociological mleftSt is the change affecting 
city-planning. civic impronment, housing. health, educati_ 
and reaeatim. 

1 The Dlred0r7 of 1910 estimate the PftSOIIl populo';"" til ~ 115.
• Huf ... II ...... c .. .....", AlIriI l1li 19IO. 
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In the realm of city-planning' and civic improvement, 
Halifax 4S awaking to the importance of taking advantage 
of an opportunity which comes to ~ city but seldom save 
through the avenue of disaster. The pre!>ellt Town-plan
rung Board was fonned as a result of the Town-planning 
Act of 1915. A board of four members, including the city 
engmF.t:l' constitute ,the COIIlJJlIttee. The limits of the area. 
to be brought under the scheme were still undecided when 
the e:xplosioo ca.me, The disaster "hastened the resolu
tion" of the Board. .. When the disaster came it seemed 
that ,things would have to cOIne to a head." Mr. Thomas 
Adams, the Dominion Housing and Town-planning Ad
visor, was bronght to Halifax to help determine what should 
be done. " The disaster simply had the effect of bringing 
to a. poin:t certain things which were pending at the time. 
1£ that event had not occurred we would by this time be 
into a scheme, though possibly not so far as we are" To-

o day the limits of the area have been defined and the scheme 
• is nearly ready for presentation to the Council for adoption. 
The Dominion Town·phnning Advisor's assistant reports 
that real progress' has been made in the Halifax plan deal
ing with the proposed zoning of the city into factory, shop
ping and residential distncts, the provision for future streets, 
stree~-widening and building lines, and suggestions for park 
and aerodrome sites. In the devastated area. he has re
marked progress in street-opening, in grading of the slope 
and in architectural treatment of the houses. Five hundred 

1 The earliest city.planning was mediaeval. Halif.,. ... u laid Out ..,. 
military engineers with narrow atreeta-the • ideal was a fortified en
closure designed 10 accommodate the maximum number of inhabitaDto 
with the minimum of space." In 1813 a town-planaing scheme Wall set 
on foot for the purpose of straightening street.. the removal of pro
jections and bank, of earth and stones which at tha. time existed in the 
_tor of _ Considerable betterment resulted but unfortunately 
many fine trees were cut down. 
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trees and three hundred shrubs have been ordered to be 
planted in this area. The whole area, is under the control of 
the Relief Commission, for the Act appointing the Com
mission gave it the powers of a Town-planning Board. 

The t\;saster may thus be SlCd not only to have hastened 
the resolution of the existing committee, but to have pro
duced two planning-boards instead of one. Each must 
keep in mind the true ideal. For it is not the U City 
Beautiful" idea, but that of ntility that is fundamental to 
city-planning. It is a principle to reduce to the minimum 
the social problems of community life, to accomplish 
Aristotle's ideal-u the welfare and happiness of everyone." 
In so doing civic beauty will ME be neglected. U Scientific, 
sensible and sane city-planning" says an authority U with 
utility and public convenience as its primary consideration 
produces beauty-the beauty that is the result of adapting 
successfully a. thing to its Pl1rpose." It is in accordance 
with this principle of civic art that the terminal an:a is 
being developed-a work des:gned by the same architect 
who planned the Chateau Laur;er and the Ottawa Plaza with 
such aesthetic taste. 

To .. deep cuttings, spanned by fine bridges, and bordered 
with trees and pleasant driveways. after the manner of 
Paris," and to a. .. waterfront as statdy as Genoa's, a 1Jer
minal station with .. noble facade, overlooking .. square 
and space of ftowers,'" the future will also bring to HalifaJl! 

IlIOn: street-paving. sidewalL.s. parks, fountains, bedges, drive
ways, cluster-lighting. statuary, buildings of majesty. spaci0us
ness and beauty. Wires will be buried. unsightly poles will 
disappear. • • • With time will c:ome an these things wbicll 
stamp a. city as modem, as carine for the comfort of its 

, WacYeda ... ArdlihoId, -a.-u. Halif .... • c ...... if....,. 
"fOI. zIi, _ ... pp. soli. SID-
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people, their pleasure and test, and health and safety. All 
these things come with time, effort, development of city pride, 
and the concentrated desire of a people for them.' 

The question of housing is recognized as an old Halifax: 
problem. It was already an acute one when the blow of 
the catastrophe feU and multiplied the difficulty a thousand
fold. The Relief Commission has grappled with its 
end of the probleml, namely, the housing of the many refu
gees who were first accommodated 1n lodgings and in 
temporary shel,ters..· The old sombre frame-constructed 
buildings of the pre-disaster days are being replaced with 
attractive hydrostone. A hard-working wage-earning com
munity as stepping out of inditferent structures into homes 
hath comfortable and wel1-ordained. 

But the old problem would have still remained unsolved, 
had not the city authorities caught something of the re
construction sparit and felt the sharp urge of increasing 
difficulties. Action has been at last precipitated. How
ever, lacking in comprehensiveness the first attempts, the 
city has bestirred itself and has come to realize adequate 
housing to be a supreme need of the colIllllllnity and vitally 
associated with the city's health and welfare. A Housing 
Committee of five members has been formed, having as 
chairman a man of widely recognized building experience and 
as director of housing, a capable citizen. It is intended to 
make full use of the federal housing schlllt1le, in a practical 
way, the City Council having reversed i.ts former decision9 
and accepted by by-law the obligation which the govern
ment act requires. It is hoped in this way to promote the 
erection of modem dwellings and to "contribute to the 
general health and wel14leing of the community." 

I CTowen, H. c., Th. Bruy Etuf, voL X, .... 1. P. 12. 

• A model hoUling development of 346 houseo in the new DOTth end 
baa followed the disaster. • It is reuonable to -e," writ.. an 
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Thus the principle of promotive legislaticm. and govern
ment aid, which when finally accepted in 1890, began the 
remarkable housing reform in England, has entered the 
City of Halifax, 1LI1d will eventually write a record of in
creased health, comfort and contentment. How soon that 
record is written will largely depend upon the citizens them
selves and thaI: response to a leadership that is forceful as 
well as wise. 

The matter of health organization in Halifax affords 
perhaps the most significant contrast with the pre-disaster 
days. Prior to the catastrophe public health organization 
was not a matter for civic pride. The dispensary .. which 
is often regarded as the index of a city's care for health, 
had nceived 9C1LI1t support and could only perform in
different servioe. Adequate sanitary inspection could not 
be carried out for want of inspectors. The death rate 1 had 
avera~ about twenty percent for a period of ten years, 
1LI1d the infant and tuben:ulosis mortality had been baoeo
dously high-the former reaching the figure of one hundred 
and eighty-two.' There was no spur to progressive ad
ministration. The city was too ill-equipped· to cope with 
such conditions, . 

Today Halifax has the finest public health program and 
most complete public health organization in the Dominion. 
The fact that this is so is in very close relation to the 
catastrophe inasmuch as an unexpe!I1ded balance of re1ief 
.mneys • has been redirected by request for health purposes 

oboener'. "that the ataDdud of 6Yinc will _CL ~ the .... 
8u ..... of Ibooe _ ........ is showiDe itself ia the bomes that ... 
.......... lIP aD 0_ the dll." . 

• Loodo;a'a is '4-6, New York's '3-6. 
• New Y ....... is !II>. New ZeoIaDd'. 61>. 
• n_ f1IIIds ... f.- the lllllllifiaat lift of lh I _IS. A 

M ....... u_Halifu: H-.ItII Cammissico& has laeea '-OIl Dr. B. 
FraoIt6. R_ ia the ezecati,.. oIIietr. . 
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in Halifax. A five-year policy has been inaugurated. Fifty 
thousand dollars per year of the relief money, fifteen thous
and dollars per year of ~he Canadian government money and 
five thousand dollars per year each, of the city and pro
vincial money are to be expended in the five-year campaign. 
The sum totals seventy-five thousand dollars per year, or 
practically one dollar per capita. 

A completely equipped health centre has been established 
including all the essential remedial and educational agencies, 
namely, pre-natal, pre-school-age, school-age, tuberculosis, 
venereal disease, eye, ear, nose aud throat clinics. There 
will alSo be provision for the growth of health ideas through 
mother's classes, first-aid, and sanitary leagues. A public 
health course for nurses is included in the educational cam
paign. 1 A mo.$t successful baby-saving exhibit has been 
held, and the 'plan calls far a full-time tuberculasis specialist. 

Upon the part of the civic authorities there has been a 
greater realization of responsibility. Progressive steps 
have been already taken includine- the appointment 
of ai Doctor of Public Health, and the provision of 
district sanitary inspectors. Restaurants and all places 
where food is exposed: for sale are being systematically in
spected with a view of effecting improvements. A single 
instance of COlllmendable activity along sanitary lines is the 
prohibitilXl of movable lunch can, which have been seen 
on the streets of Halifax for years. The removal of a lot 
of dwellings unfit for occupation is receiving the attention 
of the officials. In fad: it is the intention of the present 
Council to improve conditions throughout the city generally 
as quickly as is feasible to do so. Another jlJustration of the 
direction of attention to modem social methods is. the pre
sent discussion of plans for a psychiatric clinic for mental 
hygiene and the discovery of defectives, especially those 

1 DalhOUJie UDi"" ... ity h .. recently graduated the lint cI ... of DUrleS 
in Canada to receive the Diploma of Public Health. 
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attending the schools. Still another. indication of interest 
in child welfare is the fact that a clinic for babies was estab
lished in a central locality and a nurse for babies regularly 
employed. The hi,therto meager hospital facilities are being 
amplified by the building of a maternity hospital and the en~ 
largement of th~ children's hospital,-a. centralization plan 
of hospital service being a unique and distinctive feature. III 
the way of industrial hygiene a full-time nurse is employed in 
the ship-building plant and here also safety policies have been 
inotroduced and have ~uced accidents to a minimlUll. The 
movement for the control of preventable disease is gaining 
impetus and a modem tuberculosis hospital is being estab
lished. The Victoria General Hospital is being enlarged 
and extended, the additions having 8.1) estimated cost of 
half a million dollars. 

But Kis not alone the activities of the Health Com .. 
mission but also the earlier vigorous policy of disaster 
medical relief. which is sedl reflected in the growing sense 
of community-responsibility for health conditions. Halifax 
has corne to see the principle fundammtal to all health 
refonn, that public health is a purchasable commodity and 
that improvement iii vital statistics is iII close COI'relation 
with the pmgress of health organizati~ It remains to 
be stell. whether so favored a cooununity will also lead the 
way in the registration and periodic health examination of 
every individual citizen ... ·hich is the final goal of all policies 
of health refonn. 

The standards of education have always been. high in 
Halifax. She has been the educational center of the 
Maritime Provinces.. Her academic: attainments have 
brouJht to her much distinction and not a little glory. Her 
public schools boast many a. fine record to furnish inspiration 
to each SU«eSsive generation. To sec1Jft: appointment to 
the Halifax teaching stair the. a.pplic:a.nt IWSt possess the 
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in Halifax. A five-year policy has been inaugurated. Fifty 
thousand dollars per year of the relief money, fifteen thous
and dollars per year of the Canadian government money and 
five thousand dollars per year each, of the city and pro
vincial money are to be expended in the five-year campaign. 
The sum totals seventy-five thousand dollars per year, or 
practically one dollar per capita. 

A completely equipped health centre has been established 
including all the essential remedial and educational agencies, 
namely, pre-natal, pre-school-age, school-age, tuberculosis, 
venereal disease, eye, ear, nose and throat clinics. There 
will alSo be provision for the growth of health ideas through 
mother's classes, first-aid, and sanitary leagues. A public 
health course for nurses is included in the educational cam
paign. , A mo~t successful baby-saving exhibit has been 
held, and the'plan calls far a full-time tuberculosis specialist. 

Upon the part of the civic authorities there has been a 
greater realization of responsibility. Progressive steps 
have been already taken includi~ the appointment 
of a Doctor of Public Health, and. the provision of 
district sanitary impectors. Restaurants and all places 
where food is exposed for sale are being systematically in
spected with a view of effecting improvements. A single 
instance of conunendable activity along sanitary lines is the 
prohibition of movable lunch can, which have been seen 
on the streets of Halifax for years. The removal of a lot 
of dwellings Wlfit for occupation i9 receiving the attention 
of the officials. In fact it is the intention of the present 
Council to improve conditions throughout the city generally 
as quickly as is feasible to do so. Another illustration of the 
direction of attention to modem social methods is. the pre
sent discussion of plans for a psychiatric clinic for mental 
hygiene and the discovery of defectives, especially those 

1 Dalhouaie University has recently graduated the fint cIasa of llur_ 
in Canada to receive the Diploma of Public Health. 
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attending the schools. Still another. indication of interest 
in child welfare is the fact that a clinic for babies was estab
lished in a. central locality and a nurse for babies regularly 
employed. The hi,therto meager hospital facilities are being 
amplified by the building of a maternity hospital and the en~ 
largement of the children's hospital,-a centralization plan 
of hospital service being a unique and distinctive feature. 111 
the way of industrial hygiene a full-time nurse is employed in 
the ship-building plant and here also safety policies have been 
initrOduced and have reduced accidents to a minimum. The 
movement for the control of preventable disease is gaining 
impetus and a modern tuberculosis hospital is being estab
lished. The Victoria General Hospital is being enlarged 
and extended, the additions having ILl) estimated cost of 
half a million dollaB. 

But it is not alone the activities of the Health Com. 
mission but also the earlier vigorous policy of disaster 
medic:al relief, which is seen reflected in the growing sense 
of community-responsibility for health conditio11S. Halifax: 
has come to see the principle fundamental to all health 
refonn, that public health is & purchasable commodity and 
that improvement iii vital statistics is in close corre1atioo 
with the progress of health organization. It remains to 
be seen whether so favored & COI1lI1IIlIIity will also 1ead the 
way in the registration and periodic health examination of 
every individual citizen which is the final goal of all policies 
of health reform. 

The standards of education have always hem high in 
Halifax:. She has been the educatiooal carter of the 
Maritime Provinces. Her academic attainmeuts have 
~ to her much distinctioo and not a little glory. Her 
public schools boast many a fine ncord to furnish inspiratioo 
to each successive generation. To secun: appointment to 
the Halifax teaching staff the. appIic:aDt mast possess the 
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highest qualifications. But however much educational lead
ers may desire them, i\l1ooern methods and up-to-date equip
ment await in large measure the public will. Only where 
there is a will is there a way. That ·the public will in Hali
fax is becoming awakened .to' the vital :r:ole her educators 
play is being proven by the response to the campajgn for the 
expansion of Dalhousie University. That response has been 
most ge'l1erous and general, while local contributions have 
beeru amplified by large benefaqtions from the Carnegie 
Corporation and the Rockefeller Foundation. Of the latter 
benefactions together amounting to one million dollars-
four hundred thousand will be expended upon buildings and 
equipment The modernizing process is shown again in 
the decision of the university to establish at once a Faculty 
of Commerce and to encourage the teaching of Spanish and 
Portuguese in the educational institutions of the city. 

In the old teaching methods all are given the same course 
of instruction regardless of the individual mental differences. 
Today the effort is to provide an education to fit the mind 
rather than to force the mind to fit the education. In the 
public schools of Halifax there are not lacking indications 
which herald the corning of the newer pedagogy. Among 
these may be mentioned the opening of sub-normal classes 
for retarded children, experimentation with the social-re
citation system, the display of Safety-First League posters 
and the development of those departments already estab
lished, viz. vocational and domestic training, manual and 
physical educ;aticm., medical inspection, supervised, play
grounds, school n\!I'SCS, dental climes, and the, wider use 
of school plants in evening technical classes. 

Halifax will sooner or later decide to employ to the ful
lest degree all the opportunities which child-ttaining af
fords. The school system is an institution of society to 
mediate between a child and his envirorunent. Children 
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must learn to do alld to be as well as to know. Theil' 
plastic minds must receive practice in resistance to domina.
tion by feeling and in the use of the intellect as the. servant 
alld guide of life. To the children of Halifax is due 
eventually a thorough training in citizenship. This is the 
last call of the new future in education. It rests upon the 
twin pillars of educational psychology and educational 
sociology. 

Recreation is still another sphere of civic life wherein 
the City of Halifax has taken a. forward step. In making 
her plans for the future she has not forgotten that the reo 
built city should contain every fadity for children to gr<>w 
up with strong bodies and sane minds; as well as public pro
vision for the leisure time of the adult population. A Re
creation Commission has been formed made up of representa· 
tives of the various civic bodies alld from the civic and Pl"()o 
"indal governments. l A playground expert was called in 
by the city government, who a.fter study of the situation and 
conference with local groups, reaxnmended a. system of 
recreation as part of the general city plan. Already marked 
progless has resulted; indeed it has been said that the 
.. municipal recreation 'System of Halifax has made a re
cord for itself." A hill of about fifteen acres in the heaR 
of the devastated area. bas been reserved for a park and play. 
ground. The city has built and turned over to the Com-
mission a temporary bath-bouse, and has set aside the sum of 
ten thousand dollars for a permanent structure. The plans 
contain lec"ilunendations for minimum p1a~ for every 
school child, a ~ntra1 public recreation area, an opc!Hir 
hillside stadi~ as well as a community cente!' with audi· 

lit sboWel he sta~ that the sapenisecI ....,Ci. d _ ...... t had 
hetn dfteIopi ... ill Nalifu: for a period of foIirte<a ,..an. lint ...... 
the W_'s CouaaI. afternnls ...... a ftC1iIarIJ iD<DrporamI _ 
elation with whiell the WomeD'S eo-:il ~ 
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tanum, conununity theatre, natatorium, gymnasium, and 
public baths. The real significance Qf this mov~ent Hali
fax has not, herself, as yet fully realized. Just as ;there is 
a close relationship between health organization and mortal
it./{ tables, so there is ·31 close association between opet1 

spaces,street play, etc., and juvenlile, as well as other forms 
of delinquency! The moral value of organized recreation 
was ~tself demonstrated illl the war, while the increasing 
menace Qf industrial fatigue, as well as the fact Qf the shorter 
working-day, call for public recreational facilities as ai 

social policy. This policy is not however fully carried out 
with merely constructive and promotive action. It must be 
followed by restrictive al1d regulatory control Qf commercial
ized·. recreation, and wise and adequate systems Qf inspection 
for amusement in all its forms. This is the path of pro
gress in socialized recreation. 

Progress in cooperation has also to be noticed. There 
has been a new sense of unity in dealing with cornman prob
lems. The number of things which perfocce had to be 
done together during the catastrophe was great. This doing 
of things together will be continued. The establishment of 
the Halifax CoOperative Society is initial evidence Qf a. 
mpvement towards cooperative buying. CoOperation for 
community ends even noW is revealing itself in the new 
interest for the commoo control of recreation, health con
ditions, etc. "The disaster," TUllIS an article in the press, 
"has given, our social movement an impetus. The social 

I In view of the explosion and the TeSUlting housing conditions, aD 

increase in juvenile delinquency might have been expected, but the 
.. playground. which were established immediately after the diluter, 
and which adjoined both of the large temporary hOUling projecll, ore, 
it i. felt, responsible for the excellent conditions which exist. The 
reeords of the Superintendent of Neglected and Delinquent Children 
show that there was an actual decrease in the Dumber of jUYenile arrests 
in 1918 ova' 1917.N -(Leland, Arthur, "Reereation ... Part of the City 
Plan for Halifax, N. S., C.D·ds," PlDygr __ , yoL sill, noi. 10, p. 41>3-) 
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workers of ;the different creeds and classes have discovered 
each other and are getting together." • The organization of 
social service which only a few years back took a beginning 
in the form of an unpretentious bureau has shot ahead with 
amazing rapidity and now exercises an influence of coOrdina.
tion upon the churches, charities and philanthropic societies 
of the city. 

The unifying process is well illustrated by the increased 
cooperation upon the part of the churches. Fonowing the 

.(iisaster the churches of the city united into III single organ
ization for relief service under the cha.innanship of the 
Archbishop of Nova Scotia. Since then a Ministerial As
sociation has been formed which has directed coOpel'llltive 
effort along various lin~ and has exercised pressure upon 
those in authority where the best interests of the city were 
involved. 

Thus the City of Halifax has been galvaniad into life 
. through the testing experience of a great catastrophe. She 
has undergone a civic transformation, such as c:ould hardly 
otherwise have happened io fifty years. She has caught 
the spirit of the social age. This spirit after all means only 
that the c:ommunity is just a family 011 a larger scale, and 
the interests of each member are interwoven with those of 
all. But merely to catch the spirit will not suffice. b 
must be cherished through au inevitable period of reaction 
and passivity, and then carried 011 stiU further into the re
lations of capital and labor, into the realnI of socialized n.e
mLban and into those multi form sphera of social insurauc:e 
whither aU true social policies lead. 

AU these c:onftr'ging lines taken not singly bot together 
constitute a ~ raJ basis of faith in the city's future, and 
of hope for permanent changes for the better. Perhaps 
this attitude cannot be man: fittingly expressed than iu the 
words of ean.ms: 

I Halifax E .... JI-. ilardi ~ 1918. 
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The Halifax disaster will leave a permanent mark upon 
the city for at least a generation, because so many of the living 
have been blinded or maimed for life. But it is possible that 
the disaster may leave a mark of another sort, for it is con
fidently believed by those who took part in the relief work 
during the first few weeks that Halifax will gain as well as 
lose. The sturdy qualities of its citizens will bring 'beauty 
out of ashes.' 

But it is rather for social th3.111 for material progress that 
the sociologist will seek and Carstens continues: 

It may reasonably be eAl'ected that through this Calvary, 
t'*re may be developed a prcgram for: the care, training and 
education of the sightless ,,9 good if not better than any now 
existiug:that medical social service wiD be permanently grafted 
upon the hospital and out-patient service of the community, 
and that the staff of teachers of the stricken city, by direct con
tact with the intimate prob1=s of the families of the children 
they have in their class-rooms may acquire a broader view 
of their work. If there should result no other benefits, and 
there are likely to be many, as for example city-planning, 
housing and health, the death and suffering at Halifax wiD 
not have been in vain, will not have been all loss. 1 

1 Carsten .. C. C, .. From the Ashes of Halif.,.," S"",,,. yoL xxxix, 
DO. 13. p. 61. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

Recapitulation-The VarioUSltepi iD the stud7 presented in propositional 
form-The role of catutrophe direct and'indirect. (a) Direct17 pre
parea the lIfOund-work for chlllll" b1: (J) weakening social im
mobility: (a) producilll8uidity of custom: (3) enhancllll eovironal 
favorabiUty for chang ...... (b) IndirectlJ sets in motion factors deter
mininc the nature 01 the change IUch as: (I) the releue of apirit and 
morale: (a) the plaJ 01 imitation: (3) the stimulus of kaden and 
lonkers-on: (4) the IOciaJiu.tion of institutions. 

IF the precednlg na.rrative has been successful in setting 
forth the facts as they were observed, the reader has now 
before him a fairly accurate picture of a c:on:munity as it 
reacts under the stimulus of catastrophe and proceeds to 
adjust itself to the circumstantial p~ of new c0n

ditions. It will be well, however, for the sake of clearness 
in emphasizing our closing propositions to recapitulate one 
by me the various steps in our study. These steps while 
primarily intended to follow the natura\ order in point of 
time will also be seen to represent a definite sociollogical pro
Ce5$ of development. 

At first the shock of the catastrophe was seen to have been 
sufficiently terrific to aff«d every inhabitant of the city. 
This fact gives peculiar value to the investigatiOD.. The 
.mre a shock is limited in extent the more its analysis grows 
in c:omplexity. In such cases c:onsideratioa most nec:essarily 
be given to the frontiers of inftuence. The chapter discrib
ing the shock also found the immediate reactioo to have been 
a fairly general disintegratioa of social institutioas. and of 
the usua1 methods of social c:oniroI-in short. a dissolutioa 

141) 141 
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of the customary. This tunnoil 4nto which society was 
thrown is sometimes called "fluidity," and, for lack of a. 
better one, this term has been retained. It would thus ap
pear that if it were later observed ¢hat essential social 
changes ensued, fluidity was one of the requisites of 
change; and this is indeed in perfect tally with previous 
thought upon the subject as set forth in our more theore
tical introduction and expressed in ,the proposition tha.t 
fluidity is fundamental ,to social change. 

The more general and preliminary treatment over, in
dividual and group reactious were ,then examined in greater 
detail, and the phenomena: of the major sort were singled 
out and classified. These were found to be either abnormal 
and handicapping such as emotional parturition; or stilmda
tive and promotive, as dynamogenic reaction. This con
stituted the material of the second cha.pter. Put in pro
positional form it would be that catastrophe is attended 
by phenomena of social psychology which may either re
tard or promote social reorganization. 

Social organization came next in order, and because its 
progress was largely expedited by the organization of re
lief,-the first social activity,-the sociological factors 0b
served in the latter have beeD recorded. These factors were 
classified as physical, including climate and topography. and 
psychological, such as leadership, suggestion, imitation, dis
cussion, recognition of utility and consciousness of kind. 
Reference was also made to biological and equipmental 
considerations. Two conclusions of interest are here de
ducible: first, that part of society which i9 most closely 
organized and disciplined in nonnality first recovers social 
consciousness in catastrophe; second, it is only after 
division of function delegates to a special group the re
sponsibility for relief work that public thought is directed 
to the resumption of a normal society. These conclusions 
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emphasize the coo,servatioIII value to society of a militia 
organization in every commIUnity and also of a pennanenlt 
vigilance cammittee. 

The fifth chapter .introduced a relatively new element, 
the presence of which may be relied upon in all future em
ergencies, that of a disaster social ierVice. Its contribu
tion wa.s that of skillful service and wise direction; its 
permanent effect, the socialization of the community. The 
value of the presence of visiting social specialists is in inverse 
proportion to the degree to which the socialization of a com
munity has advanced. The pra.c.tical conclusion. is· clearly 
that se1f-dependence of a community in adversity is furthered 
by the socialization of the existing institutions. 

The next and latest group to function effectively was that 
of government, but social legislation when forth-coming, 
contributed an importa.nt and deciding influence, and was 
itself in tum enriched by the calamity. Brought to the 
test of comparison with observed facts the statement in the 
introduction receives abundant justification; namely, tha.t 
catastrophe is in close association with progress in social 
legislation. 

To the influences already mentioned an additional factor 
of recuperation is added.-.the socio-economic one. Dis
a.steNtricken commWlities cannot become normal until the 
social surplus is restored. They may however always o>UI1t 
upon public aid. But there is found to be strongly suggested 
a correlation between the magnitude or striking cha.racber 
of a disaster and the generosity of the relief I espOIise. 

The last chapter is devoted to a cataloging of the indica
tions of social change from the standpoint of the COImJUIIity 
as a whole. The old social order is contrasted with that 
obtaining two years subsequent to the disaster. It here ap
peared that the city of Halifax had as a community under
gone and is unde!going an e:ul'1lordinary social change. 
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This implies, according to the theory of social causation, an 
atraordinary antecedent. Before finally accepting -the fac
tor- of catastrophe as such, the scientific reader may very 
properly ask whether there are not alternatives. 

To this query the answer iii that there are alternatives, 
other very considerable extra-social factors to be noted, but 
that catastrophe was itself .the precipitating factor there i9 
little room for doubt. Of the other factors two only are 
of sufficient weight for our present consideration. The 
earliest in: order of time, and perhaps also in rank of im
portance is that which Halifax residents understand as the 
coming of the new ocean terminals. The coming was SO 

sudden in the nature of its announcement, and meant for 
many So much depreciation in property values, that it had 
something of the nature of catastrophe within it. It altered 
very extensively the previously accepted ideas of residential 
and business and industrial sections of the city, and caused 
a jolt in: the body pOlitic, such as had not visited it for yurs 
-not since the middle of the nineteenth century brought the 
revolutionizing steam It is not to be denied that this factor 
has contributed ·not a little to the weakening of immobility, 
and the preparation of the ground for an inrush of the spirit 
of progress. 

The other factor was the war. The war functioned 
mightily in community organization for ,ervice. It brought 
prosperity to many a door, and whetted the appetite of many 
a mercl:ant to put the business of peace on a war basis. But 
it would be merely speculation to say that prosperity would 
have continued in peace. Indeed such a conclusion would 
not be historically justifiable. Halifax has been through 
three important wars. In each, .. trade was active, prices 
were high, the population increased, industry was stimulated 
by the demand, rents doubled and trebled, streets were un
commonly busy." But jin each case also Hali fax settled 
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back to her ante-be11um sluggishnes&. I'll 1816 Hal.ifaJl! 
bega.n to feel the rea.ction consequent upon the close of 81 

war. The large navy and army were withdrawn and Hali
fax and its inhabitants" bore the appearance of a town at the 
close of a fair. The sudden change from universal hustle 
and business to ordinary pursuits made this alteration 
at .times very perceptible. Money gradually disappeared 
and the failure of several mercantile establishments added 
to the genera1 distress." But the closing of the war, now 
a hundred years later, has exhibited no such relapse. On 
the other hand Halifax grows daily more prosperous and 
progressive than before. Her bank clearings do not fail, 
but rather increue. There is clearly some further in
ftuence usooiated with this change. 

But there is a very rea1 sense in which the war may in
deed be said to have been the factor,-if wo meaD by it the 
fact that through the war and as a direct result of war
service the city was laid IWf in ruins by possibly the great
est single catastrophe on the American Continent. If we 
mean this, we have named the all-precipitating and deter'
mining evem. The ~e was an episode of the great 
war. 

It only rerrains to add by way of clearer definitiOll 
that tbe rOle of catastrophe appears to be both direct and i ... 
direct. Fundioning directly, it prepares the groUnd
work for socia1 change by (I) weakming socia1 inunobility; 
(.I) precipitating fluidity of c:ustom; (3) forcing environal 
favorability for c:hange. Indirectly. it sets in motion 
factors determining the lIature of the social change. such as 
(1) the release of spirit and morale; (3) the play of im
itatioo; (3) the stimulus of leaders and lookeis-oo; (4) the 
sociali&etion of institutions. 

Our fina1 principle' thus appeus to be that progn:ss in 

• ne two Idditiooal pra,ooitioM ....... ul .. !be !be lab"" ...... 
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catastrophe is a resulta.lllt of specific conditioning factors 
some of which are subject to social control. If there is one 
thing more than another which we would emphasize in con
clusion i.t is this fiml principle. 'PrOgress is not neces
sarily a natural or assured res~t of change. It comes only 
as a result of effort that is wisely ~pended and sacrifice 
which is sacrifice in truth. 

That the nature of the social change in Halifax is one 
in the d:irectiOl'll of progress we think to be based on reason 
and not alone OIl! hope.· That it js also our fervent hope. 
we need hardly add. But every Haligonian who cherishes 
for his city .the visiQll which this book contains. may help 
mightily to bring it to pass by making effort his watchword 
and int.elligence his guide. We do not say it will all come 
tomorrow. We do say a wonderful beg;nning hao been made 
since yesterday. And this is bright for the future. In no 
better words can we conclude than in those of one of her 
greatest lovers; "Changes must 'come to Halifax. This 
is a world of change. But every true Haligonian hopes that 
the changes will not disfigure his beloved city. but only 
heighten and enhance the intimate and haunting charms 
she borrows from the sea." 1 

namely. tllat the degree of fluidity seems to vary directly as the shock 
of the catastrophe, and tllat brusk revolution in the conditions of life 
accomplish not .udd .... bot gradual changes in society. require a _dy 
of comparative catastrophic phenomena few yeri6catiOD; «.ejection. 

1 MacMechan. 0'. til. p. 3J6. 
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IS, \duai.u L 14saJUAM, J' .• ".D. ....., ".50. 

VOLUME DII, 1901. 570 pp. Price, cloth, $LOO. 
1.. [84.1 The Lea:al ProP<> ...... Belatlo .... or:Harried Partlea, .~ 

S, 1&IDoa ..-.. PlLD. Ptb .... 50-
•• _ [8G) Polltlaal Katlvlam,1D.lfew York a_teo 

By Lmmo DowSc:osco. Ph,D ............. 
3. (88) ".I."b.eBeooaatruotJODof GeoratA. a, amn. c. Woow.n.Pb.D. 1''''$1_ 

VOLUME XIV, 1901-1!102. 678 pp. l'r1ce, cloth, 14.00· 
1. (87) ~ IDliew 'York 4arlDJr the ADa.ricaD Revolution. 

lIy ALU.U'D_ (;uauca I'uc:a. 1'0.D. Prb ... .-.. 
II. [88] Tlae BooDOmJo TheoZ"f 01 JUek awllDsuranoe. 

By ALUlf H. WJI.,I,ftT. Ph.D. Pdot. ".50-
,8. [391 The E .... te .... Qu..uOD. A. StudT In DIplomacy. ~ 

Br SnnI_ P. H. DwauI • .l'D.D. JIrict. '1.00. 
VOLUME XV, 1902. ~7 pp. Price, cloth, $3.5/); Paper eo ...... $3.00. 

[401 CrIme \a It. BeiadoD'" _l"I'o ..... _ BJ _ c:.-.u..1IM.a., l'ILD. 

VOLUIDI XVI. 1902-1903. 11'7 pp. Price, cloth, "'00. 
1. [&1] The Paet aud PreHn' 01 Commeroe Ia. JapaD.. __ D 

By YnoUO ... tIfOGI' .... ..-........ ,..50. 
II. [4:~] Tb.eEmplO7Jlle.$ofWomea.1.a the Clot.b.lnarTrade. 

BJ' Mun HV1lD WlLLa' .... D. Ptt. .... $Do a. (&8] TIle Cea.tiralt.aUOD oJ.A.4mlDlHraUoII In Obl0.p ~ _ 
. S, SAlIva. • " ..... ..-... D. .... ...... 

VOLUIDI XVII, l903. 636 pp. Price, cloth. "'00. 
L ["1 "OInItraUz\aa: T_ \a $IIe.A4mIDI._tlOD orIa4J&D ... 

~, WU.LUII A. RA.WLa,l'b.lJ. Prtc., ft.,. 
II. ,4.&) PrlD.olpl_0~J1UIdoeID.Tazatlcm.. B,.&nn. .... Wuro •• PIl.D. R'Iic..,. ... 

VOLUIDI xvm. 1903. 7:13 pp. Price, cloth, $"5/). 
I. [4:8] TIle AAmlnfRnitloD orlcnra. B, IIAIIDI:08 If&nlll' ...... , PII.D. Price. , •• ,... 
s. (<<'I] Turaotii and the Sa EcUot8. .,. Ro ..... P. s ........ "".D. Prtc:.. , •. ,... 
8. [.81_ ........ 4 ~ 17915-1808. iIJ on&....-r_. l'ILD. Prioo,_ 

VOLUIDI XIX. 1903-1906. D88 pp. Price, cloth, 'UG. 
1. (481 JOII'Iall Taoker .oe1IOIDfllt. BrWALTd ~ ......... CL&" I'll D. PIke .... ,... 
s. l601 Bt.co..,. aDd (;dClolam ora. LabQr Theo17 orVal!.'e 10 En .. U.b Polle-

loal EooDomy. 81 ALUar C. W....ua.a. Rob.D. R ..... t&...,.." a. (S')-rr..leV __ $lleLaW ... _Yorll:. ~ __ ._~ __ . -D ~_ 
.H,G_u __ ~ ... ..-.... ~ .... 

VOLUIDI xx. 190'- 614. pp. Price. cloth. t3-50. 
1. (lie] ~ OlDoe .r $lie J __ .r$lle - I. Jro«I ... 4. _ D ~_ 

af' C • .a.1IU.U AunUf B ...... r.. . ~. '1.,.. 
•• (1181 A II1oItor7 or JoIw..,.a-........... ID N .... y A .... alre4 T ... I ... ..,. of 

dae trglcecl ti~ ., DAWUII Y. T.~.fta.D. J'n. • .....-

VOLUIDI XXI, 1904. 748 pp. !'rice, clotJa, ".:;0. 
....... 1.,8 

Prioo, ... ........ ~ 



VOLl1!rIB un. 1905, 1120 pp. Prloe. oloth. 13.50; paper conn, 13.80. 
[Sf) Tbe matorloal » ..... lopm..a.t 0' the Poor x.w 01 Connectloo.tw __ D 

By KDWAIlD W. CAn" • .ra. ,. 

VOLl1!rIB %XIII. 19011. 11K pp. Prlce. oloth, ".00. 
1. (.e) The BOOD.omlo. 01' LaD.tI TeD.IIN In Oeorgl'h. B _ D P 

--}ly EMOCH PlAftIW ... ,.... ra.. rlw,,,.oo. 
II [aD) IIlatakelll Oontrao", ,J;.. 8tu~ lD Comparative .Jurl.prudenoe. 

By JWnrur C. Mc::&..ci. Ph.D. Price. 'I.GAo. 
II. (80) Comlll_l.Ioa la tile lIlID1aa laduat17 • R R II D P 

II, .... • tMaI'. Ph.. rice. "'" 
... [G1) The BIl8Uab. CraR Gdd.aDd the Go.,.el'1lment. 

By ::i'l'.L.I.4It ........ Ph.D. .,IDe., • ..-. 
VOLl1!rIB XXIV. 19011. 1121 pp. Pr!.ce. cloth. SUO. 

I. [88] TIl.l'leoe of 1Il ... lo Ia til. Iatelloo,,",,' HI.to,.,. of ]1: .. 1'0 .... 
Bf LYNIf 1.'HO •• oa .... YD..D. I'dctt. ...... 

I. [88] The Bool ..... Uoal 3410" o! the Tbeodoslan Codt', 
By WILU .... K. Bo9D. 'PILD. Ptloe.,. ... 

8. [8&) 1ITh.1a. .. n.tlo .... PoaltlOD or Japaa _. G ..... t Power. 
B, s...,. G. HI ....... Pb.D. Price.. ... _ 

VOL11JIB nv. 1908-47. 800 pp. (Bol401ll71D Seta.) 
I. [15]'lIlualol»U COa_ of 1'1111110 Vtllltl ••• 

U.O.L ............. D. (N<I-_~.) 
I. [08] Til. B .. deet Ia til. """'el'l""" COmmoa ..... tIle. 

By KUGua B. Aoaa.. Ph.D. Prke. ".50. 
I. [.'1 TIl.FIaan_ofCI._d. ~c:-c. W"w_ •• Ph.D. Prico;,.-

VOLl1!rIB JXV1. 11'11. 1169 pp. Prl .... cloth. $'.00. 
I. [e.] ~. and C ....... a07la BarI7 o ... ao~ .... If. COUDT ..... D. ...... ... _ 
•• ('1111 Lntibe"'. Tab1. Talk. lIy ~_ :»aur_. Pb..D. Pnoe: ... ... 
•• , .. Tb.To_lIld ... _latllaVDI_~to..... _ ., ...... 1· _ •• 0. ........ ... 
&. (YI) loolal Dem......." aqd "palaUoa. ., ....... 1.. TIunarr. ft.o. ...... n-

VOLl1!rIB nvn. 1907. 1118 pp. Prloe, clotll. ',,00. 
1. (y1) TIla _OIIllo 1'01107 of .0 ...... W-~·N_o\. _ ft.o. ........ ~ 
I. ['.]Tb.VD1 __ ._~UoD. __ -D 

• M ..... """ _ .... r_ ............ 
a. ['61 Tb.. TaaatloaolCorporad0D.81a JrrIaaaaobu •• tta. 0. B, _.u. _ft. ............ 

VOL17MlI 119m:. 1907. 118' pp. Prloe, eloth, SUO. 
I.. (fill DeWl .. Clla_ .... tIla Orlala or tile SpoUa 8,.. ..... la Ne .. T_. 

By HOWUD La. lI.(;.BAnI ..... l). P, ........... 
a. ['81 n.. De't'elopa ..... or tb.. LeaIal ........ of Colonial Vlra1uta .. ., Kuuo L >&.u.>.u, Po IL _ ....... 
e. 1"1 Tila D_lIlDU_ of O ....... &t't __ v • ft.D. .......... 

VOLVlm XXIX, 190L 1II3,p. PrIce, eloth. tUO. 
1. ITIt) ElU"ly lh."" ~n .. I .. nd Town... .., A ___ M.,.-. Pte ft..D.. ..... ...-. 
a. I'.; Jrrie. aampwb .... __ ~ Proftaoe.. ..................... ft.D. Jlt-., ..... 

VOLlJ1OI %XX, l00L m pp. Prioe, 010\11. "'110; Papv 00_ "'00.. 
[8OITIl ...... __ orll ... oI_ .... &-u... ~_P.T_~ 

VOLlIlItB XXD. 190& m,p' Prioe, cloth, "'00. 
I. [11l __ '--'1l,c..n_"~_1IaI1"-,-

It. Aiy L D. B. ........... D.. Price. .. .,.. •• Ill_I Oilio 1Motore ll1so. .. R-aT L CMAIODkO< ..... O' ...... _ 
& .. [¥. (;O""PIl"'-. .... ~ .. till. A..merloaD PoplllatJoa.. 

8, ~ B. J...o.aA ...... J'LD. .... ,,-. 
.. IN) .. "olpIti.O .............. T I ••• a, haaaa. H. • .... 0" ..... 1UIs... 

VOLtnm xxm 190L 105 pp. PrIce, clo\ll,4050; ,... --.. 1'.00. 
8&1 Tb. ............ ordleS_ ..... or' '"1'.''' 

~-.. ---~ VOLlJ1OI xx III .. 1908-19Oa. I3S pp. l'rloe, cloth, I'.so. 
1. \''''1 ho_r7 L!l'trlalatioD. ID M........ By E. s.... ........ ~L .......... 
•• ~i ·~oloctc.llllC:u»NI&U0D8 of Soarf.O' .. . IIy ..... -.-11. n._ Jr~ ft.n. __ 
L (8S~ • ............ uoa .... SOU ...... ··d· .. 1IDUl.Ge. ...... lolD...ao... 

b, UaLftM ~ b. & .... ft. ........... .".. 



, VOLtJMB XXXIV,-1909. 628 Plio l'rice, cloth, $4.60. 
¢ 

J. (89J TranaportatioD and 1D4uetzo1aJ. Deve10pment lu the Middle 'Weill. 
• B, WIJ.I..U.II 11. c:.uw.a'l'. ,lI'o.1). Pme,,. ... 

.. [90] 800lal Beform aDd the Beformation. 
. . Br JAce. SnwnrScHAJ'IIlO, ft.D. PrIc:e. fr .. .. 

.. (ttl) B.aponslblHty for CrJme. BJ P.aILO'A. PUIO .... Ph.D. Jtrice.$J ... . 

VOLtJMB XXXV, 1909. 668 pp. l'rice, cloth, SUO. 
1. [n] The CoDfllot over the Ju410lal Powers tn the United State. to 1870. 

By (;H.aLU Gaov. K.a.t.-u • .Ph.D. PriCe,"_". • 
•• (98) A Study of the Populatlon 01 lKanhatt&nvJlle. 

. S, HOWUD BROW. WOOUI'C*', PLD. Price. fl .... 
Be [84) • Dlyoroe. A Study In l!looJal Causation. 

B1fJ ..... P. LJc:Jrnn ..... , Pb.D. Prtae.'I .... 

VOLtJMB XXXV.., 1910. 1542 pp. l'rice, cloth, $4..00. 
1.t .. SjeBeoon8trnottoD"!n Texas. ByCRAllLa Wn.ua.1I R..un~ Ph.D, PrIoa, ...... 
II. 98 • The Tzoaoalt1on in V1re1D1a from Colony to CommoDwealtli. 

By CH4aLU P .M'OB. I Laraul'. I'b.D. .rn-, ".50. 

VOLtJMB xxxvn, 1910. 608 Plio l'rlce, cloth, $4050. 
1. (87) 8t&Ddarcla 01 Beaaonablene •• lD Looal Freleht Discriminations. 

By JOHN MAUDe_ CI..u&, ft.D. .Pnc.,.$s .... 
S. (98) LeK&l De..,elopmeDt ID Colonial Massacbul!lette. p 

- By CJI4aI.U J. Bu..mn'. Ph.D. rice,'s .... s. [ .... I ·SOOllll .... dlllellta.lTnd .. 01 thell'e..,-o·H _ 0 Ph D ~ __ _ 
B, OW'UIJ..... DUll, ., ..-~. 

VOLl1MB xxxvm. 1910. 483 pp. l'rlce, cloth, $3.50. 
I. (100) The Publlo DomalD and DemOOl'lWJ". 8._ TvDoa H_PlLD. _ .. _ 

•• (1011-""'0 Theorle. or the 8tate.... _ ~--"'D ~_ •• 
_~ FUIICW ..... _--.. •• ..-~, po-.... .. 

VOLtJMB xx X I X, 1910-1911. 651 pp. l'rlce, cloth, IUO. 
1. rUM] The Makln. of the BalkallStatea. .. Ph D ~ .. 

By WJLI.1&MSIIft'B' _naA'I'. •• mo.. .,.. 
S. [1081 PoUtlca1 DIstoIT or lfew York State durln&, the Period of the CI.u 

'War. D, Sunt.Y DAVID 1lauIuua..Ph. I). Pnoe.. ... 

VOLtJMB XL, 1911. 633 Plio l'rlce, cloth, "-60. 
1. [I04J .A. Burye, of Conatltutioual De..,elopmeut la China. 

B, HAWKLIIIQ 1. y .. , PIli D. ..... ...... 
•• (I0510hloPoUtloadurln .. theOlvllWarPeriod. R -- -D ~_ a, G1IOJrO_ • r........-. ra.. • r.-- .,5.,.,. 
8. [108] TILe Terr.ltol"lal ~01 GOYerDmeat andertbe 8tateCon.t!tutlon .. 

Sr.A.I.haD ZAxnutoaa.a.., ft.». J'riclt:"L1J. 

VOLl1MB XLI, 1911. 6U pp. l'rlce, cloth, 13.150; paper conn, 13.00 • 
. [107] lII'ewJeI"B87'_ • .Bo~ P2'0"l'1noe. ., &DGAaJAOtD ..... , PII. D. 

VOLUMB XLII, 191L 400 pp. l'rlce,cloth, $3.00; paper conn, 12.50. 
(1081 Attltude 01 American CourW III Labor Caae.. ~__ _ ~ 

JJ, G_Goaa ...... -'1', .""',:" 
VOLtJMB XLIII, 191L 633 pp. l'rlce, cloth, ,,"150. 

I. [108) -IDd1llltrtal Cawaea of Con.-uon of Population tn We .... y~~tr. s, E.DWAJlD E .. :n.a· Pa.t.n Ph.D. r..-....... 
•• lI101 Jl!au.oatton an4 the Morea. 8, r. &ru.urCIIAftII, ft.:D. ~ ts-.. 
.. lUJTheBritlaJlC ..... w.IIl ..... COlltederaey. ~--1 -- ~_ ar MU' c L._-. ... ~ . ..---. 

VOLUMB8 XLIV.,,4 XLV, 191L '7U pp.' 
l'rlce for the two yol_. cloth, $8.00; peper coven, 15.00. 

(1U1aa411aJ Tb.eBooDOm.IoPrlDo1pl .. otConta.olua~nd bl.80~ooJ. D ~ 
II, f.dI .. Ii.,....... • ....... . ~ 

VOLU14B XLVlO 1911-1912.~ 823 pp. l'rlce, cloth, 14·60. 
l.lll.] Tbe Btoardtan 8octaUata. BY Entr .. t.ow.wNar., Ph D. ....... .. .. 
•• 116) Ibra.h.lm .l-&8Jur.. G.ra.n4 Vlale!" or ewelma.n, t.hj NNtDtftoeat... .. . 

By Kana Dower....", ....... &.0. ..... .. .. 
.. (I18IOS7ll41oallamIllFranae. "- -D ---.~_ ~-BTr-~ ••. rn .• ~_ __",,, ~.,.,~ 

.. II 17) A. Booaler VOl.... 8. N ...... 1.ao'I' Sua.. .... D. .nc.. ..... 



VOLt1MB XLVII. 1912. at4 pp. !'rio" cloth, ",00. 
18) Th. Polltlo. OnUol1l~.188l1-181!'" ......... II, 1ln.r.&, Ph,D. PrIoo, ...... 
18] ~h.1111.1te4 Statea Beet Sapr bldu.try and the Tariff .. 

• II ... Ro'l G. B.&..U.n', Rh.D. PrIce, ..... 

VOLtJHlI XL vm, 1912. '93 PP. PrIce, cloth, ",00. 
110] 1.ldol" ot 8 •• 111., B'I'EanftB."ADT,Pb.D. Price,,. .... 
all p.roar ..... &Dd UllUorml'tS' In ChIJd·Labor LeRlsJ"'tlon. 

B, WlLIoI.Io.II "'UW)IJIG 0Gau .... Ph.D. PrIce ..... rs. 

VOL'OMll XLIX, 1912. &92 pp. PrIce, cloth, 'uo . 
•• 1 B1"ltl.h ltadloaU.m 1 T91.-1 70T.. By WALTa PII'Il.N II.u.L. PrIce,S • .DO. 
lIatJ ... (';omparau.vellltIlQ 01 u... LawofCorporatJon8. 

II ... Aa:n.va K.. ltd., 'Ph.D. Price, 'I .... 
. 1")"Th .......... Wol'lI:ln •• wYOI'II:Clty. _ R -D 

11' .. G.oaa. •. .......... .. Nel,""" 

VOL'OMll L, 1911. .81 Plio PrIce, eloth, ",00. 
05j.,.belp ,rttofChlU ... Phtlantbropy. 'B.YAI YwTsu. Ph.D. Prlce .... .ao. 
,IIIU ~b.. ",LU.a.lu Ch1na. tiT VL ~"U"IWIUololIfO'IOII Koo. Ph.D. Priae,,..fO. 

LUD LI. 1912. ,to. Atlu. PrIce: doth, '1.110; paper --. '1.00. 
leT) Tb • ..,. 01 LIQUor In eb. Bout.b. 

....l.IIoIIu. .... Buan. Ph.D. 

VOL17mI LII, 1912. '89 Plio PrIce, doth, ",00. 
L.81 ~vlD.olal .... 4 Looa1 TaaaUOD.1D. Cana4a. -.._ 

1$., ~ v.. ..... Pla.D.. ..-.-, "o!O-
LIe] -rb.elll.trlbuUOQ 0I1noome. R - D ..... 

By PuIn' A'I'C1I Snao~. rn. • I .... !Gro 
1801 -rbe .lD. .. o88 of v .... out. _ IUau.D:a A.. WOOD, ~.o. ~ '1.aD. 

VOL17mI LIll, 19l3. 789 Plio PrIce, doth, 'UO; paper, ' .. 00. 
18U TIl. CI~11 Warand. BeooItatraotlOD.lD norld... Br W. w. n.. .... Pta.D. 

VOLUMB I.IV, 1915, eM pp. PrIce, cloth, tUO. 
lall ·_ .. u __ 4lmm_ltl_~.fCltl .. u. otth.UIllte4 __ • 

IIy AaI'OLD Joa.JISOIiI L.&m'! ... It..D. ~. n--" 
1881 'l'1l •• upNDl.eo .... aD.d.11Iloooaulutlon.1 Lea1"laUQD.'L.. 

By BLAIN_ Fltu""""Nooa_, Pa.D. Pr4c.. '1 ... 
18&1 -Tn"'." ..,' ........ la. 00l0D1al. Tim .. wtlbln thf' PJo..aelJ,t Llmlta 01 the 
\Jillted. .ta.... It, Al.aoII W ....... a.u .... h.u. Pnoi.IJ.oo.. 

VOL17mI LV, I111S, 8sa Plio PrIce, cloth, tUO. 
11151 .... Palltloe1 D'-01 t.b. Bta&. of New York. 

kyHOII"A.o~"-D. ~ ..... 
la41 "Th._~"_OIeb.Cbzot.tllUl'ii 

...... , C&a • I'U). PrIoo, ...... 

VOL1JlIB LVI. 111lS, &0811110 PrIce, cloth. es.so. 
Ila'18pMal.tloao ...... X.wlr_B __ ... t8O&-t8OT. 

it, ALGGIIIO .. Asa.,...., oao..a.. Prtoe. ...... 
Jla81 TIle PollQ of u.. Val .... State. to~. Indnatrt., Moao~l:r. 
• MIf u-.a.. WIUnu... K.aurnt. ~.u.. Phc:e./ ...... 

TOL'01Ill r.VII,181" 6'10pp. Pr!AIe,doth, .UG. 
lllUt) OTb.Cl..u krYt_OIG ..... ' BrltalA. "'''_II_I'U). ...... _ [w'O) Tb. _e1 B1a-.,.,x.wY __ .. _c._ PrIoo,_ 

VOL'01Ill r.vm,181" 884pp. Pr!AIe,elGtII,.UO; ,.,..,.,,00. 
11& 1) .eoa •• u.ou.oa lalfWClk C::U-'Ia. 



, VOLUIIE LX. 1914. 616 pp. Price, cloth, $4.00. 
~. rt &61-cODe'tanttne thg Great aDd Christianity. -' t 

• •. , By (;HA.nUPH •• 8uIIB CoLln •• II. Ph. n. Pr,ce, ,. 00 
~'\ (147) The Eat$blfshmeDt 01 CbrlBtlft.nltY and tile Prosorlptlon ·0' Pa-

•. ~Q.nl~~. 1Iy MAUD "Llllla HuM'II.u, .l"b.I', Pricorta.oo. 

VOLUME LXL 1914. 496 pp. Price, oloth, $4,00. 
,I ... [14.8J --rhe RaHway Conductors: A study In Orpnlzed Labmo..-
'. . By h.UW'N.~LU>& RO»IU.MII. Price, ... ,.. 
S. [J.4WTheFlnanoeao'tlleCttyotNew-York. • , l 

_ . : ." BYYltfo.Cf'u " .... ~:a. Pric:e .... ~. 

'VOLUME LXII. 1914. 41411P. Price, oloth, $3.601, 
(11501 'l"he Journal of tbe .701nt'Co$mtttee of Fifteen on B.oonetMioHon. 

aD~(;.oDK'l"e.lta. 1866-1867. " By II.I!I.~. H. Ka.DluclC. Ph.V. Pn~.$,J.oo. 

VOLUIIE LXIIL 191( "661 pp. Price, cloth, $4,00. 
1~ (15a] Emile Durkhelm',8 Contrlbutlon8 to SootoJoaz1oal 'l'beory. 

hI' CHAoKLA ~LM ... G.HLK •• l'h,j). ~''''JO. 
B. [16'11:J The NatloDaJ1zatJOJI, 01 RatlWBya tn Japan. 

, By 1O:>HIH".U WATAIl&I. Ph.D. Price ... ,., 
&. (163) popula.tlon. A tftudylD Maleb.a.eIRnttJID. 

• • ',' by 'V .. R .. S# TamlNOW. Ph.D. Prfce. ,S.15, 

• VOLUME, ~IV. 1915 .. 646 pp. Price, cloth, $4.60. 
1.\1501) -n:econ&h'acttOD fn GeOl"II'IL By C. MrLORD THOM'PSOW, Ph.D. Price. ).00. 
iI. -166) -The Bevlew· of Auu_loan Colonial LeIr'Hlatlon by the KIDII' ID 

CODDOU. - Js,. I!. ...... iI&aQlD. 1<vsuu.. .Ph.D. "rice. 'J.75o 

'Vl)t;U1IE LXV.' 1916. 624 pp. Price, cloth, $4.00. 
1. [U,6) ~e SOVerellrDCOUDCl1 of-liIewPJ"8.noe 

. . 6 . By lCAV,IONP Du Bprr. CAHALL, Ph.D • 
•• (157) -Sotentlflc Mauaaement (end. ed. ) 9 U~). 
• .1:$:,. IioaAcB B. »au ..... ~D. 

VO~1JMB LXVL" 1916.655 pp. Price, cloth, $4.6U. 
1. [158] "The BeoocnltloD Polio,.. of the -United 8tate.... n 

B, jaLIUII Go".L. Ja., Ph. • 
S. "69t RnU.,.. • .,. Problems In ChiDa. By (.;HJH IhD. Pb.D . .s. [160J ..-rbe Hoser :RebeUlon.. • B, PAUl. If. CL .. ...-ra, Ph.D. 

, VOLUIrIE LXVIL 1918. 638 pp. 'Price, oloth, $4.00. 

~,,..CIO 

r 

1. [181J -BoYIAO 80clolo..,... - ,ByJuuvsF.H.c .... Pb.D. Price,".JO. 
'S. i18~ State Reaulatwu u' Railroads I_ the South. 

~ .t, B, MAXWIriLL;.· .... GUSOII.A. M •• LL.B. Pdoe .... 7J. 

" VOLVMB LXVIU. 1916. 6(8 pp. i'riee. cloth, $4.60. ' - ' , 
f 188) ~e 0 ..... '0. of the lalamJ.c State. "By Jtarur K.. Hn-n. Ph..D. Price,"__ I 

• • I' ~, ' 

v,01-UIIE LXIX. 1919. '489 pp. 'Pfice, cloth, ,4.00. ~. 
L (1.8&) Ball.,.,. Mouopol:r and :aace Beaalatloll. 

• . B, &~aY J. IIcP.u.c., PIa.O. ~ ...... 
1a. (l86] The Batter Illduetl7la tbe Uolted tttate.. --on 

• Ill' &Dw&aD W ..... , IJ'. . Prior ...... 

VOLUIIE LXX. 1918. 640 pp: Prioe,"cloth, t4.60. 
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